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FOREWORD

- The Second Army Conference on Applied Mathematics and Computing
was held aw-45-Ma•- ft,-o4 10in the Communications Center at
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. It featured several current
research areas, including robotics. continuum mechanics, and
innovative computational methods. Also a special session was
held on constitutive equations for high strain rate problemsaZe 9-
The conference was initially planned for three days, but in order
to accommadate the unusually large number of contributed papers,
namely seventy-three, an additional day was scheduled.

The Army Mathematics Steering Committee (AMSC) is the sponsor of
this conference, and it had as its hosts the Benet Weapons
Laboratory and Rennselaer Polytechnic Institute. Drs. San Li Pu
and John Vasilakis served as representatives for the Benet
Weapons Laboratory, while Professors Donald A. Drew and Joseph E.
Flaherty were the local chairpersons for the other host. Members
of the AMSC take this opportunity to thank these gentlemen for
all their time and work preparing for and conducting this well
run scientific weetng.

The Series of annual meetings entitled Army Conferences on
Applied Mathematics and Computing combines two former symposia,
namely the Conferences of Army Mathematicians and the Numerica
Analysis and Computers Conferences. Picking topics to be ela-
sized at the present conference, the organizing committee.
selected areas of research that span the fields of theearlier
conferences. This point is well brought out by the-following
list of invited speakers together with the ti.tle-s of their
addresses.

/
/

SPEAKERS AND AFFILIATIONS k TITLE OF ADDRESSES

Professor Ferdinand Freudenstein Computer-Aided Mechanisms
Columbia University Analysis and Design)

Professor George C. Sih Scaling of Size and Time
Lehigh University Associated with Damage

Prediction)

Professor John W. Hutchinson Methods for Analyzing the
Harvard University Mechanical Properties

of Nonlinear Two Phase
Composite Materials) - vv fd
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Professor H. T. Kung Parallel Computations,
Carnegi e-Mellon University Computational Complex-

ity and Very Large
Scale Integration',

Professor John Hopcroft Mathematical Foundations
Cornell University for Robotics)

Professor D. P. Bertsekas Distributed Asynchronous
Massachusetts Institute of Algorithms)
Technology

Professor A. Jameson* Computational Methods for
Princeton University for Transonic Flows,,

Members of the AMSC were very pleased with the number and the
quality of the papers presented at this conference. They were
also pleased to have so many of said papers submitted for pub-
lication in the Transactions of this meeting. These interesting
and informative articles can reach, in this printed form, persons
who were unable to attend the conference; and for those in
attendance this technical manual offers an opportunity to study
in depth their contents.

*•s are sorry that Professor Jameson was unable to present his paper
at this meeting.
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COMPUTER-AIDED MECHANISMS ANALYSIS
AND DESIGN

Ferdinand Freudenstet n
Columbia University

New York, New York, 10027

ABSTRACT. The modern development of the subject of mechanisms has been
influenced heavily by high-speed computation. This is due primarily to the
nonlinearity, complexity and variety of the mechanical elements involved.
Recent developments and research in this area will be reviewed with emphasis
on conceptual design, kinematic analysis and synthesis and dynamic analysis.

I. INTRODUCTION. The subject of mechanisms is in some respects very old,
while in others it Is remarkably new. Mechanical invention is already in
evidence in the earliest civilizations. The evolution of rmechanical design
from a purely intuitive "mechanic art" into an engineering discipline
constitutes one of the significant current engineering developments. We begin
this review with a survey of the creative phase of mechanisms design.

II. !HE CONCEPTUAL DESIGN OF MECHANISMS. The creative phase of
mechanisms design is probably the most elusive and challenging. Attempts to
systematize this process traditionally involve the functional classification
of mechanisms, such as atlases of mechanisms. Beginning with C. Babbage in
1826 (2) isolated attempts have appeared aimed at the development of a
systematic, abstract and useful representation and classification of
mechanisms (e.g. 1,8,14). Beginning in 1964-65 graph theory was introduced
for the representation of kinematic structure (3-6,9-13,15). In this approach
links are represented by vertices, joints by edges and the edge connection of
vertices corresponds to the joint connection of links, edges being labeled
iaccording to joint type and the fixed link being identified as well. For
example the familiar swinging-block mechanism and its graph are shown in
Figs. la and ib, respectively. In the latter figure the number of each vertex
corresponds to the link identification of Fig. la; the symbols RP denote pin
joints and sliding joints, respectively; and the small circle around vertex 2
represents the fixed link identification.

Graphs can be defined analytically and hence stored in the memory of a
computer. The enumeration of mechanisms can thus be reduced to a
combinatorial problem in graph enumeration with different mechanisms
corresponding to non-isomorphic graphs. In this way it is possible to create
mechanisms in a systematic manner wlth only minimal assumptions regarding
their nature (such as the degree of freedom of the motion, the number of
moving elements and the admissible joint types). In this approach to creative
design, charefore, we firzt concentrate on kinematic structure, enumerate
potentially useful mechanisms and then evaluate these ir the light of
functional considerations.
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We illustrate the procedure in a specific case: the development of a
variable-stroke engine mechanism (11). A variable-stroke engine would have
potentially improved fuel economy due to the fact that load control is
achieved by varying piston stroke, thus eliminating inlet-throttling andreducing Funping losses during short-stroke operation. Hence, in this case a
mechanism is desired for cunvertinl rotary to variable-stroke reciprocating
motion while maintaining a constant or nearly constant compression ratio.

In this problem we consider single-degree-of-freedom mechanisms with pin
joints and/or sliding joints and we limit the search to plane mechanisms. The
desired mechanism must be adjustable so as to provide stroke control while
maintaining the desired compression ratio, favorable force transmission and
acceptable dynamic characteristics under all operating conditions. From the
standard degree-of-freedom equation for mechanisms it follows that we need to
search for mechanisms with (4+2n) links and (4+3n) joints where n 4s a
positive intejer. To avoid undue complexity we restrict the search to n=1 or
2. Even so the number of mechanisms created in the search is in excess of one
hundred. Restrictions as to the number of admissible sliding pairs, floating
links etc. limit the search to about 40 mechanisms. Fig. 2 shows some of the
graphs associated wiih six-Iink configurations (n=l) and sketches of the
corresponding variable-stoke mechanisms, while Fig. 3 shows the same for the
eight-link structures (n=?). The mechanisms were then evaluated on the basis
of functional requirements. Known configurations, such as prior-art patents,
were recreated, thus providing a valuable check both on the search as well as
on the prior art. Three mechanisms were found which were potentially
acceptable. Of these the most favorable was judged to be the mechanism shown
in Fig. 4, which was then investigated in greater detail. The finai design of
this configuration, shown in Fig. 5, was awarded a U.S. patent (#4,270,495,
1981).

This approach has been used with success in recent times in several
applications including the development of novel casement window mechanisms (7)
and wheel dampers (16). Current research efforts are concerned with the
partial automation of this process. This involves automation of the
determination (enumeration) of the kinematic structures or graphs satisfying
the search specification and the dimensioning and mechanical analysis of the
mechan 4sm created in the search. The latter would include
interactive-graphics capabilities and potentially also artificial-intelligence
techniques (expert systems) which would permit the evaluation of individually
tailored search specifications and functional evaluatian criteria.

This approach to conceptual design also has important implications in the
evaluation of patents and in recognizing similarities and differences in

mechanisms.

IIi. KINEMATIC AND DYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF MECHANISMS. The computer-aided
kinematic and dynamic analysis of mechianisms has been greatly aided by the

development of large-scale design codes. These solve the kinematic
loop-closure equations of mechanisms to determine displacements, velocities
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and accelerations. The dynamics is determined from the Lagrangian equations
of motion, usually in variational form. In this way complicated mechanisms
can be analyzed economically and design alternatives evaluated by parameter
variation. This has made possible the economical analysis of both mechanisms
and mechanical systems of extraordinary complexity in the design stage.

Table 1 summarizes the basic characteristics of some major design codes.

Table 1; Codes fcr the kinematic and dynamic analysis and synthesis of
mechanisms (all Witinteractive graphics capabilityl.

SOME TYPICALCO.DE DEVELOPER BASIC CAPABILITY S•OM TCAL

ADAMS :`O.A. Chace and Kinematic and dyna- Vehicle dynamics,
associates (U. of mic analysis of agricultural equipment,
Michigan; Me- three-dimensional general machinery,
chanical Dynamics mechanisms and me- mechanisms, robotics.
Inc.) chanical systems.

DADS E.J. Haug and Kinematic and dyna- Complex vehicles,mecha-
associates mic analysis of nisms, agricultural
(U. of Iowa) plane and three- machinery, intermittent

dimensional me- mechanism~s, large-scale
chanisms and me- mobile equipment.
chanical systems.

DRAM M.A. Chace and Kinematic and dyna- Accident reconstruction,
Associates (U. of mic analysis of general machinery,
Michigan; Mecian- plane mechanisms nuclear core simulation,
ical Dynamics Inc.) and mechanical aircraft mechanisms,

systems, vehicles.
IMP J.J. fJicker and Kinematic and dynamic Aitomotive suspensions,

associates (U. of analysis of plane and sewing machine drives,
Winconsin) three-dimensional vehicle dynamics,

mechanisms and mecha- general machinery, ro-
nical systems. iotics.

KYNSYN F.E. Kaufman Kinematic synthesis Sizing of plane linkage
(U. of Washington) of plane linkage me- mechanisms so as to

chanisms (determi- obtain a prescribed
nation of mechanism motion sequence, e.g.
proportions for a in production processes
particular motion general machinery etc.
sequence via a
microcomputer setup).

LINCAGES A.G. Erdman Plane kinematic Variable-speed drives,
(U. of Minnesota). analysis and synthe- window actuators,

sis of lnkage biomechanical devices,
mechanisms . linkage mechanisms.
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Mechanisms which have been indlyzed with the aid of computer-aided
techniques in recent years als .nclude artificial limbs, complex planetary
gear trains, shaft couplings and many others.

In addition to the computer-aided design of mechanisms and mechanical
systems, a substantial area of research and development is concerned with
basic mechanical components. As we shall see in the following remarks, this
subject is still filled with challenges.

iV. MECHANICAL COMPONENTS. Despite the sophistication of the analysis
capability in mechanisms and mechanical systems, there are important areas in
which our understanding of mechanisms remains lacking. For these the
development of effective computer-aided design methods hinges on a better
understanding of their fundamental mechanics.

Amongst the mechanisms in tt.'s category there are many basic machine
components, such as cam-follower systems, univer:.al joints, constant-velocity
shaft couplings, variable-speed transmissions and others. Many of these were
established long ago, as were the simpler aspects of their motions. These
components are skillfully proportioned on the basis of many years of
experience, as well as life and wear testing. The sizing of these components
in the design stage, however, remains a challenging objective. As technology
continues to advance at a rapid pace, mechanical devices are expected to
operate reliably at ever increasing speeds and loads and the rational and
predictive design of these mechanisms has become increasingly necessary.
Airongst other things this includes the determination of the internal force
and torque reactions of these components under both static and dynamic loading
and the ability to predict limiting speeds before the onset of unacceptable

V4 wear rates and/or destructive impacts and overloads.

In belt drives, for example, the exponential belt-tension equation, which
was derived by Euler, is still representative of the state of the art in many
aspects of this field. In universal joints, the internal force and torque
reactions are not as yet properly understood. In many constant-velocity shaft
couplings there are a substantial number of ball or roller elements with
complex motions involving line or point contact. Their analysis is only just
beginning. The development of the fundamental mechanics of these components
presents exciting challenges in rigid-body mechanics, elasticity theory and
stresb analysis. Eventually such efti.ts can be expected to lead to more
efficient and powerful computer-aided design procedures, which in turn will
accelerate utilization of these components under more severe operating
conditions.

Another area which is still largely unexplored is the logical design of
mechanisms. Many mechanisms perform sohisticated logicai functions e.g. in
production machinery involving decisions concerning sequences and timing in
cutting, loading, transfer operations etc. This subject has received some
attention in recent years (12), but its potential remains to be recognized by
the engineering profession.

�•-4
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And finally let us consider the area of three-dimensional mechanisms.
Although much progress has been made, especially with computational approaches
reducing the complexity and tediousness of their design analysis, much remains
to be done. For example, the skew four-bar linkage (Fig. 6) is a basic
spatial linkage used to connect ron-parallel non-intersecting shafts. It is
known from experience that depending on proportions the input and output links
function either as cran.s (i.e. can make complete rotations) or rockers (i.e.
can only oscillate). An analysis of the dimensional restrictions which govern

the rotatability of the links is both basic anJ extremely difficult.

In the area of robotics the analysis of workspace represents another very
active area. Workspace is a complicated function of three-dimensional linkage
geometry. The determination of robotic workspace for given linkage
proportions can be handled by the previously mentioned three-dimensional
codes. But the synthesis of robot dimensions for optimum workspace

characteristics is as yet in the research stage. As the fundamental mechanics
of these areas continues to develop we can expect corresponding advances in
their conmputer-aided design.

V. CONCLUSION. This has been a brief survey of trends in the
computer-aided desTgn of mechanisms. Many of the subjects which have been
discussed (e.g. the conceptual design of mechanisms) involve areas of research
in which the author and his students have been involved. A significant part
of this research has been sponsored by the Army Research Office. The author
would like to take this opportunity to express his appreciation for this
support.
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FIG. 1

FIG. 1 SWINGING-BLOCK LINKAGE ( Fig. la)

AND GRAPH (Fig. lb).
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SSTRUJCTURAL AND SCHEMATIC DRAWINGS OF SOME SIX-LINK
S• VARIABLE-STROKE MECHAN ISMS

!i~i Reprinted with the permission of the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers from-"Developnient of an optimum variable-

;!•...stroke internal-combustion engine mechanism from the viewpoint
i','•of kinematic structure'" by F. Freudenstein and E.R. Maki..Q.•Trans. AS•IE; J. of Mechanisms, Transsmissions and Automation
• in Design 105. 1983, pp. 259-266.
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FIG.3.

STRUCTURAL AND SCHEMATIC DRAWINGS OF SOME EIGHT-LINK
VARIABLE-STROKE MECHANISMS.

Reprinted with the permission of the American Society of

Mechanical Engineers from *Development of an optimum variable-
stroke internal-combustion engine mechanism from the view-
point of kinematic structure" by F. Freudenstein and E.R.
Maki; Trans. ASME, J. of Mechanisms, Transmissions and
Automatieti in Design 105, 1983, pp. 259-266.
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FIG. 4.

OPTIMUM VARIABLE-STROKE MECHANISM

Reprinted with the permission of the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers from "Development of an optimum
variable-stroke internal-combustion engine mechanism from
the viewpoint of kinematic structure" by F. Freudenstein
and E.R. Maki, Trans.ASME, J. of Mechanisms, Transmissions
and Automation in Design 105, 1983, pp. 2,9-266.
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FIG. 5

FINAL DESIGN OF OPTIMUM VARIABLE-STROKE MECHANISM OF
FIG.4 (U.S. PAT. #4,270,495; 1981)
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VALIDATION OF A MULTILAYERED VISCOELASTIC SEISMIC PROPAGATION

MODEL FOR SHORT TO MEDIUMI RANGES

i" Ben L. Carnes, P.E.
Environmental Systems Division

Environmental Laboratory
U.S. Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station

Vicksburg, MS 39180

Abstiact. Field tests were conducted to provide a complete data base for
validation of the WES Seismic Propagation Model. The model was developed in
1973 to predict seismic signals resulting from a variety of seismic sources,
but had not been validated for short to medium ranges (up to 10 kmn). Model
predictions compared favorably with tests results and after a refinement of
site physical properties and internal damping factor (or g), calculations were
even more compatible. The model will now be available for making predictions
at other sites with a greater degree of reliability. The validation procedure
included preliminary prediction, testing and verification of data, and model
ref inement and validation.

Introduction. The Rayleigh wave components of seismic waves are generally
considered as the primary energy conveyance that activates seismic sensors.
The amount of energy generated by a target of military interest, such as a
vehicle, military equipment, or a specific military operation or activity, is
site dependent, and the effect of terrain on Rayleigh wave propagation is known
to be substantial. A mathematical computer model was develope(' at the
U. S. Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station (WES) to predict microseismic
signals in various terrain materials for application to sensor systems (Lundien
and Nikodem 1973). The model uses site information including compression and
shear wave velocities and material density and thickness for multiple layers,
along with seismic source data, to simulate the generation, coupling, propaga-
tion, and decoupling of seismic signals (surface waves) from the source to the
sensor. This concept is illustrated in Figure 1, which shows the seismic wave
propagating from the source to the sensor.

Model Description. The model develops mathematics within a framework of

theoretical mechanics to simulate the Rayleigh component of a seismic wave in
a layered medium. Rayleigh waves, or elastic surface waves, are formed when a
bounding surface exists on an elastic half space. The particle motion of

Rayleigh waves is elliptically retrograde in a plane perpendicular to the
bounding surface and parallel to the direction of pr pagation. The Rayleigh
wave propagation velocity is smaller than that of ct •pression or shear waves
and in most soils is generally about 90 percent of the shear wave velocity,
which in turn is about 40 to 50 percent of the compression wave velocity. A L

Rayleigh wave's energy per unit area (usually expressed as a form of particle
motion) decreases with increasing range (as it spreads over an increasing
area). This is termed geometric attenuation, which causes a decrease in parti-
cle motion amplitude proportional to 1//frVwhere r is the range from the
seismic source. Of the total seismic energy input by the source, approximately
two-thirds is transmitted away by a Rayleigh wave.
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In addition to geometric attenuation, there is -lso a loss of energy from
internal friction in which some of the mechanicsl energy is converted into
heat. This internal damping increases with frequency. Rayleigh waves with
short wavelengths (high frequencies) are attenuated more rapidly with depth
than those with long wavelengths (low frequencies). When a Rayleigh wave
travels in a horizontally layered medium in which its velocity is constant
within a layer but different from layer to layer, the wave will be dispersed
as it propagates. Because of dispersion, the Rayleigh wave can have a low
velocity (and high frequency) in the surface layer and a high veloci~ty (and
low frequency) in the basement layer, depending on layer properties.

Another effect of a horizontally layered medium is that elastic waves
originating at the surface may be reflected or refracted by the layers. These
changes cause energy losses that also affect attenuation. The waves can also
be polarized or even converted to other wave forms. The effects of macrogeo-
metric features can be simulated by frequency-dependent amplitude transmission
coefficients.

Closed-form equations for computing the seismic signal are derived from
•- classical equations of motion to define the stress-strain relationship in the

propagating medium. The development of an economical and practical mathemati-
cal simulation of the phenomena shown in Figure 1 requires several assumptions

RE• for simplification. The assumptions describing the geometry and composition
of the system are: (a) the medium is composed of homogeneous and isotropic
horizontal layers, (b) all layer boundaries are smooth and abrupt, and
(c) major discontinuities at the surface are large compared with the signal
wavelength. The assumptions describing wave motion are: (a) all predictions
are made for a point source, which means that source contact dimensions are
small compared to the signal wavelength, (b) all motions are at a level low
enough to remain within the elastic realm of the material, and (c) the calcu-
lations are made using axial symmetry (all inputs are vertical or horizontal).

The equations of motion used herein represent the propagation of a distur-
bance that involves both equivoluminal and irrotational motion. Separate wave
equations can then be obtained for each type of motion. These equations are
translated to cylindrical coordinates so that axial symmetry can be applied.
They are then solved by applying boundary values. The end result is the gen-
eral expression shown in Figure 2. It should be noted that the more general
form of this expression makes use of Fourier transforms to widen the scope of

e problems that can be evaluated.

The conceptual steps for prediction of seismic signals are shown in the
block diagram in Figure 3. This diagram is a generalization of the actual
computational sequence used in the comouter program. The essential steps shown
in Figure 3 are used to explain the computational procedures that are basically
composed of two parts: (a) computation of the site coefficients, and (b) trans-

* formation of the input forcing functions to a predicted signal.

The site coefficients that must be determined to predict a signal include
(a) wave numbers, (b) source coupling coefficients, (c) 11ankel function (i.e.,
the transmission coefficients), and (d) surface macrogeometry coefficients.
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After the source coupling, transmission, and surface macrogeometry coeffic-

ients are computed, they are combined for each wave number of interest. This

is accomplished by taking products of the three coefficients for each frequency
and mode and summing the model renults, one sum for each frequency.

The site coefficients described above are used with a stress-time func-
tion and particle motion coefficients to arrive at a prediction of particle
velocity, particle displacement, or particle acceleration (see Figure 2). The
stress-time function and the site coefficients are combined to arrive at a
prediction of a signal of particle motion versus time at some range r . To
arrive at a predicted signal in time domain, the inverse Fourier transform
must be taken of the product oi combined site coefficients, the stress-
time Fourier coefficients, and the particle motion coefficients. This time
domain signal is repetitive as a result of thb periodic input source.

Test Program. Since its development, the WES seismic model has been used
for analysis of data for numerous seismic sensor systems that deal only with
short ranges (up to 1 km). Present military systems require knowledge of activ-
ities producing seismic signals out to 10 km and beyond. The Army Seismic
Attenuation Test (SAT) program was conducted in the spring of 1983 at the
U. S. Army White Sands Missile Range to provide a database of long-range (up

to 10-km) data for model refinement and to document other phenomena. The WES
seismic model was used to make predictions for the tests, using preliminary
seismic data for the alluvial valley test site. These predictions are shown
in Figures 6-8 as phase velocity, transmission coefficients, and transfer func-
tions. Tt&L• were conducted using an electrohydraulic vibrator, a vacuum
impulse loader, an M-35 vehicle out to I km, and explosions from I to 10 km.
Data were recorded at a stationary array of geophones and on a portable group
of geophones emplaced near the source. Approximately 2000 channels of data
were recorded during this extensive test program (See Figure 8 for site lay-
out).

Analysis. The analog data wre digitized and then processed using

several signal processing techniques, such as band pass filtering, Fourier
transforms, and cross correlation to analyze attenuation, transfer function,
source/array spectral densities, time of arrival (mode analysis), and
time/frequency analysis. Figures 8-11 show some of the processed data, while
Figures 12-14 show attenu ition curves for vibration and explosive tests and
calculated transfer functions. Model verification was begun upon completion
of the data analysis.

To compare actual data with the model predictions, processed data were
used to calculate attenuation ratios for various tests, as can be seen in Fig-
ures 15 and 16. The model was then used to match attenuation ratics for the
same frequencies by varying the internal damving factor (IDF). The results
can be seen in Figures 18 and 19, which show IDF versus frequency. A rule-of-
thumb estimate of 0.03 for IDF was used to make all predictions for the SAT
program. The data reveal that the 0.03 value is not a bad estimate, but that
the calculations could be refined somewhat by having an IDF of 0.02 or a value
dependent on range.
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The effect on the predicted transfer functions as a result of :hanging
che IDF can be seen in Figure 19, The short-range (0.1-, 0.5-, and 1.0-km)
site ti:ansfer functioas for an IDF of 0.02 compare very favorably with both
the actual daCA and the functions fqr an IOF of 0.03. The long-range (2-, 4-,
and 10-km) site transfer fu"ctions for an IDF of 0.02 compare more favorably
with the actual data than the long-range functions for an IDF of 0.03.

Conclusions. This avalysis is not complete. Further model refinements
now being attempted Include varying TDF with frequency and range and using
overall site Information determined by the field tests. Further data analysis
also being accomplished with the field test data includes averaging of data
for a number of geophones to reduce the problem of background noise on data
that are totally masked by vind noise; verifying Rayleigh wave motion using
vertical, radial, and transverse geophone data to plot particle motion; and
calculating the point at which transfer functions are affected by background
noise.

The conclusions reached in this study are: seismic waves are dispersed
such that very low-frequency (2- to 3-Hz) signals which travel in deep, high-
velocity layers are the only compcnent remaining beyond 4 km; the resolution

of seismic signals measured iut to 10 km is below 0.5 Hz; and wind noise is a
problem in making seismic measurements over long ranges for wind speeds abova
8 m/sec.

This study has been conducted as a "generic" study in order that thC
reesuits can be applied to many programs, especially those for which the WES
seismic model can be used to extrapolate and predict information for short-
and medium-range seismic signals. In addition, the field test program has
enabled the use of the WES seismic model for prediction of medium-range seis-
mic information, and upon completion of the current analysis will provide not
only model verificatian but also insight into capabilities of military
equipment for seismic detection.

This study has been documented in a WES Technical Report entitled "An
Analysis of Short- to Medium-Range Seismic Attenuation Tests Using a Multi-
layered Viscoelastic Seismic Propagation Model" (Carnes and Lundien 1984).
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n=a m=b

Ap (r,t) [eil'/2 PeiWnt I SB H) -1 )( K • r)

n-a 1

where

A ,(r,t) = particle motion in cm, as a function of range r and
time t for tih component an(' pth derivative

I = 1, 2; 1 for vertical component and 2 for radial
component

p = 0, 1,.2; 0 for particle displacement, 1 for particle
velocity, and 2 for particle acceleration

r = range from source, m

t= - time e see

n = -a, -a+1, ... -1, 0, +1, +2, ... a-l, a; frequency
- numbersw n = circular frequenc-y, rad/seo

i÷:'

SD= Fourier coefficient for source signal:

1d
0

"T = period of sourc'! signal, see

iJ f(t) = source signal, dynes

m = 1, 2, ... b; mode numbers

S n surface macrogeometry coefficients
* 2

B = source coupling coefficients = w2 Res [Q(K)]
Mon, ,n Mon

m~n
S~for '.=2

for L=l

(•(l)K. n r) = Hankel function (Bessel function of third kind)
of first type and order (£-l) for argument
(KaI, • r)

I mn= wave number for mth mode ,d nth freauencv

Figure 2. General solution
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Figure 7. SAT site layout.
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B'UCKLED ELASTICA IN CONTACT - FINITE FLFYIET SOLUTIONS

Arthur R. Johnson
and

Claudia J. Ouigley

US Army Materials and Mechanics Research Center

DRaR -SMM
Watertown, Massachusetts 02]72

ABSTRACT The analysis of manufacturing processes for metal sheets, stresses
in elastomer bumpers and other geometrically nonlinear problems require
numerical techniques which can deal with continuously changing regions of
contact. The most common method of dealing with the contact problem is to
introduce gap elements in the contact region. These elements provide either
zero or very large stiffness between two deqrees of freedom. The methods for
.,etermining gap element stiffness include computations which determine it
contact has been made. In this effort, a revised simplex method for quadratic
programming is investigated for treating contact problems. The method allows
the contact problem to be treated direc" ly as a minimization problem subject
to an inequality constraint without the need to define gap elements. 1b test
the effec.Aveness of the algorithm the problem of the buckled elastica in

4 contact with itself was solved. An existing finite element formulation for
the extensional elastica based on the minumim potential energy principle is
used to model the buckled elastica. Solutions to the contact problem are also
obtained by a penalty method using gap elements. Results from both numerical
methods are compared to theoretical results.

INTRODUCTION The problem I)a beam deforming near a rigid barrier was
recently solved by Wstbrook . In his analysis, the potential energy for a
bean in its quadratic finite element form and a linear constraint equation
(the rigid boundary) are joined to form a quadratic programming problerýnfich
is solved by Rusin's revised simplex method for quadratic programming I . A
total Lagrangian finite element formulation for tM extensional elastica
(large deformations) was recently deelopeo :iy Fried . In this effort, the
potential energy for the total Lagrangian finite element formulation is
expanded so that the contact problem can be approximated hy a quadratic
progranming problem. Successive solutions to this quadratic programming
problem converge to the contact solution. The problem of a buckled elast~a
in contact wi'h itself was solved theoretically by Flaherty and Keller "
This problem presents an interest.ng test for numerical algorithms intended
for contact problems in the presence of large deformations. Contact occurs at I
a point, not a region, and the location of the contact point moves in a
nonuniform manner as the load increases. Mklmerical solutions are obtained
using both the simplex method and the more commonly used penalty method. Both
methods compare well with the asymptotic solutions presented by Flaherty and
Keller (Ref. 4).

The finite element formulation for the .lastica is presented and is used
to compute known values of the initial buckling load and the initial contact
load. The effect of axial stiffness on the buc.kling and contact loads is
investigated and an axial stiffness is selected which allows the inextensional
elastica to be approximated. The formulation for the analysis of

I
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geometrically nonlinear problems in contact by the quadratic programming
method is presented. The penalty method used is also presented and the effect
of the penalty parameter is numerically investigated. Both methods are used
to solve the post contact problem for the bi:kled elastica. Comments are
given regarding the implementation of each method.

FINITE ELFUENT MODEL: The finite element model for the extensional elastica

developed by Fried (Ref. 3) was applied to the initially flat elastica andused to compute the initial buckling and contact loads for the end loaded flat

elastica. A short description of the element is given here for completeness.
Tht coordinate systems used to describe the elastica and the element are shown
in Figure 1. The element is mapped to the interval V! < i by S = S1 + h
ihe element nodal variables are

Le Xi li )liz

The values of X and Y are interpolated by

(2)

and Y()=U Q
where

33

Then, the potential energy for an element with unit properties is approximated
as

3

-e K + C(-..Z E.
3 we (3)

where the curvature

S- |the axial strain

C : axial stiffr-ss/bending stiffness

I-7
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We M = wrk done by external forces on an element
w4 = integration weight.

The above form of the potential energy can be differentiated with respect
to the nodal variables to obtain an element gradient of the potential energy.
That is,

ýITe(4

Similarly, the element tangent matrix can be obtained by differentiating the
element qradient vector. That is,

_ - 3ke e5)

These element gradient and tangent matricus can be assembled to form
global gradient and tangent matrices. The global potential energy is minimum
when the gradient is null. The locations of the minimums are found by using
the Newton-Raphson method. That is, given a displacement vector U.L we find a
displacement Uz whose gradient is closer to zero by cofWtting

The above method ws used to obtain solutions for the initial buckling,
large deformation and initial contact of the elastica. The deformed shape of
the elastica for end loads of 40, 0 and 7ý are shown in Figure 2. Note, the
initial theoretical buckling load is r"A" and the initial contact load is
72.1R7. 'b demonstrate that this extensible elastica formulation can be used
to accurately represent the inextensible elastica the effect of the magnitude
of c o 5_the buckling and contact load was determined, see Figure 3. With
c = 10 the finite elenent values for the buckling and contact loads have
converged to three significant digits to the theoretical values using only a
coarse mesh of 14 elements.

NONINFM COrACl'r USIM QUADRATIC ROGRNAMING: (luadratic -aniing has been
used to solve contact problems in linear elasticity where potential energy
(P.E.) expression and contraint equation (C.E.) can be expres_-- as follows.

-T~ t.- XP.E. (7)

x > 0 C.E. (8)

7t* paper by Rusin describes a particular form of quadratic programming which
can be adapted to finite element contact problems. In the linear problem, K

'ois a positive definite symmetric matrix and p is the load vector. The
algorithm finds the mittimum oflr(x) such that equation (P) is also satisfied.
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V The geometrically nonlinear contact problem is not in the form given by
equations (7) and (P). However, if we expand the nonquadratic form of the
potential energy, in a Taylor expansion near the contact solution we can solve
the contact problem by solving a sequence of linear problems. Figure 4 shows
a Newton-Raphson solution to the nonlinear buckled elastica problem obtained
without consideration of contact and the near-by contact solution. Note, in
this Lagrangian formulation x is a configuration vector, not a displacement
vector. With xo = the vector obtained by minimizing the potential energy and S

- x = the vector near x which is the minimum of the potential energy subject to
* the constraint equation the potential energy is expanded as follows.

. T[(• =MY.)g =IT (x,)÷ To X61 &y+gX .. 9

* where AX= X-Xo

with 9 (XO o (Newton-Raphson solution) equation (9) can be arranged
as

IT TT�W( - XK X -(•KKo)X,+ [1T(X•b) X KoX.]+- (10)

The term in the brackets in (10) is constant and the first two terms are in a
form which can be used with the quadratic programming algorithms.

To continue the discussion the contact problem is considered for the
buckled elastica. The vector of nodal unknowns is given by )J' and the vector
involved in the contact constraint is UT where

T ,*

,, (X1X

T
and U- (X ZfzY, . --. YN. (12)

Using symmetry to solve the buckled elastica problem as indicated in Figure 4
the constraint equation is

Lk._ O (13)

Then, given x an approximate contact solution can be found by solving the
following quacdratic programming problem.

Find minf Y4)C)) vii 1 1  KK0 X f-
V x (14)

with LL t O
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and•.'~P anX (o KO

To obtain the optimal contact soution the quadratic programming problem is

repeated by recomputing Ko and Po at each solution of (11) until the region of
contact no longer cnanges. one last Newton-Raphson solution otLained while
enforcing the appropriate region of contact yields the solution to the
nonlinear contact problem.

The method described above was used to obtain post contact solutions to

the buckled elastica. 7he location of the contact point with respect to the
loaded end of the elastica was computed as a function of the loading for a

uniform mesh of 40 elements and is shown in Figure 5. At some loads, two
contact points were indicated. Tn all such cases, the actual contact point
was located between them. That is, when two contact points were computed they
were never oq 4 7ne side of the actual point contact solution given by Flaherty
and Keller .Some solutions were obtained for a uniform mesh of PO
elements. The rcsulting contact point locations were approrimately twice as
close to the analytical solution.

WNONLINEAR CTHAC, tSG WE PENALTY M.ICvj: The use of gap elements to treat
contact was de~r 1Ied by Mian ano -11a15 - This method is similar to the
penalty method . The penalty method is easily adapted to the Lagrangian
finite element formulation being used here and provides another finite element
method to compare with the analytical solution. The contact constraint as
stated in equation (13) can be obtained in a least squares sense by adding the
square of the nodal value (i.e., xn or y ) for any nodal variable that fails
to satisfy equation (13). On an elemeA level this is done by adding theproduct of the squared terms and the penalty parameters as follows (only Xn's

are included here).

e e X

where n Cn nn pb penalty parameters or gap element stiffness
pa variable for convergence studies

C if one or no adjacent nodes have x <0
nL I if both adjacent nodes have x < ,n

K~ diaqonal term from the tangent stiffness matrix associated with the""oxn displacement.

7he selection of the penjy parameter chosen here reflects the ideas
presented by Cnan and Tuba in which gap element stiffnesses are selected
based on the current global tangent stiffness matrix and the portion of the
element for which the constraint is violated (thus, knn and cn as described
above).
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The computation of the element gradient and tangent stiffness is straight
forward and proceeds as follows.

The element gradient is computed as

9e a[Lke n I
"or ge 9 e +9•:e e ep

and the tangent matrix is found from

i2K K +Yer

or K 1 K + Ke (17
Ke e ~ep

SThe assembly of the global gradient and tarnent matrices and the introduction
of displacement boundary conditions are again similar to the methods used in
linear analysis. Then, the Newton-Rpj'son method is applied to minimize the
global form of equation (15). As an example when X", and Xn, are two
variables which violate t~he conistraint equation (13) the gradient is

00

"and the tangent stiffness is

0

•:';"y ntpK 0 (
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The buckled elastica contact problem was solved for an end load of R(.(
and the range of penalty parameters indicated in Table ]. The location of the
loaded end of the elastica appears to I,* converged to , or 7 decimal places
wnen Y,, = Cflml. Convergence with respect to mesh size was also considered

and tne results are shown in Table 2. After the penalty parameter was
selected, convergence with respect to mesh size w-s numerically determined.
The r,.eshes chosen for the convergence study in Table 2 all have an identical
contact point location so there was no effect from a shifting contact point
due to a finer mesh. A uniform mesh with A elements was required to obtain
convergence to about five significant digits in the displacements. This may
be due to the fact that there is a large curvature along the short portion of
the elastica between the loaded end cnd the contact point which is difficult
to approximate with a coarse mesh.

.he location of the nodes in contact was determined as a function of the
load for a uniform mesh of 40 elements. The results are shown in Figure 6.
They agree well with Flaherty and Keller's results in that the location of
contact is always known within the length of an element. A more sophisticated
choice of the penalty parabeter ( C. in particular) would improve the results.

CONCLUSION: The use of quadratic programming and penalty methods for the
analysis of geometrically nonlinear contact problems were presented. Of the
two methods, the penalty method was easier to adapt to the total Lagrangian
finite element formulation being used. The solutions obtained using the
simplex method implied point contact whicn is in agreement with theory. The
penalty method as used here was unable to predict point contact as clearly as
the simplex method. For a given mesh, the penalty method requires that a
convergence study be made with respect to the penalty parameter, whereas, the
simplex method determines the results in one analysis. Both methods gave
satisfactory results when the location of contact was determined as a function
of the load. Additional work could include modifying the methods in such a way
that regional and point contact can be easily determined numerically.
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Table 1. Effect of penalty parameter on X(1/2)

Penalty pa'vmeter C k 10 Load 80

P X(1/2)

-2 0.071186117
-1 0.073314913

0 0.073536903
1 0.073559195
2 0.073561426
3 0.073561649
4 0.073561671

Note: Ne- 20 jgl < i0-10

Table 2. Effect of mesh size on X(1/2)

Penalty parameter = C k 10- Load -r
n nu

N N X(1/2)

20 0.073561671
40 0.073554789
80 0.073554449
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Figure 1. Coordinate systems for elastica and element.
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4 Figure 2. Deformed shape of elastica for loads of 40, 60 and 72.
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-Figure 3. Effect of the magnitude of c on the buckling and contact

loads.
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Figure 4. Newton-Raphson solution and near-by contact solution.
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OPTII4AL CONTROL TrFCHNIQUES FOR COMPUTING STATIONARY
FLOWS Or VISCOELASTIC FLUIDS WITH MEMORY

Patrick IA Tallc
Mathematics Research Center

University of Wisconsin-Madison"
610 Walnut Street

Madison, Wi 53705

ABSTRACT. We consider the problem of computing the stationary flows of a
viscoelastic fluid with memory flowing through a given domain. The proposed

numerical technique is based on optimal control techn!nt;."., which replace the

original equations of the problem by a minimizat.ce.n prob_.ua to be solved by a
conjugate gradient algorithm* Such techniques are very. powerful and can
handle equations which change type, provided that, as done here, one usee an

adequate preconditioning operator and that one computes efficiently the
gradient of the function to be minimized.

1. EQUATIONS OF THE PROBLEM. Let ,ta consider a viscoelastic fluid with
memory (of upper-convected Maxwell type), flowing viscously through a given
domain A (Fig. 1). We suppose that no slip occurs along the solid walls and

that the fluid velocity at the entrance and at the exit of the domain is
given.
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For exarrPies, such s4.tuations arise while stud, ing plane flows over plots,
such as those ýtudied expetimentally by Bird and al. [19S21. The equations
governing such situations ate simply:

(1) EQUI;,IPR:'-"

-div(2) + p(uoV)u = f in :,

(2) CONSTITUTIVS LAW (upper-convected Maxwell)

t = ax

xt(x,T) =position at of the particle which is in x at

time t and which is subjected to the velocity field u.

(3) KINEMATIC RESTRICTIONS

div u =0, U = u 0 on r

Above, u represents the fluid velocity, a the Cauchy stress tensor, p a
hydrostatic pressure, p the fluid det.sity, V the fluid viscosity and X
the relaxation time. Observe that, as an extra boundary condition, the
constitutive law (2) requires the knowledge of what happened to the fluid
before it enters the domain.

It has been observed in Joseph, Renardy, Saut [1984], that these
equations change type when tha viscoelastic Mach number 3J//--p reaches I
(U is a characteristic velocity of the considered flow). Real
characteristics then appear along which the vorticity can be discontinuous.
However, most numerical methods employed for solving (0)-(3) (such as the
classical fixed point method solving iteratively for the velocities and then
for the stresses) cannot handle this change of type.

The idea of this paper is to employ for the numerical solution of (1)-(3)
optimal control techniques in H (al), which were used with success in
transonic flow computations (Glowinski [1984] ), where a similar change of type
occurs. To be applied, such techniques require the definition of an
appronriate isomorphism between H (9) and H (9) (the preconditioning
operator) and the computation of tfe transpose of the linearized constitutive
equations. Here, for Maxwell visco-lasticity, this turns out to be very
natural: the Stokes operator acts as a very good preconditioning operator and
the transpose of the constitutive laws leads to equations strongly related to
a lower-convected Maxwell model with opposite velocities.
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2. H- LEAST-SWUARES FORmULATION OF THE PROBLEM.

2.1 A one-dimensional model problem. Let f : R + R be differentiable

and consider the problem of solving numerical!:' the nonlinear equation

f(x) = 0 .

If it has a solution in R, then this equation is equivalent to

Minimize 2. If(x)I over R, (a > 0) ,

problem which can be numerically solved by the gradient algorithm

"+ x0 = given ,

"+ for n = 0 until satisfied set
2

Xn+1 = xn - f(xn)f'( n)

This algorithm car be a very efficient method for solving f(3:) = 0, provided
that a is properly chosen and that f(x)f'(x) is easy to compute. It will
be the basis of the numerical technique that we uwil use to solve (1)-M3).

2.2 naxwell viscoelasticity. Let V be the space

V = {ve.,.(Q), evdiv v o 0

let V* be its topological dual, denote by <*,*> the duality pairing
between V and V* and introduce the following operators

A ; V + V*, A(v) = -div[u(Vv + VvT)] , (Stokes)

L : V + R, L(V) f.Vdx ,

T V V*, TlX) = Plu*Vlu- diVlDlU)) - A(v) with

- u ~, (Du) being given by the constitutive rela ion (2).

With these new notations, Equations (1M to (3) take the form

fA(u - 0 ) + T(u -u) - L = 0 in V*
(4)

Lu - 3 e v

If (4) has a solution, then (4) is obviously equivalent to the H least-
squares formulation:
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MINIMIZE J(v) I<AX(v) y(Z)> OVER V WHERE

(v) e V IS THE SOLUTION OF THE LINEAR PROBLEM

(5) A(v) = AV 4 T(v) - L in V*.

Indeed, if (4) has a solution v - u - u , and if we take v v in
(5), then the right hand side of (5) is equal to zero, thus the associated
state vector X(;) is also equal to zero, and therefore J(Z) is equal to
zero. Since J(v) is positive by construction (A is a monotone operator
on V), this implies that v is a minimizer of J over V.

Conversely, let w be a minimizer of J over V. As seen above, since
(4) has a solution, 3 attains the value 0 on V. Thus, J(;) must be
equal to zero, therefore X(w) must be equal to zero (the Stokes operator
A is strictly monotone on V). By construction of y(w), this implies that
the right-hand side of (5) is equal to zero when we take v = w, which means
precisely that w is a solution of (4).

In summary, if we assume the existence of a solution to our original
problem (1)-(3), we can replace these equations by the equivalent minimization
problem just written above. Ibis minimization formulation is the one which
will be used in our numerical techniques. It reduces our initial problem to
an optimal control problem, if we identify v to a control variable, x to a
state vector, (5) to a state eguation and J(.) to a cost function.

3. CONJUGATE GRADIENT METHOD.

The minimization formulation of 12 is interesting because it can be
solved numerically by a conjugate gradient algorithy which has superlinear
convergence properties. This algorithm is:

,*- ....
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INITIALIZATION

-+ Take u0 e V + u

I0 0
+ Solve <A( ),w> <J'(u - u_),W>, w e V,

.)+ Set z =

LOOP

"For n = 0 until satisfied, do

+ Pn = Argmin J(un - u0 - pzn

(to be achieved by quadratic interpolation of J(p))

+ un+- = un _pzn
- n-

+ Solve <A n+l,w> <J'(un+l - u0),w>, Vw e V,

(computation of the gradient)

+ 'y = (A^4 ',+ - 2n>)/(<A~n',n>) ,

(<A+ n+1 n+1 >/<qnI>

+ zn+1 = g + . (conjugate gradient)

4. COMPUTATION OF THE GRADIENT J'(v)

obviously, the difficult part of the algorithm of 13 is the computation
of the gradient J'Q() of the cost function. Here, the cost function is a
qiadratic function of the state vector, itself depending on the added stress
aD' the latter being the image of a nonlinear integral operator acting 3n
(v + u0). But unlike a classical Newton method which would require O(N )- -0

operations (N = din V) to compute this gradient, our computation of J (v)
only requires 0(N2) operations, because we introduce an adjoint state vector
and reduce the computation of all terms <J'(v),w> to the explicit
computation of local integrals defined on the support of w.

To see that, let us introduce the adjoint state 1(v) defined as

( v 0 T -tS(6) HlVllx-t) = -J• exp- ( (xT)) D(Xt(x,r))P(x,-ld,

with
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- 2 ~v + CQXCv)) T if x e al
2

Dz 0 if a

(7) axt•i •€•'Cx,) i= •-C-- "')'

X (x,T) position at time T of the particle whichi is in x at time t and which is subjected

to the velocity field u Wx) -(x).

This adjoint state can be computed by an explicit integration along the
trajectories of a = X + •0" Then, we can prove

THEOREM: The term <J' C),w> is equal to

=J > f P((w(V)u + ,u>V)wlCv)dx

(8) + T) + X(Vv)c + X CVV)T X~w *V)!ZI-H~v

+ {.V-.,.:.I

Proof: By definition of the gradient, we have

"<a(v),w> = lim- tJ(v + tw) - J(v)] =<A6,X>

where X = C(v) is the solution of the state equation (5) and where 6X is

obtained from w by differentiation of (5), that is by solving

A6Ay = A + T'(v',w in V*.

Substituting this definition of 6y in the expression of the gradient, we get

... •<(z),w> - < + T'(v)*#,Y>

Using the definition of T(*), and integrating by parts the term in
"div(((Dg ) .g), this gives

"(9) <J'Cv),w> = J {p(w*V)u + p(u.-}VCX) x + f [E_'(u)-wl]Dly)dx

with DC() 1(V + T In (9), to compute the action of the derivative
of a_(u) on L, we differentiate the constitutive law (2), first with
respect to time, then with respect to the velocity u. we obtain
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'• M)*" satisfies the differential equation

0A(u*V)T - X(Vu)1 - XT(Vu) T + T

U 2•N)( - (w'V)SD(u) + A(V)+D( ) + XZD(u)(Vw)T

0 on rI (=part c, r with •0 * 3 < o)

On the other hand, by differentiating the adjoint state equation (6) with

respect to time, we have

(11) f Z-D(XId = f T.[-X(u.V)1 - X(Vu)TH - AH(Vu) + H]d.

Integrating (11) by parts, and taking the incompressibility constraint
. div u = 0 into account, (11) yields T

f -D(I)dx = J H-((u.V)r - T(Vu) - X(Vu)T + 'rldx

which, from (10), is equivalent to

(12) f r*D(X)dx = f H°{2iiD(w) - X(w-V)D -A (Vw)D + oD(Vdw)T}dx
- ;-D i-D -D

Plugging (12) back in (9) finally gives (8) and our proof is complete.

5. FINAL FLOW CHART.

With the gradient given by (8), the final flow chart corresponding to our
conjugate gradient method of 13 is
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INITIALIZATION

S- + u given

+ compute 0 (u - 30) by INTEGRATION OF (2) ALONG TRAJECTORIES;-- 
0

+ compute the right-hand side r of the state equation (5);
0

+ compute the state vector X by SOLVING THE LINEAR STOKES PROBLEM (5);

+ compute the adjoint state H0 by INTEGRATION OF (6) ALONG TRAJECTORIES;

00+ compute the right-hand side A of the gradient equation by (8);

+ compute the gradient 0 by SOLVING A LINEAR STOKES PROBLEM;

+ set z = 0 •

LOOP ON n > 0

+ compute p =Argmin Wun - u0 - PZ n )) BY POLYNOMIAL INTERPOLATION;

+ set n1 u un -Pzn;
v'+1

+ compute 0 (un - U0 ) BY INTEGRATION OF (2) ALONG TRAJECTORIES OF
n+1u + Uo

-0 n+1
+ compute the right-hand side r of the state equation (5);

n+1
+ comute the state vector x by SOLVING THE LINEAR STOKES PROBLEM ,5);

+ compute the adjoint state Hn+1 by INTEGRATION OF (6) ALONG TRAJECTORIES;
*n+ I"+ compute the right-hand side A of the .gradient equation by (8);

+ compute the gradient n+1 by SOLVING A LINEAR STOKES PROBLEM;
n+1 n+1 n n+1 n+1 n n n

++compute <A '2 -g > / <A2  ng>

+ end loop.

Here, the minimization of J(,un _ 0 - P n) by quadratic polynomial
interpolation is achieved by

computing J(0) = 1 > =i 1:nOX

U + computing J'(0) = -<A n,zn> = I.nn

+ computing X, = un _ Pn_1z n

+ compnting X, = Xl(vl) by inverting (5) with v =v

+ computing J(P < Ay1,1y

+ setting P n equal to the minimizer of the parabola which agrees

with J twice at 0 anid once at p
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6. NUNSRICAL IMPLEMENTATION.

The practical implementation on a computer of the above flow chart

requires the solution of tw. numerical problesas:"

(i) what type of approximation can be used for the numerical solution

of the Stokes problems?

(ii) what numerical integration techniques can be used for the
integration along the trajectories, while respecting the mechanical

objectivity of the process?

Those problems are strongly interconnected since, for example, the finite
element which is used determines the aspect of the computed trajectories. D.
Malkus r1984] proposes answers which are very attractive because they respect
the physical structure of the problem. His technique decomposes as folluws:

Mi) choice of an exactly incompressible piecewise linear finite element

(such as the linear crossed triangle) for approximating the velocity field;

>X

the original finite
element

mesh of the domain

Fig. 2: Linear Crossed Triangle

(ii) exact computation of the trajectories incoming at the center of
each finite element through a piecewise analytical solution of the ordinary
differential equation

txr) - u[Xt(xr)], (xt) ,x

(ii) computation of the deformation gradient history by solving
analytically the equation

(FX (X, Vu[X (Xr)IF tX (xr)), F (Xt)
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(iv) computation of the added stresses •D by a Laguerre type numerical
guadrature

t NT

2D (Z)= f m 1 (T) kt(QS,T)]dT - ) W(Ti)mI(Ti) (Ft(•,Ti))

The numerical quadrature of (iv) slightly changes the constitutive law
but respects its objectivity since the trajectories and deformation gradients

are exactly computed.

If we use D. :¶alkus' ideas, our numerical technique for the solution of
(1)-(3) finally reduces to

a) the transformation of the original equations (1)-(3) into an
equivalent minimization formulation (§2),

b) the solution of this minimization problem by the conjugate gradient
algorit" of 45,

c) the solution of each Stokes problem involved in this algorithm by a
finite element method using linear crossed triangles for the
approximation of the velocity field,

d) the numerica3 integration of the integrals along trajectories by a
Laguerre numerical quadrature, the trajectories being computed
analytically

If needed, an upwinding scheme can be added to this method, simply by
replacing in the state equation (5) the term (3o!)3 by

-[3!(X) - U(Xt~x,t - E

This replacement renders our method fully deterministic and corresponds, in
the case of a transoni-z flow computation, to the usual entropy condition.

7. CONCLUSIONS

As describeo, the proposed numerical technique can be expected to be
cheap, because ic only involves fixed positiva definite sparse matrices
(namely those associated to the linear Stokes problem), and to be able to
handle hyperbolic situations, because it is based on a least-squares
formulation. Moreover, it respects the physical objectivity of the probleI
and uses, in a critical way, the special structure of the adjoint problem.

Here, we have restricted ourselves to the case of Maxwell
viscoelasticity. Of course, the proposed techniques can be generalized to any
viscoelastic constitutive law, provided that we can easily compute the term

I
(13) f (()ew)OD(y)d *
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In the case of constitutive laws which reduce to a differential equation,
this can -3sually be done by the techniques of §4. through the introduction of
an adjoint differential equation which defines an adjoint state. However, for
the general case of a constitutive law given under an integral form, an
efficient procedure for computing (13) is still to be found,
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ABSTRACT

Mathematical logic is a particuiarly fruitful vehicle for expressing programs in a
declarative style and seems well suited for artificial intelli.-nce applications. On
the other hand, Horn clause logic limited to conjuction -nd disjubtion is some-
what primitive and low level. When programs are written as arbitrary n-ary rela-
tions, as in Prolog, hierarchically constructing more complex programs from
simpler ones is often quite awkward.

John Backus, in his 1977 Turing award lecture, described a well structered
and expressive functional programming style along with a useful algebra of pro-
grams. However, programs as functions are less general than programs as rela-
tions.

This work restricts logic programs to only binary jelations and shows how
to combine the backtracking of logic programming and the higher order opera-
;ions of functional programming. This combination allows us to define a richer
set of program torming operations that includes program inversion. We include
mew optimization rules and point out which FP-like rules are inva!id in a rela-
tional context. As an example, we show how the algebra is used by synthesizing,
from specifications, an efficient program for the N queens problem.

Introduction

The purpose of this paper is both to show the advantages of describing programs as binary
relations, or more accurately "set valued functions', and to give laws relating program forming
operations whose arguments are relations. As an exhibition of the power in an algebra of binary
relations we synthesize a program for the N queens problem from a general specification.

Warren 1131 described how to define higher order operators in Prolog and argued that
extending the Prolog language definition to include them was, in large part, unnecessary. As he
says, they do not extec. the power of the language.

One of Warren's examples is an accumulation operator, called iterate. He says that if predi-
cate variables are used in more than small doses the program becomes excessively abstract and
therefore hard to understand.

•! I PREVIOUS P%GE
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iterato-'(,Rldentityldentity).
iterate(IFirstIRest,lR,Identity,Result)

iterae(Rest,R,ldcntit- ,MidVaihae),
R(First,MidValue,Result).

We can think of the last argument as the result of accumulating the relation R, with identity
'Identity', over a sequence. The first clause says that the result of accumulating the relation R
over an empty sequence is the identity. The second clause breaks the sequence up into a head
and a tail, accumulates over the tail of the sequence to find a middle value, and finally applies R
"to the head of the sequence and the middle value to give the result. Some examples of uses of
this operator are

iterate(!l,2,3,4J,(+),0,10).

iterate(1 ,2,3,4J,(*),1,24).

iterate(ffl ,2] ,1,13,411 ,append,[], [1,2,3,41).

These definitions are difficult to read partly because variables that represent predicates and
variables that represent objects (numbers) are mixed in at the same level. This straightforward
mixture of higher order operators and Prolog .•lauses leads to a difficulty of combining programs
defined with operators.

We argue that higher order operators allow us to lift our level of programming. We can

Ar write pvograms that operate in bigger chunks. Operators act as recursion pattern templates and
save the programmer frrn always relying on assertions based on induction to define his recur-
sions. We can also give concise optimization rules between different operators. So we are claim-
ing that higher order operators can play an important role in logic programming. On the other
hand, it is commendable that such operators are so easily defined in Prolog.

A program forming operation is a very useful tool for accomplishing sophisticated data
abstraction. The solution that is being proposed here depends heavily on composition of relations
as a program forming operation (PFO) and allows other PFOs to name only their relational argu-
"ments. A PFO with its arguments is a term that is to be rewritten in a forward direction. The
final result of this term rewriting is also a relation. Backtracking occurs at the lower, object level.

An example of a PFO is map. The term map(F) is a new relation between inputs and out-
t tipu nan t.au ,d) that is formed from the relation F. If F is a relation of type A x A, i.e. it is a set

of ordered pairs of type A, then the relation map(F) is of type *A x *A, a set of ordered pairs of
sequences of type A. Thus map is a function, a PFO, from relations into relations; its type is

"A' AxA -> *Ax*A.

We will distinguish two levels of program definition. The first describes how to relate
objects and allows definitio,: of new nondeterministic relations. The second level allows definition
of new relations only in terms of program forming operations or previously defined relations. New
PFOs can be defined at the second level. No new nondeterminism can be introduced at the

. -jsecond level.

"Our solution includes restricting our attention to binary relations and depending heavily on
an infix functor, ';', for composition of relations.

In first level definitions new relations are created by asserting set memberships. An infix
operator 'in', meaning 'element of', will represent a test of membc:nhip. Thus '(X,Y) in R' can be
read as "R is applied to (is true of) the pair (X,Y)" or as "(X,Y) is an element of the relation R."
This. along with a representation of infix composition of relations that doesn't require us to talk
"about arguments, gives us a powerful and expressive notation.

Therefore a fi6t level definition for map(F) would be
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(1111 in map(F).
(IAIBJ,ICID]) in map(F):-

(A,C) in F,
(B,D) in map(F).

and reduction can be defiaed as

([J,Z) in accum(F,Z).
(IAIBI,D) in accum(',Z):-

(UAZI,X) in F,
(B,D) in accum(F,X).

A third operator is 'gen(P,F)' which generates successive applications of F until P holds.

(X,IXJ) in gen(P,F):-
(X,true) in P.

(X,IXIYI) in gen(PF)
(X,false) in P,
(X,Z) in F,
(Z,Y) in gen(P,F).

"For example, it holds that (5,15,4,3,2,11) in gen(eql,subl), (13,2,11,19,4,11) in map(sqr), and
(15,4,3,2,11,15) in accum(+,O).

We interpret F;G to mean that F;G is true of 4A,B) if F is true of (A,C) and G is true of
(CID).

(A,B) in F;G
"(A,C) in F,
(C,B) in G.

As an example we can compute the sum of squares of a few integers as

([1,2,3,41,Y) in map(sqr);accum(+,O).

The second level definitions state an equivalence between relations. '"be left hand side ib the
more abstract version; the right hand side the more desirable from an e. -ncy standpoint. For

2 example, we may vrane inner product of two vectors as

Where 'transpose' transposes a matrix.

Second level definitions are not restricted to just new relations but can also be used to give
optimization rules. For example a loop merging optimization rule for map can be stated as

map(F);map(G) => map(F;G).

with the understanding that '=>' means 'is equivalent to and is to be rewritten as', i.e.

F => G iff ((X,Y) in F if (XY) in G).

Now we can painlessly add new' higher order operators and write second level definitions
that are like "logic program. in the style of APL." 'lecause composition will be from left to right
it is more suggestive of FQL 16]. The arguments given by Backus I1I apply to programs of this
sort.

We write definitions at the second level as rewrite rules without bringing ourselves down to
the object level. Even it the objects in question are nondetermiuistically specified we can still
use rewrite rule theory to reason about these program forming operations. Since they are deter-
ministic, and if we are careful, the rules can be de,: .ned to obey Cburhw-Rosser properties. As
another example, we may assert a definition for the inner product of two -ectors, i.e.
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ip => transpose;map(*);acC'-m(+,O).

Where ,t.anspose transposes a matrix. The symbol 'ip' represents sa abstraction of the computa-
tion 'transpose;map(*);accum(+,O)'. As example of the reasoning that wouli go along with suck
a deanition is

(111,2,31,14,5,611,Y) in ip
=> (111,2,31,14,5,611,Y) in traspose;map(");ccum(+,O).
=> ([11,41,12,51,[3,611,Y) in map(.);accum(+,O).
-=> (14,10,181, f) in ae'-m(+,O). •
=> Y=32.

Selectors, Constructors and Nontdetersmlnkm

A convenient way of sharing am input to more than one relation is with Backus' constructor
fun-.tional. We read IFIGI sw a sequence ot relations whose hewl is F and vhose tail is G. The
relation [FIGI is true of an input/output par if F is true of the input ad the bead of the output
and G is true of the input and the tail of the output. More forny,

(X,Dl) in Il.
(X,lIJIVl) in !FIG]:

(XU) in F,
(XV) in G.

Here it is understood that since IUIVI is in the object position then U and V represent components
of a sequence of objects. For example, (3,19,271) in [aqr,cubel.

_• In like fashion Ave define selectors that disiasemble what theý €ons-tetors build. We capture
the Kth component ot a sequence with #K. The relation, tU, gives us the rest of a sequence. The

identity is id.

(X,X) in id.
(IXIYI,X) in #1.
([XIYI,Z) in #K

_J is K-1,
(Y,Z) in #J.

f([XjY,Y) in 01,

We try to localize instances of nondeterminism to easily transform programs that do not use
randetermiAism. In this paper we describe all nondetertrinism with a 'selet' relation A
sequence is the input to select. The value returned from it is a pafr. one (any) element oi the
sequence and a subsequeuce of all other elements. We can describe the set of ordered pairs as

(IXfYl, [X,YI) in select.
S(IXIYI, IU,iXI VJ) in select

(Y, [U,•v) .-a select.

Some sample pairs in the relation select arm ([l,2,31,1l,12,,J1), (11,2,31,12.11,311) and
S([1,2,3jl3,2J,]). "Yhe t are all the ways of selecting an element from the sequence [1,2,31.

SO,-G'ards

In our re.- esenta~ ou of computa:'ons as binary relations we often must package Z collection
of inputs into a sing!e structured input. Oa for exarwple, the Pro!og clause append(Aj..,C) must
be written as ([A,B],C) in append. Likewi.. we wiP often need to extend predicates of single
argum-nts to that they can return Boolean values, for example (3,true) in cdd. These extensions
are important because we can use higher order operators with Booler- valued rela.ions, e.g.
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every(P) => map(P);accum(and,true).

Thus 'every(odd)' can check every element of a sequence for oddness, e.g. ([1,3,17j,true) in
every(odd).

A guard is any Boolean valued relation. Backtracking choices are created with 'select' and
pr-ined with guards. These definitions are patterned after Dijkstra's guarded command language
15] except that our nondetermism is uncommitted. In (P -> F1, P is a precondition for the input
to F and in (F <- P), P is a postcondition for the values returned from F. More precisely,

(A,B)in (P -> F):-
(A,t!ue) in P
(A,B) L-t F.

Postconditions are appropriate for the 'generate and test' paradigm. This form tests the
output of a relation with a guard.

(A,B) in (F <- P):-
(A,B) in F,
(B,true) in P.

The first clause, (A,B) in F, may generate several feasible solutions for B, only a '-• 0 which
may satisfy P For example an inefficient wLy to sort a sequence is to permute the 4 q,, nee and
then check that it is crdered.

solt => (perm <- ordered).

Inveralons with respect to composition

An unusual progr,%m forming operation, one that can play a major K le :' program transfor-
mnations, is the inverse. The program inv(F) is formed from F by running f backwards,i.e. with
known output but unknown input. The following is tz obvious definition but is often useless in a
sytem w~ere goals are solved in depth first order.

IX,Y) in inv(F)
(Y,X) in F.

For example the expression (fl,Y) in inv(accum(append,n)) cannot be solved for Y with a
depthflrst search.

However, the concept turns out to be usef?1l. It allows us to retain a left to right order of

computation and make effective use of previously defined relations. By assuming that left hand
arguments (inputs) are knowa and that outputs are to be determined, we can control the extent of
our searches. This is ene by orderi.-g our subgonas so that the computation tree is not bu,.hy but
stringy. Unfortunately, the above definition for inverse is not an efficient computation rule and
may even lead to a nonterm;aating computalion.

A logic programming system with the completeness property (all clauses with a. solution can
be solved) cannot carry on& all searches in depth first order. However, a *ot~iy breadth first
search is overkill because, although such a metL '-' R complete, it ib ineffici .nt. We want to do
inomt searches, those that are assured of terminat-.;<, in d~pth first fashion a, d cetrry out the rest
breadth first. The problems caused by the intet.-..4,on of inverses with the depth first solution
strategy are Leing examined in another paper [21. It includes a collection of operator directed
transformation rules that 'solve' the program for an inverse program.

Limitations of the algebra

If true functions are evaluated deterministically there is still a practical eonce-n. It is often
difficult to prove termination -Yen for deterministic computations. Our approach is to interpret
the coustructor function under a lazy, rather that strict, semantics. In fact, lazy evaluation is
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required in order to talk about potentially unbounded structures which arise when interacting
with external physical devices.

,'he following logic program fails if g(X,V) fail°. But failure may not be the desired
behavior if [UIVI represents a potentially unbounded sequence of which wa only need the head.

h(,'-,VJ) :- f(X,U),g(X,V).

Equivalently, the rule

IF,GI;#1 => F.

do• £ ot hold under a strict semantics for at least two reasons. As stated, if G fails eithvr by
returning an undefined value or by not terminating then the left hand expression fails wheras the
right hand side may still succeed.

A less obvious dis'-repancy involves domain elements with uninstantiated variables. If, for
example, G succeeds only when the input is guarded, then G may instantiate an undefined vari-
able to that value. Therefore F in the left hand expression will be solved under the assumption
that G succeeds and would be more defined thav whit the right hand side would find as a solu-
tion.

Mo:c t.."I-ifically, consider the following relation

(id,(eq4 -> id)];#1.

It is not. •-,i'at to 'id.' The differeace is noticed if the relation :- solved with both unspecified

domain an.t range elements.

(X,Y) in [id,(eq4 -> id)];#l

(X,U) inid,
(X,V) in (eq4 -> id),
JU,VJ=Z, #1:(Z,Y).

X=U,
(X,V) in (eq4 -> id),
IuVI=z,
U=Y.

__->

X-.Y,
(X,trme) in eq4,
X=V.

=>

X=Y,
(4,true) in eq4,
X=4.

=>

X=4,
Y=4.

This solution is more specific than the solution c0

(XY) in id.

This point must be considered when optimizing programs whose doma'ns include 'difference
lists.' The term difference list is often used to refer to an ,,completely O.tlued data structure that
has become increasingly instantiated during a computation. However, the method could also
apply to data stiectures e~ticr than fists such as trees. Operations such as the append of two
difference lrts can be performed in constant time because they can involve just the instantiation
of variables instea.d of copying of entire structures. Another example is tle process of
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maintaining a queue; insertion of a new element can be done in constant time, if access to the
uninbtantiated variable at the end of the queue is shared and immediate.

Although there are methods for accessing and dewructively updating recursive data struc-
tures ([9j) in functional languages, they "avolve mole :omplex concerns and are more restrictive.
In particular the paths of [9 do not allow sharing. Therefore only trees and no* DAGs or graphs
can be treated.

We define conditiors uDder which we can apply these rules. One constraint that would
assure applicability is to require that every domain element be completely defined and that G ter-
minate on this value. This requirement is so strict that it rules out both difference lists and
streams and is thus unsatisfactory.

Our solution is to isolate on a particular kind of difference list. Instead of creating two
values with the constrictor functional, we return a pair of suspensions, i.e. promises to compute
the values. We will read the clause, 'X suchltb-t P' as 'a value X that has property P.' So we
replace our previous definition of the constructor with

(X,I(U suchthat (X,U) in F)j(V suchthat (XV) in G)J)
in [FIGi.KxID) in 1I.

and replace our previous definition of compcsition with

(X,Y) in F;G:-
(Z suchthat (X,Z) in F),Y) in G.

We must also include rules that recognize suspensions if their values are needed.

(X suchthat P,Y) in F

valjX)P,

(X,Y) in F.
(X suchthat P,Y) in F

nonvar(X),
(X,Y) in F.

These are equivalent to the rules that describe 'lazy evaluation' or 'call by need' [121, 181, [71
although our definition is much simpler. Vuillemin has shown that, as an argument evaluation
rule, this mechanism is optimzl. If values are never requested from subeomputations, then t6ey
never get computed. Lazy evaluation allows a more expressive style of programming because ter-
minating conditions can often be ignored. One can conceptually build and manipulate infinit.
structures or streams.

The greatest disadvantage is that there is a constant overhead associated with making every
structure a strea- . The work of Mycroft [111 and Hudak 1101 might be adjusted to optimize some
iazy computatiois into equivalent strict computations. The greatest advantage that lazy evalua-
tiors holds for us is that algebraic laws are valid without other conditions such w success of
irrelevant tsubcomputations. The computation carried out with lazily evaluated arguments agrees
with what a mathematician would er ect if he did the algebraic manipulation by hand. Thus the
rule

[F,G];#1 => F

holds independently of whether G succeeds or fails. This is proved by showing that [F,G];#l is a
subrclation of G and vice versa.

"The following is a simple example of stream oriented programming. It is a program that
returns the infinite list of powers of two.
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powersoftwo => 01;doubleall.
doubleall => [iditimes2;doubleafl•.
times2 => lid,02j;(*).

The relation 01 is a constant function. It ignores all inputs and returns I as an output. The con-
structor in 'doubleall' must b-! evaluated lazily.

There are concerns to be voiced about interactions with backtracking and streams. A pro-
gram that returns an infinite structure cannot be inverted. We must be careful about construct-
ing streams because we cannot backtrack over a partially built structure that hbs, for example,
already been printed. This point is relevant to the N queens problem that we consider in a later
section.

Towards an algebra of nendetermlnlstlc programs

Before we look at the example we first consider the rules we will be using. Some of the rules
from functional programming do not hold when combining relations. In particular, expressions
that contain nondeterminism cannot be replicated or removed without care. We cannot, for
,;xample, distribute a nondeterministic expression whose results are shared (141). The rule from
B3ackus' FP algebra III that distributes shared input to a constructor functional holds only if the
program whose result is shared is a function, i.e.

F;[G,HI => IF;G, FHI] :-
deterministic(F).

is valid only if F is deterministic. Also

IF,GI;#I => F :-
deterministic(G).

requires that the number of replications of IF,G] be determined only by the nondeterminism in F,
nct in G. This is because our relations are built on a multiset model instead of on sets. In gen-
eral' we must be careful about applying any rules that change the number of occurrences of an
expression.

Finally, if we maintain a lazy ronstructor semantic3 we cannot propagate guards into the
componentr of a constructor. For e pie,

(QF,Gj <- #1;P)

is a subrelation of

[(F <- P),GJ.

Some of the following rules will be used in the derivation of the N queens program.

(F <- GP) -> (F;G <- P);inv(G)
if G;inv(G) => id.

r-ap(F);every(P) => every(F;P).

(F;G <- P) => (F <- G;P);G
if G is deterministic

gen(P,F);tl => F;.cu(P,F).

gen(P,F);last => Ioopuatil(PF).

(gen(P,F) <- every(Q)) => jgen(P,(F <- Q)) <- defined)
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The last rule shows one problematical interaction between streams and backtracking. The
expression gen(P,(F <- Q)) generates, until P becomes true, a stream whose elements satisfy Q.
If somewhere later in the stream Q fails, then the entire stream becomes invalid as an answer. In
operational terms we should "back up the line printer, erasing invalid characters.'

We avoid this problem by adding the postcondition 'defined' to strictify the stream. There-
fore the stream is not pissed as valid until the entire structure has been created and checked.

The N Queens Problem

The problem is te, place N queens, on an N Iby N chessboard, in a manner such that no
queen is attacking any other. This problem is a common exzmple of backtracking, however the N
queens problem is simpler to solve if we don't think of it as a traditional backtracking problem.
Instead, we just consider applying a restricting rondition to a set of possible answers. In other
words, we view it as just another instance of the generate a'd test paradigm.

We start with a simple, understandable version of the N queens problem that generates
every possible board position and then tests each fvr validity. Thror.1h the successive application
of rewrite rules, we transform this program to a more efficient on'o:. However, we do not prove the
rules in this pape-..

The N queens problem i6 first solved by genertng a feasible set and then tsting each to
see if all queens are safe. The original feasible set is just the set of all permutae.ions of placements
of the N queens in N columns. So ia.tially there are N factorial elements in the set. The relation
that generates this set is just

iota;perm.

One elemental pair in this relation is (4,[3,2,1,4J). This is a placement of queens by
columns: first column, third row; '-cond column, second row and so on. This is only a tentative
solution and not a solution. A solution is (4,12,4,1,3).

We use a random selector relation that picks an item from within a scque.,ce. This is the

source of all nondeterminismn in the N queens problem. A logic programming definition for select
would be

(I:jYI,[XYJ) in select.
(lXlYl,[U,XIV]l) in select

(Y,IU,VJ) in select.

These permutations are screened according to the condition that there must be no diagonal
conflicts. The representation makes it impossible to have row or column conflicts

Our specification of .,e N queenm program is reminiscent of Clark and Darlington's
specification of sort[3]. That specification generates all permutations of the sequence and accepts
only those that are ordered. Several efficient sort algorithms are synthesized from this
specification. Correspondingly, we generate all permutations of 1..N and accept only those boards
where all q-eens are safe. Our straight forward but inefficieat program for N queens is as follows.

nqueens -> .iota;perm <- noneswoediag).

where

(
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iota -> gen(eql,subl);rev.

* perm--> 1j],idl;
gen(#2;nuU, I#1,#2;selecq;

1[#2;#1I#1I, #2;#21);
tl;map(#l);last.

nonesamediag => splitoff;
"every(noconflict).

noconflict -> [#l,tl];

!distl;map(absdiff), #2;len;iota4;
trans;every(ne).

splitoff => gen(tl;null,tl).

every(P) => map(P);accum(and,true).

Our objective is rewrite this inefficient, but straightforward, definition into a more efficient,
but possibly less understandable, program.

Before we continue along these lines there is a particular kind of sequence of sequences that
needs attention. We define a fading permutation as a sequence with these properties:

1. The head of the sequence is a permutation.

2. The i+lth element of a sequence is the tail
of the ith element.

3. The last element is itself a s ence but
with one element.

Given a permutation the following program is one way to create a fading permutation.

gen(tl;null, tl).

We must recognize the fact that the program

#1;gen(tl;null, tl)

is an identity on fading permutations. We return to the original problem.

We can rewrite nqueens as

nqueens -> (iotaperm

geu(tl;nuil,tl);every(noconiict)).

Noting that #1 is a right inverse for splitoff we have

nqueens => (iota,;perm;gen(tI;u :;,uj

every(noconfiict));
#1.

We concentrate ouri attention on perm;splitof and substitute rev;#l for last.
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* ~perm;gen(tl;nuli,tl)

V => [fl,idj;gen(#2;null, I#1,#2;selettA;
tl1ap #1);rv 1#11,#;;2)

=> JH~idJgeu(tl;zuli,t11,l). eec]

11#2;#11#11, #2;#21);
tl;map(#1);rey.

as long as we know that this UiDal expression generates fading permutations.

To show that this getierates fading permutations we note that the Arst, element of a result-
ing sequence (3fter being reversed, i.e. originally the iarit) is a permutation. This is because the
first element of this expression is equivalent to the definition of perm. Next we note that succes-
sive elements are sequences that differ only by a missing first element. Thi -i the i+lth elem~ent is
the tail of the ith element. Finally wec note that &he last element of the fadieg permutation has
only one element. From these three facts we cazim that our use of the simpliflcation rule is
justified.

-~ Now we note that since 'antd' is amuciative aird commutative we can say

rev~every(P) =>every(P). i
AMso we know that

where G is deterministic. Using these two rules we now have the expression

(F;G <- P => ( -G)G

gen(#2;null, 1#1, #2~selectj;

map,(#1);every(uocoitflict));
map(#1);last.

We can move tI out of the way with the following ruleIeI,)t FgnPF
and we can merge m". (#1) with every(noconfiict) with

map(F);every( 0 ) => every(F;P).

4 Finally the corstraijit that for every new queen there be no conflict can be propagated into

the gen loop with the following rule
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gen(P,F) <- every(Q) => (gen(P,(F <- Q)) <- defined).

So we now have the expression

nqueens =>
iota;
I[,id];
[#1,#2;select];
1[#2;#11#1j,#2;#-I;
gen(#2;nuUl, (1#1, #2;slectj;

1i#2;#11#11, #2;#21
<- #1;noconfnict));

map(#1);
last.

or

nqueens =>
, a'. j[J ,iota:select];

j[#2;#1j#1],#2;#2];
loopuntil(#2-.null, (1#1, #%select];

!1#2;#11#11, #2,,#2

S~#1.

This final program is more obscure but much more efficient than the original.

Further Work
A system that can do these transformations automatically would have to include a fairly

large collection of rules, although the operator direction help6 to reduce the number. We are
working on rules that can derive inverses of binary relations. They are importquf, for this work
and should bc more generally useful to other kinds of program tranformations buch as he
Burstall-Darlington unfold/fold method.

Even the synthesis shown in this paper has some weak .,pots that need fIlling. The most
direct definition of 'perm'

perm =>
sek-r';
ten(.. 2;null, #2;'lect);
map(#l).

does not easily lead to the program given here although this does not appear to be a serious prob-
lem. We also should be able to transform the definition of 'nocontict' into a mrare efficient form
such as

noconflict =>
!@true, 01, #1, tlj;
loopurltil(#•.;I;nuul,

[[#1,[#2,[#3,#4;#I];absdiffl;nel;and,
#2;addl,
#3,
#4;tlj);

*1.

Transforming 'noconflict' into this program seems to :equire a different collection of rules than
given in this paper.
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Discussion of Applications

As the -inds of programs we write become more complex and more ambitious, they become
more difficult to write efficiently. In particular, when separate programs are combined, their loops
should often be combined. The gap between efficiency and generality is becoming more difficult
to bridge and the need for program transformation systems is becoming apparent. This work
views such a program traniformation system as a kind of computer algebra package that manipu-
lates programs as expressions.

A second important application includes the formal modeling of the noudeterminism
inherent in message passing in networks. We hope- that properties of a model can be proved by
algebraic simplification and transformation in place of a simulation.

Conclusions

We have exhibited an operator directed method for reasoning about nondeterministic pro-
grams. The notation is a combined form of functional programming and logic programming.
This method does not depend on recursion and its associated induction arguments but instead
represents patterns of recursion with program forming operations and uses rules relating them.

The most important result in this paper is the synthesis, from a formal specification, of an
efficient backtracking program for the N queens problem. We used the method of propagation of
constraints so that nonsolutions are rejected before they are constructed. We showed that
streams and backtracking may interact in unexpected ways and pointed to the occasional need to
'strictify' streams.
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CODE ITERATION FOR NOISY CMANNE.LS

A. Brinton Cooper, III

System Engineering and Concept Analysis Division

US Army Ballistic Research Laboratory
Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland 210(!5

ABSTRACT

V Error control codes having modest error correction capabilities and additional error
detection features often are used beyond their correction abilities to force retransmission of
messages under severe channel conditions. High noise or interference levels can cause a significant
fraction of messages to experience multiple transmissions in order to provide successfel delivery.

To improve !he reliability of message delivery, a second level of error control is examined.
A nonbinary Reed-Solomon (RS) code treats each detected character error as an erasure: the
location of the error is kn.own. but the identity of the transmitted symbol is act. The decoder
then fills in symbols which the chanel has "erased.'

The performance of such an error control scheme in a typical application is studied, and
the asmumed scheme is shown to provide signilcant improvement for a modest change.
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LINTRODUMfON

Concern about the ruimbers of mcssagc retransmissions often required by the occurence or
dcicL.blc but zxi concctnbie error patterns on degraded Communicaton schannIs has prompted
corrective surrcstiors; ircludin; transmitting each message twice and eliminating akmc nge me
mc&Wacs. This suggcsiion probably will not play well in Peoria because the military amc not likely toMigive up the unnmbiguous report which they feel is provided by rcccipt of ACK.

Typically, an error correcing code with modest error correction capabilities AMx the ability to
detect somewh'at more severe error conditions is used to correct some channel-induced errors and! to

v indicate the existecre of others. When such an etror detection condition occurs, the datalink protocol
[TANE8X J suppresses zckixwledgcmcnt of receipt of the message. After a timeout period, the source
of the unaicknowledsed mcqqngc will rctransrnt IL H14igh1 nise or interference channels can cause At
si nificant fraction of all messages to req-u-~e multipia transmissions in order to achiev.e successful

* rce~ipt.

To improve the reliability of mes~sage reception, a second level of error detection and! correctio)n is
examinedx A nonbinujy Reed-Solomon (RS) code can treat each detected character error as an erasurc
the location of the error is known, but the identity of the transmitted symbol is mt?. Decoders for ermro
correcting codes mot oply correct received symbol errors but also fill in symnbolsw hich the channel has
crased.

Tn what follow-s, the performance of error detection and! correction in a typicl system is
determined for a representative communication channel, and augmentation of the; assumed scheme is
!!hown to provide significant improvement for a modest chanige.

IT. ERROR DEriLx lioN AND coRRECIoN TN
MESSAGE COMMUNICATIONS

A. NINRODUC17ON

This note is concerned with the use or algebraic or block error correcti codes to imprmv
message reception in message handling systems us'tg very noiy communication channels. Te
performanrce of such codes is outlined in this section.

Figurel I hovisP arnrel.of the process by Yhich informazion frmmabinaxy source (erg, a
message device) is conveyed to a destination in an accurate and! timely manne over a E~iq

* communicauioa channel.

* ~Figure 1. Model of Liear lTlock Codes

To etch block of k information bits produced--by the source, the erroder appeids; (n - k)
redundant bits, each compurted as a -nodulo-2 sum- (linwa combination) of. at least som~e cr the
information digits. That is, they transmit no additional Information but zepresent a form of controlled
redund~ancy which is erploited at the decoder in order to recover the information actually transmitted. It

* ~is said that each redun-tnt bit is a 'parity check on the information bits which constitute Its sum.
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The n•.*turt tf-, rpmdaced is called wi (n,k) lirmar or block codc. (Mathenctically, a linear
n,¢ code i a k-d-ncn.ionrI sub .pace of the wuctor s-pare of n-tuples over a finite field of q clcmcnLs
... rc q i.• n intcg.r po%%cr of a prime nunrber ,nd, ia th;- papr, is 2.)IPEr•2]. The v~1uc of k is

kno•wn as the dimcrsion of the code; n is its icngth.

Rules for selecting the subscts of information digits to be checked by a parity digit am comstructed
so as to mEke thc cu•wclvrds pairwise as d.ifcrem as possible. If they arm as diffcrent as possible.
correct deccding can often be unambiguously arromplished by selccting as the transmitted codew'rd
that which is "nc.rest7 to the received n-tuple. Thus. while encoding produces a unique n-wple or
every block of k information digits, decoding musk map many n-tuples into one k-tupl.

B. THE BTNARY SYMMETRIC CHANNEL

The channel model is shown in Fgue 2.. The random binary symbol venerator produces a
binary ONE with probability p and a ZERO with probability (1 - p). Information bits from the source
arn rise bits from the random s•ynbol generazor am Weddd modulo-2 in the channel to produce output
bits. Thus an infornmation bit will be inrted ifand only if the no-z. bit is a ON1, and we say that the
cnannel bi:e ro probabiity is p. It is always assmed that p < 0.5 because if p - 0.U the channel can
transmit no i.kornmation [GALL69] and if p > 05 symbol redefinition will make p < 0..

RANDOn BINARY SYnMBOL
GENERATOR

INPUT OUTPUT

Figum 2.1 The Eimry Symmetri Channel

This channel is known as the binary symntruic cha.nel with transition probability p, BSC(p), and
its behavior is reprl.,,,med by the state transition diagram or Figure 2:.y

(t-p) -

P

P

(I-p)

Figure 2.2 Statp Transitiom in the Binary Syruanetric Channel

The I3SC provides a convenient vehide for the compaixson or error detection and correction techWques.No claim is Inade as to its fidelity in rep.,entifg actual chanels although It is a valid model for FM

radios carr-ing binary dam over long clrstur .he ' .- bsene of external ime,-a i

C. HANtnhIG CODES AND SHORTENEI HAMMiNG CODES.

One Elm of comd design is to make the codesords as diffeen: as possible so that, when corrupted
by channl r6Lce, a received word tends t be nearer the vo!rd tram itted than to any other word. For

.:•"•" , ,,;..., ."
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transmission over I.SC(p), code wNord differenKe is cxpressed as H1amming distAnec: the numbcr of
positions in %biich the two words differ. It can be shown [PErE72] that the minimum distifcC d
between two words over a given code guarantees that the code can correct any error pattern of t or
fewer errors provided

t K<[d-1)/2]

where the nottadon. indicates ihe integer part of the ar~unmnt. For finr-r block codes, the mininium
distanec bct%=en two codeuvrds is equal to the H-mming weight (number of non-zero positions) if the

minimum weight, non-zero codcword.

Detailed structure of the codcwords can be encapsulated in a (k x n) code genrator matrix, G. A
binary k-tuple is encoded by postinuitiplying it by G to pioduce a length n codeword. Hence, all
codewords are linear combinations of the rows of G. Each linmar code

(vI.v2, V.) -- (aha, ak)G (2-1)

[•. also has an associated parity check matrix, H, with the property that the product of any codeword with
the transpose of H gives zero:

VHrT= 0 (2-2)

The relation between H and G can be seen by ordering:the columns of H so that it assumes the form

H-'-- -QITJ (2-3)

The orthogonality property of (2-2) then causes the code generator to have the form [LIN&83]

G G-[I kJIQTJ (2-4)

where Ij is the jth order identity matrix and T indicates matrix transposition.

Hamming codes LHAMN.9M50 are block codes having the capability to correct exactly om error per
codeword. If an additional parity check is computed on the entire codeword, the Hamming decoder csan
detect any combination of two errors in a received word as wl.

Codewords have length and dimension as shown in (2-5). All the non-zero m-tuples am th'
columns of the code's parity check matrix.

n - ava t
[: k,=n--m (2.-5)

Thus, there is one Hamming code for each value of ra.

The (15,11) single error correcting Hamming code has the parity check matrix, (2-6), prcluced

by writing as columns all the binaiy 4-tuples, ordered numerically.

[000000011111111H-1000111100001t1111

H-- 011001100110011r (2-):•:•; - 1010101010101011"
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To obitin the generator matrix of this code, ;he columns of the parity check matrix erc coldwled
as in (2-3):

[I000000011.111111
H 010001110001111I (2-7)0010101101100111
[00011101 1010101

The generator matrix, then, can be written according to (2-4) as:

1000000000000111
0100000000001011
0010000000001101
0001000000001110
0000100009010011

Go 000001000010101 (2-8)
0000001000010110
0000000100011001
0000000010011010
0000000001011100
0000000000111111

The 16th column, an even parity check on the entire row, has been added for double error decax.ion.

Any error correcting block code of length n can be shortened to length (n - s) by setting to zero s
positions in the information vector. If the first s positions are those set to zero, then all codewiords will
begin with s zeros which need not be transmitted. This results in a code of length (n - s) and
dimension (k - s). For example, to shorten the (16,11) code of (2-8), ,,e can set the first four
information positions to zero, resulting in the (12,7) shortened Hamming code of (2-9).

1000000100111
0100000 10101001000010110lG-- 000100011001 (2-9)

000010011010
0000010111000000001111111

D. PERFORMANCE OF (12,7) SHORUiEED HAMMING CODE ON BSC(p)

It is useful to demonstrate the performance of this code at this point; the results will be needed
later, as well. For this note, the binary symmetric channel will be assumed. Later analyses will deal
with errors which occur in bursts.

According to the TACFJRE datalink.protocol [TACFJ0], the occurrence of two bit errors in one
character, which causes an error detection condition, I ,--vents acknowledgement of receipt or the
message; therefore, the source perceives failure of rncssm-e. receipt and retranmmits the message. The
probability of such an event is

Poemi I P2 (1-p) 1 2'2 (2-10)

Table 2.1 shows the detected char',cter etror probability (an'J, henna, the prob',bility of a n.an-
j2 ackmnwledgcd mes.ne) as a fbnction'of the channd1 bit error prot-ibility for values of the latter from

S 0.003 to 0.10.
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0.10 0.2301
0.08 0.1835
0.07 0.1565
0.06 0.1279
0.05 0.09879
0.04 0.07206
0.03 0.04380
0.02 0.02157
0.01 5.968 x 10-3
0.008 3.898 x 10.3
0.006 2.237 x 10-3
0.005 1.569 xj0-3
0.004 1.015 x 10-3
0.003 5.764 x 10-4

Table 2.1. Probability of detected error patterns on the PS.M

These data arm plotted in Figure 3.1.

"IT. ERASURE CHANNELS AND REED-SOLOMO,1 CODES

"A. INTRODUCTION

An iteadon of encoding and decoding can be added to the scheme so far described. Essentially,
the output of the original encoder can be further encoded aeccdin to the rules for another suitably
chosen error correcting code. At the channel output, the original code can first be decoded as before
and the result submitted to a second decoder for flrther processing [COOP78L. It is usefil to postulate
a different kind of channel when introducing the additional coding

EL THE ERASURECHANNEL

In a received message, a character position where a detecable but urconectable error pattern has
occurred in the channel can be considered as an erasure, Le., a location where the decoder knows that
an a•ror pattern has occurrd which it cannot correct; Linear block codes can handle erasurs more
handily than they can handle errors whose positions are unknown. For exumple, a code with mnininim
distance d can correct (M1i in) e erasures in a received word where

d ;)+l (3-1a)
whereas

d >p2t+1 (3-1b)

F here -h the number of errors correctable by the mine code.

We new take a modified viewpoint and consider a noisy channel tansumnitting characters (binary
rn-tuples) rather than individual bits. [GORE?3L. Characters either are received correctly from this
channel or they are erased. The probability of a character eamsure is the probability of any double weight
error patter. For the (12,7) shortened Hanming code discussed in Section1 H, this is given by (2-10).
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5.:,c !C.&LnMnI ii.Lr con.s:d&urmtion CarLcpt, cl.-.•u cnrs rcprcsentcd by binary m-tuplcs w&i pre.anents
to th• cidtination L Cra. ";er crsure with pmU:,bility given by (2-10). In what follows, an error
-d'.:_t-r Lnd corcc=-Z scheme to make this chanrl quitc reliable is deqcribed.

C. E1XTENSION FIME-DS AND THE BINARY SYMMETRIC CHANNEL

If b'mry slmbcrs ire manipulated m at a time, modern algebra permits all the ordinary arithmetic
operations (addtion, multiplication, inverses, and identities) customarily pcrforrmed upon real numbers
[BERL78]. We say ti•at such a set of elements and operations is a Galois field of 2m elements, GF'(2mn).
(When m - 1, we l-ve the familiar binary ficld.# In GF(2" ), we can cons. -uct linear block codes as
ve did in the finite c:.=. to every block of k informution symbols from GF(2m ) append (n - k) parity
check s)mnbols as !Lrear combinations of the information. Note that this ar'ithmetic is performed in L.

GF(2r).

"An interesting class of codes for these fields is that of the Reed-Solomon (RS) codes, which have
the largest minimum distance possible for a given length and dimension (nrk) [BERL68]. A RS code is
ia linear block code with symibols from GF(2m), length n=-E2--1, and minimum distarme
d - n - k + I (REED60]. For a suitable choice of m, we will select a RS code for use on the ermage
channel previously dcscribed.

D. PERFORIANCI OF THE COMBINED CODYNG SCHEM

j Before acnu=Jly computing the performane of this coding scheme, its mappings will be carefully
" presented. A sprxCifi example wdll be considcred.

The chan:xter set is a 49-element subset of full 7-bit ASCII. Each character is fonned according
"to the standard 7-hi: pattcrns. However, since 49 < 64, only 6 bitsare actually needed in order to have
a unique binary pat:2rn for each symbol to be transmitted-a fict which we shall now use.

As 7-bit ASCII characters are produced, they am encoded by the (12,7) Hamming encoder as at
present. Sirnulw.weously, however, these 7 bit characters are mapped into 6-bit patterns. When 48 of
these have been bt.Ifared, 15 parity checks will be computed on them according to the generator matrix
"of a (63,48) Reed-olomon code over GF(2' ). These parity check symbols are, of course, binary 6-
"tuples. These 6-tur;es v,-il be mapp,.d back into binary 7-tuples according to the inverse of the 7 to 6
mapping. (A rile or a table can be Used.sa long as the transformation is reversible.) These 157 -bit
characters are now encoded by the (12,7) Hamming encodcr and am concatenated with the 48 messeg,el~r., characters previous'y encoded.

Decoding is z:complished irn two stages. Received information is processed first by the decoder
characfirs byvius thecoded.

for the (12,7) Haimming code. Any double weight error pattern will force this decoder to output an
*c rasure condition. Correctly decoded characters are presenLed as binary 7-tuples. These are
convenred to 6-t'.;eS using the same map as at the encoder and are presented to the decoder for the
(63,48) RS code.L-- Since char.rer ermsures are easily sensed by the RS decoder., it should not try to decode when

Smore than 15 ern-.,es ha.ve occurred. In the context of this note, the received message should not be
* ackwnovedged. T'r. probability that a received message is not acknowledged is, therefore,

d'MJ-1 P~j (i--Pc) -j (3-2)
"4'-

* where P0, is the .-obability of a character erasure at the output of the Hamming decoder. Values of P,
for the B3SC are cbtained from Table 2.1. and the final results am- shown in Table 3.1 and. plotted in

-. Figure 3.1.
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p P P•.MP

0.1 0.2401 0.372
0.0( 0.1835 0.103
0.07 0.1565 0.0307
0.06 0.1279 4.94 x 10-3
0.05 0.09879 3.21 x 10"*"
0.04 0.07206 5.25 x 10-6
0.03 0.042;80 9.36 x 1079
0.02 0.021.57 3.09 x 10--13

0.01 3.%1 x 1073 0.30 x 107-
0.008 3.968 x 1073 8.72 x 10-2
0.006 2.237 x i00' 1.30 x 10--s
0.005 1.569 x 10.- 4.61 x 10
0.004 1.01.5 x 10--l 4.45 x 10-
0.003 5.764 x 10-4 5.29 x 10-31

Table 3.1 Probability of decodig failure for RS codes.

TV. CONCLUSIOqS

A. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Improment of the rrssage mr.btion rate by an order of magnitude has been demonstmted.
Tý.e original coding technique employed only a shortened Hamming code; when, used on channels with
coherent f lquency shift keying (FSK) (a common method of impressing digital information onto FM
rd: signals) with values of signal to noise ratio of approximately 4 to 8 dB, it produced message
re*i6on rates ranging from 6 x 10-4 to 0.1. With the concatenation of RS codes. these rates dropped
to range of 5 x 10"3 to 4x 10-4.

The penalty to be paid for this improvement is twofold. ]rst,, mresges.have been lengthened

from 48 to 63 characters, an incrsM. of 31% with no corresponding increase in the amount of
information transmitted. Second, an additional stage of encoding and, more significantly, of decoding
mus:. be added. While many efficient decoding algorithms for RS codes am known, e.g. [BLAH79], the
evaiuation of the added complexity must be the sublxr of another repont..

M. FURThER WORK

Undetectable error patterns am more insidious than those considered in this notm. For example,

38 error patterns of weight four am codewords. Since the sum of two cociewords is a codeword, the
received vector will be one also. In such cases no error cordition-can be detec-ted. This behavior will
be exmimd in a forthcoming rMport.

in addition to determining the impact of adding RS decoders to exisftg mesmge processing
syslte.s., other factors must be studied before this effort is complete.

For this analysis, the binary symmetric cannel with values of p frr 0.003 to . as.ued. As
assrted, the RSC is a valid model for certain quiet channels which are limited by the reie generated in
the rf amplifier of the receiver. Conditions under which such a model is valid must be detenmined.
Further, more realistic noise and interference models (e.g. noise bursts) must be considered, and
coding techniques such as the one studied here must be evaluated against them.
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Anoth-.r consideration is that chr nna- models such as the B•SC assume that the world is discrte
vhcn, in f..t, it is not. Such channel models arc re.alize1 in practice by exmninr the reci-,d
v,-form (sgr,,nl + miiso) and making a statisticml decision as to whcther a binary 0 or a 1 was
reccivd. In the process, information about the reliability o, that decision is discarded. To use that
informnuon in order to improve charliecr and message reception reliability, "soft decision" detection

•--- and decoding techniqques IFARR79j are.under investigation. Significant improvements in message
communication hav, beci1n claimed for these methods, and they should be investigated.

Fin-lly, the Hamming ard RS ck'des were chos-ei, cr this pan of the investigation because of their
popularity &.mong coding theorists and communication sysicm designcrs. The technique studied P'bove

is related to 'cowatcenated codes" [FORN66] which can be constructed from a variety of sets of

constituent codes [COOP78]. Research is needed to select, for this application, codes which are
optimum in terms of performarCe and decoding complexity.
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APPLICATION OF MACSYMA
TO KINEMATICS AND MECHANICAL SYSTEMS

M.A. HussainSGeneral Electric Company
Corporate Research and Development

B. Nuble
Mathematics Research Center

University of Wisconsin

ABSTRACT

The objective of this paper is to illustrate that symbol manipulation systems can
readily handle many of the typical symbolic calculations arising in the formulation of
problems in kinematics and mechanical systems.

The paper consists of two parts. First, we discuss the use of MACSYMA in con-
nection with the algebraic manipulations involved in transferring a body from one po-
sition to another in space, with particular reference to Rodrigues and Euler parameters
and successive rotations, and an example involving quaternions. Seconi, we indicate
how MACSYMA can be used to set up dyr-imical equations for the Stanford manipu-
lator arm, and a spacecr aft problem.

INTRODUCTION

Kinematics is a basic tool for the analysis of mechanisms and mechanical systems.
Until recently, the most common approach has been to use vectors and Euler angles.
More recently, other approaches have been gaining in popularity because of comput-
ers. We illustrate by several examples that these approaches are particularly amenable
to symbolic manipulation. The immediate objective is limited, namely to indicate that
several methods ot' representing rotations including Rodrigues and Euler parameters,
and quaternions can be handled by MACSYMA by a unified approach that would
seem to have some elements of novelty. But also it should be clear that our examples
suggest a different approach to dynamical problems such as those considered by
Branets and Shmyglevskiy [3] using quaternions and Dimentberg [41 using the screw
calculus. The nearest connected account of the type of approach we have in mind is
the mss. [121 by Nikravesh et al., but a systematic use of computer symbolic manipu-
lation would certainly affect the detailed treatment. This is the first part of the paper.

It is clear that the complexity of mechanical systems is increasing to the point
where symbol manipulation must play an important part in their formulation and solu-
tion. We illustrate by two dynamical examples, one involving a robot arm, the other a
spacecraft problem. The main reason for choosing these particular examples is thit

This paper will also be published in the Proceedings t.( the Third MACSYMA Users' Conference
1984, supported by DOD.
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the equations have been formulated and published in quite a detailed form already.
By comparing our treatment with those already published, the reader will be able to
make a judgment for himself concerning the usefulness of MACSYMA, and also how
thinking in terms of symbol manipulation does change one's approach to the formula-
tion of the equations. This is the second part of the paper.

We give the P.ACSYMA programs in detail in Appendices for two reasons. Ex-
perienced MACS "MA users may be able to suggest improvements. Readers familiar
with othL; symbol manipulation systems may care to ,'rite programs for the same
problems, and compare their programs with those in the Appendices. For the benefit
of new and old users we encourage authors to publish their programs in detail, as
done here.

KINEMATICS EXAMPLES

•.. Tke Representation of Rotation by Orthogonal Matrices

J? W�Ne rem;-6 the reader of some standard results. We work Mn terms of matrices
is c:i b ,.'.-.z'rted into vector interpretations as appropriate) using upper case for

riatries.

A rot&-. -,,. of a body with a fixed point by an angle 0 around an axis defined by
tke unit column matrix n --- [n1,n 2,.n3]T transfers a point r - [x,yz]T into a point r' -
[x',y,z'J] by (cf. Bottema and Roth [1) p. 59) r'= Ar where (see Figure 1)

A - [coskl + (1 - cos4)nnT + sin0NI (I)

0 -n3 n
N= n3  0 -;J (2)

-n2 n 0

(Note that Nr corresponds to the vector n x r, and I is the identity matrix).

r/ / Figure 1. Rotation of a body with a fixed point.

The matrix A is orthog3nal. We discuss three different ways of proving this using
MACSYMA:

a) The simplest and most direct way is to express (1) in component form and
simply check by brute force that ATA 1, using TELLSIMP to impose side-

•'C conditions.
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b) Alternatively we could use MACSYMA interactively as follows. It is easily

checked that
nTn= 1, NT = -N, nTN-= 0, Nn= 0, N2 = nnT-I (3)

We use MACSYMA to form ATA, which will give nine terms involving n'N,
n T N2 etc., and we use SUBST to simplify and finally derive ATA = 1.

c) We can use TELLSIMP to build the rules (3) into MACSYMA. Then aMACSYMA program can be written to produce the result I for ATA.

Method a) is clearly simplest. Method c) is surprisingly tricky in MACSYMA be-
cause in addition to (3) we have to distinguish between scalars and matrices, and set
proper switches. For vefying that AAT= 1, the simplest method is to use a) not c),
but for more complicaied pr(, blefus, method a) soon produces algebraic expressions of
horrendous complexity. As problem size increases, method c) will become preferable.
In this paper, we have used the component form but further developments may re-
quire the more abstract approach.

2. Rodrlgues Parameters

We introduce these by s'tating the result that any 3 x 3 orthogonal matrix A can be
expressed in the following product form by the Cayley-Klein decompos; ;on which
says that there exists a skew-symmetric 3 x 3 matrix B such that (cf. Bottema and
Roth [11, p. 10):

A = (I-B)- (I+ B) (4)

This tells us immediately that B = (A - I)(A + I0-. MACSYMA gives us directly
(Appendix I):

1bi =- ni tan 2.,€ i-- 112,3 (5)

"The bi (1 = 1,2,3) are the Rodrigues parameters.

* We first express A in terms of the Rodrigues parameters. We find (Appendix 11)
cf. Bottema and Roth [1] p. 148:

1 1 + b2 - b2- b2 2(bib 2 - b3) 2(bib 3 + b2)
A - 1 2(b2bi + b3) I-b? + bi- b3 2(b 2b3 - bl) (6)

"2A(b3b-- b2) 2(b 3b2 + bI) I - b- b2 +b 3

where A 1 + b2 + b2 + b2. Using the notation A = [ai.J, it is clear from this result
that:

SbI = (a4' 2 - a23)/d

b2 = (a13 -- a31)/d (7)

b3= (a2 1- a, 2)/d

with d = 1 + aII + a22 + a33. Having established the necessary background, we
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derive typical basic results by means of MACSYMA. The reader qhould compare our
derivation with those of, for example, Bottema and Roth 111, Gibbs [5], and
Dimentberg [4].

Consider the result of first rotating a body round ?n axis n by angle ,, then
around a second axis n' by an angle •'. Euler's theorem tells us that the result is
equivalent to a rotation by s6me angle k" round some axis ni". In matrices, if the ma-
trices corresponding to these three rotations are A, A', A" and we start with a point r,
this is first transformed into r'== Ar, and then r' is transformed into r" = A'Y'. We
also have r"= A"r so that

"A" = A'A

The Rodrigues parameters corresponding to n", 0" are given by (7) where aij are the
elements of A". But these are given in terms of the first two rotations by the the
corresponding elemnts of A'A These matrix relations are carried out by MACSYMA
in Appendix I1, giving the result:

b"= b+b'- Bb_ (8)

1 - bTb'

where B is related to b as N was to n in (2).

Note that this is a straightforward derivation that would be laborious to carry out
by hand, a, compared with derivations carried out in the lite~rature designed for the
ease of hand computation.

3. Euler Parameters

Instead of using Rodrigues parameter bi, it is often convenient to use Euler param-
eters ci related to bi by (Bottema and Roth [1] p. 150)

bi=c/co , co,+c?+c +cl 2--- (9)

The relation (5) then gives
c0 2 + c2 - - c2 2(-C0 C3 + c1c2) 2(C0 C2 + CIC3)

A 2(c 0c 3 + C2c0) co - c? + c2 - c3 2(-coc, + c2c3) (10)
2(-C0 C2 + c 3C1 ) 2(c 0c1 + C3C2) C2 -c?- C2 + C2

Although it would seem that the Euler parameters are straightforward homogene-
ous forms of the Rodrigues parameters, it turns out that some relations are expressed
much more simply in terms of the Euler parameters.

One example is the Euler parameter analog of (8) for two successive rotations. To
derive this, substitute b -= ec 0 , b'-= c/co in (8) which gives:

_ c0 + c0c' - Cc (
C•9 - cTc'

Whert this is written out in detail we find that by introducing
CO CO'C0 - CI'C1 - C2'C2- C3C 3  (12)
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CO-: Co co- ClICl - C2
1C2 - C3

1C3

c1 " off 'co + Co'CI - c 3
1 c2 + c2 'c3  (12)

C2 =1 C21C0 + C3C1 + C0'C2 - CltC3

C3  C3#CO - C2
1CI + C1'C2 + C0 'C3

equation ( 1) can be writtenrin the simple form
b"i c"/c0"' (13)

In Appendix IV we ch c by MACSYMA that if co + eTc-- 1, (c0 ')2 + (cTc, - 1,
then (CO,,) 2 + (c"P)TcIf which is a well-known result due to Euler. This result and
(12) mean that co", Cl", c2", c3"' are the Euler parameters corresponding to the total
rotation.

In the literature, the result (12) is often derived via quaternions (e.g. Bottema and
Roth [11, p. 518,520). It is of some interest to express this approach in the present
context of Euler parameters and matrices which can be done without mentioning
quaternions explicitly. Introduce y and r defined as follows:

CO ~ CO-_Cl-C 2 -'3
Cl C1 c0 -C 3 C2

C2 c 2 c3  co -cO
C3 C3 -C 2 CI C0

If yt',' are the corresponding matrices with c' in place of c, and similarly for y",ro",
wedefine the product y'y by (compare the remark following (2)):

Y" to y =. F"y , (14a)

which says exactly the same as (12). We first note that if we define y-1 -

[cO,-cl,-c 2,-c 3]T then yy.-1 = v-l, [1,0,0,01T* It can be verified (e.g. by the
MACSYMA program in Appendix V) that introducing p - [ro,rl,r 2,r3J]T, r -
[rl,r 2,r 3]T and p',r' correspondingly, then if we form yp-t- 1 , and denote the result by
p', 

then
'ao i i -K 201[,1'lrrt - 1 o A .I I

Where A is precisely the matrix that appeared in (10), i.e., ,py-v represents a ro-
tation. This is our version of the standard quaternion theorem on rotation, derived of
course from a completely different point of view (cf. Brand [2i, p. 417). A second ro-
tation would Igive p"- - y'p' (v,y#-I and combining the rotations leads to p" -
y'yp (y')- 1y-, i.e., if y" represents the combined rotation then v" - v '', which is
identical with (12).

Still another way of obtaining (12) is suggested by the discussion of Cayley-Klein
parameters in Bottema and Roth ([1] p. 529), namely that'a result corresponding to

-~ equation (9.8) in that reference should hold for Euler parameters. We introduce the
- notations:

V = c01 + S

V-1- col- S
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0-C 1 -- C2 -C 3  y z 0--x

C1  0 -C 3  C2  z-y x 0
S c2  c2  0-c ,q= 0 x y z

C3 -C2 ce 0 -x 0 z -y

Y y 0 -X

z -Y X 0Q= 0 x Y Z

-X 0 z -Y

The MACSYMA program in Appendix VI does the following. We form VqV- 1 and
equate this to Q. This gives 16 equations. However, it is easily checked by MACSY-
MA that, in fact, there are enly three independent relations involving x,y,z and X,Y,Z
which can be written in the form

Aq= Q

where A is exactly the A given in (10). The implication of this, in connection with
repeated rotations, is that if q corresponds to r and Q to r' defined in the second para-
graph of Section 1 and the corre3poiding A is denoted by V, then

VrV• 1 = r'

Similarly, the second rotation gives V'r'V"- -- r" and the rotation from the initial po-sition to the final position gives V"rV"I = r". Eliminating r' we have V"r(V")-

V'VrV-'V" so that finally
V"= V'V (14b)

and this is precisely equation (12) cf. (14a).

4. An Example Involving Dual Quaternions

The discussion in the last two sections was concerned with the rotation of a body
with a fixed point and involved only three independent parameters. The general mo-
tion of a body involves displacement, as well as rotation, and requires six independent
parame'ers. Rather than extending the methods (f the last two sections, we illustrate
how MACSYMA deals with a rather different approach to kinematics, namely via
quaternions, by considering a calculation in a classic paper by Yang and Freudenstein
(1141, 1964) dealing with a spatial four-bar mechanism.

In Figure 2, MA and NB are two nonparallel and nonintersecting lines. MN is the
common perpendicular. Let a,b denote unit vectors in the direction of MA, NB
respectively, and let r,,rb denote the vectors OM, ON. We introduce the quaternions

a-a+e(raxa) , - b + e(rbxb)

where e is a symbol with 1he property that e2 0. Note that this implies, for exam-
ple, that if -0 + es then
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sinG - sinO + escosO , cosA - cosO - essinO (15)

As discussed by Yang et al. [141, the relative snift between A^ and b can be expressed
as

bQa^ , a^-b6Q

where Q is a dual quaternio, (see [141, (22, 23)). Successive application of formulae
of this type gives rise to a loop closure equation for the mechanism of the form:

A(0 1)sin0 4 + B( 1)cos0 4 - C(6 1) (16)

where

A(0 ) = sin&12sin& 34sinO1

B(01)= -sin& 34 (sin&41cos& 12 + cos&41sin& 12cos01)
C0 cs&) co cs 3 (cs- os&12I, - sin&4̂1sin&12co0 1)C(0) CSO23 -CO,•134 (COS&•41 COS1 sla 1si 2COS'l

Here

a12='a 12 +Ea 12 , 01-01+ S1

a 23 a 23 +,Ea 23 , 02--02+65S2

0 34 -a 34 +Ea 34 , 03-03 +ES3

C41 fa41 + 'Ea41 , 046 - 04 + es 4

It is then clear that (15) can be reduced to the form

P +,=Q - R + eS

where P, Q, R, and S are independent of e. It is required to find the explicit form of
P, Q, R, and S. To calculate this by hand is extremely laborious, but straightforward
in MACSYMA. The program is given in Appendix VII.

8

* A Figure 2. Relative position of two line vectors.

To
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lf TWO EXAMPLES IN DYNAMICS
5. Equations of Motion for the Stanford Manipulator Arm

There are a number of ways to set up dynamical equations for robot manipulator
arms (see Paul [131). Kane-Levinson [91 have given an example of setting up dynam-

x• ical equations for the Stanford manipulator. Our objective is to reproduce these equa-
tions from an algorithmic point of view, without having to do by hand Zhe kind 0' ex-
tensive manipulat'an given in that paper. The method can help us to set up similar
sets of equations for any manipulator automatically, thereby reducing the labor. We
also show that MACSYMA can simplify the Kane-Levinson end-result, reducing the
numbers of arithmetic operations required to obtain numerical results.

We consider the Stanford manipulator arm (Paul [131), a six-element, six.-legree-
of-freedom manipulator. A schematic representation of this arm is given in Figure 3,
from Kane-Levinson [91, where more details can be found. The six bodies are desig-
nated A, ..., F. Body A can be rotated about a vertical axis fixed in space. A supports
B which can be rotated about a horizontal axis fixed relative to A. The figure should
now be self-explanatory, the joint connecting B and C being translational, and the
remaining joints rotational.

C l, .--, q6 are generalized coordinates characterizing the instantaneous configuration

of the arms, the first five being rotational and q6 translational. For the plane
configuration of the arms as drawn in Figure 3, it is assumed that q1, " q5 are
zero.

We choose coordinate axes as follows. nl, n2, n3 are unit vectors fixed in space as
indicated in Figure 3, nl, n2 lying in the plane of the paper. a,, a2, a3 are unit vectors
fixed in the arm A which coincide with nl, n2, n3 when the arm is in the configuration
of Figure 3. Similarly, bl, tz, b3 are unit vectors attached to the arm B and similarly
for C, D, E, and F.

We give a mathematical description of an algorithm for setting up the dynamical
equations. This is essentially the algorithm described by Kane-Levinson [9], but orga-
nized in a somewhat different way in order to facilitate implementation on MACSY-
MA. The stages and details of the MACSYMA program which are in Appendix VIII,
parallel the mathematical description that follows:

Stage 1: Set up angular velocities:

Rotations about x,y,z axes can be described by orthogonal matrices of simple form
as discussed in detail hy Paul [131, Chapter 1. For instance, rotation by an angle 0
about the x-axis involves (Q131, p. 15)

0 0
.Rot,, (0) 0 coso -sin0

0 sin0 cosO

SLet R1, ... R5 denote matrices corresponding to rotations 0, ... , 05 about axes,
y,x,y,x,y respectively in the local coordinates fixed relative to arms A, B, D, E, I.
Let •1, ... , q5 denote angular velocities around y,x,y,x,y axes respectively. These are
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vector quantities represented by matrices that we denote by wc, ... , 0)5. For instance,
S1 - [0, 1,0] etc. Similarly, foi the linear velocity 16.

E

*F*

;D* qD

LS - D L

q3

C.C

S~L

'AA

N q

OnnI

LI

Figure 3. A schematic representation of Stanford manipulator arm.

Next introduce w) A, ., WF, the angular velocities of A, ... , F in our Newtonian
frame of reference, but with components expressed in the local coordinate frame of
reference. For example:

0 D- [UJ,u2,u3] means: 0 )D- u~1 + u2• 2 + u 3  (17)

The algorithm for computing coA, ..., WF is given k-y:
•! coA. W=oiRI
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o+B ( 0A+ 2)R

(0C _ oB

o W - oC -+ o)3) R3

WE= (oD + o 4 )R4

F = (OE +O)R5

If these formulae are used as they stand, the expression for coF in terms of 4i will be
complicated. The complexity can be reduced using a method due to Kane-

'0 Levinson [9]. The uL that occur in (16) can be expressed in terms of/11, 42, q3 as fol-
lows

UI 41 sinq 2 sinq3 + 4 2 cosq3

U2 4 1 cosq 2 + 4 3

U3 = -- 11 sinq2 cosq3 + q2 sinq1

ui qi i = 4,5,6

Stage 2 Set up linear velocities:

In siage 1, the angular velocities were always expressed in local coordinates
corresponding to the arm being considered. This is not necessarily the case for the
way in which Kane-Levinson [91 formulate the linear velocities (see paragraph
preceeding (28) in th- paper). Because we wish our results to be comparable to those
in [91, we state the formulae we use, which will lead to results that are the same as
those in equations (28-43) in [9]. (Note that the stars in the following refer to the
velocities of the centers of mass of the corresponding arms.)

vA'* 0
XI v B* = A x RB

Ce,•;,• vc W, o x RP + 'qr6

VD Bx xRD+q6

The expressions for vE, v1 " correspond to those in equation (40) and (42) in the
K!ne-Levinson paper [91. The exact form we use can be found from the expressions
for VE and VF in the MACSYMA program given in Appendix VII.

The remaining stages are relatively straightforward.

Stage 3: Find the partial angular velocities.

Stage 4: Find the partial linear velocities.

These are explained in the Kane-Levinson paper [91 and the MACSYMA imple-
mentation in Appendix VIII is self-explanatory.

Stage 5: Find the angular accelerations.

Stage 6: Find the linear accelerations.
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These are obtained by simple differentiation c6 the corresponding angular and
linear velocities as given in the MACSYMA program in Appendix VIII.

Stage ?. Define moments of inertia.

We next have to consider forces.

Stage 8& Define torques.

Stage 9. Set up generalized forces.

Stage 1O. Set up active forces.

Stage 11: Set up Kane's equations.

These steps are straightforward; the MACSYMA program is given in
Appendix VIII.

Finally, Figure 4 gives a comparison of some numerical results obtained from
MACSYMA and Kane-Levinson [9].

It is of some interest to compare the mathematiml equations in the Kane-Levinson
paper with the corresponding MACSYMA expressions. For example, consider:

Kane-Levinson [9] MACSYMA
(underlined quantities are vectors)

_A =La2 (13) WA: EXPAND(W1.R1)

But A -= WA, 4a.g2 =_ WI.R1
UlS3 -- u3C3A

,= s - S2 (8) Here wA, 41, A2 are vectors;
'-ss2

WA, Wl.R1 are matrices

Introduce
S3 c3

Z4 -S3, Z5= -C

S2 C2

Then (13) becomes:

WA_ (Z 4 u1 + Z 5 u3 )a2 (15)
Similarly,

ý2i -B ZbI + Zlob2 + Z11b3 (16) WB: EXPAND ((WA+W2).R2)

where

Zlo- Z 6 u1 + Z7u 3 , Zlf - Z 8u1 + Z9U3

One point here is that because Kane-Levinson [91 are carrying out the algebra by
hand, it is convenient for them to introduce intermediate symbols Z1, Z2 ... going
up to Z196, and similarly, 36 X's and 31 W's. MACSYMA has no difficulty in gen-
crating the end result in explicit form. These end results are no more complex than
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the complexity of the equations given in [9]. At the time of writing this paper a pre-
liminary number count on additions and multiplication for Xij, the coefficients of
equations of motion, obtained by MACSYMA, as compared to those in [91, shows a
reduction by approximately a factor of two.

wr

(N)Lf

SS IV*za Plc- tin "iio twK

t

'.,4

.9992 6.@0026+

i iL / ,, (Nm)

-•I,,

.,•. acsy. a Plotttn9 Window

•:," Figure 4a. Comparison of numerical results for ff) 73 obtained by MACSYMA and

e•,•.•'•Reference 9.
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In conclusion, we note that Paul [131 sets up the dynamical equation of the Stan-
ford manipulator arm using the Lagrangian equation approach. See also [6]. Some
applications of the Lagrange method using MACSYMA are discussed in [91.

Various methods of setting up dynamical equations that could be carried out by
MACSYMA are illustrated in [8].

6. A Spacecraft Problem

Levinson [11] has described in detail an application of the symbolic language FOR-
MAC to formulate the spacecraft problem shown in Figure 5, consisting of two rigid
bodies with a common axis of rotation b. (See also [101, pp.279-285).

-• ~1.!1

*1 {Nm 1.1-
C"4 (N.)

•--

"P" ' Macsy.e Ploattinq l'n4e- (SWc)

t

•-'

7*3
1.?'3 (Nm)

-_ _ _ _t(sec)

aecsyna Plotting UindowNt

Figure 4b. Comparison of numerical results for 74 and r., obtained by MACSYMA
and Reference 9.
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tR

•i 13 r3

II

I "12 r2

A- - - '

/ ~b3 !

- _

Figure 5. Two rigid bodies with a common axis of rctation.

The equations are given in complete detail in Ref. [111, and transhated into
MACSYMA in Appendix IX. In the example in the last :;ection, we wrote the
MACSYMA program in terms of matrices. In Appendix IX, tfhe present example is
written in terms of vectors, by writing BLOCK functions to perform the dot and cross
products. To illustrate the comparison of the vector equation with the corresponding
MACSYMA expressions:

Equations from Ref. [I11 MACSYMA

- cosq b2 + sinqb 3  (1) R[2I:COS(Q)*B[2] -SIN(Q)*B[3];o4 -- 3 r~ +. u2a _Fb 11 4- b_0.'" W : []B ! [2]1*B[2] +U [31*1,3],.;
= U~b1 + U2bk2 + LI3 k3  ka) tVD tr]ni,. IA[j-rLJj13

A/4  = 1 U [41:DIFF(Q,T);

aR d= d (oR) + (0B x ,R (7) ALPR:DIFF(WR,T)+CROSS(WB,WR);
dt

We discuss only one other correspondence. Equation (27) in Ref. [I II is

Fr -- " (F) B + r- (T)B (r= 1, 7)
O/.Lr oI/•r

which becomes in MACSYMA

F[RI:=DOT(DIFF(VBS,U[RI),FB) + DOT(DIFF(WB,U [RI),TB);

The complete set of equations given in Ref. [11] is generated by Appendix IX.
The reader should compare the corresponding FORMAC program given in Levin-
son [11].

CONCLUDING REMARKS

It should be clear from the examples given that symbolic manipulation by comput-

er can carry out many of the laborious and routine calculations involved in the analy-

sis of mechanical systems. But, potentially even more important, is the influence that
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symbolic manipulation is likely to have on the methods used to formulate problems.
The reader should compare, for example, the qlgorithmic approach we have adopted
to the Stanford manipulator arm problem with the approach in [9). As another exam-
ple, if symbolic manipulation methods are used, this will influence whether we formu-
late problems in terms of Euler angles, Euler parameters, Rodrigues parameters, or
quaternions, etc. In addition, one can visualize the production of standard MACSY-
MA software to produce equations corresponding to those of Kane-Levinson [9] for
any given combination of rotating and sliding joints.
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APPENDIX I APPENDIX IV

/*PROVE THlE IDENTITY OF EQUATION S/ /*DE.RIVE EULER IDFNTITY SIE ALSO IIRANI) REF. 121 P.40919
/* TRIGNOMhTRIC SIMPLIFICATION ~IS:MATRIX(
MATCIIIfl:CLARr.(A.T111312. to. rCI. cc?. ColI.

I' DEPINE CROSS PRODUCT MATRIX OR ALTERNATING TENSOR 1 lCC2.CC3AO.cCIl.

I.NM2II.NII.II.0I). 5P.MI.TRIX(
* N:MAlRIX(INII.1N421.INSI1): lo..cP..P.-cm-m.

NN:ALT(N): ICPI.O.-CI'3.CP21.
I.IDENrl3)*: [CPZ.CP3.0-CPI I.
AAICOSALPIIA)1I+(t.COS(ALPIIA))*(N T9ANSPOSE(N)IIN*SIN(ALPIIA). IrP3.-CP2.CPI.0iJ:
AAP.I+AA: I:IDENT(4)h

/*WORK WITH IHALF ANGLES 9V-.COI +S:
ALPIA BTA*2. vI'.C0+SP~

TE.j2XAND(% MATI:V.VP.
AASX~fD() /' NOW TAKE THlE FIRST COLUMN OF THE ABOVE MAT±11X AND) SQUARE IT'/

AA'.%$MAT2hSUBMATRIX(%.2.3.4).
1* ADl) IDIINIITY MATRIX AND INVERT' ANjWE~t%.%-:
AAIPAA+IS ANSWERt:FACTI)R(ANSWER).
IAAP:AA?"1.1S /I NOTE, ABOVE IS A COMPLETE-SQUARF
"PSUBTRACT IDENTITY MATRIX AND FORM MATRIX PRODUCT AS ANSWER*/
AAM:AA-t5 APPENDIX V
ANSWERt:AAM. IAAP4.
."USE IDENTIT7T1IATNV*2+N2r2+N?*2-! I/
NW3:I-NI-2.N2. I-QUATERNION MULTIPLICATION EXAMPLE I/
ANSWER.RATSUSST(NN3,N3V2.AN4SWER): P'ANALOG OF CAYLEY-KLEIN RESULT*/
ANSWER.RATSIMP(%): I:IDENT(4)1:

1* NOW WE DEFINE AN O.PERATION SS ON A COLUMN MATIX BASED ON ANALOG
LPFENDIX 11 OF CAYLEY KLEIN DECOMPOSITION '1

- iCC):-MATRIX(WLCti,IlCCl?,Hi.-CCl.Iý1,.Cdi4.III,

P CAYLEY'S DECOMPOSITION OF ORTHOGONAL MATRIX ICC13.II.CC(4.1i.CCII.IL.-CCI2,III.
A -(IU).-I(I+5).WEItEE 51.92.113 ARE RODRIGUES PARAMETERS`/ ICCI4.1l..CCI13.1I.CCI2.1l.CC!I.IijI:
1* DEFINE CROSS RODUCT OR ALTERNATING TENSOR MATRIX*/ I' DEFINE AN4 INVERSE OP'ERATION V

I-N2.1I.NII.1h.01). 1* NOW THE BRANDS3 TIIEOREM! 0N QUATEtNION FORMULATED) IN MATRIX FORM
11 MATRiX(Ifl1.1821.1931): RIIO:MATRIX(IROI.IRII.1R21.IRSII:

- - SIALTIflI; GAM:MATRI?%(IQOl,Ifl' MQ21.IQ.11).
LIDET43. /NOW DEI:NE QUATERNION PROD='T /

A.11%38.0+93); A:MATRIX(IAOI.iAII.1A21.jA3j):
AK,-'WER.RATSIMP(%). RATSIMIP(APROD(INV(A).AM
I'SOLVE ADOVE FOR II1 2 B3.I`OLLOWIN IS A CROSS CHECK 'I ANSWFRt:RATSIMP(APRoi(GAM.APROD(RItiO.INV(GAMI))):
DEL:RATSIMP(I +AII.I + A12.21+AI3.31). EQI:ANSWERItI.hI1
S3Il:RATSIMP(I/DEL*(A13.21-AI2.31))' EQ2:ANSWER12,II:

g3-RATSimr(I/DEL*(AI2.11-A~i.21)); EQ4:ANSWER14.11.
14~ N* OW GENERATE COrFFICIENT MATRIX FOR RHO,9

APPENDIX III COEFMATRIX(IEQI.EQ2Q.EV.Q41.IR0.RI.R2,R31):
_______r THE ABOVE IS SAME AS EXTENDED EULER PArAMETER MATRIIX *1

L ~1/TWO SUCCESIVE ROTATIONS IN TERMS OF RODRIGUES PARAMETER'/ AfPPNDIX VI
ALT(N)'-MATRIX(I0..NI3.1i.N12j11.INIS.1I.0..Nii.Ii.t.N12.1l.Nil~i..:): _____

B.MATRIX(I3II.11121.1B131);
bilALT(BWI 1/ THlE BASIC DECOMPOSITION FRM EULER PARAMkETER I/
!.IDEIJT(3): PTEST OUT (CO*I+S)X(CIVI-S)I/1
04111m0a.(I-.33. 11:10ENT(4).
A.INBB.lI+99)S SS:MATRIXIIO.-CCI.-C0.-CC3J.
A:RATSIMP(%):. ICCI.O.-CC3.CC2I.

-ll .MATRIX(IPPII.13P21.IWP31): ICC2.CC3.0.-CcII.
C S5P.ALTWSP). ICC3..CCxrI.OI):

AP.INONP.(I+BU2)S 17,.YX.0I.
AP.RA'tSIMPW.): IC.X.Y.ZI.
APP.AP.A. I.X.0.Z-YII:
/*SOLVE ABOVE FOR 5'?I BPP2 SIPS I/ EQI:EXPAND((CCOrl+SS).Q.(CC(F*l.SS)):.
DEI.:RATSIMP(I +AfPPI.II +APPI2.21 +APP13.31). TI:EQ112.31;

'!~~ PPI::ATSIMP(I/DEL(APP13.21-APPIZ.3))) T2.EQIII.11:
IPP2 ATSIMP(IIDFL*(APPII.3I.APPIS.1lh): T1:EQ114.31.

3?PS:RATSIMP(liDEL(APPI2.11-APPII.21)): ANSWER COEFMATRIXIITI.T?.T31LIX.Y.ZI);
/*TIE ABOVE RESULTS ARE SAME AS EQUATION (11) 1 /'ABOVE MS SAME A S EQUATION I I '
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APPENDIX VII W2:MATRSIXIQD2.O.0I).
________W3:MA1tRIX(IQ.QD3.Ot):

W4.MAThtIX(IQD4.O.01);
.. .. ALGEBSRA FOR QUATERNIONS FROM VANGS PAPER *.1 W5:MATRtIX(IO.QDS.ai):)

NNPREI)(NI:.1SIN> -2). W6.M#%ThIXU(O.QI)6.0t):
MATC1113FlCLARE(NN.NNPRED. /*SFT UP ROTATION MATRICESI

/'ABOVE. WILL ELIMINATE EP-2 7I:RMS 'i R2:ROTX(Q2).
ALI211IAL12+hP'A12: R3:ROTY(Q3):.
AL231I'IAL23 4 EP*A23. R4:ROTX(Q4);
AL3411:ALJ4+!*"A34. RS.ROTY(QS).
AL411I:AL4I +LIOA4I: I*STAfiE 1. SET UP ANGULAR VELOITIES V
TIIIII:TIII +EP*SII: WA-EXPAND(WI. RtI).
T1121I.TI12+Er*S2: WilEXPAND(WI. RI . R2+W2. 11,2).
Til3II.Tif3+EP*S3: WC:Wo:
Ti1411:T114+Er*S4: WD:EXPANI3(WI RIII. R2. R3+W2. R2. R3+ W3. Ri):

SALIVII: E XPAND (TAYLOR (SIN(AMi 211.EP.O.1)). WE-EXPANDWI .RII. R2. R3.R4+W2.112. R3. R4+W3. R3.R4+W4.94):
SAL2311' IXeANI)(TAYLOR(SIN(AL2311).EP1,O.1)). WF:EXPAND(WI.RI.R2.R3.R4. RS+W2.R2.R3.R4.RS+W3.R3 R4.RS+W4.R4.Rt5+WS Its):
SAL3411: EXPANI)ITAYLOR (SIN(AL341 1).EP.O.Ill; /* SET UP BASE VECTOR~S AND CROSS PRODUCT V1
SAL4111: E.XPAND(TAYLOR(SIIN(AL4111).EP.O.1))h AA:MATRIX(IAAI.AAZ.AA3I):.

STIIIII- EXPAND(TAYLOR(SiNCTIIII).EP.O.1)); BII.MATRIX(!aaI.802AJWI).
5111211: EXPAND(TAYLOR(SIN(TI121iI.EP.O.4)); CC:MATRuX(ICC:I.C2.CC31);
STIUII1: EXPAND(TAYLORISIN(TIISi),EP.O.1)); DD.MATrIX(IDDI.0D2.0D31):
ST11411: EXPAND(TAYLOR(SIN(T11411).EP.O.1)); EE-MATRIMCIEEI.EE2.EE3II:
CAL 121I-EX PAN 1) TAYLOR ICOS(ALI 211).EP.O.1)). FF.MATRIX(IFFI.FF2.FF31I):
CAL2311 EXPAND(TAYLOR(COS(AL2311).EPA I1)): CROSS(A.6.BASE):ULOCK(II.MATRIX(IA il.21*911.31-AII.31'9II.21.
CAL3411:EXPANDITAYLOR(COS(AL341;).EP.O.J)). .(AII.I1*811.i3PAI 1.31*111.IV.A 1.1121 1.21.AII.21*011. 110).
CAL4IH-EXPANDCTAYLORt(COS(AL41II).EP.9.1)). /* LENTlIE VECTORS FOR VELOCITIESI
CTIIIII: EXPAND(TAYLOR(COSmTIlIH).EP.O.1)):. VECLII4ATRIX(W.I.O.0I):
CT11211: EXPAND(TAYLOR(COSMT1211).EP.O.1)). VECQI6fdATRtIX(IO.Q6.01).
CT11311: EXPA-NDCIAYLUR(CtOSCT1131).EP.O.II). VECLS:MAmUXIxO.uS.0oJ
CT11411: EXPAND(TAVLOR(COSCTI141IO.EP.O.1)). VECL2:MATRIX(IO.L2.0g);
AATIIIIISAL12H*SAL34IIWIIH: VECL6I4ATRIX(IO.L6.OJ).
UUTIIIII:.SAL3411I(SAL4tiPCAL12II+CAL41HWSAL12FV~CT~III); VECLS:MATRIX(IO.L3.OI):
CCTIIIII.CAL23HCAL3411*(CAL4III*CAL12?I4S~ALIHWSALI2IVTHtiZ): VECI.4:MATRIX(IO.L4.0I).
EQI:AATII IWSTI1411 +5M IH4 M4H.CCTH Ili- /STAUE 2. SET UiP LINEAR VFiLOCITIIES 'S/
PRIMARY:EI'(EQIE?.O):. VAMATRIX1IO.0.01);
DUAL:RATCOEPFtEQI.EP): IBMTI(L.40)
A:RATCOEFF(PRIMARY.SINMT141)) VBROS:MTI(ILI.L4.AII

BRATCOEFF(PRIMARY.COSM14)): I-VECDVCROSW . R2;A)
C-EXP,^ND(PRIMARY-A*SINttiI4).rCOSmH4)). vC:CROSSIWS.RC.CC);
DLI.ALI:DUIAL-S4*(ACO(TH4).fl'SINIT)14)). /*ADD LINEAR COMPONENT *1
AO RATCOEPF(IJUALI*CIN(TI%4)): VCY.,C+w6:
00 1.ATcOEIPE(DUALI.COSM14)). RD:.VEC`LI . R2+VECQ6i+VECL.S;

CCO.EXPANI)IDUALI-AO*SIN(T114)-WCOS(TH4)). VDiCROSSCW3,RD.CC).
CCO.RATSIMP(CCO: /*AD'.) LINEAR COMPONENT ./ I

APPENDX VIIIVD:VD+W&r
APPENDIX VillPFOR'VF START WITII VELOCII&Y cIF C

VE.EXPAND(VC. R3. Rs)4C1055S(WE.W4,YECL2 R3. I14.EE)+CRCWS(WL-VECL6.EEI:

/*DYNAMICAL EQUA11ONS FOR STANFORD MANIPUJLATOR*/ /REIL .t IA MY L3IN . O6FO ELCIYOFP
MA~aIECLARfA.TRE): STAGE 3. SET UP PARTIAL ANGULAR VELOCITIES I1

*DEPENi)S(IQI.Q2.Q3.Q4.QS.Q61,T): FOR I TIIRU 6 1K) LI)3LAY(WAR III:RATCO4FV(WA.U III)Ih
I)EPFNI)S(U.1); lOR I TIIRI 6 DO) Wg&tIOtRA1)ICIOCWI1.11IIII
PTRIUNOMETRIC SIMPLIIICATIONS 'I FOR I TIIPU 6 DO WCRIIIIATCOEF(WC.UI.11I:
TELLSIMP(StH(A)Y2.I-COS(A)'2); O :R OWkl:ACE(DUl)

'PSI.SIN(QI): FOR ITHIRU 6DO WDtIIlRATCOEF(WD.UIII);

S2SIN(Ql)i: FIX I THRU 6 DO W.VRIII:ATCOkV(WF.UlI1)
CC2:S6(Q7I) ZSTAGF. 4. SET UP PARTIAL LINEAR VELOCITIES 'J

S3-SI(FOR IkTUU 6 C0 VARIII:RATCOEF!YA.U III%;
FOR I T11911 60DO VSRIII.RATCOEF(VB.U III)-.

CC3iC'O6Q3). WiR I TIIRU 6 D0 VCRIII:RATC(W.F(VC.UIII1;
¶11* EXPRESS LOCAL ANGULAR VELOCITiES IN TERMS OF GENERALIZED ONES/ FOR I TIIRU 6 DO VDRIII:RATCO)EF(VD.*UIIII:

QDI:I/S*(UIJII*S4JUI3IC0), FOR I THRIJ 6 DO VERhIj:RATCOEF(VE.UIIj);
QD2.Ull'CC+Ul~lS3-.FOR I THRU 6 DO VFhI:11ATCOEF(VE.11ID:)

*QD3.tIIzI+ (UI3I*CCl-U11153)*CC2/S2; /STAGE S. FIND THE ANGULAR ACCELERATIONS V
QIM U141. ALMIAADWFCWA.TS
QDS UI51: ALPIIA3:01F2(WIST)
QD6 0161:,APICDM C)
GRADEFIQI.T.QDI):. ALPIIAC:DfF1(WDCT)S
GRADEF102,T.QD2). ALPIIAftDIFF(WE.T)S
GRADEF(Q3.T.Q0)3); :IF.~FW.)

GRADEF(QS.T.QI34): /STAGF. 6. FIND THE! LINEAR ACCELtMATION 'SI

GRAI)EF(Q6.T.Qt06). ACCA.DIFMVAl.T):C0~W.6AI
;*DEFiNE RCTATIONS / ACCt'DIPVIV.T)4CROSS(WA~v.'n6AAs
ROTX(QI:-MoTRIX(II.0,I.1.IOCoS(')..SIN(Q)1,IO.SIN(Q),COSiQ)I): ACCCIJIWEFVC.T)+CROSSIWEC.VD.)S
ROYTY4Q):MA4TRt;XIICC Q).O.SIN(QII.IO.1.0I.I.SIN(Q).O.COStQ)J); ACCE-IJWF(VEIT)4CROSS(WEi.VL.EEII
ROTZ(Q):- MATRIX(KTS(Q)..SIN(Q),OI.ISIN(Q).COS(Q).OjIO.OL.11); ACCV.DIPýF(VF.T) +CltnflSIt.yI:.t..EM
WI:MATRIX410.QDI.Ofl. /WTAGIE?. MOMET OF -.NLRTIA ?



I: A:MATRIXCIICIA .IA2.IA3)).

lD-MATRIXI(IDI.102,ID31);
IE:MATRIX(lIkI.IE?.IF.3I)
IIP.MAThIX(IIIFI.IIF2.IIFSII.
/*STA~iL 9.9.10. DEFINE TORQUES.RF.ACTIONS.AND GENFRAI7.F1 FORCRS FOR A.B.C.1).E.F9

I S:.ALPIIAA*IA.CROS(WA.IA*WA.AA)S
FOR 17HIRU 6 DO LOISPLAY(KASIII:WARIII . TAS+VAR(II. RASA'
TUS.-ALPHIAIB.1CROSSC'WB.1IBWB.DB)S
RBS.-MB*ACCBS
FOR I TIIRU 6 DO KOSIII:WBRIII . TIIS+VBRIIJ. RUSS
TCS:.ALPIIAC'iC.CROSS(WC.IC*Wr.CC)S
RCS -MC'ACCC'
FOR I YIIRU 61DO KCSIII:INCRIII . TCS+VCRIII . RCSS
TDS:-ALPIIAVID.CROSS(WLV.ID'WD.DDlS
RDS:-MD'ACCDS
FOR I TIIRU 6 D0 K1)SjII.WDRIII . TOS+VbRIII . ROSS PLOTNUMb:10;
TE -A :kA*IEC ROSE.IE*WE.EE P~tw1(FNAL6.T.0o1.IoPwrOTP SIGMA 1.
FRESTIR 6D .M'C ESI.WRI.TE+EII.lS FINALS:EV(KK5.DIFP)S

FORIIIR6Dr .ESII.WRII.TESVE~I. RS~lPLOT(FINALS.T.0.IO:7PLOT 01: TAU S%.TPS:.ALPIIAF*IIF.CROSS(WF.IIF*WF.FF)S FINAL4:EV(KK4+KTOTALRI4I +TAU4.I)IFF?S
RI'S:.MIFACCFt W(IA4T0ISPO FT~)FOR I TIIRII 6 DO I(F.SlII-ItwFIi TFS+VFRIII . RI-SI tTPNL...1:LWO A

/'SIM LL ~ltESPNUIG GNERLME FOCES*1 I1NAU3.EVIK.K2J--KT0TALMJ 4 AU3.1)IIVIS

KK.PSLIIMALLCI2I+ KC121 KDSlKCII EDFRtS11 /'TRY TO SI PLIYNDCOLETj TEMS X.IJ IN EQUATION OF MoTION/l
KK2.KAS13]+KCS3SI2IKCSII+ KDSI2I+KESI2I+KFSI2IS /*FIRST DELETE NUMERICAL VALUES V1

KK4:KASI4I+KBS[4I4+KCs[4I+KI)5141+KESI4]+KFS141S FOR 1:1 QRU 6 00 1 FOR J.1 QRII 6 l)0 XXiIJI.IRATCOEFV(KUSlII.DFL'i:UIl.Tl)lI:
KY.S.KASISI+KDIS1SI +ICCSISI+XDSISI+ICESCSI+KF3ISIS FOR 1:1 QRIJ 6DO (FOR J:I QUOl 6 D0 XXCII.JI :.ATC(,F.PF(KCStII.I)IPFIUUIJTI'):.
KK6:KASI6I+KUSI6I+KC5161+KDS161+KESI6I+KFSI6IS FOR 1:1 QRU 60DO1(FOR. 5:1 4RJW 6IDO XXCI)IJI:RATCOF.FI-KCI)MII.101TI-UIJI.TT19:
/*STAGE 10. SET UP ACTIVE FORCES FO :.R O .1IQ, X XI~:AfOý-4Iiljl'tliTo,
CrA.MATAIXfII,.09.4A,OJ?: FOR 1:1 QRU 6 DO ( FOR Jii .%tt' 6 IN) XXEIIJ1:RATCOUi'FIKES~III)ikFFCUIjI.T))):
GB-MATRIX10..G*MU.01):.FR11QU6D IA ~ R k

GC--*MC-ATRIfI0.C2.-2J?.FOR 1:1 QRU 6DO (11IR J.1 QRLi 61)DO)CXXIUJI:RATSIM.IIXXAII.31+XXI!IJI+
G-G'4MD*MATRIX(IO.C-C2.-S2])- XXCIIJI+XXDIIJI+XXEIIJIj+XXFII.Jl)l:
G..(,*ME*MATRIX(I0.CC.0.R.R2 . 3.R4 FOR 1:1 THUIR 6 DO (FOR JA1 TIIRU 6 DO I.DISPLAY (XXXII.Jll):
GE-G*ME*MATRIX(II.I,09. RI. R2. R3. R4. !-COMPARE ASOVE X.IJ WMI T1HOSE OF REF. 191-/

TNA MATRIX (I0.TAUI.01).
TIIA:MATRIX(ITAU2.0.0I).
TCS-MATRIXCIO..SIGMA.01):
TDC-MATRIX(IO.TAU3.011:
TE1).MATRIX(ttAU4.0.01).
TFE MATRIX(I0.TAIIS.0I);
RNA:MATRIX(g0.0.01):
/*SET UP GENERALIZED ACTIVE FORCES/
SPECIAL2IRI:SLOCK(IF Rt - 6 THEN -SIGMA ELSE 0).
KTOTALR(ftI:.-SECAL2[RI+WARIRI . TNA+(WARIRI . Ri-WhiRl) . TBA

* ~~+(WCRIR . R3-WDRIRI).TDC. R3+(WDRIRI R4-WERIRI) .TED R4
+ (WERIRI .RS WFRIRI).TFE. US -VBRIRI . GI+VCRIRI .GC+VDRIRI .GD+VER1RI
KEEPFLOAT:TRUE;
/*NUMERICAL EXAMPLE WIflh VALUES WIEN IN REF. 191*1

ME-0 6. MF.O.5:. IAI:.0.01. 1A2.0.02: 1A3:0.01;IBIO1..06: 1112-0.0t I93:0.05;
ICI:0Q.4: IC2.V01: 10:0.4. IDI-0.000; 13:001 iOI: D30.00I; IEIO.OO0S:
1E2.00002: 1F30.0A0S. IIFI:000I; IF2G0.C02 IIF3G0003;
EV(FE':CT-10fl2%PI)*SIN(?%pPEIIO))*(%PtUlg).NUMERt);
TQI*Wtr10F1:
TQ2%PhI?+(wO90)/IoFT:.
TQi:TQI;
TQ4.:TQI:.
TQS:TQI:.

tItII I.IFF(TQ I.T)'SI N(T02)*SIN(TQ3) + IFI(TQ2.T).co~tTQ3).
UI2I)DIFF(TQI .T)C05(TQ2) l-DWFf(TQ3.T).
U131: 1)IýFFCTQI.T)*SIN(TQ2I*COS(TQS)+1)IFFCTQ2.TI*SINrrQj):
U14101IFF(TQ.7T
UISI:DIFF(TQS.Y):
U161:DIFFTfQt.T)-.
QI:TQI;

4.

1* INOW WE MOIT RESULTS AND COM.PARE WMIT REF. 191 *1
FINAL6 KTOTALRI61 +SKIMA+IKX6;
14NALCE:VIFINALikDIFF)II

EQUALSCALE.PAI SE,
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APPENDIX iX

/SPACECRAPI EXAMPLV/
1...CARTESIAN DIV AND CURL DEFINITION ......

SUNIT VECTORS ARtE 818 3233 SEE LFVINSON V1
.. DEFINE DOT? AND CIFOSS PRODUCTS. .

I)OT(VI.V2):.3LOCK(IP.PPj.
FORt 1:1 TIIR'J i DO PIII:RATCOEFV(VI.8I1il.
FOR 1:1 TIIRU 3 DO PPZII:RATCOEPV(V2.6IIJ).
P141ISUM(PliIIPIII.1.I.31.
RETURN(P(41)S
CROS3(V I.V2):- BLOCK (IP.PP.PPPI.
FOR 1:1 TEIRt 3 DO PIII.RATCOEFE:VI.8III).
FOR 1:1 TIIRU 3 DO Pri11:RATCOLVF(V2.SIII).
PPPIII:(P12P1*?131.P131*PP121).

PPPISI:IP!IP*PPI2I.PI2lPI'III).
PPP141.BIII*PPPIIJ+SI21J'P[r21+UI31PPPI13J.
RET1JRNLPPVI404)
1*.........NOW WE! INPUT EQUATIONS FROM LEVINSON'S PALtA -
DEPI!NDSIUM.T
DEPENDS(Q.TI.
0 121ICt(Q)3I2I +SIN (Qp-aII:

O)ERIVABUREV-:TRUE:
~ V Ui41.DIFF(Q.T).

WR:I;Jt1+U[41)*31114 U121*5121+U[3P1*B31:
ALPS DIFF(UIlIJT)8Blt+DIFF(UI21.TP3I(21+D!PF(ufl).T)*83Il.
A LFR:DI3IFIWR.TI+CROSS (WB.W/R).

PRsBS:PPIm.PPftS.
V3S:U(SI~aliI+UI6P8IZl+UI71p83IJI
VRS.VBS+4I)I'cF(PRP.lr..) .ie((WU P35351
A3ss-IFVE, ".:)+CIPOýV ,k;h

Ih35W&9FTI~tIljDOT(0III.WA. +3ET92III2DOT(3121.W3B)+BEI3*313p'DOT(SI3I.WW);
IRRSWR-RIIOI32!11DOTI34I,.'Wk. +RHG S2P*DOrT(13W.WR)+RiioVD3IDO* TBI3W.WR):

I33AL.RaITruII*OT(~IIAJ3~ "Trg[211DOTtiW.ALPB)+BETrS3;C30r.T13131.ALPU).
IR3SALPR:RiIOI3III~tOT(3tII,)iLPftJ4RHOZRmI)I*DaT(3i21.ALPR)+RIIOV*93IJ'lOT(II3l.ALPRI.
I-'3b.MD*ANS:

FR:-MRIAiRS
TSB-CROSS(IBSUSWS,Wb)-IOBSALPB;
TSR-CROSS(IRKSWR.WR).IARSALPt;
FI.F*.*NII+F73E21+P3'83I1

T9.Tl~u*I~rl+T232I4 T315131.
FIR.' 'DOT(DIF(VBVS.tJIRI),FI)+DOT(WIPF(W3.LtIRfI).T3).
FSIRI:'D)OTIDIFF(VBS.IJIMIJ.PS8,iFDOT(DIFF(VRS.UIRfl,P5RI
+OIDIFF(WS.UIRII.T53B)+VOT(D. .w(WP.L1RI).TrSR).

IOR 1:1 TIIRU 7 DO LOIS?LAY (XleJJ:RATCOEFF(EQIIJ.DIFF(Uli.Th)))
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Dynamic Instability of the
Flexible Coupler of a Four-Bar Mechanism

Iradj G. Tadjbakhsh*

Abstract

Dynamic behavior of flexible components of mechanisms is prone to

instabilities which create resonant speed barriers. By considering small

deformations stiperimposed on the steady dynamic state equations governing

evolution of disturbances can be obtained. For the case of mechanisms

driven by periodic inputs these equations reduce to a system of coupled

Mathieu-Hill equations for the amplitudes of modes of vibrations.

Application of the Floquet theory determines the critical conditions of

speed, geometry and material properties causing dynamic instability.

1. Introduction

A primary cause of instability in linkages is the flexibility of its

members. Under steady operations periodic time dependent axial forces

act on •_hse rembers that may lead to instability characterized by

unbounded growth of small disturbances. The situation is similar to

dynamic buckling of columns under the impact of periodic time dependent

loads [1-21. Some recent investigations into dynamic stability of flexi-

ble mechanisms is reported in references [3-5].

In this paper we consider the dynamic instability of the coupler of

a four-bar mechanism with equal input and output crank lengths. This

ff R~IOISPAGEL I
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type of mechanism with its simple kir-,,natics is often encountered and

affords the opportunity for analyses which can be generalized to more

complex situations.

Our method of analysis consists of considering small deformations of
the elastic coupler superimposed on its undeformed straight configuration,

Utilization of Galarkin's method in the resulting equations of notions

leads to a system of coupled Maihieu-Hill equations determining the be-

havior of the amplitude of various modes of vibrations. Finally we em-

ploy known results from the theory of such systems to determine conditions

of parametric resonance.

2. Formulation and Analysis

The accelerations a of pcints along the coupler AB, of the four-bar

mechanism, shown in Fig. 1, is given by
-l -.
!- a - R(; 2 coso+OsinB) i + (-RS2 sin6+R8cos0+v) j (1)

lHere B(t) is the angular displacement of the wheels, v(s,t) the transverse

displacement of the coupler, s the arc length along the central line of

the couler, R the radius of the wheels and i and j unit vectors in the

horizontal and vertical directions. Assumption of small displacements is

employed.

Dynamic equilibrium of the coupler and the wheels, Fig. 2, are ex-

pressed by

Fl + F2  r f ads (2)
- ., 0

t i x F2  y f (s i + v j) x a ds (3)
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M1 - R e x F1  J1 8k (4)

M2 - R e x F2 iJ2 k (5)

in which F1 and F2 are the end forces in the coupler, k i x J, and

M1 (- M 1k) and M2 (- M2 k) the externally applied couples on the wheels.

Also J1, J2 stand for the mass moments of inertia of the wheels, Y (=pA)

and X the mass per unit length and the total length of the coupler and

e - cos 0 . i + sin 8 . j the unit vector along OA.

*..• Eqs. (2)-(4) constitute five scalar equations for the determination

of the four unknowns comp:ised of the components of F1 and F2. Thus we

find for F1

S(cot 8. Mi - J i (6)
-R sin +

where

R y(-2 'no+cosa) - (i 2coso+8sinO) f° v ds

+ yfo (1- v ds (7)

This result is valid provided

vds=1+N2(8)
W(l + J2 + R L Y) + Y" cos 0 f v ds M1 + M2,()

0

which is also a consequence of (2)-(5).

the stress resultant f the axial force T and the transverse shear N

in the coupler, at a point s, are given by

S

f -F + y f ads (9)
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T- (+ v' J) .f (10)

N- (-v' i+J) .f (II)

in which primes denote differentiation with respect to s.

Carrying out the indicated operations in (9)-'11) and retaining only

linear rerms in y, one obtains

T = y cot 8( 2Roscs+3in8) v d + fo (+ - 1) V ds]

+ Ryr(j2sinO_;cosO) (I- s) v, + 2cos 4.1 -s)

+ M- - s] ÷(12)
--8cot8.coso - 80.41n"U!, lin

and

N y[- ft v ds + ( 2 cosO+4sinO) fv do + 1 t s ds]N " [-~ s3 1t Ml J10+
o o~

-R~C•2cso8.(•- s) - 7 1cosocoto-ssirs] + Rs-i 1v

+ R y (.-- s) (02sinO-icoso) (13)

Conservation of linear and angular momenta is expressed by (9) and

El v - lyv + N 0 (14)

respectively. In (14) it is assumed that bending moment-curvature

relationship is M - EIv". Substitution for N, from (13) into (14),

results in an inhomogeneous linear equation for y.
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Restricting subsequent considerations to the steady case, 0 0,

w = Wt, we select 6 as the independent variable replacing t. Then (14)

becomes

Evy '-piw2vjO+Y2 R coso f0 v ds +ds - 6de0 0 0

s)cosO + -- ]V11-- Tw2R(4 - s)cosO (15)

The boundary conditions that accompany (15) are

v(0,0) - v(1,0) - 0

..- ,•:(16)

"v"(O,8) - v"(1,O) = 0

We shall attempt to obtain the solution for y for a given constant input

moment H1 . The output moment M2 is then obtained from (8).

3. Approxir'ate Solution

Employing Galerkin procedure we assume

N _

g• g(O) sin - (17)

which satisfies (16). Substitution into (15) and minimizing the error

leads to the solution of the system

C 6 + () & + 2ur 2 cosO E 2ur 2 sinO.f (18)C #"+ •(D sino

Here g 1 (g1, g2, .*0 gN)T, P - R/1, mi , M1L2 /REI, X = p-04 2 /E and

r - I(A/I) 1/ 2 is the parameter defining the slenderness of the coupler.

The matrices C and D are diagonal with elements CrM I + rI(mW)-2,
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Dram - (m)2. The matrix I is the unit matrix and E is a symmetric zero-

d•agonal matrix with elements

E' m2 + a2 [1 - (-I)m+n] (19)X2(m 2 -n2 )2

Finally, components of the vector f are given by

f, , m - 1,2,3 ... N (20)

(m,)2

Limits of stability of solutions g of (18) are determined by the be-

havior of the solutions to the homogeneous form of (18) which is written

in the form

/ ~sinO C g" + -)C(sinO.D + mlI)g + jzr2 sin2O E g - 0 (21)

It can be shown that system of differential equations with pert odic

coefficients of period 2w admit of solutions of periods 2v and 4w [6].

More precisely, in the case of (21), the regions of dynamic instability

in the four-dimensional parameter space of A, ml, r and p are confined by

surfaces S(X, ml, r, u) - 0 for which periodic solutions of the same

period exist. Regions bounded by surfaces which correspond to solutions

of different periods contain parameter values of stable solutions [2].

With a view to constructing solutions of period 2w we set

N
1^ k- k jcos ke + Bk sin ke (22)

The constants Ao, Ak, Bk, k - 1,2,3, ... , can be determined by substitut-

ing (22) into (21) and, in the resulting equations, equating coefficients

of various.Fourier components to zero. In this way a system of algebraic

equations are obtained the first three of which have special forms and
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thereafter may be given with a general formula. These are:

ml Aa + (D - A C) BI + ur 2 1 9 A2 - 0

S2m Al + pr2 A E Bl + (D - 4A C) B2 + ,ir 2 E B3 - 0

D A) + ur 2 I E Al + 2m` BI + (4C -D) A2 - ur2 X E &3 -0

P -Ur 2 A E Bk-2 + [(k-1) 2 A C - DJ Bk-1 + 2ml Ak +

[D - (k+1) 2 X C] Bk+l + hr2 A E Bk+2 - 0, k - 2,3,..9.N
4% 0% 9% 0% ^%

zr2 XE Ak-2 + [D - (k-1) 2  AC]) Ak-l + 2m1 Bk + (23)

[(k+i) 2 A C - D] Ak+l - Ar X E Ak+2 - 0, k - 2,3,..:.N

Existance of a solution to the homogeneous system (23) requires

vanishing of an infinite determinant. In order to study the problemI approximately but in a systematic way, we use a hierarchy of subsystem of

increasing order in the number of unknowns. As the smallest subsystem weII consider the case when the only non-zero elements are A0 = [A0 1 3, A1

[All], BI - [Bill . Then by considering only the three leading equations

in the set (23) we obtain All = 0 and

mI A01 + (DII - A Cii) Bll 0

D11 Aj01 + 2ml Bll1  0 (24)

This implies

2m2 -,r4 - (w2 + r 2 ) A (25)

which is a parabola in the A-ml plane. The next larger and more accurate
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first mode system consists of non-zero constants A01, All, Bll, A21, B21.

The resulting 5x5 system decomposes into

2m, All + (Dll - 4XC11) B2 1 - 0(26)

(Dll - AC11) All + 2= B2 1  0 0

and

m1 A01 + (Dll - XClj) Bll 0

D11 AO1 + 2ml Bi1 - (Dii - 41CI1) A21 - 0 (27)

-(Dll - ACI1) Bll + 2ml A21 - 0

Existence of a solution to (26) and (27) implies

4•2 - (Dll - )CIc) (DII - 41CIj) -

1 (28).

1 [:2 - X(I + r 2 /1 2 )][, 2 - 41k(' + r 2 /, 2 )]

and

4M2 - (Dll - AC11) (D 11 - 41C1 1 ) -
(29)

[1(2 - X(l + r 2 /w2 )J[31 2 - 4X(1 + 4. 2)

respectively.

A complete picture is otained when 4:--periodic solutions are also

considered. Such solutions can be represented by

N
cos ko (30)•. • • • o, k + s in2

ki ,3 ,5,..*

The same procedure following (22) is employed resulting in an algebraic

system for Ak, Bk; k 1,3,5, .. , . The first foir vector equations
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have a special form and thereafter may be .givun by general formulas.

These are:

8ml Al + (4D - AC) BI + [(4p r 2 E - 9C) A + 4D] B3

+ 4p' r2 A E B5 - 0C~

(4D -AC) Al + 8-i Bl + [(9C + 4P r 2 E) A - 401 A3

-4ui r2 E B - 0

[(C + 4u r2 E) - 4DBI + 8ml A3 + (4D - 251C),5 + 4U r2 ZE B7 - 0

[(4D - AC) + 4ir2.XE] A1 + 8m1 B3 + (25A C - 4D) A5 - 4pr 2 A E A7 - 0

4- 4p r 2 X E Bk--4 + [X(k-2) 2 C - 4D] Bk-2 + 8m1 Ak + (31)

[4D - A(k+2) 2 C] Bk-2 + 4p r 2 X E Sk+4 - 0, k - 5,7,9,

v41 r 2  Ak 4 + [4D - X(k-2) 2 C1 Ak-2 + 8ml Bk +

[(k+2) 2 A C - 4D] Ak+2 - 4v r 2 A E Ak+4 - 0, k -5,7,9, ...

Corresponding to a subsystem consisting of only All, B11 A3 1 , B31

with all others being zero, one obtains t te characteristic equation

2
64 ml - (4D11 - 91 Cll)(4Dll - A CII) = ± 8m1(4Dll - I Cll) (31)

F.

Fig. 3 shows the results of the analysis in the A- 1 1 plane. These

results are based on formulas (28)-(29) and (31). Boundaries of the

regions of instability, shown as shaded, are solid lines when based upon

2w-periodic solution and dashed lines when based upon 4w-periodic solu-

tions. The values of j " 0.4 and r 1 100 were used.
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AN INTRODUCTION TO THE SCIENTIFIC COMPUTING
LANGUAGE PASCAL-SC

L. B. Rail
Mathematics Research Center

University of Wisconsin-Madison

ABSTRACT. Microcomputers are now being widely used for small-scale
scientific, engineering, and stacistical computing. Pascal-SC (Pascal for
Scientific Computing) is aý language which has been developed specifically for
this application. Its most important features are: (i) accurate floating-point
arithmetic for real, complex, and interval numbers, vectors, and matrices, with
controlled rounding if desireC; (ii) the convenience of operator notation for
numerical data types, which makei programs easier to write, read, and document,
together with the ability to accept user-defined operators for nonstandard data
types; and (iii) compatibility with ordinary Pascal, so that Pascal programming
techniques and programs already written in Pascal can be used immediately. In
Pascal-SC, solutions of linear systems of equations, inverses of matricos, and
eigenvalues and eigenvectors are computed with guaranteed error bounds, and
scalar products of vectors and sums of arbitrary length of floating-point
numbers are computed to the closest floating-point number, or rounded as
desired. These basic features of Pascal-SC will be described, together with
applications to research on numerical methods which have been carried out on a
microcomputer.

1 • OBJECTIVE. A brief description of the language Pascal-SC (Pascal for
Scientific Computation) will be given to explain features of this extension of
ordinary Pascal 110] which are particularly useful for scientific, engineering,
and statistical calculations, particularly on microcomputers. The reader is
assumed to be familiar with Pascal programming on at least an introductory
level, and to have had some experience with numerical computation of the kindIi which arises in scientific and engineering problems. With this background, it
should be easy to appreciate the advantages of the additional features of
Pascal-SC.

In order to keep the discussion short and to the point, many details will
be omitted, and a formal description of the language will not be given. For
operational and programming details, the reader should consult [3], 119], (28];
formalities are given in (5]. Here, simple examples will be used to illustrate
ideas as they are introduced.

2. WHY PASCAL-SC? As pointed out by Wirth [10], the introduction of a new
computer l'nguage requires careful justification. The same applies to an
entensia jn u..m-fication of an existing language, particularly a language which
is as successful and widely used a3 Pascal. The most important additional
features of Pascal-SC are:

Sponsored by the U. S. Army under Contract No. DAAG29-80-C-0041.
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(i) Accurate floating-point aritlmati-! witŽZ controllable rounding;

(ii) User-defined operators to facilitate programAing and doumentation.

Furthermore, it is of considerable importance to note that:

(iii) Pascal-SC retains the features of otrdinary Par-al.

Thus, none of the investment in learning to program in Pascal or in
programs already written in Pascal is lost in going from Pascal to Pascal-SC-
Tle Pascal-SC compiler can translate programs written in ordinary Pascal.
Moreover, programming in Pascal-SC will come very naturally to the Pascal
programmer, as will be seen from the examples given below.

"With regard to (i), the floating-point arithmetic provided by Pascal-SC is
implemented not only for real floating-point numbers (type REAL), but also for
complex numbers, intervals, and vectors and matrices of these types. This
allows convenient and accurate computation with the kinds of numrnrical data most
frequently encountered in scientific and engineering problems. Tuxe floating-
point arithmetic of Pascal-SC [28] is constructed on the basis of the theory of
computer arithmetic given by Kulisch and Muiinker [14]. which guarantees
accuracy, controllability and reliability of the results. In orler to keep the
compiler small enough to be convenient to use on microcomputers and still

.[ provide these additional features, extensive use is made of external libraries
of pretranslated code which the compiler can link to the user's program, or
source code which can be compiled as part of it.

The second important additional capability of Pascal-SC is that it allows
user-defined operators to permit the maninulation of nonstandard data types in
ordinary mathematical notation. For example, if A is a matrix, and x, b, c are
vectors, then the programmer can write the statement

(2.1) c := A*x + b;

in Pascal-SC to perform the indicated calculations. This notation follows
ordinary mathematical usage, and thus has the advantages of clarity and
simplicitv compared to the calling of procedures and functions to obtain the
same result in ordinary Pascal. In order for the Pascal-SC compiler to accept
(2.1), the heading of the program has to contain a definition of the binary
operators * to perform matrix by vector multiplication and + to perform vector
addition. (Source code for these operators is included in the Pascal-SC package
for vector and matrix arithmetic.) In addition to this "overloading" of
s-andard operator symbols, Pascal-SC permits the user to give operators
• Ž:bltrary names (for example, XOR for "exclusive or"), and assign priorities to
Ssuch operators. One particular convenience of Pascal-SC is that the operator **
can be defined to perform exponentiation, which makes the w-iting of polynomials
and other functions containing powers simpler than in ordi. -y Pascal. In
allowing user-defined operators, Pascal-SC is similar to Al 68 and Ada.

These points will be discussed in more detail in the following sections.

3. FLOATING-POINT REAL ARITHMETIC. This is the "built-in" arithmetic of
Pascal-SC for floating-point numbers (type REAL). Since this arithmetic is

based on the general theory of computer arithmetic given in [14], it is

accurate, controllable, and reliable. Before going on to details, a precise
statement of the meaning of these terms is necessary because the related
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concepts of "accuracy" (the exactness with which results are calculated) and
"precision" %the number of digits used in the representation of floating-point

_ numbers) are often confused. For example, the result 32.0 - 31.0 = 1.00 is
calculated with low precision (3 decimal digits), but high accuracy (exactly).
By contrast, UNVAC 1100 floating-point hardware gives

:1 134217728.0 - 134217727.0 = 2.00000000,

which is done with higher precision (9 significant digits), but no accuracy,
since the correct answer is 1.90000000 [213.

It is possible to discuss the ide4_9f accuracy independently of the
particular precision used, since each floating-point system contains only a
finite set of numbers. In a given system S, two floating-point numbers u,v with
u < v will be said to be adjacent if there is no floating-point number w such
that u < w < v. For x,y E S, the exact result xoy of ,: arithmetic operation 0,
where o E {+, -, *, /}, will either be a floating-point number, or a real number
w such that u < w < v, where u,v are adjacent floating-point numbexs. In order
to produce a floating-point number in the latter case, o is "rounded" to an
element of S, which should be either u or v. This is the basic requirement for
reliability of a floating-point arithmetic operation. The floating-point
software supplied for some microcomputers does not meet this siimple requirement,
and neither does the floating-point hardware of some mainframe computers. This
unhealthy situation has lead the IEEE to undertake the promulgation of standards
for floating-point arithmetic (see the SIGNUM Newsletter for October, 1979).

An accurate rounding R of the floating-point operation 0 selects R(xoy)
equal to u or v to minimize the roundoff error

(3.1) C(xoy) = IR(xOy) - (xOy)l.

This is the best possible answer CBPA) rounding (293. In case of a tie between
u and v, a suitable rule is invoked. In 'cal-SC, this rounding is to the one
of u,v which is fuxthest from zero, in order to satisfy the condition of
anUsYmetry of R, R(-x) = - R(x), which is required by the general theory [14].

The distance lu - vI between u and v will depend on the precision of the
floating-point numbers being used; this determines the maximum roundoff error of
a reliable calculation. Of course, if the arithmetic of the machine being used
is not reliable, then roundoff error is not related in a simple way to
precision, and che attempt to "buy" more accuracy by using increased precision
can be futile, as well as expensive.

There are other ways in which rounding to a reliable result can be carried
out, including:

(i) x is rounded upward to v;

(ii) x is rounded downwaid to u.

The directed roundings (i) and (ii) are necessary to support interval
arithmetic (17], [16], [14], among other things. Rounding in a flusting-point
Lrithmetic is said to be controlled if the user can choose the metho, >sired
for the result of a given floating-point arithmetic operation. Pascal-SC gives
the user the choice of BPA ar'd the upward and downward directed roundings, which
means that a total of twelve operators are provided for the four basic
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a-ithmetic operations +, -, /, j, and the three roundings listed above:

+ - * / {BPA rounding }

(3.2) +> -> *> /> { Upward rounding }

+. -< *< /< { Downward rounding }

Thus, the Pascal-SC programmer can control the direction of rouLding if desired,
for example, to obtain guaranteed lower or upper bounds for the values of
arithmetic expressions [6]. It also follows from the reliability of Pascal-SC
arithmetic that the addition and mr.ultiplication operators (3.2) are commutative,

;0i• which is not true for the kind of floating-point arithmetic ordinarily
encountered.

For the microcomputer implementations of Pascal-SC, decimal arithmetic is
used, and the precision of floating-point numbers is twelve decimal digits in
scientific notation, with an exponent range in powers of 10 from -99 to +99.
The smallest and largest positive numbers are thus MINREAL = 1.0OOO00000 E-99

(10-99) and MAXREAL = 9.99999999999E+99, respectively. Zero is represented by
0 = 0.OOOOOOOOOOOE+00, as usual [28]. The use of decimal arithmetic avoids the
errors introduced by conversion between binary and decimal upon input and
output. Decimal values are represented internally by two BCD digits per byte.
The precision of the Pascal-SC floating-point number system for microcomputers
is thus adequate for the representation of most numerical quantities of interest
in scientific and engineering computation. Furthermore, since Pascal-SC
floating-point arithmetic is reliable, accurate, and controllable, there is
seldom any need for more than 12 decimal digits of precision in a given
computation.

To illustrate the features of Pascal-SC arithmetic, consider the product

(3.3) A = (13.4565432278)(0.000453782392;45).

The exact value of A is not a 12-digit floating-point number, so rounding will
take place in the corresponding floating-point multiplication operations. The
flozfting-point operation * gives

(3.4) B = 1.345654322782.+01 * 4.53782392145E-04 = 6.10634237591E-03,

as the BPA for A, which is in error by at most = 5.0xi0- 15 , since Pascal-SC

arithmetic is reliable and the distance between B and its two neighboring
floating-point numbers is 6 = i014. More precisely, (3.4) establishes that A

belongs to the half-open interval [B - B + , since ties are rounded away

from 0. The operations *< and *> with directed rounding give

C = 1.34565432278E+01 *< 4.53782392145E-04 = 6.10634237591E-03,
(3.5)

D = 1.34565432278E+01 *> 4.53782392145E-04 = 6.10634237592E-03,

respectively. Since C = B, the -esult (3.5) shows that the exact answer A
belongs to the interval [C,D] =B,D] = [B, B + 6]; therefore, on the basis of
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(3.4), A belongs to the half-open interval [B - B , B + [ +

[B, B + A) (see Figure 3.1). Thus, this calculation proves that A > B and
2

A - B < 5.0x10" 15 . This gives a more accurate location for A than the BPA
answer (3.4).

A

L Lj J
B--A B=C B+- D D+

2 2 2

Figure 3.1. A Detail of the REAL Floating-Point Screen.

In addition to the twelve rounded arithmetic operations listed above,
Pascal-SC provides the most frequently used standard functions, computed to BPA
accuracy [28]. In order to keep the microcomputer version of the Pascal-SC
system small, extensive use is made of external libraries, so the compiler will
bring in code only for functions, procedures, and operators actually needed. by
the program.

5. FLOATING-POINT COMPLEX ARITHMETIC. In Pascal-SC, manipulation of
complex numbers is accomplished by subroutines for operators, functions, and
procedures which are stored in external libraries. For this reason, the
declaration of complex numbers has the stereotyped form

TYPE COMPLEX = RECORC RE,IM: REAL END:

Thus, the representation of a complex number Z in Pascal-SC is in Cartesian
coordinates. For input and output of Z, the staidard format is (Z.RE, Z.IM).

in ordinary Pascal, addition and other arithmetic operations with complex
numbers have to be done by procedures and functions. In Pascal-SC. however,
operator overloading simplifies notation in the program considerably. To
illustrate this, consider as a simple example the source code to enable the
ope:.'ator + to add complex numbers:

OPERATOR + (A,B: COMPLEX) RES: COMPLEX;
VAR U: COMPILX;
BEGIN

U.RE - A.RE + B.RE;
U.IM : A..!M + B.IM;

RES :=U
END;

The actual coding for this operator is essentially the same as for a
function or procedure for the same purpose. However, to add the two complex
numbers V,W and assign the result to the complex number Z, one writes only

S(5.1) z := V + W;

in the subsequent program. Addition operators have to be defined for all pairs
of operands of types INTEGER, REAL, and COMPLEX, since these would occur
naturally in expressions being evaluated. If K, R, C denote generic variables
of types INTEGER, REAL, and COMPLEX, respectively, then six. addition operators
are needed:
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(5.2) +C, K + C, C + K, R + C, C + R, C + C.

Similarly, six subtraction operators

(5.3) -C, K- C, C- K, R- C, C- R, C- C,

are required, as well as five multiplication and five division operator,:

K*C, C*K, R*C.. C*R, C'C,
(5.4)

• All 22 of the oears(5.2)-(5.4) ar rvddin anexternal lbayin

the form of pretranslated code, and the corresponding declarations, for example,

OPERATOR + (RA: REAL; B: COMPLZ-X) RES: COMPLEX;
EXTER'" L 155;

are available to the programmer in an external text file. Actual coding is also
simplified considerably the fact that the programmer can direct the compiler to
refer to exte..Zna' libraries for type declarations and definitions of operators
and other needed tunctions and procedures [191, [28]. The use of this feature
makes the source code for a Pascal-SC program more compact and readable.
Examples of programs using such directives are given in Appendices A and B.

All complex floating-point operations Jm Pascal-SC calculate the real and
imaginary parts of the result to BPA accuracy. For addition and subtraction,
operators similar to the one given above for complex addition are satisfactory;
however, multipl!cation and division require special algorithms to attain this
accuracy [14], [28]. For example: consider the function CDIV which does complex
division by the usual formula:

(5.5) FUNCTION CDIV(A,B : COMPLEX) : COMPLEX;
VAR DENOM: REAL;

U: COMPLEX;
BEGIN

DENOM B.RE * B.RE + B.IM * B.IM;
- U.RE (A.RE * B.RE + A.IM * B.IM) / DENOM;

U.IM (A.LM * B.RE - A.RE * B.IM) / DEHOM;
CDIV : U

END;

The Pascal-SC operator for complex division,

(5.6) OPERATOR / (A,B: COMPLEX) RES: COMPLEX;
EXTERNAL 182;

has a number of advantages over the function CDIV. Among these are:

a. Accuracy. The 'esulrs of Pascal-SC complex operations are calculated
to BPA accuracy in the sense that their real and imaginary parts are given to
BPA accuracy. Ordinary Pascal functions and procedures for COMPLEX
multiplication or division, such as CDIV given above, cannot attain this
accuracy because of the number of roundoff errors which oceur. In fact,
catastrophic cancellations can happen which render the results almost
meaningless when the ordinary formulas in (5.5) are used. For example, for
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V = (1.23456789, 1.23456789),
(5.7)

W = (1.0000123E-05, 1.0000321E-05),

one gets

V/W = (1.23454048308E+05, -1.222167946i2E+00),
(5.8)

CDIV(V,W) = (1.23454048308E+05, -1.22216773503E+00),

where the incorrect digits of CDIV(U,V) are indicated in boldface. Zven in this
fairly- harmless-looking case, the algorithm (5.5) has lost five significant
digits in the imaginary part of the quotient in a single division, while all the
digits of the Pascal-SC result for V/W are correct. To be sure, roundoff error
will also incredse with repeated use of the Pascal-SC division operator (5.6),
but at a alcwer and more predictable rate.

b. Deferred overflow. In the Pascal-SC algorithms for complex
multiplication and division, overflow does not result unless the real or
imaginary part of the result is > MAXREAL in absolute value, whereas overflow
can occur in (5.6) in the calculation of the intermediate values DENOM, U.RE,
U.IM, even though the actual result has real and imaginary parts which are
representable by floating-point numbers. For example, for

(5.9) V = (3.OE+99, -1.0E+99), W = (.ýOE+99, -1.0E+99),

Pascal-SC complex division gives the result

(5.10) V/W = (2.OOOOOOOOOOOE+00, 1.OOOOOOOOOOOE+00),

while the subroutine (5.6) for CDIV overflows when trying to compute DENOM.

c. Ease of use. For VAR U,V,W: COMPLEX, the use of (5.6) allows one to
write

(5.11) U := V / W;

in the source code for the program instead of

(5.12) U := CDIV(V,W);

as in ordinary Pascal. In the case of complicated expressions involving complex
numbers, the gain in programming ease using ordinary mathematical notation with
operators instead of function and procedure calls is significant. The source
code is more likely to be correct in the first place, and also will be easier to
document and read later.

d. Compilation time. The function CDIV has to be compiled from the source
code (5.5) for each ordinary Pascal program which uses complex division. The
operator (5.6), on the other hand, is given by pretranslated code which is
automatically linked to the user's program in the last stage of the
compilation. This saves a considerable amount of compilation time.

The accurate bomplex divison in Pascal-SC turns out to be slower than the
function CDIV. According to the table given in [4], p. 267, a typical time for
the complex division U/V is 100 milliseconds for a 2.5MHz Z80 processor. The
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function CDIV(U,V) useE' six real multiplications, two real divisions, and three
real addition/subtractions. The typical times for theae operations given in [4]
total 60.4 milliseconds. It will be seen later that some Pascal-SC operations
are actually faster than their inaccurate real simulations; however, in the case
of complex multiplication and division, one pays a little for guaranteed,
reliable accuracy.

In addition to the arithmetic operators +, -, *, / for type COMPLE1, a
number of additional operators, functions, and procedures are provided in the
Pascal-SC complex library for convenience. For details on these, including the
domains and ranges of the standard functions, see [29].

Roundet complex operations +<, +>, -/, ->, *, *>, 1<, /> are also included
in an external library in the form of pretranslated code [28]. Here, rounding
is carried out com.onentwise. Each complex number z = (x,y) with jxidyl <
MAXREAL will belong to a rectangle with corners which are the floating-point
complex numbers A = (u,v), B = (u + 6, v), C = (u + 6, v + n), D = (u, v + n),
and which contains no other floating-point complex numbers (see Figure 5.1).
The result of rounding z downward will be Vz = A = (u,v), while z is rounded
upward to Az = C = (u + 6, v + n), where 6 and n are the spacings in the
floating-point screen in the horizontal and vertical directions in the complex
plane, respectively. The BPA rounding of z will be (BPA(x), BPA(y)), and thus
could be any one of the four points A,B,C,D. For example, suppose

(5.13) z = (100 - 4i)/(565 + 789i),

which is not a complex floating-point number. Pascal-SC operations give

A = (100,-4)/<(565,789) = (5.66437234668E-02,-C.61803501157E-02),
(5.14)

C = (100,-4)/>(565,789) = (5.66437234669E-02,-8.61803501156E-02),

while the BPA for (5.13) is

(5.15) D = (100,-4)/(565,789) = (5.66437234668E-02,-8.61803501156E-02).

D_ C
.zI

A. . B

A B

Figure 5.1. A Detail of the COMPLEX Floating-Point Screen.

In this case, 6 = n - 1.0 x 10- 13 , and the results (5.14) and (5.15) locate • in

the rectangular complex interval A + 10, S.Oxi0- 14 ) + i[5.0x10- 14 , 1.OxiO"1 3 ],
according to the rules for Pascal-SC rounding (see Figure 5.1).
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'K Complex arithmetic with directed rounding can be used as the basis for

complex interval arithmetic [14).

6. FLOATING-POINT INTERVAL ARITHMETIC. Interval arithmetic [1] [173, 116]
is based on the use of closed, finite intervals [a,b] of real numbers as its
basic elements. Interval arithmetic has a number of significant applications in
scientific, engineering, and statistical computation; however, its use has not
been widespread up to now because of the limitations of conventional computer
arithmetic units [18] and ordinary programming languages. In Pascal-SC,
interval arithmetic has been implemented efficiently, and is just as convenient
to use as real or complex arithmetic.

In the general theory of computer arithmetic [14], interval arithmetic is
regarded as a special case of arithmetic on subsets of real numbers. Here, if
X, Y are subsets of R, and 0 E {+, -,*,/}, then

(6.1) Z = X 0 Y = {xoy I x E X, y E Y},

by definition. For division, of course, 0 E Y is excluded. If X = [a,b] and
Y = [c,d] are intervals, then Z = [r,s] is an interval if defined, and the
endpoints r,s of Z can be calculated from the endpoints of X,Y [14], [17],
[16]. It is assumed, of course, that the intervals X = [a,b] considered are
finite and proper, that is, a < b.

The most basic application of interval arithmetic is the following: If the

value of a function, for example,

(6.2) w = 9x 4 - y4 + 2y 2 ,

is calculated in interval arithmetic for intervals X,Y, then the resulting
interval W will contain all values w of the function (6.2) for all values of x E
X, y E Y. This property of interval arithmetic allows one to bound the ranges
of functions without detailed analysis of maxima and minima. Since rounding of
interval operations is outward to the smallest floating-point interval which
contains the exact results [28], automatic bounds for round-off error can be
obtained conveniently, by taking the input intervals X,Y to be single points,
that is, X = [x,x], I = [y,y], [1], [17], [16]. For a simple application of
this principle, consider the evaluation of (6.2) by the expressions

(a) w : 9*x*x*x*x - y*y*y*y + 2*y*y;

(6.3) (b) w 9*(x**4) Y**4 + 2*(Y**2);

(c) w : (3*(x**21 -y**2)*(3*(x**2) + y**2) + 2"(y*'2);

in REAL arithmetic, and

. (a) W 9*X*X*X*X - Y*Y*Y*Y + 2*Y*Y;

(6.4) (b) W : 9*(X**4) - Y**4 + 2*(Y**2);

0c) W (3*(X**2) Y**2)*(3*(X**2) + Y**2) + 2*(Y**2);

in INTERVAL arithmetic, respectively. The power operators ** in (6.3) and (6.4)
are given in Appendix A in the source code for the program WEVAL which was used
to calculate the following results.

For x = 10864, y = 18817, the statements (6.3) give
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For x = 10864, y 18817, the statements (6.3) give

(a) w = 1.58978 x 105 , W = [-1.841022 x 106, 1.158978 x 106],

(6.5) (b) w = -8.41022 x 105, W = [-8.410220 x 105, 1.158978 x 106],

(c) w = 1.00000000000, W = [ 1.00000000000 , 1.00000000000 ].

The enormous width of W in (6.5)(a) and (6.5)(b) indicates that the values given
for w can be subject to large roundoff error, and hence are untrustworthy. On
the other hand, evaluation of (6.2) by the statements (6.3)(c) and (6.4)(c),
respectively, shows that this formulation is highly accurate, and in fact proves
that (6.3)(c) yields the exact value w = I of the function (6.2) for the given
values of x and y. This example also shows that the way in which arithmetic
expressions are written can be crucial for accuracy. The techniques for
evaluation of arithmetic expressions with maximum accuracy [6] can be automated,
and are incorporated in , Pascal-SC demonstration program [26].

In Pascal-SC, floating.-point intervals are declared in the stereotyped way:

TYPE INTERVAL = RECORD INF,SUP: REAL END;

As in the case of complex numbers, the operators, fCnctions, and procedures in
an external library manipulate intervals declared in this form. In order to
preserve the inclusion property of interval arithmetic, all rounding in
floating-point INTERVAL arithmetic is outward: The result given for XOY is the

V _" smallest floating-point interval Z which contains the actual result. This can
be implemented by the usL of directed rounding, for example, addition can be
performed by the operator

-> (6.6) OPERATOR + (A,B: INTERVAL) RES: INTERVAL;
. VAR C: INTERVAL;

BEGIN
C.INF : A.INF +< B.INF;
C.SUP A.SUP +> B.SUP;
RES := C;

END;

This operator is available as a pretranslated subroutine, declared by

OPERATOR + (A,B: INTERVAL) RES: INTERVAL
EXTERNAL 68;

If I denotes a generic variable of type INTERVAL, and K of type INTEGER,
the following 15 arithmetic operations are provided for interval arithmetic:

±I, K ± I, I ± K, I ± 1,

IK *I, * K, I * K,

}•,: EL / I,1I,' K, I / I.

Because REAL floatinr. -point expressions do not necessarily yield the exact
values of their • eal results, operators betwecn types REAL and INTERVAL are not
included, since the resulting interval might not contain the true outcome of a
computation. In addition to interval versions of standard functions and various

A.4 utility procedures [28], the interval library includes same operators which work
with intervals as sets of real numbers. There are the "lattice operators"
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** Intersection,
(6.7)

++ Interval Hull,

and the relational operators

<= Subinterval,

>= Superinterval,
(6.8)

> < Disjointness,

IN Point Inclusion,

[28]. The intersection operator ** will generate an error interrupt if its
operands are disjoint intervals, otherwise, their intersection I n J will be
computed. If I = (a,b] and J = [c,d], then I ++ J = [min{a,c},max{b,d1] is the
smallest interval which contains both I aaid J. The relation I <= J is TRUE if
I C J, otherwise FALSE; similarly, I >= J is TRUE if I D J. The result of
I >< J is TRUE if I and J are disjoint intervals. This test can be used to
avoid I ** J in this case. If R is a floating-point number (type REAL), R IN I
is TRUE if R E I as a real number.

With regard to the efficiency of the implementation of interval arithmetic
in Pascal-SC, Bohlender and Grdner (4] give the following typical tir.es in
milliseconds for a microcomputer with a 2.5MHz Z80 processor:

Operation + - * /

REAL 2.2 2.2 6.0 10.0

INTERVAL 5.4 5.4 23.0 31.0

Considering the fact that each interval operation has to determine two real
numbers, and that interval multiplication and division require the calculation
of four real products in one case [14], the above indicates an almost optimal
implementation in software. By contrast, factors of 100 or 200 between REAL and
INTERVAL arithmetic speed have been noted on conventional computers, such as the
UNIVAC 1100 series. [18]. In addition, while a REAL computation provides only a
floating-point number which approximates the result, an INTERVAL computation on
the other hand provides an interval which is guaranteed to contain the true
result. An important application of this property of interval calculations will
be described below in connection with the solution of linear systems of
equations with guaranteed error bounds.

7. REAL FLOATING-POINT' VECTOR AND MATRIX ARITHMETIC. Calculations with
real vectors and matrices are among the mo3st commonly encountered tasks in
scientific, engineering, and statistical computation. Pascal-SC offers the user
the same reliability, accuracy, controllability, and convenience when
calculating with real n-dimensional floating-point vectors and matrices as it
does for the scalar types REAL, COMPLEX, and INTERVAL. This is accomplished
with the aid of an external source code library of operators, functions, and
procedures for vector and matrix manipulation, and a built-in function SCALP for
the calculation of scalar products of floating-point vectors to BPA accuracy or
with directed rounding at the option of the user.
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p.. * 7.1. Convenience. In order to illustrate the convenience of Pascal-SC for
vector and matrix calculations, suppose that A, B are nxn matrices, and x, y, z
"are n-dimensional vectors. To uvaluate

(7.1) z = 5.5ABx + 3y,

the corresponding expression is Pascal-SC is

(7.2) z := 5.5*A*B*x + 3*y;

which uses ordinary operator notation instead of the function and procedure
calls which would be required in ordinary Pascal and most other lang'agC3. In
order to make use of the software provided in the corresponding external
library, a stereotyped declaration of floating-point vector and matrix data
types is expected:

CONST DIM = #; (The actual dimension replaces #1
TYPE DIMTYPE = 1..DIM;

RVECTOR = ARRAY [DIMTYPE] OF REAL;
RMATRIX = ARRAY [DIMTYPE] OF RVECTOR;

The operators +, -, *, and the operators +<, +>, -<, ->, *, *> with

directed rounding are available for various permissible combinations of

operands, for example, multiplication of an RVECTOR by an INTEGER or REAL, and
so on [28].

7.2. Reliability, accuracy, and controllability: The scalar product
SCALP. The general theory of computer arithmetic [14] requires that each
component of the result of a vec'.or or matrix operation be rounded to the BPA
for the actual real result, or downward or upward to the closest neighboring

I, ''floating-point number if desired. Addition and subtraction of vectors and
matrices present no problems from the standpoint of this requirement, since the
desired results can be calculated componentwise with the aid of the six REAL
arithmetic operators ±, ±<, ±> described in 13. Calculation of the scalar
products of vectors, which is an inherent component of matrix and matrix by
vector multiplication, is a different matter. Ordinarily, this calculation is
simulated by a FOR loop of real operations, such as in the following function:

(7.3) FUNCTION SPROD(A,B: RVECTOR): REAL;
VAR I: DIMTYPE; S: REAL;
BEGIN

S := 0;
FOR I:=1 TO DIM DO

S := S + A[11 * BUD

SPROD := S
END;

This is an example of what Kulisch calls the "vertical" definition of computer
arithmetic [141, [12]. Of course, there is no hope that the result of SPROD
will be accurate in general. For this reason, the internal calculations in a
function of this kind are often done in higher precision than the external
calculation. While this is a often a great help in some cases, it still does
not solve the accuracy problem. On the other hand, the Pascal-SC function

(7.4) SCALP(A,B: RVECTOR; ROUND: INTEGER);
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which is a built-in feature of the compiler, will calculate the value of the
exact scalar product of A and B to an adjacent floating-point number, with
rounding downward, upw&rd, or to the BPA controlled by the value of the
parameter ROUND [28]. This reliability, accuracy, and controllability is
required by the general theory of computer vector and matrix arithmetic (14].
It can be achieved by special algorithms [14], or the provision of a
sufficiently long acw'mulator. In the microcomputer version of Pascal-SC, this
"long accumulator" is implemented in software [4], but the same thing can be
done in hardware (13], and can be expected to be a feature of future advanced
mainframe computers.

In order to allow the accumulation of several scalar products, rhe
parameter ROUND can also inhibit the clearing of the long accumulator before the
product is calculated [28]. The .orresponding values are given in the following
table:

Rounding Clear Long Accumulator Inhibit Clearing

BPA ROUND = 0 ROUND = 4
Downward ROUND = -1 ROUND = 3

Upward ROUND = I ROUND = 5

If the long accumulator is not being cleared, other arithmetic opexa-.t,_ !, are
not permitted between successive calls of SCALP [28].

The use of SCALP makes it possible to calculate the results .. Aatrix and
matrix by vector multiplications to the closest floating-point numbers, or
rounded to the closest larger or sma Ler neighboring values if desired. This
reliability, accuracy, and controllability distinguishes Pascal-SC vector and
matrix arithmetic from traditional packages.

Some of the important properties of SCALP are illustrated by the following
examples.

a. Accuracy. For

(7.5) A = (1099, 10-99 9, -1099, B - (1, 1, 1),

the value of SPROD(A,B) is 0, of course, while SCALP(A,B,O) gives the correct
"answer 10-99. Persons who b&-ieve that multiple precision will solve all
accuracy problems should determine how much precision is required on their
machine for SPROD(A,B) to duplicate this result. Once satisfied, they can then
try (7.6) below. Although these examples are extreme, examples can be given for
which SPROD is highly inaccurate for vectors of the types one can expect to
encounter in actual problems.

b. Speed. It turns out that the accurate scalar product function SCALP is
faster than the corresponding FOR loop in SPROD if DIN > I. The typical times

)p, given in [4] in milliseconds for a 2.5MHz Z80 processor are:

SCALP 8 + 5.5(DIN),

FOR LOOP I + 9.6(DIM).

Since all the matrix and matrix by vector multiplicaticn routines are based on
SC&LP, they can be expected to execute faster than their inaccurate simulations
in REAL arithmetic. Furthermore, the current implementation of Pascal-SC
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handles access to elements of arrays very efficiently by means of an "array
descriptor" [11], from which addresses of elements can be calculated quickly.

c. Deferred overflow. Under ordinary circumstances, SCALP will not
indicate an overflow unless the actual real result is outside the range of

. representable floating-point numbers. For example, for

(7.6) A = (1099, 10-99, -1099), B = (1099, 1, 1099),

SCALPýA,B,O) will compiite the correct result 10-99, while SPROD(A,B) will
o7erflow for I = 1.

d. Ease of use. The function SCALP is just as easy to use as SPIAOD, and
requires no additional source code in the pr<.gram, since it is part of the
Pascal-SC system. Furthermore, SCALP is more versatile, since its arguments can
be arbitrary one-dir ansional arrays of floating-point numbers of the same
length, of which RVECTOR is only a special case. When called, SCALP consults
the array descriptors of its arguments [11] to determine if they are in fact of
equal length, and then calculates their scalar product if this is true. Thus,
SC•LP can be used to calculate scalar products of vectors of various dimensions
in the same program.

-' 8. COMPLEX AND INTERVAL FLOATING-POINT VECTOR AND MATRIX ARITHMETIC. The
basic ideas here are generally the same as for real vector and matrix
aritbmetic: Convenience, based on the use of operator notation for expressions,
"and accuracy. The subroutines in MCLIB and MILIB, respectively, -iect the type
declarations

TYPE CVECTOR = ARRAY EDIMTYPE] OF COMPLEX;
"- CMATRIX = ARRAY [DIMTZPE] OF CVECTOR;

and

TYPE IVECTOR = ARRAY [DIMTYPE] OF INTERVAL;
IMATRIX - ARRAY [DIMTYPE] OF IVECTOR;

in the corresponding cases.
For accurate scalar products, the respective functions

FUNCTION CSCALP (VAR A,B: CVECTOR; AKDIM: INTEGER): COMPLEX;
EXTERNAL 188;

and

F INCTION ISCALP (VAR A,B: IVECTOR; AKDIM: INTEGER): INTERVAL;

EXTERNAL 88;

are provided. The functions form the basis of the subroutines for accurate
•- ,~matrix and matrix by vector multiplication. The products are :omputed from the
I. first AKDIM components of each vector argument. This permits the flexibility of

using vectors of various dimensions AKDIM < DIM in the same program. CSCALP
computes the BPA for the scalar product of complex vectors: directed rounding is
not provided for the complex scalar product or complex matrix and matrix by
vector imiltiplica'tions. ISCALP computes the smallest interval which contains
the exact result, as in the case of other interval operations [28].
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9. SOLUTION OF LINEAR SYSTEMS OF EQUATIONS AND MATRIX INVERSION. These
are problems which arise time after time in scientific, engineering, and
statistical computation. The Pascal-SC system subroutines for these purposes,
which use the accurate scalar product and interval arithmat!:, yield results
which are far more exact than can be obtained by ordinary floating-point
arithmetic. Furthermore, guaranteed error bounds are given for results, so the
reliability of the computation is immediately determinable. These subroutines
will accept either real or interval vectors and matrices.

The basic procedure in the system library LGLLIB for the solution of linear
systems of equations is LGLP (an acronym for the Gernan words for "linear
equations solution program"). This procedure is declared by

PROCEDURE LGLP(DIA.%,AKDIM: INTEGER; VAR A: RMATRIX, VAR B: RVECTOR;
VAR Y: IVECTOR);

"EXTERNAL 524;

[28]. The purposa of this procedure is to solve the linear system

(9.1) Ax = B

with coefficient matrix A and right-hand side B. Instead of a floating-point
approximation to the solution x, LGLP calculates an interval vector Y which, if
proper, contains the exact solution x of (9.1), and proves that the floating-
point matrix A is a nonsingular real matrix [27]. This allows one to determine
not only an approximate value for x, but also guaranteed error bounos for it
(23]. The parameter AKDIM in the formal parameter list allows one to solve
systems of size smaller than DIM if desiretd; only the first AKDIM rows and
columns of A and components of B are involved in the calculation.

Failure of LGLP to return a proper interval vector Y indicates that A is

singular or extremely ill-conditioned. In this case, the components of Y will
be set equal to the improper interval [+l,-1]. A test should be made for this
condition immediately on return from LGLP, since all interval subroutines expect
proper intervals as data [28].

Thus, LGLP either gives a solution with guaranteed accuracy or an error
indication. In practice, LGILP has been observed to succeed for well-known
examples of badly condition:ed matrices, such as Hilbert matrices [26], [27]. In
Appendix B, a simple program to solve linear ,quations of order up to 20 is
given, together with its application to a system of five equations in five
unknowns in which the coefficient matrix has a condition number larger than

4 x 1018. Inspection of the resulting i4-terval vector Y shows that LGLP was
able to solve this system to an accuracy of one unit in the twelfth significant
digit. The same 5 x 5 system defeated a standard linear equation solver on a
VAX 11/780.

When one is solving severa' systems with tne same matrix but different
right sides, considerable time c~n be saved if the approximate LU-decomposition
of A and other preliminary calculations are only done once. The procedure LGLPR
is available for this purpose. Its declaration is

PROCEDURE LGLPR (DIM,AKDIM: INTEGER; VAR A: RMPTRIX; VAR B: RVECTOR;
NPS: BOOLEAN; VAR R: RMATIRIX; VAR MB: IMATRIX;

VAR Y: RVECTOR);
EXTERNAL 522;
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[28]. The firs.t call of this procedure is with NRS = FALSE. Matrices needed to
process subsequent right sides will be computed and stored as R and MB.

06 Subsequently, LGLPR is called with NRS = TRUE for each new right side.

Similar procedures LGLI and LGLIR are available for the case that the
components of the coefficient matrix A and right side B are intervals, that is,
A is of tylpe IMATRIX and B is of type IVECTOR. The interval vector Y in this
"case bound.s all solutions of real systems with coefficient matrices belonging to
A and right sides belonging to B. This can be helpful in case where the data

-" ~ are subject to uncertainty.

SFor matrix inversion, the subroutine

PROCEDURE INVP (DIM,AKD7M: INTEGER; VAR A: RHATRIX; VAR C: IMATRIX);
.RXTERNAL 526;

will, if successful, compute an interval matrix C which contains the inverse of
the real (point) matrix A. Singularity or extreme ill-condition of A is
reported in the same way as for LGLP, while successful calculation of C proves
that A is nonsingular, as before. Finally,

PRODCEDURE INVI (DIM,AKDIM: INTEGER; VAR A,C: IMATRIX);
EXTERNAL 527;

is used for inversion of interval-valued matrices. If C is computed
successfully as an. I1MATRIX of proper intervals, then C contains the inverses of
"all real macrices contained in the interval matrix A. Return of C with all
components equal to the improper interval [+I,-I] indicates that A contains at
least one singular or very badly conditioned real matrix.

On a microcomputer with 64Kb of storage, LGLP and LGLPR are limited to
about DIM = 25 or less, LGLI, LGLIR, and INVP to DIM = 20, and INVI to DIM
15. For these relatively small systems, the time required for execution seems
to be reasonable. As in the case of the 'eat of the Pascal-SC system, source
code for declarations and pretranslated code for the above procedures can be
found in an external library.

10. EIGENVALUES AND EIGENVECTORS. The Pascal-SC system provides the
"standard subroutine

PROCEDURE EIGEN (DIM,AKDIM: INTEGER; VAR A: RMATRIX; LAMBDA: REAL;
VAR X: RVECTOR; VAR ILAMBDA: INTERVAL; VAR Y: IVECTOR);

EXTERNAL 534;

bh'•:-, ~for the calculation of guaranteed interval bounds for real eigenvalues and
vectors of real matrices A, in particular, symmetric matrices. This is another
type of calculation which occurs often in eng-neering and other scientific
computation. In a~dition to the actual dimension AKDIM and the matrix A, EIGEN
expects floating-point approximations LAMBDA and X to the eigenvalue and
eigenvector of interest, or at least values with which to start the
calculation. If successful, the interval value ILAMBDA and interval vector Y
returned include an exact real eigenvalue and eigenvector of the floating-point
matrix A, and furthermore guarantee that the included eigenvalue is of
"multiplicity one. Hence, EIGEN will not succeed for multiple eigenvalues [sl],
[28]. In case of failure, EIGEN will return improper intervals for ILAMBDA and
the components of Y.
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1, THE ACCURATE SLM OF r FLOATING-POINT NU4BERS Statistical
calculationl3, in particular, often require the computation of the sum of n
floating-point numbers and perhaps also their squares,

n n 2(11.1• S= Za , T = Z ai
i=1ai i=.i

In Pascal-SC, it is possible to compute the BPA for S and T. or round the result
upward or downward to the closest floating point number by taking the ai as
components of an RVECTOR A and using SCALP. For E = (1,1,1,...,1), one has

(11.2) S = SCALP(A,E,ROU3D); and T = SCALP-O(A,A,ROUND);

with t..- desired best-p.ossible result. However, in the case of the sum S, the
standard Pab.al-SC subroutine

FUNCTION SUM (VAR A: RVECTORI AKLIM,ROUND: INTEGER): REAL;
EXTERNAL 480;

is also provided. This function performs the addition of the first AKDIM
elements of A to the BPA or result of directed rounding of the BPA. SUM, like
SCALP, uses the long accumulator, and the values of ROUMD have tha same
significance as given in 1? for SCALP. It is •-cus possible to call 1JUH again
without clearing the long accumulator, to allow independent accumulation of
partial sums without loss of accuracy. However, no other arithmetic operations
are allowed between successive calls to SUM [28].

When computing sums of interval numbers, one can use

(11.3) IS := ISCALP(IA,IE,DIN);

wl..,re IE has components all equal to [1,11. For the interval sum of squares,
howe.ver, it is preferable to form the interval vector IQA with components equal
to ISQR(A[I]) Zor T = I..DIM, and then compite

(11.4) IT := ISCALP(IQA,IE,DIM);

rather than ISCALP(IAlA,!)IM), for the reason given in 16 about the
preferability of IS;)R(X) to X*X for intervals.

12. PROGRAMMING IN PASCAL-SC. The only new techniques in Pascal-SC for a
Pascael programuer to acquire are the definition and use of operators. Except
for these, there is no difference between Pascal and Pascal-SC programmiing.
Therefore, the discussion here will focus on the operator concept [19]. The
definition of an cperator subroutine is headed by

OPERATOR <name> (<rormal parameter list>) <result name>: <result type>;

The code following this heading is the same as for a function having the same
purpose. The result must be assigned to <result i.ame> in its enti-cety before
leavinq the subroutine. For example, if <result name> = RES is of type
INTE', .. 1 , one must calculate an interval U and make the assignment RES :- U;
before leaving the subroutine, rather than calculating RES.INF and RFS.SUP
separately. The formal parameter list consists of one or twc identifiers and
their types. Thus, operators are either unary or binary. Since operators occur
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in expression strings ("infix" notation), their arguments have to be of
expression type. That is, VAR A, etc., is not allowed in the formal parameter
list. The examples of operators given in §5 and §6 and below can be used as
models.

There are two ways to name an operator in Pascal-SC:II• (i) By redefining ("overloading") one of the standard Pascal-SC operator
symbols for a new data type or types.

(ii) By use of an arbitrary name selected by the user which conforms to
the ordinary rules for identifiers in Pascal [10]. In this case (see below),
the priority of the operator also has to be declared.

These two methods will be discussel separately.

12. 1. Overloading standard operator symbols. This is the most common
method used in scientific and engineering computing to name Pascal-SC operators,
since one usually wishes to follow the ordinary mathematical notation
encountered in the formulas being used. The standard operator symbols inPascal-SC are, in order of decreasing priority:

Unary operators:

NOT, + (unary), - (unary)

Multiplicative (binary) operators:

* / DIV MOD AND ** *> *< /> /<

Additive (binary) operators:

+ - +> +< -> -< ++ OR

Relational (bin;ury) operators:

=0< <= >= < > IN > <

The fundamental distinction between a unaryand a binary OPERATOR is thtat
the formal parametar list for the operator contains exactly one parameter in the
first case, and exactly two in the second, and these are the only
possibilities. An overloaded operator will have the same. priority as its symbol
in the table above. In the case of + and -, the parameter list of the operator
heading will specify whether they are unary (highest pxiority) or binary.

One convenience of Pascal-SC that is immediately apparent is that one can
define ** to perform exponentiation on whatover numerical types are appropriate
for the application at hand. However, this shoald be done with care. Some good
methods are given in [7]. Source code for a simple, "repeated squaring" [22]
implementation of

OPERATOR ** (R: PEAL; K: INTEGER) RES: REAL;

to perform RX for integral powers of floating-point numbers is given in Appendix

A. This operator makcs it possible to write x3, x4 , etc. as x**3, x**4, etr:. i'n

exprissions to be evaluated, which is a more convenient way to represent these
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simple po.,rýr' tha,: by a procedure or function call as in ordinary Pascal. (A
functiorn or procedure should be used to compute the result of raising an
inter-,'.•'L base to an Interval power, since the operator ** is used to compute the
intersbctJ.on of INTERVAL variables (see (6,7)).)

The order of the operands in the formal parameter list determines the order
in which the operator will be applied. The compiler distinguishes various uses
of the same operator symbol by the type(s)of its operand(s), and their order if
the operator is binary. Thus, in the same program, "+" can be used to dCnote
addition of complex numbers, intervals, vectors, matrices, quaternions,
polynomials, etc., in addition to its standard meaning for integers and
floating-point numbers. All that is required is that the appropriate definition
of OPERATOR + be given in the beading of the program for each meaning of "+" in
the body of the program.

Of course, the compiler recognizes only the rules of arithmetic for user-
defined data types which are provided to it by the programmer. For exaple, if
one wishes to use expressions in which variables of both type INTEGER and type
GRADIENT 122] appear, both

OPERATOR + (K: INTEGER; G: GRADIENT) RES: GRADIENT;

and

OPERATOR + (G: GRADIENT; K: INTEGER) RES: GRADIENT;

must be defined in the heading of the program so that the compiler ca produce
code for both K + G and G + K. Type GRADIENT consi.sts of the value of a
function together with its gradient vector, and is declared by

"-PE GRADIENT = RECORD F: REAL; DF: RVECTOR END;

-' in Pa. •A-SC [22]. In this case, both operators produce the same result,
consisting of the alteration of the function value G.F of the GRADIENT variable
G to K + G.F = G.F + K, respectively, with no change in the gradient vector G.DF
(22]. However, it could happen that the user is working with quantities for

which addition is not necessarily commutative. Pascal-SC allows the possibility
of defining the result of "+" or any other binary operator to be dependent on
the order of the operancis.

12.2. Named operators. In Pascal-SC, the user can name operators
according to the ordinary Pascal rules for identifiers (10]. For example, the
factorial operator (a unary operator) could be called FAC. In this case, FAC 4
would have the value 41 = 24. Note that parentheses are not used unless the
operation is applied to an expression. Similarly, a named binary operator is
written between its operands ("infix" notation) in the same way os +, -, *, I,
etc. The operator FAC can be defined in the program heading as follows:

OPERATOR FAC 'A: INTEGR) RES: INTEGER;
BEGIN

IF A <= 1 THEN RES := 1
ELSE RES : A * FAC (A - 1);

END; ( Rectirsive definition of OPERATOR FAC I

In terms of PAC, thr binomial coefficient C(N,K) could be computed by use of the
statement
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,

(12.1) BINOM := FAC N DIV (FAC K * FAC (N - K));

This example is for only for illustration of the construction of a named
operator and the possibility of recursion. On the microcomputer implementation
of Pascal-SC, INTEGER arithmetic is implemented only for integers I such that
-32768 < 1 < 32767 (28], and thus FAC N can be computed only for N < 7. Actual
comnputation of factorials should be accomplished by a type conversion to REAL,
and controlled by WHILE or UNTIL, in order to avoid stacking recursions too
deeply.

Similarly, the binary Boolean operator XOR for "exclusive or" could be.
defined by

OPERATOR XOR (A,B: BOOLEAN) RES: BOOLEAN;
* BEGIN

RES := (A AND NOT B) OR (NOT ; AND B);
END;

A typical program statement using XOR would be

(12.2) IF OBSI XOR OBS2 THEN PROB := 0.25 ELSE PROB 0.75;

which would assign the value 0.25 to PROB if just one of OBSlOBS2 is TRUE, or
0.75 otherwise.

In order for the Pascal-SC compiler to recognize FAC and XOR as the names
of operators, and assign priorities to them, a PRIORITY declaration for each
named operator must follow directly after the heading line of the program,
which gives the name of the program and the list of files used. From highest to
lowest priority, these priority declarations have the forms

PRIORITY <Operator name> =; Unary operators

PRIORITY <Operator name> = *; Multiplicative operators
PRIORITY <Operator name> = +; f Additive operators }

PRIORITY <Operator name> = =; { Relational operators }

Thus, suppose one writes a program called CHANCE which uses the operators
"FAC and XOR to calculate probabilities of outcomes in some stochastic model, and
"only thA -tandard fileq INPUT and OUTPUT are used for communication between the
program and the outside world. If XOR is to have the same priority as OR, then
the first three lines in the heading of the source code for the program would be

PROGRAM CHANCE (INPUT,OUTPUT);

PRIORITY FAC = @;
XOR = +;

The standard sequence of definitions and declarations would then follow to
complete the he:.dipr of the program, and then the body of the program consisting
of the actual statements to be. executed. The structure of a Pascal-SC program
"therefore differs only slightly from that of an ordinary Pascal program, as
shown in the next section.
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12.3. Structure of a Pascal-SC program. In Pascal-SC, the order of
declarations in the heading is somewhat freer than in standard Pascal [19].
However, the general principle applies that everything must be declared or
defined before use. Since overloading standard operator symbols is more common
than using named operators, the headings of mcst Pascal-SC programs will look
identical to Pascal programs except for the OPERATOR definitions. Programuing
4s further simplified because Pascal-SC already provides operators for most of
numerical data types commonly encountered in scientific and engineering
computation, such as complex numbers, intervals, vectors, and matrices, as
explained in the previous sections.

The difference between Pascal and Pascal-SC programs is most striking .
the statements of the actual body of the program. Here, the power of operator
notation makes is possible to write expressions clearly and compactly. This
elimination of complicated sequences of function and procedure calls shortens
programs and makes the source code much easier to read and understand. This
facilitates documentation as well as use of the program.

With just two exceptions, noted below in boldface type, the sequence of a
Pascal-SC program is identical to an ordinary Pascal program [10]:

PROGRAM <Name> ( <List of internal file names> );

PRIORITY

LABEL

CONST

TYPE

VAR <Declarations and definitions of the program heading>

PROCEDURE

FUNCTION

OPERATOR

BEGIN

<Statements comprising the body of the program>

END.

The order in which procedures, functions, and operators are declared is
arbitrary, as in Pascal. The implementation of the operator concept in Pascal-
SC is based on the fact that the underlying virtual machine (the so-called KL/P
mach"ne) can stack operands of arbitray data types, so that functions with
results of arbitrary type can be computed efficiently [11]. This refinement is
permits considerable savings in the number of machine instructicns actually
needed, and hence leads to shorter execution times (11].

13. CONCLUSIONS. The accuracy of Pascal-SC arithmetic and the convenience
of operator notation for manipul--ion of numerical and other data types make
this language a valuable tool fox P..3 -i.rtific, engineering, and statistical
computation. In addition to its 1,xetu.a :s for routine problems, such as
solution of linear systems of equat.,,ns, experience has shown that it is
possible use this language to program and carry out some rather sophisticated
computations, even on a microcomputer. "-amples include numerical solution of a
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nonlinear integral equation (251, the solution of nonlinear systems of equations
by iterative methods [22], [9], and the solution of ordinary differential
equations by real and interval Taylor series [8]. In these applications the
operator concept of Pascal-SC was used to implement automatic evaluation of
derivatives and Taylor series for functions defined by expressions in ordinary
mathematical notation [8], [22], [24]. The microcomputer systems used in these
inveshigations can best be described as minimal: Eight-bit machines with Z80
processors, 64Kb of main storage, and two disk drives. The Pascal-SC compiler
used was developed by Profs. U. Kulisch and and H.-W. Wippermann and their
associates at the Universities of Karlsruhe and Kaiserslautern in Germany, and
is described in [3], [19], and [28]. Even these modest resources appear
adequate for many of the day-to-day calculations needed by engineers,
scientists, and statisticians, as well as for research on methods in numerical

V. analysis which can be applied to larger problems. As 'personal computers" grow
in size and speed, the accuracy and convenience of Pascal-SC will provide the
user with a more powerful tool, and its features will also be advantageous on
forthcoming larger machines.
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APPENDIX A

Evaluation of (6.2) w = 9x 4 - y4 + 2y 2 in Pascal-SC

1. Source code for the program WEVAL.

PROGRAM WEVAL(INPUT,OUTPUT);

(* This program calculates w - 9 *(x**4) - y**4 + 2*(y**2) in real and

interval arithmetic. *)

$USES INTERVAL; (* DIRECTS COMPILER TO USE INTERVAL LIBRARY *)

VAR C: CHAR; wx,y: REAL; V,X,Y: INTERVAL;

(* POE OPERATORS *)

OPERATOR ** (R: REAL;K: INTEGER) RES: REAL; (* R ** K *)

VAR L: INTEGER;U: REAL;

BEGIN (* OPERATOR R ** K *)

IF (R 0 0) AND (K <- 0) THEN
BEGIN (* ROR *)

WRITELN(EXPONENTIATION ERROR, 0 * K, K <- 0');
SVR(O) (* RETURN TO OPERATING SYSTEM *)

END; (* ERROR *)

IF (K - 0) OR (k - 1) THEN U:,1

ELSE IF K - 1 T11EN U:mR

ELSE (* K -> 0,1*)

BEGIN (* RPEAT.D SQUARING )

L:-•AS(K) ;U:-I;
REPEAT

IF L ROD 2 1 THEN U:-R*V;
LswL DIV 2;
IF L 0 0 THEN R:k-*RRAI UNTIL L - 0;

IF K < 0 THEN U:-1/U (* NEGATIVE EXPONENT *)

"END; (* REPEATED SQUARING *)

RES:-U

END; (* OPERATOR R ** K *)
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OPERATOR ** (I: INTERVAL;K: INTEGER) RES: INTERVAL; (* I ** K *)

VAR L: INIEGER;U: INTERVAL;

BEGIN (* OPERATOR I ** K*)

IF (o IN 1) AD(K <- o) THEN
BEGIN (* ERROR *)

WRITELN('EXPONENTIATION ERROR, I ** K, 0 IN I');
SVR(O) (* RETURN TO OPERATING SYSTEM *)

END; (* ERROR *)

IF K - 0 THEN
BEGIN (* K - 0*)

., U. INF:-1;U.SUP%-1
END (* K = 0 *)

ELSE IF K - I THEN U:-I

ELSE (* K o ,1 *)

BEGIN (* REPEATED SQUARING *)

L:-ABS(K) ;U.INF:-l;U.SUP:-I ;
W.REPEAT

IF L MOD 2 - 1 THEN U:-I*U;
L:-L DIV 2;
IF L 0 0 THEN I:,ISQR(I);

UNTIL L - 0;
"IF K < 0 THEN U:-I/U (* NEGATIVE EXPONENT *)

END; (* REPEATED SQUARING *)

RES:-U

END; (* OPERATOR R ** K *)

"[• •* END OF POVEk OPERATORS *)

PROCEDURE WWRITE(w: REAL; W: INTERVAL);

BEGIN (* WRITE RESULTS OF REAL AND INTERVAL EXPRESSIONS *)

WRITELN;WRITELN(' w - ',w); (* OUTPUT OF RESULTS *)
WRITELN;WRITELN(' W - [',W.INF,','g,.SUP,'j');

END; (* WRITE RESULTS *)

•.-.
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BEGI MAIN PROGRflAM '

C :- IV; WHILE C - 'Y' DO
BEGIN (*ACTUAL CALCULATION *

WRITELMCN('Ew VALUES OF X AND Y');READ(x,y);,

X :w INTPT(x); Y :- INTPT(y); (* CONVERT REALVALIJES TO INTERVALS *

w :9*x*x*x*x -y*y*y*y +2*y*y; (REAL RESULT*

V : 9*X*,X*X*X - Y*Y*Y*Y + 2*Y*Y; (*INTERVAL RESULT *

WRITELN;
VRITELN('(&) w t- 9*X*X*X*x - yiy*y*y + 2*y*y'; gives:');
VWRITE(w,W); (*OUTPUT RESULTS*)

w : 9*(x**4) - y** 4 + 2*(y**2); ( REAL RESULT *

W : 9*(X**4) -.Y**4 + 2*(Y**2); (*INTERVAL RESULT *

WRITELN;
WRITELN('(b) w :- 9*(x**4) - y** 4 + 2*(Q**2); gives:');
VWRITE(wW); I.(* OUTPUT RESULTS *)

w : (3*(x**2) - y**2)*(3*(x**2) + y**2) + 2*(y**2); (* RrAL RESULT *

W : (3*(X**2) - Y**2)*(3*(X**2) + Y**2) + 2*(Y**2);
(*INTERVAL RESULT *

WRITELN;
VRITELNC('( w :- (3*(x**2) - y**2)*(3*(x**2) + y**2) + 2*(y** 2); gives:');

WVRITE(w,W); (*OUTPUT RESULTS *

VRITELN;

-W RITELN('NORE VALUES (Y/N)?');READ(CC) (* r'-l QUIT *

END (*ACTUAL CALCULATION *

END. M* AIN PROGRAM *
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2. Sample results using the program WEVAL.

B>XQPC WEVAL
ENTER VALUES OF X AND Y
*10864 18817

(a) w :- 9*x*x*x*x - y*y*y*y + 2*y*y; glves:

w - 1.58978000000E+05

W - [-1.84102200000E+06, 1o1'897800000E+06J

(b) v :- 9*(x**4) - y**4 + 2*(y**2); gives:

Q w - -8.41023000000E+05

V - [-8.41022000000E+05, 1.15897800000E+061

(c) w : (3*(x**2) - y**2)*(3*(x**2) + Y**2) + 2*(y** 2 ); gives:

w - 1.00000000000E+00

V - [ 1.00000000000-+00, 1.1',u•O00000001+O0J

MORE VALUES (Y/N)?
*1
KL/P..STOP
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A APPENDIX B

1. Source code for the program LINSYS.

PROGRAM LINSYS(INPUT,OUTPUT);

(* This program computes an interval vector Y containing the szlution
of linear systems of equations AX - B up to order 20, or returns an
error message if the coefficient matrix A is singular or extremely
badly conditioned. The matrix A ts read by rows, followed by B. *)

$USES LGL,DIM-20; (* SETS DIMENSION FOR EXTERNAL LIBRARY ROUTINES *)

VAR A: RMATRIX; (* COEFFICIENT MATRIX *j
B: RVECTOR; (* RIGHT SIDE *)
Y: IVECTOR; (* INCLUSION OF SOLUTION OF AX - B *)

AKDIM: INTEGER; (* ACTUAL SIZE OF SYSTEM *)
I,J: DIMTYPE; (* INDE. VARIABLES *)

C: CHAR; (* CONTROL VARIABLE *)

BEGIN (* MAIN PROGRAM *)

C:='Y'; WHILE C - 'Y' DO

BEGIN (* SOLUTION OF SYSTEM *)

WRITELN( 'INPIJT DIMENSION') ;READ(AKDIM) ;WRITELN;
WRITELN('INPUT MATRIX BY ROWS');
FOR I:-1 TO AKDIM DO FOR J:-I TO AKDIM DO READ(A[I,J]);
WRITELN;WRITELN('INPUT RIGHT SIDE');
FOR I.-1 TO AKDIM DO READ(B(IJ);

LGLP(DIM,AKDIM,A,B,Y); (* SOLVE SYSTEM *)

IF Y[1].INF <- Y[I].SUP THEN (* Y IS PROPER *)

BEGIN (* OUTPUT OF SYSTEM AND RESULTS *)

4' WRITELN;
WRITELN('SOLVE AY - B WITH INTERVAL INCLUSION OF ANSWER');
WRITELN;
FOR J:-i TO AKDIM DO (* OUTPUT OF A BY COLUMNS *)

BEGIN
FOR I:--1 TO AKDIM DO
WRITLN('Aj',I:2,',',J:2,'3 - ',A[I,J]);WRITELN;

END; (* OUTPUT OF A *)
WRITELh;
FOR I:-1 TO AKDIM DO
WRITELN('B[',I:2,'] - ',B[IJ); (* OUTPUT B *)

WRITELN;FOR 1:-I TO AKDIM DO (* OUTPUT Y *)
WRITELN('Y[',I:2-,' - [',Y[IJ.iN,',',Y[I].SUP.,'');i

END (* OUTPUT OF SYSTEM AND RESULTS *)
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ELSE. (* Y IS IMPROPER *)

BEGIN (* ERROR MESSAGE *)

WRITELN;WRITELN( 'THE MATRIX IS SINGULAR OR B&.DLY CONDITIONED');
FOR 1:-l TO AKDIM DO Y[IJ0 SUP:,Y[I].INF (* RPSET Y *)

END; (* ERROR MESSAGE *)

WRITELN;WRITFLN( 'ENTER ANOTHER SYSTEM (Y/N)? :)•RED(CC) ;

END (* SOLUTION OF SYSTEM *)

END. (* MAIN PROGRAM *)

-.1
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2. Sample results using LINSYS.

A>XQP LINSYS TAK,DAT CON:

INPUT DIMENSION

INPUT MATRIX BY ROWS

INPUT RIGHT SIDE

SOLVE AY - B WITH INTERVAL INCLUSION OF ANSWER

At 1, 1] - -1.9156942121.9E+11
A[ 2, 1] = O.OOOOOOOOOOOE+00
A[ 3, 1] - 8.54599767S33E+08
A[ 4, 1] - O.OOOOOOOOOOOE+00
A[ 5, 1] - O.OOOOOOOOOOOE+00

A[ 1, 2] - 0.00000000300E+00
A[ 2, 2] - 6.12580328713E+I1
A[ 3, 2] - O.OOOOOOOOOOOE+00
A[ 4, 21 - I'.67810493936E+07
A[ 5, 2] - 2.73290749688E+09

A[ 1, •] - 1.O000O00OOO0E+O0
A[ 2, 3] - -1.OOOOOOOOOOOE+00
A[ 3, 33 - 1.12080226545E+02
A' 4, 3] - O.00OOOOOO000E+OO
A[ 5, 31 = 1.12075040461E+02

A[ 1, 4] = O.000OOOOOOOE+0O
A[ 2, 4] - 5.21250000000E-01
A[ 3, 4] - O.00OOO00OOOOE+OO
A[ 4, 4] - 1.0000OOOOOOOE+00
A[ 5, 4] - O.00000000000E+00

A[ 1, 5] - -5.03360090692E-03
A[ 2, 51 = 1.60975964126E-02
A[ 3, 5] - 2.24535604687E-05
A[ 4, 5] - O.O000OO00000E+OO
A[ 5, 51 - 7.18104363616E-05

B[ 1] - 1.85094646224E+04
" 2] - -5.91833428873E+04
3] - -8.25723911920E+01

- i.92589687381E+33
2.15844970057E+35

I1 L4 [ 7.93624477937E+29, 7.9362447 938E+29]
Y[ 2] - I 7.93739034599E+29, 7.93739034600E+29]
Y[ 31 - [-4.20005760703E+32,-4.20005760702R+32]
Y[ 4] - [-3.71300190864E+37,-3.71300190863E+37]
Y[ 5] = [-3.02038610401E+43,-3.02038610400E+43]

ENTER ANOTHER SYSTEM (YIN)?
KL/-P-STGP
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3. Contents cf the data file TAK.DAT.

A>TYPE TAK.DA'. S~5

-,.915694Z,,219E,+,1.1 0J -5.03360090692E-03
o 6.12580328713E+ -1 5.2125E-O1 1.609•5•964126E-02
8.54599767833E+08 0 iA42080226WM5+i2 0 2.24535664687E-05
o 4.67810493936o+07 0 1 0
0 2.73290749688E+09 1.12075040461E+02 0 7.18104363616E-05
1.85094646224,+04 -5.91833428873E+04 -8.25723911920E+01 1.92589687381E+33
2.15844970057,+35

'IN

bell
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OTIMAL CORRECTIONS OF A DAMPED LINWAR OSCILLATOR

UNDER RANDON PERTURBATIONS*

P. L. Chow and J. L. ?enaldi

Department of Mathematics, Wayne State Un.:versity

Detroit, Michigan 48202

ABSTRACT An additive control of a randomly excited linear damped

oscillator is studied by the methods of dynamic programming and

variational inequalities. The objective is to minimize the mean deviation from

the rest position over a finite horizon, with a possible resource constraint. We

shall present some analytical results on the opti=l average cost function and

the feedback control law. Numerical solution will be discussed briefly.

I. INTRODUCTION. The problem of controlling random vibretions occurs in a wide

range of situations, from the vehicle dynamics to the stabilization of a

skyscraper during the earthquake. In this article we study a relatively simple

problem involving a unit mass attached to a spring and a dash-pot. If the system

is excited by an exterrial random force, one is interested in regulating the

fluctuations about the rest position. The problem woule have been classical if

the controlling force were smooth and unlimited in its energy supply, However we

will be mainly concerned with more realistic class of controls, where the impul-

sive forces are allowed and the total energy supply is fixed over a finite time-

horizon. This makes the problem more meaningful but complicated. But it is

essencial to take the necessary first step in order to understand the nore

This work has been supported in part by the U.S. Army Research Office under
Contract DAAG29-83-K-0014.
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difficult problems with several degrees of freedom.

In a recent paper rIb we treated the problem of controlling a first-orier

Ito equation, which may be regarded as a special case of the present problem. It

corresponds to the limiting case when the spring constant tends to zero. Our

work is a generalization of the results by Gorbunov [2] in the sense that we

admit a wider class of controls. Furthermore our techniques are rather different

from his. For the general mathematical techniques involved, one is referred to

the references [31 - [5].

The article summarizes some preliminary results concerning our investiga-

tion in the announced subject. In what follows, we shall first formulate the

"problem under study and describe the analytical results that we have obtained.

Also the numerical solution, among others will be discussed.

II. FOI1MULATION OF PROBLEMS. Let us consider a damped linear oscillator excited

"by a white-noise and controlled by a regulating force:

J +pi+k 2 rw+v o (1)

L x(o) =x ,(o) -y

where the dot means the time derivative and

x(t) : the position of a unit miass at the time t,

q, k : the damping and spring constants,

xo y : the initial position and velocity,

r : the white-noise with the intensity r,
t

v : the momentum control at t,
t

T : the horizon.

3.50
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Since the system will be controlled by a finite source of energy, we introduce

the class V of controls consisting of all random processes

{ vt, t 2:0), adapted to the Wiener process {wt, tko), with a

bounded variation.

To give the equation (1) a mathematical meaning we interpret it in the Ito's

sense:

dx = ydt

dy = -(px + qy)dt + rdwt + dvt, (2)

6 x(o) = X0 , y(o) Y ,

2w.,here y k and p k.

+Let Vt , t denote the positive and negative parts of vt , so that

V,= v - v t 2 o. (3).•'"t t t
,=.%

Suppose the total supply of correctional energy is fixed. Then we have

the constraint

• ~+ -
V = v + vt C z, tko, (4)

where z > o is propotional to the tocal correctional energy supply and

will be called simply the correctional energy. Let Vad be the class of

admissible controls v in V satisfying (4).
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For each control policy v , let J(v) be the average cost defined by

J(xo0 y0 , v) = EvtTTf [x(t), y(t) I dt + g [x(T), y(T)] (5)

where f and g are some positive functiorsmeasuring the deviation from

the rest state.

Our goal is to find an optimal policy v in Vid, in the form of the

feedback law, •.•sich minimizes J, i.e.

3 - J (v) -inf {J (v) " svc vd }. (6)

To this end we shall use the techniques of dynamic programming and

variational inequalities.

III. PENALIZATION AND DYNAMIC PROGREA4MING Instead of (2.2), we consider the

following system

dx(s) - y(s) ds ,

dy(s) -[px(s) + qy(s)J ds + rdtis + dvs , (7)

dz(s) - - d 1vs -(dvs +(+so

dt(s) - ds,

x(o) -x, y(o) -y, z(o) -z t(o) -t.

where z(s) is the remaining amount of correctional energy. Corresponding to

the cost function (5), the running cost from t to T is given by
T-t

J(x, y, -,t-,v) -E o f Ix(s), y(s), y(s), y(s)] ds + B(x(T-t), y(T-t)]. (8)
C,'0

The optimal cost is given by

i (x, y, z, t) - inf {J (x,.y,z, t,v): v C Vd . (9)

In order to apply the dynauic programming principle to find u, we introduce
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a regularized version of Vad defined by:

4C

Vad M {v Va : -v, IVS -1, C > 0. (10)

We set

U (x, y, z, t) - inf {J (x, y, z, t., v) : C Vd£). (11)

Then the standard dynamic programming argument yields the optimality

equation for u :
C

inf L (M) u = -f(xy), x, y cR, z >o, oat <T, VI1-
C

(x, y, z. T) , g(x, y) (12)

u (x, y, 0, t) - u°(x, y, t).
IC

Here we have put

SL() Lo + 4()

Lo " at + ½ r 2 0/ + y x -(px + qy) Y, (13)

(V) = V y v IV az0

and u satisfies

LouO = --f

(14)
u9 (x, y, T) = g.

In (13) the partial derivatives t , .... , stand for the partial

Vderivatives A.-_, ..
at" ax

It seems reasonable to expect that, as £ + o, the solution u of the
AC

penalized problem (12) approaches the optimal cost u giver hy (9).
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This fact among other results will be described in the next section.

IV. SOME RESULTS AND DISCUSSION. First let us present some preliminary results

pertaining to the penalized problem (12) and its relation to the original one.

To analyze (12) we need the following:

(R 1). If Bz ' :C , then

inf L p 1. ()byCPI + BZ CPI IV! ' (15)

K +t

where {x}+ denotes the positive part of x.

Under appropriate conditions, we can show that

(R 2). Assume that the functions f(x, y) - f(x)20 and g(x,y) - g(x) 0 0

are convex and even, and the functions together with their

derivatives are uniformaly Lipschitz - continuous. Then the optimal cost

function u• given by (11) has the following properties:

(a) For each t > 0, u (, y, z, t) is convex in (x, y, z).

(b) uc(x, y, z, t) = i(-x, -y, z, t) for any (x, y, z, t).

(c) u.is Lip-continuous in (x, y, z, t), (uniformly in )

(d) • • and •y• are uniformly ip-continuous in x, y and £ for

each (z, t).

(e) k (x, y, ., t) is a decreasing funttion of z for every fixed (x, y, t).

Further u is the solution of the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation (12).

Remarks: The fact that the optimal ccst ii decreses with the total correction

energy z is intuitivily clear. it follows that C = u satisfies the condition
£
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in (RI). The symmetry property (b) enables us to consider the problem either in

the region x 2 o or y 2 o.

Now we hope to recover the optimal cost u by taking the limit of 4C as

c 4 o . This is indeed a valid procedure. In fact we can say much more, as

indicated by the next result:

(R 3). Under the same assumptions in (" we have

U (x, y, t) r= lia u^ (x, y, z, t),
where u is given by (9). Furthermore u preserves the

properties (a), (b), (c), (e) in (R 2), and satisfies the variational

inequalities:

(Au- f) 0 and M (u) r 0,

(Au- f) .M(u) - 0, z > o,
t=T g, (16)

! 1
z=owhere A =- -. o with L o given in (13); u° satisfies (14),

and

Remark: In the above analysis, we have neglected the control cost, i.e. f, g

independent of v. A similar analysis has been carried out when the cost

for control is not negligible.

+(R 4) In the case of one-sided control ( v - V ), let

w (x, y, t) = lum u(x, y, z, t) (18)
z 4.a*

Then the problem (16) reduces to

r (Aw - f )so, Bw = V 0, (19)

(Aw - f) (Bw) o,

Iw t T
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Finally we have the following decomposition.

(R 5). For a one-sided control, the problem (16) can be decomposed into

the control-free problem (14) and the problem (19) with unlimited control

energy. In particular, the solution to (16) can be expressed as:

0
u(x, y, z, t) 0 w(x, y, t) +w (x, y + z, t) (20)

w (x, y, t) -u°(x, y, t) - w(x, y, t).

With the aid of the above decomposition, the construction of solution to

(16) is greatly simplified.

In spite of t's above results, the following questions remain to be

resolved:

(Q.1) Free Boundary The system (16) is a terminal and free-boundary

value problem. For the reduced problem the free boundary r : y -

y (x,t), separates two regions in which A w - f, Bw - o,

respectively. The smoothness and the shape of r have yet to be

determined.

(Q 2). Construction of the Optimal Control. In the one-dimensional

case, we showed that the optimal control is a reflected diffusion from the

free boundary [1]. It is conceivable that, in the present case, the

optimal control is an oblique-reflected diffusion. But this has to be

verified.

(Q 3) Numerical Appioximation. To compute the optimal etost u, we may

try to solve the variational inequalities (16) numerically. This can be

done by an iterative scheme and the finite element method [6]. Another

posslaility is to apply (R2) and (R3) by solving the penalized problem for

small c . The penalized problem (12), in view of (RI), is a nonlinear

parabolic terminal-boundary value problem in (t, x, y, z):
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I e £ +1 u + f , oSt~cT,

u Nx, y,' z, T) = g(x, y) , (21)

u u(x, y, o, t) = u0 (x, y, t),

which is coupled to the problem (14) For uo. Because of the high

dimensionality, an efficient numerical algorithm for solving such problem

is unknown to us.

The above questions and others are being investigated, and further results

will be presented elsewhere.
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NCtN-PERIODIC clNDITIONS F(C QaiS AND

SNAP-1BACK REPELIR

Nam P. Bhatia
University of Maryland

Baltimore County, Miryland 21228
and

Walter 0. Egerland
Ballistic Research Laboratory

Pberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland 21005-5066

Introduction

Li and Yorke [1] introduced in their fundamental paper the term

"chaotic" for a cLss of self-mappings of an interval. The real function

f is chaotic if (a) there are points of arbitrarily large periods and (b)

there is an uncountable set S such that for every x0 , Y0 E S, X0 y 0,
tim suplfn(xo) - fn(Yo)l > 0 and tim inflfn(xo) - f (Yo)i = 0. !ollowing

the Li-Yorke result that "period three implies chaos", many authors worked

on periodic conditions that allow the same conclusion. The best known of

these conditions is "period p j 2 n implies chaos". Such investigations are

summarized in Targonski's monograph [2].

Li and Yorke also introduced four-point inequalities satisfied by a

point and its three successors with respect to the given function f. They

showed that these imply the existence of a three-period and hence chaos. Our

investigations, begun under the US Army Summer Faculty Research and Engineer-
ing Program 1983, show that the Li-Yorke inequalities play a fundamental
role in the theory of cnaos. For this presentation we have singled out three

theorems. The first is an addendum to the Li-Yorke theorem. The second

establishes eauivalent companion inequalities to the Li-Yorke inequalities.

The third theorem, of a different character, is especially important in

applications. We also introduce the elementary notion of a Newton function

(our term) which we have found indispensable in the investigation of parameter

families and which, we think, deserves to be better known. The quadratic
2mapping g(y) = ay + 2by + c, a # 0, b, c, real constants, particular cases

of which have received wide attention, is used to illustrate certain points.

Finally, we state- an open problem that is of interest in connection with

"random number generators".
159
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Definitions and Notations

Let f : R R be continuous. If x E R, the orbit of x0 under f is

defined as the set fx : x = fnLx ) n = 0,1,...), where, for every positive

intege:- n, fn is the n-th iterate of f and f (x0 ) x We shall write

xn := fe(x 0 ) for a given x0 E R and call xlX2 ... the successors of x0.

A pre-orbit of a given x0 E R is any (finite or infinite) sequence
x0, X_A _2... such that f(x_n) = x(n- for all n for which x-n is defined.

The points x_l, x 2 ,... in any such sequence are called predecessors of x0 .

A point x0 is called critical if f(x 0) = x0 , i.e., a critical point of f is

a fixed point of f. A periodic point x0 of period p > 1 (p a positive integer)

is a point for which the relations fp(x 0 ) x0, f'(x 0) x0, 1 < k < p, hold.0 0

The following fundamental results are now well-known.

Theorem, (Sarkovskii). For m, n = 0,1,... consider the total ordering of
the positive integers:

3 < 5 < 7 < -.. < 2.3 < 2*5 < 2*7**. < 2n. 3 < 2n- 5 < 2n.7

< -- < 2m < 2m < --. < 22 < 2 < 1.

. If a continuous mapping f : R + R has a periodic point of period p, '-.hen

it also has a -eriodic point of period q for every q - (in the above total

o-' .. r).

Theorem (Li-Yorke): Let f : R + R be continuous. If there is a point
x E R such that either x3 < x0 < xI < x or x3 > x > xI > x2 , then f has

a point of period three. Furthermore, if f has a three periodic point, there

exists an uncountable set S C R such that for every x. y E S, x Y

Rim supjxn - ynI > 0
n'

and

Lim infIx y 1 0.

*_V 
n n
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Definition. A point x0 E R satisfies a Li-Yorke inequality if

x3 < x0 <1 < x2
or

x3 > x0 > xI > x2.

An Example. The following example show4 that the existceice of a three

periodic point does not guarantee the existence of a Li-Yorke inequality.

The quadratic mapping g(y) = ay2 + 2by + c, a p0 0, b, c. real constants, may
be brought in the form f(x) = x2 - r by setting y = a- (x - b),

g = a (f - b), and r = - b - ac. f has a th'ee periodic obit for

r = 7/4, bw: no point x0 E R satisfies a Li-Yorke inequality for r < 7/4.

Definition. Let .f R -o R be continuot'%. A Newton function of f is defined

as a nonnegative solution of the differential equation N(x) = (x - f(x))N'(x).

It is clea.. from the definition that N ie unique up to a multiplicative

constant, piecewisc monotone and differentiable. The application of the

traditional method 3f Newton for solving iteratively the equation N(x) = 0

results in a "Newton sequence" that is identical with the iterates x= ?n(x 0).

Thus by determining the Newton 1unction of a given f a familiar geometric

picture for the evolution of the iterates becomes available that, in our

opinion, is superior to others. Although the qualitative and quantitative

characteristics of a Newton function that signal existence or nonexisten-',

of chaos await exploration, its knowledge certainly settles the question of

convergence at R glance and, in any case, provides an invaluable source o:

visual insight. For example, 7y cons'dering the Newton function of2
f(x) = x - r, it is apparent that (a) the iterates converge to c, if

x0 6 (c 2,c 2) and -1/4 < r < 3/4, where I and c2 , c 1 < c2, are the critical

pc'int, of f, ; ,' ýb) no orbit originating in the interval (-c 2Vc 2) ran

•scape it f.,,. 2 r - 1/4.
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Three Theorems in the Theory of Chaos

Theorem 1. If x E R satisfies a Li-Yorke inecuality, then f has at leastx0

two distinct three periodic orbits.

The theorem extends th- Li-Yorke theorem and may be illustrated by the

example f(x) = x2 - 2. The point x0 = / satisfies a Li-Yorke inequality and

(2 cos 2Tr/7, 2 cos 47r/7, 2 cos 81,/7), (2 cos 27r/9, 2 cos 41r/9, 2 cos 8rr/9)

are two distinct three-periodic orbits of f.

Theorem 2. The sets of points A = {x x3 < x0 < x < x}
0' 3 0 2'

B = {x :x < < X < K )} and C = {x :x < x. < < x are either
0 1 0 3 0 x2 . 1

all empty or all non-empty. The same statement holds I., t,• sets with all

inequalities reversed.

The checrem extends the Li-Yorke theorem by establishing equivalent

companion inequalities to the Li-Yorke inequalities. Since examples show

that other four-point inequalities between x0 , y 1 * x2 ' x3 uo not assure the

existence of three-.periodic orbits, the theorem iists the complete set of

Li-.Yorke four-point inequalities.

For the proofs of Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 the reader is referred to [4].

Theorem 3. If a critical point co of f has predecessors satisfying

c_2 < cO < c_3 < C-1,

then f has a six-periodic point.

Proof. Since f~c_2= C_l > c_ and f(c0 _ 0 < c_ 3, there exists

. -4 E (c_2, c0), and f(c 3) = c-, < c_4, f(c 0) c0 > c_4 imply the existence

of a c-5 E (c 3 , c_3 ). Hence

•).., ~ ~c_2 _ < co < C.. " c_3 < c_.l
i'-4

If we set c 5 = x0, we obtain x6 < x0 < x 2 < x4, i.e., x0 satisfies a
- 2 2

Li-Yorke inequality for the function f . Therefore, f has a. three-periodic

point x that is either a six-periodic, or a three-periodic point of f. If

x is a six-periodic point cf f, the proof is complete. If x is a three-

periodic point of f, the theorem of Sarkovskii ensures that f has also a

six-neriodic point. This completes the proof.
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The theorem subsumes many propositions that ensure chaos via the
concept of snap-back repeller, first introduced by Marotto [5]. (Given a

critical vJint c0 , an interval (a0 , bO0 ) containing c0 is called a repelling

interval if for every x0 E (a0, b0), x0 ý c0, there is an n > 1 such that

x n 0' (a0 b0 ). A critical point c0 is a repeller if it has P reýlAling
interval. A repeller c0 is called a snap-back repeller if everf interval

(a0 , b0 ) containing c0 contains a point x0 0 c0 such that xn = c0 for some
positive inte'qer n > 2.) For example, by adding the condition that the

2
interval (c0 , c.3) does not contain a critical point of f , one can conclude
that c0 is a snap-back repeller. We intend to explore the connection "'etween

our inequality condition and the snap-back repeller condition for chaos

elsewhere.

22
E-- .... C. If- -~)= r, then f has a six -eriodic point for all r > ro0,

"whe:'e r 0 - 1.543689011 is the real root of r3 - 2r2 + 2r - 2 = 0. And if

we apply the theorem to the smaller of the two-periodic points of f, which

is a critical point of f-, we conclude the existence of a twelve-periodic
orbit of f and hence chaos for all r > 1.4305. This is the best prediction

"" to date that chaos has occured for f(x) = x - r, for which the onsel. oi

chaos at r ; 1.402 was determined by computer studies.

"An Open Problem. Consider the sequence of random variables xn 1 = xn - 2n+1 n

with x0 uniform over [-2,2]. fhen xn converges in distribution to the

random variable x whose distribution is given by F(x) = 1 - (1/7r) arc cos x/2,
S~2

-2 < x < 2. What is the limit in distribution of x =.x2 - p,1/1-"p 0 1/2]
3/4 < p < 2, where x0 is uniform over [- 1/2 - (p + 1/4)yl", 1/2 + (p + 1/4) ]?
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ON THE NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF
SINGULARLY PERTURBED

"LINEAR TWO-POINT BOUNDARY-VALUE PROBLEMS

B.S. Ng
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W.H. Reid
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ABSTRACT We present an initial-value technique, based on the use of
certain compound matrices, for the numerical solution of linear two-point
boundcry-value pkoblems involving unstable 3rdinary differential equations of
the singular perturh?:t.on type. We demonstrate the effectiveness of the
method viA certain *.._mples which exhibit internal as well as end-point
boundary-layers.

I. INTRODUCTION In two earlier papers [1, 2], we introduced the compound
matrix method for the numerical solution of mathematically unstable linear

.¾ eigenvalue and boundary-value problems with separated boundary conditions.
The focus of these previous studies has been on fourth-order problems
involving single differential .-quations of the Orr-Sommerfel'ý type. The basic
ideas developed in [1,2] have since, however, been generalized in a variety of
ways, and these include the use of compound matrices to deal with
boundary-value problems involving higher-order systems of equations [3]. The
method has also been successfully ap lied to a number of problems arising from
the study of hydrodynamic stability 14, 5, 6, 7]. In this paper, we wish to
demonstrate, via examples, that fhe method can also be effective in dealing
with certain second-order problems cf the singular perturbation type.

II. THE COMPOUND MATRIX METHOD For our purpose, it is convenient to
first discuss the compound matrix me-thod in terms of a t" ird-order problem.
Consider then a single third-order equation

L3 (4J) - ,"' - cW' - c 2 ' - c34# f, (1)
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where cl, c2 , C3 , and f are functions of x and a 4 x ( b. We let = [i, 's,.p. 

-

T' ' ; we shall also suppose that a single boundary condition is prescribed at

x = a and is given by

Pf(a) = p, (2)

where P is a 1 x 3 row vector and p is a constant. The remaining two boundary

conditions at x = b are given by

"Q4Q(b) q, (3)

where Q ia a 2 x 3 matrix of rank 2 and q is a 2 x 1 constant vector. If we
,.et *07denote the solution of (1) which satisfies (2) and let 4i and denote

two linearly irdependent solutions of the corresponding homogeneous problem
(with f S 0 and p = 0), the solution to (1) - (3) can be written in the form

:.. + o 41l + 0*2, (4)

.-,, for some constants a and 8. In the usual application of the method of
complementary functions, *0,' l and *2 must be computed as solutions to three

separate initial-value problems. The boundary conditions at x = b tnen lead
to a pair of linear equations from which, at least in principle, the constants
"a and 8 in (4) can be determined. Nevertheless, it is well-known that, the
"coefficient matrix of the linear equation.- for a and 8 can be highly
ill-conditioned if the homogeneous solutio.,s of (1) exhibit inherent growth
problems. In that case a further loss of accuracy will occur due to
cancellation errors as 4 must be obtained from (4) by superposition.

Alternatively, the compound matrix m*z'zhod is based on considering the
solution matrices To and ~¥ where

-'• and T ,0(5
•,•~0 0 1 *2 ~1 '2 5

S0 1 2 2i 2

We note that the 2 x 2 minors of Y are defined by

Syl = (4 - "'@ , y" - ''6)1 12 12 2 132 1 2 3 12 1 2

and y = Yl, Y, YT is ca2Ied the second compour:d of '. The only 3 x 3
Si.inor of T is simply its determino nt which can be expresied in the form

Z = - 4- y ( 7 )

and z is called the third compo'ne' of TOn differertiating (6) and (7) and
3'"-.

eliinating the third derivatives by the use c.f (1;, we then obtain
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12

y' =y• cy +cy

2 3 12 21
(8)

Sy' =cy -cy,

3 13 31

Sc 1z + y f,
1 1

where the initial conditions for Yi' Y2, Y3 and z can be derived from the
corresponding conditions on 0'1' 1, and *2 by using (6) and (7).

Assuming that we have obtained Yl, Y2, Y3 and z by integrating (8) from

"x = a to b subject to the appropriate initial conditions, the solution * can

be determined in the following manner. We note that (4) can be rewritten

as a homogeneous system of three linear equations of the form

i*( ) 40'i $I 219

r: -a 0 (9)

The existence of a non-trivial solution to (9) immediately implies that 4, must
satisfy the "auxiliary* equation

YI', - Y2V + Y3*= z 10)

Hence to determine *, we integrate (10) backwards from x = b to a subject to
the prescribed boundary conditions at x = b. Moreover, it can easily be shown
[2] that the solution * thus obtained is indeed the solution of the
boundary-value problem ( )-(3).

The foregoing analysis can now be adapted to deal with boundary-value
-problems involving a second-order equation of the foLm

L2( - W - c 1 0' - c2ý = f (11)

together with separated boundary conditions at x =a and b. If we now let

;.• = , then Eq. (11) becomes

"f''' - c 1i'' - c 2 ' = f (12)

and c(ur discussion of third-order problems i.s then directly applicable on

setting c3  0. Moreover, a further simpli'ication is possible if we assume,

as is often the case, that the boundary condition at x = a is imposed on

either # or *'. In that case we have Y3 (a) = 0 and, with c3  0 0, the third of

Zqs. (8) shows that y 3 X) O, Thus, it is suffirient to integrate the

remaining three of Eqs. (8) from x - a to b to determine yl, Y2 , and z. The

solution * can then bee obtained by integrating the first-order equation.

y1 0' - Y2* = z (13)

from x b to a.
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III. EXAMPLES AND DISCUSSION In order to demonstrate the effectiveness
of the procedure just described, we have used it to compute the solutions for
-1 4 x 4 1 of the equations [8]

-2ý,, + xý' = 0, (14)

e 2" + (x cos x)•' + (x + x3 )- 0, (15)

S2•" + xV' - = 0, (16)

1
C4 +xf, - = 0, (7

c2o" + Ixl' + (x - - )30 0, (18)
2

and e2{, + (x 2  -)4' + x= 0, (19)
2

each subject to the boundary conditions

.-- 1) = 1 and 4(l) = 2 . (20)

Our results for c = 10-2 are shown in Figures 1 through 6 and they were foundto be in good agreement with those of Pearson [8I. de note that the solutions

of (14) and (15) exhibit internal boundary-layers, while those of (16) and
(17) poscess corner layers near x = 0. The solutio'-; of (18) and (19) display

"4. ~ boundary-layer behavior in the interior of the interval as well as at the left
end-point.

All integrations were carried out in double-precision arithmetic on an
IBM 3081 computer using a fourth-order Runge-Kutta routine with a constant
stepsize h = 0.0005. The need to choose sunh a small value of h is the
"consequence of the use of a constant step integration scheme and the rapid
variation of the solutions within the boundary-layer regions. We believe,
however, this limitation can in part be overcome with the use if a more
sophisticated variable step integration scheme, although this in turn would
complicate somewhat the implementation of the method from a programming
standpoint. It is of interest to note that the FORTRAN program used to obtain
the present results contains fewer than 120 lines of codes. This then
suggests that the compound matrix method can provide a simple alternative to
other initial-value techniques such as orthonormalization at least for a

:0. ce:tain class of problems of the singular perturbation type.

We also note that in constrast to other initial-value techniques, the
compound matrix method first derives a lower-order auxiliary .quation whose
solutions automatically satisfy the boundary condition at one of the two
end-points. The solution to the original boundary-value problem is then

*- obtained by integrating the auxiliary equation subject to the boundary
condition at the second end-point. This has the effect of pinning down the
solution at both end-points. In this respect, the compound matrix method is
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not unlike other boundary-value techniques such as finite-differences and
"indeed this is the chief reason for its effectiveness in dealing with unstable
boundary-value problems.
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SELF SIMILAR SOLUTIONS FOR A DEGENERATE CAUCHY PROBLEM

Klaus H5llig and John A. Nobel
Mathematics Research Center

University of Wisconsin-Mad:Ison
Madison, WI 53705

ABSTRACT. We determine the self-similar solutions of the Cauchy problem

vt = (v) xxl x e R, t > 0,

v(x,0) = g(x)

for the constitutive function *(v) = max(0,v) and the model datum

S(p')xy, x > 0*g(x) = I~.(D)

-. _) , x r. 0

where y,p, > 0. It is shown that the unique solution of (P), (D) is

vLx•t) -(p_)IxIY, x < -,/,C
vtyx2t) =

where

Sc l [b 1,cD=, 1 (,_, + b2 c=)D (~]exp>C- 1 ,

i'2

[b (lc) = &
1y+ il/ (i.. 2i

p+1 2

b(K) = --+/ -_- __ l -,e____

i16 exp(yi+ 1 2.)

/ 2

S~D (") denotes the parabolic cylinder function of index V.

K4 2
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1. INTRODUCTION AMD RFSULT. In this note we study certain aspects of
the degenerate Cauchy problem

vt = (v) xx, x e R, t >0 , (P)
v(x.0) = g(x)

for the constitutive function W(v) = max(v,0). We assume that :he initial
data g are smooth on R {0} with at most polynomial growth at infinity and

satisfy

xg(x) ) 0, x 6 0 ,

g(O) = 0 .

Problems of this type arise as convexifications of diffusion equations
with nonmonotone constitutive functions as has been discussed in [HNI]. The
behavior of solutions for (P) is similar to the one phase Stefan problem
where g(x) -1 -1 for x < 0. Existence and uniqueness of weak solutions of
(P) follows from nonlinear semigroup theory [BCP,E]. Moreover, using standard
approximation arguments one can show the existence of a continuous monotone
decreasing f-ee boundary t - s(t) where v(s(t)+,t) = 0.

The pair (v,s) satisfies the free boundary problem

vt = Vxx, x > s(t), t > 0 1
v(x,0) = g(x), x > 0,

v(s(t)+,t) = 0 , (M)

g(s(t))s'(t) = vx(s(t)+,t) ,

s() 0

Conversely, the solution v of (P) extended by v(x,t) = g(x) for x < s(t)
is a weak solution of (P).

We are interested in the regularity and the qualitative behavior of the
free boundary for small t. Here we consider only the model datum

g(x) = (D)

-p _xl"' x 0 ,

where p ,y > 0 are given constants. For this case problem (P) has self-
similar solutions which can be determined explicitly. The problem (P) with
more general initial data will be included in a joint paper with J. Vazquez
[HNV] where we use such self-similar solutions as comparison functions.
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Proposition. For the model datum (D) problem (P) -has the unique self-
similar solution

v(x t) = t y/2 (2 5 j x > S(t), t > 0
Vt

where *(.) is the unique solution of th, ordinary differential equation (1)
below, satisfying the initial conditions (2) and condition (3) at infinity.
The free boundary is s(t) = -Kit, t ; 0. For p:p+/p_ > 0 iven, K > 0
is the unique solution of the equation

y+1 2

p D. 1 - 2.,Jexpt•-)J (E)
/2 /

where Dy 1I(.) is the parabolic cylinder function of index (-y - 1).

In the forthcoming paper with Vazquez [HNV] we will use the above
- Proposition to analyse (P) for more general constitutive functions and more

general data; we assume there that * is smooth on [0,-) with 0 <
c 4 C, *(v) E 0 for v 4 0 and that the more general data satisfy

G(x) = g(x) + o(Ixll) (OxI + 0) ,

where g is the model datum. Then it will be shown that

s(t) = -ic-'(o+)t + o(w/) (t , 0)

with K defined as before. For *(v) = max(0,v) and y 1 we proved in
[h'N2,3] the stronger result

s(t) = - + O(t/ 2 +a) (t % 0)

for any a < 1/2. In this case (E) reduces to

.•:,,.- •2 K3 K2p + - J K exp(-y 2 /4)dy
i.*•t 2 4 4x(.-"

Note, that a first order expansion of the equation g(s(t))s'(t) = vx(s(t),t)
in (P) formally yields a different result, namely

(p_)s(t)s'(t) = (p+) +

which yields

s(t) = - /2pt + **

whereas, e.g. for p = 1, K = .9034 . /2. The reason for this apparent
inconsistency is that all derivatives of v become singular at
(x,t) = (0,0); in particular vx is not continuous at this point.
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2. PROOF OF THE PROPOSITION. Substituting v(x,t) - ty/2 (x/Vt) in (M)
one sees that * must satisfy the linear differential equation

2*"(C) + g+'(E) - 1*(g) =0 .for > -K,()

subject to the initial conditions

Icy+ 1

• •1I(-l) =0,1D'(-iC) = (p) 2T 2

and K is related to p. via

+-+

The free boundary is given by

"Equation (1) can be solved explicitly. Put x = 4/-2 and w(g) #(x).
Then (1) becomes

w"(x) + xw'(x) - yw(x) = 0 . (4)
setting w(x) -: y(x)exp(-x 2/4) we obtain

yW(x) - + + y(x) 0 A (5)

This differential equation has the general solution [B, p. 116-1171

y(x) = b 1D-y-l(x) + b.,Dy(ix) (-• < x < ", Y > 0) 1

where D (s) is the parabolic cylinder function of index v. Thus the

general solution of (1) is

[bi +b D(. A x - (6)
_14 2 y, 8 ]x

for .< g < - and y > 0. To impose the initial conditions (2) we need the
formulae (above ref. p. 119)

d---[Dý (' 1 )ex-8- = "1 Dý (L2)exp(,"),

d2 2

" lbThen the initial conditions (2) yield the pair of equations

I
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b ID --1 + b D 1 -- = 0
l-•'" (7)

1! JY K KY+l (K2-l"2) + iyb 2DY"1{_ -) = ' exp-2

Because (5) is of self-adjoint form the Wronakian of D,(.), DI( ) is
constant,

Thus

-)Y+1 D - 2 -i K 2

2 
(B)

b2 (K) =- - I

and (6) with blb 2  given by (8) is the solution of (1) satisfying the
•! initial conditions (2). To compute the limit in (3) we use (see above refs p.

122)

r•.• 2

D V(Z) = exp+ -•-)[I ,o(fzj- 2 )] as jzj * (9)

which is valid for - < arg z < . Thus for e e R, y > 0,

D exp(~~L- .J ( + + ..__Y - F e2p(- -) 1 o(l )],

= 2exp(-YT E1  + 0(1 + 4 (10)

Substitution of (10) and (8) into the general solution (6) yields

b(g (o=-ex(Y- b(l4l) [1I -." 0(1), • + 4-,.Il

From formula (8) we see that

Sb2 (k)exp( 2 =J f D-¥+_1D*4~( 2 (12)

Imposing the asymptotic condition (3) and using (11), (12) we finally obtain
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" - -f•.:y+l 2

_rn .S. = = PA D...l[-V - 2 (13)

which yields the equation (E).

rTo col..ete the proof of the Proposition we have to sniow that given any

p > 0, (E) is uniquely solvable for K. From [BO, p. 573]

D1i, 2n 2n

D_1(_ 5--) =(2n)! Z-jV- n=0 V2

N ~22
22 r[1 +

(14)

r,,,- Go a 2 n+1 (K 2n+1

+ Y (2n + 1)!
2- (1 n-- 0 V2

.• 2 2r

is an analytic function of x, - K K < c, y > -1; a 0 = a1  1,

an+2 (y n + + (n - 1)a and D (0) = " Since

the coefficients a are positive, D - is a positive, strictly
V -y-iap

increasing function of K for 0 4 K < =, and by (14) so is p(K). Moreover

p(O) 0. Also using (14) in (E)

pKr))(K+ + 01)

2

Mc -ver, [BO, p. 574]

1~ IY 2D, K"( +27 y K exp(- ) (K •

and therefore, from (E)

2y+1 2

p(K) 1-j eXPZ[-J (K + 4-)•,r(1 + Y) F
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VARIATIONAL PRINCIPLE FOR PENETRATOR DYNAMICS
USING BILINEAR FUNCTIONAL AND ADJOINT.FORV.JLATION

C. N. Shen
U.S. Army Armament, Munitions, and Chemical Command

Arama~ant Research and Development Center
Large Caliber Weapon Systems Laboratory

Benet Weapons Laboratory
Watervliet, NY 12189

ABSTRACT. The solution ,,roblems in both spatial and time domains using
"inite element met.nd can be based on the variational principle employing

" linetz feictional .nd adjoint formulation. This principle is extended to
""'plin-, y zt;'ms in matrix vr-tor form such as penetration dynarics. The

.. , cent hype,,:Io"c type partiai differential equation of interest has two

c a nde, - a-'1, ' ,ndepend&.nt variablcs with thQ couplirng in the spatial

I. Ihi&GODUCTION. The elastic-plastic stress-strain relations for a rod
derived by T. Wright and the diff4.cential equations of the rod itself have
been cast in'o jariational form. The variational principle using bLlinear
functional and adjoint formulation has served as bases to numerical solutions
by the finite element method. This principle has now been extended to
coupling sy•tems such as in the impact dynamics, The present hyperbolic type
partial differential equation han two dependent and two independent variables,
with coupling in the spatial domain. This new formulation is also ready to be
used for the coupled impact problems which is given in the appendix of this
paper.

It. THE VARIATIONAL PRINCIPLE. A dynamical system can be modeled by the
matrix vector partial differential equation.

L(4) y(.) - -Q(9) (1)

with appropriate boundary L.nd initial conditions. In the abov equation, L is
a matrix linear operator in both spatial and temporal domain, y is a vector
dependent variable, Q is a vector forcing function, and ; represents all
independent variables, both spatial and temporal.

The inner produce < > of an adjoint fo:'cirg function Q and the solution
(y(4)) of Eq. (1) can be used for the purpoue of estimation. This inner
product is <,y>.

*The author is also employed by Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, where

he holds the title Professor in the Electrical Computer and Systems Engerineering
Department.
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An accurate estimation can be made by constructing a variational
~A.principle [11. By using the adjoint variable as a Lagrange multiply for

Eq. (1) adding to <Q,y>, we have

-A-
Jl(y,y] = (Q,y> + <y,(Q+Ly)> <Q,y> + <y,Q> + <y,Ly> (2)

1ý To keep the system symnmetrical, let us define the adjoint system as

INBy using the original variable y 3s a Lagrange multiply for Eq. (3) adding to
<Qy3>, we have

J2IYY] <Q,y> + <y,(qJ-Ly)> =<Q,y> + <yQ> + <y,Ly> (4)

The relationship of the adj.A*nt: system to the original system is

A--
D) - y,Ly> - <yLy> - De (5)

where D is the bil~inear concomitant [1J. Combining Eqs. (2), (4), and (5) one
obtains

Jl J2 + De(6a)

In order to keep the functional symmetrical, we have

J1 JP + J2 + D.) (6b)
2

which is of the form

JI <Q,y> + <y,Q> + - <y,Ly> + - <y,Ly> + - (6c0
2 2 2

Similarly,
- - 1- De

J2 <Q,y> + <y,Q> + - <y,'Uy> + - <y,Ly> - (6d)
2 2 2

l11. INTEGRAL OF BILINEAR EXERESSION. The integral of a bilinear
expression for a twe-dimensional problem having a 9yatem of second order
partial deriva.iAves In time and in space can be written as

Xb tb-
f f SI [y(x,t),y(x,t)]dtdx (7)
X0 to

where SI[y,y] is a given bilinear expression in the forim

~y~y] yTayt yxTAyx yTPy + yjTry + yTNyx 8

The sub~scripts t and x indicate the partial derivatives for the functions y
and y.The matrices A, B, and P are diagonal and r and N are off-diagonal.
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a12 o bl 2 o 1i2 o
A- B b , and P (9)

0a 00 b0P 2
s2 y b22 _ P2 l,,

SIi -Ii!-
0 Y1  0 r 1 I w= (10

r = I N = I , y and y (f0)

Equation (8) can be integrated by parts. Two different forms of
integration and end conditions are given. The first form of the integral is
obtained by integrating by parts on the adjoint variable.

,a J _ {yTBYtt - yTAYxx + y7py + yTpyx - yTNYxldtdx

+ f vTBytdx - f yTAYxxdt + f yTpydt (11)
which gives

Ia = If - w(b21wtt-al 2Wxx÷Pl2w+yluk-n1ux)dtdx
+ ff - u(b22utt-a2 2uxx+P2 2u+Y2w2- r2wx)dxdt

xb - tb
+ [wb12wt + ub2 ut] dx +
Xo to

xb - xb tb - - xb
S [;al.2  + ua22 ux] dt +f [wy1u + uY2w] dt (12)

Xo :Co to Xo

xb tb
Ia - -<y,Ly> + J [bl 2wwt + b22uut] dx

Xo to

tb 2- xb tb - xb
fto [al 2 wwx + a22 uux] dt + fto [YlWu + y2 uw] dt (13)
to yTy oyP to X

Oa the other hand, we can perform integration on the original variable to give

Ib =-ff{yTBYtt -yTAYxx + yTpy - yTrTyx + yTNTyxldtdx :

J yTBYtdx- fyTAyxdt + ;yTNTydt (14)

which gives
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Ib fl'(-w) (bl 2 tt-a 2 -wxx+PI 2 W-Y2ux+fl2ux)dtdx

+ff (-u)(bl2 Utt-a22uxx+P2 2U-,ywx+nlIwx)dtdx

Xb - - tb tb - b tb - - xb
+ f [wb,2 wt+ub2 2ut] dx -f [wal27wx+ua 27uxlx dt + ft 1wr)2u + ufliwI dt (15)

K0  to to KQ to K0

Ib--<y,Ly> + f I [b~v-vt + b22uut] tbdx - f I [al 2w~x + a2 2uux] xbdt +
xo to to K0D

tb - - Kb
+ f I [n~wt + riluwi X dt (16)

To keep the form symmetrical, we taike the average of the above two

expressions
1 1 Kb tbl 1

I -Ia +Ib-II - f - (yLy+yLy)dtdx +
42 2 xo to 2

+ I&;TByt+yTB;t)l tdx - - Kby~y~xld + - ~T~-T~~t(17)
to 2 xO 2

which gives

1 ~ + l1 b +tb

2 2 2 xo to

2 fto [alU*wx1-wwx) + b2
2(uux4,uux)] 1 dt

1 tb - xb
+ I [(Yl+n1)wu + (y2+n2)uw] dt (18)

2to K0

where

Al~ 1, L11 L12

L L- (19)
L21  L22  L21  1.22

323 2  a2
Lil~ ~ ~ -l 1 -+P2 a12 -- L2 2 - L22 b2 2 -+P2 2-a22 - (2 0)

L1 2 -L 12 - - ,L 2 1  1-21 (21)
ax ax
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It is noted that we have used the following relationship in obtaining Eq.

-1 - Yl - 1 and y-2 -TM-1 (22)

by comparing Eqo. (10), (21), and the last equation in the Appendix.

For a spatial and temporal partial System, Eq. (5) becomes

-b b- xb tb -
D - f f yLydtdx - f yLydtdx (23)

Xo to Xo to

By equating Eqs. (11) and (14) and solving for D in Eq. (23), we are
converting the double integral into single inte3rals in terms of tih boundary
conditions.

We can express the quantity De as the sum of three parts for end
conditions D1 , D2, and D3 as

De Dl + D2 + D3 (24)

The terms in Dl involve the initial conditions of y and y as

"D f (yTBYt-y.-yByt)l dx
7.o to

Xb - -- tb
f Ib (b1 2(wwt-wwt) + b22(uut_-tut)] dx (25)

The terms in D2 involve the boundary conditiotis from the secona partials
of y and y as

xb
D2 f (yTAy1,.yTAy7- -xdt

to K

f Thetm [as2(x-wwx) + a22(UUk-UUx)] dt (26)Sto Xo

• '•The ter-ms in D3 involv'e the• IV-z.ndary conditions from the coupling terms.

tb-tb -

SD3 = f yTry-yTNTy)dt f [(Y-rl)wu + (Y2-n2)uw] dt (27)
toX
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IV. THE SYMMTRICAIL ADJOINT SYSTEM. The adjoint independent variable T
1-0 ,in Figure I can be expressed as

Tb T t -toa-----(28)

Tb- To tb- to

which gives

T - Tb for t= to (29a)
and

T = To for t tb (29b)

It is noted from Eq. (28) that

Tb To = Tb to (30a)

T Tb + to- t (30b)

d= -dt (30c)

d d
-- = -- (30d)
dT dt

and

j y(x,t) - y(x,T Tb+to-t) (30e)

Let us assume that the adjoint system shown in Figure 1 gives

y(x,t-t) - y(x,t-tb+to-t) (31a)

yt(xtit) -yt(x,tmtb+to-t) (31b)

Yx (xtft) = yx(xt=tb+tc-t) (31c)

where t is a dummy variable for t.

We may define the adjoint system as the image reflection in the time
domain of the original system. Equation (31) yields the following known
initial conditions

A A

y(x,t-tb) - y(x,t-to) (known) (32a)

Yt(x-t=tb) - -Yt(x,t=to) (known) (32b)

The interpretation of the above equations gives the initial conditions of the
original system as the far end conditions for the adjoint system, since the
adjoint system is a reflected mirror of the original system in time.
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V. INITIAL CONDITIONS FOR THE ADJOINT SYSTEM. We take a symmetry
approach for the initial conditions of the adjoint system as

Y(X,t-tb) = Y(x,t-to) , Yt(xt-tb) = -Yt(x,twto) (33)

Y(x,t-to) = y(x,t-tb) , Yt(X,t-to) = -Yt(x,t-tb) (34)

where y and y are given in Eq. (10). Thus Eq. (25) becomesKb

Dl fxb bl 2 dx{[w(x,t-to)wt(x,t-tb) + w(x,t-tb)wt(x,t=to)]
X0

.•i - [w(x,t=tb)wt(x,t=to) + w(x,t=to)Wt(x,t-tb)]

+ bb22 x{u(x,t=to)ut(x,t-tb) + u(x,t=tb)ut(x,t-tc)"
xo

-[u(x,t=tb)ut(x,t-to) + u(x,t-to)Ut(X,tLtb)2 0 (35)

Since the integrand of Eq. (35) is zero, the above satisfies Be. (25).

2• VI. THE GENERALIZED BOUNDARY CONDITIONS. Let us consider the operator L
in Eqs. (19) through (21). It is assumed that elastic springs are installed
at the ends such that

Yx(xb,t) = KbY(xb,t) , Yx(Xb,t) - KbY(Xb,t) (36a)

Yx(Xo,t) - -Koy(xo,t) Yx(xo,t) -- Koy(xo,t) (36b)

where Kb, Ko are diagonal matrices. If Eq. (36) is substituted into Eq. (26),
we have

D2 0 (37)

Since Dl - D2 = 0, Eq. (24) becomes D3 as given in Eq. (27)

41 De - r3 (38)

VII. CONDITIONS FOR THE COUPLING TERMS. The sum of the functionals JI +
I is obtained by adding Eqs. (6c) and (18) as

x /tb- -1
J1 + I + f f (Qy+yQ)dxdt + T + B + V 4. - D3 (39)

Xo to2

where
"• I _xb . .. tb

IT [b2 - +- Xb(tuuu

S2 x0 to

B - - b [bl 2 (Wtv+wtv) + a22 (uxu+uxu)] dt (41)
B - [a2WxW+WYY)+a2(x+UU] dt(1
• 2 to XO
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1 tb - - Xb
V f- I [(l+nl)uw + (y2n2 )wu] dt (42)

2 to xo

and 1 tb - - Xb
D3  - [(Tl-nl)uw + (y2-n2)wul dt (43)

2to 
(43)

From the last two equations, one obtains

I _tb - -Xb

V + - D3 -f (Yluw+y2wu)] dt (44)
2 to Xo

We can let Eq. (44) vanish by choosing

TI. Y2 =0 (45)

which gives
I

V + - D3 0 (46)
2

From Eq. (22) one obtains

-I f1+ ¥I - I (46a)

"fn2 - 1 + Y2 - -1 (46b)

Thus the functional for the original variables and adjoint variations becomes

J 1  -I + <Q,y> + <Q,y> + T + B (47)

"zhe sum of the two functionals J 2 + I is obtained by adding Eqs. (6d) ard (18)
as

xb tb - -I

J2 + I f f (Qy+yQ)dxdt + T + B + V - D3 (48)
XO 0

where T, B, V, and (1/2)D3 are given in Eqs. (40) through (43). By
subtracting (1/2)D3 from V we have

1 tb - -

V - 2 D3 0 (,1uw4n2wu)]Xb dt (49)2 -D to ICo

In this case .a let

ni = n2 = 0 (50)

Then from Eq. (22) one obtains

YI -1 + nj W -1 (51)

=2 1 + n -1 (52)
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Thus the functional for the adjoint variables atid original variations becomes

J2 + - Z +Qy> + <Q ,V> + T .+ W (53)

which gives the same form as J 1 shown in Eq. (47).

VIII. THE FIRST VARIATION. By taking the variations 6y and Sy
separately, we let

SJ - J(y) + 6J2(6Y) = 0 + 0 (54)

Then one obtains from Eqs. (40), (41), and (47) that

6J l (6y) - - 6 I( 6 y) + ff Q6y dxdt + 6T(Sy) + 6B(6y) - 0 (55Y

where
- 1 Xb tb

6T(6y) - f [b12(wt6w+v-wt) + b2 2(utiuut)J dx (56)
2 xo to

Itb xb
6B(6y) - f to [ai2(wx6w+w6w;) + a2 2(ux6tru6uc)] Ndt (57)

and - 6 I(8y) can be derived from Eq. (18) with Y1 - Y2 - 0 and nI - 112 1

-6I( y) =-f ftb {[bl2wt6wt - pl 2w6W - al 2,w6wx] +
XO to

[b22 ut6ut - p2 2u6u - a 2 aux6uxl + [uxtw-v,6u]ldtdx (58)

The second term on the right side of Eq. (54)' is

6J 2 (Sy) - - 6 I( 6 y) + ff Q6y dxdt + 6T(6y) + 6B(6y) = 0 (59)

where
1 xb t

6T(6y) f [b1 2 (;6wt+vt6w) + b22(ugut+utgu)] dx (60)
2 oto

6• B(6y) [a12(w6"76-~a +a2(u~ux~uxSU)]xbt
2- f to [aI)+a2t (61)

and 6I( 6y) can be derived from Eq. (18) with n1 = n2 = 0 and -Y1 = Y2 - 1.
,'+k• •_ tb _ W

-61(6y, - b b {[bl.wtSwt - plv6w - al wx +
Xo to

[b22 ut6ut - P2 2 u•6u- a2 2 ux1 ux] + [-wx6u + ux6w] }dtdx (62)
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The adjoint equation has the same form of the original equation by dropping
and adding the bars simultaneously on every variable.

"Equations (55) through (58) are the key equations to be used for the
finite element method. It is noted that the first variation SJ1(6y) is the
same as the first variation 6J 2 (6y) by adding or dropping the bar on top of
the variables and their variations. We do not need to solve for the adjoint
system in Ets. (39) through (41) since they give exactly the same solutions as
that of the original syscem.

IX. CONCLUSIONS. The functional in bilinear matrix vector form is
symmetrical about the original variables and the adjoint variables. The Euler
Lagrange equations for the coupling systems are derived using the fundamental
lemma of the calculus of variations. By integrating the bilinear matrix
vector expression by parts, one can obtain the bilinear concomitant in terms
of initial and boundary terms. The adjoint system can be arranged in a manner
that it is a reflected mirror of the original system in time. Thus the
initial conditions for the bilinear concomitant become zero. Generalized
boundary conditions using many types of "springs" relating the various spatial
partial derivatives can be defined to satisfy the boundaries of the
concomitant. Algorithms are developed for use in the finite element method by
taking the first variations of the functional. There algorithms are
simplified because the adjoint system gives exactly the same solutions as that
of the original system.
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APPENDIK

The wave equation in rods due to T. W. Wright is givenas the following

system

w& + ---- ut 1 -- wT (A-la)

II

u - [6 -- u + 4 - wtJ --; ur (A-lb)
11 I c2

which can be transformed to

1+2 p X2P

Wtt 2t Vxx) ux2 = 0  (A-2a)

I 22
--- 2(1+p

ut- t - IuxX + u) 0 (A- zb)
(4X c22 IX

With appropriate group of parameters, we have the following form

f bl 2 wtt - al2wxx + pl 2 w - ux 0 (&-3a)

wx + b2 2utt - a2 2 uxx + p2 2u 0 (A-3b)

The above system of equations can be expressed by a matrix vector fcrm of
equations as

S12 
w 

(A-4)

L.21 L22  u -1  0

where

Ll - b12 a-2 - a2 "_ + P12  a
t2l 2 L12 (A-5)

.4a ax(A5

a a2  2a 2

L21 = ;- and L22 - b2 2 -- - a2 -,+p 2  (A-6)Sx •t2 .x2 + P

which can be written as Eq. (1) in the text.
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The notations for the wave equation in rods are:

w - axial displacement "

u - radial strain

- z/a - nondimensional axial coordinates

T - ct/a - nondimensional time

a - elastic stored energy per unit length

c - V('X+2i1)/p - longitudinal wave speed

C2 - shear wave speed

X and U are Lame' c.onstants

The above system of equations is first derived in differeat form by
Mindlin and Herrmann and can be grouped into a single equation as:

2 2 a2 a2 c 2 2 c2
22ccX ~ b2 a2 C2 C

-)-(- - - 6 -- 0 (A-7)
(3-t Cl2 TT7 TI)r2 21 C 2 cb C( orbu

-AI
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REPRESENTATION OF TWO-PHASE FLOWS BY AVERAGING

Aivars Celmiq%
Ground Mobility & Firepower Branch
Vulnerability/Lethality Division
Ballistic Research Laboratory

Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD 21005

ABSTRACT

We consider descriptors of gas-particle aggregates which represent space
averaged local properties of the aggreqte. We show that such descriptors
have undulations due to the finite size of the averaging volume, and derive an
estimate for the tounds of the amplitude of the undulations. According to
that estimate, one obtains reasonably accurate averages only if the averaging
volume contains at least 30-150 pprticles. In terms of the size of the
averaging volume this limitation means that the diameter of the volume should
equal at least four to five mean distances between particle centers. A
consequence for the modeling of two-phase flows through tubes is that space
averaged descriptors cannot resolve the radial structure of suicb flows unless
the mean particle distance is much smaller than one tenth of the tube
diameter. This condition excludes, for instance, the use of average
descriptors for radial flow resolution of some interior ballistics flows,
where the particulate phase consists of propellant grains. We also derive an
approximate characterization of the boundary of a particle aggregate for
different sizes of the averaging volume.

1. INTRODUCTION

Properties of gas-particle mixtures commonly Cre characterized in terms
of descriptors which represent space averages over a finite volume. For
instance, one ir6ay define the rarticle temperature at any point of the mixture
as 'he average temperature of all particles within a finite neighborhood of
the point, and use a similar definition for average gas properties by
averaging the local gas properties over a volume representing the
neighborhood. In order to obtain reasonable averages, the averaging volume
should be large, for instance, larger than the particles. On the other hand,
by averaging over a large volume, one loses information about local flow
structures, for instance, the boundaries of particle aggregates are washed
out. Therefore, one wants the averaging volume to be small. One may find a
reasonable compromise between the contradicting requirements if the
requirements are quantitated. Such a quantitation is the purpose of the
present paper.

We approach the problem by investigating the undulations of the gas
volume fraction a in the averaging volume in terms of the distribution ef the
particles, and of the size and location of the averaging volum;.• The
investigation produces a bould for the undulations. By specifying d tolerance
level for the undulations, one can use this bound to obtain a minimum size of
the averaging volume which would insure that undulations of a are below the
tolerance level. Undulations of other flow descriptors are shown to be
proportional to the undulations of a.

PREVIOUS PAGE
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The smoothing effect of volume averaging on flow structures is
illustrated by a representation of a particle aggregate bourdary by the value
of a. In concept, such a boundary consists of. a narrow transition zone
between regions with a=1 (gas only) and a=- (the average gas voleme fraction
in the mixture region). One finds that the width of the transition zone,
which equals about one diameter of the averaging volume is not narrow in
comparison to a mean distance between particles. The transition profile can
be represented by an approximate formula.

In Section 2, we present and discuss the principal results of the
investigation, i.e., the estimated bound of undulations of o. Discussions of
some properties of the gas volume fraction a are presented in Section 3, which
also contains an outline of the derivation of the bound. The representation
of a particle aggregate boundary in terms of % is discussed in Section 4.
Sectior. 5 ccntains a concludig discussion of the results.

2. PRINCIPAL RESULTS

Let the averaging volume be a sphere with radius R and let the particles
be spheres with radius s arranged in a three-dimensional lattice. The gas
volume fraction a in the averaging sphere is generally different for aifferent
positions of the sphere. However, the limit value of a as R becomes infinite
is independent of the location of the cent•r of the averaging sphere, only
depending on the lattice and on tlfe particle radius s. Let the limit value be
9. We define a mean distance Lm between particle centers by the equation

'm 3 2s(l-)"1 (2.1)

A motivation for this definition is given in Appendix B, where it is also
shown that in general, Lm is 10-24 percent larger than the smallest distance
between particle centers, i.e., between the lattice points of the particle
arrangement.

The difference

A70 " a - &,(2.2)

between che gas volume fraction in the averaging sphere and the limit value of

a depends on the size and position of the sphere as well as on a and the
particle arrangement. In Section 3, we show by sample calculations that the
magnitude of Aa is bounded by

.jA 5 (1_5(-)&22(Lm/R) 2 , (2.3)

independently of the position of thE averaging sphere. The bound Eq. (2.3)

has been tested by calculations for four different lattices (defined in
Appendix A) and for lUR/Lms 4 and O.5.II.o.9. Because the formula has the
correct limit Aa=O for &=I, it can be used as an estimate for all i?0.5.
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Extrapolations to smaller .alues of & should be done with caution and the same
applies to extrapolations to R/L m>4. The domain R/Lm<I < s of little practical
Interest, because there the undulations are too large.

Let IAaitol be an acceptable tolerance level for the undulations. Then
one can reformulate Eq. (2.3) as a condition for R/Lm obtaining

1/2R/Lm >.&[O.5(l-a)/iAa•ltol . (2.4)

V' R/L satisfies Eq. (2.4), then the ,indulations of a are less than 'AE'to1.

If & is close to one, i.e., if most of the volume is occupied by •as,

then it is reasonable to choose a tolerance level that is proportional to -&,

instead of a constant level. For instance, the tolerarce level could be

'Aaltol for a 5 at$

" [(l-G)/(1-Qt)JIAlto. for a k a•.

(We assume that at and tiaIto1 are such that I'AItol!(l-adt)<l.) The condition
Eq. (2.4) with these tolerance levels can be expressed in the form

, ~~~J .1)•Zo~/~I3/2 (2.6)SlLm > ;[max(1-a, 1-t) [05l to1 •

We restrict for simplicity &. to •tO.85 and observe that for this range the
factor of I i(- tn Eq. (2.6) has a maximum at a=2/3, a minimum at a=a , andS; " • to1 ty
is linearly increasing between azat and aml. Hence if& is not known, then
Eq. (2.6) should be used with &=2/3, and if, for instance, a is known to be
larger than at, then Eq. (2.6) should be used with i-1.

Figurn 1 is a graphical display of Eq. (2.6) for at-0. 9 . It shows, for
instance, that for lAalto, =0.01 the averaging sphere radius should be larger
than 2.7L If a is not known, and larger than 2.2Lm if a is known to be larger
than 0.864. The solid lines in the figure indicate the dor,ain in which sample
calculations have been made. Extrapolations are indicated by dashed lines.

The relation Eq. (2.3) also can be exprassed in terms of the number N of
particles in the averaging volume. We arrive at such an expression by using
the approximation (see Appendix B)

N - (2R/Lm) 3 . (2.7)
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Substituting this expression in Eq. (2.3) we obtain

2.0(1.;)&)2 N-2/3 (2ý8)

and the tolerance condition (2.6) becomes

3 .. 3/2 3/2
N > a3[max(l-z, 1-at3/ [2/IAtol 3 (2.9)

The tolerance condition (2.9) is displayed in Figure 2 for at=0.9. It shows
that for IAalto, =0.01 the minimum number of particles in the averaging
volume is between 65 and 160, depend•,ng on a. The condition has been tested
by calculations with N between 3 and 512. Ex*rapolation beyond the tested
range Is indicated in Figure 2 by dashed lines.

The undulations of averages of flow descriptors other than a, such as gas
density, are closely related to the undulations of a. We investigate this
relation in Appendix C and show by examples that the amplitude AO of particle
in.d-zed undulations of a descriptorO is proprrtional to Aa. If has a constant
gradient and changes by 60 along a distance equal to the diameter of the
averaging sphere, then

S!~ lI(2.10)

If 68=0 but there are local particle induced inhomogeneities, then the
undulations of * again are proportional to Aa and to the amplitude of the
local inhomogeneilties. If dý is the change of the constant average value of
* due to such disturbances then

10 f Idol. la/ aI a )

Using the relations (2.10) and (2.11) one can obtain tolerance conditions for
R/L and N in terms of a tolerance level I+'tol for any flow descriptor 0.

Next, we discuss some consequences of these findings for the
representation of two-phase flows through tubes. In order to resolve the
radial structure of such flows, the averaging sphere radius should be a small
fraction of the tube diameter, say

RcD (2.12)

where c is of the order 0.05 or smaller. (With such a R. one can aescribe the
flow in the core of the tube and up to the distance cO fronm the wall. If
caO0.05, then the everaed descriptor could be used to represent gross
features of the radial structure.) Assuming e.g., that IAaltol=O.01, one
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finds from Figure 1, R>2. 7 Lm and therefore,

Lm < Dc/2.7 = DO.02. (2.13).

Hence, in order to reasonably reoresent by averaged descriptors gross features
of the radial structure of the flow, the mean distance between the particle
centers should be less than 0.02 of the' tube diameter. By relaxing the
requirements on the tolerance level, one of course can arrive at a less
stringent condition. However, Eq. (2.13) likely indicates the correct order
of magnitude of an upper bound for Lm. A simple consequence for interior
ballistics modeling, where the particulate phase consists of propellant
grains, is that space averaged descriptors are not adequate for the resolution
of radial flow structures, because the condition (2.13) is typically violated
in such flows. More discussions of the interior ballistics problem are
presented in Sectirn 5.

Volume averaging smoothes and distorts not only the undesirable

heterogeneities that are caused by single particles, but also other flow
structures, particularly when they have extensions less than a diameter of the
averaging volume. An example of a flow structure with a small extension is
the boundary of a particle aggregate. Let the average gas volume fraction in
the aggregate be a and let the aggregate occupy the half-space z>O. The
conceptual image of the boundary z=O is a narrow transition zone between a
region with a=1 (gas only) and a=& (gas-particle mixture). In fact, the width
of the transition zone equals a diameter of the averaging volume and is,
therefore, large compared to the mev distance between the particles. If the
averaging volume is a sphere with radius R, then the transition profile Is
approximately given by the following function

I if z s -R,

-- R,(-if -R < z < R,R4 (2.14)

if z ý R.

This function is an idealization derived under the assumption that undulations
of a are zero inside the particle aggregate, but it is not a limit curve for
Ru-. (Such a limit is a = (l+i)/2 for any aggregate occupying a half-space).
The real transition profiles are different for different trajectories of the
averaging sphere and undulate around a curve approximated by Eq. (2.14). As
shown in Section 4, the amplitude of the undulations are bounded by Eq. (2.3)
in which & is replaced by Z(z) from Eq. (2.14).

3. UNDULATIONS OF THE GAS VOLUME FRACTION

We consider the gas volume fraction a in an averaging sphere with the
radius k and ccnter coordinates 1. We assume that the particles are spheres
with radius s and arranged in a three-dimensional lattice with- the lattice
constant L. Then the particle aggregate is completely described by
dimensionless geometrical parameters and two length scales, s and L. L.t 5 be
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the gas volume fraction of an infinite averaging volume, i.e., of the whole
space. Then one can define a mean distance Lm between the particle centers by

Lm = 2s(1_a)- 1/ 3  (3.1)

(A motivation for this definition is given in Appendix B.) One can show that
the ratio L/Lm is for any given lattice independent of s and &. Therefore,

a particle aggregate in lattice form is completely described by dimensionless
geometrical parameters, the ratio L/Lm, the value of a and a single length
scale Lm*

The gas volume fraction a of the averaging sphere depends on the
parameters of the aggregate, and on the location and size of the sphere. We
express this dependence by

a = f(X/Lm', RIL ), (3.2)

where the function f is completely determined by dimensionless parameters
describing the geometry of the lattice. Next, we investigate the dependence
of a on the arguments X/Lm and R/Lm. If R is very small, then a has the value

one or zero, depending whether the center position ý is inside or outside a
particle. As R increases, a approaches the value a, independently of the
value of t, i.e., of the location of the averaging sphere. The transition
between these limits is illustrated in Figures 3 and 4. The two curves in
Figure 3 correspond to two different positions o? the averaging sphere in a
square cylinder lattice. (Lattices are defined in Appendix A.) One of the
positions is at the point of origin which is a lattice point and occupied by a
particle. Therefore, the corresponding curve starts with a=O and a starts to
increase only as R becomes larger than s. The other curve is for the
averaging sphere's center position X/Lm=(O.4, 0.2, 0.0). It starts with the

value a=l. Both curves approach the limit value a=d and undulate about that
value as R increases. Figure 4 shows two similar curves for a different value
of - and in a different lattice. The center positions of the two averaging
spheres are the same as in Figure 3. The curves shown in Figures 3 and 4 are
typical for all computed examples.* The larger undulations about ; have a

wave length of the order of Lm and an amplitude that decreases proportionally

to a negative power of R/Lm. The curves belong to a family with three
parameters, _amely, the three components of the averaging sphere's center
coordinate X/Lm. We are interested in the envelopes of the family of curves.
The envelopes were obtained numerically (using a simplex algorithm) for
various values of i and for the four different lattices described in Appendix
A. Some of the results are shown in Figures 5, 6 and 7.

*Additional exc=Zles are presented in A. K. R. CeZmiV, "Averaging Effects in

Models of Three-D 9-zensional Two-Phase Flows," BRL Technical Report in
Publication.
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Figure 3. Gas Volume Fraction Dependence on Averaging Sphere Radius
Square Cylinder Lattice, a = 0.5, s/L = 0.3969
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Figure 4. Gas Volume Fraction Dependence on Averaging Sphere Radius
Triangular Cylinder Lattice, i = 0.9, s/Lm 0.2321
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Figure 5 shows a regular pattern of the envelopes, but such a regularity
was found to be an exception. If one reduces the sizes of the particles in
the same lattice, then one obtains the envelopes shown in Figure 6. Figure 7
shows envelopes for a different lattice, but for the same limit value & as in
Figure 6. The envelopes in the latter two figures are typical for all
calculations. They indicate that positive and negative deviations from & have
in general the same magnitude. Also comparing results for different lattices
and the same &, one finds that none of the lattices produce consistently
larger or smaller undulations of a. An overview of the trend of the extreme
values of the envelopes can be obtained by plotting the extreme values versus
the radius of the averaging sphere. Figure 8 shows such a plot in log,log-
scale. The figure aisplays the extreme positive and negative values of the
envelopes for four different lattices but the same &. The different symbols
signify different lattices and different signs of the deviations. The line in
Figure 8 represents an estimated bound of the deviations. The equation of the
line is

= 0.5(i-&)&2 (R/Lm)-2. (3.3)

"The equation was determined by comparing plots of extreme deviations of a for
different values of E. Next, we discuss the validity of the bound (3.3).

The bound (3.3) is based on sample calculations of envelopes within the
range 1.0<R/L m4.0, for i=0.5, 0.667 and 0.9, and for the four latticesm
described in Appendix A. Because the lattices have quite different symmetries
and because their maximal packing densities range from amin=O.260
to &min=0 . 4 7 6 , one can assume that the results are valid for all reasonable
lattices. It is possible to construct symmetric particle arrangements with
undulations in excess of Eq. (3.3), by clustering the particles in a periodic
manner. However, one can debate whether such arrangements can be considered
as particle aggregates with uniform particle number density. In any case, the
estimate by Eq. (3.3) is optimal in the sense that additional computations of
examples can only make the bound larger. The limitation of calculations to
W.0,5 was motivated by practical considerations. The minimum a is for the

square cylinder lattice 0.476. This means that values of &<0.5 only can be
-N' obtained by special packings of the particles, while the results for P>0.5

have more general validity. The upper limit of a is one (gas only) and Eq.
13.3) produces at this limit the correct value A& =0. Therefore, Eq. (3.3)

U likely can be used for the whole range 0.5<iiI.O. The range of R/Lm was
M

limited from below to R/L >1I because for smaller R the undulations become
excessively large (see Figures 5, 6 and 7). At R/Lm= 4 .0, the amplitude of the

undulations approaches the order of 103, which can be assumed sufficiently
small for most applications.

Eq. (3.3) also can be used as a tolerance condition for R/Lm. Such an

"application of the formula is discussed in Section 2.

4. GAS VOLUME FRACTION PROFILES

Let the particle aggregate occupy the half-space z>O, and let & be the
gas volume fraction in the half-space. We investigate how a can be used as a
descriptor of the extension of the particle aggregate.
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Figure 5. Envelopes of Gas Volume Fraction Curves
Square Cylinder Lattice, a = 0.5
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Leap-Frog. Triangular Lattice, a = 0.9
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If the averaging sphere is placed outside the aggregate, then one obtains
the value a=1. F3r positions of the sphere inside the aggregate, a is
approximately equal to a. The boundary z=O of the aggregate is signified by a
transition a(z) from one to a. Such a transition is illustrated in Figure 9.
For the examples shown, the particle aggregate is a lattice with particles
placed only at those lattice points which have a non-negative z-coordinate.
One can, therefore, define as aggregate boundary the plane z=-s (tangential to
the extreme particles). The four calculated transition profiles correspond to
two averaging spheres with radiuses R=L and R=2Lm, respectively, and two
trajectories for each sphere. One trajectory is the z-axis and the other

trajectory is the line x/Lm=0.5, y/Lm=0.5.

One observes inside the aggregate th.a expected periodic undulations aboutji. The amplitude of the undulations is bounded by Eq. (2.3), and the wave

length is about 1.5Lm. (For other examples, the wave length was found tu he

as low as 1.OLin.) In the transition zone, the undulations are about a

transition curve. This transition curve may be approximately computed by
assuminq that the gas volume fraction equals a in those parts of the averaging
sphere which are inside the aggregate. (Beyond the plane z=-s in the present
example.) The maximum slope of this approximation is -(I-i)(3/2)(Lm! 2 R), and

a formula for the curve 'X(z) is given by Eq. (2.14). One may estimate the
undulations in the transition zone by Eq. (2.3) in which & is replaced by the
appropriate value (z). Test calculations confirm the validity of this
estimate. However, because the aggregate boundary introduces a new structure
into the problem, systematic deviations are possible of a(z) from the uidealu
transition curve without undulations. This is illustrated in Figures 10, 11
and 12.

Figure 10 shows envelopes of the transition profiles of Figure 9 with
R/Lm=I.0. The envelopes were numerically determinea by a simplex algorithm

whereby the x- and y-coordinates of the averaging sphere were treated as free
parameters. The figure also shows the transition curve Z(z) with bounds of
undulations calculated by Eq. (2.3) as described above. One sees that the
difference between both envelopes is for all z-values smaller than the
corresponding difference between the estimated bounds. However, at the top of
the transition curve, both envelopes are larger than the curve W(z),
indicating a positive systematic deviation. A negative systematic deviation
can be seen in Figures 11 and 12, which show profiles for the same particle
arrangement, but for a different value of & and two different values of R/Lm.

It appears from the calculated examples that boundc for deviations of a
real profile a(z) from W(z) (Eq. (2.14)) can be -stimated by Eq. (2.3),
evaluated at a--(z) (instead of c=&), and multiplied by the factor 1+[E'(z)-a),

IA I-c (l+'4'(z)-a) 0.5 (l-7(z)) a(z) (Lm/R) 2  (4.1)

The formula has not been tested systematically. For constantaEa, it reduces
to Eq. (2.3), but it increases the estimated bound within the transition zone
by up to a factor 2-a, thus taking care of systematic trends in the transition
profiles.
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Figure 9. Gas Volume Fraction Profiles at a Particle Aggregate Boundary
Leap-Frog Triangular Lattice, a = 0.5, s/Lm = 0.3969
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Figure 10. Profile Envelopes and Estimated Bounds of Gas Volume Fraction
Leap-Frog Triangular Lattice, 6 = 0.5, R/Lm = 1.0
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5. DISCUSSIONS OF RESULTS-

The sample computations presented in Sections 3 and 4 show that the gas
volume fraction a in an averaging sphere with radius R is a function of the
sphere's location even in a uniform particle aggregate. In such an aggregate,
the function undulates about a limit value E = lim a(R)which is independent of

th2 sphere's location. The wave length of the undulations is up to 1.5Lms
where Lm i a mean distance between particles. The amplitude of the
undulations is bounded by Eq. (2.3). Using Eq. (2.6) or Figure 1, one can
determine the minimum size of the averaging sphere's radius R for any
particular application. For instance, one finds that for a tolerance level of
0.01 for the undulations, R/Lm must be larger than 2.7, and for a tolerance

level of 0.03, R/Lm must be larger than 1.5. We assume that the minimum of
the rdius is determined to be Rmin=rLm, and discuss some consequences of such

First, we notice that any two-phase flow structures with extensions less
than Rmin will be reduced in amplitode and stretched out to a size of 2 Rmin or
larger. (See, for instance, the particle aggregate boundary representation by
a in Section 4.) Consequently, a complete and accurate representztion of the
flow field can be done in a mesh with a mesh constant 0.5Rm-n. Any mesh
refinement can be done by interpolation in such a net, and a finer net does
not provide a more accurate description of the flow. The same applies to
measurements in a two-phase flow field. It suffices to present such
measurements at intervals of O.1Rmin. Ideally, local measurements should be
made in a finer mesh, and the appropriate average descriptors obtained by
"averaging over the averaging sphere. This also applies to measurements near
boundaries, where local measurements should be averaged and can be presented in
a coarse mesh. Boundary values of average descriptors are not necessarily
equal to the local boundary values and a mesh refinement in presentation of
the results is cot needed. (Mesh refinement might be needed for tie
observations, however.)

Similar consequences can be drawn for the computation of a two-phase
"flow, for instance, by solving average flow equations. A reasonable computing
mesh constant is of the order of O.5Rmin' so that flow structures extending
more than, say, R min can be represented. Any refinement of the mesh
below O0.Rmin has the effect of interpolation. if flow structures extending
less than R appear in the solution (using a fine mesh) then they should be
interpreted a: numerical artifacts or noise, hecause they cannot be
interpreted as average flow properties.

When averaged descriptors are used to represent such transient two-phase
flows in which a approaches one in some parts of the flow field, then one
should distinguish between the possible causes for a approaching one. If the

reason for the disappearance of the particles is a reduction of their sizes
(for instance, by combustion), then the condition RRmin=rLm is not violated
(Lm does not change.) Therefore, flow regions with a•l can be represented

by the same average descriptors as the rest of flow field. If, however, a
approaches one because particles diffuse from the mixed phase region, then the
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condition R>R eventually will be violated (L increases due to the
diffusion). When that happens, the tolerance level of the undulations is not
guaranteed and as a result the representation by averaged descriptors becomres
less accurate. A better approach in this case is to model the rarified parts
of the aggregate by some other method than averaging, for instance, by
individually tracing the diffused particles.

We consider as an example the situation in an interior ballistics two-
phase flow where the particulate phase consists of propellant grains. Let the
chamber volume of the gun be W0 and the volume of the barrel be W. At the
time when the projectile exits from the barrel, the volume available for the
gas-particle mixture is Wo+W. Let the number of propellant grains be m. Then
at the beginning of the firing cycle the mean distance between particle
centers is (see Appendix B)

Lmo (

w•. and at muzzle time the mean distance is

L= ( m0+ (5.2)Sm = .rn

Hence,

L ~ 1/3M1 + (5.3)
L mo wo/

Let the initial gas volume fraction in the gun be ao, and the initial particle

radius be so. Then Lmo= 2So (I-M o1;3 and

s S(1 + W/Wo)I/ 3 (l-cc)l/3. (5.4)

m 0 0

Typical for interior ballistics is a between 0.4 and 0.6 and W/Wo is
approximately equal to 10. Therefore, the maximum of Lm/( 2so) is for a
typical gun between 2.64 and 3.02. Hence, in order 4- represent the whole
transient firing cycle by averaging descriptors, one has to use an averaging
sphere with the radius of about 2.7L , or eight initial particle diameters.

f•.• For most guns, the diameter of sucTi an averaging sphere is of the same order
as the caliber of the tube. This mea:ls that the radial flow structure cannot
be represented by space averaged descriptors. Such descriptors only can be
used by averaging over cross-sectional segments of the tube, in which case one
"obtains the representation of the core flow.
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Appendix A

LATTICES

We describe in this appendix the four lattices which were used to define
particle positions for calculations of gas volume fractions.

1. Square Cylinder Lattice. We construct the lattice by flrct ar'anging
the particles in a square iiesli with the mesh constant L in the x,y-plane, and
then translating the mesh by multiples of L in the z-direction. Each square
there'jy generates a square cylinder. In this lattice, each particle has six
neighibors at the distance L.

2. Triangular Cylinder Lattice. The lattice is constructed by first
arranging the particles i Me t xy-plane in an equilateral triangle mesh with
the mesh constant L, and then translating the mesh in the z-direction by
multiples of L. Each triangle thereby generates a triangular cylinder. The
number of neighbor particles at distance L is for this lattice eight.

3. Leap-Frog Square Lattice. This lattice is cotistructed by starting
with a square mesh in the x,y-plane, with the lattice cov:stant L and the sides
of the squares parallel to the axes. Then, the mesh is translated by,
multiples of L/lvT- in the z-direction and by multiples of L/2 in the x- and
y-directions. Thus, the pattern is translated oIn a leap-frog manner from one
z-plane co the next. Each particle in this lattice has 12 neighbor particles
at distance L.

4. Leap-Frog Triangular Lattice. The lattice is constructed by first
arranging the particles in an equilateral triangular mesh in the x,y-plane,
with the mesh constant L and one side of the triangle parallel to the x-axils.
Then the mesh is translated in the z-direction by multiples of Ly/3T and in
the y-direction alternatively by ±L//3•-. Thus, the triang~ilar mesh is shifted
:n a leap-frog manner from one z-plane to the next. The number of neighbors
at distance L from any particle is 12 in this lattice.

The mininum value of the gas voluame fraction (closest packing of spheres)
is obtained in the four lattices by setting the particle radius s equal to
L/2. The numerical values of mitn are as follows:

Square Cylinder 'min 1 - v/6 = 0.476

Tr•anguiar Cyliner %min 1 - i1(34/) = 0.395

L<ip-F:,og Lattices 6min = 1 - T/(3-)= 0.260

Both leap-frog lattices are arrangements with closest packing " spheres in
three dimensions.

The relation between 6 and s/L is for all four lattices given by

a 1 - 8(1-amin)(S/L)3 (A.1)
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and the relation between L and the mean distance Lm is

LALM = (1-'min)l/3. (A.2)

(See Appendix B.) Substituting the values of amin in Eq. (A.2) one finds
that the value of Lm/L is between 1.24 (square cylinder lattice) and 1.10
(leap-frog lattices).

F'i
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Appendix B

Mean Distance and Number of Particles

Let m be the number of particles in an aggregate, W be the volume
occupied by the aggregate. and v be the volume of each particle. Then one can
conceptually assign to each particle the traction W/m of the aggregate volume,
and represent the fraction as a virtual sphere with the distance Lime This
diameter we define as the mean distance between the particle centers. It is
given by the formula

W L 3
_: _ Lm. (B.1)

The gas volume fraction & of the aggregate volume W is related to Lm by

mv _6v -3•
1 - E-t-- . (B.2)

If the particles are spheres with the radius s, then one obtains from Eq.
(B.2)

3

I- & = 8 (s/L (m (B.3) =

The minimum value of a is obtained if s is a maximum. For the four lattices
defined in Appendix A, the maximum value of s is L/2. Therefore, one obtains
from Eq. (B.3) for the four lattices

1 - = (L/Lm) 3  (8.4)

If the averaging volume V is a sphere with radius R and N is the number of
pirticles ;,ithin the sphere, then one obtains fro,n Eq. (B.1) the approximation

-3 3 (B.5)N=V(R) • -"m = (2R/LmB

The approximation is due to the definition of Lm as a mean distance for the
whole particle aggregate, whereas Eq. (B.5) is for the number N of particles
in V(R) which is only a fraction cf W. If the aggregate occupies the whole

•I space then Eq. (B.5) is exactly valid at the limit R÷- :

::', lim 1I( )/3
"L= 2R/N(R) (.6)

.m RI co
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Appendix C

Undulations of Average Descriptors
Let T" be a local gas property, for instance, density. Then= the

corresponding average descriptor 4 is defined by

V f;' dv, .1gas fc.v)

Vgas

w•here Vas is that part of the averaging volume V, which is occupied by gas.
if 0 is constant, then 0-=0 for any positive value of V .=aV. If 0 is not

constant, then the distribution of particles in V does affect the value of the
average descriptor 4. We estimate the i;ifluence of undulations of the gas
volume fraction a on the value of 0 in the case where Z$ is a function with a
constant gradient.

Let 0 be the function

O(x,y,z) = + x*x , (C.2)

with constant 10 and 0 x" Let the particle volumes v be small compared to
the averaging volume V and let xi be the x-coordinates of the centers of the N
particles that are in V. Then the average descriptor 0 can be approximated by

N ~~
OW(x) F t (0 +xý)V) I4~4V) o + x0,

(C.3)

where E is the average of the deviations xi-x of the particle positions xi
from the center of x of V.

Next , we relocate the averaging volume to the position x+ Ax. The

relocation will in general change the number of particles in V. Let AM be the
number of particles that are added (scooped up) by the relocation, and am be
the number of particles that are lost by the relocation. The total number of
particles in V is changed by the relocation by

AN = AM - Wm, (c.4)

and the gas volume fraction changes by
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V AAi -"V AN =-(1-a)AN/N. j(C.5)

The new value of the the average descriptor is, within the same approximation
as Eq. (C.3),

:NM Am\ -

f(x+Ax) 0, + (x+Ax)+ x i-.[ A-Ax+k -) (xV4 x-Ax ("0 x I•Ix I- N A)( XA (C.6)

We assume that V i- a sphere with radius R. Then the average x-coordinate of
the added particles may be estimated by x+2R/3+ax/2, and the average x-
coordinate of the lost particles by x-2R/3+Ax/2. The number of added and lost
particles in a uniformly distributed aggregate (no undulations of a) are

AM = Am = (l-c)AV/v N.3Ax/(4R), (C.7)

4k

where AV=V3Ax/(4R) is the volume newly covered and lost by the relocation.
Next, we assume that the particle distribution is not uniform so that one I

has an excess of added particles over lost ones. We express this by setting

AM =N 3ax/(4R) + AN.
and (C.8)a m = N 3Ax/(4R). I

4t

Substituting these values and the average coordinate estimates of added and
lost particles in Eq. (C.6) one obtains

r!

-l- f (x+AX) = + (x+Ax)ýx aa x:

+* (x+AX)' 1"- [ aq (2R ax"j (C.9) L

The difference between *(xOAx) and *(x) is, therefore,
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(+) (a x + Ls 3 (C.10)
+X+AX) -k) -A T 2 2R a N "

The last term on the right-hand side of Eq. (C.10) is the change of * which is
caused by an undulation Aa over the distance Ax. Froin Section 4, we know
tnat typical wave lengths of the major undulations are between Lm and 1. 5 Lmo
In order to obtain the amplitude of a corresponding undulation of o one should
set Ax equal to one-fourth of the wave length. By setting, e.g., Ax=L m/3
one obtains the following estimate of the amplitude of the undulation

Ia'' •"I2R'x'I aca 31[ - ---- m.Ia -R3 .] (C. 11)

In Section 2 we found that a reasonable value of R is such that Lm/ 4R<O. 2 5 .
Also, the ratio t/R is likely much smaller than one. The expression 2RoX is
the change of * along a diameter of the averaging volume, if undulations are
not present. Let that change be 6o and let Jacl<<I . Then Eq. (C.ll) can be
simplified to

IA, I=(C.12)

Undulations of a also can affect such average descriptors which have a
zero gradient (60=0), if the local property Z is affected by the presence of
particles. One example of such a situation is the average temperature of a
gas in which one places particles with a different temperature. If the gas is
heated by conduction, then a short time later the gas temperature will have
changed in a zone around each particle, with a corresponding change of the
average temperature. That average value undulates with an amplitude
proportional to the amplitude Ac.

We demonstrate this by considering a simple model in which the gas has a
constant local property *o+6 b in a boundary region with a volume Av around
each pdrticle, and the constant local property o elsewhere in the flow field.
Then the average descriptor is 0

V-Nv V-N(v+Avo + = "'0 +b +
ov 0 boJ

(C.13)
= o+ ,

4... 0

where do is the change of the constar.t value 00 due to the different local
value in the boundary region. If a changes by Aa, then the corresponding
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change of f is from Eq. (C.13)

b AVV -aa 07(C14

It is interesting to notice that in this example the average descriptorof the particles is not affected by undulations of a. The particle descriptor
is defined by

! dV,
par . VparV(C.15)

par

where V is the union of all particles that are located in the averaging
volume. Let V10 be a constant particle property and * 0%+*b be a property in a"boundary region with the volume Av inside each particle. Then the average
descriptor is

- = [N(v'Av)o + NAv(*o+6b')] 0 + 6b4' 4v (C.16)

_ Because * is independent of a, undulations of a do not Influence the value ofthe average descriptor.

L -.'
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NUMERICAL INVESTIGATION OF THE STABILITY OF DIFFUSION
FLAIMES NEAR EXTINCTION AND IGNITION*

Y.S. Choi, C. Laine-Schmidt and GS.S. Ludford
Department of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics

Cornell University, Ithaca, NY 14853

ABSTRACT. A numerical investigation is made of the near-ignition and
near-extinction characteristics of chambered diffusion flames for arbitrary
Lewis numbers. In particular, fcr an S-shaped response curve, both dynamic
ignition and extinction are found to occur at the turning points.

1. INTRODUCTION. While the stability of premixed flames has received
considerable attention in the mathematical theory of laminar flames that
has been developed in the last decade or so, diffusion flames have almost
been ignored. Even in the context of plane flames subjected to one-
dimensional disturbances there is much to be done, in particular when the
response curve of steady states is S-shaped (figure 1).

To be sure, Matalon & Ludford [1] have considered (numerically) the
near-ignition stability of chambered diffusion flames, but only for unit
Lewis numbers LF^L0 of fuel and oxidant. For L,,L arbitrary, even the
steady states have only recently been determineg (Choi [2]). Likewise,
Buckmaster, Nachman & Taliaferro [3] have determined (analytically) the
near-extinction stability characteristics of the counterflow diffusion
flame for • = L1 = 1. (The problem is identical to that for a chambered
flame.)

In view of their effect in premixed flames, it is of some importance
to consider Lewis numbers different from 1, and that is the subject of the
present paper. We find (numerically) that there is no effect on near-
ignition stability of chambered diffusion flames: whatever the values of
L., ,L , neutral stability occurs at the turning point, which is therefore
ttie V ynamic ignition point. Dynamic extinction also occurs at the
(corresponding) turning point, but for a different reason: for all values
of LFL0, stability persists at the turning point. This conclusion contra-
dicts Buckmaster, Nachman & Taliaferro and, moreover, reveals the existence
of inaccessible steady states that are stable.

2. GOVERNING EQUATIONS FOR NEAR-IGNITION ANALYSIS. As is shown in
[2], the equation for the steady state near ignition is

2t LO-2 L t (1)
2 + Qn (1-n

•" dn2

ts (0) = t (1) = 0, (2)S s

where t is the temperature perturbation in the flame zone and Q is a
given positive constant. Numerics show that for each Q less than a certain
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Qo(LLF). there are two solutions; fc: Q =Q there is one; and for
Q > 0 none.

From these solutions, the response

dnn =1

can be calculated, where «<<1 is a (known) small positive constant. It'0gives rise to the upper and middle branches of the S-shaped response curve
sketched in figure 1. The bend is approached as Q ÷Q0 and remote parts of
the two branches as Q-* 0.

Stability analysis involves the solution of
2 d 2 0( s]'F 32n 2-- + [X+ Q ' 1- )e s = 0 3dn2

W3) = *(1) = 0.

Here X is the eigenvalue: if the spectrum has non-negative real part for
a steady state t , that the state is stable to the class of disturbances
considered; otherwise it is unstable.

It can be shown that an unstable eigenvalue, if it exists, is real.
Moreover, through asymptotic analysis as Q -÷ 0, the remote upper branch
of the S-curve is found to be stable while the remote lower branch is
unstable. In the latter case, thcre is just one unstable eigenvalue.

3. NUMERICAL RESULTS FOR IGNITION. In the work of Matalon & Ludford
[1] on ignition for L = LF = 1, the steady state is found by shooting and
then the stability pr6blem is tackled by a Galerkin method. \ different
numerical scheme is adopted here, in which both problems are solved
simultaneously and discretization of the differential operator is in terms
of Tchebytchev polynomials. In addition, a continuation subroutine is
incorporated to facilitate treatment of the bending point and automation
of the program. The numercal result obtained by Matalon for unit Lewis
number has been rec'.raputed and confirmed.

For general Lewis number, we reach t!'e same conclusion as in the
special case L0 = LF = 1, namely,

i) for all L0,LF, the neutrally stable point is found to be exactly

at the turning point. (i.e. the static ignition point);

ii) when an unstable cigeuvalue exists, there is exactly one and it
is real.

4. GOVERNING '9QUATIONS FOP NEAR-FXTINCfION ANALYSIS. The near-
extinction steady states (corretponding to the bottom half of the
S-response) have also been described in [1]. The perturbation temperature
satisfies the differertial equation
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d2 t t
2 -KL o'i(klý+k2-ts) (k3%k4--ts )es (5)

d2

and the boundary conditions.

k l-k B + 0(1)
1 3

t as E (6)

k3 +k C + 0(I)

where k is a known positive constant,

ck3 is a known negative constant,

k = PC, k = QC,
24

P, Q are known constant,

B, C are unknown constants.

Like Q in section 2, the constant K is positive. The numerics determine
exactly two solutions for each K greater than a certain Ko(0O,LF), exactly
one for K-= K and none for K < K

.0 0
From these solutions the two responses

R - -6 C,a

where 6 << 1 is a (known) small positive constant, can be calculated
for eacha K > K0 , thereby generating the middle and lower branches of the
S-shaped response curve in figure 1. The bend is approached as K ) K
and remote parts of the two branches as K ÷ -. 0

The corresponding stability problem is
d 2ýT + X.OT] .LOI d 2 "o = L-1 d 2 ýYF"

g0 + 2 F +d2 YF

=Ke S(yOs,0YF+YFSOby0+YFsYOsY") (7)

OT(+-- = oyO(±_•) = YF(+_•) 0 , (8)

+ where Yos = L 0(kl1 +k 2-t s), 'YFS L [F(k3 9+k 4-ts)

S• are the mass fractions corresponding to the steady state temperature pertur-I bation ts. Here X is the eigenvalue; if-the spectrum has non-negative real

part for a steady state ts, that state is stable to the class of disturbance
considered; otherwise it Is unstable.
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-It can be shown analytically that the remote lower branch is stable

for Lo = L For remote upper branch, the steady-state response depends

SforL= b hw nltclyta h eoelwrbac ssal

on whether k < ½ or k > ½, but in either c~ase we are unable to extract
any analytical result ablut the stability.

5. NUMERICAL RESULTS FOR EXTINCTION. Due to the nature of the
steady-state problem, it has to be treated separately from the stability
problem, so that the numerical procedure is somewhat more complicated than
that for ignition. The steady numerics are based on shooting for. the
correct value of C. Thus, the differential equation (5) is integrated
backwards under the boundary condition (6b) for each estimate of C until
dt

+-÷ k as • + -•. The constant B is not involved. Once the results

for two values of K are obtained, a continuation subroutine can be
inco-porated as for ignition. For the stability problem, the Tchebytchev
polynomials are again used for the discretization of the differential

operator.

Figure 2 gives the steady-state response for L = l and various
valces of L ' The holes in the curves show where t~e steady state
changes from being stable to unstable. In all cases the hole lies on
the upper branch, implying that the lower part of the S in figure 1,
including a portion of the middle branch, is stable. This result is
true for other values of LF also, and we conclude that

S() for all LOSLF, the neutrally stable point is above the
turning point;

(ii) when an unstable eigenvalue exists, there is exactly one
and it is real.

Note that the dynamic extinction point still lies at the turning point
and that there are inaccessible stable states on the middle branch of S.

Conclusion (i) contiadicts the recent analytical results [3] of
Buckmaster, Nachman & Taliaferro for L0 = L = 1, who found that the
neutrally stable point lies exactly at the turning point. (They consider
the counterflow diffusion flame instead of the chambered diffusion flame,
but the stability problems are identical.) We are presently trying to
reconcile our work with theirs.
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Figure 1. S-shaped response for chambered diffusion flame:
R is the fraction of unburnt fuel and M is the
injection rate.
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FLUID MECHANICS OF QUEUCHING

Donald A. Drew, Ronald Brent,
Susan Melly, William Schroeder and Stephen Wells

Department of Mathematical Sciences
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute

Troy, NY 12181

ABSTRACT

An array of heated rods is lowered vertically in a cold water bath at
a constant speed V in order to quench them to obtain desired mechanical pro-
perties. Relative to the rods, the water flows in a subchannel, is heated,

P and boils, while cooling the rods. A model is propgsed and studied which
considers a one dimensicnal flow in a subchannel. It is argued that the heat
release occurs in a thin region, where water is heated to boiling conditions
and boils completely to steam. Above this boiling layer, steam flows rapidly
against the friction of the rod bundle. Below the boiling layer, the water
flow is approximately hydrostatic. This results in the boiling layer moving
at a constant speed proportional to V. The effect of cross flow (leaking
into or out of the channel) is also investigated, and the results discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION Metal components can be hardened by heating, followed by
rapid cooling. The rapid cooling is often accomplished by immersing the com-
ponents in a fluid (often water).

In the problem we consider, the component is a metal rod. For
manufacturing efficiency, a relatively large array of heated rods is lowered
lengthwise into the fluid. The purposa of the model derived and analyzed in
this paper is to describe the fluid mechanics in the subchannels of the rod
array. In so doing, we gain some insight into the mechanisms involved in the
process, ar.d their role in normal and abnormal operatiuno

An array of rods (Fig. 1 represents a cross section) is lowered verti-
cally into a cold quiescent fluid at a constant speed V. The rods are assumed
to be at a constant uniform initial temperature. We model the situation as a
number of vertical subchannels which are interconnected through the gaps
between the rod.. For simplicity, we shall consider one subchannel, and
assume that it consists of several rods, one interior flow area, and a number
of gaps allowing subchannel fluid and surrounding fluid to mix. See Figure
2. The analyzis presented herein is based on the ass1mpti'•n that the cross-
flow through the gaps is small, and utilizes a perturbation analysis starting
from the flow in the subchannel without cross-flow.

The 3pproach taken is a modification of one used by Lahey and Moody
1977, and Achard, Drew and Lahey 1981. Let us consider one-dimensional flow
in a vertical channel of cross-sectional area A. We shall dercribe the flow
relative to a coordinate system fixed in the rods, with z=' defining the inlet
to the subchannel at the bottom of the rods. We shall assume that boiling
starts at z = Xl(t), and that by z = X2 (t), the liquid has boiled away. This,
the region 0 < z < Al(t) contains liquid only, the region A2 (t) < z < L ccn-
tains steam only, while the region )l(t) < z < A2 (t) contains a mixture of
steam and water. The boiling boundary z = {l(t) occurs when the incoming

r1 fluid reaches thd boiling temperature Tb. The dryout point z = A2 (t) occurs
when the two-phase mixture has absorbed enough heat to boil all the liquid.

I.4
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Boiling is a very efficient heat transfer process (Rohsenow and Hartnett
1973). In this problem, if liquid contacts the heat transfer surface (i.e. the
rod) and the surface is at a temperature above the boiling temperature, the
liquid will boil until the surface temperature is equal to the boiling tempera-
ture. In contrast, in regions (z > )-2 (t)) where only steam contacts the rods,
the heat transfer is very low. Thus, the rods lose large amounts of heat in a
short titme in the region Xl(t) < 7. < 2 (t). This region is therefore relative-
ly thin. We shall assume that this region is negligibly thin. We then have

Slt= A2 (t) = X(t). We shall refer to z = X(t) as the position of boiling
heat transfer.i~d

We shall further assume that the convective heat transfer to the liquid
dominant in the region 0 < z < X(t) (where T < Tb) is also efficient, so that
we can assume that the rods and the liquid are all at the ambient liquid tern-
perature To there.

2. GOVERNING EQUATIONS Let us now dtiscuss the equatlons of governing the
motion in the various regions. First, we conisider the subcooled region
0 < z < X(t1. The equation of conser-,ation of mass is

= h w(z,t), (1)
3z A

where j is the velocity of the liquid, h is the gap, and w is the cross-flow
velocity (positive into the channel).

The equation of conservation of momentum in the z-direction is

at az p az ptA A c

where p is the pressure, q is tihe gravitational acce.•ration, P is the fric-
tional perimeter of the channel, i.e. the part of the channel boundary which•;:•€•contacts the rods. Also, T is the frictional, force per unit area at this

boundary. Finally, the last term represents the rate of addition of z-momentum
to the channel fluid due to the cross-flow. The cross flow carries with it
velocity vc. If w<O, we shall assume that vc= V. This assumes that the fluid
coming into the channel is the quiescent fluid outside the channel. If w<O,
we shall assume vc = j.

The frictional force is modelled by

T-fpj 2  , (3)

where f is called the Fanning friction factcr. It is usually assigned a value
of of = 0.02, although its value depends on the geometry and the flow regimc
(laminar or turbulent).

A As discussed, the energy equations result in

Tr(Z,t) = T (z,t) = T. (4)

for the subcooled region.

For the post dry-out region X(t) < z < L, where L is the length of the
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rods, we assume that the mass and momentum balances are similar to those for
the subcooled region. Thus, we have

±P-s + 8."sJs = 1_1 W PS (5)

Rt 3z A

The momentum equation i.s

I
SS .+ j Pg Pf psJs 2 +hw 1v (6)

The assumption of aiegligibly small heat transfer between the steam and
the rods t, cs in

TS = Tb (7)

S-Tr = Tm (8)

An equation of state is needed. We shall take

p - PsRTs (9)

The boiling occurs in a relatively thin region around z - A(t)* It is
important to conserve mass and energy' across thiq thin region. Consider a
moving control volume of thickness Az which straddles z = X(t). Conservation
of energy in the fluid streas requires

P cT A(j - d _ PSCsAT( _d

it 1 0I- AZ 
dtZ. x+A

(10)

x + a_• Lx+_AR
+ f 2 Pq(z',t)dz'.- f 2 hfg rAdz, =o

2 2

Here cl, c5 , and cr are the specific heats of the liquid, uteam and tie r')ds,
A is the cross sectional area of the rods; q is the rate of heat flow from the
bars to the fluid per unit area, and r is the rate of change of liquid to
steam per unit volume.
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Conservation of energy for the reds gives

p cArT( dAX) prrrr A
rrrr dt r A r dt

Z= •-AzZ= •+2 2 (11)

+ + Az

= 2I,-Az
Conservation of total mass in the control volume is given by

p A(j dA = A(j - d X
dt s S dt (121

Az
2 2

Lastly, conservation of mass of liquid in the control volume gives

Azl+_A(j d) r2 A dz'
-j£A - - ' (13)

2 2

Substitution of 11-13 into (10), as3uming that Tr(x + To
T( A) T,, and lettinq Az +0yields 2
r 2

d), j((t),t) Q , (14)
dt

where

PkA(csTb + hfg cITO)

= (OrcrAr(Tc. - To) + P£A(csTb + hfg - u2 T0 )j (15)

The momentum jump condition across the boiling heat transfer region is

+'+('j - d_•)_t•£•J"k• =0 (6
p(X+,t) p(Uk,t) + o0 (Ia)
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The cross-flow veloci.ty at any level z is related to the pressure drop
across tVc gap c.nin.,2ting thm<, chMnel with its surroundings. Thus, we have

0(0) - p(S) = Ap = Kp*lwlw , (17)

where w is the cross-flow velocity in a single gap, p(O) is the pressure out-

side the channel, p(s) is the stagnation pressure inside the channel, defined
by p(S) = p + pj 2 /2, p* is the density of the fluid flowing through the gap,
and K is an orifice parameter.

For an ideal orifice, the parameter K is given by the Venturi relati.on

N• A2

K (1 - 2 , (18)
-A?

I

where A is the gap area, and A, is the unrestricted area. For a square array

othe rods 2 A2/A1 =h/(h÷2ro] 2 where h is the gap width and r 0 is the radius of

Finally, the pressure in the fluid outside the channel is assumed to be
hydrostatic, so that

p(O)(z,t) = ptg(Vt-z) +Pa * (19)

A pressure boundary condition is needed at the top of the array. We
shall assume that Bernoulli's equation holds in the exiting stream. Thus,

p(L,t) + h psjsIz=L =a (20)

We shall make t¶,o fnrther approximations. They are

Ps/PL < < 1 (21)

and

IP-Pal/Pa < < ( . (22)

The first assumption (21) results in several further approximations. Consider
the momentum equation ig the post dry-out region (6). The pressure must drop
from roughly hydrostatic at z=X to atmospheric at z=L. This implies that Js
must be appreciable, so that psis 2 - pt9 L. Further, examining (12) shows that

is >> tJ (23)
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his implies that

POJX < < pjg L ( (24)

bus, we can take the pressure in the subcooled region to be approximately
y drostatic:

p pig(Vt-z) + Pa (25)

or 0 < z < A(t).

This further implies that

w S 0 (2b)

or 0 < z < A(t). Therefore, from eq. (1),

jt = jE(t) (27)

hich, from eq. (14) implies

dX j()Q (28)
dt

Assumption (22), with the equation of state (9) and eq. (7) gives

Ps = Ps 0  cons to (29)

= the steam densioty is constant, then eq. (5) givee

= w h (30)az A

Lastly, the perturbed pressure p'= p - Pa, in the post dry-out region is

iven approximately by
8j = •p F -2 '31)

P az a-z -s - 3o:1s

"here F = Pf/A. Note that use of eq. (31) means that .he initial condition on
V_ is not needed. Indeed, the approximation implied by js > > J £ results in

he singular perturbation of eq. (6), with eq. (31) giving the outer soluttmi.
resumably, an initial condition not satisfying eq. (31) will rapidly equi ti-
rate to eq. (31).

®R Finally, eq. (12) combined with eq. (21) and eq. (28) gives

ps )j + £i(t dX) PI 1 d (32)
0 dt Q-dt
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and eo. (16) gives

p(X ,t) = Pa + p1g(Vt-X) - PX2(Q'I dA 2 (33)
We 0 Q dt

3° Pr' TURBATION SOLUTION. We shall assume that the cross-flow velocity w is
small compared to is. We write w = 6wl, where 6 < < 1. Then we expand the
the relevant functions J., P. as ( )0 + 6( )l* From eqs. (30) and (32), we
have

is = Pt 1I-Q)dA t (34)

0 ~0 Q dt

Eqs. (31) and (33) then gives

Po(L,t) - - [I+F(L-_X 0 )l P 2 (Q1) 2dA0)o2 + ptg(Vt-A) (35)

Iro Q dt

Finally, eq. (20) gives an equation for X(t). It is

do0 - (S__½ Q) vt- 0  )(36)... ( (36)_ý*
tt h- +F(L-AO)

Nondimensionalization with Xo = A/L, t = t/(L/V) results in

^ Z_ P L , Q . (37
d i P j V !1 FL ( l- 1 0 )

Let us now calculate the 0(6) correction to the flow due to cross-flow. First,
we substitute the O(6 ) pressures in eq. (17), we find

1w1= i0s F). [(L-z) + r(Vt-z)J (38a)

for X0 < z < Vt, where r = Pjg and0l 00
owl = ( j " (Un' (38b)

1
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for Vt < z < L. Integrating eq. (5) for the two subregions gives

6j C(t) + 0 1- j L-3/2[(L-z) + r (Vt-z)) 3/2 (39a)

81 1 +r 8 0

for A < z < Vt, where8= a 2 E A
0 3a TA )aK

6jsI D(t) + (Pa/Pt)O 1s0 L- 3/ 2 (L-z) 3/ 2

for Vt < z < L. Here Pa is the density of the atmosphere around the exposed
top of the bundle- If we a"sume Pa << PV we have

aj" 2is D( t),(3b

The velocity will be continuous at z = Vt if

DOt) - C(t) + 0 " L 3/ 2 (L-Vt) 3/ 2/(1+r) (40)

The pressure is given by

z
6p =- Psoiso [2o f 6j ds' + 6js (z,t) - (A ,t)I

X1 0

'•+ 6p (A ,t) (41a)
10

for A < z < Vt, and

0z

6p = P- pisj [2Ff 6j dz' + 6js (z,t) s (L,t))
1 0i 0 j 1 11

0

.__ ._ + 6p (L,t) (41b)* -1

for Vt< z < L.

With

6p (L,et) - - Pis 06jS1 (Lt)

Po- s 0J0D(t) (42a)
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and

40.
6p (A ,t) =-aPO(A ,t)6A(). W 6p (,x It)

10- 0 1 1 0

+ 8P0( GXt)6,X Wt -
2P is j j (A +t

az0 0 0 1 0

=(Fps 0j s 2 - pe g6X 1tW

-2p8 iOs 0(c(t) - 1 s L-3/2(L+rVt -(1+r)AX )3/2] (42b)

substituted in eqs. (41), we have

6p (z,t) =-p 8 j1 2F(C(t)(z-X 2 81oj //1+)

0 (-z is0L+/-/lr

+~~(LZ +l r 3/ ([(L-Z)1+ Vtz)2

+ l(L-X + r(Vt-A )]3/2)]}"1 0 0

+(Fps is 02 -pjtg)6 Wt

00A

-2p 9 js C(t)(4a

00

6 p (z,t) =-2ps js D(t)[F(z-L) +1] (43b)
1~ 00
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for Vt < z < L. Continuity of the pressure at z - Vt gives

C1 [-8js [2F L- 3/2 (L-Vt) 51 2 1 3+5r
C-2F(L-.X 0 5 (1+0r)

0

+ L'3/2 {(L-Vt) 3 / 2 - [ 4-A + r(Vt-X )]3/2} 1
0 0 1+r

- FJso(1-r)61 1 (44)
0 2•1

From eq. (14), we have

d6,1 - Q 6jrI (45)
dt

and, from eq. (32) we have

d6Aj. = _ 2 6js (46)

dt Pi 1-Q 1

Defining 6A = 6 1/L and Js0 = js /V, we have

d6J~ . pan Q 1 I-p[j. 12 i(,-t)5/2 36

'11
P x£ -Q FL,(1_•O o T l+r)

+ (1-) 3/2 1}
V 1+r

+ j5 0 1-r)6Xo1
2(1- o)
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The initial condition on A is1

S(0) =0. (48)
S~f 1

4. DISCUSSION. Figures 3 through 6 show several cases of A versus t, for
various values of h, r and L. The quantity of practical importance is the

part of the rods exposed to water on the outside (z < Vt) and to steam on the
inside (z > A(t)). Generally, the maximum fraction of the rod exposed to this
extreme situation occurs somewhere in the middle of the process. In Figures 4
and 5, however, the extreme occurs in the middle of the process. Figures 7
through 10 show the maximum fraction exposed versus the relative gap size h/r

0

for various values of r and L. Note that increasing the spacing between the
0

rods decreases the maximum fraction of the bar exposed.

Let us discuss the model and the process. The model attempts to cap-
ture the essential physics leading to extreme behavior in the quenching fluid.
The two essential effects resisting the hydrostatic filling of a fluid sub-
channel are friction and "rocketing". Friction is largest in the steam.
"Rocketing" is a large momentum change near the relatively thin boiling
region. A Bernoulli effect at the chan-nel outlet assists the filling. Indeed,
in this model the effect of crossflow from the outside into the subchannel is
to increase the Sernoulli effect at the top, and hence to raise the level of
the liquid.

The triodel suggests that decreasing resistance to steam flow in the
array will raise the water level, and hence decrease the maximum fraction
exposed to extreme conditions. This can be done by increasing the spacing
between the bars. This also will increase crossflow, and effect which also
seems to and the minimization of maximum fraction exposed. These predictions
concur with several observations about the process.

1. The process works for one rod. Fir no friction, the model predicts
A =Vt.

2. Lengthening the rods and decreasing their diameter (and, presumably,
packing them more closely in the bundle) increases friction, and increases
the maximum fraction expcsed. The process is known to work for shorter,
thicker rods, and has some problems with longer, thinner rods.
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Figure 3. The height off liquid in the channel z A lt) (-)1 without cross-
flow, anA -- with crossflow. The outside level z a Vt isSalso showi.. Here r -0.0127m., L 0.457m-, and h/r - 0.015.
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BEYOND STEFAN PROBLEMS: THE STRUCTURE
OF SHEARED SOLIDIFICATION FRtONTS*

F. S. HALL & G. S. S. LUDFORD
Theoretical and Applied Mechanics

Cornell University
Ithaca, NY 14853

ABSTRACT. Determination of the motion of a solidification front into
a molten metal, a so-called Stefan problem, does not depend on detail of
the solidification process inside the front. Such details are needed,
",1owever, when the liquid is being stirred by a magnetic field, since
they determine the stricture of the coincident Hartman (viscous) laysr,
and hence the secondary motion in the liquid. Within this layer the
viscosity is variable, due to the spacial variation in the concentration
of solid particles. In the absence of a theory in the nucleation
literature, a growth law for the concentration of solid particles is
proposed for the small undercooling that must occur in such a layer.
The (asymptotic) analysis is carried out for the slow solidification
of a cylinder of molten metal that is being stirred by a rotating,
uniform magnetic field, but the results are of general validity.

I. INTRODUCTION. The propagation of a solidification fror- Into a
pure molten metal at rest is a consequence of the solid sending out shoots
into the liquid. As a shoot grows f.t sends out its own shoots, the
process repeating itself to fc'fm a tree-like structure known as a
dendrite. The growth of a dendrite is limited only by its neigbbors
and the availability of liquid between its shoots. A rotating magnetic
field causes the liquid metal to flow along the solidification front so
"as to break off the dendritic shoots as soon as they form, i.e. while
they are still small. These minute solid particles migrate through the
shear layer towards the liquid core, providing nuclei for the solldifi-
cation process. The layer is therefore viewed as a gradation of
neutrally buoyant particles, their concentration tending to zero on the
liquid side and to one on the solid side.

In the absence of a theory determining the rate at which the den-
dritic fragments grow, we shall propose a growth law. The object of
"this paper is then to show how the structure of the viscous layer is
modified when it is also a solidification layer, and to determine the
disturbance to the main core flow that is caused by this viscous layer.

*Supported by the U.S. Army Research Office.
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M1 II. MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMIC STIRRING. The structure of the viscous
layer is governed by the continuity and Navier-Stokes equations, the
latter being modified b-" tna Lorent7 body force. In dimensionless forms
these equations are

-1 -2 T
V-V=0, N DV/Dt = -Vp + jxB + M V.{n(VV+vT)}, (I)

where N and M are the interaction and Hartmann ntimbers, respectively.
We consider the case of slow stirring (i.e. N-).-), so that thq inertia
terms are neglected. The inverse of the Hartmann number, M , is a
measure of the "thickness" of the viscous layer. Allowance has been
made in equations (1) for a variable viscosity (dimensionless).

In order to determine how the velocity field varies as we traverse
this viscous-solidification layer, we need to know how the viscosity
varies through the layer. Certainly, the value of the viscosity at any

_ZO: point within the layer is determined by the concentration of solid (or
liquid) at that point. With this in mind, we now consider the solidifi-

147 •cation process.

III. SOLIDIFIZATION PROCESS. The moe I that we shall adopt is as
follows. The dendritic shoots that form at the solid are supposed to be
"broken off by the scouring action of the shear flow while they are still
small. The solidification layer therefore consists of particles whose
concentration tends to one on the solid side, and to zero on the liquid
side of the layer.

In the absence of such particles, i.e. for so-called homogeneous

"nucleation, the solidification rate depends on the amount of the under
cooling from Te, the temperature at which solid and liquid are in
equilibrium. For each temperature less than Te, a potential nucleus
must have a critical size in order to grow~, and it is a matter of
determining how many of the particles, i.e. clusters of atoms that are
continually forming and dissolving, are large enough. The relation
between the temperature and the rate of increase in concentration of
solid turns out to be

. (1-C) = ]c e (2)
(1-T) T

where c is the liquid concentration, the unit of temperature is Te, and
Kc is a (very large) constant. The value of a, also a constant, is 1.14
for aluminum, Near the equilibrium temperature, i.e., for sr1ll values
of 1-T, the right side is negligibly small, corresponding to the re-
quirement of a large critical size; as 1-T incr_7ases the exponential

slowly increases until at some value, lIx 10- for aluminum (corre-
00

sponding to 10O°K undercooling from Te - 933°K), the coefficient of c
suddenly becomes appreciable and solidification occurs in a fraction of
a second. One concludes that there is a definite temperature at which
nuclei Af critical size are present in sufficient numbers to cause
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almost instantaneous solidification. This temperature will be referred
to as the solidification temperature, Ts.

When extraneous particles are present to act as nuclei, less under-
cooling is needed for solidification. The number of particles is in-
creased, so that there are now more of critical size at any termperature.
There is no theory of the nucleation rate in such circumstances, so we
propose to use the same formula (2) with a smaller value of a. (More
precisely, we may argue that the effective change in free energies from
solid to liquid are smaller because the energies of the extraneous
particles are not to be counted; since the two energies, volume and
surface, are reduced proportionately, the formula follows from the same
analysis as for homogeneous nucleation.)

In applying the law (2) to a cylindrically converging solidification
front, we will go to a frame moving with the front. Then, if the speed
of the front is small enough for the process to be considered quasi-
steardy relative to the front, we may write

Vdoc = -icc exp[ a ] (3)
dr (1-T)

where Vo is the (very small) dimensionless speed, and the time derivative
has been replaced by Vod/dr. To complete the problem we must add the
heat equation

d1 -l -d dT )dcV°dT- pe-I ir ( X dr ' (4)

where K and Pe are constants (Pe is the Peclet number, which is supposed
to have the same constant value in the solid as it has in the liquid;
this assumption, equality of the two thermal diffusivities, is easily
removed).

IV. THE SOLIDIFICATION LAYER. If, as we shall suppose, t~e solidi-
fication front has a dimensionless thickness comparable to M- , its
structure must be investigated in order to determine how the effective
viscosity n changes from 1 to w in going from the liquid to the bolid
side of layer. Several theories (Mancini, 1984) for the effective
viscosity have been proposed, each yielding a different depenlencc on
concentration. Since we do not have enough information about tke
dendritic particles to select anyone of these theories, we shall take
the simplest relation.

n=l/c 2  (5)

as as illustration. Once c, and hence n, is found, we can determine the
structure of the viscous layer (i.e., the velocity field.)
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Whenever there is a layer, there must be a small parameter E, and
the question is to identify e. The amount of undercooling is certainly
a candidate, but the amount that occurs in ordinary solidification
processes is too small, leading to thicknesses much less than M-
However, when dendritic shoots are prevented from forming, and only
small particles are in contact with the liquid, the cooling may be much
larger (though still small). Such is the case here, and we shall pro-
ceed on the assumption that the undelco, •r.- is sufficieist to make the
solidification layer of thickness M . (Thi& assumption should be
verified experimentally).

To determine the amount of undercooling

S•=l-T S(6)

necessary to make the two layers of thesame thickness, we set

a=',T=T + £MT 1/2c+..., (7)

where &,i,m are positive constants and T1 represents the temperature
perturbation (about Ts) in the layer. The exponent in equation (3)
is then

• : ' • " ~_ z - 2a e 2 +4m-3 (8)

(1-T)2T 1-C

(Expansion of the exponent is similar to that in the asymptotic approach
to combustion theoi'y). The first term is cancelled by the pre-exponential
factors, i.e.

ae- = tn(K/V0) (9)

to leading order, implying t<2; the second is expected to provide 0(M)

variations in the layer, i.e.,

1+m-3 QO. (10)

requiring m<l. It follows that the la3'er variable for solidification
must be

if a small cemperature gradient $cn (n>O) outside the layer is to be
matched.

Now the solidification layer is equal thickness to the viscous layer.
This amounts to identifying the solidificaion variable i with the
appropriate variable R for the viscous layer. But the viscous layer is
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the region where the viscous term in equations (1) is as important as
the other terms (in the limit as M+-); so that

R=M(1-r). (l2)

Setting

R=R (13)

now shows that

{ 1n~~-n -1c 2a8M (14)
m-

where c measures the thickness of solidification layer, and M measures
the thickness of viscous layer.

Equations (9), (10), and (14) show that

1-n= -- 1c =28H kn(K/V0). (5

This relation is of some importance because it does not depend on a, a
quantity not amenable to experimental determination. More information
about c is obtained by writing the basic equation (3) and (4) to leading
order in the layer variables.

dc -T d2T -dc
d-R ce -- - (16)dR2

Here we have set
zi-2

ac(1) -n (ic/V.,) - (=-n) Inc- in(2aý),9cn-KVoPe (17)

In equation (16), T 1 has been replaced by T, and c now stands for
its leading term 1i; an expansion of the type (7b). Equation (17a) is
just a more accur.):e version of the requirement (9), but equation (17b)
gives an additional relation for c. Combining equations (15) and (17b)
determines s in terms of known constants.

V. SOLUTION OF LAYER PROBLEM. There is no temperat.ire gradient in
the melt to order cnh so that the layer equations (16) have to be solved
under the boundary conditions

C)i' dT-) asR4++ (18)

on the liquid side. The requirement

dT
1as c4O (19)
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is then automatically satisfied, as is seen from the integral

S-dT/dR = 1-c (20)

of equation (16b). This expresses nothing more thdn the jump condition
in the Stefan problem.

If we substitute equation (20) into the remaining layer equation
A(16a), we obtain

2
d T dT_ -T (1•. -• = •--) e (21)

dRe-

The solution, in parametric form, is

T= -Zn [-tn(1-S)-SI, R= fdS (22)
S(1-S)[S+Zn(I-S)]

The second of the two equations is of greater importance since,
according to definition (20), S is the solid concentration in the layer,
and hence, directly related to the viscosity n by equation (5), i.e.

n=(l-S)-2 (23) r

This formula for n , when substituted into the Navier-Stokes equations,
allows us to determine the structure of the viscous layer.

VI. DISCUSSION. We have made a number of assumptions in tbe preceding
analysis which should be explored here. The viscous layer and the

sol.1dification layer were required to have the same thickness. The
assumption enabled the structure of the viscous layer to be determi.ned
without reference to the details of the solidification process.

if no assumption is made about these two thicknesses, details of the
solidification process must be understood in order to determine how the
effective viscosity varies from that of the pure liyuid to infinity
(the value in the pure solid). A complete treatment would require
theories of

i) the size and shape of the fragements broken of by the shear flow.
This is a very complicated problem, which involves relating the break-
ing strength of the dendritic shoots to the distributed forces applied
to them by the liquid. To our knowledge, no investigations have been
done in this area.

ii) the rate at which these dendritic fragments grow. Even the
formation of nuclei (i.e. clusters of electrically neutral atoms) in
the absence of extraneous particles must be reinvestigated. In the
classical neucleation theory, electrically neutral liquid atoms come
together to from solid particles, but this must be modified in the
present case. Because of the applied rotating magnetic field, currents
are generated; and, since a current is nothing more than a flow of
electrons, this implies that the atoms in the solidification layer are
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-} no longer neutral. The theory would then have to be extended so as to take
account of the extraneous particles.

iii) the effective viscosity of the resulting suspension. There are
almost as many laws relating viscosity to concentration as there are

4 investigators. Each gives different results depending, fc. example, op
-! the size and shape of the particles. We chose a simple law relating

viscosity to concentration for discu83ion purposes only. However, we do
not expect the qualitative nature of the results to dspend on the particular
viscosity-concentration relation used. Even if a theory is formulated to
describe the size and shape of the particles, a more sopbirticated and
accurate relation between viscosity and concentration can -onstructed.

We sidestepped the above three items because our main purposs was to
determine the qualitative structure of the viscous layer, and hence the
disturbance that it causes in the core flow. A fuller treatment of the
subject is given by Hall, Ludford & Walker (1984).
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SHOCK-INDUCED THERMAL RUNAWAY

T. L. Jackson and L. K. Kapila
Department of Mathematical Sciences

Rensselaer Polytechnic Inatitute
Troy, New York 12180-3590

ABSTRACT. Ignition of an initially cold combustible gas is
studied when chemical reaction is switched on due to the passage
of a piston-suppnrted shock of sufficient strength. The time and
space history of the shocked gas up to the instant of thermal runaway
is described, by using a combination of asymptotics and numerirs.

1. INTRODUCTION. Consider a combustible material confined
to the ha!f space x > 0 and capable of undergoing an exothermic
chemical reaction of the Arrhenius type. Suppose that the temperature
of the material is so low that it is practically inert, a-.d will
not burn iZ left alone. Let combustion be initiated by applying
an ignition stimulus at the boundary x = 0 . It is of considerable
interest to obtain a mathematical description of the events following
the application of the stimulus. In particular, if a combustion
wave propagating through the material is eventually established,
it is important to understand the evolutionary process that gives
rise to it.

Recently, Kapila [I] has treated the case where burning is
initiated by applying a heat flux at the boundary. Building on
the pioneering work of Lifafi and Williams [2] and Kassoy [31, the
analysis employs a combination of large activation energy asymptotics
and numerics, and is able to describe rather completely the entire
course of events culminating in the development of a well-defined
deflagration wave. A major drawback of the study, however, is that
it completely ignores the motion and deformation of the material,
and is therefore of limited value for gaseous combustibles. Applica-
tion of heat causes thermal expansion of the gas, thus producing
a strong coupling between gasdynamic and chemical aspects of the
problem. In one particu!ar context, such a coupling has been studied,
independently, by Blythe [41 and Clarke [5]. They consider a spatial-
ly homogeneous, weakly reactive atmosphere into which small-amplitude

out rapidly-varying gasdynamic disturbances are introduced. Their
work examines the effect of chemical heat release on shock formation

and the influrnce of pressure disturbances on thermal runaway.

The present analysis is very much in the spirit of [4-5] but
is concerned with a problem more like the gaseous counterpart of
that created in [1]. The ignition stimulus is modelled by an impul-
sively started piston aoving into the gas at a constant speed.
This creates a shock wave which runs ahead of the piston, and will
travel at a constant speed if the gas were inert. It is assumed
here, however, that the shock is just strong enough to raise the
temperature of the gas behind it to the ignition temperature, so
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that the chemical reaction is switched on due ti the pasrý;e of
the shock. The purpose of the analysis is to describe the stat.-
of the gas between the piston and the shock, and to determine the
extent to which the shock is accelerated by chemical heat release,
up to the instant of thermal runaway. Post-runaway events are cur-
-enfly under study.

2. GOVERNING EQUATIONS A"D ASSUMPTIONS. The equations of
reactive gasdynamics for plane, one-dimensional, unsteady motion
are [61

Pt + UPx + PUx = 0 , ()

p(ut + uux) +Ipx = 0 (2)

Y. + Uyx = -w , (3)

p = pT , (4)

p(Tt + uTx) " - (Pt + upx) = Bpw , (5)
Y

where

W =Y exp[7--" "g ,•

a- .

2 = T2/e (7)

Here, y is the mass fraction of the reactant in the combustible
gas, T the temperature, p the density, p the pressure and
u the velocity. The variables y, T, p and p have been made
dimensionless by referring them to the corresponding quantities
in the cold, stationary gas ahead of the shock. The scale for veloc-
ity is taken to be the frozen sound speed in the cold gas, while
time is referred to the homogeneous induction time of the shocked
gas at the instant the shock is geneLated. The initial (dimension-
less) shock speed in denoted by Mo , such that Mo - 1 = 0(l)
and y is the specific-heats ratio. Transport effects are ignored,
and a one-step first-order Arrhenius reaction postulated, with
8 the dimensionless activation energy and 0 the heat-release
parameter. The analysis will proceed on the assumption that

S>> 1 , i.e., c << 0 (8)
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3. PERTURBATION ANALYSIS. In zhe absence of chemistry (w 0),the state of the gas is given by

p p=T= , u = 0 for x > Mot , (9a)

P = po, P = Po, T = To, y I, u = uo for uot < x < , (9b)

where po, po, To, and uo are related to Mo through the Rankine-
Hugoniot conditions

Y22y 0
- -Po1)M

(y - )M + 2

2 2 2
(2y Mo + 1 - Y) {(Y -l) o +2 2 - (1

2 M (y + 1)2 2 u(1)
Mo 

+

0

Observe, in particular, that uO is also the sred of the piston.

The presence of To in the exponent of (6) indicates that* in the limit 6 -= being considered here, To is the switch-ontemperature for the chemical reaction. In the initial stages ofevolution, therefore, the state of ý'Le shocked gas will deviatefrom (9b) by an 0(c) amount, as will the speed of the shock. ifthe perturbed speed of the shock is taken to be

H• M = Eo+ EM 1

the conditions (10) show that the state of the gas immediately behind
the shock will become, to O(E),

Ps Po i +M1 l (12a)

S -• ~2Mo{( + I)M +y}

4 1 / yM" - )I l (12b)

~~~ M2 •• + 2) 1
M Ji

T5  ~ M ý "2YM2+ 1 Y 1)-2 2)ml 1c

us u° 0+ -2 (123
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Let the state of the gas between the piston and the shock be expanded
as

p Po p0 C pi + .. ,P - P0 + ePj +

. T - T,- + eT! +

U - uo + CuI +

y l+eyl + ... (13)

All perturbation .uantities will depend upon x and t except
the shock-speed perturbation mi , which will depend upon t alone.
Substitution of (13) into (1)-(6) yields the followine eq, x.ons

A-or the disturbances:

Plt + Uo0 lx + Po Ulx = 0 , (14)

PoCult + uo up Pi) 0 ,5

Pl •PoT + To pl ,(16)

""o(Tlt + u° Tl) - Y Y (Plt + U. plx) P o 7TI (17)

1 T

ylt + uo Ylx 1 eT . (18)

The reactant equation (18) is uncoupled from the set (14)-(18) which,
except for the nonlinear source term, governs linearized acoustics
in a steadily moving medium. It is convenient to introduce a new
spatial variable • viý the transfiormation

x ' uot + aoE

where

a0o T (19)

V*.'. is the initial acoustic speed (dimensionless) in the shocked gas.

In the new coordinates, eqns. (14)-(18) transform into

Olt + - = 0, ¢o Ult +-a° PIE = 0, Pl - po T0  To pj 0

Po Tlt t e Tl (20)
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and

Y, . I eTl (21)

Also, the piston is brought to rest at the location . = 0 , wLile

:he shock trajectory is given by. ft Vdt , where

M - uo Mo - uo mI
V - V + EV1 ; Vo= , (22)ao 0a. ao0

On using the relevant expressions from (10), Vo can be written

0V = } . (23)2 M2 - Y+I

Equations (20) are to be solved subject to the requirements chat
at the piston, uI vanishes and aL the shock, the conditions (12a-d)
must' be satisfied. Since analysis is einly being carried to 0(c):
the shock conditions can be applied at the ,indisturbed shock path
V Vot . Henceforth we shall ignore eqn. (21) because once T1
is known, yl can be determined by r simple integration of (21)
under the condition that yl vanishr.s initially. Also, ia th-a
set (20), pl, T1  and uI will be treated as the fundamental vari-
ables, because pl is defined by the third equation of (20).

It is a simple matter to distill from (20) the following single
partial differential equation for TI :

,2 a2 2 a2
(.L a-L ) T =t (aL aJeT1 (24)

at2 Tl at2 •

This equation clearly reflects the coupling between acoustic motinn
and thermal explosion, and signals the presence of the isothermal
sound speed in addition to the usual frozen sound speed. It is
not, however, particularly conducive to the construction of a solu-
tion. For the latter purpose it is best to return to the set (20)
and rewrite it in the characteristic form

"• ~o(l+ y ao po 01) -- -• eT , (25a)

at y
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where the characteristic coordinates , s are defined by

t + :r , t - s (26)

and the notation

C(, t) =•(r, s) (7

is employed.

Fig. 1 shows the geometry of the situation, including a typical
point P between the piston and the shock and the three characteris-
tic lines passing through it. It is a simple matter to carry out
numerical integration of equations (25) along the characteristics.

4. NUMERICAL RESULTS

The numerical calculations were performed at y = 1.4 and
Mo = 2.646 . Then, the remaining parameters chbrjacterizing the
shock at t = 0 are Zý.=A to be

po = 8.000, oo = 3.500, ro 2.286, uo = 1.890,

ao = 1.512, Vo 0  0.500, Wo - 0.571

A small-time solution, developed analytically, was employed to begin
integration at t = 0.001 . Integration was terminated at t - 0.875
when the development of large temporal gradients in the solution
signalled the imminence of thermal runaway. Figures 2-4 exhibit
the graphs of TI, Pl and uI against ý at various values of
t while Fig. 5 shows the variation with time of the shock-speed
perturbation nl .

As one would expect, the greatest temperature rise is at the
piston face, where the residence time for the shocked gas is the
longest; ,. any given time, temperature decreases monotonically
away from the piston. It is instructive to compara this induction
process with the constant-volume, spatially homogeneous chemical
heating which would occur if the piston were held stationary and
the entire bulk of the b4s were brought instantaneously to the igni-
tioi temperature To at t - 0 . The corresponding solution, ob-
tained from equations (20) in the absence of spatial gradlent3 and
under nall initial conditions, is

T1 = -In(l - yt)

for which time-to-thermal runaway is 1!-y = 0.714 , as against the
value 0.875 obtained for the shock-induced case.

At thermal runaway and beyond, unb-,:widedness of the solution
in the vicinity of the piston renders the expansions (13) invalid.
Further development of the explosive process is under study.
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An expanded vergiui of this paper will appear in the SIAM Journal
on Applied Mathematics.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1. The flow geometry.

Fig. 2. Evolution of temperature perturbation T

Fig. 3. Evolution of pressure perturbation p1

Fig. 4. Evolution of velocity perturbation uI

Fig. 5. History of shock-speed perturbatioo m 1
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THE SXEFAN PROBLEM OF DETONATION THEORY*

A.A. Oyediran and G.S.S. Ludford
Department of Theoretical and Applied Mechvnics

Cornell University, Ithaca, NY 14853

ABSTRACT. A certain model of one-dimensional detonation waves leads to
a Stefan problem: the unknown f satisfiez Burgers equations on the two sides
of a moving discontinuity at which it is given (f,, say) and the jump in its
derivative (corresponding to the exothermic reaction) is prescribed. An
alternative formulation of the problem can be obtained by means of the Hopf-
Cole transformation, which replaced the 5urgers equations by diffusion - type
equations.

"The problem possess;-,:- steady solution, the discontinuity moving with
constant speed and f deps.,jing only on distance from it. Ihis solution is
stable for a range of the parameter f, and unstable otherwise, as was shown
"at tne First Army Conference, when preliminary results on the subsequent
"evolution of the instability were presented. The instability has now been
reexamined, using three computation schemes on each of the two formulations
of the problem, resulting in the more definite conclusions presented here.

I. INTRODUCTION. Work on detonation waves b7 Stewart and Ludford [1]
(presented at the First Army Conference) showed that galloping detonations
evolve with time. We have now re-examined this instability with a more

refined numerical. technique. In addition, using asymptotic analysis for
small time step we show how the velocity of "he wave is determined as it
evolves. This velocity depends, in general, only .a the gradients and
curvatures on the two sides of the flame sheet; but, when the gradients are
equal and opposite, the third aerivatives are involved.

Our model of a one-di'iensional detonation wave [1] leads to

f ":- 2±.'k(T) -f]f = I f
LT 2 2 or,' 1

subject to

f(0,T) = f, (given), fn I fn(0+,T)-f [ (0-,T) = -(y+)a2 /2y

f(-•,T) 0, f(+-,T) f + (given),

with a given initial condition f(n,O) = G(n).

The unknown f satisfies a Burgers equation on the two sides of the
moving discontinuity (which has been reduced to rest in the .. irmulation
above) and represents the disturbance of a quiescent state ahead of the
wave (r + -•). The velocity of the wave is given by k(T). All the reaction
takes place at the. moving discontinuity, where f = f, > 0 always. The

*Supported by the U.S. Aruy Research Office
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L

6ý- derivative of f takes a jump from one side to the other of the discontinuity
(flame). The constants a and v (ratio of specific heats) are assignable,
as is f (>0).

+

In the classical Stefan problem of ice-solidification, the jump in slope
at the moving discontinuity is proportional to k(T) and the nonlinear term
is missing from equation (1). The first of these ensures that the velocity
is always determined by the gradients and curvatures at the discontinuity,
while the second makes no difference.

II. RESULTS FROM STABILITY ANALYSIS. The problem as it stands is over
determined. If k(T) is supposed given: there are three conditions at O.
namely

f(0-,T) = f, , [fq] -- )a (3)

The extra condition determines the speed k(T) of the flame. P6escribing
a and restricting f to a certain interval, namely f*,(a-/f., (f2_1)uf+,

yields a steady solution with

2+2

k=k S 2f+ > a" (4)

The steady solution may be written

2 k f e [2k -f *+f+es s
f for n O. (5)

[f_(f+-f*)+f+(f*-f_)e ]/[(f+-f,)+(f,-f_)e (

provided k > a; here

(y+l)Asn/y, + = (y+l)(f+4-f_)/2y, f = a2/f (6)

Examining the stability of the steady-state solution by setting

XT AT
k S= + e S f fs(h) + F(n)e (C << i) (7)

and substituting into the problem (1) and (2), we find that the eigen-
value A satisfy the dispersion relation

(fb ,f)f*( 2 ks-f,) a-f,)(f-f_)(f+-f*, (8)

where
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f = / + f - -a +A, - 822 +A= (Y+l(9)a kS "k+A kS b - S V 5 cA 9

This result is due to Stewart [2]. Examination of this dispersion rolation
reveals that X is always real and that its sign is as shown below.

j x<o x>oH
~0 A-OX÷• ->.C,•9X 0

lf# _fc 2K

steady solution exists J

"Figure 1. Showing the signs oL the eigenvalue. X < 0 corresponds to
stable while A > 0 is unstable.

III.- NTJMERICAL RESULTS. St-ewart and Ludford (1] examined this problem

at the First Army Conference; in particular, some numerical calculation3 were
made with %, 1.50, Z+= 0. 9128 and a = /V'(y 1)T=. 9128(fory - 715) using a
perturbed steady-sLate profile as Unitial conditions. One resul*_ is shown
in Figure 2, and another (exhibiting peaks ) In Figure 5.

The problem was re-c:camined, using a more accurate integration scheme.
The numerical procedure is schematically as follows:

f = S(f ,nfn' f,k). (10)

i€::f(0+_T) = f,, f (-IT) = f+, fý-',T) = 0. (11)

Stogether with initial conditions. In Stewart and Ludford [1] expl±iit

schemes used centered fifferences in evaluating S; here a machine package
was used to do this more accurately. We search for K(T) until

R = [f ] + 0.7142, (12)

was less than 10-7. (Here 0.71&2 is the value of (y+l)a2 /2y for the
ay given above.) The integration goes forward in time until uo value of
k could be found to make R small enough. By using standard IMSL routines,
the repsonse in Figure 3 was obtained. At the point of breakdov-a, a plot
of R against k immediately before breakdown is shown in F' a'•"e 4.
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- ~* IV. ANALYTICAL DETERMNIIATION OF k(T). finally, we present some analytical

results concerning the determtinatior, of v- at .ny particular time step, which
we may take to be T =0. Setting

shows that the problam may be w'.j--n

Ft + (K-F)F = F

F(0-,t) F* (=-/2f*/[%), F (0 t)-F (0~~ 1 (14)

F(-a.t) 0, F(+va.t) =' 1fI)

We may suppose that the initial data. F Wx satisfies conditions at x =0, i.e.

F 0) F;(O )-F;(O) -1. (15)

Awray from ;a origin, we may use the cuter expan,3ion

F -F (x) + tF (x) +... for t << 1. (6

close to the origin, the inner expansion takes the form

F r 4- tif f Q) + tf 2 ( + t 3 / f½)..wt /h (17)

By matching and satisfying all the conditions at the origin, we find

f ) = with G+ F1(0D). (18)

Similarly we have f~ determined as
22

f (Of)+ ½C4-(F'+2) + ±{ e~ /(+2 (2+2) (9

with C4 =

wh-A'le requiring that f= [l 0 leads to a uet of three algebraic
equations 2-'W ' 2 i

-KO*G+ + C. + B± vtI4=0, B, + B=0. (20)

where Y F*
'0 K0
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The unknowns in the set (20). are B+ and KY*, while the determinant of
the system is G++G_. If G++G_ does not T'anish, we have a unique solution

C+ c
K*S V+•- (say), B= 0. (21)
0 G G

(The equality C /G and C /G may be assumed during the evolution since
otherwise the dtfferential equation (14a) is violated.) Thus the velocity
of the wave is determined. On the other hand, if G++G does vanish, the
solution may be written

B± = 4(K*-V)G_// with K* undetermined. (22)

To find K•, we proceedthe the next step in the calculations, i.e. the
determinant of f 3 (Q). Three algebraic equations, corresponding to the system
(20) are obtained, whose determinanL is again G+ G_; now, however, there is
a consistency requirement

S- + 2(T -T 0 with T+ - (0+ (23)

when the determinant vanishes. If there is a value of K , it must satisfy
this quadratic equation; note that there are real roots 2f and only if

T_ - 2+ < /8. (24)

In the calculations of Figure 3, it was observed that the numerical
integration failed around T = 80 x10- 4 . The values of the slopes G+ at
the origin were found to have a sum G +G close to zero. The quadritic
(23) *presumably. did not have real roots, although third derivatives
were not obtained accurately enough to exhibit a violation of the inequality
(24).

jWe have not been able to reproduce Stewart and Ludford's spikes (Figure 5)
in our computations so far but, if they exist, the above analysis provides
an etxplanation. Instead of a cusp, there is actually a jump in K from its
limiting value as G +G -) 0 to a root of the quadratic (23). Figure "6
sketches such jumps, which could appear to be cusps if the resolution in time
were not good enough.

The theory is currently being tested numerically, by applying initial
conditions for which G.4G - 0 and G /L+ = G /C with third derivatives
satisfying and violating the conditions (24). We are also trying to
find a (singular) solution to take over when' the condition is violated,
i.e. when there is no finite velocity with which the discontinuity can move
away.
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Figure 6. Satisfying and violating the conditions (24). We are aldo trying to
find a (singular) solution to take over when the condition is violated, i.e. when
there is no finite velocity with which the discontinuity can move away.
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FINITE INCREMENT FORMULATION OF THE PRANDTL-REU65
CONST '_UTIVE EQUATIONS

Russell L. Mallett

Department of Mechanical Engineering,
Aeronautical Engineering & Mechanics

Rensselaer Polyteqblnic Institute

Troy, New York 12180-3590

ABSTRACT. The early finite Increment formulations of elastic-
plastic constitutive laws for use in large deformation finite-element
codes placed severe limits on step size in order to avoid significant
error accumulation. In this paper finite increment forms of the consti-
tutive equations for Prandtl-Reuss materials are investigated, two
primary sources of finite increment error are identified, and proced-
ures for elimination of these ezrbrs are developed. By adopting a
geometric description in nine-dimensional stress space, the relevant
stress and strain increments are shown to all lie in a two-dimenstonal -
subspace. This allows the nature of the errors and the description
of procedures which overcome them to be easily and precisely visualized
with the aid of planar vector diagrams.

I. INTRODUCTION. In order to perform deformation and stress
analyses for a material being finitely deformed, a spacially 6iscretined
model of the contivtum usually must be introduced and this is couuonly
achieved by the finite-element method. A technique must then be devel-
oped to solve the nenlinear governing equations. The character of the
solution technique depen;;s in part on the nature of the material's
constitutive law. An incremental procedure is appropriate in the case
of plasticity because of its path dependent nature. This requires that
the constitutive equations be cast in finite increment form but, when
this is done in the simplest and most direct fashion, two problems
develop. First, stress points which should remain on a convex yield
surface are forced to move finite distances in a tangential. direction
during each incremental step and thus they drift outward from the
yield surface with each step. Second, stress points tend to drift
off of the strain hardening curve for essentially the same reason.
In both cases the finite increment errors accumulate monotonically
since they are essentially in the same direction at each step. As
will be shown, suitable modification of the incremental constitutiveL equations can completely eliminate such errors.

Af .-.- .. 4 -4.. ".. physical variables of interest and briefly
reviewing the relevant continuum equations, a geometric characteriza-
tion of the deviatoric Prandtl-Reuss constitutive equations in nine-
dimensional Kirchhoff stress space will be developed. Then it will
be shown that the relevant stress, stress rate and deformation rate
tensors all lie in n two-dimensional subspac'ý of stress space.
This naturally leads to a simple description in terms of a planar
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vector diagram. Finite-increment forms of the Prandtl-Reuss equations
will then be analyzed with the aid of the corresponding planar vector
diagram.

For the case of a aonstrain-hardening material, a geometric descrip-
tion will be giW,: of finite increment procedures which insure that
stress poirts remain on the fixed yield surface. The preferred procedure
will ther ".,! generalized to the case of strain hardening where the added

complicati,. of drift from the strain hardening curve arises. A geo-
meLcic descripcion of a procedure for precise •:acking of the strain
hardening curve will be given.

II. CONThnUUM EQUILIBRIUM AND CON"TITUTIVE EQUATIONS. In recent
years it has become possible to apply the finite-elemert method to the
difficult problem of analyzing metal forming processes involving large
,Iefc,-=ation. 'iill [1] developed the governing continuum equations (in
va•-iv, ional form) for -ate independent materials at finite strain and
!L.bbi"':, Marcal and Rice j2] developed a corresponding Lagrangian
:initx ,' ient procedure. McMeeking and Rice [31 proposed an alterna-
tiv,. •t•n. -element procedure emphasizins, the current rather tha•a the
in�1 ;•,�infiguration because it is more appropriate for analyzing
pla. "., material behavior. The variational basis of their method will
be given following a brief review of relevant definitions and notation.

Let x, denote the three rectangular Cartesian coordinates of a
material particle in the current (deformed) configuration and let X1
deno%-: its coordinates in the reference (undeformed) configuration.
The particle's trajectory is then given `wy

xi = xi (XI, X2 , Xy t), i= 123 (1)

where t is the elapsed time. Taking first derivatives gives the material
velocity .vector V and the deformation gradient tensor F

(2)

A second differentiation gives the, velocity gradient rensor L whose
syuuetric and Eskew-symmetric parts are the deformation rateZ, and the
material spin W, respec.tively

BV

The material mass density ratio is given by
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When finite deformations are considered, care must be taken to
distinguish the various possibie stress tensor definitions. When the

current configuration is emphasized, the Kirchhoff stress T and the true
or Cauchy stress a are particularly useful. They are related by

. = P(5)
0

It is also necesvaiy t* Uistinguish various rates of stress. Constitu-
tiv- laws, for example, rpIuire the use of an ob4-ctive stress rate but
it ts the material rate that must be integrated to determine stiess
evolution. The material rate ý and the objective Jaumann rate i of
Kirchhoff stress are related by the equation

•II

Tin+WT -TW (6)

-hich can be interpreted as a decomposition of + separating the effects
of material deformation and rotation.

The (corrected) rate form of the principle of virtual work developed
by Mc~eeking and Rice is

"P- Lij ij - i T6j( 2DDjk Vk, iVk, dv (7)

where intetgation is over the volume of the current configuration and
the stissing terms on the right-hand side account for the effects of
prescribed s~urface tractions and body forces. It is the velocity field
that is subject to variation and.the required auxiliary equations are

the constitut•.ve law in tine form

T ij ;ijý?U(8)

and the mass conservation law

S-PDkk (9)

hfter spacial (finite-element) discretization, Eqs.(7) and (8) are
applied incrementally with the determined velocity field used to
update the configurati..n and Eqs.(6) and (9) used to update the material
density and stress fields at the end of each incremental loading step.
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lk&O In order to cast the constitutive equations fo. a time independent
elastic-plastic material in the form of Eq.(8), it is necessary to
obtain a rate form of the elasticity equations and combine them with the
appropriate plasticity equations. This is most easily accomplished by
making the Iinematic assumption that the dsformation rate can be linearly
decomposed into elastic and plastic parts

D-D e +DP. (10)

The desired result is obtained by substitution from the elasticity
relation

D-e :" (11'

and the plasticity flow rule

S(12)

where h denotes the tangent modulus of the strain hardening law and
f denotes the yield function in the yield criterion

f(r) YY, (13)

and by inverting the resulting equation to solve for *

For the case of isotropic elasticity, a Mises yield criterion and
isotropic strain hardening, the above procedure produces the equations
for a Prandtl-Reuss material characterized by two elastic constants,
such as the shear modulus G and the bulk modulus K, and a strain
hardening curve

Y Y(Ip) (14)

0 where Y is the yield stress and IP is the equivalent plastic strain
NI", determined by integration of

DP D'ij (15)

Separating the result into hydrostatic and deviatoric parts gives

'0.-

•i =Di (16)
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--2G(D - (17)

where primes denote deviators, 7 the equivalent Kirchhoff stress

) 1/2

h the tangent modulus
h dY

and where 0 is unity during plastic flow (T =Y) and zero otherwise. Since
the situation is trivial when plastic flow is not occurring, we shall only
consider the case of plastic flow in the remainder of the paper and thus
" will be set equal to unity.

III. GEOMETRIC REPRESENTATION OF STRESS TENSORS. It is easily
verified that a stress tensor a may be regarded as a vector in a nine-
dimensional vector space. In particular, its Cartesian components aij
can be interpreted as nine rectangular Cartesian coordinates of a
point in a nine-dimensional Euclidean space called stress space. Since
a is a symmetric tensor, it actually lies in a six-dimensional subspace
of stress space called reduced stress space. The usual decomposition
of a stress tensor into its deviatoric and hydrostatic parts,

' 1 8 i, (20)

becomes a vector decomposition into two orthogonal components, the
orthogonality resulting from the fact that

at * 1 6 a 0(1
11 3 8ij kk'0.(1

Thus reduced stress space can be decomposed into two orthogonal sub-
spaces, a one-dimensional subspace of hydrostatic stresses and a five-
dimensional subspace of deviatoric stresses.

A direct consequence of the vector representation is the fact that
stresses can be visualized with ordinary vector diagrams whenever they
lie in a subspace of dimension three or less. The orthogonal decompo-
sition just mentioned, for example, can be represented by a planar
figure where g.de and Xhd are perpendicular and have lengths of
((71 j o1 ) a C'k1y/A3, respectively (Figure 1).
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0anyd

Figure I Decomtositiun of Stress

Another easily visualized situation occurs when the principal
directions of the stress tensors under consideration coincide and remain
j fixed (in physical space) so that the stress tensors a"' liU in a three-
dimensional subspace of stress space called principal stress space.
Decomposition of this subspace into its hydrostatic anr1 deviatoric parts
leads to the well knourn H plane. Unfortunately, this representation is
often misused by employing it whena .$ • prirc.½.l directions do not in

- •fact remain fixed.

The deviatoric Prandtl-Reuss equations can be written in symbolic
tensor form as

If we permit stress rates to be _-,esentr•A a. sectors in stress space
(since they are in es.ence stress :ncrements), then Eq.(22) can be
interpreted as a decomposition of the stress rate vector T iuto two

;m.onpnts, 2GD' and 2GDP, in Kirchhoff stress space. Since 2GBP is
• r-,r•:ioual to r , and thus the corre.sponding vectors are parallel,
it ý.s clear that all of the vectors of interest are contained in the
two-dimensional subspace spanned by the stress vector T' and the stress
rate vector 2GD' and can be represented in a planar diagram.

If a unit vector n in the direction of T' is introduced, a more
explicit form of Eq. (21) is obtained, nam-nly7

- ,J) 1 n~'')la. .

r 2 - D a(h n) 2 Dlh n = (23)

where P(h,n,) ;.:sgnates a linear vector operator. Note that P becomes
a projection operator in the case of perfect plasticity (h= O) since
it projects D/ onto the hyperplane normal to n. Noting th-at the Mises
yield aurface

-ii = , (24)

becomes a circle in the two-dimensional subspace, Figure 2 is obtained.
Note that n casi be interpreted as the yield surface unit normal vector.
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Yield SurfaceI

I 2GD/

T n

Figure 2 Geometric Representation of the Deviatoric Prandtl-
Reuss Equations

IV. FINITE INCREMENTS FOR CASE OF PERFECT PIASTICITY. Consider
first the case of perfectly plastic materials (no strain hardening).
If we introduce the notation

AT=*LAt, Ae' =D*'At (25)

for finite increments of stress and strain, and set h= 0 then a finite
increment form of Eq. (23) is

AT = 2G(Z - • e' (26)

where I is the identity operator, and nna dyad in nine-dimensional
stress space. This gives the vector diagram shown in Figure 3.
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Yield Surface

:-AAT

2GAe'

TU n

Figure 3 Finite Increment Prandtl-Reuss Diagram for Perfect
Plasticity Case (h= 0)

As indicated previously this result is unacceptable because the
stress vector T'+AT' does not remain on the yield surface as it should
One somewhat crude Vut often used procedure to eliminate this defect,
called radial return, is to simply shift the tip of the AT' vector
toward the origin until it meets the Mises yield circle. Another is to
let the tip of the AT' vector coincide with the point of the yl.eld
circle determined by the line from the origin to the tip of the 2GAC'
vector. A much more rational procedure is obtained by noting that
improved accuracy is always obtained by using wids&tep values of the
"coefficients in an equation relating increments. In the current situa-
tion that suggests that we replace the initial yield surface normal n
by some midstep norraal n, so that

In particular; if we determine the locus of the tip of the /y' vector
for all possible vectors A and determine where that locus intersects
the yield circle, the best n will be determined. Since Eq. (27)
"forces AT' to be perpendicular to A, the desired locus is a circle with
the vector 2GAc' as a diimeter as shown in Figure 4. Simple geometry
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Yield -Surface Locus Of Tc +emn' (for all Directioa

for Perfect Plasticity Case (h= O) .

then shows that the ft vector which keeps the stress vector ¶' + A' on the
yield circle is directed along the line connecting the origin and the
center of the circular locus, i.e.

U- -- ---- (28)-----

Thi' IT't-iAe

FTigresult was originally given by Rice and Tracey igr who

fn as a unit vector in the direction of the average of T and 0)+2G~e

and then demonstrated that ft has the remarkable feature thaI the

-' ~stress tensor 7+ AT' obtain•d by using ft in place of n satisfies the-•
:•yield criterion precisely. Since they represented stress states as I

S~vectors in the fl-plane, their result should have been restricted to }
cases where principal directions remain fixed in the material. aotever, '$

•, we have shown here that, if stress states are properly repre~sented as
vectors, the result can b, derived and is not subject to restrictions.

g- ~ The dotted lines in Figure 4 indicate the results that would be :
given by Eq. (27) if the yield surface normal at the begidnnng or end of
the step were used for n . Note that if radial return was used in these O

cases, to force the stress point to lie on the yield circle,l the resulting

J.
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stress points would bracket the optimum result and thus it could ba claimed
that usling the initial normal leads to an overestimation of AT' while the
er~d of step normal leads to an underestimate.

V. FINITE INCREMENTS FOR CASE OF ETRAIN HARDENING PLASTICITY. Now
we turn to the case where the material exhibits strain hardening (h / 0).
The finite increment form of Eq. (23) car. be written as

A•T•= 2G(A- Aep) (29)

where

Ae ~ 1 ( A (30)'---' l~~~+h/3G -•( " - ')(0

If we assume that n' is selected according to Eq.(28), then the tip of
the AT' vector in higure 4 will be shifted along the dashed line a

6istance determined by the factor (l+h/3G)-l. The result is indicated
in Figure 5. However, if we use the value of h corresponding to the
beginning of the incremental step, the point on the strain-hardening
curve will move along a tangent to that curve and thus will drift above
it as indicat.Sd in Figure 6.

Yield Surface

r -

Figure 5 Finite-Increment Prandtl-Reuss Diagram for Strain
Hardening Case (h 0)
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h= I
Locus of (RP+ Ap, ;+ AT) for all Possible Values of h

.1.\
Stran HrdeingCurve

-h-0

Figure 6 Diagram for Determining Midstep Tangent Modulus

Once again it is advisable to try to find an appropriate midetep
value�, this time for the tangent modulus h so that the stress point
remains on the strain hardening curve. This can be accomplished by
finding the locus of the points (Z + U~P, T+ AT) corresponding to all
positive values of h and determine where this locus intersects the
strain har4ening curve.

An equation for the locus is easily determined by resolving the
vector T'+ AT' into components parallel and perpendicular to n^ and
then expressing its squared length as the sm of the squares of its
components. Referring to Figure 5 gives the following result:

T I +AT,•'! • Q ('2G,,')- 12GAP) + IGAe'2- (A GAe")2. (31)

Noting that the last two terms can be alternately expressed as

Iz'•3" (n" t)1 and that
+&Ai =-,f372 I'+ A•Z'I (32)
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the equation of the locus becomes

(•+ 6•) 2 = (p. 3GASP) 2+ •2. Q2 (34)

where

P = (i'+ 2G ')

q (36)

This equation relating A¥ and A•p is clearly a hyp•'•%ola. Its upper
branch intersects the strain hardening curve# as indicated in Figure 6•
and •.hus determines a chord whose slope is the desired midstep value
of the tangent modulus h. In fact, if the strain hardening curve is
specified in tabular fashion# so that it is in effect given as a piece-
wise linear f•nction, then simpl• closed form expressions for A•, •
and h= A•/A• can be obtained.

The accuracy of this procedure has been verified by comparing Ira I•

resultswlth the results obtained Ly numerical integration for cases
whereD remains constant over the time interval At. It was founo to
be hlghly accurate even for l•rge increment cases where 12G•'I = ,~ l-

;•_! In situations where a stress point lles on the yield surface but

•:• does not move very much over a period of time the above procedure is
• very stable. When less accurate procedures are used for the strain-
•i hardening case there is a tendency for such a stress point to vascil-
| late between plastic loading and elastic uuloadlng in successive steps.
&• This can cause considerable difficulty because the incremental stiff-
•! hess matrix must be recomputed whenever a stress point changes from

load•ng to unloading or vice versa and this change can cause other
•? stress points to change which in turn can cause the first stress point
Sto change again. In fact there is the possibility that this sequence
Sof recomputations would never end, aithoug'n we have never encountered

such a situation in practice.

VI. MIDSTEP YIELDING. Since the onset of yielding represents a
dlscontinuluy in material behavior• it would seem advantageous to
adjust the •ize of each incremental step so that such discontinuities
always occur at the end of a step. However, this would result in a
large number of very small steps. Marcal and King [5] suggested that
such a limitatien on step size could be avoided by allowing mldstep

.•-: yielding as indicated in 7igure 7.
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Figure 7 Finite Increment Prandtl-Reuss Diagram for
Midstep Yielding

If a denotes the fraction of the step that is required for a
stress point to reach the yield surface, then AT/ can be separated into
two parts, namely a purely elastic part, 2oGAe' followed by an elastic-
plastic part determined by the procedure in the previous section. The
fraction a~ is determined by the requirement that

33 -2 IT Iz'+ 2aGAe' Y (37)

which leads to a quadratic ealiat-ion for Y., and n^ is given by

The 57 versus Ale locus is still given by Eq. (34) if the expression
for Q is changed to

Q-312' n* (T'+ 2aGAe') (39)
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VII. TOTAL STRESS INCREMENT. The total stress increment

t
AT= +At (40)

must be determined in order to update stress at the end of each incre-
mental step. So far we have only determined AT', the deviatoric pert
of the stress increment, corresponding to the Jaumann stress rate T.

Two additional stress increments are required, one corresponding to
the deviatoric part of 4 and another corresponding to the tensor W -TW

appearing in Eq.(6) which accounts for rotational effects, Since
W 7-- W is deviatoric, t.i-e first of these two stress increments is simply
Mhe !;ncrement in Z1yd which. according to Eq.(16), can be written in
the stress vector form

ATyd eATii At (41)

where e is the vector in stress space corresponding to the tensor 813.

A) If we let T designate the stress vector corresponding to the
tensor WT - TW, its increment becomes

=R =At. (42)

The finite increment form of Eq. (6) then becomes

4,= ATyhd+ AT' +LT (43.%

and it remains to find an expression for b-r.
0

It is readily shovn that T is deviatoric and that hy1d Tdev (= '
and 0 are directed in mutually orthogonal directions in stress space.
In the absence of deformation rates Tpyd remains fixed and T' changes
direction but remains fixed in length (and thus remains on a hypersphere
in the five-dimensional stress deviator subspace). If the initial
value of To is used in Eq.(42), then ARZ is orthogonal to T' and thus T
grows in length during the incremental step and gives another example
of a finite increment error which is biased so that it accumulates
monotonically with each step. The simplest remedy is to apply the
radial return technique, i.e.. reduce the length of T' + A,( without
changing its direction, at the end of each step.

0

The more rational approach of employing a midstep value of T in
Eq.(42) is complicated by the fact that T' does not remain confined to
a two-dimensional subspace of stress space. Fortunately an exact solu-
tion for the increment itself can be obtained for the case of constant
spin. The rotation tensor R(t), associated with a spin tensor W(t) is
the solution of the initial7value problem
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i=WR, R(O)= . (44)

and for constant W that solution, with the help of the Cayley-Hamilton

theorem, becomes

R = e~L = I+ c W+c 2W2  (45)

where., at t= At,

C sini.WAt•_ 1 - cos(WAt) (46)
1 ..- 2 2

w•'----"'" C - O 2 1 2 (6

ii W tr(w (7

The exact rotational stress increment is given by

r+ A7 = R T (48)

Substitution of the expression for R leads to

2 
( 9ARZ = cA1 + c2• 2 - CYC2A 3 + c2i 4  (49)

where the four deviatoric tensors a. rLe defined as

1 WT-TW W2 T4 W2 2W TW

Wk=W TW - TW)2 T2 + w W 2 WT W (50)

Note that the four terms in Eq.(49) are of successively higher order
in At.

In the general case, where -sr and the four _R are linearly inde-
pendent, the locus of the stress point determine y '+AR (for all
values of At), which is a path on a hyperspbere of radius T7' e

all five dimensions of the stress deviator subspace. On the ofther
hand, in the special case of plane strain it turns out that 3 =W
and 4 -l/2*UP,9 2 so that T + ART is confined to the subspace spanned by
X Y 21 and A and a three-ZimensTonal visualization is possible. In

this case the locus of the stress point lies on the intersection of a
plane and a spher., i.e., on a circle, as indicated in Figure 8.
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Figure 8 Rotational Stress Increment for Plane Strain with
Constant Spin

Finally, it should be pointed out that the trigonometric functions
in Eq. (46) can be replaced by rational a proximations, for computational
simplicity, without reintroducing the bioased finite increment error.
This is accomplished by making One substitution

si£2 ' l-Cos (Wt) =+2(1

I~

1 +1

S~where

Constant-Spi

iand then introducing lan rational approximation for f. The simplesta

"-approximation. f d W•t12., fo-. example, causes an angle of wAti mlct radans w i t o be approximated by 17.85d . It can be shown teatthis particular approximation is identical to the one suggested by

Hughes and Winger e6j.

•K•VIII. SIMARY. A geometric characterization of stress has been" used to describe certain finite-increment errors which arise waenincremental expressions that are only first order in At are inployed.These errors are biased in one directioc so that they accumulate
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monotonically in successive incremental steps. An eacily visualized
chaiacterization was described for a procedure developed by Rice and
Tracey [4] to eliminate such an error, namely drift from the yield
surface in the case of perfect plasticity. Their technique was general-
ized to include the case of strain hardening where the additional

problem of drift from the strain hardening curve had to be eliminated
also. ''he technique of Marcal and King [5] to allow midstep yielding
was then incorporated into the procedure. Finally, a source of biased
finite-increment error in treating the effect of material spin was
-haracterized and a procedure for eliminating it was given. Although
a geometric visualization was not possible in the general case, a
three-dimensional illustration was given for the plane strain case.
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CONSTITUTIVE FEATURES OF SOLIDS
AT SHOCK-WAVE LOADING RATES

Dennis E. Gradyt
Thermovechanical and Physical Division

Sandia National Laboratoriesi Albuquerque, NM 87185

-A•.RAc. Solids subjected to high-velocity impact or explosive loading
exhibit unusual transient and pc.t-shock properties during the extremely brief
period associated with the shock-wave risetime and release. These features can
"include a unique solid-state shock viscosity behavior, anomalous transient shock-

-: -hardening effects, heterogeneous shear effects during the shock risetime, and shock-
induced solid state and metallurgical transformations. Improved methods in time-
resolved instrumentation have been critical in the emerging understanding of these
constitutive features. An increasing sophistication in physical and computational
modeling is required to incorporate these effects in applied problems of dynamic
solid mechanics.

I. S1OCK-WAVE CONCEPTS. An explosion, radiation deposition, or high-
ve!ocity impact can lead to a brief but intense pressure loading of a solid body

X through the propagation of a compression shock wave. Pressures achieved by con-
ventional methods range from a few to several hundred GPa. Fundamental properties
of shock waves are most readily appreciated through consideration of a normal
one-dimensional shock such as m'c;ht be produced by the planar impact of flat
plates [1-3]. The shock transitio. iia a single phase material occurs through the
passage of a pressure wave with a risetime so brief that it is usually regarded
as a discontinuity. The shock state is characterized by changes in the pressure,
P, material velocity, up, specific volume, V, and specific internal energy, E. The
kinematics of the wave are determined by a unique shock velocity, U.. Fundamental
laws governing conservation of mass, momentum, and energy lead to the H1ugoniot
conditions relating variables through the shock transition,

VlVo (U. -u')/U.,

t Thi ý.,ork performed at Sandia National Laboratories supported by the U. S.
Department of Energy under contract number DE-AC04-76-DPOO789.
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P-. PO= u.plV, (2)

E- Eo =-(P + PO)(V - V.). (M)

A thermodynamic description of the shock transition for a particular material
is completed with a representation for the Hugoniot, which is an experimentally
determined pressure-volume relation for the locus of shock pressure-shock volume
states achieved through a sequence of increa.sing amplitude shock waves.

Under sufficiently high shock press'ires in a solid, material r-Sponse- h- wsually
been regarded as fluid in the sense that deviatoric r-ress and strain values are
neglected in relation to hydrodynam.c values [1-3]. In shock loading to pressures of
about 20 GPa or lower in metals and perhaps twice that in refractory materials,
this assumption is becoming recognized as a poor approximation in that effects of
material strength can profoundly influence physical processes [4-61. In additiou, the
fact that a shock wave has a brief but finiiýe risetime cannot alwa•ys be ignored in
consideration of the mechaitisms for the shock-induced processes 17,8].

iI. MICROSTRUOTURAL FATURIS.JNT. SHOcK TRANSITION.
Microstructural features in the deforming solid are becomniMg increasingly recog-
bnized as important to the stress wave and flow process. Constitutive nodling efforts
are tending toward better understanding and explicit treatment of the material
microstructure in addressing elastic responses, strength, the yild process, flow
and phase transformation. Two microstructural aspects appear important. First
is the pre-existing microstructure including grain structure, 'porosity, and inter-
nal stress fields. The second is a transient deformation microstructure induieed
during the shock process. The former microstructure dominates wave propaga.
tion for stress amplitudes near the strength limit of the material but becomes of
decreasing importance for shocks significantly stronger than the material strength.
!, contrast,. an induced deformation micros "ucture achieves increasing importanceir Ji• .e extreme,ý high-rate flow associated with a strong shock wave. These microstrue-
tural effects appear to play a significant ro6e in both stress-wave propagation and

the material processes occurring under stress-wave loading.

The pre-existing microstructure of a solid governs the details of nonlinear

M-W stress waves which load the material beyond the level of plastic yield or fracture.
Microstructural features profoundly influence elastic wavie propagation through fre-
quency dependence and dispersion. In large amplitude wave propagation such elas-
tic response leads to dispersed or ramped waves and governs the loading rate at
which yield or other critical stress levels are achieved. Grain structure, through sizejind anisotropy, affects onset of plastic how or brittle failure. Grain size -nfluences
-tie yield stress level and, under impact loading rates, can lead to rate-dependent
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I1
yield phenomena. Gri.in anisotropy can cause broadening of the yield prccess and
leads to recoverable elastic response in multiple-wave shock loading experiments
[9]. Porosity is P.ccomp;,nied by strong local stress fluctuations, providing sites for
premature yielding, fracture and phase transformation. Large !ocal deformation
leads to transient local hot spots which can accelerate thermally-activated rate
processes under shock loadin-,. Collapse of pore volume at shock deformation rates
involves microinertial effects, which can lead to rate-dependent response of the bulk
material [10,11]. Dynamic fracture or spail is governed by thc nucleation rate and
growth of microstructural defects and flawz; inherent in the material. Under impulse
loading, time-dependent damage growth and rate-dependent spall strengths are ob-
served 112,13]. Tensile fracture damage can occur through growth and coalescence of
a population of microcracks in brittle soalds or through void nucleation at atom.;- or
nicrostructural defects followed by catastrophic cavitation in ductile solids [14,15].
The intensity of damag• in terms o! the density of microcracks or voids per unit
volume appears to be controlled by the loading rate through , balance of the rates
of nucleation and ,:r,,wth, and microst; actural energy effects [16].

I1. HETEROGENEOUS SHEAR. As the amplitude of the shock wave be-
comes increasingly larger than the strength of the material, existing microstructure
properties become less important. Complex wave struct,'rc due to yielding or phase
transformation tends to become overdriven and the shock wave degenerates toward
an extremely rapid rising pressure pulse, perhaps a few nanoseconds in duration
and a few tens of micrometers in extent. The width of the wave is governed by
,,n effective viscous response of all of the dissipative processes occurring within
the shock. Although gross microstructure such as porosity continucs to influence
the shock process through void volume crushup and intense shock heating, more
subtle microstructure, such as grain size and orientation, and existing dislocation
structure, defects, or impurities, seerm to be of lesser importance.

Modeling the shock pressure as a brief, intense, homogeneous deformation from
the initial to the shock state with the attendant homogeneous temperature and
entropy rise appears to be too simplistic, however. This approach is incapable of
explaining a rich body of shock-wave phenomena, including electric and magnetic
effects, partial melting and thermally-activated solid state transformations, shock-
induced chemical changes, and a host of metallurgical effects. A large body of post-
shock metallurgical investigation exists in the literature (see, for instance, Mikkola
[17], Murr [18], Grady et a!. [8]). Although fraught with interpretational difficulties
due to uncertainties in the shock unloading path and post-shock metallurgical
changes, metallographic optical and transmission electron microscope studies seem
to indicate that the shock deformation is an extremely heterogenous and turbulent
process. A 'highly heterogeneous deformatioa process is further strengthened by
recent advances in metb -ds for measuring time-resolved stress waves in solids which
reveal features in the shock deformation wave structure that are not easily reconciled
with present theories of homogeneous shock deformation and high rate flow [19,20].
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Recent theoretical efforts which attempt to account for the heterogeneous defor-
Smation process during shock loading reveal that significantly higher than average

temperatures may persist briefly in deformation zones within the shock wave 17,21,221,
and calculations indicate local temperature rises of a feN% Iundred to a few thousand

degrees Kelvin, depending on the magnitude of dissipation, the thermal conduc-• ~t~vity, and the mass fraction of in•tensely deformed material. Such temperatures

are sufficient to complete phase transformation by thermal activation within the
shock risetime and localized melting within the shock can occur [23]. Dimensions
of shear zones and temperature gradients expected to occur after passage of the

v.•. shock wave suggest extremely rapid cooling rates (on the order of 1011 K/s), capable
of quenching transformed material and submicrostructure within the high-pressure
shear-banded material.

ly. SHOCK-WAVE VISCOSITY. An important aspect of the microstructure
and material property changes which occur during passage of a shock wave is the
time duration within which they must occur. Improved methods for measuring
time-resolved profiles show that shock compression is not discontinuous but occurs
within one to a few hundred ns over the stress range of about I to 10 GPa with the
risetime decreasing rapidly with increasing stress amplitude. Irreversible deforma-
tion processes occur within the plastic portion of the wave. The plastic wave can
'-hange with time during the early evolution of the profile but achieves a steady
shape after a short propagation distance due to a balance between the nonlinearity
of the material compression behavior and rate-dependent dissipative processes which
tend to disperse the wave.

In the hydrodynamic approximation of shock compression, a viscous relation
has been found useful in characterizing material behavior. In more general elastic-
plastic response, a more complicated viscous behavior is expected. It has been useful,
however, to classify the dissipation ever a steady-wave shock compression process
by an effective viscosity. The viscosity coefficient is quantified experimentally as
the ratio of the maximum viscous stress, which is proportional to the maximum
difference between the Rayleigh line and the Hugoniot, and the strain rate from the
maximum slope of the wave profile.

Recently, steady-wave profile data on a number of metals and nonmetals have
been examined for risetime behavior 1241. A plot of steady-wave stress jump against
"strain rate for materials which include copper, aluminum, beryllium, iron, quartz,
and magnesium oxide indicate unexpected consistencies. Strain rate increases as
the fourth power of the stress jump for all material examined. This implies that
the shock viscosity decreases as the square root of strain rate exhibiting a non-
Newtonian 'behavior.

Swegaae 1241 has incorporated a square root viscous relation within a general

Maxwell-like plasticity model and has readily reproduced the work hardening and
steady-wave response observed experimentally. These calculations were performed
without including artificial viscosity.
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Factors governing shock viscosity and risetime of the plastic wave have not yet
been determined. Viscous flow should be associated with the microscopic process of
dislocation multiplication and motion, vacancy production, precipitate altopration,
etc. There are tentative indications, however, that shock wave risetimes and viscosity
are governed by more fundamental, mechanism independent, energy principles. If
so, the microscopic shock process would be an effect rather than a cause, occurring
in the most energetically favorable way, consistent with the time constraints. This
idea is speculative, but it is cleat that a better understanding is necessary here
before a comprehensive theory of the shock deformation process will emerge.

V. ANOMALOUS SHOCK HARDENING. Recent measurements of plastic
wave profiles in metals such as aluminum [4], copper [25], and beryllium [26],
indicate strength properties at the Hugoniot state and viscous effects within the
shock front which are unique in behavior and not readily explained [4,8,25,26].
Attempts to rationalize metallographic studies of shocked samples, which indicate
strong heterogeneities in the microscale deformation with the very high rate of
flow determined from the measured wave profiles, indicate that adiabatic ,3hear
deformation and thermal trapping may play an important role here also.

A unique shock wave experiment in which a second unloading or reshock wave
is passed through the metal within microseconds after the initial deformation shock
wave reveals further elastic-plastic rsponse with significantly enhanced material
strength. It is difficult to explain this effect without a thermal mechanism. Usual
concepts of plastic flow suggest that the Hugoniot stress state should reside cn the
yield surface. The data show only a small residual state of shear stress relative
to the strength at Hugoniot states greater than about 5 GPa. A transition from
normal elastic-plastic response to the observed anomalous behavior appears to occur
at about this stress level. A reduced state of shear stress on the Hugoniot and
enhanced strength would be expected if the flow stress were small and if some rapid
strength recovery mechanism were operating during the microsecond or less before
the strength is tested with a release or reloading wave. Heterogeneous deformation
and thermal trapping during the high-rate deformation process would be expected
to cause reduced flow stress, and microscale thermal quenching after passage of the
shock wave could provide the recovery process. Such an explanatioa has yet to be
verified, although, model calculations indicate local shear temperatures consistent
with the interpretation [7].

V1. SHOf K-INDUCED PHASE TRANSFORMATION. Processes of coherent
phase transformation occurring under shock-wave compression provide a strik-
ing example of phenomena affected by microstructures. Coherent transformation
processes include recrystallization and twinning, coherent precipitation, and dis-
placive, martensitic or semi-reconstructive transformations in solids, although all
of these have not yet been observed under shock loading. These processes are com-
jmonly reversible or exhibit little hysteresis in the transition between states which
occur through the motion of a coherent interface. Further, nonhydrostatic stresses
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_markedly influence the conditions of phase coexistence both in the bulk and on
the mizroscale where structural defects provide sites of second-phase nucleation.
Paterson [271 has reviewed the theoretical development of nonhydrostatic thermo-
dynamics applicable to coherent transformation prior to 1973, and several authors,
including Kamb [28], Fletcher [29], and Robin [30], have noted the difficulty in es-
tablishing generalized thermodynamic potentials independent of the specific process.
They note thdt coexistence conditions depend on the coherent interfat.e orientation

with respect to crystal axes and interface accommodated stress discontinuities in
those components not required for stress equilibrium.

The I-il transformation in the naturally occurring mineral calcite is a coherent

displacive transformation which has been investigated extensively under stress-wave
loadiag [31,321. The transformation initiates and proceeds within the elastic range
of the material and, in polycrystalline specimens, is sensitive to both the shear stress
state and the microstructure of the body. Phase change through the stress wave in-
"volves a transformation shape change as well as volume change, and the process leads
to highly nonlinear stress-wave response, including wave splitting and rarefaction
shocks. Accurate characterization of the stress wave response requires the inclusion
of microstructural parameters to account for local stress heterogeneities which affect
the range and shear sensitivity of the coherent transformation.

Perhaps the most significant shock-wave phenomena for which a plausible un-
derstanding has emerged within the context of a model of heterogeneous deforma-
tion and accompanying adiabatic shear and temperature trapping is the 4-to-6 fold

'V- coordination quartz-to-stishovite r.constructive phase transformation which occurs
in crystalline SiO2 [33,34]. Equivalent shock-induced phase transformation effects
have been observed in a number of silicate minerals as well as other materials [35],
however, the beha.vior of quartz is representative and has historic interest. This
thermally-activated transformation requires minutes to hours to complete under
static high pressure but is completed within a few ns under shock compression.

Shock-wave studies also note an anomalous metastable Hugoniot [35,361 re-
sponse through the quartz-stishovite mixed phase region, which relates a fixed mass
fraction of transformed material at a particularly Hugoniot pressure. Shock pres-
sures in excess of 20 GPa over the initiation transformation pressure are necessary
for complete transformation to the stishovite phase. In addition to the unusual
Hugoniot behavior, release wave studies from shock pressures indicate fluid or fluid-
like response at the Hugoniot state [341. The reverse transformation during shock

u unloading reveals large hysteresis in the complete shock transformation cycle. Shock
recovery experiments uncover complex deformation fabric through optical and TEM-, mic-oscopy. Traces of stishovite and significant quantities of high-density glass are
seen in the recovered samples [37,38].

These and other curious shock effects associated with the phase change in
quartz as well as other materials are readily understood within the context of a
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heterogeneous deformation and accompanying adiabatic shear and thermal trap-
ping effect. Calculations show that temperatures associated with localized adiabatic
shearing are adequate to accommodate reconstructive transformation through ther-
mally-activated rate processes within the risetime of the shock wave, and thermal
quenching after passage of the shock wave accounts for the mass fraction trans-
formed on the metastable Hugoniot 121,231. Also, local temperatures and thermal

conduction rates are consistent with the persistence of laminar melt domains at the
shock state and, therefore, the fluid-like release wave behavior. High-density glass
in recovered shocked minerals, as well as minerals recovered from impact meteor
craters, have been explained within the context of a thermal heterogeneous shock
deformation process C391.

VII. SUMMARY. The present report reviews studies focused on understand-

ing and modeling large-amplitude, nonlinear stress-wave propagation in solids. Re-
cently developed time-resolved measuring techniques are providing constraining
data in terms of the structure and evolution of stress and particle velocity profiles.

The data indicates that mirostructural effects are fundamental to the stress-wave
propagation phenomeia. Constitutive modeling of the dynamic deformation process,
with explicit treatment of both the existing and evolving microstructure, is needed
to calculate complex stress-wave propagation. More specifically, only through micro-
structural consideratirns will important shock-wave effects involving unique physi-
cal, chemical, and metallurgical processes be understood and exploited.
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E)LMPLES AND SIGNIFICANCE OF CHANGE OF TYPE

IN VISCOELASTICITY

Daniel D. Joseph"I), Michael Renardy(2) and Jean-Claude Saut(3)

ABSLraCT. The equations governing~the flow of viscoelastic fluids are

classified according to the sym~bol of their differential operators.

Conditions for a change of type in steady. two-dimensional flows are derived

for a three-constant Oidroyd model. We find a change of type in the vorticity

equation when a critical condition involving speeds and stresses is satis.fied.

We also sketch how change of type can be discussed for more general models.

I. INTRODUCTION. An important dimensionless quantity chara-cterizing the

flow of viscoelastic fluids is the Weissenberg or Deborah number. The exact

definition of this quantity varies with the constitutive model and the flow

under consideration, but, roughly speaking, it measures the ratio of elastic

• to viscous forces, or, alternatively, of a time: chat acteristic of the fluid to

• a time characteristic of the flow.

• Numerical calculations of steady flows in viscoelastic fluids typically

•amfail if this Weissenberg number is high or even moderate. It is not well

• understood why and the reason is probably not always the same. Experimentally,

•J qualitative changes in the flow behaviour are often observed at high Weissenberg

•[• number-s.

•"In a recent paper [b], we advance the idea that some of these effects ire

related to a change of type in the governing equations. We discuss change of

type in detail for a three-constant Oldroyd model, but also sketch an analysis

for more general models. This study extends earlier work of Rutkevich [10],

Ultman and Denn [11], and Luskin (7]. When discussing change 5f type v'e have

to distinguish between two cases:
1. There is a change of type for the equations governing steady flow as well

as for the time-dependent equations. This leads to Hadamard instability

and ill-posedness of the initial value problem. This kind of situation is

familiar from the theory of phase transitions.

2. There is a change of type in the steady equations, but not in the unsteady

equations. This happe when the speed of the fluid exceeds a wave propa-

gation sreed as in a sonic transition in gas dynamics. There is no

Haeamard instability associated with this.
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Several papers in the literature have attempted to link experimental
observations to change of type. Hunter and Slemrod (4], and, on the basis of
a different model, Becker and his coworxers [2] have tried to explain melt
fracture by a change of type leading to Hadamard instability (see [1] for a
detailed and critical discussion of Becker's theory). Ultman and Denn (11]
refer to an observation of James (5] on heat transfer in flows past a
cylinder. It appears that there is a discontinuity in slope when heat
transfer coefficient is plotted against the speed of the fluid. Ultman and
Denn suggest that a sonic transition occurs at the speed where the slope is
discontinuous. Recently, Yoo, Ahrens and Joseph (12] have discussed experi-
ments by Metzner, Uebler and Fnng (81 on tube entry flows from a conical
region. At high Weissenberg number, the flow partitions into an interior
cone, where the streamlines are appro-ima:ely straight towards the zi.k, and
an outer region of recirculation. The boundary between these regions seems to
be rather sharp, and there is an apparent discontinuity in the vorticity (see
Fig. 11 in (81). Yoo, Ahrens and Joseph relate this observation to our
analysis of Oldroyd models. All these studies are rather tentative, and at
present not enough is known either experimentally or theoretically to make
strong claims.

In section 2, we give basic definitions relating to change of type in
first order systems of partial differential equations. These are applied in
section 3 to the study of two-dimensional steady flows for a class of three-
constant Oldroyd models (9]. A criterion for criticality is given, and the
vorticity is identified as the variable associated with the change of type.
In section 4 we demonstrate how similar ideas can be extended to general
fluids with fading memory. However, it is in general not possible to decouple
the characteristic equation and isolate a vorticity equation as in the case of
the three-constant Oldroyd model.-

2.. BASIC DEFINITIONS. The equations for viscoelastic flow discussed
belk-w have the form of quasilinear first order systems. In this section, we
give some definitions relating to characteristics and change of type in such
systems (see e.g. [31). We are concerned with equations of the form

n au
(2.1) ) A (x,u) TX- f_(x,u)

where u is a k-vector and the A are k x k-matrices. The term "quasi-

linear" means that A• and f may depend on x and u, but not on

derivatives of u, i.e. the highest order derivatives occur in the equations
.in.a linear way. Fcr every choice of x and u, we • fine characteristic
surfaces as follows: A surface giv-n by an equation (t#xu,..,Xn) 0 is
characteristic if

(2.2) 4et L .a

The system is called elliptic if there are no real characteristic surfaces.
Hyperbolic systems are characterized as the opposite extreme, namely, there is
a maximal number of real characteristics. More precisely, a system is called

hyperbolic, if one of the matrices A - A is non-singular and, for every

choice of real parameters (X t -01,...,nI I I We the roots a of the
eigenvalue problem
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n
(2.3, det~aA- I -0A

are real and semisimple. The equations of viscoelastiticity are neither
elliptic nor hyperbolic. However, we will encounter situations where the
number of real characteristic surfaces changes. In this case, we say there is
a change of type.

The phenomenon of Hadamard instability is closely related to this. It is

e,ident that, if (2.3) has complex roots, then Im (a) can be made arbitrari-
ly large by making the AI large. If we choose pi 0 and interpret the

first coordinate x0 - t as time, then this means that the linearization of

(2.1) will have rapidly growing solutions when the initial data are very
oscillatory. This kind of catastrophic instability is referred to as
"Hadamard instability".

3. CHANGE OF TYPE IN TWO-DIMENSIONAL STEADY FLOWS OF THREE-CONSTANT
OLDROYD FLUID. We consider differential models with a constitutive law of the
form

(3.1) + - 2T)D

where D/Dt denotes a frame invariant time derivative expressed as

(3.2) Ft + (u'V)l + T n - S T - a(T D + D r)

Here we have split the velocity gradient V u with components (V u)i. -

aui/ax, into its symmetric part U - 1/2 (V u + (V u)T) and its anti-

symmetric part 0 - 1/2 (V u - (V u) T). The special cases a = 1, a - -1 and
a - 0 are known as the upper convected, lower convected and corotational
Maxwell m-del, respectively.

In steady two-dimensional flows, we denote velocity components by u
and v, and the extra stress tensor is written in the form

(3.3) ST

The constitutive law (3.1), together with the equation of ruoLUan and the
incompressibility condition leads to the following quasilinear first order
system

uax + vOa + T(vx-Uy) - a[ 20ux+T(uy+v)] - , a

xT + yr+ (o-yV)(u x'V ) - -(o+yV)(u+) - • (ix+ -- -,
x y 2 y x+yp y x A

TI(3.4) ) y y x yxIy
pUv + v)+p -y) -v =0 Y(u+ (x y y x 2y

puy + vv)+pT -v -[yv+u -v2o
(.) x y y x y xy
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-V_ - - - T ,- _ i W F- 1 V-w - Y •t I.r-. T-W

x y 0
-• U+ vy 0

We can a pply the definitions of section 2 to this system, This leads to the
following equation for the slope a - dy/dx of characteristic lines.

(3*) (l+a 2 )(- u+v) 2 1p,-_u+v) 2 + (=-.)(0 2 -1) + 2xa - (a2+ 4"(-+ aj))} " 0
2 2

We see that the stream lines are double characterlstics, a: at two charac-
teristic valueg are always complex. The interesting factor ..s the last one.
The roots of this factor change from, -Nmplex to real when the sign of

2 2
(3.6)[pu + (1-a) - (lI+a) - 1 + (a-i) 1 + 2-

2S 2 Y 22

changes from negative to positive.

The reason why (3.5) decouples into quadratic factors becomes evident in
a streamfunction-vorticity formulation. When the equations are rewritten in
this way, one can see that the roots a = ±i are associated with the equation
expressing the vorticity as the Laplacian of the stream function. The third
factor is as3ociated with an equation which involves a linear combination of j
second derivatives of the vorticity and only contains lower order terms other-
vise. It is therefore the vorticity which is associated with the change of
type. It is interesting in this context that the experiments of Metzner,
Uebler and Fong [8) can be interpreted as suggesting a dizcontinuity in the
vorticity.

One can also derive a time dependent vorticity equation, which leads to a
criterion for Hadamard instability. Hadamard instability occurs if one of the
following conditions is violated

(3.7) •2 - in - X(1 (1-a) - I (1+sill in - X (I (1-a)- - (1+a)#] < 0

(3.8) x 1 -a) (1+a)l - n 0 . j
Note that (3.7) agrees exactly with (3.6) for zero speeds. Changes of type in
steady flow which do not inv,,lve Hadamrd instability must therefore require a
non-zero speed of the fluid. In fact, the criterion is that the speed of the
fluid is faster than a viscoelastic wave speed. In particular, if the
stresses vanish, a change of type occurs when the fluid speed exceeds the wave
speed of linear viscoelasticity. Since this requires a finite (bnt not large)
"Reynolds number, such changes of type are more likely to be found in dilute
polymer sulutions rather than in melts.

In discussing the criteria (3.6) or (3.7), (3.8), it must be kept in mind
Sthat the values of the extra stresses are not arbitrary. The constitutive law

(3.11 can be regarded as an evolution problem for the stress with given defor-
mation. However, in the discussion of materials with fading memory, we are

, not interested in arbitrary solut'Lonb of this evolution .oblem, but only in
those that behave reasonably as time tends to -•. This imposes restrictions
on the values of the extra stresses, which can be shown to preclude Hadamard
instabillty if a - *1.

For a discussion of particular flow geometries we refer to (6) ard (12].
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Ti 4. CHANGE OF TYPE IN FLUIDS WITH FADING MEMORY. The extra stress T= in
a simple fluid is given by an isotropic functional of the history of tne

relative Cauchy strain G{s) = FT(t-s)F (t-s) - 1, i.e.

(4.1) - F[G(s)] 0= s=O"

By taking the material derivative of t4.1), l.e obtain

(4.2) dt FWEG = dG

Following Coleman and Noll, we assume that the Frfchet derivative E1  of the
functional r can be represented in the form

dG dG(s)(4.3) F _'1 fo, ISs,G) a-7-s.

Here _c(s,G) is a fourth order tensor depending on s and the values

{G(c}, 0 ( a < -}. For the following, we assume that K and its first
derivative with respect to s are integrable.

The material derivative of Q is given by
dG dG

(4.4) -= G -G L-
dt as ==

where L = V u is thle present value of the velocity gradient. Hence we find

dG kpJo Kik)(S'G) - (s)ds =- o(KijkL_ Kijtk)G£sd p

(4.5) dG(s)
-0 ijkt 'G)-ds

The last term can be integrated by parts and treated as a perturbation of
lower differential order. With

(4.6) Mijkp = - G(Kijk + Kijik)Gp(s)ds

we can therefore write the equations of viscoelastic fluid motion in the form

dr a

dt ijkp axk 13

dui ap ii f

(4.7) a = +-T + fi

atax a0aui

i

This again has the form of a qui'silinear first order system, and the

definitions of characteristics and change of type apply. In general, however,
it is not possible to decouple this system as in section 3 and isolate a
vorticity equation. In two-dimensional steady flow, we would still find the
stream lines as double characteristics, but the remaining characteristic
values would be determined by a fourth order equation, which cannot easily be
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factored. In [61, we identify a class of constitutive models which haz
certain strucitural similarities with the Oldroyd models above and permit.s the
derivation of a vorticity equation.
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A MORE ACCURATE SOLUTION TO THE ELASTIC-PLASTIC PROBLEM
OF PRESSURIZED THICK-WALLED CYLINDERS

Peter C. T. Chen
U.S. Army Armament, Munitions, and Chemical Command

Armament Research and Development Center
Large Caliber Weapon Systems Laboratory

Benet Weapons Laboratory
Watervliet, NY 12189

ABSTRACT. A new method has been developed for solving the partially
plastic problems of thick-walled cylinders made cf strain-hardening or
ideally-plastic materials subjected to any combination of internal pressure,
external pressure, and end loads. The incremental strains are chosen as the
basic unknowns in the finite-difference formulation. The incremental sizes of
the applied loading are determined automatically and no iteration is needed.
Complete solutions for the stresses, strains, and displacement Lao'e been
obtained and all numerikal results are very accurate. This approach ts also
efficient and simple, yet quite general, when compared with many solutions in
the itterature.

I. INTRODUCTION. The partially plastic problem of pressurized thick-
walled cylinder is of practical importance to pressure vessels and the
autofrettage process of gun barrels. Many solutions for this problem have
been reported [1-7]. For thick tubes under very high pressure operation, the
elastic-rlastic material model should be represented by the von Mises' yield
criterion, Prandtl-Reuss' incremental stress-strain laws, the strain-
hardening, and compressibility [8]. However, a closed-form solution exists
only in the plane-strain case neglecting strain-hardening and compressibility.

For the generalized plane-strain problems considered here, numerical
solutions were reported by the finite-difference method [4,7] and finite-
element method [5]. The incremental displacements were used as the basic
unknowns and a displacement function was assumed In the finite-element method
[5]. The incremental stresses and strains were used in [4] as the basic
unknowns, but only the incremental strains were used in [7]. The spatial
discretization used in [4,7] was based on the forward difference scheme and a
f8xed sequence of incremental loading was used.

Ln t:he present paper, a new method Is developed and more accurate
numaric&.1 results are obtained. The incremental strains are chosen as the
basic aVtuowas in the finite-difference formulation. Both strain-hardening
and ide.17y-illastic materials can be considered. The spatial discretization
are based on the central difference scheme and the incremental -:-es of the
applied leading are determined automatically in the program. Tb 4 ..4remental
results are calculated directly and no iteration is needed. The -- ivergence
of the approach will be discussed and more accurate results will be reported.
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II. BASIC EQUATIONS. Assuming small strain and no body forces In the
axisymmetric state of generalized plane-strain, the radial and tangential
stresses, Or and ae, must satisfy the equilibrium equr 1 on,

r(3cr/3r) - 0B 0 r (1)

and the corresponding strains, er and Ce, are given in terms of the radial
displacement, u, by

Cr u/ar , -' = u/r (2)

It follows that the strains must satisfy the equation of compatibility

r(3ee/8r) - r - Ce (3)

* If the material is assumed to be elastic-plastic, obeying the Rises' yield
criterion, the Prandtl-Reuss flow theory, and the isotropic hardehing law, tLe
stress-strain relations are [1]:

dei' - doi'/2G + (3/2)ai'do/(oH) (4)

do > 0 for i - r,0,z

.dem -, E(1-2v)d% (5)

where E, V are Young's modulus, Poisson's ratio, respectively,

2G - E/(l+v),

"em - (cr+ce+Cz)/3 , Cit-i •c.- em

O,- - (ar+Oe+az)/3 , oil - oi- i m
= (l!/•)[(0r-) 2 + (o-o7.)2 + (OzOr) 2 1 / 2 > 0o (6)

and oo is the yield stress in simple tension or compression. For a strain-
hardening material, H' is the slope of the effective stress/plastic rtrain
curve

a = H(fdcP) (7)

For an ideally-plastic material (H' - 0), the quantity (3/2)da/(ou') is
replaced by dX, a positive factor of proportionality. When a < oo or do > 0,
the state of stress is elastic and the second term in Eq. (4) disappears.I Following Yamada et al (9], Eqs. (4) rnd (5) can be rewritten in an
incremental form

doi a dljded for i,j a r,0,z
( (8)

and
dij = [v/(l-2v) + 6 ij - oi'oj'/Sl
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where
2 1I

S (1 + - H'IG) 2  H'/E = w/(l-W) (9)3 3

wE is the slope of the effective stress-strain curve, and Sij is the Kronecker
delta.

This form was used in the finite-eldment formulation for solving elastic-
plastic thick-walled tube problems [5]. In the following section, the
incremental stress-strain matrix will be used in the finite-difference
formulation.

t~i
III. FINITE-DIFFERENCE FORMULATION. Consider a thick-walled cylinder of

inner radius a and external radius b. The tube is subjected to inner
pressure p, external pressure q, and end force f. The elastic solution for
this problem is well-known and the pressure p*, q*, or f* required to cause
initial yielding can be determined by using the Mises' yield criterion. For

V-• loaling beyond the elastic limit, an incremental approach of the finite-
difference formulation is used. The cross-section of the tube is divided into
n rings with rl=a,r2,...,rk=p....,r 1 +l=b where p is the radius of the elastic-

I" plastic interface. At the beginning of each increment of loading, the
distribution of displacements, strains, and stresses are assumed to be known
and we want to determine Au, Aer, Ace, Acz, Aar, Aa8, Aaz at all grid points.
Since the incremental stresses are related to the incremental strains by the
incremental form (Eq. (8)) and Au - rAce, there exists only three unknowns at
each station that have to be determined for each increment of loading.
Accounting for the fact that the axial strain cz is independent of r, the
unknown variables in the present formulation are (Ac8)i, (Ar)i, for i -

1,2,...,n,n+l, and Acz.

The equation of equilibrium (1) and the equation of compatibility (3) are
valid for both the elastic and the plastic regions of a thick-walled tube. A
first-order-correct finite-difference analog of these two equations at i
l,...,n has been given in [4,71. Other finite-difference forms can be

written. In the present paper, the difference equations given below are
second-order-correct. The equation of compatibility (3) and equation of
equilibr,,un (1) are replaced, respectively, by

cli(AEO)i + c2i(Acr)i + c3i(AeO)i+l + c4i(AE-r)i+l = c51 (10)
and

cli(AOr)i + c2i(A"O)i + c4i(Aar)i+l + c4i(AO6)i+l c61 (11)

where 3 1 1 1-" - - + -Yi c21 - - -Yi
2 2 2 2

3 1 1 1c3 ... = c4 - + - i
2 2 22

c5i - cli(cE)i - c2i(cr)i - c31(eo)i+l - c4i(er)i+l
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andc6i Cli(ar)i c221(00)i egi(Ot)i+1 c4i(OO)i+1

Yi - ri+ 1 /ri 
(12)

be written as

c7i(AFO)i + c8i(AFr)i + c9i(ACO)i+l + ClOi(ACr)i+l + c1li(Az) = c61 (13)

where

c71 - cli(dl2)i + c21(d22)i , c8i - cli(dll)i + c2i(d21)i

c91 - c31(dt2)i+l4 - c4i(d22)i+l , clOi - c3i(dll)i+l + c4i(d22)i+1

cili - cli(dl3)i + cZi(d23)i + c3i(dl3)i+l + c4i(d23)i+l (14)

The boundary conditions for the problem are

Aor(a,t) - -Ap , hCr(b,t)--Aq
n

w [ri(Acrz)i + ri+l(Auz)i+l](ri+l-ri) - Uia2 Ap + Af (15)
i-i

where P is 0 for open-end tubes, and 1 for closed-end tubes. Using the
incremental relations (8), we rewrite Eq. (15) as

(dl 2 ) 1 (Aco)l + (dll)l (Ahr)l + (dl3)tArz - -Ap (16)

(d12)n+l(AeO)n+l + (dll)n+l(Acr)n+l + (dl 3 )n+iAcz = -Aq (17)

and
a

S[cl21(Ac6)i + 0131(Ar)i + C14i(AAO)i+l + C151(A-r)i+l
i=1

+ C1 6 i(Acz)] = a2&p + Af/ I (18)

where

C121 - (ri+l-ri)ri(d32)i , c31 - (ri+l-ri)ri(d31)i

C14i - (ri+l-ri)ri+l(d32)i+l , cl51 - (ri+l-ri)ri+l(d31)i+l

cl61 = (ri+l-ri)[ri(d33)i + ri+l(d33)i+l] (19)

Now we can form a system of 2nt;-3 equations for solving 2n+3 unknowns, (Ace)i,(ACr)i, at I - 1,2,...,u,n+1 and ACz. Equations (16), (17), and (18) are

taken as the first and last two equaticns, respectively, and the other 2n
equations are set up at i - 1,2,...,u using Eqs. (10) and (13). The final
system is an unsyumetric matrix of arrow type with the nonzero terms appearing
in the last row and column and others clustering about the main diagonal, two
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below and two above. In the computee program which was developed, the

dimensionless quantities r/a, Ecr/Oo, Ece/ao, Eez/Oo, or/Oo, 00/co, Oz/co,
P1f0, q/ao, f/(ra2 ao) were used in the formulation and the Gaussin elimination
method was used to solve these equations. All calculations were carried out
on IBM 4341 with double precision to reduce round-off errors.

IV. OPTIMAL INCREMENTAL LOADING. Given eny combination of incremental-
leading (Ap, Aq, or Af), we can now determine all incremental results
(displacements, strains, and stresses) directly. No iteration is needed,
while in [4], many iterations in each step were required because a value for
Aez was assumed. The sizes of incremental-loading should be chosen properly

in order to obtain accurate results at a reasonable cost. When the total
applied pressure p is given, it is natural to divide the loading path in m

equal fixed increments such as Ap = (p-p*)/m. Larger values of m give more
accurate results. " sequence of decreasing load-increments is a better choice
than that of equal Increments. In order to increase the efficiency without
effecting the accuracy, an adaptive algorithm has been implemented on the
basis of a scaled incremental-loading approach [5].

In each step, a dummy load-increment such as Ap is applied and the
incremental results Aai for i = r,e,z at all grids are determined. For all
grid points at which a - Hail < a, we compute the scaler a's by the formula

1a=- {r + [r2 + 4] 1A0,112(Oo2_110,112)]1/2}1JAcy,112 (20)
2

where

r= Iaio!12 + IIAil2- _I11,j,1 2  (21)

and I lill, IlAoail, ilai + AMill are computed by

I hoil .12 _ [(Or_0)2 + (18_qZ)2 + (azOr) 2 ] (22)

Let X be the minimum of the a's. Then X is the load-increment factcr just
sufficient to yield one additional point. A sequence of X(j) can be L•
determined for all steps j - 1,2,...ir and the updated results are

p(J) = p(J-l) + )(J)Ap(J)

ai(J) - oi(J-1) + X(J)Aai(J) , etc. (23)

This sequence of incremental loading is optimal for the present problembecause all the coefficients o's in Eqs. (12), (14), and (19) are functions of
the previous stresses ar.d strains.

V. CONVERGENCE STUDY. In order to demonstrate the a-,curacy of the
approach, four convergence studies are made. Consider a thick-walled tube of
wall ratio b/a - 2 and subjected to internal pressure only. The
cross-section of the tube is divided into n rings of equal thicknesses, i.e,4
h - (b-a)/n. The first problem is a closed,.end tube loaded in the elastic
range with G 105/3 psi, v - 0.3, p - 5 psi. The numerical results with n N
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10, 20, 50, 100 are shown in Table I together wi,: the Lame' solution for the
hoop stresses and strains at the boundaries a and b. The numerical results
are correct up to four digits with n = 100.

TABLE 1. ELASTIC SOLUTION FOR A CLOSED-END TUBE

(b/a 2, G 105/3 psi, ., 0.3, p 5 psi)

n ObT la ,/b Ee-_a Ece/b

I Exact - 8.3333 3.3333 9.3333 2.8333

10 8.3000 3.3000 9.3000 2.8000
FDM 20 8.3256 3.3250 9.3250 2.8250

50 8.3320 3.3320 9.3320 2.83201 1i00 8.3330 3.3330 9.3330 2.8330

The second problem is the initial yielding solution for a plane-strain
tube with E/o -200, v - 0.3, ez - 0. The numerical results with n - '0, 20,
50, 100, 200, are shown in Table 2 together with the exact solution for the
dimensionless p- p/ 6 0 , ae - oe/ao, £9 (E/ao)(ce) at r - a and b.

TABLE 2. INITIAL YIELDING SOLUTION FOR A PLANE-STRAIN TUBE

(b/a 2, EtOa 200, v 0.3)

__06 a/a ae/b £p/a ce/b

Exact .43229 .72049 .28820 .82424 .26226

10 .00110 -. 00107 -. 00216 -. 00054 -. 00065
* 20 .00028 -. 00027 -. 00054 -. 00014 -. 00016

FDM 50 .00005 -. 00004 -. 00009 -. 00002 -. 00003
I 100 .00001 -. 00001 -. 00003 -. 00001 -. 00001
"""200 .00001 .00000 -. 00001 .00000 .00000

The third problem is the elastic-perfectly plastic solution for a plane-
strain tube with b/a - 2, E/oo = 200, V - 0.3, w - 0, cz - 0. The numerical
results with n - 10, 20, 50, 100, 200 are shown in Table 3 for the pressure

and displacement at the bore corresponding to 50 percent and 100 percent
overstrain, i.e., P/a - 1.5 and 2.0.
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TABLE 3. ELASTIC-PERFECTLY PLASTIC SOLUTION FOR A PLANE-STRAIN TUBE

(b/a - 2, E/o = 200, V- 0.3)

50% Overstrain 100% Overstrain

n P a
10 .71863 1.97725 .79849 3.68937

20 .71825 1.96969 .79790 3.66831
50 .71808 1.96780 .79760 3.66280

100 .71803 1.96759 .79751 3.66211

200 .71801 1.96757 .79747 3.66199

The numerical results converge and are accurate up to four digits with n -
100. There is no closed-form solution available for comparison. The famous
paper by Hodge and White [2] has been used quite often as a basis for
assessing the accuracy of other approximate methods. However, the numerical
integration is cumbersome. The present formulation is much simpler and seems
more accurate. In order to further demonstrate the accuracy of the present
approach, a convergence study for an incompressible, ideally-plastic thick
tube in plane-strain condition has been made and compared with exact solution
[2]. The numerical results for a nearly incompressible material (V -
0.49999) are shown in Table 4 together with the exact solution (V - 1/2) for
the internal pressure and the displacement at the bore corresponding to 50
percent and 100 percent overstrain.

TABLE 4. INCOMPRESSIBLE, IDEALLY-PLASTIC SOLUTION FOR A PLANE-STRAIN TUBE

(b/a - 2, E/ac - 200, v - 0.49999)

50Z Overstrain 100% Overstrain

n p p~la p Cola____

10 .72069 1.95714 .80015 3.48806
20 .72077 1.95072 .80034 3.47012
50 .72078 1.94891 .80038 3.46509

100 .72078 1.94865 .80038 3.46437
Exact .72078 1.94856 .83038 3.46410

We may thus "onclude that exact solutiorns can De obtained by this numerical
approach.

VI. ADDITIONAL RESULTS. After establishing the convergence and accuracy
of this new approach, the numerical results for more general problems have
been obtained. Some of the additional results are dccumented here for future
comparison by others. All numerical results presented here are for a thick-
walled tube with wall ratio b/a 2, V0 200, V - 0.3, n 100, w Et/E
0.1. The numerical results are accurate up to four or five digits. Table 5
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shows the results of the dimensionless quantities p/o 0 , 0O/Oo, Oz/Oo,
(E/Oo)er, (E/Oo)er, (E/0o)E8, (E/ao)ez at the inside or elistic-plastic
boundary p for p/a - 1.0, 1.1, 1.2,...,2.0 in a plane-strain tube with strain-
hardening parameter w - 0.1. Tables 6 and 7 show the similar results of the
dimensionless stresses, strains, displacement at the bore or elastic-plastic
boundary for various stages of elastic-plastic loadings in an open-end or
closed-end tube, respectively.

TABLE 5. ELASTIC-PLASTIC SOLUTION FOR A PLANE-STRAIN TUBE

(b/a - 2, E/0 - 200. - 0.3, et/Et - 0.1, n 1 100, cz " 0)

E E UajInside Inside -- CrIa ---

PIa p/ 0, 1, vO I ae/a aOO,/0 co, F a. O 0 a

1.0 .43229 .72049 .72049 .08646 .08646 -. 67438 .82424
1.1 .51296 .66972 .75016 .05586 .10453 -. 91636 1.00141
1.2 .58362 .63049 .78249 .02537 .12427 -1.17381 1.20371
1.3 .64556 .60225 .81739 -. 00409 .14566 -1.44917 1.43022
1.4 .69982 .58427 .85479 -. 03148 .16866 -1.73882 1.68000
1.5 .74725 .57572 .89457 -. 05589 .19323 -2.04304 1.95207
1.6 .78851 .57579 .93667 -. 07658 .21932 -2.36107 2.24535
1.7 .82416 .58376 .98092 -. 09302 .24687 -2.69205 2.55869
1.8 .85466 .59898 1.02718 -. 10490 .27581 -3.03504 2.89081
1.9 .88041 .62086 1.07530 -. 11205 .30606 -3.38898 3.24034

S2.0 .90177 .64885 1.12509 -. 11447 .33755 -3.75274 3.60578

-I•
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A REFINED SHEAR DEFORMATION THEORY
FOR LAMINATED ANISOTROPIC PLATES

J. N. Ready
Department of Engineering Science and Mechanics

Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University92;Blacksburg, Virginia 24061 USA

ABSTRACT. An improved plate theory that accounts for the tra.asverse
shear deformation is presented. The theory is based on an assumed
displacement field in wLich the inplane displacements are expanded in
terms of the thickness coordinate up to the cubic term and the transverse
deflection is assumed to be independent of the thickness coordinate. The
governing differential equations ot the theory are derived from the
virLual work principle. The theory eliminates the need for shear
correction factors because the transverse shear stresses are represented
parabolically. A comparison of the present numerical results for bending
with the exact solutions of the three-dimensional elasticity theory showsthat the present theory is more accurate than the first order sheardeformation theory.

I. INTRODUCTION. The classical laminate theory (CLT), which is ani
extension of the classical plate theory (CPT) to laminated plates, Is
inadequate for laminated plates made of advanced filamentary compos.•:• materials. This is because the effective elastic modulus to the eflective
shear modulus ratios are very large for such laminates. An adequate
description of the transverse shear stresses, especially near the edges.
can be achieved with the use of a shear deformation theory.

The first, stress-based, shear deformation plate theory is due to
Reissner [1-3]. The theory is based on a linear distribution of the
inplane normal and shear stresses through the thickness,

H1  z M2  H6  ____

1CF(h--7' 02 (06 22
(h1/6) (h 2 /6) (h 2/6)

x here (a1, a) and a are the normal and shear stresses, (M1 ,M2 ) and M6 are

e associaed bendsing moments (which are functions of the inplane
coordinates x and y), z the thickness coordinate and h is the total
thickness of the plate. The distribution of the transverse normal and
shear stresses (aC, a4 and a5) is determined from the equilibrium
equations of the ?hree-dimensional elasticity theory. The differential
equations and the boundary conditions of the theory were obtained using
Castigliano's theorem of least work.

The origin of displacement-based theories is apparently attributed to
Basset [4], who begins his analysis with the assuiption that the
displacement components in a shell can be expanded in a series of powers
of the thickness coordinate C. For example, the displacement component u1
Is written in the form

PRIEVOU5PGF
IS BLANK
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nUl(ýl22C) (rI,)2) (2a)

where h, and •2 a the curvilinear coordinates in the middle jurface of
the shell, and2u I have the meaning

din

n( l ~ ,) d
: ul)(1,2 =- - l=dCn"I . , -.- 0,1,2,... (2b)

Sd~n '0

Basset's work did not receive as much attention as it deserves. In 1949
NACA technical note, Hildebrand, Reassner and Thomas [5] presented (also
see llencky f6]) a displacemerr-based shear deformation theory for shells
(which obviously can be specialized to flat plates). They assumed the
following displacement !ield,

I 1 C2) -2)
Su2(ý1,&2,C)= V(Cll 2 ) + C (Py(&,'&2)

S(3)

The differenrial equations of the theory are then derived using the
"principle of minimum total potential energy. This gives five differential

*:• equations in the five displacement functions, u, v, w, 4i' and

y

The shear deformation theory based on the displacement field In Eq.
(3) for plates is often referred to as the Mindlin's plage theory.
Mindlin (71 presented a complete theory based on the displacement field

-• (3) taken from Hencky 16]. The literature review points out that the
basic idea came from Basset [41, Hildebrand, Reissner and Thomas [5], and
Hencky 16]. Therefore, by referring the displacement.-based shear
deformation theory as Mindlin's theory we are not giving due credit to the
others. We shall refer to the shear deformation theory based on the
displacement field (3) as the first-order shear deformation theory.

Higher-order, displacement-based, shear deformation theories have
been investigated by Nelson and Lorch [81, Librescu [9] and Lo,
Christensen and Wu [10]. These highez-order theories are cumbersome and
computationally demanding because with each additit'.nal power of the
thickness coordinate an additional dependent unknown is introduced, per
displacement component, into the theory. Levinson [11] and Murthy [121
presented third-order theories that assume transverse inextensibility.
The nine displacement functions were reduced to five by requiring that the
transverse ghear stresses vanish on the bounding planes cf the plate.
Iowever, both authors used the equilibrium equations of the first-order
theory in their analysis. Stating in other words, the higher-order terms
of the displacement field are accounted only in the calculation of the
strains but not in the governing differential equations or in the boundary
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conditions. Recently, the present author (see (13,14]) corrected these
theories by deriving the governing differential equations from variational
principles. In this paper we review the results from [13,141 and present
the variational formulation oF the boundary-value problem associated with
the theory. The existence and uniqueness questions will be investigated
elsewhere.

II. THE REFINED THEORY. Experimental evidence shows that tue

transverse shear stresses vary parabolically through the thickness,
especially near the edges of a laminate. A parabolic distribution of the
shear stresses is provided by a displacement field in which the inplane
displacemencs vary as cubic functions of the thickiless coordinate. We
begin with the displacement field of the form (3), except that uI and u2
are assumed to be cubic functions of the thickness coordinate:

u1 (x,y;z) = u(x,y) + Zýx(XY) + z 2x(X'y) + Z3C x(X,y)p2 3u2 (xy,z) v(x,y) + z4, (xY) + z (xy) + z Cy(x,y)•~ =XYZ + ZWy(XV (4)•(~y
Su 3 (x,y,z) = w(x,y) (4)

whete the xy-plane is taken to coincide with the midplane Q of the
laminate and z is the thickness coordinate (i.e., transverse to the
laminate). Using the boundary conditions

h
a4 y 0 o a 0 at zin* (5)

a4 yz ' 5 =xz 2

we can eliminate x' , , ? nd y (see Reddy C13]) and obtain

u = u+ z[qx - (ý +-]

4 z2 .w
u2 V + Z[ y ( y + ]

u =w (6)

It is not difficult to see that (uv,w).are the displacements of the point
(x,y,C) and (P and 4 are the rotations of transverse normals at point
(x,y,C-) aboutX the y Xnd x axes respectiveiy.

The governing differential equations of the theory can be obtained by

Semploying the principle of vitual displacements (see Reddy [15]):

6f E dV +6f tiu6dS 0 (7)
Vol. S

where a and e re the stress and strain components, respectively, and
ti are tHe specified boundary tractions on the surface of the laminAte.
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We obtain the following five differential equations:

SON Nr ori ON1 6 -•6•+ 2•
5X- by x ~y

;7. ..... +2..L~+ 2
8R 6R. 3 2 a 2x • a 2 p

b1 82 4 16 4 4 ( P1 +2 6

S-3h2

OM6  5M2  4
ID~ +-R+(8
2," h" 2 + 2 2  3h (8)

where f is the distributed transverse force on the la.rinate, and the
stress resultants Ni, KL, Pi, Qi aad Ri are defined by

h/2 /2
(N: , f oi(l ,z 2 )dz (i

-h/2
-- h/2

(Q2,R') uf z4 (l,z )dz

-h/2N ~h/22

The stress resultants are related to the strains by the laminate
constitutive relations

Ail Ij + [B)[,ol + t1

I) . [Ifte0} + [D],to}0  + [7 11C21

t {p .t B,0° + t[,]{Ic} + [H] {,K21

.- 1 Q2 -A4 ,t A4 5  D4 4  D4 5- a•
Q, A55 D45  D552(0

2 4 F544 F 4

+.+\+ _ 551
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where Ajj, Bij, etc., are Lhe plate stiffnesses, deflnc4. by

(AiPBi~j~tijE:LjFijHi fh/ Q j(1,z,z 2,'z3,'z4,'z6)dz
-h/2 2 4

(iJ-1,2,6)

h/2
(AijV ij,1Fij) f Qij(1,z2,z4)dz (i,J=4,5) (11)

-h/12

annd r.2 (i1-,2,4,5,6) are the strain components

o 0 a 2 4 64x a2 w
1 2ax Th

0o ouo 0 8P 2  )4, •2...

C 0 w 2 4 bw

ICY y T2 4y 2 + -.-.

'I

oS 1 %w 2 4

5 x + • " 5  h 2 . x-)

2 ~ ~ 4 'y, +4 26 -by ax 6 15y bx ' 6  
3.~2' y x

(12)

III, EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS OF SOLUTIONS. Here we consider the
Dirichlet problem for the equations in (8). For symmetric cross-ply
laminates, the first two equations become uncoupled from the last three
equations of Eq. (8). icr zero inplane forces we have u - v - 0. Thus,
we are required to :i.d w, 4, and 4, under given boundary conditions (say,
clamped plate) and distributed 1oadyf. In this part of the discussion we
s--11l use the standard notation of functional analysis (see Rektorys

The variational problem associated with the last three equations in
(8) with the zero essential boundary conditions involves finding
A - (w,4#x,y) H such that

B(A,A) - X( for allnX H (13)

where H denotes the product space
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H H2 (0) x R (9) xII(Q (14)
00 0

Here Q denotes the midplane of the plate ?assumed to be a Lipschitzian)
with a smooth boundary ", and H (Q) and H (Q) are the Hilbert spaces of
order 1 and 2, respectively, with compactosupport,

Ho(9) =1u: D uC L2 (j), I1 am, Du-Oonr,

I 41 in - l} (15)

Thus, if w is in R2(Q) then w and its derivatives of order 1 and 2 are
equare integrable In 9 and w and its first derivatives vanish on r. The
bilinear form B(.o,) and linear form I(*) are defined by

B(&,A) f Q'x + D 12 b+ 3h o(x )

4 2 4 2d)

++ :-+ + L!+! + F- +

-2 1h2 2 [2 22 by 2)a y
3hOux L3h byh

+ + - 2 + 2
+ax 66  + Ox h 6 6 b ax

+ 11) -+ + - fh+ 'll' + l" 2 -;+ C+l

S3h 2

ad)+ :;6 Na: + c• ++

a 2 -

+ '0 +f--) I,, + F -Y + (-I x 1 y.)1(e

2 +
4 x 4+

4X hzs5 w x 4
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ldxd:(A4 D4)(,+ýp+ I -?° + D

h

I(A) f -fwdxdy (16)
Q

The existence and uniqueness of the solution to Eq. (13) follows from
the Lax-Milgram theorem (See [16]) if B(A,A) is continuous and H-elliptic,
i.e., there exist constants g 0nd.i such that

B(A,A) > p1 IAU (17)

and 1(A) is continuous on H. Here 1-1H denotes the-product norm in H,

~2 2 +3,2 + ,2-I (w 4l,4 wl2 + +14., 1 1+_2 ,(181
xy HH (Q) x Hi(.] 1 ((1)

The continuity of B(-,-) and 1(9) can be easily established using the
Cauchy-Schwarz inequality (the constant jo0 depends on the maiim values
of D , Fi and R ) However, the proof of the H-ellipticity
of Bc.,") is consilerably involved and will be addressed in a separate
publication.

r, EXACT SOLUTIONS AND 1NUNERICAL RESULTS. Exact solations to the
bound. 7alue problem described by the first three equations of Eq. (b).
with tiz 2ollowing simply supported boundary conditions of a rectangular
plate can be obtained (see [14]):

w(x,0) w(x,b) = w(O,y) - w(a,y) - 0
(essential)

4,x(x,O) ,+x(x,b) 4 'y(0.Y) - y(ay) - 0

P, (0.,y) =M, (a, y) 2x0=M(xb-0
".1M(') M2xb (natural) (20)

P1 (O,y) - P2 (a,y) - P2 (x,O) - P2 (x,b) - 0

where the origin of the coordinate system is taken at the lower left
corner of the plate. The (0*/90*/0°) cross-ply laminate writh-the_

following lamina properties and ender siuusoidal loading is considered
(G13  G12 and v1 3 =V

E1 /E2 - 25, G12 1/E2 - 0.5, G2 3 /E2 - 0.2, v12 =0.25
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Figure 1 contains plots of the nondimensional center deflection,

E h3
w a (. . 0) --- W x 104

T f a
0

versus side to thickness ratio of square laminates. The deflections
predicted by the higher-order theory are in good agreement with the 3-D
elasticity theory (see [17]). The effect of not including the transverse
shear strains on the deflections is significant for side to thickness
ratios smaller than 20, as can be seen from the difference in the
solutions predicted by the classical laminate theory (CLT) and the firstand higher-order shear deformation theories (FSbt) and HSDT). The present
higher order-theory gives more accurate deflections than the first order

totheory.

As explained in the .itroduction, the higher-order theory represents
the parabolic distribution of the transverse shear stresses whereas the
first-order theory represents only constant distribution through
thicknegs. The distributions of a_ (!o,) through the thickness (computed
from the constitutive equations) as given by the two shear deformation
plate theories and the 3-D elasticity theory are compared in Fig. 2. Both
plate theories suffer from the discontinuities at the lans- interfaces
because the continuity of stresses across interlamina is not imposed.
Relatively, the higher-order theory gives more accurate solution than the
first order theory. The average value of-o at the lamina interfaces
given by the higher-order theory is closer o the elasticity solution than
the first-order theory solution.

Lastly, Fig. 3 contains plots of a (-a ) versus side to thickness
ratios The higher-order theory again s'•s an improvement over the first
order theory.

1oI

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS. A third-order shear deformation theory
based on assumed displacement field is presented for laminated plates.

-• The theory accounts for parabolic distribution of the transverse shear
stresfe^ and hence does not require the use of shear correction
cc~efficients. In general, the theory is more accurate than the first-
order theory while both theoriec, contain the same displacement functions.

Existence and uniqueness of solutions to the variational problem of-
the theory are not.available at this writing. Th~e proof o! the
"elipticity in a proper vector space is considerably involved and requires j

•: attention.
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2.5

- Elasticity solution

2.0 Present theoryS-.- Fret-order theory
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Figure 1 The effect of transverse shear deformation on the
deflections of a square laminate (0o/90*/0*) under
sinusoidal transverse load
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Figure 2 The variation of the transverse shear stress
7 z through the thickness of a square laminate
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Figure 3 The effect of the transverse shear deformation on
the shear stress of a square laminate (0e/90I/0o)

under sinusoidal transverse load
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ANTSOPARAMETRIC FINTTFF LPMENT VMFTIflDCL(!C. Per P!NAITY C(NTPPRFTNT
FORVILATTOMS Thl 9O!.TP MFCHAITCS

Alexander Tesslpr

M.-chanics of Materials Branch
Army materials and Mechanics Research Center

'iatertown, Massachusetts (42]72

ABSTRACT. A discussion of what is called the
anisoparametric finite element method, suited for penalty
constraint formulations, is presented in the context of
displacement flexure elements. Two auxiliary criteria for the
kinematic field are elaborated, on which basis the desired
interpolation assurtptions are established. Much attention is
devoted to the lowest order triangular plate element. Several
numerical experiments are conducted to ascertain the element
performance.

1. INTRODUCTION. Numerous problems ih solid mechanics are
treateef finite element models based upon (exterior) penalty
constraint variational methods (see e.g. Il). Refined flexure
theories that extend classical assumptions to account for
transverse shear deformation and rotary Inertia effects are
representative of these methods (e.g., f2-51). In these
theories, the transverse shear deformation enerqy serves as P

penalty constraint. Its purpose Is to fulfill the classical
assumption of negligible transverse shear Ps well as to
accommodate the non-classical (shear-weak) deformation regime.

There has been an extensive effort, and for the most part
unsuccessful, to adopt the well-established isoparametric i
methodology to penalty constraint formulations. The essential
feature of the isoparametric approach is that interpolation
assumptions are independent, and the same parametric shape
functions describe spatial variations of field variables and the
element geometry ( super- and sub-parametric schemes employ

S~respectively higher and lower ordzr interpolations for the
element geometry, see 1•i).

One major drawback resulting from the isoparametric approach
*is manifested by overly stiff behavior in the classical regime.
This phenomenon is termed 'shear locking'. Improvements have

been achieved by the use of selective/reduced integration
procedures, which effectively alleviate locking r7-101. However,
such remedies are often accompanied by spliriuos mechanisms that
render these elements unreliable for qeneral applications.

In this communication, a consistent finite element
methodology, termed anisoparametric, is discussed in connection
with linear displacement models for penalty constraint flexure
elements. The distinguishing fe.!ture of this methodology is
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manifested by the kinematic intcrpolations that obey, in addition
to the standard convergence criteria (e.q., see r1 ), tk.e
criteria impelled by the penalty constraints. The kinematic
variables, in order to meet these auxiliary requirements, employ
distinct degree parametric polynomials (hence, the term
anisoparametric). These interpolations make possible a
convenient explicit degree-of-freedom reduction procedure
ve performed a priori to the element matrix integrations.

4LConsequently, simple, isoparametric-like nodal patterns and
"compatible kinematic fields can be obtained. Several such
elements have recently been proposed for the analysis of
Timoshenko beams T113, axisymmetric shells r]21 and plates
f.[-151. These elements do not suffer from I lockinq' and
overall are superior in perfornance to their reduced integration,
isoparametric counterparts.

The latest plate elements (l', 151 employ so-called
element-appropriate shear corrections, which accelerate the
solution convergence. This aspect is addressed here briefly.
Much of the discussion is focused on the lowest order triangular
element, whose complete derivation may be found in 1151. Several
numerical examples are carried out uith this element to
demonstrate its performance characteristics.

2. 'ISOPARAIMETRTIC SHEAR LOCKTNG'. To ascertain the cause of
diffi-ilties associated with a typical penalty constraint
formulation, we examine a plate element 'displacement' approach
according to the refined theories of Reissner t31 or Mindlin f'l.

"Using either theory, the strain enerqy functional for a linearly
elastic, isotropic plate element of thickness h, area A, Young's
modulus E and Poisson's ratio u takes the form (refer to Fig.1
for the plate notation) =

2 2 2
U - D( ff [y + 2gy0 + 0 + l1/2(l-u)(E, + 0x) ] dxdyY y9x x'y x~y y3,y X'x

2 2
+ affl/A[ Yxz + yyz] dxdy} (2.1)

where the first and second integrals represent nondim'?nsional
bending and transverse shear strain energies, respectively;
..=Eh-.12(1- u2 ) is the bending rigidity;a a- k(1-u)A/h is the
penalty parameter; k is the shear correction ft-:tor; and

Yxz x +y0 y and yz , + 0 (2.2)

are the transverse shear (penalty) strains; and a ccmma is used
to denote partial differentiation.

The second integral in (2.1) may be interpreted as a
penalty constraint functional. Its purpose is twofold: (1) to
enforce the classical limit of vanishing transverse shear as the
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plate approacnes its thin limit (i.e., as h-->n tne KirchhoLf-
constraints (xz lyyz -- 'are enforced); (2), to accommodate the
non-classical (thick) regime accounting for the transverse shear
etfect.

Tt is emphasized that the llnitlnq. classical regirie is the
critical. one for the element behavior. As tite penalty parameter
tends to infinity as n-',it is desirable to ensure that the
vpnishing snear strains do. not originate any spurious
constraininq. This is because the spurious constraining, often
referred to as "Lockiria', constitutes a major stumbling block
leading to excessively stiff and essentially useless solutions.

Practically all isoparametric elements (i.e., elements
e 'Loyinct the same parametric functions for the deflection W,w
and normal rotation , OX and 0 , variables, see e.g. r~l) suiffer
from the lockina eftect under 'normal' integration of the
st~iffness matrix (a 'normal', integration in-plies the minimum.
order numerical (usuelly Gauss) quadrature rule that produces
expct inteqrals taken over a rectangular (or triangular) plan).
At first glFance, it Appears paradoxical thet such an approach
leads to worthless results even though aill of the fundamental
convergence requirements are fulfilled (i.e. rigid body modes,
constant strain, compatibility and differentiability criteria,
r1) Flowever, upon examination of the penalty strains while P
under TKircnhoff constraints, the cause of the spurious

constraininq becorres apparent.U

To illustrate this point, consider an isoparametric , linear
triangular element located in the x-y Cartesian framework whose
origin is at the element centroie. The kinematic interpolationis
may be written As

W C 004-C lx+,C~ (a)

0, di) +d~x d~i Y UXY)(b)(2.3) Z

0h0r 10 01

whreckl an i)1 are qeneralized constants dependent upon W.
an d E) . 1 <j8 ) degrees-of-freedom (OoE), respectively. Thý
aichy c~on-straints

=(C~ + d~~ + d ~x + d ~Y (2.4)

and
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yz W,y +

(C +(x)" + .(x)x÷+.(x) p. r)
01 00 + d1 0 X 01

are enforced in the limit As h-->n. If the shepr strain energy
is integrated exactly, which is in accordance with variational
requirements, then all six constraints resultinq from (?•,4) are
approximately enforced. Among these, the four constraints,

d (y) , (y) , d W) do• W (7.4)-
10 01 ' 10 01

enclusively dependet--otatiDonml dof, Pre the spurious

(nonphysical) ones. Upon their enforcem-efft normal rotations
(1.3b) can assume either zero or constant values, and this causes
the bendinq energy to vanish (see (2.1)). The practical
implication is that excessively stiff results are obtained ,i.e,
the solution is 'locked' due to spurious shear constraining.

To alleviate the spurious locking phenomenon within the
framework of the iso-rametric assumptions, a one-point
centroidal quadrature on the shear strain energy might be used,
which effectively 'drops' the spurious constraints (i.e., (2.4,
5) are evaluated at x=y=F.) guch reduced integration schemes,
though often plagued by one or more spurious zero energy modes,
have been used widely due to their simplicity accompanied with
significant improvements in results (e.4., refer to r7,8]}.

The locking phenomenon can also be linked to the t.nability
of the isoparametric, exavtly integrated element- to represent
the state of constant snear, even though a constant term is
present in each shear strain. To observe this, consider a simple
one-dimensional example -- a cantilevered beam loaded by a shear
force at the tip. Assuming the beam axis coincides with the
x-direction and setting y= 1 (i.e., considering a beam element),
it becomes apparent tnat the theoretically .constant shear state
¢( = const.) can only be achieved if d =0. However, in the
liftar isopararnetric element,

d (Y) (27)

(Y)
and for d tt• vanish, the two rotational dof must be equal or
be ident cally zero. Put in this case , again, the bending
enerqy vanishes and locking is encountered. On the other hand, a
non-lockina solution can be obtained in the thick regime ["/1, in
which case y y., yielding a linear (not constant!) shear.

yl 0y
It then follows that the isoparametric approach should he

regarded inadequate for the treatment of the penalty functional
of (2.1).
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1. AUXTLTAPY CPTTERIA. In ordcr to prodoce ef-tectivc.
non.-lo-ckincg solutions, it is proposec that the kinematic tield
vdnereF to tnle auxillery, penalty-crnstraint im• elle.d
reqvirer!ents I

Criterion 1. Constant penalty sttains trust he accommodated when
such detormation states are imposed upon a finite size element.

Criterion 2. The cla'ssical limiting condition of vanishinq
shear strains must he attainable without enqendering any spurious
constraining.

These zriteri point toward the nct.4on of 'proper' she;r
strain polyno'nials r]•l. In these polynomials.. eacn gerneralized
:oordinate is represented by a linear combination of the
deflection and normal rotation dof, i.e., they possess no
spurious terms dependent on a sincil independent variable. It
can he readily ascertained that the proper, complete polynomials
ere perfectly suited for trianoular elemc•nts (also
one-dimensional elements such as beams and oxisymmet:-ic snells .
see r11,11i ). Such shear strain polynomials of degree P may be
expressed as:

Yjz (W.j ; E4) E aI a 0 V (a+ 0)> p,
:r--O 8=0 as a13

(3)

a Q # 0 (•+ )'p,a8 (3.1.)

a( = a( )(w 1 , 0ik), (j=x,y . i=y,x ; i f j ; p=1, 2 ,...)aC-.a aa ' i
where wk and 0ik denote the appropriate nodal doef.

T.e form of (3.1) suggests tnat the polynomiial for w must be
one degree higher than that for e.. Pence, the desired
triangular element interpolations can 4e written as

p+lp+l P1 a , p (.) a B P P (j) a
w E c x y w,=Z r. E 0 = Z d xy,

ca0 -0 ao tr a=0 = a=ZO 0=0 ao

,= P P (J) a a (J) . (j) + d()j i a-- 0. 4 y a 0, --

(j=x,y ; I = yx I #)3.

c (A) d(1j)

where conditions on ca 0 and aa ,re the same as those on
aMS in (3.1). Consequently, the deflection slopes w,- Pre
represented by the same complete polynomials as the n rmal
rotations 0' s.
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Tt must he remarkeO that fulfillment of Criterion 1 will
generally guarantee satisfaction of Criterion 2 as well, except
when certain 'overrestrained' houndpry conditions are prescribed.
The interested reader is referred to r191 for a detailed
discussion on this subject.

A. ANTISflPRAN'ETPIC INTFP('L1ýI(ThS. Interpoliations (3.2)
once expressed in terms of the element parametric coordinates
will he referred to as Anisoparametric. The term is meant to
emphasize tne distinct order of the kinematic interpolations.
The well-established isoparametric approach would then constitut'!
a sub-class of tne anisoparametric strategy.

Tn the derivation of a triangular element, it is convenient
to utilize parametric coordinates expressed in terms of
subtriangle areas (refer to 7ig.2), i.e.,

3
(€1' •2' Z 13 ) / A 1 ,A 2 , A3), with ZAE - A (4.1)

i-li

The unique linear relation between Cartesian and parametric
coordinates

3 3 3
(1, X, y) = ( E i .•x1, P (A.?): i'l 'jiul i-l

permits an 'nverse relation as well. The simple integration
formula

a b c a. b!c!
If C1 42 43 dxdy (a+b+c+2) ' 2A (4.3)

allows for the explicit exact quadratures of all element
matrices.

The initial kinematic assumptions fot the lowest
interpolation oreer element (p 1) are take- as (refer to Fig.3
tor the nodal pattern):

quadratic deflection

w NwIV.4

where tne row vector of quadratic trial functions and the
associated vector of nodal dof are:

fN {NI} W {w} I (I• ,...6)
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Wq 1 t

N1 f ( - 1), Ni+3  4 4 t; (i 1 1,2,3; k- 2,3,1)

linear rotations

= , i xy

wnere the row vector of linear trial ¢uncti,. g and the associated
vector of nodO,?i dof are:

= •k}, i = T k = 1,2,3 (A..a)

Equations (4.4, 5) can be directly used in formulating

element matrices. However, it may be advantageous, from the
standpoint of nodal simplicity, to condense out the nid-edge
defle-ction dof. This can be aucomplished in the tollowing
manner: enforce continuous shear constraints at every element
edge as aiven by the differential relation

, ' + e),jS = 0, (1 1,2,3)

where s denotes the edge co:rdinete and. E is the tangential
edge rotation (refer to Fig. 3). The enforc.•ment of constraints
(.A) at the three element edges yields:

w 1/2 (w1 +V) + 1/8 [bk(0xi - 0 ) + ak(0j - 0y

(4.71
(i = 1,2,3; j = 2,3,1; k = 3,1,2)

Upon substitutina (A.7) into w in. (A.4), there results a
constrained deflection field exclusively in terms of vertix dof
(refer to Fig. 3 ), i.e.,

{YL M = {Mil, w = {wl}, e. - {0 }, 0- {0,

!i8 (bkNi+3 - bjNk+3 ). M, = 1/8 (ajlNk+ 3 - akoi+ 3 ) .

1,2,3; j = 2,3,1; k - 3,1,2N

where the conditions
3 3 3 (*1.9)

Ii-i ifi
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'juprantee satisfaction of the funrlamental constant strain
criterion.

The Heflection ,oiven by (e'.P) possesses continuity of order
r' (C°) within the element and Pcross its edges. Together with
the linear rotation assumptions (I .r), this constrained
deflectic field of the second deireo is readily employed in the
formu].ati. of the element matrices. Further formulation
details of this element, designateH as MrN1, m~y he found in
r1•!.

5. ELFMENT-APPRZCPP ATE SHEAR CORRECTTON. The major impetus
contriutin g to the performance enhancement of the
anisoparl-metric elements 1 I, 1r is the notion of the
element-appropriate shear correction factors. This idea is based
on the assertion that, in the context of finite element
(in-plane) approximations, additional and often unwanted
kinematic constraininq commonly occurs. It may, therefore, be
desirable to introduce an element (in-plane) correction , , to
complement the classical (throuah-the-thickness) 4-factor. Such
a compounded factor is element dependent and can be expressed in
a separable forrm, i.e., for the n-th element in the
discretization, we have

Ske =*•e k (S.1)
1n n

wherees the classical correction usually pertains to the whole
plate. In [151, by employing an energy matching procedure, 0e

emerged in the form

e 2-i (5.2)

where C is an invarient element constant established by a
numericaq experiment; represents a characteristic
material-geometric parameternwhich can be linked to the element
stiffness penalty parameter. Two distinct approaches for
determining 02 are proposed in U14,151 ° The interested reader
may consult these references for further details.

'. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES. Several numerical experiments
idealin-' wit-h isotropic, homogeneous plates are pi-esented. The
examples are chosen to demonstrate MIN3's performance in the
critical patch tests and standard convergence problems.

Wirchhoff Patch Test The popular thin plate patch test T]19 is
undertaken. A thin, rectangular plate is subjected to the state
of bending such that all three moment resultants are constant
throughout the plate domain. The plate is discretized with four
geometrically distinct MIN3 elements as depicted in Fic.4. The
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model apparently recovers exactly the three constant moments in
each of the elements.

Snear Patch Test since the present refined theory involves
transverse shear stress resultants, iJt mi:y be desirable to
conduct an appropriate shear patch test. To do this, we rropose
to examine an infinitely lona clampee plate subjected to an
uniform transverse line load , c , along the lonq free edge (see
Fio.Sa;. flere, tne state of c nstant 0 -shear exists (i.e.,

=C ), while 0 is zero everywhere in xhe plate. The narrow
sip zfour elemer•i model subject to symmetric boundary conditions
(Fig.5h) produced exact constant values of 0 and . in every
element, xz

Thin qqu4re Plates Thin square plates are commonly used to
assess convergence characteristics of plate bending elements.
Figure 7 depicts convergence curves for problems solved with
different mesh patterns, loadincis and boundary conditions (refer
to Fig. 6), where MIN3 solutions are compared with those of DKT
(non-conformning, thin triangular element, f]71). The present
element performance is seen to be very competitive.

S. CONCLUPING REMARKS. The anisoparametric finite element
method, requirinq two auxiliary kinematic field criteria, has
demonstrated to be effective for the treatment of the
penalty-constraint flexure formulations Tl1-1k1. The method
relies on an exact (normal) integration and , hence, assures
consistent and kinematically reliable (correct rank) models. it
takes advantage of an explicit dof reduction technique, achieved
via 'continuous' shear edge constraints, which generates
compatible kinematic fields and simple isoparametric-like nodal
confiqurations. There exists no ambiguity regarding derivation
of consistent load vectors and, in dynamics, consistent mass
matrices. The anisoparametric elements suffer no deficiencies in
either the classical (thin) or shear-weak (thick) flexure regimes
and at the same time produce rapidly convergent solutions.
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Fig. 4 Thin plate patch test
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2 0.1

DATA: E -1000.0, u 0.3, h 0.1

ONMARYU ESTRAINITS: v-e - 0 at nodes 1, 4;

e-w 0 ot nodes 2, 3.

ANALYTIC SOLUTION: QXZ 1.0, -z 0.0 throughout the plate.

Fig. 5 Transverse shear patch test
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Fig. 6 Square plate (one quadrant) discretization
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IMPORTANCE OF CRACK TIP SHAPE IN ELASTIC-PLASTIC FRACTURE ANALYSIS

Dennis M. Tracey and Colin E. Freese

Mechanics of Materials Branch
Army Materials and Mechanics Research Center

Watertown, Massachusetts 02172

ABSTRACT! Elastic-plastic solutions for two crack problems are

discussed. The problems involve blunft cracks. In one case, the crack

tip geometry is semi-circulr with parallel flanks; in the other case,

a circular tip geometry is considered. We refer to them as the

"U-tipl and "keyhole" crack problems. The cracks have finite length

and are within an infinite domain under plane strain constraint. Far

from the crack a uniform tensile stress state is specified. The

solution history to a remote stress level equal to 2R% of the yield

stress was obtained for each problem. Slipline analysis suggests that

the near tip stress distribution for these cases and others such as

the narrow ellipse and perfectly sharp.crack are significantly

different. At least for the acuity and load level considered, the

elastic-plastic analyses show that the U-tip and keyhole crack

solutions are virtually identical. The slipline maximum stress value

whicha is commonly used in fracture analysis is not achieved in our

solutions. This is seen to follow from the fact that the top of the

crack tip surface does n.t reach fully plastic conditions. Although

the elastic-plastic boundary reaches the top, plastic straining occurs

there only temporarily. Local unloading develops with the result that

only the surface in the angular range ±750 is included in the zone of

plastic flow at the later stages of loading.

AI

INTRODUCTION: Criteria for ductile crack extension are often based

* upon the stress and deformation states suggested by continuum crack

tip analysis. The shape of the crack tip can be an important aspect

of such analysis, as can be readily seer, from slipline solutions.

However, in many cases, the sharp crack model is appropriate.

Solutions then are singular at the crack tip and fracture criteria

4 utilize singularity amplitudes suih as K or J. When the opening at
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the crack tip is significant on the microscale of the fracture

investigation, the sharp crack singular solutions do not provide the

necessary local detail, so that then solutions which account for the

crack tip opening and shape are necessary.

There has been very little work done on the elastic-plastic blunt
crack problem. Plasticity effects are generally discussed in terms of

the local slipline predicitions, even though the limits of

applicability of these predictions are often unknown. There has been

noteworthy work published in the current literature on the solution

ahead of cracks which have blunted as a result of large plastic

deformations incurred during loading. In the p.•-nt work, we are

concerned with the flaw which is blunted in the stress-free state and

which is not so sharp that finite deformation blunts it further in

contained plasticity situations..

With numerical approaches such as the finite element method, the

single most difficult feature of the blunt flaw problem is

4accommodating the relative smallness of the root radius in the

discretization. In the analysis of engineering notches or even sharp

cracks, the controlling dimensions are usually of the same order of

magnitude. In contrast, for the cases that we discuss below, the root

radius is siraller than the crack length by a factor of 2000. Since

details of the stress variations in the region influenced by the root

geometry is desired, grid dimensions must be fractions of the root

radius.

We have dereloped i numerical formulation-, Ref.(1), which can

readily accommodate the elastic-plastic blunt crack problem,

especially those cases which have plastic zone dimen:.;i..ns sr.-!ll

compared to crack length. The formulation naturally treats infinite

domains so that solutions free of extraneous boundary effects can be

obtained. In a region surrounding the crack tip finite element

methodology is used. The region size is chosen according to the

plastic zone extent that is anticipated. Over the remainder of the

domain, the planar elasticity complex stress function method is

employed. Boundary collocation techniques are used to couple the

equations governing in the two regions. At each step of the analysis,

discrete unknownsare nodal displacement increments in the finite
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element region and coefficients of a power series approximation to the

governing stress function in the remainder of the domain. The un!que

value of the formulation lies in its capability to accurately treat an

infinite elastic region with a single low order power series.

The elastic-plastic solution for a cracklike elliptical flaw under

cylic loadihg wa' presented in Ref. (1). The non-hardening

Prandtl-Reuss elastic-plastic constitutive law was used in the

formulation. The flaw is cracklkke in the sense that its length is

much greater than the radius of curvature of its ends,p . The small

finite element region used in the analysis restricted the remote

stress level to 12% of the yield stress Y and the maximum plastic zone

extent to 7.5p . Near the crack tip the results were in excellent

agreement with the appropriate slipline solution. Departures from the

solution and the approach to the purely elastic distribution were

discussed. As an example, at peak load with the elastic-plastic

boundary at a distance 3 . 3 p ahead of the flaw, the stress solution

agreed with the slipline distribution over roughly one-half this

plastic zone extent. While the agreement in this inner region was

within 1%, at the elastic-plastic boundary the slipline stress result

of 2.36Y was 13% too high. The results graphically demonstrate that

slipline predictions are valid only over a portion of the plastic

zone, essentially that portion far enough away from the
elastic-plastic boundary so that fully plastic flow is kinematically

possible.

Slipline analysis suggests that the stress gradient near a

traction free circular boundary is more severe than that near an

elliptical boundary. If a crack tip is formed by a semi-circle with

parallel flanks at± 90 0 (U-tip), the normal stress rises from the

surface value of 1.15Y to a stress plateau near 3Y, at a distance 3.8P

ahead of the crack, At this location the stress value is 2.4Y for the

cracklike ellipse. If the crack tip is a complete c~rcle (keyhole

crack), the stress can Increase to a maximum of 4.78Y, the exact

result depending upon the portion of the tip surface and surrounding
material which yields and reaches fully plastic conditions. The

slipline stress distributions for the cracklike ellipse, U-tip and

keyhole cracks are compared in Fig.(l). In the following, we present
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results from the elastic-plastic analysis of the latter two problems,

delineating t!sose aspects which define the limits of applicability of

the slipline predictions.

FORMULATION: The numerical method used in this work has been

discussed in Ref. (1). It combines features of the elastic complex

variable stress function approach discussed by Bowie and Freese, Ret.

(2), and the elastic-perfectly plastic incremental finite element

approach discussed by the authors, Ref. (3). A very important aspect

of the method for our cases of long, narrow flaws involves conformal

mapping and analytic continuation. This allows the traction free

crack boundary condition to be implicitly satisfied so that

discretization and collocation are necessary only at the ends of the

flaw. This very powerful aspect can be used if a mapping function

z= W(c) is known which maps the unit circle onto the flaw. The

mapping function for the elliptical flaw (semi-axis a,b) is of course

known and this function applies to the limiting case of a slit or

sharp crack with b=0. We use the slit in the present work to represent

the crack in the elastic rejion. The desired blunt shape is taken to

be connected to the slit in the finite element regicn. 'Whereas the

general planar elasticity problem requires determination of two

analytic stress functions, continuation reduces the problen to finding

a single function O(C) which satisfies the rem, i stress condition and

th- equilibrium and compatibility coupling conditions along the finite

element interface. While formally there is an interface around each

end, symmetry allows us to treat a single quadrant of the plane in our

analysis.

The interface is defined in the auxiliary plane as a circle of

radius R centred at the end of the slit, so that thc problem in the

"elastic region is to find * outside the disks I•±lI< R . The

approximation used had S as the sum of the purely elastic function and

a 15 term Laurent series expand=6 about the ends of the slit

-. ~15 2 iS=T [aý -3a/c 1/8 + I an4 /(C2_~

In=ul1
The radius R was chosen in the present analysis so that the finite

element region extended a distanr- of 75p from the flaw tip at 7°
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above the flaw direction. In the physical plane tne interface is a

non-circular, smooth contour ending on the faces of the slit. The

piecewise linear interface shown in Fig. (2) corresponds to the finite

element edges there.

The finite element grids consisted of quadrilaterals, each dP.,.ded

by its diagonals into four constant state triangles to accommodate

incompressible deformation. There were roughly 1000 nodes and 2000

triangles in each grid. The finite elements defLied the blunt ends of

the cracks. In the U-tip problem, the slit of the elastic formulationi

opens to a parallel faced, scmi-circular ended slot of length 20P,

while in the keyhole problem a split circular boundary is connected to

the slit. In both cases the tip radius was taken to be a/1004. While

a morc natural U-tip problem would have a uniform opening along the

entire crack length, there is no known mapping function for this case.

There is little reason to exoect tnat the geometry used will have a

near tip solution significantly different than this case.

7 The coefficients in the 3eri-s are real numbers and they are

determined by matching force and displacement conditions at the nodal

points of the interface. Actually in the incremental analysis we deal

witlh in Inrersents of force and displacements corresponding to remote

strecs changes AT. Force increments are expressed in terms of n at

-Che nodes and ihis represents the l-,ad trensfer across the interface.

The usual stiffness approach is followed to develop the govzrning

equations in the finite element region. Condensation results *n a

system of equations relating the interface force and displaeement

increments. By expressing the letter in terrs of 46, a system is

obtained exclusively an tcems of -, ?. series with fewer terms than

finite element interface degrees of freedom is chosen so that the

system is over-determined an6 the solution is by the least squares

method. With knowledge of an, displacement, strain and stress

increments a*. cimputed throuchout the finite element mesh. The value

of AT at each step in the incremen t ation is aeaptive!y es!.ablished ia

an iterative fashion to .ccurately trace the details of the plastic

yielding and flow.
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ELASTIC-PLASTIC RESULTS: The adaptive incrementation technique determines

load step size on the basis of a specified deviatoric stress change maximum

which we chose to be equal to 0.05Y. The resu.t was that 51 steps were taken

for the plastic zone to extend to the interface. The 50th step is thus the

last reliable one and it corresponded to a final remot- stress of 0.28Y.

First yield was at the triangle borcering the tip surface at the x-axis. The

load at first yield suggests on elastic stress concentration factor of 68.5.

The results for the two problems differed by only 0.2%. This factor can be
*,' compared to the value 64.2 for an elliptical flaw with the same ak ratio.

lthe grids used in the two analyses are shown in Fig. (3) along with the

outlines of the plastic zones at maximum load. The gri:;• are shown as

quadrilaterals but of course each of these consists of four •A&.igles. The

elements which satisfy the yield condition are drawn in the tirst quadrants.

There is remarkably close agreement between the results. Although the keyhole

plastic zone extent appears greater in the 52.5 - 67.50 range, actually the

two triangles which differ are within 1% of yield In the U-tip problem,

corresponding to the fact that the load level is 0.7* lower in this case.

Smoothing suggests that the maximum extent of the plastic zone is at 609 and

approximately equal to 6 4 p. The plastic zone has the Af.,. associated with

sharp cracks under small scale tensile yielding conditions. Larsson and

Carlsnn, Ref. (1), considered the problem of a sharp crack in a finite plate

arid found the maximum extent at 650 and equal to- 0.23 (K/Y) K is the

elastic stress intensity factor which would equal TRB for our problem. This

result suggests an extent of 57p, 11% less than our result. Whereas the

plastic zone extends a distance 8 . 8p along the x-axis in our problem, the

sharp crack result s.;ggests 5.5p.

A very significart aspect of the solution involves elastic unloadirg near

the tor, of the crack tip. In the ., dIy stages of loacLng there is a steady

advance of the elastic-plastic bou-., ry along the t'p butface. Yielding
reaches tae top (half of the quad between 82.5 and 90 yields), plastic

straining temporarily occurs near the top and then elements between 67.5 and900 unload. It appears that the yielding away from the surfdce, beyond the

9V° ray, effectively serves as a load shedding mechanismn. The small tnloaded

reglon can be seen in Fig. (4) where plastic zones at T = .14Y (prior to

un!.'ading) and m°xir'•, load are cc - ared. The scale is such that only the

locl plastic zone is included for the maximum load. The keyhole results are

identical to those shown in the figurc.
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The near tip elastic-plastic stress distributions for the U-tip and

keyhole problems are displayed in Fig. (5) for six stages of loading. The

results are virtually identical for the two problems. The plot shows Oyy/y

vs. x/p where x is measured from the circular surface. The solid curve in the

figure is the logarithmic spiral slipline result,

cyy/f = 1.15 (1 + 1n (1 4 x/p))

which is plotted out to x/p = 3.81 as is appropriate for the U-tip flaw when

yielding reaches the flanks. If yielding spreads along the flanks, the stress

beyond M.. remains con'stant at 2.97Y. The log spiral from 9P° is drawn in
the f•.gu,ý;.•

71te ,s!.Cion of the elastic-plastic boundary n the x-axis is Indicated by

hatch marks in the figure. As load increases from the incipient yield value

of 0,0]7Y to 0.15Y, it is seen that the slipline prediction applies over an

increasIng region. Beyond 0.]SY this behavior ceases and the slipline

distribution applies only out to the fined location x = 2.ltp. The log spiral

which intersects the x-axis there is drawn and it is seen to intersect the

crack tip at 66°. This behavior reflects the unloading from 90° to the 67.5 -

75 range that has been discussed. The slipline drawn effectively defines the

limit to the log spiral region for our case of small scale yielding. Fully

plastic conditions can develop beyond this slipline, of course, but the log

spiral distribution cannot apply there. At higher load levels the solution

beyond x = 2.18p appears to be approaching a steady state, with a maximum

stress of 2.57Y at x = 2.76p.

CONCLUSIONS: The results have important implications in many areas of

fracture analysis. For instance, the prediction of cleavage ahead of a crack
is often based upon the characteristic fracture stress -,f a material. The

results which show a maximum achievable stress &.ffarent than coimonly thought

is very significant to this work. Another rrea of application of the results

is in the assessment of fracture ahead of machined flaws In fracture testing,

Analyticallv, it rema:.ns to be seen if the crack tip unloading ph.enos.non

influences behavior once finite strains develop at the tip. The effect of

strain-hardening on the observed behwvior is another area for investigatLon.
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KINEMATIC HARDENING APPLIED TO NON-PROPORTIONAL LOADING

Charles S. White

First Lieutenant

Army Materials and Mechanics Research Center
Watertown, Massachusetts 02172

Abstract

A series of critical experiments in the determination
of a plastic flow rule is re-examined using kinematic
hardening. Non-proportional loading experiments on
thin-walled, aluminum tubes were conducted by Budiansky,
Dow, Peters, and Shepherd in 1951 to determine whether
plastic flow exhibits behavior consistent with the physical,
slip theory of plasticity or with the phenomenological, J
flow and. deformation theories. Their results were. mixes
since none of these theories predict the full range of
exhibited, material behavior. Pan and Rice have sparked
recent interest in these experiments by introducing a slight
rate dependence into slip theory. Through a judicious
choice of a strain rate sensitivity paramete: they match the
experiments reasonably well.

This note reports on the comparison of these
experiments against the predictions of a flow rule based on
the Prager/ Ziegler kinematic hardening theory. Both shear
and axial strains are predicted for a variety of lo3d
histories. Results show good agreement between theory and
experiment. The implications to buckling and. instabiliky
analysis are briefly discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION

In this note a brief reassessment of some experiments
rI] on plastic flow rules will be made in light of the
results predicted using Prager/Ziegler kinematic hardening.
First the experiments will be described with the original
comparisons using the models of J deformation and flo,;

theories (isotropic hardening) and •li theory. Then the
recent paper by Pan and Rice [21 employ., rate sensitivity
in the slip theory will be shown to improve the modeling.
Finally some recent calculations using simple kinematic
hardening will be presented and discussed.

At the First National Congress of Applied Mechanics in
1951 the recults of some nonproportional loading experiments
nn thin wall tubular test specimens were prceented.
Budiansky, Dow, Peters, and Shepherd (11 conducted tests at
NACA labs at Langley Field to investigate the behavior of
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plastic flow near the point of a change in loading
direction. They compressed tubes of 14S-TA aluminum alloy
into the plastic range to strains of about 0.5% then
abruptly changed the loading path and continued loading at a
fixed ratio of axial stress increment to shear stress
increment, da/dT . Their intent was to look tt shear and
axial strain reaponse just after this loading corner. The
simple plasticity theories in use at that time predict quite
different strain behavior. The J isotropic, tlow theory
contains a smooth yield surface io it predicts that the
initial shear strain response would be elastic at a change
in the loading direction.

The J deformation theory and the then recently
proposed sliý theory predict the 'kmmediate accumulation of
plastic flow. They "'oth predict a tangent modulus which is
reduced from its ei'- * value by the formation of a corner
on the yield surfacc By determining which theory better
approximated the experiments, the authors hoped to explain
why plastic buckling experiments agreed better with
calculations using a reduced tangent modulus while the body
of experimental evidence had supported the model of a smooth
yield surface.

Their results are not repeated here in detail except
to describe the general trends and the authors conclusions.
In each specimen the initial shear response was elastic.
For all ratios ofda/dTthe elastic shear strain accounted for
all the measured shear strain just after the loading corner.
This observation is in accordance with J2 isotropic, flow
theory or any flow theory having a smooth lield surface.

For continued straining the results did not favor one
theory over another. The experiments showed shear response
that was "softer" thai predicted by isotropic hardening flow
theory but was "stiffer" than predicted by slip or
deformation theories. The experimental results fell between
the predictions.

For most of the cases, tl. continued accumulation of
plastic strain after the loading corner is underestimated by
these theories. One explanation lies with the treatment of
the behavior of this aluminum alloy as rate independent at
room temperatpre. Tjie tests were run at a very slow strain
rate ( - 10 sec and a component of creep strain might
be expected. This would lead to an increase in the axial
strain over the predictions of the rate independent theory.

IT. RATE DEPENDENT SLIP THEORY

In a 1983 paper by Pan and Rice [21, recent interest
was shown in these experiments. Rate dependence was used to
improve the predictions of slip theory. Pan and Rice
investigated the implications of introducting a slight rate
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dependence into the simple slip theory of Batdorf ard
Budiansky [31. The original assumption was that the shear
strain on any slip system in a crystal is a function only of
the maximum resolved shear stress on that system over tie
loading history. This leads to q rate independent theory
for the macroscopic constitutive behavior when integrated
over all slip directions and slip systems.

ltoPan and Rice assumed that the microscopic behavior is
"slightly rate dependent through a non-linear viscous re-
lation:

= ( 1/y)lm (1)

whereyis the plastic shearing rate, m is the plastic strain
rate sensitivity, 5 is the reference plastic shearing rate
and g(y) is a function of the current state. Note that g(Y)
is just the function for T when Y =

Several values for m were chosen since separate tests
for strain rate sensitivity had not been 'conducted. The
value of m which gave the best matching with the
nonproporcirnal tests was 0.03. This value Is a little
higher than one would normally expect for aluminum at room
temperature [2l.

Pan and Rice show results for 3 of the 6 experiments
conducted by Budiansky et. al. In each case they show that
the introduction of rate dependence can greatly increase the
agreement of slip theory with the experiments. Their
results are repeated here in Figures 1-3. Note that the
original results of Budiansky et. al. are also plotted. An
initial elastic shear stress-strain response is predicted at
the Loading corner in accordance with observations. The
continued deformation is also predicted quitc aell although
there is some divergence between theory and experiment at
higher strain. By judicious choice of the strain rate
sensitivity parameter, rate dependent slip theory can be
shown to give a good description of these nonproportional
loading experiments.

For detailed calculations on buckling and other
instability phenomena the information obtained from these
types of tests are crucial. The predicted loads are very
sensitive to the transverse stiffness after longitudinal
plastic straining. The rate dependent slip theory is shown
to provide a good model which can match experimen's quite
well by adjusting the strain rate sensitivity. This sort of
a microscopically based model is useful when considering
simple geometries and iomogenous stress states but is far
too computationally expensive for use in general analysis
such as might be conducted using a finite element code. It
is for this reason that this author has examined simple,
kinematic hardening in the context of nonproportional
loading.
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III. KINEMATIC HARDENTNG

Budiansky et. al. [ll remarked that their data might
be best correlated by a linear flow theory whose loading
function gives a higher curvature to the loading surface at
the prestress point that does isotropic hardening. The
simple kinematic hardening model proposed by Prager 141
satisfies just such a set of cQnditions, the curvature being
given by that of the initial yield surface. Prager first
introduced the concept of a translating yield surface in
1955 so the model *'as not available to Budiansky et. al. at
the time they analyzed these experiments. It appears that
nonproportional loading experiments of this type have never
been examined w~th the kinematic hardening model. After the
early 1950's, the experimental emphasis in biaxial
plasticity turned away from studying flow rules to plotting
yield loci. Kinematic hardening concepts have been
successfully used to describe some of the phenomena
essociated with yield surface movement but as a flow rule
"the theory has not been subject to the same experimental
scrutiny.

Without going into a detailed discussion of the
development of this phenomenological theory, a few remarks
are appropriate. The theory considered here is that
proposed by Prager [41 vid later modified by Ziegler [51.
Restricting ourselves to small strains we consider an
initial yield surface of the von Mises type which retains
its size and shape but translates without rotation during
plastic straining. The flow rule is associative and the
evolution law for the position, in stress space, of the
yield surface center is given by

where S is the stress deviator and P is the scalar function,
derivable from the consistency condition, which describes
the hardening behavior. This theory was applied to the

It experiments of Budiansky et. al. A power law form was
applied to match the standard uniaxial stress strain curve
in compression given in (21.

n
C = c (-- 1)

where q#= 25 ksi (3)
n = 3.33
c = 0.0317

These values gave a very good match to the compression
experiment and provided easy evaluation of the stiffness at
any strain level during the nonproportional test. In order
to account for slight differences in material properties
between speckmens, we adopt the same approach as Budlansky
et. al. During the pure compressive loading portion of each
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test the uniaxial stress strain curve was compared with of
the standard curve. The ratio, denoted by x, of the stress
given by the standard curve to that of the individual
specimens during the compressive loading was used to modify
the expression above. They assumed that the plasLtic strait.
would be a function
of A times a.

S ( . 1)(4)
where

This___er) _standard curve
(a.) specimen

This allowed the same uniaxial stress strain relation
to be used for all the specimens even though small
differences in ths flow stress level were exhibited between
specirens. The values of X were determined from the
compressive loading portion of the tests. They are
tabuAated In [11.

The kinematic hardening relations werk coded using a
one-step, E-ler explicit integration scheme. The step size
was *,tried to study error accumulation. Increasing the
number of equal steps from 100 to 1000 changed the final
plastic strain by less than 1%. Since error varies
inversely with step size in a linear fashion for explicit
Euler 1000 steps was considered sufficient for predictions
within experimental accuracy. The same procedure was also
used to integrate small strain, ifgtropic hardening
relations for comparison.

The six loading histories tested by Budiansky et, al.
were considered. They are shown schematically in Figure 4.
Notice that the ratios ofda/dTfor continued loading varied
from +1.91 to -1.13. This covered the range from total
loading to elastic unloading.

Figures 5-10 show the results for the isotropic and
kinematic models compared to the experimental data. Shear
stress versus plastic shear strain and versus the increase
in plastic axial str,•in are plotted. Notice in each case
tha" the kinemati. h.ardening model matches the shear strain
response very well. Thel Kinamitic model accurately predicts
the softer response for shear following axial extension.
The most interesting point is that the kinematic model does
such 3 good job of predicting when plastic flow will
recommence for the two cases when the loading trajectories
go back through the el-stic zone of the .".nematic and
isotropic models ( de/dr= -0.656, -1.13). TPhis is clearly
seen from Figure 4 where the shear stress levels for the
intersection of the loading path with the yield surface is
much different for the two models. The kinematic model
yields results much closer to experimental observbtion.
This is an example of ,,ou non-proportional loading tests are

valuable and necessary in constructing a flow rule.
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An interesting behavior is predicted for the case dT
-1.13. Figure 10 shows that the axial strain changes
direction for the kinematic hardening model. This is a
result of the yield surface translating far enough to the
right that the loading point has moved around to the left
half of the yield surface. Unfortunately, the experiments
were not run far enough to show whether this behavior would
occur. The kinematic model does a good job of predicting
these axial strains. The kinematic hardening model does
better than the other theories applied to this prob3em. It
predicts more axial straining than the other theories and
provides a good overall match with experiments.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The calculations presented here demonstrate that
although most plasticity theories yieLd identical results
when applied to proportional load histories, the change in
loading direction can greatly affect the predicted material
response, In particular, simple kinematic hardening was
shown to provide much better agreement with experiment than
isotropic hardening. In light of the overwhelming use of
isotropic 'hardening in even this small strain regime the
analyst must use care in applying a particular hardening
model. -The results presented here indicate that kinematic
hardening should be a more suitable model for buckling or
bifurcation studies. In fact, Tvergaard f6] showed' that
large strain, kinematic hardening provided good results for
biaxial necking.
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THE INVERSE GAUSSIAN PULSE IN THE EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF

LINEAR SYSTEM GREEN'S FUNCTIONS

Alfred S. Carasso
Center for Applied Mathematics

and
Nelson N'. Hsu

Center for Manufacturing Engineering
National Bureau of Standards
Gaithersburg, Maryland '20889

Abstract

We present a new time domain deconvolution method for determining the
"impulse response" of linear time invariant systems. The method is based on
the use of the one-sided, causal, inverse Gaussian pulse as an approximation
to the Dirac .5-function. Deconvolution of that kernel is equivalent to an
inverse heat conduction problem. The method is particularly useful in cases
where the Green's function for the linear system has singularities such as
jumps, cusps, spikes, and the like. Computational recon3tructions of
singularities, from smooth synthetic data, are presented in the context of
Acoustic Emission Green's functions.

1. Introdiction

The problem of determining the "impulse response" of a linear time Invariant

system occurs in many areas of measurement science. If g(t) is a causal time

signal representing the system's response to~a Dirac 6-function input at

t = 0, then g(t) is the causal Green's function or impulse response of the

system. If g(t) is known, the system may be considered a "black box"; the

outpuc y(t) for any given input x(t), is the convolution of x with g,

(1.1) y(t) = ft X(t-T) g(T)dT = ft g(t-T) x('C)dT.

0 0

The response to a Heaviside input H(t) is sometimes preferred. This response,

also called the Green's function, wiil be denoted by G(t). Clearly,

Research supported in part by the U.S. Army Research Office under MIPR No.
fA! ARO 63-82.
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t
(1.2) G(t) f g(s) ds,

0

and from (1-1),

t
(1.3) y(t) = f G(t-T) x(T)dT.

0

In many important cases g(t) or G(t) are not smooth functions of t. Rather,

they exhibit singularities such as jumps, spikes, cusps, and other strikingly

sharp features. In fiber optics measurements, an optical time domain

reflectometer system, (OTDR), Is often used for fiber parameter estimation;

see e.g. [1, p. 236), [2, p. 391], [3), and the references therein. This

non-destructive technique uses short pulses of light which are launched into

one end of the fiber, and the reflected signal is observed, as a function of

time, at the same input end. The instrument is based on the fact that

fluctuaticns in the refractive index along the fiber, as well as defects and

imperfections, cause light to be backscattered. Isolated imperfections

produce sharp spikes superimposed on an otherwise smooth monotone profile. The

Impul se response of the fiber i s particularly useful in characteri zi ng the ]
Sfiber, 

as well as in locating flaws, [4, p. 61) , [5, p. 1]. Another example

in nondestructive testing is the field of acoustic, emission, (AE). Ultrasonic

waves emitted by stressed regions in elastic materials are detected by means

of transducers, and these time signals are used to locate structural flaws.

See [6), [7], [8], [9]. In such studies, the dynamic Green's function for the

structure plays an important role as a general representative solution to the

problem of elastic wave generation and propagation caused by a localized

source. In the case of an infinite plate, a comprehensive treatment of the

Green's tensor was recently given in [10). In typical configurations, see
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[10], the Green's function is neither positive nor; differentiable; the

si ngul arities i n the impulse response carry vwluable i nformation regarding the

times of arrival of various wave components of the signal.

Ideally, by using probe waveforms in the form of -the 6-function or the

Heaviside function, the impulse response can be.obtained experimentally.

However, the "band-limited" nature of signals which can be produced in the

laboratory preclude such infinitely sharp probe waveforms. Rather, C'

approximations to 6(t) or H(t) are synthe-ized and used. The result is to

smooth out or blur sofire of the important singularites ip the system's Green's

function. In order to recover the sharp features, an Ill-posed deconvolutlon

problem nmist be carefully solved. This requires constraints on the unknowl

Green's function in order to stabilize the numerical procedure. Two widely

used constrai nts in the time domain, consist in prescribing an a-prloris bound

on the second derivative of g(t), or requiring g(t) to be non-negative. While

~suLh regu'iarizati on techniques often succeed i n reconstructing smooth.

or non-negative functions, they are not applicable to cases such as the pfatfa-

Green's function. In this paper, we outline an alternative time domain--

deconvolution technique, based on the "inverse Gaussian" pulse. This pulse s

intimately related to a heat conduction problem, and this connection •an be

exploited to impose weaker constraints on the unkhown solutions, such as a

bound in the L2 -norm. In addition, the deconvolutton can be implemented as- a

Cauchy problem for a simple second order partial differential equation. This

approach allows for continuous deconvolution, a useful option which permits

monitoring the development of suspected artifacts. A more detailed discussion

of this technique is given in [111.
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TP,: Inverse Gaussian Pulse

Let a > 0 be a fixed parameter, and consider the function of time, k(q,t),••defined by J

N2
(2.1) k(t) =Hvt) Gassexpan-Pul

This CO function of t on ( is called an "Inverse Gaussian" distribution

in statistics and is related to Brownian motion. See [12), [13], (14, p. 221)

-and their references. For small a > 0, k(a,t)-approximates S(t); for larger

a, k(o,t) is a signal of short duration. Convolution with k(a,t) smooths out

sharp features at an increasing rate the larger a is chosen. The indefinite

integral of k(o,t) is a causal CO approximation to H(t), and can be expressed

in terms of the complementary error function. We have,

to

(2.2) e(a,t) k(c,s)ds = erfc

Both k(a,t) and e(at) are depicted in Figure 1.

Let g(t) be the impulse response of the time invariant system under-stu4y, and

let G(t) be as in (1.2). The response of the system to the probe waveform

.e(o,t) in (2.2) is given by,

t t
"(2.3) h(t) f e(.v,t-r) g(r)dT = f k(a,t--r) :Ct)dT,o o

__ while that due to the waveform k(a,t) is given by,

t
(2.4) w(t) = f k(o,t-T) g(i)dr.

0

Thus, either probe leads to a time domain deconvolution problem for

determining thk Green's function, in which the kernel Is the inverse Gaussian
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pulse (2.1). Some of the properties of the convolution with k(o,t) are listed

below.

I. w(t) in (2.4) is a C' function of t on (0,-) even if g(t) is in

L2 (O,,). Moreover, using Schwarz's inequality in (2.4), derivatives of

w(t) can be bounded in the supremum norm, in terms of the L norm of

g(t), if a > O.

II. As a map from L 2(0,-) Into L2 (0,-) the convolution in (2.4) is a

holomorphic semi-group in the variable a for o >,0. See [15, p. 145).

III. The Laplace transform of k(o,t) is exp(-o/). The inverse kernel to

k(o,t) has the Laplace transform exp(oV'), a > 0. This inverse kernel

cannot exist as a Schwartz distribution, since the Laplace transform of

a Schwartz distribution has polynomial growth at infinity° See [16, p.

189). Thus, "direct" deconvolution in (2.4) i"-not feasible. This is

always the case with C' probes. See [17, p. 137, p. -145].

IV. Let x and a be positive cf),;;tants such that a = (x/a). Let u(x,t) be

the unique bounded solution of the heat conduction problem for the

semi-infinite rod,

Ut = a2 UXX, 0 < x <-, t > 0,
(2.5) u(x,o) = 0, 0 4 x <,

'u(O,t) = g(t), lim u(x,t) = 0
X+_

Then, see e.g. [18, p. 172], w(t) in (2.4) is u(x,t) evaluated at x =
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As a consequence of IV, deconvolution in (2.3) or (2.4) is equivalent to

s.ol vi ng the "i nverse heat conduction" problem whereby the boundary temperature

history g(t) (or G(t)), at x = 0, is reconstructed from knowledge of the

temperature history at the location x = A. This is an ill-posed problem in

partial differential equations which is discussed in detail in [19].

3. The Deconvolution Procedure

The use of probe waveforms of the specific type given in (2.1), (2.2) is

advocated, partly because such probes are smooth functions of time whose

"sharpness" can be controlled by means of a single paranmeter, namely a. (It

is advantageous to synthesize such probes wi;h as small a value of a as is

experimentally feasible). However, an equally important feature of (2.1) is

the connection with the heat conduction problem (2.5) which can be exploited

to devise a deconvolution procedure with certain desirable properties.

Given the probe parameter a, te interpret the recorded signal h(t) in (2.3)

(or w(t) in (2.4)) as the solution of (2.5) at x = x. By the semi-group

property II above, we may use h(t) to continue the solution to the right of x

= x by convolution, and obtain both u(x,t) and ux(xt) along the line x V" >

X. These two functions of time comprise the necessary initial data for

integrating the heat equation "sideways"; i.e. as an initial value problem In

thex-variable, in the direction of decreasing x, from x = v, to x = 0. See

[19, Section 4).

2Continuous dependence in the L norm, can be restored to the sideways heat

equation by imposing an a- priori bound, M, on the L norm of the unknown

boundary data at x = 0, I.e. on the desired system Green's function G(t). In

addition, an a- priori estimate, c, is assumed known for the L2 norm of the
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2l

noise in the recorded data h(t). Let to be the L2 "noise to signal" ratio,

(3. 10 Q)= .

I

The regularization is accomplished by a prelimi nary smoothing of the initial
data in the frequency domain, using FFT algorithms. The smooth initial values

are then used in a discrete numerical step by step marching procedure in the

x-variable. The filtering function uses w in (3.1) as the nl a- -priori

information, and the regularizatlor is exactly equivalent to minimizing the

appropriate rlkhonov functional. See [19) for full details.

4. Continuous Deconvolution

We may picture the marching procedure described above as a systematic

continuous unsmoothing of the recorded data as we approach the boundary x =0

in the assoclited fictitious heat conduction problem (2.5). By outputting the

-€ intermediate results at positive values of x as x tends to zero, one can

monitor this unsmoothing process. Any such intermediate result is a arti.l

deconvolution, while total ,ecovivolution corresponds to-the su&ution at the

boundary x = 0.

Consider now the solution of the heat flow -problem (2.5),at some small

positive value of x, x = xo say. Even if the bounoary data g(t) lies in L',
u(xo, t) is a CO function of t which faithfully approximates g(t) if xo Is

sufficiently small. Moreover, constraints on u(xo, t), together with all its

derivatives, have been implicitly placed by virtue of the a- priori bound H on

the L2 norm of g(t). See property I above. Thus, at x = x0, the regularized

marching procedure is approximating a well-constrained stooth function of t

which in turn approximates the non-smooth boundary data. This is the
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if"

interpretation which should be placed on the notion of partial deconvolution

at xo. In this sense, the heat flow problem associated with the inverse

Gaussian pulse allows for a deconvolution procedure in which rolatively weak

L2 constraints can be imposed. Error bounds, of logarithmic convexity type,

for the reconstruction at any x are given in [19, Theorem 1]. These estimates i/
show that the 12 norm of the error at x is o(Cx/),- if e is the L2 error in

the recorded data at x = x.

5. Numerical Deconvolution Experiments with Synthetic Data

We present two examples of Green's function reconstruction for the case of an

infinite elastic plate. These example-,, from the field of acoustic emission,

have singularities which are similar to those encolintered in optical fiber

backscattering measurements in the presence of imperfections. See [3, Figures

3-2, 3-88], [10, Figure 15) and [9, Figures 6B, 11). Hence, the applicability

of the technique ini two different physicaT contexts can be demonstrated,

simultaniously.

Recent work, [20), has made it possible to develop computational software

capable of producing the exact Green's function for an infinite elastic plate,

given the test configuration. Use was made of this software to obtain several

typical examples of plate Green's functions. By 'careful numerical convolution

with the probe waveform (2.1), using adaptive quadrature routines, synthetic

smoothed out data were created, simulating the recorded signals. These data

were then used as input initial values into the deconvolution algorithm of

Section 3. By comparing the deconvolution results with the known exact

Green's functions, the performance of the procedure can be assessed.

•;-
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The numerical experiments deal with the G3 3 component of the Green's tensor,

describing the normal displacement due to a normal applied force. One example

studied is the epicentral response to a 6-function input. The other example

is the response to a Heaviside input source, located two plate thickness away

and on the same side of the plate as the receiver. Our figures below display

normalized displacement versus normalized time, where

(5.1) Normalized Displacement = r* Shear Modulus * Plate Thickness*

Di spl acemcnt/Force

(5.2) Normalized Time = Time* Shear Wave Speed/Plate Thickness.

Our experiments take place on the time interval [0,5] in normalized units,

using synthetic data at 550 equispaced points in that interval. The probe in

(2.1) was used with a parameter value of o= .5, time being measured in

normalized units. The related heat flow problem (2.5) was given the constant

diffusivity a2 = .25, while z. was fixed at the value .25, So that o = (Ia).*1•

The marching scheme in the x-variable was implemented using 1000 equispaced

mesh points on the x-interval [0,]. Because of discretization errors in the

numerical computation of the exact Green's functions as well as in the

subsequent convolutions, the synthetic input data are not free from noise.

Accordingly, a value of w = 10-4 was selected in (3.1), reflecting an estimate

of the probable L2 norm of the error in the recorded data. When the noise

level is of the order of 0.1% or lower, the deconvolution procedure is not

found to be overly sensitive to the value of w, beyond the general order of

magnitude of that quantity.

In Figure 2, the epicentral response is considered. The exact Green's

function has a series of sharp peaks. while the simulated convolved signal
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FIGURE 3.
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bears little resemblance to the exact solution. Total deconvolution was

attempted w'ith the calculation pursued up to the boundary x = 0. While

"ringing" phenomena are visible in the reconstruction, the ability of the

scheme to restore and localize these sharp peaks is significant. In Figure 3,

with source and receiver on the same side of the plate, the exact Green's. -

function has a sharp trough and a "corner" near t = 2.2. These sharp features

are not visible in the smooth recorded data. Total deconvolution restores

many of these features although an artifact in the form of a Gibbs phenomenon

obscures the sharp corner near t = 2.2. This last example was also studied

from. the standpoint of continuous deconvolution. Random noise of magnitude

0.1% was added to each of the 550 synthetic data values prior to deconvolu-

tion, and the partial deconvolutions at 80% and 90% of the way back from

x= , were obtained, in addition to the total deconvolution at x = 0.

The results are depicted in Figure 4. The genesis of the Gibbs phenomenon

near t = 2.2 is apparent; substantial tightening of the bend to the right of

the trough occurs prior to the onset of ringing, as the algorithm attempts to

reconstruct the corner in the exact solution. Used in thi: way, continuous

deconvolution is a desirable option which can reveal important features in the

solution before these features becone obscured by artifacts.

6. Concludin2 Remarks

The usefulness of the above procedure rests an the feasibility of an

appropriate device for producing the proposed waveforms. At the present time,

input electrical voltages with a prescribed waveform can be synthesized using

a digital to analog converter. To produce a mechanical pulse with a pre-

:scribed time dependence requires a high fidelity transducer to convert the
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synthesized voltage into an impact force. Work in this direction is cur-

rently under way at the National Bureau of Standards. See [21], [22]. On

the other hand, the probes (2.1), (2.2) are similar in shape to waveforms

commonly found in the experimental literature. By attempting to fit sv,..,

probes with the desired expressions (2.1) or (2.21. for suitable value- ,

one can consider using the above procedure in a variety of linear system

contexts. Future work should explore the feasibility of such "inE.xact"

)deconvolution.
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"ABSTRACT. The computer code DELTA uses a linearized Alternating

Direction Implicit (ADT) scheme to provide a numerical approximation of the

solution of the averag,:0 two-phase (gas-solid) two-dimensional (axisymmetric)
equations governing viscous interior ballistic flows within conventiOndl guns.
To further the understanding of phenomena affecting gun tube life as well as
gun performance, a heat transfer model, which simulates the interactio-ns of
fluid dynamics and thermal profile in the gun tube wall, has been incorporated
in the DELTA code. The same linearized ADI method is utilized to.obtain-the
numerical solution of the two-dimensional nonlinear heat conduction equation
in the gun tube. Our model of the heat transfer process couples completely
and simultaneously all three controlling events without any approximations-to

'C the governing equations; that is. the axisymmetric viscous flow within the

entire gun tube which na~uraily gives a precise definition of the gas thermal
boundary layer, the time-dependznt balance of the heat fluxes at the inner

Swall surface, and the two-dimensional temperature calculation within the gun
tube wall. The nonlinear heat flux boundary conditions at the inner and outer
tube surfaces are linearized as to be compatible with the solution scheme.

Results computed with DELTA compare the flow patterns for two different
types of idealized one-phase interior ballistics environments. The first is a
pure expansion flow, and the other includes mass and heat sources. Besides
laminar flow calculations the effects of two algebraic turbulence modela are
considered. Finally, simulations for an adiabatic tube and for a tube that
allows heat transfer are reported.

* Current address is AT&T Bell Laboratories, Crawford Corners Read,

Holmdel, NJ 07733
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I. INTRODUCTION

The interior ballistics flows of conventional charges in gun tubes show
complex flow patterns. This is due to both the heterogeneous structure of the
charge itself, and the rapidly chanving flow conditions witHin a few
milliseconds. The fast rise in pressurc and temperature caused by the burning
propellant initiates turbulent, multidimensional, multiphase flow which is
coupled with the accelerating projectile motion. Up to now a mathematical
model that describes all the physics occurring in a complete interior
ballistics cycle is not available. However, several models that simulate some
of the phenomena exist or are being developed [2].

On the other hand, detailed experimental measurements of the total
interior ballistic cycle are not possible. Some standard techniques as well
as some new special techniques under development determine only specific

quantities in real weapons or in simulators under simplified flow conditions.

Commonly measured quantities are the gas pressure and projectile motion.
However, quantities like the temperature distribution in the gas and in the
gun tube wall, velocity distributions of the gas or solid particulates inside
or outside of boundary layers, the particle distribmtion, or the turbulent
pattern cannot yet be determined accurately by experiment. Thus, the need for J
modelling the interior ballistic cycle exists so that the dynamic development

of these quantities can be studied, and their impact on ballistic problems can
be evaluated.

One new computational capability for investigating interior ballistics

flows is the DELTA code which is under development at BRL. The purpose of
this code is to address special ballistic problems, relai.ed to boundary layer I
development, heat transfer to the tube wall, turbulence and time-dependent
distribution of additive particles. In the following the basis of DELTA and
its applications will be discussed.

II. REVIEW OF THE MODELS IN DELTA

The flow to be modeled by DELTA is the multidimensional, two-phase flow
inside of a gun tube. Presently, the geometry of the flow is simplified to f
axisymmetry. At the rear end, the so-called breech, the tube is closed by a
stationary flat plate while the front boundary is represented by the moving
flat based projectile. The flow is always assumed to be viscous and heat
copducting, but can be either laminar or turbulent. The wails may be

- adiabatic or allow heat transfer from the gas to the surrounding metal
surfaces. Heat transfer is restricted to the tube wall. The core flow is
fully coupled to the moving projectile, to the boundary layer development, and
if desired, to che heat conduction in the tube wall. By fully coupled we mean
that each of these phenomena can affect any other one; for example, the
boundary layer development can alter the details of the core flow. This
situation is not the casc in a boundary layer type model.

The mathematical model in DELTA, the balance equations for the gas-phase I,
and ene solid phase, are based on the unsteady volume-averaged formulation.
The gas phase is described by the averaged equations corresponding to the full

- Navier-Stokes equations for a compressible fluid. The averaged coeffic!ents
of viscosity and heat conduction, the averaged .viscous stress tensor, the
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averaged dissipation function and averaged heat conduction function are
included. Since interior ballistics flows usually produce high gas pressure,
the Noble-Abel equation of state is used so that some real gas effects can be
included. The turbulence is considered by algebraic mixing length models.
The solid phase is described by the averaged equations corresponding to an
incompressible fluid which can undergo deformation. The derivation of these
equations is given in Ref. [3]. The equations are listed in Ref. [I.

The set of partial differential equations for the axisymmetric two-phase
flow region is solved by a linearized Alternating Direction Implicit (ADI)
scheme. This scheme transforms the differential equations to a set of linear
algebraic equations. The corresponding matrix has a block tridiagonal
structure, and thus, the solutions at each new time-step can be efficiently

"A. determined. Detailed information about the derivation of the scheme is
presented in Ref. 11.

III. HEAT TRANSFER TO AND TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION 114 THE TUBE WALL

The heating of the gun tube wall caused by convection, heat conduction
"and radiation of the hot propellant gas along its inner stirface enhances the
gun tube wear and erosion, and therefore, affects the lifetime of gun. tubes.
The experimental determination of the inner wall surface temperature is quite
difficult. The commonly used thermocouples are restricted in interior
ballistic applications due to the demands of an accurate measurement in a very
short time interval, of the close contact to the flow, and of the special
thermal properties of the gauge Itself.

Currently, there exist several different models for the heat transfer to

the gun tube wall. They can be divided in four categories according to their
complexity. The first type, at most, uses a very simplistic boundary layer
calculation and a heat transfer correlation, e.g., Colburn's analogy, to

obtain the heat transfer [4-6J. Heat losses in the core flow are considered.
These empirical heat transfer correlations which are derived for fully

.developed, Steady, one-phase pipe flow are used to predict the highly unsteady
flow and heat flux in a gun. The main feature of this type of model is the
emphasis on the calculation of the core flow. In contrest another category
tries to model more exactly the boundary layer by using more general boundary
layer equations [7,8J. The heat transfer to the tube wall again is described

by correlations. The boundary layer edge is not coupled with any computation
A'.• of the core flow. Instead, simplified qualitative values are assumed which

represent approximately the core flow conditions. The third category makes
use of the general boundary layer equations and of a balance of heat fluxes

Sfrom the hot gas to the gun tube wall at the inner wall surface [9]. The
conditions at the boundary layer edge are comparable to those in the second
category. These approaches do not include all the feedba-zk mechanism to the
core flow, and therefore, to the projectile motion. That Is, the phenomena
occurring in the boundary layer regions are not fully coupled to the phenomena
occurring in the regions away from the boundary layer, the core flow region.
The fPurth category is the fully coupled approach wherein the phenomena

U associated with the core flow is directly linked to the projactile motion, the
boundary layer development, the heat transfer to and the heat conduction in
the tube wall, and vice versa. This is achieved by using a single but general
set of equations which is valid everywhere in the gas region. The solution of
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this set automatically provides the boundary layer solution in the boundary
layer region, the core flow solution in the core flow, and all the necessary
coupling that naturally occurs in the flow. Although this category of
solution possesses the most complexity, it provides the solution with the
least number of assumptions and approximations. In alght of the scarcity of
experimental measurements with which to compare the calculations, we feel the
fourth category is best. The DELTA approach is an example of the fourth
category.

The heat transfer model in DELTA consists of the equations governing the
heat conduction in the tube wall, and the boundary conditions which couple the
temperature in the wall to the flow inside and outside the tube, The heat
conduction in the tube wall is described by the two-dimensional, nonlinear
axisymmetric equation for the wall temperature Tw(t,r,z):

ýw3 a 9T w
P (Tw} cw(T) - LXw(Tw) -

+ T [r Xw(T) aT
r r I "

The variables t, z and r denote the time, axial coordinate in the wall and
radial coordinate in'the wall, respectively. The specific heat c. and the
thermal conductivity Xw of gun tube steel are non-constant and depend
remarkably on temperature 110J. Although, the density of the steel P.
depends on temperature, its variation is small.

The most important boundary condition is at the. inner tube wall surface
where the coupling of the flow region and the wall occurs. At this surface,
the balance of heat fluxes with a radiation effect

9Tg 4 4Tw
-g •--+ o (T4 -Tg) -X I[

gar g 9 w 3r

and the temperature equilibrium
L!

T e cTg.TW

are enforced. The variables X , e, a, T and T denote the thermal• ~g g g

conductivity of the gas, the emissivity of the wall surface, the Stafan-
Boltzmann constant, the gas temperature, and the maximum gas temperature in a

L41 given cross-section (z - constant), respectively. We emphasize that both
conditions are used only ac the inner tube wall surface. The first term on the
towards the wall by conduction, while radiation is included by rhe second

term. The right hand side gives the heat flux into the tube wall.. The
boundary condition at the outer tube wall surface is chosen as a simple
engineering condition

aT T

Xa =h (T T~~
• 2:w ar w mb)'•
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where we are using a heat transfer number h and an outer ambient temperature
Tamb. A more sophisticated condition, at least for a single shot weapon, is
not necessary because the heat usually does not reach the outer surface during
the ballistic cycle due to the wal. thickness. Two additional boundary
conditions are needed in axial direction. At the projectile base, we set

Tw = amb

across the wall thickness, that is, we assume the projectile is moving into a
cold area with ambient temperature. At the breech, an adiabatic condition

-- 0az

seems to be adequate.

These equations governing the temperature distribution in the tube wall
are solved using the same linearized ADI method as are the equations for the
gas flow region; that is, the equations are linearized in time, and are split
along coordinate directions. At each new time level, we first update the
temperature distribution in the wall, and then update the governing v'ariables
in the flow region. This is performed by the following aequence of sweeps
along coordinate directions: an axial sweep followed by a radial sweep in the
wall; a radial nweep followed by an axial sweep in the gas region, and finally
an adjustment of the dependent variables along the inner wall surface to the
flux boundary condition. We omit a discussion of most details of the

numerical procedure because they are ident,-cal to those explained in Ref.
11. Because the thermodynamic dependent variables in the gas region are the
specific gas entropy (s) and logarithm of gas pressure (q), the heat flux
boundary condition expressed in terms of T must be reformulated as a linear
equation in terms of s and q at the new Inknown time level for the radial
sweep in the gas region. To this end, we transform the heat flux term on the
gas side via the chain rule:

Xr !T X (T(s,q)) IT8 L- + Tq r

where T , T denote the partial deriviatives of T with respect to s and q,
respect~elyq. For-simplicity, we dropped the Index g. The linearization in
time gives a relation between the unknown new time level (n) and the known
current time level (c)

F Tn c aTc c 2
A(Tr)" (j--) + - X M- •-1 At + O (At)

r rdt ar

with

d AT dA c c ds +Tc djg TC
'i-t -r At -(TT) iT8  t Tq dt ar At

""+ A, [(T ! + T , +(T as + T c Ls At

qq ar sq ar dt snta r qsa3r dt
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The time-deriviatives are approximated by

ds At sn sc

At qn- qC,

so that we get a linear equation in sn and qn. This linear equation is
compatible with the set of finite differenced linear equations derived from
the flow equations.

IV. TURBULENCE MODEL

For studying the influence of turbulence on the flow pattern, two
different turbulence models were considered. Both are equilibrium algebraic
eddy viscosity models based on Prandtl's -mixing length' hypothesis. A
turbulent eddy viscosity p as well as a turbulent thetmal conductivity At are
calculated such that molecular viscosity p and thermal conductivity X in the
equation3 describing a laminar flow are replaced by the effective values

Peff P + "t

Aeff X " + At

The two models differ in the underlying assumption that the boundary layer is

composed of one region or two regions.

The one-layer model expresses the turbulent eddy viscosity as

Pt P 21 3w + 3!1

-: where P is the local density, I is Prandtlts mixing length, w and u are the
velocity in axial and radial direction, respectively [111. Density and
velocity gradients are determined by the solution of the partial differential
equations. The mixing length is given by a correlation. For a steady

u. incompressible flow in a tube Nikuradse [111 experimentally determined that

S[ 0.14-0.08 (1 -• -0.06 (1 )4j
I .4 .8 R R

In using this correlation in the unsteady compressible flow simulations, we
assume that the correlation still models the turbulence. We try to test this
assumption by comparing the simulations with another turbulence model, a so-
called two-layer model.

]
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The two-layer model separates the boundary layer in an inner and outer
region with different formulations for each region [12,13]. The expression
for the eddy viscosity of the inner region is

2 a" + 3u 4

inp 5T1
in r

which is the same as the one-layer formulation. The difference is in the
definition of the' mixing length I , that is,

X - k y D,

where the von Karman constant k = 0.4 , y is the distance from the wall and D
is the van Driest damping factor. Van Driest suggested that

+

+
* D=l-e A

where

y +

with the van Driest constant A 26 . The subscript w ir4icates that these
quantities are to be evaluated at the wall surface (y-o). The wall shear
stress Tr is expressed by

wa
JA

•_ w =w 3 yI =o

In the outer layer we use

0.0168 p We

"tout [1 + 5.5 (y/8) 6 ]

v- f .re we denotes the axial edge velocity, 6 the kinematic boundary layer
displacement thickness and 6 the boundary layer thickness. In our case w

AL4 is the maximum, axial veloclty in the cross-section z-constsnt, this is,- tfe
MJ v.locity on the axis of symmetry.

Now the two-layer eddy viscosity Is expressed as

P if y <
tiin

-. jt= P if y > YeI• "tout !

i•where Yc is the first point at which p exceeda. 1
• Ptin • tout
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In both cases the turbulent thermal conductivity is calculated by

I.C

at cnt tt p

where the turbulent Prandtl number is Prt 0.9 and cp is the specific heat
at constant pressure.

V. RESULTS.

Computational results are presented for two different types of interior
ballistics flows. The first simulates a pure gas expansion flow behind a
projectile inside of a constant cross-section tube. The tube is closed at one
end by a stationary surface called the breech, and at the other end by a
movable flat based projectile. The initial states of the gas are uniform and
quiescent. Geometrical data, initial conditions as well as the thermodynamic
properties of the gas are listed in Table I. We designate this

TABLE I. Lagrange Gun Parameters

Bore Diameter 20 mm
Tube Length 2.0 m
Chamber Length 0.175 m
Projectile Mass 120 g
Ratio of Specific Heats 1.271 3 3
Covolume 1.08 - 10 m 1kg
Mojar Mass 23.8 g/mole

Initial Gas Pressure 300 MPa
Initial Gas Temperature 3000 K
initial Velocities 0 M/s

idealization as the Lagrange gun. The flow in the Lagrange gun is very well
suited for st, 4ying several important features like the numerical procedure,
bctndary layer development, laminar and turbulent axisymmetric flow patterns,
and heat transfer to the tube wall. Since an expansion flow is quite removed

B'- from the phenomena occurring during a ballistic cycle, a second type of flow
which has the time-dependent pressure and temperature profiles as in a real
tube weapon is simulated by adding heat and mass to the One-phase flow via
source terms. An empirical burning law for pressure-dependent sources is
used. The sources moe with the flow. We designate this idealization as the
real gun. The essential parameters for the real gun differ from Table I only
with respect to the initial conditions. The initial gas pressure is assumed
to be ambient pressure (0.1 MPa) and the initial gas temperature to be ambient
temperature (293 K). In all cases involving the real gun simulation, the
proje..tile is released from. its initial position when the pressure at, the
projectile base reaches 30 MPa.
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Because an implicit finite difference scheme is used, no stability
restriction exists on the jize of the time step for a given mesh. We have
chosen a constant time-step of 10 lis for computing all results shown here.
The computational mesh consists of 49 uniformly or nonuniformly spaced mesh
points in the axial direction and 19 nonuniformly spaced mesh poitxts iII the
radial direction. To obtain a finer spatial resolution near the solid wall,
the mesh points are more concentrated near the wall than near the cezter

line. An example of a 19x49 computational mesh, which is used in most of the
computations, is shown in Figure 1. The smallest grid size in radial
direction at the bore surface is 7.7 Um . The mesh for computing the heat
conduction in the tube wall is generated in the same way with the same mesh

distribution in axial direction as on the gas side, and a corresponding mesh
concentration near the inner bore surface. Both the size of time-step, and
number of grid points seem to be a re&sonable compromise between accuracy and
computation time,

The performances of the Lagrange and real gun for launinar flows with
adiabatic boundaries are compared in Figures 2-5. The histories of the gas
pressures, temperatures at the center of the breech and projectile, and the
velocities and displacements of the projectile are shown. The main
differences are the temporal distribution of all the quantities, and the final
values of the muzzle velocities. For the real gun simulations, the pressure
at the projectile base reaches 30 MPa at about 2.3 ms at which time the
projectile begins to accelerate down the tube.

Qualitative results for a laminar flow with sdiabatic walls in the
Lagrange gun are presented in Figures 6-10. We caution the reader of the
different view points in the three-dimensional graphs. They were chosen to
best display the results. The spatial distribution of the axial velocity is
shown in Figures 6 and 7 at 3.75 ms. At this time, the projectile exits the
gun tube with a muzzle velocity of 623 m/s. Figure 6 shows the axial velocity
field when a uniformly axially spaced mesh in Figure I is used. Figure 7
shows the same quantity but computed on a nonuniformly spaced axial mesh. The
radial distribution of the mesh points are the same in both figures. For a
given axial position the axial velocity is constant across much of the radius
of the tube (the core flow region), and decreases to zero only very close to
the wall (the boundary layer region). The boundary layer is the result of the

no-slip condition (w=o) at the wall. The thickness of the boundary layer is
approximately 0.2 to 0.3 mm. In the axial direction, the velocity is
distributed linearly in the core region between the zero value at the breech
and the muzzle velocity. The three-dime 31onal temperature and pressure
distributions are given in Figures 8 and S Due to the adiabatic boundary
condition at the wall surface the heat generated by the viscous forces near
the tube wall cannot transfer to the tube wall, and the gas temperature rises
towards the wall surface. Here again the boundary layer is only 0.2 to 0.3 mi
thick. The pressure, however, stays constant in radial direction over the
entire cross-secticn. The assumption in boundary layer theory that the radial
pressure gradient is zero would be valid in this example. Figure 10 shows the
3-D graph of the radial gas velocity. In approximately the first 70% of the

distance to the projectile, the radial velocity is negative, i.e., the flow is
directed towards the center line (C-L). Thereafter, it is positive and
increases remarkably towards the projectile base. Only very close to the
projectile does the value of the radial velocity drop rapidly from its maximum
value to zero. Of course, the radial velocity is small since it is induced
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only by molecular viscosity and heat conductivity. The results in Figures 2-
"�' 10 agree very well with F ,th a one-dimensional solution of the core flow using
-• the method of characteristics, and the two-dimensional numerical calculations

of Heiser and Hensel [14,15J.

The assumption of a laminar flcw may not be realistic for the Lagrange
gun considered above. Because the Reynolds number based on the tube's
diameter and muzzle velocity is of the order of 107 , the effects of
turbulence should be examined. In comparison to the laminar flow several
important differences occur when the two algebraic turbulence models described
in IV are applied. However, the difference in the results between the two
turbulence models is insignificant. Consequently, we do not specify the type
of model in the results. First of all, we see the difference in the
projectile performance between the laminar and turbulent type flow. This is
demonstrated in Figure II with the pressure histories at the breech, in Figure
12 with the temperature histories at the breech, and in Figure 13 with the
projectile velocity histories. ln the turbulent flow simulation, the
projectile velocity is about 50 m/s less than for the laminar flow at muzzle
time. The axial velocity flow field at the time of muzzle clearance is shown
in Figure 14. The velocity boundary layer is fully 'developed between the
center line and the tube wall. The axial velocity overshoots the projectile
velocity near the center line. This overshoot is related to the radial gas
velocity (Figure 15) which is one to two order of magnitude larger than for
the laminar flow (Figure 10) near the projectile base. In this region, the
radial gas flux is toward the tube wali as before, and transports mass away
from center-line which in turn can accelerate the axial flow. The radial
variation of axial velocity (Figure 16), radial velocity (Figure 17) and
temperature (Figure 18) taken 0.25 m upstream of the muzzle show some details
about the differences between the laminar and turbulent flows at the time of
muzle clearance. Boundary layer calculations in Ref. 17! show comparable
trends between laminar and turbulent flow. However, the flow patterns
computed by different types of turbulence models, e.g., non-algebraic models,
may differ. An experiment corresponding to this idealized expansion flow is
needed to validate a turbulence model. Such experiments are being attempted
at the French-German Institute (ISL) in France and the Ernst-Mach-Institut
(EMI) in Germany.

Besides turbulence, heat transfer is important in an interior ballistics
cycle because in reality energy is lost from the gas flow, and is gained by
the gun tube wall. This heating of the wall's surface does influence gan tube
erosion. Our heat transfer model together with the calculation of the heat
conduction in the wall couples the unsteady behavior in both media, and isL discussed in Section III. We now show results concernitig the laminar Lagrange
gun expansion flow with heat transfer from the gas to the tube wall.
Initially the wall is supposed to be at ambient temperature. The thermalproperties of the gun3 barrel are characterized by the barrel material
density p = 7.8 kg/m , thermal conductivity )w - 43 W/(m K) and specific

heat cw = 160 JI(kg K). The pressure and temperature histories at the breech,
and projectile velocity history are given in Figures 11-13, and can be
compared with the other two simulations. The spatial profile of the axial
velocity, radial velocity, pressure and teiperature are plotted in Figures 19-
22, respectively, at the time of muzzle clearance. When comparing the figures
to those of the laminar flow with adiabatic walls, we find with heat transfer
that the velocity boundary layer as well as the tmperature boundary layer are
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thinner, that the radial velocity is about one order of magnitude higher, and
that the radial velocity is always directed towards the wall. For example,
the velocity boundary layer is only about 0.05 mm thick. Detailed comparisons
across the boundary layers regions for axial velocities and temperatures are
presented in Figures 23 and 24, and across the tube cross-section for the
radial velocities is shown in Figure 25. All these profilcs are at 0.25 m
from the muzzle at the time of muzzle clearance. Figure 26 shows the history
of the wall surface temperatute at two different locations along the tube
wall. One is taken ° 50 mm away from the breech. This wall point belongs
to the chamber, and neated up from the beginning of the flow cycle. The
second wall point is 250 mm away from the breech, and is heated up only after
the projectile has passed it (at 0.47 ms). The maximum wall termperature
occurs early in the 4 ms cycle. The laminar gas layer close to the tube wall

N, cools rapidly because the transport of heat in the tube wall by conduction is
much faster than the transport of heat by conduction and convection on the gas
side towards the wall. To obtain the heat transfer precisely from the gas to
the wall, we need to compute the radial temperature gradient on both sides of
the inner bore surface as accurately as possible. The temperature boundary
layer, however, is very thin as it is shown in Figures 22 and 24 which implies
very small grid sizes must be used close to the wall. The smallest one in
radial direction for Figure 26 is 0.73 pmr

The final simulations are for the one-phase flows in the real gun, i.e.,
where mass and energy are added via source terms. The pressure and
temperature histories at the breech and projectile, and the projectile
velocity and displacement histories for the laminar flow simulation and for
the real gun are given in Figures 2-5. Figures 27-40 are a series of three-
dimensional profiles which characterize both the laminar and turbulent flows
inside an adiabatic tube. The group of figures ase~ociated with the laminar
flow are at two times: the first at 3.6 ms when maximum pressure Is achieved
and the second at 5.3 ms when the projectile exits the tube, For these
calculations a nonuniform radial grid is used witb the mintmum -rid size of
0.73 Pm because of the thinness of the boundary layer. We excluded the
profile of the radial velocity at 3.6 ms because the magnitude of this
component was smaller than 0.05 m/s. Three-dimensional profiles show the
turbulent flow ilelds when maximum pressure occurs at 3.6 ms (Figures 34-37),
and when the projectile exits the tube at 5.49 ms (Figures 38-40). As in the

- - Lagraige gun, the differences are minimal between the simulations with
-: different turbulence model, but significant between the laminar and turbulence

simulations.

VI. SUMMARY

Special interior ballistic phenomena are investigated by using the DELTA
computer code designed to calculate the multidimensional, two-phase flow
behind an accelerating projectile inside a gun tube. Details of the heat
transfer and turbulence submodels used in the simulations are given in this
paper. The general mathematical model and numerical algorithm are described

*• in a companion paper Ref. [1]. Results are given for two types of idealized
one-phase interior ballistics gun simulations: the pure expansion flow, and
the flow with moving mass and heat sources. Comparison are made between
"laminar and turbulent flows as well as between flows in an adiabatic tube and
in a tube that allows heat transfer.
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Figure 2. Pressure histories at the center of the breech and the
projectile base for the laminar flew with adiabatic walls
in the Lagrange gun (LG) and real gun (RG) simulations.
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Figure 3. Temperature histories at the zenter of the breech and the
projectile base for laminar flow with adiabatic walls for
the Lagrange gun (1G) and real gun (RG) simulations.
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Figure 4. Projectile velocity histories for laminar flow with
9ditbatic walls in the Lagrange gun (IG) and realgun (RG) simulations.o
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Figure 5. Projectile displacement from the breech for laminar
flcu with "adiab•tic walls. in the Lagrange gun (I)
and real gun (RG) simulations.
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Figure 6. Lagrange gun, laminar flow, adiabatic walls:
Spatial distribution of the axial gas velocity
at the time of muzzle clearance. Mesh is
uniformly spaced in axial direction anci
nonuniformly spaced in radial direction.
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S - Figure 7. Lagrange gun, laminar fvlow, adiabatic walls:

S~Spatial distribution of the axial gas velocity
.•,•'•-•at the time of muzzle clearanee. Mesh is
i•_•'nonuniformlty spaced in both directions.
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Figure 8. Lagrange gun, laminar flow, adiabatic walls:
Spatial distribution of the gas temperature at
the time of muzzle clearanre.
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Figure 9. Lagrange gun, laminar flow, adiabatic walls:
Spatial distribution of the gas pressure at the
time of muzzle clearance.
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Figure 10. Lagrange gun, laminar flow, adiabatic walls:

Spatial distribution of the radial gas velocity

o at the time of nizzle clearance.
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Figure 11. Lagrange gun: Pressure histories at the center
.of the breech for both laminar and turbulent f?.ows
with adiabatic walls, and for" laminar flow with
heat transfer.
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Figure 12. Lagrange gun: Temperature histories at the center
of the breech for both laminar and turbulent flows4~with adiabatic walls, and for laminar flow with heat

A transfer.
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Figure 13. Lagrange gun: Projectile velocity hbstorieu for both
laminar and turbulent flows with adiabatic walls and
for laminar flow with heat transfer.
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Fit•;re 14. Lagrange gun, turbulent flot,7, adiabatic walls:
Spatial distribution of the axiil gas ve!.ocity
at the time of nuzzle clearance,
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'[•.• Z'Figure 15. Lagrange gun, turbulent flow, adiabatic walls:

'•_• Spatial distribution of the rad'_al gas velocity
-.. • at the time of muzzle clearance.
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Figure 16. Lagrange gun, adiabatic walls: Radial profilee
of the axial gas velocity for both laminar and
turbulent flow at the time of muzzle clearance
at 0.25 a away from the muzzle.
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Figure 17. Lagrange gun, adiabatic walls: Radial prcfiles

of the radial gas velocity for both t.aminar and
turbulent flow at the time of murzle clearance at
0.25 m away from the muzzle.
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Figuze 18. Lagrange gun, adiabatic walls: Radial profiles
of the gas temperature for both laminar and
turbulent fl.ows at the time of muzzle clearance
at 0.25 m away from the muzzle.
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Figure 19. lagrange gun, laminar flow, heat transfer:

Spatial profile of the axial gas velocity

at the time of muzzle clearance.
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Figure 20. Lagrange gun, laminar flow, heat transfer:
Spatial profile of the radial gas velocity
at the time of muzzle clearance.
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Figure 21. Lagrange gun, laminar flow, heat transfer:
4. Spatial profile of the gas pressure at the

time of muzzle clearance.
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rigure 22. Lagrange gun, laminar flow, heat transfer:
Spatial profile of the gas temperature at the
time of muzzle clearance. 1
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Figure 23. Lagrange gun, laminar flow: Radial profiles

of the axial gas velocity for adiabatic and

heat permeable walls at the time of muzzle
clearance 0.25 m away from the muzzle.
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Figure 24. Lagrange gun, laminar flow: Radial profiles
_ of the gas temperature for adiabatic and heat

permeable walls at the time of muzzle clearance
0.25 m away from the muzzle.
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Figure 25. Lagrange gun, laminar flow: Radial profiles
of the radial gas velocity for adiabatic and

A- heat permeable walls at the time of muzzle
clearance 0.25 m away from the muzzle.
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LAMINAR EXPANSION FLOW WITH HEAT TRANSFER
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Figure 26. History of the wall surface temperature for a laminar
expansion flow (LG) with heat tranefer to the tube wall
at the locations 150 mm (inside the chamber) and 250 ni

*r (inside the barrel) away from the breech.
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Figure 27. Real gun, laminar flow, adiabatic walls:
Spatial distribution of the axial gas
velocity at 3.6 ms.
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Figure 28. Real gun, laminar flow, adiabatic walls:ESpatial distribution of the gas temperature

at 3.6 ms.
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S~Figure 29. Real gun, laminar flow, adiabatic walls:

Spatial distribution uf the gas pressure
•' at 3.6 ms.
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Figure 30. Real gun, lami.nar flow~, adiabatic walls:
Spatial distribution of the axial gas
velocity at muzzle clearance (5.3 ins).
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KFi.gure 33. Real gun, laminar flow, adiabatic walls:
Spatial distribution of the gas pressure
at muzzle clearance (5.3 mns).
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Figure 34. Real gun, turbulent flow, adiabatic walls:
Spatial distribution of the axial gas
velocity at 3.6 ms.
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Figure 35. Real gun, turbulent flow, adiabatic walls-
Spatilz- distribution of the radial gas
velocity at 3.5 ms.
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Figure 38. Real gun, turbulent flow, adiabatic walls:
Spatial distribution of the axial gas
velocity at nuzz.le clearance (5.49 ins). p
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Figure 39. Real gun, turbulent flow, adiabatic walls:

Spatial distribution of the radial gas
velocity at muzzle clearance (5.49 ms).
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Figure 40. Real gun, turbulent flow, adiabatic walls:
Spatial distribution of the gas pressure
at muzzle clearance (5.49 ms).
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AN ANALYTICAL MODEL OF PERIODIC
WAVES IN'SHALLOW WATER -- SUMMARY*

++ Harvey Segur+ and Allan Finkel

Aeronautical Research Associates of Princeton, inc.

50 Washington Road, P. 0. Box 2229
Princeton, NJ 08540

++Thomas Watson Research Center
IBM

P. 0. Box 218
Yorktown Heights, N' Y. 10598

ABSTRACT. An explicit, analytical model is presented of finite amplitude
"waves in shallow water. The waves in question have two independent spatial
periods, in two independent horizontal directions. Both short-crested and
long-crested waves are available from the model. Every wave pattern is an
exact solution of the Kadomtsev-Petviashvili equation, and is based on a
Riemann theta function of genus 2. These bi-periodic waves are direct
generalizations of the well-known (simply periodic) cnoidal waves. Just as
cnoidal waves arc often used as one-dimensional models of "typical"*nonlinear,
periodic waves in shallow water, these bi-periodic waves may be considered to
represent "typical" nonlinear, periodic waves in shallow water without the
assumption of one-dimensionality.

EXTENDED SUMMARY. Waves in shallow water are familiar to virtually
everyone. The objective of the work presented here is to construct an
analytical model of waves in shallow water that is simple and explicit enough
to be useful for engineering purposes, without being so simple that it fails
to describe realistic wave patterns.

Some of the features that occur in "t pical" waves in shallow water may
be seen in Figures 1 and 2. Figure 1, taken from an ancient National
Geographic (1933), shows a very regular train of one-dimensional waves off the
coast of Panama. (By "one-dimensional", we mean that the surface pattern is
one-dimensional,'with virtually no variation along the wiave crests. We call
the waves in Figure 2 "two-dimensional", because the surface pattern is
two-dimensional. In this terminology, there can be no three-dimensional waves

X on the two-dimensional water surface, even though the velocity fields may
exhibit vertical structures. We emphasize that this is only a semantic
convention.)

*Presented at the Second Army Conference on Applied Mathematics and Computing,
May 22-25, 1984, Troy, NY
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Two features of the waves in Figu e 1 are worth noting. The first is the
very evident spatial period of the waves. The second is that the periodic
wave pattern is far from sinusoidal: the wave crests are localized and rather
steep, while the troughs are very broad and flat. The usual linear theory of
infinitesimal water waves te.g., Stoker, 1957) predicts a sinusoidal wave
pattern, and the deviation of these waves from a sinusoidal shape is a measure
of how nonlinear the waves are. Thus, Figure 1 "ggests that a good model of
"typical" waves in shallow water should admit waves that are: (i) periodic,and (ii) nonlinear.

Figure 2, taken by Mr. T. Toedtemeier off the coast of Oregon, shows an
oblique interaction of two waves in shallow water. As in Figure 1, each wave
has a sharp, localized crest and a broad, flat 'h. Moreover, each of the

"i interacting waves is part of a periodic wave tra..,, but their wavelengths are

so long, relative to the local water depth (about three feet, according to tha
photographer), that they behave like interacting solitary waves. The dominant
effect of the interaction on each of the two wave crests is that each crest
experiences a phase shift as a result of the interaction. The localized
crests indicate that each (perioaic) wave is individually 'nonlinear; the
phase shift indicates that the interaction is also nonlinear.

The waves in Figure 1 happen to be one-dimensional, but thosF in Figure 2
clearly are not. In general, one would expect "typical" waves on the
two-dimensional water surface to be two-cimensional.

Thus, we seek a model of waves in shallow water that are: Ui) periodic;
(ii) nonlinear; and (iii) two-dimensional. In fact, we want the simplest
model possible that has these three properties. The main conclusion of this
paper is that such a model now exists. In" this summary we exhibit some
consequences of the model. Full details will be published elsewhere (Segur &
Finkel, 1984).

"* The Kadomtsev-Petviashvili (KP; 1970) equation,

ut + 6uux + U 3u 0, (1)Sxxxyy

is a scaled, dimensionless equation that describes the evolution of long water
waves of moderate amplitude as they propagate primarily in one direction in
shallow water of uniform depth, without dissipation. Mathematically, the KP
equationr generalizes the Korteweg-deVries (KdV) equation,.<-V

Sut + 6uux + U 0. (2)

Physically, the derivation of (1) is very similar to that of (2), except that
the waves in (2) are required to be strictly onc-dimensional, while those in
-() may be weakly two-dimensional (see Ablowitz & Segur, 1979 for the
derivation).
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The KP equation also generalizes the KdV equation in the sense that both
are completely integrable. In particular, Satsuma (1976) si'owed that the KP
equation admits a two-soliton solution of the form,

2
u (x,y,t) 2 In F, (3a)

: where

"-" F-i 1 + exp (NO) + exp (nJ) "exp (HI + n2 + A) , (3b)

I' 2
nj -Kj x+ jy-ejt), Cj Kj + 3 9 , (3c)

KI - - (P1 - P2 2

exp (A) + 2 + (P1 (3d)

A particular two-sollton solution is shown in Figure 3. The qualitative
agreement between the wave patterns in Figures 2 and 3 is clear. Whether
there is also quantitative agreement requires more detailed information about
the ocean ,4ave than is available.

This 2-soliton solution of the KP equation is nonlinear and
two-dimensional, but it is not periodic. To achieve the desired model, we
must generalize the 2-soliton solutions of the KP equation to include periodic
'waves.

Krichever (,976) showed that the KP equation admits periodic and
qupsi-periodic solutions in the form

u (x,y,t) - ?a ln 0 (4)

where 8 is a Riemann theta function of genus N. In the simplest case, where
N =1,

+ py - ct)(5)

0(O) nexp (i-bn + i n *), Re (b) <0

(4) yields the usual cnoidal wave solution that is familiar from KdV theory
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(e.g., see Sarpkaya & Isaacson, 1981). Figure 4 shows a typical enoidal wave
solution of (1); it bea-s a clear resemblance to ,,ie wave shown in Figure 1.
Moreover, cnoidal waves from KdV-theory have been validated in extensive
experimental teots as accurate models of one-dimensional waves in shallow
water.

Cnoidal waves are periodic and nonlinear, but they are not
two-dimenRiona) , To achieve the desired model, we must generalize the cnoidal
wave solutions of the KP equation to two dimensions.

The required generalization comes by taking N- 2 in (4), and using
certain results of Dubrovin (1981). This family of exact solutions are called
KP solutions of genus 2j they have eight free parameters. There is a sense
in which they represent an oblique and nonlinear superposition of two trains
of cnoidal waves. In o-e limit, these solutions resemble a slightly modulated
cnoidal wave, as in Figure 5a. In another limit, they become periodic
generalizations of the 2-soliton solution, as in Figure 5b. However, they
also represent waves outside of either limit; as in Figure 5c.

These figures demonstrate that it is possible to 'construct a variety of
wave forms from the KP solutions of genus 2. By itself, this possibility does
not qualify this family of solutions as a physical model of water waves. We
must also give an explicit algorithm to specify every free parameter of the
solution in terms of measured physical quantities. One such algorithm was
given by Sgur, Finkel & Philander (1983). A different algorithm, based on a
different xind of data, is given by Segur & Finkei (1984). Once this
algorithm is given, the model can be tested experimentally, and we invite
interested experimentalists to do so.

This work was supported in part by t. Army Research Office, by the
Office )f Naval Research and by NSF Grant MCS '08814(Ao1). We are grateful
to Terrj Toedtemeier for permission to use Figure 2.
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ON AN IMPRICAE T-MATRIX APPRdACH TO STUDY ME
SCALAR SCATTERING RESP'tM OF DOUBLY PERIODIC

SUACES

A. Iakhtakia, V.K. Varadan and V.V. Varadan
Wave I acTagtion Laboratory

Pennsylvania State University
University Park, PA 16802

ABSTRACT

In investigating the scattering response of a periodic surface, the
use of incouplete or inappropriate basis functions for representing the
field(s) induced on the scattering surface has given rise to what is now
called the Rayleigh Hypothesis (RH). Here we use normalised Fourier bases
for tbiis purpose and develop a T-rratrix which completely characterises
the scalar scattering responne of such a surface. nie Rayleigh limits are
effectively bypasse., and the obtained solutions are seen to obey unitar-
ity as well as reciprocity constraints. We also show that the meI surefent
of the scattered field can lead to two differet interpretations of the
nature of the scattering surface in, inverse shape problem.

i3
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IThTMWCrION

The scattering of waves -- be they acoustic, electromagnetic, or
"elastic, -- by periodic surfaces has been the subject of much investigation
ever since Rayleigh studied the scattering response of sinusoidal reflection
gratings [I]. He expanded the incident and the scattered fields in terms
of relevant incoming and outgoing planewaves, repsectively, and these
decramrositions are used tc this day in such problems. How-ver, he expressed
the field(s) generated on the ;eriodic surface in terms of outgoing plane.-
waves alone, a premise, -- now called the Rayleigh Hypothesis (RH), --
which involves an incomplete basis set, and can, therefore, be used for
shallow corrugations. In a classic paper, Millar [2] has shown that
for 2-D scalar problems involving a surface S2: x 3 (x ,x ) = h cos (27rx 1/L)
the RH is applicable for h/L .< 0.072. For the correspon=ing 3--D problems,
we believe that Goodman's estimate [31 of h/L < 0.0504 is correct, the
surface S x, (x2,x 1 ) = h [cos (2Tx2/L) + cos (2'rx 1/L)].

Since then several efforts have been made to bypass the above-mentioned
*'' Rayleigh limits on the maximum gradient of periodic surfaces. Most of these

methods fall into two categories. Methods of the first kind involve the
solution of an integral equation (IE) [4,5]; while the second type are
essentially matrix procedures [3, 5-12]. Though the IE methods have been
very successful in dealing with highly corrugated S2, their use for S3 is
extremely cumbersome because of tedious coaputations. Hence, matrix methods
offer the orly choice for 3-D problems. In this connection, DeSanto
[6] has formalated coupled integral equations which are converted into
matrix equations using relevant expansions for the fields of interest. A
more elegant approach is due to Watern-n [12j who used the 'extinction'
theorem to formulate a T-matrix which characterizes the scalar scattering
response of periodic S2. This method, known as the T-matrix procedure,
involves an understanding of the scattering problem from first principles
using the Huyghen's and the Iove's equivalence principles. Recently,
this approach has also been extended to elastic scattering problems as ell
[8,9].

Nevertheless, the expansion of the surface field(s) in terms of only the
incoming planewave bases for the T-matrix approach has proved to be a stumbl-
ing block in its application for highily corrugated surfaces. Such an e!ans-
ion is as incomplete as the one used by Rayleigh; consequently, this method
has suffered from the same limitations. Recently, however, using a hybrid
T-matrix - point-matching technique, wherein the surface field(s) is express-

ed in terms of both incoming and outgoing plarewave bases, the applicability
of the method has been increased to higher corrugations than previously possi-
ble. We have used this hybrid technique for scalar [13] as well as elastic
[9] scattering problems involving S2 surfaces.

Specifically for scalar problems, Four. ')ases have been used for
representing the surface field(s) in the T-mat~ix framework [3] and with
success as evinced by the data published in [14]. on the other hand, using

these same Fourier bases for computing elastic responses by Chuang and John-
son [81 has not lifted the T-matrix approach from within the Rayleigh limit
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on the maximum surface slope. However, the use of normalised Fourier bases
of (6,71 has been more promising as shown by our work on the scalar response
of S2 [15].

In this paper we present a T-inatzix formalism for computing a stable and
accurate T-matrix which characterises the acoustic responses of hard and soft
periodic S surfaces. Normalised Fourier bases will he used to express the
surface field; and the presented approach will also -.e valid for electromag-
netic problems, where the releinan fields will have to be decomposed into S4-to and TE-to x3fields. The use of these bases for elastic problems is still

under investigation and shall not be discussed here. Fr = o.ur results we shall
sh.4 that the presented T-matrix method is useful for scalar problems invo]--
ing surface slopes about 3 to 4 times the Rayleigh limits, We shall also
di scuss a non-uniqueness in the inverze shape problem when thie .ield scattered
by the periodic surface has been determined experimentally.

THEORY

Let OxxZxX 3 denote a 3-D Cartesian co-ordinate system. The surface S, is
given by x3 = F(x1 ,.?), where F is assumed to be a single-valued, differenti-
able, periodic function with periodicities L, and L2 . This suarface, in the
mean, should be the flat plane x = 0.

The region V above the surface {x3 > F (x= ,x) } is occupied by a no-
viscous comtpressible fluid and an incident planew4ave

Wi(_)=• exp (ik.x_)(i40

is incident on S3 with a temporal variation exp(-iwt). The surface can be
either acoustically soft (case S) or hard (casp H), and the corresponding
boundary conditions on the total field apply. The notation is as follows:

k = w/c A k(M0u + 0u- Y00u 3)

c= sine cos ý =sin sin (2)
0 0 0 0 0 0

y cos x = X U + X U + X U
00 0 - 11 22 3--3

0= constant amplitude.

The relevant bcundary condition are:

Case S: (x)'S3 = 0 (3)

Case H: V_ • p(x)IS 0 (4)

v = unit Vector normal to S3 into the fluid. (5)

The application of the Huyghens' principle, and the use of the free space
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GiL.*.en's function G(x';x) = exp(likx'-xj)/4TrIx'-xt, leads to [121:
L L

(x ' (x'_ _ = (x_') + dx
0 0

O{kG(x';x) V(x) - U(x) C(x) v VG(x';x)}, (6)

withH (x') = 1 if x' e V, and 0 otherwise; and

V (x) = k71 C (x) V. LPX)1 S3

U (x) = • (x)Js , (7)

V(x) = U. + (P )2 + (Pr )21, Fn = rah

"quaticn (6) for x' % V is the 'extinction theorem' [121, p - •p + ^

nre free space Greeu 's function can be expanded aS

G(x';x) = (i/2kL, L E E (i/y )
p=-•q7---• p

Sex{ik•*p(.('-x ) + a (x'-x ) + 'lx'-x I1} (8)
P 1 q 22 z pq x,

with

%::• CL a + 2IT"/kL p = 0, ±+, ±2,....
p 01

~q~ + 2q'tr/kL ,q = 0, ±1, ±2,..9)

pq p q pq pq)

At this juncture we also define two groups of wave vectors

kt = k(a u + u- ) (1Y)-Pq p--I q'--2 q

with Rhose help we define the incident and the scattered fields as

(X a- exp(ik- . x (12)
pq -pq

with a• = 10'p0'q0 and unknown a to be determined.

Let us fixst consider the case S. The boundary condition (3) •Ould then
apply and the F..ationc (6) would accordingly be modified. On substituting
the expansions (rt) in the modified (6) we obtain a set of equations:
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L L
2 2

a C= d (1/2ikL L )*pq 1~ 2a 1 2 p

4-7

the vector

1 2

In order to solve tke problem all we need now is the surface field represent-
ation, which we assume to be [6,151

Sic o* b3

£ .V+•(x) 2 E Z a .mX + '{exp ( X) }; x E S (14)

,n=-oo M=-.o0

with the wave vectors

k;. %m = k (a n , M' -Y001; (•15ii
finally, substitution of a truncated (14) in (13) leads to the matrix

•"" equations

a = Q' (Q a (16)

where the matrices are
L L

2 2

- jx dcx (y +-a± + Bmý)f L L]
pqrn00 n mI pqz

• ex[- (.x] (17)
+ *

At this point we remark that replacing the k by either of the k vectors

would completely debilitate the T-mratrbc procedure and subject it to the
±Rayleigh limits. in its aibility to handle deeply corrugated surfaces.

Likewise, for rhe case H the boundary condition (4) irs substituted in (6)
-ft' as also the assumed surface field expansion

ft +

-._(x) =2 E r a. exp-(i•m.x-); _x S (1)

Sn----4 m-
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which yields the solution

a =n .1)y a, (19)

where L L
I 2

+, ('ypq + a + B o)/yLL] L
Qq . 1 2. P q2 p 12• .,0 0

4-oexT[-i (k- -k n) .x]. (20)

Defining the energy carried by the (pq)th mode of the scattered field as

pq(
*prz-Aided, of course thart y pqis positive real, the conservation of ene~rgy

p q-

NUMERICAL _ESULTS

The system of equations (16) and (19) ur-re prograind on a DEC vax !i/
730 minicamputer. The inversion of matrices involved was carried out using
a LU deumposition technique [16] via an L suimroutine LECTIC, our nimerical
procviure being inplemnnted in double precisi on arithmetic. The Q matrices,
thdnselves, were caoputed using a twr -e>*'nsional Gauss-teqendre quadrature
.cheme [17], although for special cases of boundary profiles these matrices
can be evaluated in closed forms. Convergence of the solution was checked by
ensuring that the scattered field coefficient- cnnverged to within 0.5%. An
additional checJ: %-as also pruvided by (22) vAich had to be satisfied to be
within ±0.005 of unity.

The general theory presented in the previous section 'hklds for both S2
and S3 surfaces having periodic boundary profiles. HoF•ver, here we consider
surfaces described by.. (x ,x) = f(x ) + f(x ), f(x) = h cos(2rx/L); for S2

f(x) is set to zero. The boundary conditions prevailing on the surface can
be either Di-cichlet or Neumann.

Consider, first, Fig.1 where we have plotted the scattered powers for
a S2, and have compared out calculations with those of Holford 15]. As is
clear from this figure, tle "".proved T-matrix sch&er -s applicable for much
higher values of "-.e parameter h/L than the Raylei•,.- limit of 0.072.

xU
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1.0

o.a *P e'8

0.6 0. r3. i .S•oRef.- 5 R ef .5 1

0.;; .- ,

(a) 0.1 0.2 (b) 0 0.1 0.2

h/L h/L

Fig. 1. Reflected mode power P computed using the presented
approach for a sinusoi~al S ,when a planewave is incident
at 6. = 15', *0 - 00; kL 47T. Ref. 5 are the IE results.

(a) Dirichlet b.c., (b) Neumann b.c.

Similarly, in iable I we oonsider a doubly sinusoidal S3 surface, for wbich
case scattering is observed in 9 separate directions. Again, note that h/L
= 0.15, which is roughly three timies higher than Goodman's conjecture of
0.0504 for the Rayleigh limit. In these calculations, as in others made by us,
we have been careful to tolerate only a 0.5% error in the check for the conser-
vation of energy, and this seem to serve adequately as a aheck on the oonver-
gence of the scattered field coefficients as well. Peciprocit-y of the scatter-
ing solution has also been confirmed as is shon by comparing the data in

Table I. Scattering of a normally incident planewave from S3
h = 0.426, L = 2.84, k = 3.5. Each entry represents
P of (21).

-- - - -- -----------------------------------------

±p, ±q Dirichlet b.c. Neumann b.c.

0,0 0.11534 0.52718

1 1 0.03792 0.04348

1,1 0.18407 0.07574

E 1.0033 1.0041

------ ------------- -------- ------------------------

K 1.
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Tables II and III. First, from Table i we see that the scattered power in
the direction 6 = 62.2461°, 4 = 00 is 0.13240 for the case S and 0.21042
for the case H, when a planewave is incident normally on S3 . Next, in
Table III, the exciting planewave is incident at 8 = 62.24610, 4) = 00.0 -

For this latter excitation, the scattered power in the normal direction
was computed to be 0.13231 for the Dirichlet b.c. and 0.21063 for the Neu-
mann b.c., thus denmnstrating the satisfaction of the reciprocity constraints.

Table II. Same as Table I except h - 0.284, L - 2.84,
and k = 2.5.

±p, ±q Case S Case H

0,0 0.47167 0.15755

1,0 0.13240 0.21042

E 1.0012 0.9992

Table III. Same as Table II except the incident wave is
incident from 8 = 62.2461%, 4 = 00.

p, q Case S Case H

0,0 0.83265 0.43256

-1,0 0.13231 0.21063

-I,-+ 0.01476 0.11957

-2,0 0.00818 0.11768

E 1.0027 1.0000

A IN-UNIQUENESS OF THE INVEEE SHAPE PROBLEM

As has been seen in the preceding sections, a periodic surface scatters
an incident planewave in discrete well-defined directions. Sane of these
directions, for which ypq is real, have scattered planewaves which go qtlo
z = •. Others, for which, ypq is imginary, represent evanescent pleewaves.

+
In the far zone, the reflection ocn-fficients a can be measured for thePq
propagating planewaves; hence the reflected field can be obtained f..m measure-
mants as
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+m+

0. (X ,x ) = ' a exp{ikr cos( -O)}; kx large (23)
p 3

where we ,siered, for the sake of brevity, only the 2-D problem;
e._ = ase (C,#Y)- e = arctan(x , x ); and r is the radial distance frbm theP P po , 3
origin to the field point. The Avumation holds cnly for the propagating plane-

.= waves. Hawever, in most situati=nsI the scattering surface is finite of total
"++• expnse B. Hence, if the surface S were to be illuminated by a fiite-aperture

*" ,(x) xP x S2 , -B/2 < x < B/2
0i , x C S2 , Ixi> B/2

then, for a sufficiently usual case when the Rayleigh-wod arnmalies are
absent, the scattered field has bean given by Jordan and Lang [7] to be

isC_) = kB (2Trkr)-h exp[i(kr-ir/4)] E a+ sinc[kB(sin@ -s.inO)/2]. (25)

For (25) to hold, kB mist be large; and only the prcpagating plane waves need
be acocomted for.

.Cosider, next, a flat surface of the sate expanse B which is illudmnat-
ed also by the field (24).--This flat surface has a periodic reflectivity
profile P of period L, the reflectivity function being dependent on the fre-

"* quency. The scattered field field can be easily set down as

X (, x,) . dx' p(x')exp(ikx'sinG)1
3 0

*exp4ik{x 2 + x x)2}½] [X2 + (X 1,)1 26)
3 11 3 1 1

where 0 = arcsin (a). Because of the periodic nature of p, this can be red-. 0 0

uced to

P(x) = Z pp exp (ip2i'x/L) ½L (27a)

P N
(,x ) = p E exp(-ik£Lsine) f dx {x2 + (x-x'+£L)2}

3 1 p k-N 1 3 1 1

*eWq (ikx' siO p) exp[i{x2 + (x �x'+ZL)2}½], (27b)
1 p 3 1 1

and which, by aproximating,

[x2+ (x - x'+iL)I]½ (xz + (x +kL)2]½-S3 I3 1
X' (X +ML) [x7+ (x +ML) 7]-½ (27c)

1 1 3 1
furier reduces to

N
•P (X ,X)= X pp E exp(-ikLTsinO )exp ik{x2 4- (x +kL)2}½ r2}

3 1 p -N 0 3 1

* -sinc{(kIf2) (sine - (x +ZL) [xz+(x +XL) 2-½) } (28)
p 1 3 1
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with sinc(z) sin(z)/z, and the ratio B/L = 2M1 is considered integral. TLe
factor /r is introduced since the meadwrents are made in the far zone.
Furtherrwre, by realizing that x = x tane, and on focussing our attention on

. 3

the argument of tle snc function, we observe that this function reduces to

sinc{(kL/2) (sinO p-sine)}, (29a)

while the second exponential in (28) becomes

ex4ik£L(sin6 - sin )]. (29b)0

Since these two are Fresnel-type approximations, £ nmst not assume high
enough values so as to render then invalid. Therefore, the somewhat restrictive
assumptions that the ratio B/L 3 10 while NL << x are necessary. However, the

1

product kB can be arbitrarily large. In effect, thus, this is.also a high -
frequency analysis.

Noting, however, that
N
E exp(i£.E) = sinc[ (N+%) ] (2N+l)/s.snc(½ ) (30)

further simplifies (28) to

1P' (x ,x) = (2N+l) (_2N+I r½ exp(ikr)

E D sinc{kB(sinO -sinS)/2} (31)
p p

after some manipulation of the various sinc functions involved.

Fornally, the scattered field •1 is indistinguishable from, of (25)

Furthermnre, the Fourier components p of the reflectivity p may be obtained

through a least-squares estimation procedure applied to repeated measurrenets
of the scattered field for different angles of incidence. Thus, experimental
nreasuremnts of the far scattered field for the purpose of determining the
surface profile can lead to two different interpretations:

(a) the surface is periodically undulating, and

(h) the surface is flat with a periodic reflectivity profile.

COCNCUSIONS

We have described a scalar T-matrix formalism which is applicable for
highly corrugated periodic surfaces and have shown that the solutions obtain-
ed obey unitarity as well as reciprocity constraints. We have also shown
that the measureiient of the scattered field (which exists only in discrete
well-defined directions) can give rise to tw different interpretations of
the nature of the scattering surface. Further work on extending the presented
approach for bimaterial interfaces as well as for elastic scattering problems
is in progress.
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SOLITARY, PERIODIC AND CHAOTIC WAVES IN THIN FILMS

-- '" S. P. Lin and 0. Suryadevara

Mechanical and Industrial Rigineering Department
Clarkson University

Potsdam., NY 13676

ABSTRACr. A three-dimensional phase space analysis is carried out for a

parabolic fourth order partial differential equation. TIhis equation describes

the time evolution of a class of nonlinear waves observed in viscous liquid

films, diffusion flames and certain chi.cal oscillations. Solitary waves, almost

q periodic waves, as well as locally periodic but globally chaotic waves are found

numerically.

I. I.1RODUCTION. Lin [11] found that the supercritically stable monochramatic

waves L2-41 in a liquid film flowing down an inclined plane were stable only with

respect to side-band disturbances of small band-widths. With respec • to distur-

bances of arbitrary band-widths, the waves were unstable due to modal interactions

(51. For the nonlinear wave evolution with strong modal interaction, he obtained

ti' follmwing evolution equation:

n2-2 U 8+E x ()TT + F- (R-RI)a-1  + + E f+ F  3f+ 4f =0 (i)

w- Where a =- (2lho/L), ho and L being respectively the average film thickness and

the wave length, is a sniall parameter, n is a constant to be chosen for proper

utiire scale of evolution, f, T and x are suitably normalized wave axrp1itude, time

and distance in the direction of wave propagation respectively, and E, F and R

are parameters depending on the Reynolds number R, the Weber number W, and the

angle B8 between the incline and the horizontal, i.e.S32 R2 40 40 = E 2 16 Rp

:-.E R + 2 R -••Cot 8 i Rfi + - :L6
636363 3

g h sin BlR1 = (Cot 8 a u2W)R0a
=(t4 2v 2  pgh sin 0

0
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in which 9 is the gravitational acceleration, v the kinematic viscosity and

a is the surface tension. Eq. (1) is an appiopriate model equation in the flow

parameter range such that

R - R =0(a) , W =0(1).

The appropriate time scale in this range is n=2. For a mudc larger surface

tension such that a2W = 0(l), we put H = af into Eq. (1) and obtain

28 2ST + 5- 2(R-RI)Hxx + + 4HH = 0 (2)

where terms of 0(a) have been neqlected and n=1 for the appropriate time scale.

Eq. (2) can be suitably normalized to read

G+G +G + = 0, (3)

where G is the wave anplitude, and - and 1 are respectively the time and spe'e

{..•' variables. Eq. (3) is a model equation expected to be asynptotically valid in

the range R-R 1 = 0(1), a2 W = 0(i). Eq. (3) has also been irndepemently obtained

by Atherton and Hcrsy [6,12), Nepawnyashchii [7], and Sivashinski and Michelson

[81 in the context of film waves. Eq. (3) was also found to describe the nolinear
evol.ution of diffusion flame instability [9), certain chemical oscillation [101

and the Rayleigh-Taylor instability in a top-heavy two-layered film [i1l. Thus,

despite its limited range of applicability, it does haIe some general dynamic

properties. The carmnn feature the different prcblerrs governed by Eq. (3) have

is that all of these problacs contain a nonlinear driving force, a diffusion

process, and a restoring force, but no dispersion effect. The dispersion effect

is represented by the third derivative term in Eq. (1). We point out that both

,t* equations (2) and (3) were derived in a reference frame moving with the Kinematic

wave velocity which is three tL~es the average fluid velocity in the film.

Numerical solutions of Eq. (3) were obtained by Atherton and H.ersy [12] with

a modified algorithm used by Tappert [13] for the solution of the Kortweg-de Vries
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AI. equation. Tnriy found that the -=isequence of nonlinear evolution was a

stationary r'riodic wave which is insensitive to the initial data. The initial

data used by them included large anplitude sine waves. In addition to periodic

"waves Tsvelodub [14) and others [15,16,18] d.so found stationary soliton solu-

tions of Eq. (3). However, Sivashinsky and Michelson [81 and Kura-'oto [101

reported recently that the nuterical solution of Eq. (3) with large aplitude

sine waves as th. nitial data resulted in chaotic wpves. There seens to be a

puzzling inconsistency aiwng existing works. The purpose of this work is to

reso.ýve this puzzle und to gain a deeper undecstanditcj of the physics of the

•.linear evolution of a class of problem modeled by Eq. (3).

-Fi: t qe seek a statie-;ary solution of Eq. (3), and cast it into a

d-,. c - ys .. LThen we determine the properties of its fixed points. Guided

by "ese pr. .. .es we obtain the integral curves and study their structurc by

port•aying them on the Poincare se:ctions and phase planes. Frcrn these ph3se

portraits, we seek the conditions which nay lead to periodic, solitary or chaotic

wave patterr-.

II. WAVES IN IPHASE SPACE. Consider stationary waves travelling. at a

constant speed m in the (C-t)-space. By use of the Gallilean transfornation

= P- Mr, Eq. (3) can be written as
• -MS +O•'(4)

+ +G" +G"" =0,

where primes denote differention with respect to E. The first integration of
(4) gives

-(M-G/2)G + G' + G' c1

where c is the integrati:,on constant. Let G = F-d,m = M+d,and c=(d 2/2)+Md in this
equation, we have

-(m--F/2)F + F' + F"' 0, (5)

where d is an arbitrary constant datumn from which the amplitude of F is measured.

"Eq. (5) can be cast in the dynamical system

F' = F1

g F1i'= F2 (6)

PF2' (hm-F/2)1'-Fl1
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The integration of Eq. (6) with respect to & gives a set of integral curves which

nay be displaycd as t•ajectories in the phase space (F, FI, P2). Any trajectory

of Eq. (6) will cane to a "rest" at a fixed points where F' = FI' - P2' = 0. The

systcm (6) has only two fixed points Si = (F, F1, F2) = (0, 0, 0) and S2 = (F, P2,

'r2) = (2m, 0, 0). It follows from Eq. (5) or equivalently fran Eq. (6) that the

eigenvalues, A, at these fixed points are the roots of

X3 +X + = 0(7)

where P = -m and m resiec :voiy at the fixed points Sl and S2. Since Q = I (P 2/4) +

(1/27)] > 0 for P = ±za, Eq. (7) has one real and two :auplex conjugate roots.

1hese roots are

S13 113 113  21/3 2 1/3 1/3
a 2 + b X wa +Wb

where

a 1+ /2 P 1/2 1
S2 b Q " W -i + .

V Conscquently, at the fixed point Si, the real root X is bf the
saTe sign as m, and the sign of the real parts of the couplex roots X2 and A3 is

opposite to that of m. For a stationary wave which travels faster than the

Kina•nati c wave speed, mo>0 and thus the fixed point Si has a one dimensional

unstable manifold and a two-dimensional ztable spiral manifold. Cn the other hand

if re<O, S1 hNs a one-di.ensional stablo manifold and a two-dimensional unstable

spiral manifold. Similarly if o>0, the fixed point s2 has a one-dimensional stable

manifold and a two-dinLnsional unstable spiral itanifold. If zn<O, the di.ensions

0of rlj two manifolds arc interchanged at S2. When nio, the two fixed poincs

Vp-. coalesce to fonn a ecr.ter. Te t1ree dcaracteristic roots at this center are

0 and ±i. As the shapo of a trajoccory depends on tUe initial vaaes of (P, F1, P2)
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as well as the location of the fixed point, which is fixed solely by m, the wave

form corresponding to this trajectory will also heavily depend on the particular

values of m. The fourth order Runge-Kutta method has been used to integrate Eq.

(6). The numerical results are given in the next section.

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS. The projection of the integral curve of Eq. (6)

on the F-Fl plan is plotted in Fig. la, for the case of m = .22161, F(O) = .00125,

F1 (0) = .01 F2(0) = .004. The trajectory follows initially the one-dimensional

unstable manifold near S1 (0, 0, 0) before it is attracted into the one-

dimeansional stable manifold near S2 (2m, 0, 0). However, the transition is

marked by several successive kinks, indicating the intersections of the one-

dimnensicnal unstable manifolds with the two-dimensional stable spiral manifold

near si and with the two-dimensical xustable manifold near S2. The trajectory

then spirals cutward fram s2 along its two-dimensional unstable manifold before

entering into the two-dimensional stable nanifold of Si. Then, it comes to a

joint very close to the initial Point (.00125, .01, .004) when C = 175. Further

in--egration produced an extension of the trajectory which almost duplicates its

prede-cessor from F=0 to 175. The corresponding wave profile is plotted in Fig. l.b.

The intersection of the trajectory with the plane F2 = 0, i.e. a Poincare section,

is given in Fig. ic for the first eight successive wave trains. This figure

reveals clearly the nature of an almost periodic wave. Slightly different

initial points lead to slightly altered trajectories. It appears that the pseudo

periodic waves are structurally stable with respect to small disturbances. Among

these trajectories, for a given m, there appears to be only one exactly periodic

wave. Thus, it is infinitely more likely to find almost periodic waves than the

exactly periodic ome. Almost periodic waves have also been found for larger

values of zn. Fig. 2 gives such an example for m=4. Note that the larger amplitude

almost psriodic waves tend to appear irore chaotic over a distance much larger than
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the typical local peak to peak distance but remain locally almost periodic.

Similar waves have also I een found for negative values of m.

Fig. 3a gives the soliton with m = 1.21599. The corresponding hcmoclinic

trajectory is projected on the F-F1 plane in Fig. 3b. This soliton is identical

to that given in Fig, 1 of Tsvelodub except that his amplitude H was scaled

differently fram our F. Tsvelodub obtained the soliton by representing the

solution as a Fourier integral and by solving the resulting integral equation

interatively. This soliton is characterized by a large elevated peak following

a snall amplitude wave train ahead of it. The second soliton with a deep trough

trailed by small amplitude oscillations travelling at m = -1.21599 also exists,

since Eq. (6) remains invariant upon changing the sign of ý, F and m.

The projection of a trajectory onto the F-F1 plane is given in Fig. 4a for

the case of mn=O. The corresponding wave profile is given in Fig. 4b. The

intersection of the trajectory with the plane F2 = 0, i.e. the Poincare section,

is given by Fig. 4c. It is seen from this figure that small finite amplitude

periodic waves which travel exactly at the Kinematic waves speed do exi.st but

they are neutrally unstable.

IV. DISCUSSICN. The phase space study of Eq. (6) showed that the two

types of solitons found by Tsvelodub [14) and Shkadov [15] do exist. It is

very unlikely that these so]itons are endowed with the stability properties of

the K-dV [16) solitons. Stationary periodic wave solutions [(4,17] of Eq. (3)

also exist. However, these pure waves are infinitely fewer in numbers than other

forms. These forms include those which are almost periodic locally over a few

"w-ave length" but appear chaotic over a much ! arger distance. our findings that

rmost of the siationary waves appear locally periodic but glcbally randm may

explain why Atherton and Hcmsy were able to cbtain a parely periodic stationary

t wave of relatively short wave from Eq. (3) with an initial sinusiodal wave of a
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small lengtUh, i.e. F =.1 sin&. Our results may also explain why the initial

sinusoidal wave of a much larger leni-th i.e. F = sin(7r&/1O0) used by Sivashinsky

and Michelson resulted in locally periodic but glcbally chaotic waves. Our

results are also consistent with the firnding of Pumir [19] et al. that Eq. (3),

when discretized, possesses positive characteristic exponents only when the

wave lengtns are sufficiently large. The apparent inconsistencies in the exist-

iin. woc.-A are ncw explained. It is almost clear that the ultiate forms of the

equilibrated wnves are very sensitive to the initial conditimr., Fawever, the

precise initial conditions which .must be met in order to procdce specific types

of stationary waves of Eq. (3) remain unkncwn.

It should be po'inted out that not all of the predicted chaotic structure

W• can be exp*ected to be cbservable in experiments, especially those with .arge

uiplitude. Some of the chaotic -tructure ay si.mply be the consequence of the

neglect of the physical factors ass-imd to be insignificant in Eq. (3). For

example, the neglected thrsee dimensional stabilizing surface tension effects (20)

nmay alter the appearance of chaos dramatically. Only qualitative comparisons

between theories and experirmnts are mentioned in the cited works.
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DISCONTINUOUS DEPENDENCE OF SOLMIJON ON BOUN)ARY CONDITIONS
FOR LARGE AMFLITUDE SHOCK WAVES1

A T. C. T. Tang
Depsrtment of Civil Engineering,

Mechanics and Metallurgy
Universicy o± Illinois at Chicago

P.O. Box 4348
Chicago, Illinois 60680

ABSTRACT. Plane waves of finite amplitude in a simple elastic solid
which occupies the half space x >_ 0 are studied. For isotropic materials
there are Lwo plane polari3ed simple waves as well as two shock waves and one
circularly polarized simple wave which can be regarded as a shock wave. Using
the wave curves and shock curves in tha stress space, one can see cleariy what
combination or simple -raves and/or shock waves is needed to satisfy the
initial and voundary conditions. For hyperelastic materials, the wave curves
associated with different wave speed are orthogonal to each other. Examples
are presented for second order hyperelastic materials. In one exemple we show

that the solution requires as many as four simple waves. In another, when the
amplitude of the applied shock is large enough, the solution. though does not
blow up'with time, does not depend continously on the boundary conditions.
Mathematically, this may create difficulties for a numerical solution of the
problem. Physically, this means that if the applied load at the boundary is
not properly controlled, &ny slight deviation in the applied load would
result An a finite jump in the material response.

1. INTRODUCTION. Plane finite amplitude waves in simple elastic solids

have been studied by many investigators [1-7J. The deformation gradient was
invariably u%.ed as one o0 the dependent variables. In [4] Bland showed that
there existed Lhree plano simple waves and three associated plane shock waves
in Lsotropic hyperelastic materials; two of the simple waveL and two of tihe
shock waves are plane polarized with respect to the delor•ation-gradient space
and the rema:ining simple wave and shock wave are circularly polirizea.
Davison [5] obtkined centered wove simple solutions to some initial and
boundary conditions by a semi-inverse approach, i.e., one assumed a certain
combinatio-n or simple waves and/or shock waves to see what oeformation
gradients should be prescribed as the initial and ooundary conditions.

One or the main purposes of this paper is to present a means of
determining tho correct combination of simple waves and/or shock waves to
satisfy the prescribed initial and boundary conditions. Since deformation
gradients are seldom prescribed as the initial and *oundary conditions, we use
stress as the dependent variable. We introduce the 'stress paths" for simple
waves and 'st.ess paths' for enock waves to find the solution. The idea of
using the stress paths for simple waves in solvin$ the problem was employed in
the study of elastic-plastic wave propagation [8,9]. However, sress paths

lThis is based on the work in collaboration with Yongchi Ii. [12]
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Sfor shock wave were straight lineg bscause the shock wave studied in [8,9] vat

linear and involved only one stress ovmionent. The stress paths are in fact
the projection or wave curves [10] on t.kq stress-space,

2. BASIC EqgATIONS EOR PLAM WAVES AND THMO0Y OF SIMPLE WAVES. In a
fixed zeoangular coordinate system, let xi and 1i be, respectively, tue
position ot a particle at time t and at t = which is taken as tne
undeformed state. The material occupies th6 h•f14  space , .1 0. Assuming
that the plane wave is propagating in the 11-direction..we rave

Xi = X4 + ui(X.t) (1)

wnere X = 11 and ui is the displacement. The deformation gradient F tfiet

has t1O expression

ax +p 1 O0J0 (2)

PL =2 0n/• 13

-i aui/aI (3)

Lot I be &he Piola-tirchhoff stress tensor ot the zirst kind. For simple
elastic materials T is a given function of F

:'. - TMe (4)1•.

Since F is a function ox X and t, so is T. The etquations oe motion and
the continuity of displacement can then be written as

a•' s, avi ($)
-n-' - PO -rt 0

avi api (6)
-- - --rt - 0

where P0 is &he mass density in the undeforsed ctate and

an ()
Vi-a

si Tii 0 I

In Eq. (8) aij it% the Cauehy stress waich is related to Tij by [11]

jl1.-1T (9)

wasre I ttFtI ll nd The superscript T stands for ti* transpose. The
second Uquality of Eq. (8) follows from the special form ot F given in Eq.: :.,•( 2 ) _
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Noticing that si is a fuuction of Pl, p2 and P3

Si = $1(Pj,P2 P3) (10)

and assuming that its inverse ab well as the derivatives

Gij = api/asi (11)

exist, we write Eqs. (5,6) iii matrix notations as

t = (

wkreoga coma stands tor the partial di.fsreGntiation. Introducing t(e

0 (13)0 ,,1 01 (S -.

Swkere I is d unit matrix, Eq. (12) has the form

Art + By 1 =0 (14)

IThe formwulation here aiffe s froa that ot [1-7J in tbat the dependent
variables are s and Y, not p and v. Notice that B is a constant
matrix while A depends on a only.

3. •ECONID ORDER ISOTROPIC HYPERELASTIC MAaMIiALS. For illustrative
purposes we will consider isotropic hyperelastic riatarials of second order,
i.e., the aeformation grad.entg are functions of s1, s2 , s3 of order up to
two. Hence

b 2  e ~(15a)=a+ •2+•

.Y d+ecc- (15b)

where a, b, d cnd a are material constants and

,= S+ 2 ' } (16)

For linear materials b - e = 0 and hence a and d can be identified with
Lane constants X and p by

d = li/ (17)
a = 1(+ 20)
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Since Lane 4onstants are positive, we have

4 > 26 > 0 (

Eqs. (14) yield three wave speeds ci, (i - 1,2,3). We assume that

"1 2 C2 > 0' (19)

Simple waves associated with cO and 63 will be talled, respectively, the
'fist' and 'slow' simple waveb. The simple wa-e a•cocixeA. with 02
degenerates into a *hockwave.

Detail derivations of equations zor simple waves can be found in [121.
The stress patha zor the fast and slow simple waves lie on the (o,v) radial
planes. They are orthogoni.l to each other. The stress paths for c2 - wave is
a circle v = constant on a o= constant planes For tah second order
hyperelastic matvs:Ials given by Eqs. (15), the stiess paths for simple waves
and afiock waves depend on one non-dinentional param1er k:

1 b (20)
e

Thexe are four cases dependivi on the values of k. The stress paths for
simple waves for caoe 3 (0 ( k j 1) are shown in Fig. 1. Solid lines are
stress paths for fast simple waves and dotted line are for slow simple waves.
The arrows indicate the direction along which the wave speed is decreasing.
Thus, if the stress state at t = 0 is at .oint B while the boundary
conditioa ipecified at I = 0 is tbe p.nt A, the adtbrssable 3tress path is
B3WIA. The wi.,e pattern in tne (X,t) pane is shown in Fig. 2. We see that
so have four s•mple waves in this example. This is due to the existence of
the point ac ani Fig. 1 where the fast and slow wave speeds are identical.
This zs a singuiar point which always provides some unexpected phenomena [131.

4. PLANE SHOCK WAVES. If we denote the jump of a quantity f across a

shook wave by

[fIn= (21)

where f- and f+ are the values of f behind and ahead of the shook wave,.
the jump conditions representing the conservation of momentum and the
continuity of displacements can be written as [11]

Esi] + PoV[Vi] = 0 (22)

Evi] + PoV[pil =-

By eliminating [vi] in Eqs. (22) and in making use ct (15), one obtains
equations for (-,v-) when (c+, +) and V are known. For a fixed (a+,c+).
(-.-) traces a stress path for shock wave as V varies. It can oe shown

% tiat V -. c as (o+,v+) -• (-,-). We will denote by
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V1 (or V3 ) the shock wave speed associated with points on the stress path for
shock wave which reduces to oj (or c3) when (-,'-) approaches (&'+, +).

It should be noted that not every point on the stress path for shock wave
is an Amissible shock. According to Lax [14], a shock wave is stable if

C > v (i=123) (23a)

Otnerwise, the snock wave may develop into a simple wave. We may aiso write
Eq. (23a) as

-,- ; I ci(+ +.+) (23b)

S. SOLUTION WHICH INVOLVES SHOCK WAVES. For iilustrative purposes we
consider the following initial and boundary conditions

(a,T) = (0,0) ,at t = 0 (24)

= (aa,,a) , at X = 0

Depending on the location of (aa,va) in the (a,•) plane, the solution may

consist of a different combination ot simple waves and/or shock waves. We
again use case 3 as an example. With tie initial value being zero and the
boundary value prescribed as (a Ira), the solution depends on the position of
(aaTa) in the (oa,) plane, Fig. 3 (see also Fig. 1). If (aa,.a) is rhe point
Al in xegion I boundea by tAe positive o-axis and OFk wnich is the stress
path for slow simple wave from the origin, we have the solution wnich consists
or two simple wayes as shown in Fig. 4. If (aa, a) is outside of region I,
there is no soluz:ion wnich consists of simple waves only. In this case we
consider a snock wave V1  with (a+,-+) = (0,0). The stress path for snock
wavc V1  is Lhe negative a-axis Ora2 and the curve 'Q which is one branch of
a hyperbola. The other oranch of the hyperbola v-olates the stability
condition and hence is not admissible. a is the stress ct which

V1 (O10 , r0) = c3 (o,O) (5)

We use double solid lines (or double dashed lines) to denote the stress path
for admissible shock vave V1  (or V3 ). The arrows on tie path indicates the
direction from (o,+,T+) to Thus if (aava) is the point A2  in
region II bounded by Q0OP, the solution consists of a shock wave V1 which
carries the stress.trom point 0 to M followed by a slow simple wave 03
which uarries she stress to A2 , If (aa,va) is the point A3 in region III,
Fig 3, waich is boundea by a&2 and ^Q the solution consists of shock waves V1
and V3 , Fig. 4.

Notice that there are actually more than three types of solutions as

shown in Fig. 4. For instance, if (o't•a) is on the positive a-axis (or on
OP), the solution consists of one simple wave cl (or 03) only. Similarly,
if (,a,.a) is on the negative a-axis or on 9Q, the solution consists of one
shock wave VI only.
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6. DISCONTINUOUS DEPENDENCE OF SOLUTION ON BOUNDARY CONDITIONS. The
stress path MA4  for shock wave V3  in Fig. 3 intersects the a-axis at point
A4 . If (rai 5a) is at point A3 , we have the solution In which a V1  shock
wave carries the stress from point 0 to M followed by a V3  shock wave
weich carries the stress from M to AS. On the other hand, if (Oraia) is at

point A4, we have the solution in wnich only one shock wave V, carries the
stress irom point 0 to A4 . As point A3 approaches A4 , it ,can be shown
teat

Vl(0;M) = V3 (M;A 4 ) = VI(O;A4) (26)

"The constant region m, Fig. 4, between the two shocks dinini•hes to zero and
the two shocks coalesce into one. Therefore, in the lim±i as A3 approaches
A4 the two solutions are identicai. However, as long as A3  is not on the
ar-axis, we.have a constant stress region m in which the shear stress v is
finite; although the constant region may be small for small time t.

Thus for a half-space which is initially stress free, an impact at tam
boundary X = 0 with asa < a and va = 0 produce one shock wave which is a

.I--"* longitudinal shock because no shear strest is generated,. If va is nonzero but
very small, one has two shock waves (neither of them is longitudinal) with a
finite shear stress between the two shocks although the region between the two
shock waves may be small for small time. In experiments this implies that a
"slight misalignent ox the longitudinal impact at X = 0 can prod€ce quite
different response at 1 0.
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boundary condition (ca, Ta) arbitrary.
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FRONT TRACKING AND TWO DIMENSIONAL RIMMANN
PROBLEMS: A CONFEENCE REPORT
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ABS7RACT

A substantial improvement in regolution has how aWchid for the
comrn-ftdn-..'~ d jiwp dlsontinulides in gas dynamlm usin the mftod of
front tracing. The- es1entia- featuM eto this mehdis that a lower~
dimensional grid is fitted to and folows the dan iuos wanAt the
intersection points of te d lsotlutis twaodmekwis RWIaaMM
Problems e=ur 1M this pape We study sucI two~dlmenlcmfl Rlmu
problems from both numerical and theoretical points of view. Viwjmfly
included is a numerical solution for the Ma&& reflection, a g=Wra

clasification scheMM for tWo~diMMeNslo elemetary waves, and a
discussion of problems and conjecture in this ate.

1. Introduction

Many phenomen in natulc ame modeled by nonlinear hyperbWi system ot
conservation laws:

Ile exampl consi~red here is the system at Euler equations fer a comixusilie, Invised,
polytiqo* gas. 7be equation (1-1) represets an idealization. ts soluton ane the mits,
as viscosty Iuraneter tenJ to Mro, of the solutions ct mi , complete equationis such ns
tbe- Navier-Stokes equations The solutions of intmrat for the system (1.1-) a. freq dlny
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- rfound to be piecewise smooth For the 2ulr equatiom in one space dimension the ju*p
"pdciominutes twen smooth pieces are cntacd and shock waves. In

two spaw dimenons the same wave mes give rise to surfa singWarl of
" -co d ononeý T17he aRkir.usonlot conditions, as dmived from the inteal formid

teEuler equations, hold acrou these jmps.

When solvinS the " m (1.1) numerically, the disinimlties that may au In Its
solution may be resolve on coarer grids by the method of front tucking tihn by
conventional finite differenoe methods. For two spew dimetaions, front taking may be
described as follows. A oedmensionial grid is placed onto the &y. Its
evolluton in time is given by a tm procedure, u first the ank .H o
relations to propagate the front notmatly and then using tangential equations to propa
surface waves. This approach works away from the poins where the dscontinuity a es
meet At such inteacon points the Sgonetry docs not In general allow an oeca
splitting into normal and tantWlal directions, so the evolution of Inanection pL't must
be determined as the solution of a tRlieman prwiekm. To salve wo-
dimensonal iemann pro&= it is crucal to casify the crherent waves, wbich a•
defined to be dynmicaly stable intersection points at coberent savs.
Tbe region between the fmts is treated as an initialMb• '--vale, prmnm and is
solved using (almost) stamnard finite difference melhods. The front and interior shemes
ae connected In a strip O(Ax) in width about the fromn For a detailed descrpm we

[ll.
The front tracking method appema to &allw an increa of linea reslution by a

frctor of thee or better, Le.- an improvemtnt in the nu•er of spmce-timcomputatona
grid units by a factor of 27 or better. [be meabcd has been tesd an various prdamm.
In Sec. 2 and 3 we compar the results f our numerical calculatI m etoqlm tal
results for two specific test problems. An example of how the motion a two-
dimendonal cobtrlnt wave is dermined numerically is givm In Sec. 3. In Sec, 4 we give
a dansfication of t caherent waves for compressible ps dynamks and
indicate its derivation. In Sec. 5 we czdlu& with a discussion of outstanding qudons
related to Pe n problems.

2. Rglar dled.. oft Shock Waves
The front trcking scheme for o ps dy bas been tested an

several proldm that admit solution by other mean&. These problem arm an expanft
or contracting drcuar sh followed by a contac dscontinuity, the ieady-mca

nc flow pasta wedgSe the Ke.vn-P.mhaltz instability, regular reflection of a
shock wave, and Mach reflectio of a shock we. For dctfils on the first five e [1].

In this section the numerical solui for noteady regular refection of a shock

wave is compared with experimental res:dts [3]. The epI conssts of a wdamr
shock (1) moving down a shock tube and ininging on a wed*e with a suffienty kle
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ngle.. When the Incident shock strike the wedge corner a reflected shack () Is formed,
which extn& frCm the reflecion point to the shock tube wall, where it forms a bow
wave In front of the wedge, as shown in Fig. 2.1. Wo will rfer to the WSio enclsd by
the reflected shock as the 't"bbW1. As with Rieman problems In Veral, the solution
Is self-sbmilar, Le u(tf) = ,(atcr.l) for every c,>O. In the computation pesume d here,
the Mach numbr of the incident shock Is 2.05 and the an&e of •Ie wte4 is 63.40.

The numerical calculation was initialized pust after the reflected shock had formed
and enclosed only a small region about one quarter of a mesh interval in height. Data at
the tw endsI thereflected shock we- Ined using a shock polar analysis. Atthe
wedge coar, Lh. two velocity components vanish. Thw man s•lution components
at the coiner and the ful slution in the interio are detemined by Inte lation. One
a, trary parameter Is used in the initiallzation, which Is the oalarzes of the bubble,
dellned as the ratio of the distan• of the teflection point frm the carne to the dita
of the bow shock tot crner (the rato of thelengths the• segments BC al AB in
FIg. 2.1). The initial oblateness was taken m experimental data, but it can be
II rmInd 1 apprimately by a preliminary calculation because It is coustained to lie In a
boundd intervl by theoretical considerations. In fact the computatinl -. xults an quite
insensitive to its value. The Iintialiaton algorithm can be regiarded as an appro•mate
solution of the twodmensional Remann problem in a special came.

In Fig. 2.2 the contours of constant density and constant enrMpy that *we obianed
numerically are shown. In Fig. 2.3 the dcmi.-y distribution aloug the wa2l o -talnd from
the calculation is superimpoe n the experimntal daa.

3. Mach Refisdsn ot Shock Waves

The intersection point of dscontintity curves will be called a node. In a
neighborfoo o a nodo the curves are apprcrlzmted by straight lines separatiS wedge
shaped regions. In analog with the one-dimensional Rlezmnn probem, we define a
twe-dimensional Riemann probm to be an Initial value prblem, for a t
conevtion law having daA thtt "s either a constat state or a simple rarefaction wave in
eacnh o & f number of wedges. &Swh problems have boe studied for saiar

w8rvtion law [8,S,61, but c.,y speh sdlutona are known for system of
conservation laws. As with the lutian of a ow-mndal R eman b p em, the
solution of a t i problem will olve Into a more cmliae
config tion otaining several elementary waves. Thus In front ucking we must sove

a vabcase of tb- Muf Ric==n probem: determining the velocity and states, associated
with the one speck mentary wave (node) being tracked. We shal repot • n this
section on a method for •trddn the Mach node. Its propap a is a fully two.
dimensional Mrlem that cannot be bt redd to o deoa p Lem by spatial

oprtrsplitting. In fact successve solution to one-dimemlcmnal prolblenm still play a key
role in solution of the Mach node, but ther ccixuo is Soverned by the geometry of
the waves entinS the node and not by an orthogonal set of crdinate axes.
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S(Conaider a planar shock moving down a shock tube avJ Indent an a wed*e with a
s=Ul an*ll (se Fig. 3.1). In mtrast with the mglar re• • on cam we obtain a Mach
m~lctian. The point where the Incident (1) &Md the mfiected sbock (it) meet (the "Mach
node") has lifted of the wall and is c•icted to the wal by a newly smtg shock
called the Mas stem M). Bein the Mach node a contact dl tlty (C) is fom d
'btweet the reflected shock ad the Mah stem.

The correpd two~mensoonal Rcmann Ioblem Is shown in Ms. 3.2. We
move to a frame where the nod Is at rest and denote the stes as Indicad. Ila mct
dlconmin-'.ty has a jump In densty and tangential velodty atou it. Each stae is given
by the two emponents n velocty 4, the dnsity p, and the pemx-ep. Given the staft
in one sector, the Rnne-%Hugonlot conMdions desermnm a one paamter family d
states that can ocaur cions a shock or contact discontinuity In a neigbonrin sector.
Thes coiAidans may be wrlien as follows j2, pp. 301-302 and 329]:

A _- :5. (- 1 _ 4,)
pi

for

(-),) 1(0,) (1,0), (1,2), (2,1)s (0,3), (3,0(.)

p 2 PI

42 X 43,-,o, (3.3)

and

d P2 "P3. (3.4)
Herep is the iremne.,4 is the fluid velocity, and i = whu, e is theplyt ..

7+1
gas cons=an.. Edatam (3.1) and (3.2) ar the H i coditiom for a shock,
wile rMlatam (3.3) and (3.4) e1, Ps the existence of a centa' dscnnuiy.

Them am eleven equations in sin= unknowns. Fran the pint f view of an
expermentalist, the initial cmdtians in a shock tube expaera, viz. four paramesets
-peI-fyig the density andF uwe scalks and the muength and orientation nf the inckdet
shock, not ficint te detrmine t i. Far ti s in it oawi be sutaed th
there is a IMlu aquation for the Mach Interactku. However, this wmissn equation is
only an absence of an analytic or domed form soution to give the rode trajeetaon the

basis df euations (3.1)-(3.4), and does not Indicale an Inoniim.*om at the C~udzy
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problem for th Eu• cpatios From a matmatical point of view there Is no mkig

equation, Since2 the solution from the previou time Suep proides compiete cauchy dkta.

The front tuking problem is to obtain a complete Rlmmnn problem aiutim for
given Cauchy data and to wkelt the Madh node out of that volution. As fomuaed this
problem is too difficulte. Ia we prowed with equado .w)-(.4). With oixeen sale
variables and eleven equations at the node, we aee that the Mach node Hes in a five-
dim-msonal manifold within the s$PO of statM NO, UP, 21 and U3. In ltu of wv-"4 a
full two-dimetpoinal Remann problem to sect a point In this manifold, five of the above V

s=teen parameters ame selected to specify the node, Usig plhydoel intuition, we selcte
five parameters from the complete set of Cauecy dat [4]. Bmd on numnrdl cWI-Amm,
• believe this method does a satisfactory job of picing out the Ach node from th
waves emanating from the cmpleut solution of a two.dlmensnl Rienmm prblem that
is close to a M•ch node.

We con'pired the numerical solution for the nmteady Mach refledtla with
experiments in [3]. In the experiment an incident shock wti a Machs nwber 2.03
impinges on a wedge with angle 270. Thm calculations were inltiolind just after the WM

configuration has appeared. The reflected shock and the Macb stem then ende a uriae
of about one mesh interval in heighL After the bublie enclomed * regio eveal mesh
intervals In height the solution had velot dawn to its ilf-slmlar fsrm as ten In the
epsrieat. In Fig. 3.3 the montant density cootaup. am cause In Fi. 3.4 the wall
d4.Thty Cis3trbtion of wou ndimealoutln pe m an the eEmuataro &ay

H n th calcution Is crlasiny in two reFpfAL Twd p== formava ths dya*pies
for traekpro pilon of the Malh atnd pdnt se to be stable I lg wjpn the and
oblut of tmen sional ceosen near the tdherm plnsd v sug Mma the f edbthe
itfor se pationf of ts e po(inof dens")Anexm of t i suoc da t rnet with *a R ieMIs
pro bly wastades.b the fluid velpioty at this point is v sensitive to the p gma
dyrami, so t end of tht hntacr tend tTo awt opl T small n b at such nodesave
not yet been deemie.

S4. The 'Be ~lI'm 1 o Two) Dhed; Rekmetwy Wame
b tis sea we' clssf the elementary waveF for ps dynu*L

"'!•Front tra•an employs a noma and a tarntiual qpting at Jump smia &Wl

•~ ~ &nmc t W em mak m onl a smallmmcoZsu tha deal.t• • u h

surfaces and wtered rarefaction waves. Then we refine the im l e iump nto a
precise mathematical formulation, and using the latter, drine a ekaMu • for
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the allowed point sIngularites.
Excluded fnthis scz~iat heme ampoint si~uartes mpdbyowr

waves (lmpkion) and points In a neigthbortr I of which the solution b not pleewise

DOfi"ilM =o 4.1 A pressure wave is a shock wave or a amewed rarekilon wave. A
wave is either a pressure wave or a contact discontimuity. A mode is the point sigulaty
formed by the intesection of waves. A ramfectim wave centered at a node is led an
incoming (forwar facing) myacdion wave if Its smalht ine C+ or C - rachat in
the 'am in which the node is stationary, point te'rar& th node. A shock wav
e.manaing from a node is said to be an incm* Aock wive If, in the raimmy ftame, it
turns the flow towards the node. Similarly we dcfbn an .w, ng • rf,• a m w,, and an
i ougo•, shock wave. We observe that every pressure wave at a node Is either inramlg
or outgoing.

Ammptim 4.2. We assume our solution u to be sn elememtwy waw, which, in
-geal terms, satisfies the foMlowing:

"4.2.1 u is a stationary soh-tion of the Euler equatiom for a poytrc pC: ,t = 0
and V-J(u) = 0;

4.2.2 u has the form

uj for j < 0 , j< -i,...,w

where S. = So + 2 and each ./is coetant or a cantemd rarefaeton wave;

4.23 the only jumps alowed in mare shoc waves and contact 'de%

4.2.4 V is generic;

4.2.5 U is an entropy Ineasing solution, with

U - JIM i- ,

whee ii is a solution of the Navier-Stokes equatios with viscosity v.
-FPt coneder all possible elementary waves motaining only contact d mitls

R am of the sectors has a IS0N opening, there can be a n==wo dscontinuity in the
tD", .tial velocity aaos its boundary. All other contact nui in oy
e-p t, jumps. It is pouible for any number df them to ocwr, •ad at any et of

i:.F \,- w nnm o asu=. that the elementary wave contaim at least our .-usumr wave.

n-i... mmr• 4.2.4 and 4.2.5 r•e not written in mathematcal trms, so ws mulome the
ideas that 51y expres in a me that we an me in our analyi

4.2.4a No incoming rarefaction waves are allowed. Ther can be at mw. twoK* i ng pressme waves, which are neessarily shock waves. N the flow on
the ahead side (the side with the lower pteasre) at an inomrns shock wave is
"adjacont to a mfta discontinuity thit is within 900 of the Wwuing shock,
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only this owe boming shock wave !s elowed.

4.2.5a No sectrs of elo vocity bounded by contact disotintles ( d
wedes) are allowed.

SObserve that the elementary waves that satIsfy 4.2.1 tý2=igy 4.2.4 but fall to satiy
4.2.5a can be lntxpt as solutions of an initial/boundary-value probLem if the contact

dicontinuities bounding the embedded wedge ae replaA with rectilng walls
In [4] we have determined that an elementary wave containing a premat wave is

restricled by the following. There is a unique struanllne through the nod. 11ere is
either one or two incomng shock waves. Ther is no mome than me outgoing premure
wave on each side of the sit-Iine leaving the node, only one of whch uny be a
rarelaction. The stramline is a conmat dismntnuty if there are two outgousg pnaure
waves. This then leaves ut with only a small number of peail elementary waves, wbch
we sl deenine presently.

T'eorem 4.. Under A 4.2 an elementay wave cntaining at leasto
pressure wave Is me of the following types, as specifed in detWl below:. cro overtak,
Mach, diffraction, and transmission.

What follows is an explanation of the type togeher with figureL Fo a prood the
theorem see [4].

Diffracton. Te diffraction of a shock impinging on a contact discontinulty, catsiq
a r-fkcted and a transmitted shock is a pmdble solution, see Mig 4.1a. We show In Fig.

4.1.b how the solution may be constructed .•y drawing the appropriate shock palm in the
*,p plane.

Dlffnado. The coiguratiin FI. 4-2.a is an elementary wave. It is as In FIg.

4.1.a, but with a rare&'ew wavy in late of a relocted shock. The solution is
constructed using shock poar, as icated in Fig. 4.2.b.

Tramdeuou. A shock Impinging on a contact discontinuity and causing a
transmitted shock bat no reflected wave (see Fig. 43.a) is a posible elementary wave; see
the cmr-epaaddng shock polar in Fig. 4.A.b.

Maoi node. A d-ect Mach reflection, 'vhex the incident shoc breah into two
shocks, the mflected shock aird the Mac stem, is a pas" elementary wave; me Fig
4.4.a. IU soution is found using shock polm as in Fig 4.4.b.

Overtake. It is possible to have two Inoming shocks aoverke eac.h other and give
rise to two outgt'41 shock separated by a Contact discontinuity (we Fig. 4.S.a). ThI
solution may be contucted using shoWc polars as in MS. 4.5.b. The spocia cae where

ne of the two Inoming sc-kas hau = stigh coincides with the Mau ned ame .

Ova^.Akw One shock may M oruk the oater, reuting in a re&cted ranrt
ard a Asmmitted shock (we ES 4.6.a)- The solutio Al found g d tas f poun a ir
lFig. 4 'd.b. Now• that for the smie pa temo u the two incident shocks, both fk t am

adthe preev-xs cutase possibm
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Cram or Maoc node. Two Imident shocks colliding to form eo reflected shocks
separated by a streamline (see Fig. 4.7.a) is a possible elementary wave. The solution is
found using shock polars as in Fig. 4.7.b. The special case of one icdent shock having
zero stz-ength gives the direct Mach node. A single shock wave in the cutgowg sector
defines the invoted Mach node; this interaction is a limit of the cros cm above, wber
the shock between region 2 and 3 in Fig. 4.7.a ieduces to zero.

5. Sere Prnblens and ConJeetum Concernhtg Rlemann Problems

In this section we drop the restriction to two dimensions and to gas dynamics, but we
retain the terminology of Sec. 4. Recall that in steady supersonic two~niensonal gas
dynamics, where the direction of the flow defines a tmeilk directim, the equations cm
be reduced to the form at a one-dimensional time d system of conertion laws.
Then the two-dimensional elementary waves viewed in the stationary frame am 1lenmnn
ymblems for a distinct but related one-dimensional system. Similarly Rlemmnn problem
solutions in n-1 space dimensions are qualitatively simila to elementary waves in n

dimensions

We list some proWems of general interest in this are&.

1. The possible n-dimensional elementary waves for a system of conervation laws
could be classified. Teb elementary waves in two-dimensional plytropic gas dynamics
were classified in the previous section.

2. Iet the incoming wave operator be the solution operator bringing two or mon,
elementary waves to a single point and thereby defining a Riemana pP*bem. The

•.A% ircming wave operater also acts on single elementary waves by mapping to the
-"cornfiguration at a time of bifurcation, or dynamic instability; this nlso deftnes a Riemin-lt--o

problem. The range of this operator is limited to the possbk mare or bffurcaticos of
011 the elementary waves found in the classification above. Can this range be categarlmd?

3. The outgoing wave opmtor gives the possible elementary waves that may We=r
in the solution of the Riemann problem in the -ange t, the incoming wave operator. We
pose the question of existence of solutions for this etricted set of data. Are solutoam
piecewise smooth, so that ther is a finite number of outgoing Oementary waves? Ile
answer depends on the order of the system, the dimnson of space, and the convexity or
number of inflectioa points in the flux function, as examples [6] show and amkgies [7]
su3est.

ti. A i•ogled scattering matrix - is a map from sets of incoming wave types to wts of
outgoing wave types as labeled by the solutions to problem 1. It decides which types df
incoming waves pmduce which types of outgoing waves. In the language of quantum
mechanics, the problem here Is to classify the pmsble S matrix graphs. Let us amder
this p~mblem from the point of view of two-dmenional ga dynamcs. We, resrict
attention to Rknmwm data contained in the range of the incoming wave opemtor as[ defined in 2 above. Under such rest , the waves will be said to be in incoias
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order. The- allowed nodes of Sec. 4 pryovide interdbiag of wave rder wn an outging
order- In general, however, the interchainge of wave order pmodee thme outgbV wvSM
from two incoming waves and need not. red=z the tota number at wave pmihs that fai to

A ~~~~be in outgoing order. On this bads, wme expect that even sim*l hmcmin ufmatm
could prod=cemauplicted outging wave inrracku It is possble ftht the comocatimt
(e-g. the number of nodes), while unb bounded a priori, Iistl AMI3Ite In fac the wav
inter-otions tyYcaily deMcreM the Mach number & tik flow, and may give do to a
subannic region, inside of which no presain waves ain o=cu. Rclatcd to this pmnlllty
is the ocerrenc of nodes with only two outgong waves. Sm nodes allow the
interchange of wave order with a reductitn in the total number of pairs tLhat are owi of

A, order.

5. Uniqueness is an open problm. Well known pvbkms of noalian not
understood on a fundamental level. For exampl, conud~r an Incddnt sbock hifttg a
wedge, runiting in either a regular reflection or J&6cl refietimn 110Cr am legim
where bothi sojutions ame ponabl By introLducn zdditlanal phy"ia eftects so&i n
viscmsty, with a resulting boundsky layer, or arir&a= roughness on a ~atain lengt Wale,

fthi overlapping region of nomqenmmght IIaaMa.
6. Extended or nonlocai Rienunm probems my be oaml&red, wha the

restricton of comtancy in sectors betwee the waves is replared by lirra or higher ardw
data. Ths has been kiemplnte4 for one dimenzulm in the normal, prapaptim al the
front [1].

7. Lower order termsa in the equatiogs =~d new -wave in the Riesnant 0lutio may
be caused by geometrical effects and by extenal soums.

8. The geometry in the larg defined on the state space by the fiux function needs
to bL understood. For gas dyammles the qualitative behavior c( solaticas may be suk
by ctansdering the acoustic waves of the linearized probem. Bu tw tiss not the cmr for
all hyperbolic conservation laws, and new, famil ies waves may be pomup&l in the larg.

The topology defined by the caitic points of the flux functio I in (1.1) Is I=mpotn
here. A critical point Is a Point In satae space Where the gradent A - V/I has colnddng
cigenvalues. At the ceiticul Points equatio (1.1) is no longr strictly hypebefc
moreover A can 611 to bave a complete set of elgevclax.. Soca &I=of sudsh
hyperbolicitY Is not Pathologicil in appiUctions, and the mathemtnatic r naecqu-eom Fsof
this fact have nvtt be=n dvelopei An exwtemlo of this Obenomenn =r the i -f W for
which the equations in dlff=eit regions of state space chang tMp- The Vappkaos are

S ~~~~of genuera inteyes cal MrerVWi smulation, transonic flow in gPs dynaMles, chemicly
reacting flows, and n=11mni~r clastidty.
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a Vý

Fig. 2.1. regular reflecon of a shock wave by a wedge. A vertical shock I has struck a

630 wedge from the left, causing a reflected shock R, which forms a bowa, ck in front of

the wedge.

B

•iFix. 2.2. "Ile numerical simula,,on of a regular Mfeton, where the Incident shoc~k hos

S-.'

•.. Maech number 2.05 and the wedge an&l is 63,4ý. The calculation was mfrerf on a 80

;:..by 20 grid. The top picture show the lieo c ta nttt de~tv inside the bubble formed

•.!by the relce shockr. The bottom pictue &bont the lines, of constant etroM. T-my •

',• should coincidle with the integral curves for the wjlf~jmWl velocity &ied. •lbo-,tim

a rguments in tbr. te.xt suggest that the integral curves all terminate- at the tarer.

.. - - - ..-_.. ..23
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Vc

AA

~t4

•1*

' 11Fg. 2.3. The computed (solid line) density distribution along the wall for the egular
reflection rmi compar•d to the data obtained in the experiments of DeschambauI: and
Glass (dots).

,,.

"r"4

•; ~ Fig-. 3.1. hfachremflection ofa shock wave byav,,edge. Avcrdicasbock/hAssU, uka
i•;•-•270 wedge frorn tbr- Wet Th point where the LIncdent shock I and M•m shock it nmt" "i wnme tO til wall by, a • shckckd, a , ,4stm (M). &hW tb.uf .it
:,•. ~ ~wbere L.e thne sbock meet, a contact discontinuity C Isome x••t

sbo-'- anmd the Ma se
524
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I v

• a

S,/4

Fig. 3.2. The Riemann problem correponding to the triple point otained in a Madi
reflecdon. We assume the sbocks and contact discontinuities am straight lines (l ed as

in Fig. 3.1) with comtont states 0 through 3 in the wedgem.

FIg. 3.3. The numrical simulatlon of a Mach reflection, where the incdent sbock bas

lot Mach number 2.03 and the wedge angle Is 27P. Inside the bubble formed by the reflected

shock we show the calculated lines of constant density. The calculatio were performed

on a 60 by 40 grid.
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0 ,

Fi.3.4. Th d.wr zWrn..t~y ditlb¶ o along th Wal ofw~w the M66 Mfi o run (Wi. . .-.

i ~ shown superimpmd• on the data found experinrntally by Dewlambault and Glan (dots).
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Fig. 4.1.n. D~fraction. A shock ca~n WWIffat firoug a mumtact lso-nitiy C to
cause a reflectied $bock R and a trnsumitted shod; T.

-IA

4.i.b. The- shOck POIan 'xfrSpOCdlng to PIS, 4.1.a. The Mkad nwnbei o state OhiII7 and that cl stateOW'Is3. flzbc xkstWengt ctiis3.
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ll.4.2.a. Diffraction. Ile diffraction of a shc I by a conwi discoadnuity C can

U ~~cause a reflectdramfcdo wave R and a twunmittel shack T".

i ,-.i

1*p

-

!*ig. 4.21.. Difbckionu. e• ndifrt toon aig. 4.2.o . TI h Mach dube of nntyt 0

is 3u anrfetd thatof sateWlo 2.ave img ond a t -hranm ttedsho~ck ift. p8O sdan

c n t tl W p 3 a t- h ot•.ero r. 0

I-528
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01

Fig. 4.3.&. Transzmison. A hck I incident on a cotact discootimnty C aus,3 z

ti transmitted shock T but no reflected wave Is poslble.

Fig. 4.1.b. Thock5poazmmipu to F.4.aare. show. TIm.achnttmtg
. 529
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0

~~ -~ Fig. 4A.m.. Mfaca no&-. Direa Mach rzalcdonc is mhown, with 4he Ind~cnt shockI

breaking into a reflectd sbocrkR and a Masch sew A se~mrred by a axatact diswatinuty

4i. 4.Lb. The shock polmr corespondlng to Fig. 4.4a. Thse -Msc number of state 0 is

2.2 and th buoick streth atIls 3.2.
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Fit 4/a 'vrie ti osbetohv n noigok 1oetk nte 2t
"•.-

•_Fi. 4J.,,. Ovrk. It is possble to have one incoming s ho 11oetk another 12 t

camuse r. refiected shock R and a transmitted shock T with a contact discontuity C

between them.

k:-A P

'1

......

Fit. 4.5-b. "IT shock polars =rrespondii to FIn. 4.5.a. The, Mach number of state 0 is

7, the sbock 3stnth of the incident shock 11 is 9.5, and _he shock stngtb of ,2 is 3.9,.

531
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' 0

--

Fig. 4.6ji. Overtake. It is poaible for one incoming shock 1 to overtake another1 t-

cause a x-fiected areifaction wave and a transmitted shock wave separated by a conrtact

discantinulty.

Fig. 4.6.b. I'm shock po~ir3 cmrespomding to Fig. 4.6.a. 7The Maich number of state 0

is 7, the shock atzmngth of th: inideetOmrl- shok is 9.5., and the shock strength of 12 :A 3.9.
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Fi.4.7.a. Croms Two may gbrimr oa&Lde aiL-d =I=~ two Mec ed $hacks SepMrtvd by
a conteac discowtinuity.

\ I

.$1.

F••igl. 4.7.b. The shock p• cors o dn .o Pi. 4.7 *. . The .M ac rn mbr of • m 0

!• it ~~2.7 41 the shock sttnmgths of the tcd h.. re'.,6ad1.
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"MIGRATION OF THE GAS GLOBE FROM UNDERWATER EXPLOSIONS:
THE EFFECTS OF DRAG AND RADIATIVE ENERGY LOSS

K.C. Heaton

Wcapun Systems Section, Armaments Division
Defence Research Establishment Valcartier

P.O. Box 8800, Courcelette

Quebec, GOA IRO

ABSTRACT. In this work, the problem of the motion of che bubble from
an underwater explosion is conr.idered. Previous derivations of the
equations of motion are summarized. It is shown how a Lagrangian

method can be utilised Zo obtain the equations of motion, and how

generalised dissipative forces can be formally incorporated.

The generalised dissipative force for energy loss by radiation

of sound is obtained from first principles, and found to be

approximately proportional to the cube of the rate of change of the

bubble radius with respect te time.

The algorithm by which the equations of motion were solved
numerically is briefly discussed, and some results of the computations
presented.

It is found that the approximate formula for energy loss by

radiation of sound by a bubble in the absence of vertical motion

fderived by Herring) gives results similar to those obtained using the
mo - exact formulation developed in this work. It is also found that

tk *te of energy loss is affected slightly by processes analogous to
ra, cion reaction in electromagnetic theory.

Results are also presented for the cases for which energy is

lost by drag as well as by radiation of sound, and for the case for
which the effects of free and rigid surfaces on the bubble inction, but
not energy loss, are considered.

*A'
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I. INTRODUCTION. One of the more prominent phenomena associated with
underwater detonations, after the initial shock produced by the explo-

sion itself, is the formation of a bubble of gaseous explosion prod-
ucts. This bubble rises toward the surface of the water, responding as
it does so to changes in the external pressure distribution with radial
oscillatory motion during the course of which it loses some of its
energy through the emission of sonic pulses. Although the bubble may
have been initially spherical, the effect of its upward motion distorts
it into a non-spherical shape, which becomes most pronounced in the
neighbourhood of tte minimum bubble radius. The alte.ration in the
bubble's shape further affects both the pulsations and the upward
translational motion of the bubble. By means of finite element tech-
niques, the equations of motion of the bubble can be solved, taking
into account the effects of the changing shape of the bubble, although
the amount of computing time required by this method limits its
utility. Finite element methods have a further disadvantage in that
physical insights into the systems considered are rather more difficult
to come by than might otherwise have been the case.

Herring (1942) and others (eg. Taylor (1942) and Shiffman and
Friedman (1944)) have treated the problem of the motion of the bubble
by considering it to be a perfect sphere throughout its entire motion.
This treatment yields values for the periods of radial pulsations of
the bubble which are in good agreement with experimental data, but
predicts a much more rapid movement toward the surface than that which
is actually observed. This arises because the largest upward
velocities of the bubble occur at those times when the bubble is near
its minimum radius; it is precisely then that The largest departures
from sphericity have been observed. Hicks (1972) added % drag term to
the equations of motion, chosing the drag coefficient such that the
predicted distance travelled by the bubble was in agreement with that
which had been observed.

lit this paper, previous formulations of the problem of the motion
of an underwater bubble are discussed. The ways in which t.he effects
of drag, as well as those of the energy radiated by a bubble during its
motion, cpn be incorporated into its equations of motion are
considered. A more rigorous derivation of the dissipation function for
the bubble is presented. The equations of motion incorporating the
effects of gravity and loss of energy by drag and the radiation of
sound by the bubble, are derived using a Lagrangian formalism. The
algorithm by which various forms of the equatiois of motion were solved
is briefly discussed. Some computational results are presented, along
with suggestions for the further extension of this work.
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II. EQUATIONS OF MOTION FOR A SPHERICAL BUBBLE.

II.1 Review of Previous Work. Taylor (1942) derived equations des-
cribing the motion of a spherical bubble of gas undergoing both radial
pulsations and translational motion toward the water surface. These
are:

p3¢da• 2 3U2 4rpa3
2pa[) 'a + U U - Y -E(a),I

U =-dz at3dt [21u -d-t 3J
a o

where a is the radius of the bubble as a function of the time t, U its
upwt.rd velocity, z the position of the bubble below the pressure datum
(i.e. below the zero pressure level), E(a) the internal energy of the
gas comprising the bubble, p the density of the water, g the
gravitational acceleration, and Y the total energy of the bubble. In
Taylor's formulation, there was no mechanism included for energy loss,
and hence Y was taken to be a constant. For TNT explosions, it has
been found (Herr.Ing 1942) that approximately 50% of the total explosion
energy is retained by the bubble; in that case:

Y = (1.85 x 10 1 0 )M [3]

where Y is measured in ergs, and M, the original mass of the explosive
charge, is given in grams. If one assumes that the gaseous explosion
products obey the ideal gas law, then the internal pressure, P, is
given by:

P = k(pg)Y [4]

where p is the density of the explosion products and y the ratio of
specifig heats. Asstimning that the entire mass, M, of the explosive has
been converted to gas:

S~M
Pg 3 [5]

g 4r a
" t3

"and hence:

'CI

"" E(a) f f PdV [6]
a
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k a-3(Y-I)
(Y -1) f

where dV - 4ra2da. Taylor, using the work of Jones, set:

k- 7.83 x 109

S- 1.25 [7]

for TNT where, in eq. [61, E(a) is measured in ergs and p in gm/cm3 .
w

Herring (1942) derived an equation of motion for the bubble,
neglecting the effects of gravity and transl tional motion U, but in-
corporating the effects of the loss of energy by the radiation of
sound. This is:

a d + 23da 2 1 d a2da.2 a da1 1 da. f- d (8]

2 d-a

N where Pa is the gas pressure in the buble when its radius is a, c is
the speed of sound in the water, P the hydrostatic pressure, and all
other variables are as defined previously. Herring has shown that the
energy loss, which is contained in the term dd •( a is

significant only during the times at which the bubble is near its
minimum radius. Using the values of k and y from eq. [7] for TNT. cne
finds that the loss of energy, AY, over one cycle of radial pulsation
of the bubble, is approximately:

P ,AY 1.87 radc

where P - is the gas pressure at the minimum radius tie bubble
rae

during that cycle.

Finally, the presence of the water surface and the ocean bottom
has an effect on the bubble motion. Using the theory of images.
Shiffman and Friedman (1944) have modified Taylor's equations of Uotion
for the bubble, thusly:

is I
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2

2 a 3(1 + f)L - - 4ipa 3 ýa- + (1a (1 + 3f 2 )U

0 2t) 4,af 1 dt~ 32b)

[1o]4ir 3+ 5-pa gz Y Y-E(a),

d 13 d a4 [df o(a2

d (- __-a-

Sdf2 dfl - 2 3
21 22 1 O a 23+ -fw- - d-j- -"jt Y

where fo0 fl, f. are infinite series, b is the height of the centre of

the bubble above the ccean floor, and a is given by:

[1b

(i.e. the ratio of the bubble radius to twice the distance from tLe
bubble centre to the ocean floor). The leading terms of the series fo,
fl, f 2 are!

1 5 4

1 2 2f" a +•a , 1131]

f a3 + 1 a6

The preceeding suggests an approximate method for determining the
amount of energy lost through radiation of soand by a spherical bubble
undergoing both translational motion and radial pulsation. In this
procedure, one ignores the loss of energy until just after the bubble
has passed its minimum radius, then subtracts the energy radiated away,
using eq. [9), and proceeds with the integration until the next minimum
is reached. In other words, one integrates Taylor's eqs. [1-2], keep-
ing Y constant, with its value being given by eq. [3]. After the bub-
ble has gone through-its minimum radius, one replaces Y in eq. [1] by
Y1, where:
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Y' = Y (1 -_) [14]

and AY is given by eq. [9]. One then repeats this procedure whenever
the bubble radius passes through a local minimum, using the new value
of Y, Y1, in aq. [9].

Hicks (1972) incorporated 4 drag force, FD, into the equations of

motion, where F D is given by:

FD =1 22DPa U [151~D~ 2U

and the value of the drag coefficient, CD, was chosen to be CD - 2.25

in order to bring the distance travelled upward by the bubble at its
first maximum into agreement with that actually observed for 500 lbs of
"TNT detonated 150 ft below the surface.

By differentiating [2], he obtained the rate of change of momentum
with respect to time, and equated that to FD. The momentum equation

then would then become:

d 3 3 3 22 [6jt a3U) = 2 ag - C a2U [16]

The energy dissipated by drag forces is given by:

dE 1 2 3
t = d --CDPa U . [17]

The rate of energy loss, -dE/dt, wEs then equated to the time deriva-
tive of [1] to obtain the energy equation:

'•" 2

d {np 3 (d-) 2 3U2 + ir aT_+ a32 + i- Pa gz+ E(a))

1 2.3-;-C nDPa U ( 18]

It should be noted that eqs. [16] and [18] are not precisely identical
to those of Hicks, since they neglect his correction for the effect of
the water surface.
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F 11.2 Equations of Motion including Energy Loss by Drg and Radiation
of Sound. The method described in the previous section for determining

- the energy loss through radiation of sound by a bubble has a number of
drawbacks, not the least of which is that the subtraction of energy
from eq. [1] at the minimum radius can adversely affect the convergence
of numerical solutions to the system of differential eqs. [1-2]. As
well, the energy loss expression, eq. [9], was expressly derived under
the assumption that any effects of gravity and translational motion on
the energy loss would be negligible; one really has no a priori reason
for believing this to he the case.

For these reasons, there seeme to be a need for a treatment which
produces a more rigorous formulation of the equations of motion of a
bubble in the presence of gravity, incorporating the effects of the
radiation of energy by sound, and which can be easily extended to in-
clude other forms of energy loss, such as drag. Such a treatment is
presented in this section.

The kinetic energy, T, of the water surounding a sphere of radius
a moving with an upward translational velocity U, is given by:

T = 2rrpa 3(-') +IPa 3U2 [19]

(Taylor 1942, Cole 1948). The potential energy, V, is given by:

V = E(a) + V (20]
p

where E(a) is, as before, the internal energy of the bubble, eq. [6],
and Vp, the energy associated with the hydrostatic pressure around the

p
bubble:

v -- Pa 3 gz [21]

The Lagrangian of the flow aiound the bubble, L, is then:

L=T-V
2

3 da 2  WT 32 4irf
2•rpa + U 3paU - pa gz

[22]
;gY a-3y+3

and the Hamiltonian, H:
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(

S. p 3 ( + ! 3 U2 + P pa 3 gz
2irp~ a 

a•iii [23]

+ M Y a -• ÷3

' The equations of motion of the bubble are therefore giver by:

d_3L• aL
dt' "a

[24]

dt. - 5. Qz

"• whre a da z dz
where ,a * d - and the are the non-conservarive

generalized ftrces.

Evaluatig [24], one obtains, as equations of motion for a
bubble:

T2 2aat
S3da 2 da• 22
.. •4fpa3 ~ + 6wpa .•j ] " oa2U2

dt
[25]

+ 4wpa 2gz - 3k a =3y+2  Qa
(4i¶Y1a

d 333
-d (a 3 U) 2a3g Qz [261

- As might have been expected, when Q - Q 0, i.e. when there is
a

no change in the total energy of the system, eqs. [•2] and [26] can be
integrated, and yield Taylor's eqs. [1] and [2].

In order to complete the derivation of the equations of motion of
the bubble, it is necesse.ry to determine Qa and QZ"

Now, the velocity potential, *, is given by:

f l 2 [27]

A 2
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ri~

where

a da f(t) [281
r dtf r

-1 a- U cos 0 -'(A(t) Eost n) [29]
2 2 2r

r

where r and e are the radial and angular co-ordinates, respectively,
A 

ishown in Fig. 1 and n is the unit vector normal to the bubble surface
(e.g. Cole 1948). Since the bubble is explicitly assumed to remain
spherical, n-- r, where r is the unit radial vector.

Following a development similar to that of Landau and Lifshitz
(1966), in the wave zone:

M = f(t') + •-(A(t') cos E) r [30]
r r

wiere

r 
[31]t' = t - - [z

C

and c is, as before, the velocity of sound in water. The velocity, V,
of the water in the wave zone xast therefore be given by:

(1 8f(t) _cos E) 3 2A(t) +

cr Bt rc2 At2 r [32]

where terms of higher negative order in r have been neglected.

dE
The total energy emitted as sonic radiation per unit time, ý, is

then:
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- f (V V) dS

.4, ~dt(S

[33]

0TP (a3c3 f (t) 2 A+t)

where the surface integral has been taken over a sphere of radius r.

To a good approxi-i.tion, the term in eq. [33] proportional to -L can be
3S~c

neglected for low translational velocities, since it will be 2 orders
of magnitude smaller than that proportional to 1/c.

-- '

Now,

2 2t
a. f(t) 2 da + 2 a (d) [34]

at• dt-

and hence:

4 2 2 2 2k
-dE 4-r , da . -da2 da 4(d a R~-m--- �(�d4a 2•+d + 4 * t + a -t [35]-:dt cd27 )S-dt2d

Now, in view of the foregoing, it would seem reasonable to conclude P
that, in the absence of drag forces, the dissipative forces depend

-. solely upon the rate of change of the radius of the bubble, and hence
that:

XQ 0 o[36]

In that eveat, it is possible to write that:

- dE [371

and hence:

a0 2
a 4np Q4 a--- [38]

where
IL
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3 2 da 2
Qa [16-,- 8a(!)5a + (4a L!)

[391
2 d2 i+ 2a2da da
dt 2 a3a dt

By substituting eqs. [36] - [39] into eqs. [25] and [26], one obtains:

da 3da 2 2 k+J a-3r

2 2t
dt (-)

Qa
- 7r a 2•(4irpa 2)

,..dU = g 3U da 2g- 41]
• d -t " a dt

Differentiating eq. [40] with respect to a, one obtains:

- ' = - - a + [42]

2 a3 9
t• da 47rpa 3a

Substituting eq. [42] into eqse [38] and [39] one finds:

- 2 d 3  a 3 2 [4a 2+;"Qa -4TrPa [ 4' Pa a

a 2t c (T t

[43]

+ 2a+22a2 a c I aQa da aQa

dt aa

The evaluation af the last three terms in eq. [43] still presents some
difficulty. However, by equating the rate of change of the Hamiltonian
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H of the bubble, given by eq. [23j, with reipect to time, to -dE/dt,
thlusly:

dH dE Sffi_ dE[44]

dt dt

one obtains an alternative form of eq. (40], the equation of motion. A
detailed comparison of terms shows that:

a a24da da'da 2(d 2 a 2 da 45]Qa -4Wpa [4 d_ 4 4a •--2da . + a LtJ../d~ •

dt ~ dt

By comparing eqs. [45] to r43], it follows that:

3 . 2 2 a

[4[46]

4"cO a4 dta2 2 da _

C dt dt

The terms on the left. hand side of eq. [46] are recogniazablk as being1

analogous to radiatL~n reaction terms in electromagnetic t~heory, andF- hence are ignorable in a first approximation. By extension, it follows

dt2

2 3

If gre.•ter accuracy is desired, these neglected terms can be evaluated,
most conveniently by means of (45], and added to the generalised force

aa"

If, following iitck (1972), one introduces a drag force, FD, of

The torms of e l5,oet can shoi that Q. in [24] r given by:

1 2.2

hec ar ignorabl in afrtapoiain Byeesoitollows

dt•

p

2 32

I,
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Finally, the equations of motion of a bubble incorporating energy
loss by radiation can, to a good approximation, be written as:

d2 3_/3a 2  U2  k4ya-3y 1 ,a + a + gz - -' [491
1t% A2T -lt- n-

daa __3_U

dU 2 (da' 3 U2
-t 2 a [50]

where Q; is given bv:

3 a (511
Qa = 4(dt [1

or, if second order terms are includeS, by:

3da da d2a + (82(d2a rda)5d da
Qa = ()+ 4a(.-•-) dt2+ e adt2/IdtJ • 52

In this section, we have presented 2 sets of equations of motion
which had been previously derived by various authors to describe the
motion of a spherical bubble under different conditions. We have
extended these to incorporate more rigorous approximations to the
effects of energy loss by the radiation of sound as well an estimate of
the influence of drag upon the motion.

To sum up: eqs. [1-2] are the equations of motion for a spherical
bubble undergoing radial pulsations and translational motion, without
energy loss. The introduction of eq. [9] into this system at the time
at which the bubble's radius has reached a local minimum provides a
crude mechanism for incorporating energy loss by sonic rad•iation.
Equations [10-lI] apply when the effects of surfaces such as the sea
bed and surface significantly affect the motion of the bubble, and do
not incorporate energy loss. Finally, eqs. [49-52] are the equations
of motion of a spherical bubble undergoing radial pulsations and
translati.onal motion in an infinite medium and in witich the effects of
energy loss from drag and radiation of sound have taken account of in a
reasonably rigourius fashion.
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III. NUMERT•AL METHODS OF SOLUTION. Before one attempts numerical
solutions of any of these sets of equations, it is useful to make ther.,- equations of motion non-dimensional. Thus, the substituti-. of:

a• a* L,

'f. b=b*
* . z tz* L, 1531

""t= t* I.,

U U* L/T,

into the equations of motion used, where

1/4

"[541

yields a dimensionless form of the equations of motion. As before, Y
"is given by eq. [3] and g and p are, respectively, the gravitational
acceleration and the der. ity of water. These particular scaling
factors in eq. [2] were originally uqed by Taylor (1942).

Since all of the equations of motion have the unfortunate property
of singularity at the origin, it is necessary to begin the integration
with a series solution. Taylor (1942) suggested initial values for the
dimensionless variables of:

St* 2/5

k~l.OO25)Sa* -(1 1 ,
1.* t , [551

Z* .0 .. (t*)

for values of t* near zero.

A similar problem arises if one desires to use the more accurate
approximation to Qa, eq. [52], in the equations of motion. Since da/dt

becomes 0 at several points during the motion of the bubble, the
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last term in eq. [53] is formally undefined at those points. Howeveýr,
if one uses the expression for the total entiy, 2q. [1], one can
write, in terms of the dimensionless variables:

(da*) fE*(a*)1l__* 1 2
- U* - z* (561dtJ . At - -) -(,3 6

2w(a*)

where

E*(a*) = ' - a*) 3 (y 1 )"- ~ ~(Y-1)(2;-) Y-L3-)

Y(t) is the total energy at time t, and all other variables are as
previously defined.

If one defines:

a (Y(t) - E*(a*)• 1
Y " 2w (a*)3

[58]

0 +U*'K +

one can write:

(d*-1 41(1+2
1( + 2

Sdr* ± + 28."") [59]
a

where the positive value is taken while the bubble is expanding, arnd
the negative while contracting. Equation [591 may be used to evaluate
the expressicn for R;, eq. [52], if one wishes to include the final two

terms. When such was dane in this work, the value of Y(t) was
approximated at each step of the integration by the substitutx. n of the

c,,rrent estimates for da/dt, U and z into eq. [1]. An estimate for d a

dtr2'
was obtained by substituting the current estimates for da/dt, U and z
into eq. [49] with Qa set to 0. The series, eq. [59], can be

" terminated at any point, and the truncation error determined by
- reperforming the integration with the inclusion of the next higher

power of O/a. In this work, the last term inc)uded in the series was
4

(0/a)
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The actual integrations were carried out using a 4 point
Runge-Kutta algorithm incorporating automatic error controls.

The initial parameters which must be supplied to the programme are
listed in Fig. 2.

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS. Taylor (1942) solved eqs. (I] and
[21, neglecting the internal energy of the gas (i.e. setting E(a) - 0).
His results were therefore independent of the mass of the explosive
charge, and hence were amenable to scaling, a convenience which was
achieved at the expense of some accuracy, especially near the minimum
radius. Figures 3-5 show a comparison of the radius, velocity, and
height above the original explosion for a charge of TNT of mass 2.1136

¾+ kg. detonated at a depth of 6.1 metres below the surface, calculated
using Taylor's equations, with and without the internal energy having
"been neglected. As can be seen, the internal energy does have a
significant effect on the behaviour of the bubble. Accordingly, in all
subsequent calculations, it should be understood that the effect of the
internal energy has been taken into account.

Figures 6-8 compare the results obtained by solving Taylor's
equation of motion [1]-[2], and the ones derived in this paper eqs.
(49]-[50] with the non-conservative generalized forcei, Qa and Qz,

having been set to zero for the bubble produced by an explosive charge
of 2.1136 kg. detonated at a depth of 34.81 metres below the ocean
surface. Since one would expect the integration of the two sets of
equations to yield identical results under these conditions, Figs. 6-8
serve as a test of both the theoretical derivation and the numerical
algorithm. As can be seen, the results of the two sets of computations
are virtually Identical. It should be noted that the solution of the
set of equations of motion [49]-[50] require the provision of an
initial value for JaIdZ. The programme permits one to do this by one
of twn ways: either by differentiating the exprep -n for a in eq.
"[55] (SKIP - 0), or by substitut!ng the values for a, U, and z obtained
from eq. [55] into eq. [1] and solving for da/dt at the initial time
(SKIP - 1). This latter procedure seems to be the more accurate, since
it amounts to spccifying the initial total energy to be equal to that
given by er. [3]. Figures 9-11 show the dependence of the calculated
values for the radius, translational velocity, and height above the
explosion, using eqs. (49] and (50], (with Qa - Qz - 0) on the method

chosen to obtain the initial value of da/dt. Although the general
behaviour of the two graphs is qualitatively the same, there is
substantial detailed disagreement, indicating that the algorithm is
sensitive to the initial choice for da/dt.

"Figures 12-15 show the effects of energy loss by the radiation of
sound, only, (i.e. Q = 0) on the motion of a bubble produced by an

-xplosive charge of the mass and at the depth. The energy loss was
calculated by using the more accurate expression for Q;, eq. [52],
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including the radiation reaction terms. The effect of omitting these

terms (i.e. using the value for Q;, given by eq. [51] is shown in Figs.
16-19. Evidently, the characteristics of the motion of are

-ubstantially affected by the radiation of energy. Specifically, the
maximum radius of the bubble is decreased and the minimum radius is
increased in comparison with those which oae would obtain by neglecting
energy loss. The radiation of energy also decreases the calculated
periods of oscillction slightly, as shown in Fig. 20.

In the particular example illustrated here, whether the energy
loss is calculated using eq. [9] or the formalism developed in section
11.2 seems to have little effect on the charactcristico of the motion
for this case, at least early in the bubble motion, although this
difference is more striking when the approximate radiation ceaction
terms are included. However, as shown in Figs. 15 and 19, the
distribution of the energy loss over time depends quite strongly on
which formula for energy loss is used, and whether the radiation
reaction terms are included.

Figures 21-24 show the effect of including drag in the equations
of motion, with and without the addition of radiative loss, for the
bubble produced by 227.27 kg. of TNT at a depth of 45.73 metres below
the surface. It has been observed that a bubble from such an explosion
"rises approximately 3.35 metres from the location of the explosion in
the time taken to reach its first maximum. Hicks found that where drag
is the only source of dissipation, a drag coefficient of CD - 2.25 was

necessary to reproduce this behaviour. in this work, it was found that
a coefficient of CD = 1.85 best matched the observed rise to the first

minimum, in the absence of radiation of sound. When radiative
dissipation was considered, a drag coefficient of C= 1.6 seemed best

to fit the observed motion, and it is this value which was used in
Figs. 21-24.

Finally, Figs. 25-27 show the changes in the motion of the bubble
V-1 sulting from the inclusion of the effects of the sea bed, located at
a depth of 8.94 metres below the explosion, and the surface, but not
those of energy loss, for 2.1136 kg. of TNT, detonated at 34.81 metres
below the ocean surface. It can be seen that, for this case, the
effects of the radiation of sound produce more significant changes in
the bubble's motion than do those of the ccean floor and surface,
although this may not always be true. It should also be noted that tC.
precise characteristics of the motion seem to quite sensitive to the
initial values of the variables. For example, if one uses the initial
values for as given eq. [3] at a time t* - .001, integrates eq. [1] and
[2] (i.e. the equations of motion ignoring tottom and surface effects)
to a time t* .01, and uses the values obtained as starting values at
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- t* = .01 in the integration of eqs. [10] and [11], (i.e. the equations
of mc.tion incorporating surface and bottom -nffects), one obtainsi Figs.

- 28-30, which exhibit some differences from Figs. 25-27, notably in the
values obtained for the upward velocity of the bubble near the first
minimum.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS. In this work, we have derived a more precise
expression for the energy loss experienced by a spherical bubble
through the radiation of sound, and shown that the dissipative force
from this cause is proportional to the cube of the rate of change of
the bubble radius, at least as a first approximation. We have also
shown how the effects of drag may be combined "ith those of radiation
of sound.

lie have presented some results of an algorithm which solves the
various forms of the equations of motion. We suggest that the form of
the equations of motion derived in section 11.2 of this paper are more
amenable to numerical solution than those derived by Taylor (1942),
especially when one wishes to incorporate the effects of energy loss,
and would hence recommend their employment.

From the results of our computations, it would seem that one
should not neglect the effects of internal energy and energy lots from
radation and drag in the calculation of the bubble's behaviour, butthat the effects of free and rigid surfaces on the motion are usuallyof lesser significance.

Finally, since the non-sphericity of the bubble near its minimur
radius is of considerable importance to the motion, th; equations of
"motion should be extended to cover this case. We suggest that an
approech using the Lagrangian formalism might have .,ome utility in this
endeavour.
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>A LOCAL REFINEMENT FINITE ELEMEN. METHOD FOR TIME DEPENDENT
,*. PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 1
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ABSTRACT. We discuss an adaptive local refinement finite eiement

method for solving initial-boundary value problems for vector systems of
partial differential equations in one space dimension anc time. The method
,uses piecewise bilin,-ar rectangular space-time finite elements. For each time
step, grids are automatically added to regions where the local discretization
error is estimated as being larger than a prescribed tolerance. We discuss
several aspects of our algorithm, including the tree structure that is used to
represent the finite element solution and grids, an error estimation technique,
"and initial and boundary conditions at coarse-fine mesh interfaces. We also

present computationa! results for a simple linear hyperbolic probiem, a
problem involving Burgers' equation, and a model combustion problem.

1. INTRODUCTION. There is an ever increasing need to solve
problems of greater comp!exity and a corresponding need for reliable and
-robust software tools to acc:.rately and efficiently describe the phenomena.
Adaptive techniques are good candidates for providing the computational
methods and codes necessary to solve some of these difficult problems. Two
"popular adaptive techniques are: (i) moving mesh methods, where a grid of a
"fixed number of finite difference cells or finite elements is moved so as to
follow and resolve local nonuniformities in the solution, and (ii) local

*~ refinement methods, where uniform fine grids are added to coarser grids in
regions where the solution is not adequately resolved. A representative
sample of both types of methods is contained in Babuska, Chandra, and

"o The authors were partially supported by the U. S. Air Force Office of

Scientific Research, Air Force Systems Command, USAF, under Grant Number
AFOSR 80-0192 and the U. S. Army Research Office under Contract Number
DAAG29-82- K-0197.
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Fl3herty [2]. Recently, Adjerid and Flaherty ji] developed a finite element
method that comnbines r esh moving and refinement.

Herein, we discuss a local refinement finite element procedure for
finding numerical solutions of M-dimensional vector systems o: partia;
differentia! equations having the form

Lu := ut + f(x,t,u,ux) - [D(x,t,u)u i 0,

a < x < b, t > 0, (0.1)

subject to the initial conditions

J(x,O) = u0 (x) , a <_ x < b , (0.2)

and appropriate boundary conditions so that the problem has a well posed
sol ution.

We discretize (1.1,2) for a time step using a finite element-Galerkin
procedure with piecewise bilinear approAimations on a rectangular space-time
net. At the end of each time step we estimate the local discretization error,
add finer subgrids of space-time elements in regions of high error, and
recurbively solve the problem again in these regions. The process terminates

%. when the error estimate on each grid is less than a prescribed tolerance. The
original coarse space-time grid is then carried forward for th'3 next time step
and the strategy is reoeated. Our algorithm is discussed further in Flaherty
and Moore [9] and some of this discussion is repeated in Section 2.

Berger [3] used a simi,.r local refinement procedure to solve one-and
two-dimensional hyperbolic systems. She used explicit finite difference
schemes to discretize the partial differential equations, while we use implicit
finite element techniques since we are primarily interested in paraboi~c
problems.

In addition to the discretization technique, the major numerical
"questions that must be answered as part of the development of a local
refinement code are (i) the estimation of the discretization error and (ii) the
appropriate initial and boundary conditions to apply 3t coarse-fine mesh
interfaces. Of course, Computer Science questions, such as which language
to use to describe and implement the various algorithms and what data
structures to use to represent and store the grids and solutions must also be
answered. Our work in ail of these areas is still far from complete and herein
we only discuss our progress and thoughts on error estimation techniques,
data structures, and interface conditions (cf. Secticn 2). In Section 3, we
present the results of three examples that illustrate our method and the
discussion of Section 2, and in Section 4, we present some preliminaryi-•'[':conclusions and future plans.

2. FINITE ELEMENT ALGORITHM. We discretize equation (1.1) on
Sstrip a < x < , p < t < q using a finite element-Galarkin method with a
uniform grid of N rectangular elements of size (5 - a)/N by (q - p). We
refer to this grid as R(a,O,p,q,N,f,s), where f and s are pointers to the
father and son grids discussed later. Each grid uses records to store the
appropriate information.
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We generate the discrete system on R(a,l,p,q,N,f,s) in the usual
manner; thus, we approximate u by U(x,t) and select test functions V(x,t),

where U and V are elements of a space of C0 bilinear polynomials with respect U
to the grid R. We then take the inner product of equation (1.1) and V,
replace u by U, and integrate any diffusive terms by parts to obtain

TvTu xT'

f [V U VTf(x,t,U,U x) +V VD(x,t,U)Ux ddxdt
R

V D(x,t,U)UxIadt = 0 (2.2)
P

Equation (2.2) must vanish for all bi!inear functions V on the grid R. The
integrals are approximated using a four point Gauss quadrature rule and the
resulting nonlinear system is solved by Newton iteration (cf.,e.g., [7] for
additional details). Appropriate initial and boundary conditions for (2.2) are
discussed later in this section.

We describe our local refinement procedure for solving problem (1.1,2)
for one time step (t*,t') on a coarse grid with N0 elements, i.e, on
R(a,b,t 0 ,t',N 0 ,O,s) (where the pointer f = 0 signifies that this grid has nofather). To solve this problem we simply call t-he procedure "'locref" with the"."

arguments R(a,b,t 0 ,t1 ,N, 0 0,s), tol: tsub for each coarse grid time interval.
A pseudo-PASCAL description of the procedure "locref" is shown in Figure 1.

procedure locref (R(a,5,p,q,N,f,s), tol, tsub)
begin

Solve the finite element equations (2.2) on R(c,l,p,q,N,f,s);
Estima.te the error on R(a,O,p,q,N,f,s);
if error > tol then

begin
calculate where error > tol and return the son grids;
for j 1 to tsub do

for i 1 to number of sons do
begin

V'UJ := + (j-1)*(q-p)/tsub;
q[j: p[j] + (q-p)/tsub;
Iocref (R(a[i],O[i],p[j],q[j],N[i],

R(a, 1,p,q, N,f, s), s [i] ,tol,tsub)
end

end
end;

Figure 1. Algorithm for local refinement solution of (1.1,2) on
R(al,p,q,N,f,s) with an error tZolerance of tol and dividing the local time
step by tsub each time the error test is not satisfied.

The recursive algorithm locref sets up a tree structure of grids with
R(a,b,t 0 ,t',N',0,s) being the root node and with the solution being
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-*1- generated by a preorder traversal of the tree at each local time step. For
example, if the root grid is refined to give two subgrids and the time step is
halved, then the problem is solv3d on the first subgrid on its first time step,
"then on the second subgrid vu' the same time step, then this procedure is
repeated foi the second time step. The error is estimated by Richardson
extrapolation, i.e., the space and time steps are halved and the problem is
solved aaain on this new grid. The two solutions that are obtained at each
"original grid point are used to generate an error estimate. If this pointwise
estimate exceeds the tolerance "tol", finer grids are added as leaf nodes to
the tree. "nis procedure is similar to one used by Berger [3]; however,
there are more economical error estimation strategies (cf., e.g., Bieterman
'nd Babuska [5, 6]) ,',hich we a. a currently investigating.

In order to solve the finite element system (2.2) we need to supply
initial and boundary conditions. On any grid with p = 0, a = a, or 0 = b
these can 6e obtained from the initial condition (1.2) or D.'escribed boundary
conditions. However, artificial initial and boundary conditions must be crezted
at all other coarse-':ne mesh interfaces. This is difficult and crucial
problen, that is discussed for explicii finite differe-nce methods by Berger
[3, 4]; however, it is largely unanswered for finite element applications.
Instablities or incc,-ect solutions (cf. Example 1 of Section 3) can result if
inappropriate condj'.i ns are specified.

For initial conditions, two strategies immediately come to mind: (i)
saving all fine grid data for propagation in time or (ii) interpolating the best
coarse grid data to finer grids. We consider a blend of the two strategies
which consists of saving the fine grid data down to a given level X in the
tree and subsequently interpolating for finer grids. Each grid in the first X~
levels either has a linked list of the initial data directly associated with it or
uses an irtit~al data list of an ancestoir grid. To find the value of the solution
at some new iL,,tial point, the coordinate of that point is sequentially compared

•,2;. to value- in the linked list until an interval containing the point is found so
that interpolation can be used. This is costly ar.d wa are investigating more
efficient procedures that use t'he natural ordering that already exists. We
used either piecewise linear interpolation or piecewise parabolic interpolation
with shape preserving splines developed by McLaughlin [10]. -or each grid

' in the first X levels of the tree, a linked list is created to store the initial
data. We are studying several alternative way,: of determining a proper value
for X.

At the present time, we prescribe internal Dirichlet boundary conditions
by linearly interpolating from coarse to finer grids. A buffer zone of tw.•o
elements is added to each -nd of regions of high error that do not intersect
the bounda-ies x = a and b. If two buffer zones overlap or are separated
from one another by one element, the two grids are joined. Similarly, if the
buffer is on!y one element away from either a or b, that element is added to
the grid.

3. NUMERICAl. EXAMPLES. An experimental code based on the
algorithms in Section 2 has been written in FORTRAN-77. We are testing it
on several cxamples, some of these follow and others are pres-nted in (9].

SAll results we.o computed in double precision on an IBM 3081D -.omputer.
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Example 1. In order to illustrate the importance of adequately resolving
Initial ".onditions at each time step we solve the linear hyperbolic initial value r
problem

ut + u = 0,
t x

.(1/2)(cos(2O0n(x-0.45)) - 1) ,

u(x,0) = u*(x) 0.35 < x < 0.75
10 , otherwise

We solve this problem for one coarse time step of At = 0.05, 10 elements on 0
< x < 1, tol =0.01. For small enough times the exact solution is u*(x-t). If
initial conditions are interpoiated from the coarse to the fine grid, the
oscillations are missed and an incorrect solhit*on is computed, possibly without
a user realizing that there is anything wrong. However, saving initial values
for the first 8 levels of the tree of grids calculates the correct solution to the
prescribed accuracy. The incorrect and correct solutions are shown at
t = 0.05 in Figure 2.

Example 2. We solve the following problem for Burgers' equation:

U uu x du Xx , 0 < x < 1 , 0 < t < 1

u(x,O) sinirx , 0 < x < 1 ,

u(0,t) = ,t) t) = 0 , t > 0 .

We choose d = 0.00003, a coarse grid of 10 elements and At = 0.1, and
piecewise parabolic approximations for the initial conditions with X = 6. It is
well known, that the solution of this problem is a "pulse" that steepens as it
travels to the right until it forms a shock layer at x = 1. After a time of
O(1/d) the pulse dissipates and the solution decays to zero. We solve this
problem for tol = 0.01 and 0.001 and show the solutions at t = 0.4 in Figure
3. The solution with the cruder tolerance is exhibiting some oscillations that
are within our bounds. These, however, are not visible when the finer
tolerance is used to solve the problem.

Example 3. We solve the model combustion problem

ut Ux - e xx ,0 <

u(x,0) = 0, u(0,t)=0 , u (1.t) 0 .x

The exponential nonlinearity is typical in ccmbustion problems having
Arrhenius chemical kinetics. However, in this case the solution develops a
"hot spot" at x = 1 and becomes infinite when t is approximately 0.85. We
choose a coarse grid of 20 elements and At = 0.05, tol = 0.001, and )X = 6. In
Figure 4 we show the computed solution U(x,t) as a function of x for t =
0.05, 0.6, and 0.8 and in Figute 5 we show the mesh that was vsed to solve
the problem. We see that the mesh is initially concentrated in the region near
x = 0 where the curvature of the solution is largest. As time progresses and
the curvature diminishes, excessive refinement is not necessary. Finally, as
the solution begins to "blow-up" our algorithm generates a fine mesh only in
the region near x 1.
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4. DISC.'.SION AND CONCLUSIONS. We have briefly described an
adaptive local refinement algorithm for solving time dependent partial
differential equations. Even though this is very mich a working algorithm,
and not a production code, we are very encouraged by the preliminary
results. We are investigating several possible ways of improving the
efficiency and robustness of ou." algorithm. These include adding higher
order polynomial finite element approximations, adaptively changing the
number of elements that are carried forward in the coa,'se grid at each coarse
time step, how to select the appropriate buffer length, adaptively determining
the optimal nu,,,ber of levels of initital conditions to keep at coarse-fine
interfaces, and the best boundary conditions to apply at internal boundaries.
We are encouraged by the performance of McLaughlin's [10] shape preserving
parabolic splines; however, the entire area of interpolating from coarse to
fine grids needs further study. We are also developing non-Dirichlet
"natural" boundary conditions to use at coarse-fine mesh interfaces.

Finally, we are very interested in combining the moving mesh strategy
of, e.g., [7, 8] with the present local refinement strategy and extending our
methods to two and three dimensions.
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3.1

Figure 2. Solution of Example 1 at time t = 0.05 using interpolation from
the coarse grid to the fine grid (top) and saving the initial values for the
first 8 levels of the tree (bottom). The upper solution overlooks the
oscillations and is incorrect.
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Figure 4. Solution of Examp'P. 3 at times t =0.05, 0.6, and 0.8 with a

tolerance of 0.001.
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, Post-Buckling lnalysis of an Elastica with

•! with one and Many Critical Loas

Iradj G. Tadjbakbh*h

a.•

Abstract

Static stability of an elastic system composed of a '-•axble and

a rigid link leads to a nonlinear eigenvalue problem with a mingle

buckli.,g load or .infinite buckling loads when the flexible link is in

tension or compression, respectively. Integration of equations of

equilibrium leads to nonlinear singular integral equations which can

be analyzed and solved numerically.
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Introduction

Among the problems arising from consideration of stability of

elastic rods utnder axial loads is the class of nonlinear eigenvalue

problems. This type of problems describe the buckling loads of the

rod, bifurdation of the solutions at critical stability conditions

and their post buckling bohavior [1,2 ].

A particular case is the buckling of a straight column, fixed at

the base and acted upon by a rigid crank moving up and down at an end

along the column axis and hinged at the other end -to the free tip of

the column. This state of affairs produce alternately states of

tension and compression in the column. For the upward motion of the

crank, Fig. 1, the column is in tension and, yet, it will buckle

under a single critic&l load. By contrast, tho downw-ad motion of

the crank is charaterized by the- column being in compression awl by

infinitely many critical lo&ds.

Integrations of the equations of equilibrium lead to singular

nonlLnpar integral equations which can be solved numerically after

appropriate Uimita are obtained. Results indicate that posthuckling

behavior is characterized by gradual decreaso in the load carrying

capacity of the system as deflections grow. This is the type of

behavior which is indicative of sensitivity to iMperfections in

column geometry or material [3].
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Formulatior and Solution

Referring to Fig. 1, an elastic rod BC in considered. The rod

is fixed at C and alternat;ly in tension or compression as the rigid

rod AB is pushed upward or downward along the axis AC. For load P

less than a critical value the elastica will be in an unbuckled state

and lying along the x-axis. The critical value of P and the

pos.r-bucklinV behavior of the elastic rod will be different for the M4

two states of loading.

Considering first the case of upward motion of hinge A, one way

express the axial force T and the transverse shear N in the elastica

0 by

T cosO - N sin8 -P

"T sinG + N cos - P tan$

rl

"Also noting the. N -- El 0". we obtain after eliminating T

El 0" + P (tan$ cos0- sin&) - 0, o s ( A ,' - dds) (2)

The relation between the deflection y( s) and 8 is C
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ta- s-n7 ( 1 )ds ( -• )

where d is the length of B. The boundary condition that accompanr

(2) are

8( o ) 8 '( ),) 0 ( 5)

SDuring tha dowwr noion ar- A, again acted upon by a for-ce P

•-/

-.wh2ch is considered 2 itive, (3) (5) remain the *am but (2)

Cha(2 s and becs
0I G0 + P (tan) coxe + 0ine) - (5)

Thu ltnearioed vemsion oz a poblma, defined by (2) c(5) has

only a single eiganvalue and corresponding eigenfunction. BY

contrast when (6) is considered in place of (2) the problesa ut(2sod

incinitely many eisenvalues and eigenounctions. The ost-bucklingi

regiT is characterized by a gradual decrease in the value of ( as
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the amplitude of deflection grow*.

Lot

*.-o. • -= o)

S~(7)

Aditionally

oh~ (2 yel

+- I / (tamsin) Hl 
(0U)

0,

Ktt2 - d/ (12)2

On physical grounds c:1 may ezPect that the loaW_ should bc. an
even function of amplitude e and that the 'oflectRiop hould be odd in
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e. This expectation, also bonne out by the e.wations, can be

4 = expressed as

*,- o(• )+ ) + #2( + ..

0- + 2 + 2c' + ' (13)
3 5

6 o - + fo 6 + 0 2  +...

In the limit as C- 0, (0) - (10) yi.ld

0'0

00 wQ 0; 0 (15)

whi,•le •em (11)

f +0 d(17)
0

The soJ1Wion of (14) in in tems of hnyr1•%lic sine * cosi Se

functions. as c conse,•ence of satisfyinc. (15) - (17) one od.wains

the relationship
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tantk a0 - /1r) 
(a.

for the determination of the eigenvalue a.. Since r > 1, (18) has i

only one positivq raal rrot. In view of tbs scaling d6ifinod in (7)

the eigenfunction ii, aiqutly deterinUd

* ar0 (--os of +t a a. inhajo + 1)

where

0! -cosha/r(1-couha) 
(20)

ý.I.

For the downward stroke of the hinge A, (18) is replaced by 
F)

.. ,tan C% + 0 22

Wvth infinitely iany roots and corresponding eigonfunctions.kTo obtain the nonlinear solution, we note that (8) has the first

integral

1K + ( 2 ) (tan• •sinE + cose6) C C (23)
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A.pplication of (10) yields

c - (a/C2) (tan3 sine + coDs) 2,24

using this and solving (23) for we, w have

d+d (/iQ/E) Q (e,,e,
1

) (25)

whtee

Q - (tan, (sine-sine*) + (cosE - "o )]g/2 (26)

Separating v•,.iables in (25) and integrating results in

1Q- do - VIC 1 (27)

0

Prom (11) and (30)

1 -
8 -(Clria) f'CQ .ine+.d* (28)
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Eliminating a between (.27) and (28) yields

8 -f Q aine,.dO/,,, d* (29)
0 0

which determines & s a function of $ and e. Subbtituting (29) into

i the right 3ide of (12) produces an implicit wiuation determining P as

a function of e for fixed r. Onci 8(e) is found, (29) detezzines
-(e) and .ubsequently (28) will yield a(E ).

In calculating the integrals that occur in (27) - (29)

singularities are encountered for (i) 1 -1, (ii) c - 0 arn

(iii) ta8 -r. Brieflly we describe how in each case the

"singiularities may be remo .d.

"V (i) Consider the integral in (27) and note that by using

.A binomial expansion we have

'V30

"where

- * 1/2
Q [c (tan )(1)] (31)

- and R- [0 (I-)1/2]. Now I/Q is integrable analytically and R

vanishes at P - 1. The integration in (27) can proceed with the aid

of decomposition indicated in (30). A further removable singularity
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• in integral of (27) occurs When RIj +- is considered' for C - 0. Fcw

RI 4o (tanO sinE+cosce-l)- 1 / 2-[(tancosC-sinE 1]-"/2

-which becomes indefinite of the fo:m Go - as cE 0. A limiting

•-•process ohm"v that UP RI4. # - 0.

(ii) the limit of - 0 reduces the nonlinear problem to the
linearized pnrblen described aarliez. This is accomplished if we

Sobtain limit of a from (27) which is

,) { (i-•) [t-1-(2 d+)/2+] (32)
S0

Similar limiting process when applied to (29) produces

-'V

0

SCarxryifg out the integratieus Wd sclYu (32) - (33) for ao and

the results in (18) and (20) are obtained.

S (iii) This is the limit when the rigid rod AB is in a horizontal

"position in its up and down motion. Corresponding to this

"situation tanR - , - 0, 8 - /r and C tends %o a limit which will
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be denoted by S. since

1/2 -1. 1/
lir (tanfl) Q- q(e,f)l(sine - sinEO)/ (34)tanBfl-

it follows from (29) that

r f 'q(C,-)d,/fq(eO)sinE*.d, (35)

0 0

This relation determines the inclination 8( t) - e for the

position tan•-.

Fig. 2 shows the result of numerical determinations giving a as

• -"a function of 0 for various values of r. The results for a > o

P•ertain to the upwaz, stroke oZ the hinge A and those for a< 0 how

Sthe load-deflection relationships when A moves downward. For column

•in compression only the first buckling loadi are shown. The cop!ete

picture includes points obtained by symmetric reflection about

the a-axis.
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• "=ABSTRACT. We discuss an adaptive mesh moving technique that
can be used with a finite difference or finite element scheme to solve
initial-boundary value problems for vector systems of partial differential
equations in two space dimensions and time. The mesh moving
technique is based on an algebraic node movement function determined
.rom the propagation of significant error regions. The algorithrr is
designed to be flexible, so chat it can be used with many existing
finite difference and finite element methods. To test the mesh moving
algorithm, we implemented it in a system code with an initial mesh

generator and a MacCormack finite volume scheme on quadralateral cells
for hyperbolic vector systems. Results are presented for several
computational examples. The moving mesh scheme redures dispersion
errors near shocks and wave fronts and thereby reduces the grid
requirements necessary to compute accuirate solutions while increasing
computational efficiency.

1. INTRODUCTION. Mesh moving . an adaptive technique that"• ~has been used successfully to improve the accuracy of both finite
•i" element and finite difference schemes for a variety of timne dependent

problems in one space dimension (cf., e.g., [1,2,10,11,14,18,20,23]).
The essential idea is to derive equations so that the mesh moves either

The authors were partially supported by the LI. S. Army Research
Office under Contract Numbpr DAAG29-82-K-0197 and the U. S. Air
Force Office of Scientific Research, Air Force Systems Command,
USAF, under Grant Number AFOSR 80-0192.
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to extremize some quantity, e.g., to minimize the discretization error,
or to follow some ;ocal nonuniformity, e.g., a wave front. This
generally reduces dispersive errors and allows the use of larger time
steps while maintaining accuracy. For example, with a fixed mesh a
wave front may move through a cell in one time step causing
significant dispersive errors (cf. Figure 1a); whereas, a moving mesh

"" with the same time step can follow the wave front and keep it within
the same cell (cf. Figure lbl

Wave Front Trajectory

tn

/ ave Front Trajectory

7 tn-

-4r-

Figure 1. Wave Front Trajectory on a) Stationary Mesh (top) and b)
Moving Mesh (bovtom).

-**¶~.Mesh moving algorithms have often been related to the numerical
integration scheme and/or the problem being solved. In one dimension,
for example, Hyman [19] moves a mesh to minimLe the time variation
of the ýolution ax the nodes. This scheme uses finite difference
"approximations for solving hyperbolic conservation laws. Davis and
Flaherty [9] develop a ,finite element code for parabolic systems that

A_. moves the mesh so as to equidistribute the spatial component of the
discretization error. Miller et al. (15,20,2&] couple the node position
equations int%' the finite element variational equations and min'mize the
residual in solving, parabolic problems. Bel! and Shubin [21 solve the
"Euler-Lagrange equations of an extremizing functional and use - finite
difference scheme to solve hyperbolic conservation laws. All of these
schemes have successfully demunstrated that mesh moving can red ice

-. error and provide. improements in computational efficiency for
one-dimensional problems.
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With some modification the Hyman and Miller algorithms can be ii
extended to higher dimensions; however, many other mesh moving
techniques are not directly applicable to two- and three-dimensional
problems. One difficulty is that equidistribution strategies fail to
produce unique solu t ions. Brackbill and Saltzman [7,26] have overcome
this problem by adding the constraints of mesh smoothness and
orthogonality to a variational problem.

A sucessful mesh moving scheme for higher dimensional problems
that is somewhat simil? to the method presented here is the algorithm
of Rai and Andei [23,24,25]. Their algorithm is based on a
gravitional principle andi calculates the velocity of a node based on the
difference between its error and the mean error. The displacement of
one node with respect to another is inversely proportional to the
distance between them. A summation over all nodes is necessary to
determine each node's speed in a computational grid.

A different adaptive technique is local mesh refinement which
consists of dividing or refining elements in regions where the solution
is not adequately resolved. The advantage of this technique relative to
mesh moving is that enough fine grids can he added to resolve the
small scale structures of the solution and provide solutions to within

user prescribed error tolerances. The local mesh refinement schemes of
Berger [3,4], Flaherty and Moore [13], Gannon [16] and Bieterman
and Babuska [5,6], have successfully satisfied user tolerances for
different problems using finite element or finite difference schemes in
either one or two dimensions.

The most promising algorithms appear to be those that combine
both mesh moving and local mesh refinement. While neither adaptive
technique or their combination is likely to be optimal for most

,,• 1.problems, a combination can accurately solve for the solution in regions
where it varies rapidl" and devote little effort in regions where it

* varies slowly. It is our intention to consider such schemes; however,
the computational procedures discussed here do not as yet contain local
refine.ment.

The mesh moving scheme we have developed is simple, efficient,
and independent of the numerical method being employed to discretize
the partial differential equations. At each time step it uses the current
node locations and the nodal values of a mesh movement indicator. We
use local error estimates as mesh mcvem•-lt indicators, but other
computable values such as solution gradients or curvature could be
used. Nodes with "statistically significant error" (cf. Section 2) are
"grouped into rectangular error clusters. This clusteri:,g separates
s;ýatially distinct phenomena of the solution. As time evolves the
clusters can move, change size, change orientation, collide, separate,
reflect off boundaries, or pass through boundaries. At each time step
new cluster.; can be created, and old ones can vanish. The clustering
algorithms we use are briefly described in Section 2 and were
developed by Berger [3,4] for a mesh refinement scheme for solving
hyperbolic problems.
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Mesh movement is determined by the node's relationship to itsnearest error cluster. Movement is done in two steps, each in a
direction along a principal axis of a cluster rectangle. The amount of
movement in each direction is determined by a movement function which
insures that the center of error of the cluster moves according to a
differential equation suggested by Coyle et al. [8]. Additionally, the
movement function smoothes mesh motion, reduces distortion, mesh
tangling, or overlapping, and prevents nodes from moving outside theS~domain boundaries.

In Section 2 we discuss error clustering, movement of the center
of mass of the error cluster, the node movement function, and the
initial mesh generator used in the computational examples. In Section 3
we discuss the MacCormack finite volume scheme for hyperbolic
equations and the error estimates used in the computational examples.
The results of the computational examples are given in Section 4, and
Section 5 contains a discussion of the results of the experiments and
the status of our algorithm.

2. MESH MOVING SCHEME AND INITIAL MESH GENERATION. We
suppose that an approximate solution of the partial differential equation
and a pointwise error .-stimate have been calculated by some numerical
technique at the current time step, we then flag "significantly high
"error nodes" as nodes with error greater than twice the mean nodal
error and also greater than a user supplied error tolerance. If there
are no significant error nodes, computation is performed on a

,-. stationary mesh. Next the nearest neighbor clustering algorithm of
SBerger [3,4] is used to cluster flaggec: error nodes. The nearest

neighbor clusters have internodal distances in the cluster less than

B'intercluster distances, which are the minimum distances between
clusters. The formation of a cluster is done iteratively by starting
with a ncde and including nodes in a cluster if the distance from the
node to the cluster is less than a specified distrnce. When a node is
determined to belong to two or more clusters, those clusters are

:. merged.

Berger [3,4] shows that near minimum area rectangles that
contain all the nodes within the cluster can be easily generated. The
principal axes of such a rectangie are the major and minor axes of an
enclosed ellipse with the same first and second moments as the
clustered nodes. Thus, if x and ym are the mean coordinates of the\.. m

clustered nodes, then the axes of the rectangle are the eigenvectors of
"he symmetric (2x2) matrix
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2 2x- xi x m x xi Yi - XmYm

(2.1)

2
-C xiYi- X Yy y Yi - Ym

L J

For problems with significant error nodes located on a lonG
curved line, the entire region will belong to one uniacceptably large
cluster. In order to prevent this inefficieny and provide better
alignment with curved fronts, the rectangular clusters are checked for
efficiency by determining the percentage of flagged nodes in th
cluster to the total nodes in the cluster. If a 50 percent efficiency
not achieved, the rectangle is iteratively bisected in the direction of
the major axis. This is repeated until all clusters have a 50 percent
efficiency or more. This nearest neighbor clustering separates spatially

1j distinct phenomena as shown by the dotted clusters on the two
dimensional mesh of Figure 2 and provides some linear alignment with
long curved gradient fronts as shiown by the clusters in Figure 3.

-17

IIiI

Figure 2. Two spatially distinct Clusters.

In order to determine proper node movement, as shown for a one
dimensional problem in Figure lb. the speed of propagation of the
error clusters must be determined. Hyman (19] and Hy. an and
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Figure 3. Clusters alligned with a Curved Front.

Harten [18] move node- has-id on minimizing the time variation of the
solution components. For hyperbolic systems this allows the mesh to
move at a weighted average of the characteristic speeds at the node.
Front tracking schemes also move the -mesh so that isolated
discontinuities are stationary in referercco to the inesh. Sin~ce tracking
error is possible for all time dependent problems,. our approch is more
general and is also an approximation to these schemes for hyperbolic
problems, where error propagates in a characteristic direction. We

assume that nodes in the same cluster have related solution

from the propagation, cf the center of mass of the error cluster.

inteHyman and Marten algorithfm 1118, iethrismlpe
wave interaction in a vector system, the best that can be denne is to
move the mesh with a weighted average of'ckaracteristic velocities. The

-~same principle applies to our algorithm when muitiple error clusters
have mer:ged, t~ge mesh is still able to move as their combined error
cluster moves, which is a form of weighted averaging. Comparisc;1 s

* between center of mass propagation and characteristic paths for an
example problem are made in Section 4.

We attempted to move nodeý. based o :i pr'oc;!dure that was
based on extraf..olating for the center of masses; hoerIi:swd
an unstable oscillabary effect. Indeed, Coyle et at' [8] showed t-ht
node movement based u-i extrapc!-ltion can be unstable. Using their
suggestion, we stablize the movement by solving the differential
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equation

• r + r = 0 ,(2 .2 )

where r(t) is the position vector of the center of mass of an error

cluster and ( ) d( )/dt. Equation (2.2) is conditionally stable, and

when solved numerically with reasonable choices of X > 0 the
oscillations in the mesh movement were no longer present.

'K We solve (2.2) from, say, t to tr *1 and hence, determine

r(tn÷+) and the vector r(tn÷1 ) - r(tn) which is projected in the two

axial directions of the rectangular cluster to determine the maximum
movement (MM) in each axial direction. Along the two axial directions
the movement function is one dimensk,, .1. A profile of the movement
function that we use is shown in Figure 4; however, *:he algorithm is
designed to be useu with any general one dimensional movement
function. Slopes a and b depend on distance from the cluster to the
domain boundaries and other clusters.

""ovem,.nt In
a,~ta1 direction

slope b slope a

Sdistance from

--- CLUSTER-

Figure 4. Profile of the Node Movement Function.

As shown in Figure 4, we let

-MM(1-ax) if nodes are x distance ahead of leading edge
= : MAMM if nodes are inside the cluster projection (2.3)

Minside MM(1-bx) if nodes are x distance bchind trailing edge

"EquLtion (2.3) determines the movement distance for nodes inside the
"projection of the cluster on the axis, i.e., the shaded region of
Figure 5. In order to provide smooth node movement throughout the
domain, nodes outside this -egion move irn a reduced amount as
determined by
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MAtsd = MAnid[ 1-(2z/DIAM)] , (2.4)

where z is the distance outside the cluster projection as shown in
Figure 5 and DIAM is the diameter of the Domain.

node

movement
direction.-. , uste

Figure 5. Nodes outside the Projection of the Error Cluster.

The generation of a proper initial mesh is critical to the success
of the mesh moving scheme. Without refinement the mesh moving
algorithm can not provide suitable errcr control unless the initial mesh
spacing properly resolves initial data. An initial error measure
appropriate for the finite volume scheme on quadralateral cells of
Section 3 is the error in interpolating the prescribed initial condition
u0 (x,y) on each cell by a biiinear polynomial. The error on each cell

is determined as the difference between the value of the initial
function and its bilinear interpolant 2t the center of each cell.
Therefore, the initial mesh must be generated so that the condition

,)+u0x )+u0(xk )+U0(x0xy)I < TOL (2.5)

holds on each cell when using the vertex and center point labelling as.•shown 4or a general cell in Figure 6. TOL is a user supplied error
• •__tolerance. We ut.ý;d the following iterative scheme to satisfy condition

c(2.5) for the computational examples of Section 4:

,.'\,1. Input domain boundaries and initial data function.

2. Generate a uniform mesh.
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3. Compute cell error from the left hand side of (2.5).

4. Cluster high error nodes and move influenced nodes toward
center of clusters accordin9 to (2.3) and (2.4).

5. Smooth the mesh by solving the Euler-Lagrange equations of

Brackbiil and Saltzman (7].

6. Recompute error on -=*s.

Repeat
"7.1. Add a mesh row and column to divide cells with error
greater than TOL
7.2. Smooth the mtesh by the algorithm of Brackbill and
Saltzman (7]
7.3. Recompute the error

Until the error tolerance condition (2.5) is satisfied.

Initial meshes generated with this algorithm ,are shown in Figures

2 and 8 for the initial condition functions (4.6) and (4.2) respectively.

E , N" tYk)

CU)

Figure 6. Cell Labelling for Equation (2.5).

3. MacCORMACK FINITE VOLUME SOLVER AND ERROR
EST!MATION. In order to test our mesh moving scheme, we used the
expficit finite volume MacCormack scheme on nonuniform quadralateral
grids for hyperbolic vector systems of the form

.. ut f x( .y'u't) * 9y(X,y,u,t) = 0, (3. 1•
t X y

u(x,y,0) = u0 (x,y), (3.2)

with appropriate well posed boundary conditio-s.

We index the nodes in a logically rectangular fashion where the
. time dependent node locations have cartesian coordinates

( xi, (t),yi, (t)) and therefoe, the time derivative of

u(xi j(t),y;.,(t),t) is given by
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SUx UV.. *Ut (3.3)

u x Iij y "l,J

At time step n, we approximate
:nt

"x (t Axi (tn)/Ath (xn+1 - xn)/At (3.4)
Sn ,nni j n

yij• "y+ -Ay~~t)n n , nAt (3.5)

\'.Y. tn) Ay. .(t n Y Yj)/Atn

where x = n x. and An is the current timewhere xij x(t n), Yi~j =Yi,j(tn) an d tn

step.

The finite volume scheme is obtained by integrating Equation
(3.1) over each cell, where the general cell(ij) with center (xiY. j

ij'°i

is shown in Figure 7. The area integrals involving the spatial
deriva'ves of f and g are converted to line integrals of f and g
around the cell boundaries using Green's Theorem. The integral of the
time derivative term over cell(i,j) is approximated by

- f'utdxdy = An ut (3.6)
tniN

where An. is the area of cell(ij) at timestep n. The line integrals are

approximated by using values of the solution at nodes on appropriate
s-ides of the cell boundaries. The predictor step of the MacCormack
"scheme uses node vakle.• to the left and below the boundaries, while
the corrector uses node values to the right and above the boundaries.

After substitution of (3.4), (3.5), (3.6), and the appropriate
line integral approximations into Equation (3.1) and using

Euto s n (3.9 )-. F ( u i i ) = f ( u i~j ) + ( xi t n ~ ui

G:-. G(un, ) = g(uij n * (AYi (tn) /Atn) U.. (3.8)

(3.10) for the MacCormack finite volume scheme on a moving mesh are
obtained.
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The predictor step is
-nl n n n

Ui u * - At /A. ( F(u.) (.i. 4 , --

i ,n ij ij ( 'i÷1/2,j-1!2)

F(un R un j)
i-1Ij) (Yi-1/2,j*1/2 yi-1/2,j-1/ 2 ) ' , Fyu. .) -

Yi1/2,j+ - F(u j- 1 ) (yi-1/2,j-1 / 2  - yi 1l/2,j-1/2) " G(ui 1 )

(i+1/2,j+l/2 Xi+l/2,j-1/2 Guij) (x1-1/2,j÷1/2 -X /2,j-l/2)
G(n (+G(un (

G(uij) xi-1/2,j+/2 Xi+/2,j+/2 ij1 i-1/2,j-1/2

: xi+1/2,j.1/2) }. (3.9)

4 The corrector step is

n1 n +-n+1 n= 1/2 u u + u - At n/A . [ F(un+lj (yi1/2,j1/2
un~~l in i Yi-12,-/"'+F(nll),

y ./ ) F( ) ( i-P/2,111/2

i-1/2,j-1/2 (Yi nl)/2,;+/2  Yi-1/2,j-1/2" + (

(yi-1/2,j*I/2 yi*I/2,j+1/2) - j ), (Y-/2,j-I/2 - Yi+I!2,j-I/2)-

G(un•J) (x i+-/2,j+l/2 x .i)1/2,j-1/2 G(u1) (xi/2,j+l/2

-Xi-1/2,j-l/2) - (x ) x(u,)i-/2j-u2i,j+l) xi-1/2,j+1/2 i÷+1/2,j*1/2)I

(xi-l/2,j-1/2 -xi.1/ 2 ,j 1 2 )]}. (3.10)

On a stationary rectangular mesh, this scheme reduces to the
standard MacCormack finite difference scheme, which when the
predictor and corrector are combined for a linear partial differential
equation is the same as the Lax-Wendroff finite difference scheme.

Accurate error estimation is important to insure that uscr
tolerances are achieved and to refine proper regions when doing local
mesh refinement. However, mesh moving is not as sensitive to error
estimation. As long as the error estimator shows the error propagation,
proper error magnitudes are not necessary. Therefore, in the
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S.q
(1+1/2.J+1/2)

(1-I/2.J+1/2)

(1J)

t•. (1+I/2,J-I/23

Figure 7. Labelling for general cell(ij) for finite volume Equations
(3.9) and (3.10).

computational examples of Section 4, we were able to use the difference
between the predicted solution of Equation (3.9) and the corrected
solution of Equation (3.10) as the error estimation or movement
indicator. This error estimation is actually an estimation for the first

order predicted solution, not the second order -orrected solution, but
"does have the prnper propagation characteristic.

"A more accurate error estimation will be needed when local mesh
refinement is implemented. Accurate error estimators that could be used

,'are Richardson extrapolation for finite difference schemes (3] and
hierarchical methods for finite element schemes (28].

4. COMPUTATIONAL EXAMPLES. The followirig linear hyperbolic
"equations were solved as tests of our mesh moving technique. We used
the initial mesh generator of Section 2 and the MacCormack solver
described in Section 3. For each problem the two-dimensional domain
was a square with sides of length 2 centered at the origin.

Example 4.1 Consider the initial-boundary value problem

ut yu + xu= 0, t > 0 (4.1)

A { ( if (x-1/2)2 1.5 y2 Ž 1/16

u(x,y,0) 2 (4.2)•.r'•1-16((x-11f2)2÷1.5y2) otherwise

Li u(1,y,t) u(-1,y,t) u(x,-1,t) - u(x,1.t) 0 (4.3)

W4
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"Figure 8. Initial Mesh for Example 4.1.

The exact solution of this problem is

u(x,y,t) 4=0, if C < 0 (4.4)
tc. if C 2 ,

C =1-16((xcost~ysint-112) 2+ 1.5(ycost-xsint) 2 (4.5)

Equations (4.4) and (4.5) represent a moving elliptical cone rotating
"countercloc.<wise around the origin with period 21r. It was proposed as
a test problem by Gottlieb and Orszag (17] and we selected it because
"the rotational quality of the the error region is a good test of a mesh

* moving scheme.

The initial rrmoh generated for this problem is shown in Figure
8. This mesh has an initial interpolation error less than 0.08. Figure 9
shows the mesh at t = 1.6, and Figure 10 shows the mesh at t = 3.2.
The nodes follow the moving cone to keep it within the refined region.

, The dashed lines on Figures 8, 9, and 10 are the error cluster
rectangles at the appropriate time steps. Figures 11 and 12 show the
contour and surface plot of the solution at t = 3.2. The dispersion
error in tho form of a wake behind the cone for the moving mesh
solution is reduced significantly from the wake in the solution using
the Lax-Wendroff finite difference scheme on a 20x20 uniform stationary
mesh. For comparison the contour plot and surface plct of the
Lax-Wendroff solution at the same total time t = 3.2 and same number
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Figure 9. Mesh for Example 4.1 at t =1. 6.

if

Figure 10. Mesh for Example 4.1 at t = 3.2. 2
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P.0o0,0 1.00

Fiue11. Contour Plot of Solution of Example 4.1 by M~acCormack 1
finite volume method on a moving mesh at t =3.2

IL.

Figure 12. Surface Plot of Solution of Example 4.1 by MacCormack
V. finite volume method on a moving mesh at t 3.2
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."•Figure 13. Contour Plot of Solution by the Lax-Wendroff scheme on a" fixed 20x2 Mesh at t 3.2.

3(

•0.,

Figure 14. Surface Plot of Solution by the Lax-Wendroff scheme on a
fixed 20x20 Mesh at t 3.2
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of time steps are shown in Figures 13 and 14. Figure 15 compares the
path of the center of mass propagation usirg Equation (2.2) and the
real characteristic path of tne peak of the cone. As cxpected for this
scalar hyperbolic problem, the vectors for the movement of the center
of error mass determined by Equation (2.2) closely approximate the
characteristic vectors of the center of the cone with a maximum
difference of 15 percent in length and direction.

PATH OF CENTER OF ERROR CLUSTERPATH OF CENTER OF CONE

'Ci

,•oo

cix
-t.Q -02 --0.00 0.20 0.40 0.53

"Figure 15. Comparison of characteristic path of center of cone and

path of center of error mass as determined by Equation (2.2) for
Example 4.1.

Example 4.2 This problem is a scalar double rotating cone
problem with two symmetric cones rotating counterclockwise around the
origin. The problem is given by Equations (4.1), (4.3), and new
initial conditions provided by

1-16((x-1/2)2+1.5y2), if (x-1/2)2+1.5y 2 s 1/16

u(x,y,O) =ý 1-16((x÷1/2) 2  y if (x+1/2)21.5y2 1/16 (4.6)

i10, otherwise
Figure 16 shows the mesh at t = 1.15. Figure 16 shows the poor
aspect ratio and mesh distortion caused by the rotation. The mesh
tangles as the cones rotate further. When mesh tangling occurs a
static rezone that creates a new mesh usin, an algorithm similar to the
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one tnat generated the initial mesh must ue employed. The data for
"the mesh can to be obtained by interpolation from the calculated
solution at the nodes.

'if.

4 ...,,

.. , i..L-

Figure 16. Distorted Mesh of Example 4.2 at t 1. 15.

Example 4.3 This problem is an uncoupled system of moving
cones that pass through one another. This causes the error clusters to

•..'" collide and merge, and then later separate. TI;e problem is given in
Equations (4.7), (4.8) and (4.9).

"]u + u = 0 (4.7a)t x

vt - v = 0 (4.7b)t• x

,) [1-16((x÷1/2)2l.5y2), if (x+1/2)21l.5y <-1/16

"to, otherwise
"-.•'"•" u (x~yO) -{'16((x-1/2) 1.'5v-),O otew if (x-1/2)2÷1.5y2<1/16 (.5

u(x,y,t) = v(x,y,t) = 0 on all boundaries of the domain (4.9)
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Figure 17. Mesh of Example 4.3 at t = 0.35, Clusters have merged into
single cluster centered at the Origin.

Figure 3 showed the initial mesh for this problem, and Figure 17
shows the mesh at t = 0.35, just as the clusters have collided and
merged. From t = 0.35 to t = 0.9, the single cluster stays centered at
the origin so the mesh does not move during this time. At t = 0.9 the
cones have passed completely throigh one another, and Figure 18
shows the separation of the error 'Austers and the movement of the
mesh toward the boundaries. Pigure 19 shows the mesh at t = 1.3.
The cones and error clusters have reached the domain bouindary and
no further movement of the mesh will take place as the cones ex;Z the
domain.

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS. We have described a general
two dimensional mesh moving technique based on the nodes follow'ng
error prooagaii:n that is determined from the movement of clusters
nodes with significantly high error. This mesh moving was tested on
linear hyperbolic problems having solutions with large giadients. Even
though mesh moving in two dimensions is d;rficuit, we are encouraged
by these initial results. The mesh moving algorithm was able to control
the error rot3tion of the rctating cone in Example 4.1 dnd the merging
and separating of error regions in Example 4.3. The distortion of the
mesh in Example 4.2 showed the need for static rezoning when such
distortions occur.

We are investigating ways to improve the efficiency, reliability,
arid robustness of the algorithm. Possible improvements include: not
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Figure 18. Mesh of Example 4.3 at t =0.9, Clusters are separating
and moving cr-wzrd the Domain Boundaries.

Figure 19. Mesh of Example 4 3 wheti Clusters reach the Domain
Boundaries.
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clustering at every time step and 'etting the mesh move at a constant
velocity "or zeveral timIo steps, efficiently testihg for mesh tangleing or
distortion, using a better solver for hyperbolic equations such as the
monotonic schmes of Osher [22], vanLeer [27], or Engquikt [12], and
using better error estimates. We intend to show the flexibility of the
-mesh mover by imp!ementing it with a finite element solver for
parabolic .oroblems.

Finally, we intend to implement local mesh refinement in the
algorithm. We believe that with such a combination z'.gorithm efficiency,
accuracy, and robustness can be increased.
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Abstract: A computer code, based on a convective flux approximation on aro ioI~i'•Xfinite difference Eulerian grid, was used to model the rate of fluid ejection-.

from the opened end of an azimuthally rotating cylinder. The computer code,.
SOLA-VCF/CSL is described in a previous report (1). A constantly rotating
cylinder, with an 80% fluid fill, is set in equilibrium solid body rotation
and one end is instantaneously removed, allowing the centrifugal force to drive
the fluid from the opened end. Fluid parameters have been chosen to model the
behavior of water and glycerin at .,5'C. The ratio of the volume ejection rate
"to the volume rotation rate shows similarity when expressed as a function of
the cylinder rotation time. The fluid viscosity is observed to have negligible
effect on the ejection rate for the spin rates of interest. This behavior is
shown to be consistent with a dimensional analysis of the flows considered.

I. Introduction: The centrifuqal force provides a mechanism for the
distribution of a liquid from the opened end of a rapidly rotating cylinder.

.. In 1974, Stuempfle originally studied the centrifugal distribution procese,. and
" developed an analytic model (2). To further examine such a distribution prucess,
we have used a computer code, SOLA-VOF/CSL (1), to generate solutions to the
flow problem. In the simulation, a cylinder, partially filled with fluid, is
initially set in solid-body rotation. The centrifugal force holds the fluid
against the wall of the cylinder and establishes a static pressure distribution
which increases as tne radius squared. To start the distribution process, one
end of the cylinder is instantaneously removed and the pressure along the exposed
surface of the fluid is set to zero. The pressure due to the centrigugal force
then drives the fluid from the end of the cylinder. The resulting flow is some-
what analogus to the flow which follows the collapse of a dam.

The form of the fluid distribution and the time scale of the distribution
prccess are the main concerns of this investigation. These are examined most
conveniently by considering the rate of volume flov',- out of the cylinder as a-"r,
function of time. Our objectives are to characterize tle fluid distribution as
a function of the kinematic viscosity of the fluid and the spin rate of the '•
cylinder.

SII. Flow Model.

A. Initial Conditions.

Fiqure I shows the conditions at the time t = 0. Oue to axial sv,,,.,etry
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it is necessary to display only half of the cylinder. The cylinder, which has
a length L = 33 cm and a radius R = 10 cm, is spinning with angular
frequency, p , about the vertical axis on the left of the figure. The fluid
is moving only in the azimuthal direction. The pressure is taken to be zero
in the void surrounding the fluid. Since the gravitational force is much
smaller than the centrifugal force in the range of variables considered, the
gravitational force is neglected. In cal~culating the rate of volume flow out
of the cyliuder, fluid is considered to have left the cylinder when it passes
beyond the outer radius of the cylinder wall.

B. Flow Equations.

The equations which govern the flow are the continuity equation
expressing conservation of mass and the Navier-Stokes equation expressinq
conservation of momentum. The fluid and the flow are considered to be
incompressable. The equations are

continuity +r0 (1)
ar r 3z

at ar az r

"momentum 1 _1p + ?au +1 au u2 + a2u (2)

ar ar r ar r arz
"" +" av + av

at 3r az

Wlti a xia a nd az t cs2v (3)
r t az t arvelocity c r az e

kineaticviscsity denit an rsueo tefudaevw n .a

;.;,,... ~aw +aw uw+v-=+ u + m +r V az
u ar r Iaw z (4)
;2,, a-{+ 1 w w+ 32

't7 r ar _r7-• z

.. We have labeled the radial, axial and azimuthal coordinates as r, z and 0
- respectively, and the respective velocity components are u, v and w. The

•:.kinematic viscosity, density and pressure of the fluid are v , p and p, and

the time il, labeled t. We have assumed no azimuthal dependence. These
equations are solved to give the flow of the fluid from the cylinder. The

* velocity components are numerically determined using an explicit finite
difference method applied on a finite Eulerian mesh. The fluid pressure is
determined implicitly, using an iterative scheme. Details of the solutionI precedure are given by Nichols, Hirt and Hotchkiss (3).

,L, To track the free surface of the Fluid, a fractional volume of fluid
function is used. This function is denoted F and is specified by the equation

aF 1a a
."Tt + (rFu) +r (Fv) = 0 (4)

The quantity, F, is carrie, with the fluid and the value of F in any
particular mesh cell range- tt, Lto 0. A value of un:4y corresponds to a
mesh cell which is entirely !"'ie-i with fluid, while a value of zero
corr-'sponds to a mesh cell which is entirely empty. Mesh cells with
intermediate values of F contai, ,1se surface. The Donor-Acceptor flux
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approximation is used to calculate sequential values of F in the mesh cells.
When the values of F are determined, free surface is extrapolated through the
regions where 0 < F < 1. This scheme is illustrated in Figure 2. In
regions where F = 0, the pressure is taken to be zero.

III. Results:

A. Flow Pattern.

The flow pattern observed in the calculations is shown in Figure 3. Each
computer-generated frame depicts the fluid configuration at the rpecified C
time. In the calculation shown, the fluid density was I gr cm a and the
kinematic visposity yas 5 stokes. The anqular rotation rate of the cylinder
was 2.89 x 10 sec . Line segments indicate the relative magnitude and
direction of the local radial and axial velocity components in each mqsh cell
within the fluid regico:. The free surface is illustrated with a solid line.

B. Ejection Rate Analysis
1. Viscosity Effects: The effect of the fluid viscosity w:1s 3

examined by comparing the ejection rate for fluids of density 1 gr cm. and
kinematic viscosities in the range 02009 to 1 20 stokes. The cylinder -itation
rate remained constant at 5.78 x 10 sec . The various fluid ejection
rates are plotted as a funstion of time in Figure 4. The ejection rates show
an initial peak at 2 x J0 sec, followed by a somewhat fluctuating slower
rise to about 1.2 x 10- sec, after which the rate decays monotonicaily. Half
of the fluid originally in the cylinder is ejected at t = 1.75 x 10 sec.
The fluctuations in the ejection rate are due to the propogation of waves on
the free surface of the fluid. The display of the differential quantity, the
rate of fluid ejection, magnifies the observed effects of the surface
disturbances.

No significant differences are observed between the ejection rates
calculated with the various values of kinematic viszosity. This result can be
interpreted in terms of the ratio of the centrifugal force to the viscous
forcc, in a manner similar to the use of the Reynolds number with inertial
forces. The appropriate ratio, C, is

C = (6)

where R is the cylinder radius, 0 is the anqular rotation rate and v is
the kinematic viscosity of the fluid. The range of values of the
centsifugal/viscogs force ratio for the calculations shown in Figure 4 is 2.9
'x 10 to 6.4 x 10 . In these cases, the fluid ejection process is dominated
by the centrifugal force, and the viscous forces play no significant role.

To further examine the characterization of Jhe ejection rate by the ratio
C, calculations were performed with C = 1.2 x 10 and with C = 6.30 lO. To
obtain the low values of C, the spin rate was decreased to 6.3 x 10O sec
and viscosity values of 5 and 100 stokes were used. Results of these
calculations are shown in Figure 5. A smaller ejection rate is observed for
the case where C = 6.3 x 10 . We conclude that the centrifugal/viscous force
ratio is u~vful for characterizing the ejection rate. When the value of C is
greater than 2.9 x 10, the viscosity of the fluid plays no significant part
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in the ejection process. Extensive calculations at low values of C were not
performed because the time increment limitations, which the code imposes to
"control the rapid momentum transfer at high viscosity, caused runs to execute
for rather long, costly times, and viscous effects are not important in our
region of interest.

2. Rotation Rate Effects: To examine the effect of rotation rate,
calculations were performed for a fluid with a viscosity of 5 stokes aqd a .
density of 1 gr cm Angular spin rates of 2.89 x 10 to 1.16 x 10 sec
were selected. The calculated ejection rates are shown in Figure 6. The
rates show a definite dependence on the spin rate. For calculations with
various spin rates, the time at which half of the fluid is ejected, T 1/2' is
plotted as a function of the inverse spin rate in Figure 7. Figure 7

demonstrates that the time scale of the ejection nrxcess is inversely
proportional to the spin rate.

In Figure 8, the ejection rate for the calculations shown in Figure 6,
-.ave been non-dimensionalized by dividing by the volume rotation rate, QR'
9 ven by

QR = LR2 R (7)

"and the Pondimensional values have been plotted as a function of the angle of
.-. -rotation, 8, given by

B - at (8)

Before nondimensionalization, the ejection rates were averaged over a time
interval of 2 x 10 - sec to reduce the fluctuation level. To within the
limits of the smoothing process (indicated on Figure 8), the non-
dimensionalization process reduces the ejection rates to the same curve.
Figure 8 shows that the magnitude and time dependence of the ejection rate is
characterized linearly by the spin rate. The ejection distribution and time
scale can be determined from the soin rate and the functional form displayed
in Figure 8.

IV. Summary and Conclusions:

The fluid dynamics simulation code, SOLA-VOF/CSL has been used to
investigate aspects of the rate of fluid ejection from the opened qnd of an
"azimuthally rotating cylinder. At angular spin rates of 5.78 x 10' sec-',
"fluid viscosities from 0.009 to 20 stokes showed no significant effect on the
"ejection rate. This behavior is consistent with the magnitude of the ratio of
the centrifugal force to the viscous force. As the ratio becomes smaller,

*0 some viscous effects can be observed with the simulation code. The time
*-.. dependence and magnitude of the ejection rate scales linearly with the spin

rate of the cylinder.
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Figure 1. Initial set up of the flow problem showing
(a) the Euler~an mesh and (b) the fluid configuration
at time, t = 0. The radial and axial velocity components
are intitially zero in all mnesh cells. The cylinder
is 33 cm high and 10 cm in radius. The mesh is 40 cm
high and 10.5 cm in radius.
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A Numerical Algorithm for the Multidimensional,

Multiphase, Viscous Equations of Interior Ballistics

James A. Schmitt*
Ballistic Re.carch Laboratory

Aberdeen Proving Ground. MD 21005

ABSTRACT

A numerical method based on a linearized ADI (Alteroatin,7 Direction Implicit) scheme is~r•
described in the context of the solution procedure for the nonlinear partial differential equations
associated with an average two-phase (gas-solid), two-dimensional, fully viscous model of interior
ballistics. This method was chosen because the linearization of the time-differenced equations
within the temporal truncation error permits a non-iterative solution pro( Jure for this implicit
scheme, and the spl;tting of difference equations along the coordinate dir, ins provides a block
tridiagonal structure of the solution matrices. The im-ilementation of the algorithm possesses
several novel features: the algorithm is derived in the ccntext of a moving coordinate systemr; the
non-conservational form of the governing equations avoids both mass sources (which can be
generated b) grid motion) and singular solution matrices (which can arise in regions of one-phaec
flo% in a two-phase calculation); and finally, the Jacobian type matrices (which arise from the
linearization process) are determined by numerical differentiation instead of the usual analytic
calculations. This numerical scheme is encoded in the DELTA computer code.

Verification of the DELTA Plgorithm is obtained by comparing simulations to an analytic
solution of an isentropic core flow and to the two-dimensionJ results of an experiment.

* Currently with AT&T Bell Laboratories, Crawford Corners Road, I1olmdel, NJ 07733.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The flowing medium in a gun tube typically is a mixture of a compressible gas and
burning solid propellant grains. Details of the flow are important for weapons
development, but only bulk properties can be routinely measured, such as the trajectory
of the projectile, the pressure history at a fixed station, the heating inside the gun tube,
etc. Therefore, a need exists for a detailed mathematical model of interior ballistics
two-phase flows, and an algorithm to soive the corresponding equations.

The three-dimensional mathematical model is developed carefully in Reference [1].
References [2] -and [31 are shorter versions of Reference [1]. This two-phase model is
based on instantaneo, us, finite volume, weighted averaging, and consists of nonlinear
partial differential equations, constitutive laws for the averaged variables, and
correlations for the interphase terms. The transient phenomena included in this model
are: the convection of the phases driven by gas phase pressure, gas phase viscous
stresses, turbulence, intergranular stresses, interphase drag, and interphase mass transfer
due to burning of the solid grains; the change of energy in the gas due to convection,
pressure, laminar and turbulence dissipation, condr-.tion, and interphase heat transfer;
and the change of the geometry and number of the burning grains. These phenomena
occur within the volume defined by the gun tube and the base of an accelerating
projectile. The motion of the projectile and the two-phase flow field are coupled via the
gas pressure exerted on the projectile's base.

This model is specialized to the case of axial symmetry of the flow within the tube.
Appendicies A and B, which are reproduced from Reference [1], list all the differential
equations, constitutive laws and cornel.tions. This axial symmetric model and numerical
scheme are encoded in the DELTA computer code. The purpose of this paper i3 to
describe in some detail the numerical algorithmi (Section 2), and to present some
validating computer runs of the combined model and algorithm (Section 3).

Previous multi-dimensional, multi-phase work applied to interior ballistics includes
that from Paul Gourh Associates, Inc. References [4-5], and Scientific Research
Associ ates, Inc. References [6-7]. Gough's work addresses the inviscid flow during the
ballistic cycle, i.e. the average gas phase viscous stresses, heat conduction, and
turbulen'e are excluded. Thus, the phenomenology of pressure waves inside a gun tube
is modelied primarily in Gough's work. The people at Scientific Rýsearch Associates
considered the viscous flow phenomena, i.e. the development of boundary layers inside a
gun tube. The work reported here is more similar to that of Scientific Research
Associstes, but deviates from it in the model, i.e. the equat;ons, choice of dependent
variable, some correlations, and in alterations in the numerical algorithm. Differences
"and similarities in the model are addressed in detail in Reference ijl, and in tue
"algorithm in Section 2 of this paper.
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2. ALGORITHM

2.1 Governing Equatlonti

The governing equatious listed in Appendices A and B are a set of nonlinear partial
differential equaticiis which are first order in time and second order in the two spatial
coordinates. The rationale for the specific form of the equations is givon in Reference [1].
The general form is

yt =-G(rzt,y,yr,Y Yr:,Y-), (2.1)

where the independent variables of time, radial coordinate and axial coordinate are
denoted by t, r, z, respectively. The vector of dependent variables is denoted by y, and
the partial derivatives of y with respect to the spatial and tempor3l coordinates are
denoted by subrcripts. The components of the vector y can be the radial, circumferential
(swirl), axial components of the gas phase velocity (u,vw). respectively; the radial,
circumferential (swirl), axial components of the solid phase velocity (u',v*,w'),
respectively; the gas phase specific entropy s ; the logarithm of gas phase pressure 7th
the regression distance of the solid phase d'; the number of particles m'"; the particle
surface temperature T' ; and two variables to define the turbulence in the flow field.
Thus, depcnding on the simulation, the number of dependent variables change from a
minumum of four to a maximum of thirteen. For the case of an one-phase, laminar How W
simulation with swirl, the dependent vector y has five componeLts, u, v, W, 8 and q. For
the case of a two-phase, turbulent flow simulation with ignition and burning of the solid
"phase, the dependent vector y has nine components, u, u' u, to, 8, 7, d, mi, T'. This
assumes the absense of swirl and an algebraic turbulence model (i.e. the turbulence
properties are described only by algebraic relations). The components of the vector G
are nonlinear functions which can depend on the variables T, Z, t, Y, Y. Yz' Yi,, Y.: X-

The spatial domain is a confined volume within a tube bc'Inded in length by a,..-.'""stationary wall (the gun breech) and the base of an aeccelerating projectile. The ra-dis of l

"the tube can depend ou the axial position from the breech whicL is denoted by z&. The
radial coordinate varies from the axis of symmetry to the tube va:.. The radial positions
of the axis and wall are denoted by rA and r,(: ), rcspectively. The axial coordinate
varies from the breech to the base of the projectile. The axial position of the breech and

".-. ~projectilt base may have a radial dependence which is denoted by zB(r) and zP(r), [

respectively.

The projectile is assumed to move as a rigid body. The unsteady projectile motion is
KS governed by the following equations:

WP z(rt (2.2)

)d;'
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-pxp

*,

2~rj 4r:t) dr -F - EF-F (2.3)
dt mA4UG A D B

YflA G = M + -- (2.4)
L 'J

-
rr,t) = w(t) - A rA~P -- Pt) 7 (2.5)

rw- rA

where u,'. v.m, denote the axial velocity, circumferential velocity and mass of the
projectile, respectively. The forces that retard the motion of the projectile are those due
to air resistance, friction between the projectile and tube wall, and gas leakage around
the projectile, and are denoted by F, F and F, respectively. These retarding forces

A' Y B'
are assumed to be known functions. If the tube is rifled, an additional phenomena is
present which causes the projectile to rotate, and its mass to be effectively increased via
equation (2.4). In this case the angle of rifling OR is nonzero, and the moment of inertia

A of the projectile I,, must be given. Because the pressure p is determined from the
solution of governing equations of the flow field, which depends on the value of wp,
equations (2.1) - (2.5) represent a coupled system with a moving boundary.

2.2 Numerical Algorithm

We want to compute by finite difference approximations the transient values of the
variables which descrite the fluid dynamics of the flow in the region confined by the
inner tube wall, breech, and moving projectile One way to calculate in this expanding
computational region is by an "accordion" type grid in the axial direction, i.e. ,he first

and last axial grid points are attached to the breech and projectile, respectively, and the
=.. mesh expands as the projectile accelerates down the tube. Thus, the physical grid moves

- '. in accordance with the projectile motion. With regard to the spatial finite difference
* -_ approximation, the goal is to obtain an accurate approximation to the actual physical

happening. It can be shown that the finite difference approximations to the physical
variables in the physical mesh are the same whether one directly differences on the
physical grid, or one differences on a transformed grid and then transforms back to the
physical grid. Higher accuracy in a transformed space is not meaningful if it is lost in
the transformation back to the physical space. Furthermore, our physical grids will be
orthogonal or nearly orthogonal. Thus, we choose to compute finite difference

*::- .approximations to spatial derivatives on the 'ysical grid. An additional advantage of
our method is that the governing equations aeed not be transformed, and thus are
simpler to understand and change in the compute code.

The finite differcncing of the time derivatives can be of two generic types: implicit or
"IC -explicit (See Refer,:nce 18]). The principal advantage of an implicit scheme is its superior

stability properties compared to an explicit scheme. For convertion-diffusion type
problems like those given by equation (2.1), an explicit finite difference method has two
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stability conditions, the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy condition and the viscous stability .
limits In one dimension, these condition are:

At = CFL A (2.6)

4 = VSL (Az)2

"where Ax is the spatial mesh increment, c is the sound speed, w is the gas velocity, p is
the vinicosity adp isthe density. The constants CFL and VSL are less than or equal to
one. For simulations which involve boundary layers, small grid sizes are necessary.
Thus, for this type of simulation, the time step (the size of Alt) must be proportional to
the square of the smallest grid increment for an explicit scheme. On the other hand,
most implicit schemes have no corresponding stability conditions, and significantly larger

time steps based on acrur4cy considerations ra;her than stability can be used. The basic
disadvantage of implicit algorithms is that they tend to be more complicated than
explicit schemes, and thus more difficult to understand and implement. In particular,
applyinLg a standard implicit scheme to system of equation (2.1), we obtain a nonlinear
system of algebraic equations in the variables at the new time level. This system can be
quite large and complex because it p-isesses an equation for each dependent variable and

. fur each grid point in the two-dimensional computational mesh. These equations are
coupled via the spatial derivatives. Iterative methods are the most common solution
procedure, but t hey can be quite complex and time-consum;ng for such a general system.
To mitigate these undesirable characteristics, we apply a method developed in

,- References [9-I l]. A salient feature of this method is the temporal linearization of the
nonlinear terms to within the local truncation error of the finite difference approximation X-

- of the time derivative. The resulting system can then be represented in a matrix
equaticn.

Ay -= b (2.7)

where y" is the vector of unknown dependent variables at the new time level, and A
and b are the matrix and vector of values at the known time level, respectively.
Furthermore, the matrix A can be structured if we decompose the time-differenced
equation of (2.1) into two systems of cquatiow, each of which involves the spatial
derivatives of the unknown variable in only one coordinate direction. This
decomposition or splitting is done so that the error incurred is of the order of the local
temporal tru,,cation error, and so that the decomposed or split equations still form a
consistent approximation to equation (2.1). When centered differences are used to
approximate the spatiai derivatives, tridiagonal matrices are obtained. Because we are
dealing with a system cf equations, the matrices are block tridiagonal where the size of
the blocks is equal to the number of dependeDt, variables. This method of splitting the
implicitly differenced equations is called an Alternating Direction Implicit (ADI) scheme
(see Reference [8J). Because we have also linearized the equations, we shall refer to this
method as a linearized ADI scheme.

-• Th;5 general linearized ADI schc~ie is applied to the instantaneous, finite-volume,
Sxeightcd. averaged equations of interior ballistics with several unique features: The
algorithm is derived for a moving coordinate system, and has no mass source due to the
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motion of the grid. The elements of the matrices derived by the linearization process are
"obtained directly by numerical differentiation which bypasses the tedious and error
prone task of analytically deriving each elraient, and the subsequent coding of these
complex expressions. The spatial differencing ir, performed directly on nonuniform
distributed grid..

2.2.1 Algorithm for Non-Boundary, Non-Center-Line Points

We derive the numerical scheme for the system of equations (2.1) on a moving
coordinate system; i.e., the coordinates of the spatial grid systein varies in time. We let
the superscripts n denote the new time level and c the current time level. The change in
the j coordinate position of a spatial coordinate z from level c to n is denoted by

,A. = •-• = t1 (t' - IC) = O(At), te<t.<%to (2.8)
1-1 j = i i atJ *

where At = - tc. A Taylor expansion of y'= y(re, z', P) about the current
values at (r", Z", tc) is

-y + At + ye L + Az + IL-Ar (2.9)Y t aZD

+ 4 ayeA + 2AtAz±Ksc + 2AMtr4--

+ 2ArAzao.c + ±L'Ar2 + A + O(At3 )

a az a22 J

By adding (1 - P) times (2.9) and times a similar expansion to (2.9) of y' expanded
about y', and noting that y" - ye = O(At), z' - z- O(At), and r" - ri = O(At),

S-.we obtain

y-#AtGx-/fAr["r - PAz (2.10)

,, + (l-PJ)At G' + (l-Dl)Ar + ('-#)&z

.+ - 0(A&2) + E7(A i3 ), < 0: 1.0,

"____ where E7(AO) denotes the neglected truncation error of O(AO). For a stationary grid

SAr = Az = 0, we obtain the standard Crank-Nicolson scheme for integration
-parameter and the standard fully implicit scheme for # - 1.0. Equation (2,10)
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-'? is a nonlinear system of equations in Y' because G* is a nonlinear function. To make
(2.10) a system of linear equations, we linearize G" via a Taylor exptusion about the
current level, i.e.

':-Gs ---=t Ge+(2l + ELXAt) (.1,idie

GI G) OG)
7FO ) At+ .rj

+ D~y + DR"AYr + DZeAy2,

+ DRRcAy, + DRZCAyT + DZZc4y..

+ ELAXA),I

where ELAAt) denotes the neglected linearization error of O(AP). The Jacobian typematrices are denoted by D, DR, DZ, DRR, DRZ, DZZ, are evaluated at the currenttime level, and are defined as

aG 8G,' OG,
• a, Ds. =_DR.S- DZZc, -- •.2

Upon substituting (2.11) into (2.10), we obtain the following linear system of equations I-. in y' after algebraic ..ianipulation:

IL
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Oz + +r "z

+h1 +A DRRC +~L -i DZZ c

X n#

+ + DRZC1 +z , "" (2.13)

=y-IA +Az [ .At[Dyc+DRi20y)+Dg• [•'z

=Y+ Ar +G + AZ +At G+) + MAet + ALra)
I aOz Jj-Lý

4,:.

•'r•.'The neglected linearization ernor ELi is no'• O(A13 ) because G" was multiplied by At in

.•_ (2.10). Thus, the linearization process does not • alter the order of the temporal error.

":•'• The values yC, r•, z•, t•, r¶, z 3 , L• are all known before the start of the integration
-:•z- routine t+o determine the values of y". Thus, the right hand side of (2.13) is a known
•.-.:..vector. The left hand side of (2.13) can be written as a matrix with known values times
•.•..,a vector of unknowns, yin. Thus, (2.13) has the form of (2.7). The matrix Ak

-* interconnects values of y5 at a grid point to all the values of its spatial neighbors via the

.. first and second spatial partial derivatives at level n. If the term I were atsent
--- t+z

•'.'."from the left hand side of (2.13), we could decompose (2.13) into two matrix equations
"" "" which are highly .structured and easily solvable while still retaining only two time levels

of the dependent variable vector, iLe. yin and yC. To this end, we linearize the mixed
derivative at the n level about the current level and retain only the leading term:
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r ""O + ELA(At)) (2.14)

Substituting (2.14) into (2.13), we obtain after some algebraic manipulat '-n.m

[I - 3(Dn+D11y [I - AiD;+D;)Jy] y (2.15a)

S(,8 - ½)O(At2) + EAIAt) + ELAA(') + ELA(t 2),

v, here the operators are defined as follows:

17k +k
D'_ At. r r+ +D DRRe (2.15b)

HE ,I Z [C1 +I DZI C Z2] (2.1Mc)

Ly I A+r AGc (2.15d)

+at G aG I C °G+ t+ Ar + A Z " '.
-F,,ri azi

The symbol I represents the identity matrix, and the superscript k can be either n or
c. The "lagging" of the mixed derivative (2.14) increased the error of the approximation
to O(At2 ) for any value of thb- integration parameter /3, but we gain a structured
i.m atrix.

We can decompose (2.15a) along coordinate directions in the following manner:

[I- 93Dj- [I - PDJyc + Lye, (2.16)

-r / yF= -[ yc+(y e-yc). (2.17)

Equation (2.10) coustitutes the radial sweep of this Alternating Direction Implicit
method because it involies only spatial derivatives in the radial direction at the new
time level. One solves this equation for each fixed axial index and for radial indices
varying from the axis of symmetry to the gun tube wall. When three point centered
spatial finite differences are used to approximate the spatial derivatives in the radial
direction, the matrix I - #3D' is a block tridiagonal matrix. The size or each block is
equal to the number of dependent variables. The number of block rows is equal to the
number of grid points from the axis of symmetry to the gun tube wall, denoted by
JRAIM. The block rows from the second grid points to one away from the wall, namely
JRA tX-I is determined by (2.18). The entries of the first and last block rows are
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determined from the conditions imposed at the axis cd symmetry and wall, respectively.
The right hand side of (2.16) is a known vector because it is evaluated at the current
time-step. The solution of this equitions is the intermediate values of the depeadent
variables y1 .

Fquation (2.17) constitutes the axial sweep of t.ix turn sweep sceme bnca.se it,

involves only the spatial derivatives in the axial direction at the new time level. One
solves this equation for each fixed radial index anti for axial indizes varying frowo the
breech to the base of the projectile. The matrix I - #D, is a block tridiagonal matrix
when three point centered spatial finite differences are used to approximate the partial
derivatives in the axial direction. The size of the blocks are the same as in the radial
sweep, and the number of block rows is equal to the number grids points placed from
the breech to the projectile base, denoted by JZMX. Equation (2.17) is used to
determine the entries in the block rows from Zhe second point (one after the breech) to
JZMX-1 (one before the projectile base). The entries in the first amd last block rows are
determined from the boundary conditions im osed at the breech and projectile base,

respectively. Because the intermediate value y is known, the right hand side of (2.17) is
known. The solution of (2.17) is the value of the dependent variables at the new time
level, denoted by yF The values of the solution vector yF of (2.17) and those of the
solution vector yv of (2.15) differ by the time error introduced by the splitting (2.16)Y
(2.17). To determine the order of this error, we substitute (2.17) into (2.16) and obtain

(I - #DJ)[(I - #D.)yF- (I -/#D,)y, + ye] R - f-DrJye + Lye (2.18)

which simplies to

(I - PDr - fDz)yF (I- fD,- 9)yC + Ly -)DD)(yF- yC). (2.19)

"Subtracting (2.15a) from (2.19), have

(I #D,-- PD)(y; -. yi) - -f'Dr(yF - y" + y' - y') (2.20)

or

(I f/Dr - 'D, + f2D.DJ)(yF yin) .- D~r)Ay - y'). (2.21)

We note that the coefficient of yF_ y* is Q(1), D, and D, are each O(A.1) and
(YR - y') is at least O(At). Thus,

yF = y, + EAAtI), (2.22)

that is, yF is equal to y* to within the local truncation errer of the schemae.

Equations (2.16), (2.17) with the definitions (2.15b)-(2.15d) represent the time
dift-renced, linearized, ADI scheme. We now turned to the finite difference
approximation oi the spatial derivatives. TVe standard centered finite difference
approximationz, to the spatial partial derivatives in the coordinate direction z at the iP

grid poir.n are
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~ ~ ~ ~J - , - J% % . ; , t

h; (y: - -) hi-l(Y,~l - yi)_jaY} ~ -+j (2.23)
"ax" ; hj_jlhj + hi+j hi (hi + h,+ 1)
9,1 2(y._, - y•) 2(y+,j - y,)

[:i::' I oa-,2 hýIh; +, _)j + ,',,(h,.+ h,._,)' •2)•

where hi zij+ I - xi. However, instead of (2.23) we use4y ° Y--z - yi-1) (225
o9z: (hi + h,_1)

(See Reference 12). For equwIy snaced meshes (2.23) and (2.25) are identical. For a
nonuniform spaced grid, the difference between them can be expressed as

(hi- ,.- hi) (2.26)

"The nonuniform grids that are used iM our application have the property that hi_1 > hi r

so that (2.26) acts as a stabilizing viscous ter-m to the spatial differencing.

To complete the description of the interior point algorithm we liscuss the
determination of the Jacobian type matrices D, DR, DZ, DRR, DZZ defined by (2.12).
Thz obvious way to evaluate the elements of these matrices is to manually take the
partial derivatives &nd code each element. Thi: double procedure is very error prone
because the right hand sides of the equa.tions are extremely cozr )lex. If there are ;.EQ
variables, then each element of the vector G is a function of 6*1,.J' + 3 arguments, in L

general. Further,.-ore, for two-phase simulations, the correlations ar not fixed, but can L
vp - substantially from simulation to simulation. In tbese cases new elements of the
matrices would have to be determined and encoded. To avoid this, one can lag the
contribution of these correlations by one time step. This is not totally desirable because
one increases the local truncation errcr (see the discussion near (2.14)) which can be large
when the correlations add significantly to the flow dynamics in a given time step, e.g.,
burning of the grains. An alternative to this whole procedure is to determine these

matrices numerically. Consider the determination of Dii a- which can be
approximated by

r.-•..Di G(~zt~• "" Yi + 6 YNEQ,Yr, Xz ,:) (.

- G,{r,1z,I,y"" 6 "" NEQ'I /(26)

where 6 is the pre-determined increment. Once these incremen's are obtained, the
elements of the matrices can be computed tr. ,ally by repeated crals to a subroutine

1 whicn computes the right hand sides of the equations. A charac,,eristic of tae G 1 s is
that the terms yr and y, appear at most quadratically, and the , tris Yr, and y.. appear
mt most linearly. Thus, by using center*":: lifferences the matrices DR and DZ can be
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obtained exactly for any value of the increment. Likewise, ir.ing one-side differences the
matrices DRR and DZZ c-in be determined exactly. In these cases, a large value of the
increment can be used to avoid any round off errors. On tbh. other hand the vector G is
a non-algebraic, nonlinear functio:. of the vector y In this case one caniati, obtain an
exact value of the elkments of D for any value of the incren ent. We have developed a
atrategy to compute an increment value based en the cur-rent ý.ror estimates of Gi and

that is, to determine D;j a b4 is used. The drawback of thi3 approach is the
computing time necessary to evaluat, the right hand sides as often as required.

Finally, we address the problem of artificial mass soairces indued 3olely by the
motion of a grid system. The problem was iliwtrated ard resolved in Reference 13.
There exist a standard procedure to determine if mass sources occur in a numerical
scheme when the grids are moved. First one a-sumes a coitstant flow field at the current
level, secondly one applies the method to compute the new time level of values on a
displaced grid, and finaliy one determines if these new values differ from the constant
values. Following this procedure, we assume that the flow field variables are constants
which satisfy ti•e partial differential equataons. and assure. th.t Ar 3 6 and Az 34 0.
Consequently, all the spatial derivatives at the current time level arc zero and (2.13)
reduces to

- r y, + Az . (2.28)

+ A t[D y+ DRy,;'+ DZ y.ý+ DRR y* + DRZ y,*+ DZZy. ]

Using the fact that the spatial derivatives at the current levcl are zero, we add zero to
(2.28) in a convenient form -) obtain

A(y" -yC) - 0, (2.29)

where A is a matrix. If A is nonsingular, the-i the silution of (2.29) is y' = y'. Thus,
no mass sources exist. The 1lck of mass sourceq is due to the form oi the equations, i.e
yt = G, and the Ligorithm. For a simpler scr of equations than the one we are solving,
"rnd for R 3et in a conservation form which are transfornted to a stationary uniform
."omputational grid, a "Geometric Coascrvation Law" is needed to prevent mass sources.
(See Refereuce 13). Our method automatically avoids this other partial differential
equation, and the -d •d to obtain its solution at every time step.

2.1 Algorithm for !-cint 4't the ",enter-Line and at the Solid Surj'aces

The mei hod to obtaan the new time level of tle flow variables along the center-!ine is
different.. To ,,aaintain the axial symmetry of ti . flew, the physical conditions on the
flow a-e the radial and circumferential velocity components fo" both the gas and parti-.e
phases must be zero, 2 id the first part;al derivatives with respect to the radial direction
at the axis of y.'",metry of tLe Yemaining variables m', be er
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The contribution from the points on the axis of symmetry can be done in at least
two ways. The first and simplest is to dArectly apply the symmetry condiions. For a
radial sweep, the elements of the first block row of the matrix A and kunwn vector b
are the finite difference approximations of these con-itions. The axial sweep along the
center-line is performed after the axi2-l sweeps along interior axial indices. The final
values at the center-line are obtained using the symmetry conditions, and the final axial

sweep values of the non-center-line points. Týhe seconuC way is me:. complex. Because
the center-line is part of the flow fiek kphysica1ly a non-boundary), the governing partial
differential equations are valid on the axis of symmetry. One may rewrite these
equations with the symmetry conditions imposed in the equations themselves, and with
the correct limit conditions as the radial coordinate goes to zero. Then, solve these new
equations by exactly the some method as described for non-boundary points. Although
both are coded, the -:mpier first option is utilized.

The boundary conditions at the solid surfaces such as the breer. '"ube wall and
proiectile base can vary substantially with the particular simulatio TY makes a

general discussion of boundary conditions difficult. However, we ";.. d, scuss some
implementations of common types of boundary conditions. The simple functional form
boundary rondit~on y =--= constant, and the simple derivative boundary condition

. constant are the most trivial kinds. Their finite difference approximations are

straightforward, if y is a variable computed directly by a governing partial differential
equation, i.e., one of the variables in (2.1). However, if one h ts a nonlinear boundary

condition of the form fJ (y) 0 or f0I =0, then one must ,inearize
in time in the same manner as is any component of the nonline"r N..Zor function G in

(2.1) and (2., I1).

Sometimes a nonlinear boundary condition can be reformulated as a linear one.

"" Consider the adiabatic condition --- 0 were T is the temlperature and n is the

outward normal. In our metbod the entropy 4 and pressure function q are computed
directly from the go',erning partial differential equations. Thus T is a nonlinear

function, T = Yrs,q). We ordinarily would expand ( I in a Tavlr'r series in time to

obtain a linear function in 8' and q*. However, for a Noble-Abel equation of state, we
have a simplification. We use the chain ru!e to obtain

07' O 0. (2.30)

S~OT
Since I-T 0 then (2.30) can be written as

as;
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SaT

a!Os aq O q
+ I 0. (2.31)

a-n + On
19.

By noting that the ratio of partial derivatives of temperature is a constant, (2.31) is a
"linear function in s' and q' Thus, (2.31) can be finite differenced and incorporated
directly into t~e matrices of ths- linearized ADI method.

"2.2.3 The Order of he Sweeps

%'. Th o-der of the sweeps i3 mainly a bookkeeping problem, and should not have a
S!�ll,-ge -$.i: on the solution. We have used the following procedure. First, radial sweeps

-,ram tne e.ater-line to the tube wall are performed along constant axial indices to obtain
-int•. :iate values of the variables y using (2.16). Tht axial index varies from the one

Safter the breech to -the one before the projectile base. Second, axial sweeps from the
breech to the projectile base are performed along constant radial indices to obtain values
of the variables y at the new time levy., usin.l (2.17). The radial index varies from the
one after the axis of symmetry to the one before the gun tube wall. Third, the
symmetry conditions are applied to determine the new time level values at all points on
the axis of symmetry by using the resul's of the axial sweep (step two). Fourth, the
value of the variables at the new time level at all grid points on the wall a_-e determincd
by imposing the wall boundary condition using, if necessary, the resuits of the axial
sweep (step t*o).

We note that the radial sweeps along the breech and projectile are avoided. The
justification is that in many applications the boundary conditions at the breech and
projectile do not involve radial derivatives. Consequently, the linearized version of these
conditions :an be expressed without the need for the determination of the interm~ediate
vaiues of the variables. Recall that the matrix D (equation (2.12)) was included in the

radial sweep. (See equations (2.15b) & (2.16)). However, it could have been
incorporated into the axial sweep formula. (See equations (2.15c) & (2.17)). If no radial
derivatives exist for the boundary conditions, we avoid the radial sweep and incorporate
the D matrix ia the z.xial sweep formulation. Au example oi this type of bounda.y
"ondktion is the gas continuity equation used to determine the transformed pressure q at
the brecch foi a one-phase, viscous siraulation.. Imposing the no-slip conditions
U.= v= w- = 0 in the continuity equation evaluated at the breech, all radial

. derivatives vanish, and the above method is applied directly 'irirg the axial sweep
where one-sided finite differences zr used to approximate the spatial derivatives at the
breech. If one use!- the normal velocity equation for the determination of q at. the

S. projectile base, for example, some radial derivatties remain M the viscous terms. Only
by lagging them could one use the above approach.
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3. RESULTS IL-

The results of two simulations using the DELTA code are presented in ihis section.
Ths particular calculations are selected because they can be, compared to '

independently determined answers, and thus, give some verification of the code's
accuracy and capabilities. Both cases involve a one-phase gas expansion in a cons'- at
cross-section tube closed at one end by a stationary surface called the breech, and at the
other end by a movable piston called the projectile. The breech and projectile base are
assumed to be flat surfaces. The initial states of the was are uniform and quiescent, but
the gas pressures are great enough to accelerate the projectile through the tube. The
controlling mechauisms of lhe expansion flows are the same, namely the propagation of
the rarefaction wave, generated by the projectile displacement, and its reflection from
the breech, then the projectile, and so forth. However, the gas pressure levels differ
greatly between the simulations, and tht subsequent flows are in different regimies. ".•

TABLE 1. Geometry and Gas Propertie-s for the 150-mra Gun
and Bicen-Whitelaw Expczrments

150-mm Gun Description Bic.-n-Whitelaw

150.0 Bore Diameter (mm) 76.7 L
1.608 Initial Projectile Displacement (m) 0.1773
8.0 Maximum Travel of Projectile (m) 0.3

50.0 Projectile Mass (kg) 2.54
O.01 Covolume (m'/kg) 0.0
1.22 Ratio of specific heats, -y 1.4

621.09 Initial Pressure (MPa) 0.28
2666.8 Inifial Temperature (K) 293.0

The first simulation corresponds to the gas expansion within a 150-mm tube away
from the effects of the tube wall (core-flow) under ballistic conditions. The specifications
for this case are given by the first column of Table 1. The analytic solation of the one-
dimensiooal, inviscid gas equations governing the flow within this 150-mm tube at
certain positions from the bre-.h and for specified times was obtained by Love and
Pidduck. (See Reference 1141.) Their solution is valid under the assumptions of isentropic
expansion of each element of gas, of constant covolume, of an even integer value of the
rati3 (-I + 1;/(- - 1), where -y is the ratio of specific heats, and the frictionless motion of
the projectile. The solution is in terms of truncated power series, and becomes mc,.'e
complicated as the number of rarefaction wave reflections increase. For the one-
dimensional DELTA calculation, the computational mesh (covering the enclosed cavity
behind the projectile) consisted of four equidistant mesh lines parallel to the a?'.. of
symmetry and 89 uniformly spaced grid lines orthogonal to the axis of symmetry. To
maintain a one-dimensional simulatio_ for comparisnn to the Love & Pidduck results,
the following conditions
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are imposed along both the tube wall and axis of symmetry. The boundary conditions
at the breech and projectile are no--lip veloc.ty and adiabatic walls. Love and Pidduck
developed their solution with the assumption of an inviscid isentropic flow which allowed
"them to use a special form of the Noble-Abel equation of state, namely

P p-, -P- constant,

where subscript zero indicate their initial values. However, in the DELTA simulation
viscous effects are included and the general form of the Noble-Abel equation of state.
However, the snecial form of the equation of state used by Love and Pidduck i3
maintained to within less than two percent in the DELTA simulations. Thus, the non-
isentropic and viscid effects included in the general framework of DELTA are minor for

,-. this oue-dimensional flow, and the comparison of the analytic solution and numerical
results is reas-naLle.

The comparison ot the pressure histories at the projectile base is given in Figure 1.
The change in slope in the pressure curve is due to the first reflection of the rarefaction
wave at. the projectile base. The magnitude of the slope discontinuity cf the pressure
curve decreases with time due to the equilibration of the pressures during the gas
expansion. Another slope change e:,ists theoretically at 7.13 7 ms, although it cannot be
detected even in the graph of the analytical results. Figure 2 is similar to Figure 1
except that the pressures at the breech are compared rhe effect of the first arrival of
the wave at the breech is w.re obvious in both solutions.

Figures 3 and 4 show comparisons of the histories of the projectile velocity and
projectile displacement from the breech, respectively. The large values of the zangent to
the curve in Figure 3 indicate the extreme acceleration the projectile experiences. The
agreement of the results show that the numerical solution of the partial differential
equations governing the gas motion usiug the DELTA algorithm is correctly A.,'pled to
the proper solution of the projectile motion. Coraparisons of the pressure reofiles from

N- the breech to cile projectile at specific I times are given in Figures 5 and 8. The ranges
of press.,re values on the ordim.te are the smallest possible to provide accurate
compawisons. Figure .5 shows a comparison of the pressure values at 2.898ms, that is,
after the rarefaction wave has been reflected from the breech, then the projectile base,
and is -ipproxiwnatelý halfway between them. The DELTA calculation differs by 0.8% at
most from the analytic solution values. The slope discontinuity is smcared out in the

*.O numerical calculation. Figure 6 shows %.he pressure profiles at 10.23ras which is near
tube-exit time of the projectile. The maximum di~crepancy between the two result, is
approximatel3 1.2e. Because the analytic solution is a truncated power series solution,
it is difficult to determine which values are more accurate.

Nex~t we compare a DELTA simulation with aser-Doipler anemot .-try, time-resolved
measurements of the axial veloTAsty field inside a trobe behend a cnolt - acceleratiro 6
projectile. The experiment was performed at Imperial College, London under fune2ng by

European Research Office of the Army and "'he Ballistic Research Laboratory, and i.s
reported in Reference [1.5]. This expeiment is important to the development of DELTA
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because it provides th- first transicnt, two-dimensional measurements of a quantity to
which th• results of a DELTA simulation can be compared. The schematic of the
apparatus is given in Figure 7. Nitrogen is the gas, and the other characteristic of the
experiment are given in the second column of Table 1.

Three important conclusions of this study .are: The maximum intensity level of the
turbulence was approximately four percent whirh implies a very low level of turbulence,
the tube wall boundary layer remained laminar, and the heat transfer to the tube wall
was minimal. Coneequently, a laminar flow simulation with adiabatic walls should

• approximate thi3 experiment. The two-dimeosional computitional grid had 33 uniformly
distributed points in the axial directiow, and 19 nonuniformly distributed points in the

*v radial direction. The rzdial grid was such that, while 19 points spanned thZ distance
from the axis of symmetry (r -- 0) to the wall (r = 38.35mm), 12 points were
distributed from r = .32mm to the wall and 5 points were distributed from
r =-37.85mm to dhe wall. The maximum and minimum distance between the grid
points were 8.5mm and 76Opm, respectively. Constant values were used for the
coefficients of viscosity and tbermal conductivity of nitrogen, namely, 17.07p(Pa's) and
0.G2524W/(m.K*, respectively. Because the experimental apparatus was mounted
vertically, the equal* -n for the projectile motion (2.3) was changed to include its
acceleration due to gravity. Because the total retarding force (FD + F3 + F in (2.3))
experienced by the projectile was not determined vy the experiment, no values of these
forces could be assigned. Thus, a total retarding force profile versus axial displacement
was obtained so that the axial velocity of the projectile determined by the DELTA code
matched the experimental values as shown in Figure 8. Because ,he projectile velocity
values agree, so must tl~e projectile displacement values. Figure 9 compares the axial
velocity profiles along the axis of symyietry at various times. Both the DELTA and
experimenta! results show a linear profile from the zero vaiue at the breech to the value
of th'ý projectile velocity for each time. The axial velocity histories at 78.7mm from the
breech and at 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, and 3.0mm from the tube wall are compared in Figure 10.
The values from the calculation are within the scatter of the experimental data at radial
positions of 1, 2 ard 3mm from the wall. However, the discrepancy lb!tween the values
at the 0.5m.m position i-creases with tiime. The same quantities arc graphed in Figure
11 but at i53.4mm from the breech. The comparisons in Figure 11 show similar
"behaiior to that in Figure 10, but w"th the discrepancy at the 0.5mm position
considerably larger. After a discussion with the experimentalists, it was agreed that

* tiiese most. difficult. measurements at 0.5mm Trom the tube wall are likely to contain
errors and should be redone. We are presently awaiting accurate measurements in the
sub-millimeter range.

The numeiical .lgorithir encoded in the DELTA computer code, and comparisons of
its calculations to an analytic solution and experimental measures are described.

A numerical algorithm to solve the two-dimensional, axisymmetric, unsteady, finite
* volume, weighted averaged two-phase equations which govern certain flows inside a gun

tube is discussed. These equations are in their most general form. In particular, when
the flow regime is governed only by convyction and pressure forces, this generai form
automatically gives the solution o* tht- corresponding inviscid equations. When in the
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'. boundLry layer regime, this general form gives without any assumptions, the solution in
the boundary layer where viscous forces dominate. Moreover, this approach naturally
provides all tue coupling between different phenomena because onlv one set of equations,
which govern all the phenomena, is solved. Thus, phenomena that is controlled by
basically inviscid flow but exists because of viscous forces, like the additive particle laden
gun tube wall boundary layer wbich governs heat transfer to the gun tube, can be
studied for the first time without assumptions on the natures of the core flow or
boundary layer, the validity of heat-transfer correlations, and/or the intra-flow coupling
between various regimes.

Two examples of calculatioas with the DELTA code are presented. These
computations are limited to one-phase expansion flows in an adiabatic tube so to allow
"comparisons with independently obtained data. More realistic calculations that involve
ballistic environments, heat transfer to the gun tube wall, and other phenomena are
presented in Reference [161.
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App. A
"U• APPENDIX A

CUMMIG EQUATIOES FOIL AIALLY SDWETKIC FUIWS IN CTLIIZKZCAL COCDIKATES

This appendix contains a list of the governing equation2 in component
form in cylindrical coordinates for the case of axially aym-etric flow. The
Ssubscripted variables denote the components of a vector and not the
derivative of these variables. All derivatives are written in a non-
abbreviated form. The listed equations are in a form which is compatible I
with Sq. (4.32), Sect. 4.3. The components of the gas average velocity and
the pa•ticle average velocity are

u (ur, U 8 , u) , (3/5) (A.I)

1 , ' • a ( U , 11O u0 W S , 9s ( A .2 )
r '8 UZ

where the subscripts r, 0, and z refer to the radial, anjular, and axial
coordinate directions, respectively. The components of the gradient of a
scalar f are

vf . (f a(A3"L ar)r,(o)) , Ga.,..z)

Tht divergence of a vector F - (Fr' F0, Fz) Is

VF a (rF) (A.4)
r ar i-t

The independent variables are time t, radial position r, and axial
position z. The dependent average variables which are computed forv the
governing partial differential equations are: the specific entropy .s, the
pressure logarithm function q, the radial gas velocity ur, the
circumferential gas velocityu , the circumferential particle velocity u.,

4 be axIaVl particle velocity uw, the u•uber of partIclea within the averaging
volume a, the regression distance ,and the surface temperature of the

The entropy eqastion As
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App. A

S. +• - + H r + + (A.5)

--. ( . ) 1. )(42 ) n

where p, p, T, H, r, are given by Eqs. (3.6), (B.4), (3.2), (3.27), and
(3I26), respectively. The expression. for 3 is

au-

r~{1.u Or T- (r r 9r a z 4p
(..

and the porosity a is given by Eq. (B.1). The dissipation function 0 Is

. 5T 0 T T + <> (A.7)

Swhere

au 2 u2 au2 uru auau uau

4 rU + U+ z r u 2 -
i(E) + z rd Or

"" Tr- ur Oz r
+ i [(r - -(je)2 +(a5.+a9)2 au 2 (A.8)- ,

r rr

And 1i, 1, <4>, and #-, are given by Eqs. (3.7), (B.8), (B.13), and (B.35),
respectively. The heat conduction term T is giver, by Eq. (B. 15) as

gas particle + Tturb (A.9)

where
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?ga Wp£ r a (A. 10)

Ii TturUKb T -~u -

opT r ar r T Tarr a z -Ti
- - (A. 11)

1 L(T -T) ý - -~rTj - az)

Ipsrticle, i are given by Eqs. (0.17), (B.14), respectively, and KTV Ti are
discussed near Eq. (3.36).

The pressure logarithm function equation is

a"(*' au
at r ~z 9z 3P i r r + +i-T--

iq (A.12)

+- -er-?
3q iq

where p, e, T, B, H, r, f, and V are given by Eqs. (3.4), (3.3), (B.2),
(A.6), (.128), (&27), (3.26), (A.7), and (A.9), respectively.

The radial gas velocity equation is

aur ur O r u
u " u....-R (ur-ur)

at rU r z z r dq F fr

(A.(13)

(drag~r Vi )r (turb~r

where
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2: 3ur ur au 2 a( 3.T

-au 3u(A.1 4)

and p, P, r, a, v, and A are given by Eqs. (].6). (.14), (S.26), (BA),
(B.7). %nd (B.8), respectively., The radial component of the deag (Adrag)r
is given by the radial comonent of Eq. (B.20). The radial component of

"acceleration du, to turbuelnce (Aturb)r could oe given by the r.dial

' componet of Eq. (B.34) which is Eq. (A.14) with V and X replaced by UT and

T

The circumfeerential eas ,'tlocity equation is

awla U u U8 U *r;t " r -j-r uz z (Ue -U)ra: t •or- •z r (u er

(A. 15):•::--U ((A•!

Q- (Adrag)O+ (A:4 5 )e + (urb 0

where

3(9 a a ge e
(vsce -r

and a r, v, , and p are given by Eqs. (B.1). (3.26), (3.7). (3.8). and

(B.4). respectively. The circuaferential cow l.l-ent of the drag (Adrag)e 's
given by t.h. circumferential component of Eq. (1.20). The circumferential

com€ponent of the acceleration due to turbulence (Aturb)e could be given by
the circtmferential ccponezits of Eq. (B.34) which is Eq. (A.16) with v and
I replaced by vT and XT.

-he axial gas velocity equation is

SU,-' au •uz u
__ a u 2  - ~dp, I3q (i(.7

:- --r ' •- - d-qiýz - (A.17

(1_ ) (4Arag)z + (Avi.c)z + (Aturb)z
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App. A
where

"(avisc)• m a•u auz + au r +ut

(A. 18)
a. U u' 31 31 U a U UU

2 z ur r + dz ur r[l (2 -zz + r + _,r-,,

"and p, r, ,a, i, and X are given by Eqs. (3.6), (3.4), (B.26), (B.I),
(B.7), (o(.8), rmpectively. The exial component of the drag (A ) is
given by 0'-e axial eomponent of Eq. (B.20). The axial component of the

acceleratIfo Ou- Zo turbulence (AtuIb)z could be given by the axial
component of Eqq, (9.34) which is Eq. (A.IC) with u and X replaced by :T and

The components of the solid phsse velocity equation are the radial

solid phase velocity equation

r'ur + .r(A ) + (Astress)r
ur~r u.z W + r dq*3r *

p p (A.19)

the circumferential solid phase velocity equation

,, * * 1 , urue
UrY--- uzz +r (Adrag)e (A.20)

and the axial solid phase velocity equatio~n

au DU z au z p
""t - - dq 7z -Z (rag)z + (Ast'ess)z (A.21)

where p and p are given, by Eqs. (M.6) and (3.4), respectively. The density

of the solid phase P Is assumed constant. The cosponents of the
accelerations due to drag, rAraanular -*stress,
eiven by the components of Eqs. (1.20) and (L.23), r*espectively.

The particle number 6quation is

4-' _ 3.) (A.22)
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The regression distance equation is

A 3d rU 4 d + ed> '(A.23)

where the burning rate correlation ed> to given by Eq. (B.25).

The surface temperature equation is

1- rT:-u (A.24)

where the. correlation <&> fc" the rate of change of grain surface
temperature is discussed in Section 4.7.10.
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APPUNDIX '

CMRIATIR K• MKL FCIZLAS

ThI'i eppendix contains a liot of correlation model formulas. The

formulý,'&re discussed in detail In Section 4.7. The teorm listed in this

append'.•: are In a form compatible with Erq. k.32), Section 4.3, and Appendix

The porosity or &39 volume fraction (Section 4.2.1) is given by

-I Vp(d)m/VG . (B.1)

The equations of state (Section 4.7.1) are

T(ps) mRip) (Y-1)/-Iy 0,p R ) K ( (.2)
RyR

T J/kg ,(B .3) "+ 3l
SI-ckg/i , (B.4)

where R - 8.3143 J/(mol.K) Is the universal gas constant, M (kg/aol) is the

aolar mas and n (a 3 /kg) Is the covolume. The pressure logarithm function q

is defined by (Section 4.2.2)

q - ql[ln(p/pl) + 1] Pa, or p - Plexp (q~l -) ,Pa.
qi (B .6)

The shear viscosity coeff.cient v and the bulk viscosity coefficient

A are (Section 4.7.2'

I �'~1 , Pus , pr.7)

- + A +1 -- Pa.s

. r.,
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App. B
The ecceleration by viscosity is modeled by (Section 4.7.2)

.,isc v a[E + (X - 2 ) (trace 3) iJ} U/82 (3.9)

where E is the strain rate tensor cosputed using the average velocities,

, Z -0.5 (Vu +(V . (3.10)

The heat dissipation function term is modeled hy .Sectioa 4.7.3)

,0 " . (E) + W+> -L T V/(kg'K) , (L i1)

-where

A.-i (E) 2 0 trace(E2) + 0% 2 u) (trace 32 (3.12)
j (D. 13)

and T is given by 1-4. (t.35).

The thermal conductivity coefficient i Is modeled by (Section 4.7.4)

T/(m.5

- The heat conduction ter& In tbe governing equations is modeled by (Sectlon
4.'7.*)

gas particle tttrb ' )

where

T V, (c VT1• (16.16)
gaa zoT
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and

*T-- p V . [hc -T) + hr (T-T)] before :ignition

ps~rticle 0 , after ignition I

B-. 1-)

with

bpK2+ 0 2 , WC( 2.x) , (. 18)
D/2 Y.2 1 M D/2

and

hr C a SB(T+T) (r+v) WA . (B. 19)

In Eq. (B.19), c isa Lhe particle emi:sivity, 0 30 5.67032.108 W.n-2 j" 4 is

the Stephan-DDltzman constant, and T is average grain surface

teaperature. The turbulent heat flux within the gas, Tturb is given by Eqs.
(B.36) and (B.37).

The acceleration term due to the drag betwean gas and particlea Is

modeled by (Section 4.7.5).

= 8 Ergun for aiC0.65 ,

""drag - { 4[(a-0.65)Aeynolas + (0.9-* )A)rgun] for 0.65<6<0.9 ,

Aleynolds for O.9em

(3.20)

""where

A3rgun 44) L , + 1.0 (la)4-] +15,1,47
L.3 p (87

ip
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and

~2

Aeynolds (u-u) [0.2 Iu-ul + 12 2.
Sp pDp

7he acceleration term due to intergranular stress Is modeled by (Section
4.7.6)

S 2 V(1-a 12/s2 (B.23)
•1-ca

where &(a) ti a sound speed function for the particulate phase. The
function is modeled by

*,a 1 0 (2 ) forma < a
""-&W0 02)1 (A.24)

.. 0 for a 2 C

The burning rate it, modeled by (Sect-on 4.7.7)

for < i>giT i(ng.t5on

3Bo + B1 pb2 , a/s, for <8D t
0 Tignition

The source term r Is (Section 4.7.8)

a p VG p

The enthalpy factor H of the source term (Section 4.7.8) Is defined by

B 4 ( + pip*) -(e + pip) JI(kg.K.) ,(3.27)

where e is
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y-' Tf lame" yF at . J/kg , (B.28)

with g. 9.80665 u/t2 being the standard acceleration.

-Th -p~rticce geometry enters the equations as the four functions vp(d),
a IP (a) and a (d). We provide the formulas that define these functionr
for spheicsl, cylindrical, and tubular grains.

For a spherical grain vith initial diameter D one defines
0

Vpp

sp=4 w• R2 (B.29)

ap= 2

*.1.

A solid 5Xlindrical g~ain may be described by Its initial diameter, D,
and height, L •let

R -(0 - 2d)/2,
0(B.30)

L=L0 - 2d

If either R -4 0 or L 4 0, then the grain has been burnt. If both quantities •
are positive, then we define
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IR
-w(R+Lr

8P~ (2R&Jw R')/2 ,(.1

D El(2R+L) /2

A tubular grain may be delineS b~ its Initial height and the Initial
outer and inner diameters, D0 and d 0  respectively. ltt

R? ( 0 - 2d) /2

(d +, 2 (3.32)
0

L L - 2d
0

The grain Is completel.y burnt If either Nr .'G COor L 140 If both of these
quantit~es are positive, then the grain geometry functions are

vp % (D 0+ d 0 (R-r)L12

sp I +ao

ap -(D 0L +d 0 )(R2 rL))2M 3

-(2R+L)/2

Salistcs low tobe outeide the scope of this report, Bance, tile
c~ralaionmodlsare quite elementary and are listed In this report only

forcopltees. he ccleatonbythe sa bs true t ress tensor

Atr andie thuyeo turbulente betdsiain on~n0 cudel bor itherior
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SurV 2 jAT7F, (trace E) Ill U /,82 (B.34)
2-2 ")Crae,)

2 v t 2 + T) (trace E)2T W/ 3  o (B.35)
T- 'T TE I+ '

where j Tand XT denote the viscoulty coefficients for turbulent flovw. The
manner wnhich these coefficient's are determined strongly depends an the
particular turbulence model one uses and, hence, will not be given.• As

V discussed in Section 4.7.6, the solid phase turbulent stress tensor IT is
set to zero. The turbulent heat flux vector QT is modeled by Ishii13 and

~ ,Gibeling et al. 5 as

rVT - (Tt ] (3/2  (3.36)

where Ti is an average temperature on the interface (a function of T and T)
and K T is given by an algebraic forwiie Involving an effective viscoslty and
Prandtl number. The corresponding model of turb in Eq. .B..15) Is

Yturb "- t"--

Tturb Vm (a v ) W/(kg.K) (3.37)

!

8%'
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NOTE ON EVAPORATION IN POROUS MEDIA

R E Meyer*
Mathematics Research CenterMi University of Wisconsin

Madison, WI 53706

ABSTRACT. Factors are discussed which govern evaporation of liquid
in the small capillaries of a porous mcdium. Attention is directad to
sheet-like aggregates from which the vapor can escape with little
obstruction. Marked temperature gradients are then found to be confined
to close neighborhoods of the menisci and evaporation is shown to proceed
in statiscaily quite unstable configuraticns under a dynamic balance of
surface tension, local evaporation rate and viscous shear. Estimates
of evaooration rates and fluid velocitie. ire given. The results
discouicge constitutive theories for porov. media because mere size of
capillaries, independently of shape and chemistry, is found to change the
physical processes underlying macroscopic behavior.

I. INIRODUCTION. The following study was prompted by rpcognition
that little is known about the physics of evaporation in fabrics beyond
tne guess that the rat. of heat supply may equal the rate of latent-heat
expenditure. Fabrics come in a great variety of very different structures

• and as a first step, a structure characteristic of "typical" porous media

its here envisaged in which the solid matrix is threaded by an irregular
network of interconnecting, small capillaries along each of which the
capillary bore varies greatly over relatively small distances. TheI immediate chalienae is then to isolate some of the many interacting,
physical processes in a single capillary in order to distinguish those
which really govern evaporation there; macroscopic descriptions mustv needs reflect the insights thereby gained.

A key restriction that helps in dividing the difficulties is to
focus attention on sheet-like media which are Lhin in one oirection, like
fahrics, because the escape of the vapor is then relatively unobstructed
and consideration of the processes in the vapor can be postponed (to
Section VIII). At first sight, evaporation might be expected to be
controlled by the manner of heat supply, but for capiilaries of realistically
small size, most Forms cf heat supply have similar effects because heat
transfer across the capillary wal. is then always important. Since the
physical signposts diverge, unless one be quite specific, attention is
restricted to liquids similar to water, to pressures and temperatures typical

of the outdoors, and to throat diameters of about 10 to 10- cm. A final
dividing step is to start with an unrealistic ccnfiguration of geometrical
and thermal symmetry in which only a single meniscus needs to be considered
(Section III, IV).

Analysis of the simple thermal balances for that case shows that
significant temperature gradients can occur only very close to menisci
(Seclion IV), and a rough estimate of evaporation emerges (Section IV).

"on leave at Department of Mathematics, Imperial College, London SW7 28Z
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It shows the symmetrical case to be normally unstable (Section V).
Evaporation is, in fact, found to proceed in statically grossly unstable I
configurations under a dynamic balance depending drastically on viscous
shear. The "Haines Jumps" in the foreground of earlier accounts [1 - 3]
can occur only in much larger passages than would appear realistic for
soils, oil recovery or fabrics. Instead, the normal state in evaporation
is one of slow liquid motion leaving the small menisci almost stationary,
while most of the mass-evaporation occurs at the large ones (Section VI).
These results furnish a basis (Section VII) for statistical estimates of 1
macro-- nic evaporation rates, provided enough is known about the
statisti..l distribution of capillary throat sizes. Such knowledge
appears to be an absolute prerequisite for any useful treatment of fluid
motion in porous media because viscous shear depends ao violently on
throat size. As a result, if two media have the same chemistry and
identical shape for their respective void passages, but differ in rere
geometrical scale, then microscopic dynanic balances can be quite different.
This discourages constitutive theories of porous media, of which invariance
to geometric scale is a basic premise.

There are other caveats, for instance, if the vapor-air mixture
must pass through small throats, the signi~icant gasdynamical processes
must be anticipated to change the evaporation rate drastically. On the
other hand, there are also many bits of luck, which make a realistic
fluid mechsncis of porous media more accessible. In paLticular, the
extreme magnitudes of relevant combinations of physical parameters will
come to explain, by and by, why errors by only a factor 2, or so, will
be teated so cavalierly.

II. STATIC EQUILIBRIUM. When the escape of the air-vapor mixture
is urinbstructed, the pressure throughout that gas is effectively the
ambient pressure, P . Admittedly, since surface tension promntes

a

evaporation, theimal equilibrium between liquid and vapour requires a
gas pressure at their interface which depends on the menisr.es curvature.
Helmholtz'analysis [41, however, shows this to be a threshnold effect, and
for realistic capillary bores, the thermal conditions here envisaged
are wel; below the threshhold (5]. With tbe apparent contact angle 8
measured as in Figure 1, the pressure on the liquid side of a meniscus
is therefore

P P - 2o/a, (1), a

v where a denotes the local capillary -udius and a sec • the surface tension.
It will be assumed that 0 < 8 < a/2, ior otherwise, surface tension would
have kept the liquid out of the poroas natrix. Body forces will be neglected.
Since it is prohibitive to take account of all the shapes of void-passage
cross-sections liable to occur in a porous matrix, a will be defined by

iTa2 = area of ceoss-section; the error in (1) is then one of those treated
cavalierly.

By (1), a connected liquid column is in static equilibrium if, and only
if, a takes the same value at all the menisci bounding the column. The
equilibrium is staLle if, and only if, a does not decrease with distance
along the ca illary measured toward -he gas side at any of those menisci
(Fig 2).

V
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liquid gas

Figure1

Figure 2a. Stable equilibrium
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Figure 3

Figure 4
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Those are merely local conditions. howeier. All kinds of void-
passage shapes can be expected in a porous matrix. Figure 3 indicates
one with a liquid column in a position of stable equilibrium. Suppose,
however, that this liquid volume be reduced by, say, 30%, e.g., by
evaporation. The remaining liquid column could not then find a stable
equilibrium position anywhere in the passage segment shown :it must
move to find a new, stable ;osition elsewhere. The need for such
"Haines jumps" [1] in the liquid configurations has dominated the
literature on the physics of fluids in porous media [1 - 3] : on
kinematic considerations, they would be expected to be sudden and
frequent so that fluid motion could'appear as a continuous process only
on a long-term average (3]. Analysis of the dynamics (Section VI), however,
wil] show that such notions can be relevant only to unrealistically large
passages.

III. IHERMAL BALANCE. Prolonged evaporation must depend on an external
heat supply, and it might be anticipated that, not only the rate, but also the
manner, of that supply has a major influence on the evaporation process.
However, since the ratio of capillary volume to surface area is proportional
to the capillary bore, heat transfer across the capillary wall is always
impor.tant in small capillaries. That transfer will be found in section IV
to cause an adjustment if temperatures in the fluid and solid that reduces
the influence of the manner of heat supply. To fix the ideas, it will be
envisaged that a reservoir supplies it to the solid matrix, in the first
place, so as to heat it gradually, from the original, uniform temperature
T0 of the whole medium, which may be considered to be known, to a level

T1 at which it is then maintained. Specifically, T0 may be the outdoor

temperature, and T may be near body-temperature, perhaps T = T + 500F.

The properties of the solid are outside the scope of this study and will
be assumed uniform. This does not imply a temperature field constant in
time and unifcrm in space, because evapcration makes the menisci act likc
moving heat sinks of changing strength, but the space-average T, of the

capillary wall temp..erature will change on;ly slowly with time. The stronger,
local variation ii% capillavy wall temperature can be accounted for
approximately by rough adjustments [5] and meanwhile, the considerations can
ts simplified by ignoring the difference between T and the local temperature

of the capillary wall. That will lead to estimates of evaporation at
"menisci in terms of I , whence estimates of the time development of T by

more global considerations will follow.

Since little can be known about the shapes of realistic void-passage
cross-sections, the description of evaporation will be simplified greatly
by representing quantities in the fluid by their averages over a capillary
cross-secticn and ignoring the errors resulting from use of somewhat
different averages in different contexts. The thermal description is also
greatly simplified, if no liquid motion couples the processes at different
menisci. lhat is possible in the idealized case of a capillary of radius
a(x) even in distance x along the capillary, if the temperature field is
similarly even and liquid fills a capillary segment between menisci at
x t L., with a'(k.) > 0 for static stability (Fig 2a). Such symmetry can
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persist, at least in principle, and wiil be assaised in this Section and
the next one.

The local thermal balance per unit length is then

iTa2 P (Ia 2(,.2X )+2Iah (T T9 ),Ia0 I•• at a-x 9x- w z

where the lefthand side represents the local rate of increase of liquid
heat content; p and c denote density and heat capacity, respectively,
and the suffix X distinquishes liquid properties. The first term on the
righthand side represerts the contribution from heat conduction in the
liquid, and the last term, that from heat transfer across the capillary
wall on the most rudimentary, conventional model of a heat transfer rate
per unit wall area and unit temperature difference represented by a
constant transfer coefficient h. With the insignifi:'ant further
approximation of neglect of variations in X, p and c.. the balance

becomes

TR a 2 a T) 2h•-T-=-• a-• -;)+ • •w-: )(2)
ax ptc 91a w(

where x denotes the usual heat diffusivity, x = A/(p c ). The liquid

therefore experiences a typical heat conduction process with variable
effective diffusivity, on account of the capillary shape, and with heat
transfer, but without convection, on account of the symmetry.

A somewhat different balance arises at a meniscus. Since the liquid
and gas are there envisaged in dew-point equilibrium to begin with, and
since the gas pressure remains at the ambient level pa until Section VIII,

-iny heat reaching the meniscus will result meanwhile in evaporation, but
not [2] in a change of the local temperature TM from its original level

T 0. Conduction through the liquid column in x < t contributes heat to

the meniscus at the rate

-ra 2A(aT Z ax) 9 =

if the meniscus is at x = 1(t) and a denotes the capillary radius a(t)

there. Conduction through the gas in x > X does not contribute comparably
because its heat conductivity is smaller. If tUe meniscus is markedly
curved, heat reaches it also by direct transfer across a short segment
of the capillary wall and radial heat conduction. The wall area from the
meniscus contact line to the position of its apex (Fig 1) is approximately

2 wt2na aP2 with 0 < a2 sece - tan$ < 1. The rate of heat transfer across
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this area Q

2nam a2 hm(T - TM)

where hM denotes a value of the transfer coefficient h .djusted [5] to
compensate for the error made by confusing the local wall temperature
at the meniscus with its level further away.

Let S denote a short capillary .egment of fixed length which is
stationary in a frame moving with the local, liquid velocity and which
contains the meniscus at present. The gas pressure and temperature are
constant in S, and if I£/Dt denotes the velocity of the meniscus in that
frame, the mass-rate of evaporation in 5 is

2
=-a Pg. DX/Dt . (3)

m

The mass of gas in S does not increase at a significant rate because tne
density ratio pg/Pj is about 10-3, in the circumstances envisaged, so that

vapour leaves S at the same mass-i-ate, and the net rate of mass loss in
S is also m, since no liquid enters S. By the First Law, the net rate of
liquid enthalpy loss in S equals the rate of vapor enthalpy loss from it
less the rate of heat addition by transfer, and conduction into 5,

ffa2[ Da 2 hM(Tw - T M) - 9T2/ax] = mi., (4)

where L is the latent heat per unit mass.

-• •. IV. THERMAL LAYER. The use of these balances requires a nondimensional
notation, and it is nit obvious whether: a single length scale X can be
representative of the temperature field throughout a liquid column. Even
without attention to cross-sectional shape, the capillary is described
by the two functions a(%) and a'(x)/a(x) of normaliy quite differ-.nt
magnitued and each of which may vary by orders of magnitude along a
capillary. To avoid confusion, let i.ttention be confined first to a
liquid column segment adjacent to the initial meniscus position x = Z(0)
and short enough to occupy only a capillary segment charrcterized by a
single triplet of scales v of the capillary radius, G, of a(x)/a'(x) and X,

of the unknown temperature variation. But, there is another thermal length scale,

A = (I~ao 0/h)i

of decisive significance because A2 /X2 represents the ratio of the thermal
diffusion scale to the tranefer scale. How is X related to the other
three length scales?

T•e present model can give no information on how A compares with a0

and G, but a more detailed calculation [5] shows that A must be anticipated

to be of the order of the capillary radius, so that

A/a = [X/(2aoh)] zY
0 0 Y

is a parameter of order unity; a rough estimate (5] i i jy Accordingly,

X ao, unless this be found to imply that T (x) car, vary only on a longer
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scale. The natural temperature-difference scale is T - T , and if

T- T (x,t) T(x,t) A

t is measured in units ofl a time scale T, a/a' in units of G, and x,
a and 1, in units of X ao, then the nondimensional form of (2) and

(4) is
a0

2  _ aaa T (51a To 2 8T"2 -" sO aT a 2T 1 ,oll

-'-T _Y _TT (5)nr Dt a ax 2i

3nd
aT 3  a02 d2.

3-T + 3- a d at x =(t),

respectively, because

T(R.,t) 1

in this notation and because the liquid is at rest; here a3 = a2h /h and

C = c £A/L <<1

in the circumstances here envisaged, eg, e = 1/20 for water and A 500F.

Two different time scales have emerged from the balances. The shorter,

2a A/, characterizes transients arising from imbalance of heat tfqnsfer and
0

conduction which might be anticipated, eg, in a Haines jump. It is normally
a-ather small fraction of a second, eg, if x = 10- cm2/sec and a = lO-Zcm,

2 -1
then a A = 10- sec. The motion of the meniscus, on the other hand, Is on

the longer time scale

a 02 ARC
The first question must be whether P relatively stable evaporation process

is possible, and to ex- "ne this, the time scale T must be identified with

a0 /(a2 e). -, also a /G << 1, as onu would usually expect, then the lefthand

side of (5) becomes unimportant by comnparison'to the righthand terms, in

-1
which a = 1, to the same approximation. The balancep then imply

T = exp 9-._(. , (t) = 1(0) Yh• t (6)

Yh Yh2

[excLP' when the capill.ary segment under scrutiny contains x = 0, in which
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T 2 h cosh(x/yh)].

This solution describes a very short meniscus layer, of thickness equal to
the thermal length scale A = YhaO, in which virtually the whole process of

heat transfer to, and heat conduction in, the liquid takes place.

This conclusion destroys the analysis sketched so far because one of
its main premises -- that thermal halances can be formulated in terms of
cross-sectionrl averages -- cannot apply to precisely the short capillary
segment containing the curvPd meniscus ane all significant temperature
gradients! Any ier~able analysis of the tumperature field must account
for the geometry, ef the meniscus, but that depends mainly on matters
accessible only to vague speculation, at oest, namely the shape of the
capillary cross-section and the apparent ci.-,atrt angle.

If a tenable analysis cooId be performed, on the other hand, it
would necessarily lead to the same dimensional groups and would therefore
also predict a dimensional meniscus velocity of the form

Y Re MT w'TM)
a a0 a 0,,,

and a dimensional evaporation time of the form

Y-0oao0 /(K)

for a capillary segment of length a0 What has no rational support is the

value (yh+ •k3/yh2 of the nondimensional coefficient y predicted by (6).

Thought about extreme cases indicates however, that the correct value uf
y cannot plausibly be far from order unity and indeed, that y = 3, 4 or 5
cannot usually be very wrong To fix the ideas, therefore, the value y = 4
will be adopted speculatively for illustration. For water (with

S- 0.0014 cm 2/sec) and £ = 1/20, various capillary radii and lengths then
give roughly the meniscus velocites and evaporation times listed in the
following table.

TABLE I

0 ao(cm)

10- 2  10- 3  10-

4Ex/a0 3 x 10- 2  3 x 10-1 3 cm/sec

z 10- 1 lo-1 10- 2  10- 2  10-3 cm
ta/(4) 3 1 1

0•0 3 x 10- 3  x 10- sec
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In sum, the analysis has been wrong in everything but its result.
Most of all, what has been proven, if only by contradiction, is that the
temperature variation associated directly with evaporation from a
meniscus must be quite local. It follows that the main results are also
independent of some other premisti There can be no significant,direct
thermal interaction between different menisci even if the liquid moves

on the time tcale a0 2(ke); the meniscus velocity should then be

interpreted as that of the meniscus relative to the adjacent liquid and
a0 must represent the scale of the capillary radius am at the instanta-

neous meniscus position. The manner of heat supply, moreover, can have
less direct influence on the local process than might have been thought
at first : apart from the local Oip in solid temperature at the meniscus
(accounted for by a correct value of y) the solid temperature background
of a capillary must reflect the macroscopic scale of the solid matrix
as a whole and must therefore appear effectively unifcrm on the length
scale a of the local evaporation process.

In the first place, (6) applies only to a capillary segment in which

the radius differs by less than an order of magnitude from that at the
initial meniscus position. Once evaporation has cleared that segment,

A however, an analogous calculation with a different scale a0 applies to the

next segment. Since narrow segments are seen to clear in a much snorter
time than wide ones, it does not appear worth entering here upon the
refinement of replacing a0 from the start by the capillary radius a M(t)

0 m

at the meniscus.

V. INSTABILITY. Before evaporation, all menisci bounding a
connected liquid column must be of the same size (Section II), but in a
realistic porous medium a'(x) cannot also be expected to have the same
value at different such menisci. The meniscus velocity (Section IV) thentakes the same value at all the initial menisci positions, but if they

all started to move with it, static equilibrium would be lost promptly.
Surface tension acts towards restoring it, but the differences in meniscus

o 1velocity relative to the liquid act in the opposite sense. Stability of
evaporation therdore poses a question different from that of static
stability (Section II).

ro examine it, consider a liquid column bounded by two menisci at
which the gas pressure, p , and temperature, T = , remain the same,
but &t which the capillar9 radii differ. To iTlumiRate the distinction

* .- ~ from static stability, suppose a'(x) is monotone over the whole liquid-
filled capillary segment, which contains a throat (Fig 4). Denote the
meniscus positions by x = X and x Z_ < I and the capillary radii•.,+ - +

there, by a(L+) a and a(L_) a < a , respectively; ie, the smaller
_+ ++

meniscus is at the lefthand end of the liquid column. By (1), surface

tension generstes a pressure difference
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a d+

driving the liquid towards the left.

If a'(x) is not too large, the viscous shear generated by the
ensuing liquid motion sets up a pressure gradient related approximately
by Poiseuille's formula

;• ~Q =- .ad
8Pi dx

to the mass-flow rete Q (counted towards the right), which is independent
V] of x, by mass conservation. Since liquid density variation is
k13• insignificant, a

p(+) - p(2. ) - 8 (+ [a(x)]- dx,
+ % -p

and since the main contribution to this integral arisbs from the throat
region, it promotes clarity to write the integral as Zt /a t4 in terms of

t>.c thiroat radius at and a "throat length" Zt" The mass-flow rate

generated by surf•ce tension is then

4 a -aa£T-.Q= "Por at a + a_
-a- -€ a -a_ 9,it

gad the corresponding cross-sectional averages of liquid velocity are

Q/(rpa+ 2) at the right meniscus and Q/wpa.2), at the left one.

Evaporation, on the other hand, retracts the menisci into the liquid
,with velocities y•c/a +and Inc/a_, respectively (Section IV). The center

of the liquid column therefore shifts aL the rate

d 2 - 2 2dt + 4+ 2 -- at a + +a. ,

-2 a +- #'
where

Ce =x/(oaO)

4is a capillary number based on evaporation velocity and is normally very
small, if the apparent contact angle is not close to 900 (Fig 1); for

-8-
water, eg, 4aoCe - 10 cm. The factor of Ce in the last bracket,

however, tends to be even smaller, as long as a+ and a- remain large
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compared to the throat radius at. During such a phase of evaporation,

the liquid column therefore shifts towards the right, ie, in the
direction opposite to that suggested by surface tension alone. Any
statically stable liquid configuration with am >> at is therefore

unstabie under evaporation.

If the menisci were found close to the throat, on the other hand,
-• in the last stage of evaporation, then the second term in the last

"bracket would be large, the liquid 'olumn would move leftward, and
the smaller meniscus would move away from the throat.

In sum, most of tihe evaporation must be enticipated to occur in
liquid configurations that are not static equilibria, and there might
be preferred positions for the smallest menisci.

VI. DYNAMIC BALANCE. For a realistic impression of evaporation in
porous media, one must therefore consider liquid configurations far
from static equilibrium, for instance, such as indicated in Figure 5,
which envisages a situation that might be seen in a snapshot of a
"Haines Jump" after evaporation has made one meniscus clear a throat.
The disparity of the meniscus sizes then generates a marked pressure
difference driving the liquid towards the smaller meniscus, and an
unsteady liquid motion must be anticipated. There are two very small
time scales, namelv the liquid column length divided by the sound speed

in it and the time scale at 2/v of viscous diffusion of shear from the

capillary wall in the throat region (Fig 5), which is about 10-4 sec in

water, if a, - 10 3 cm. The evaporation time scalee (Section IV) are
"much longer and the full viscous shear must therefore be expected to

t' have been established, particularly in the throat region. The drastic

degree to which ths viscous shear in small capillary throats will be
seen presently to control evaporation illustrates the reason for the
prominence of Darcy's law in porous fluid mechanics.

The pressure imbalance drives a mass-flow rate Q(t) < 0, since it
is directed towards the smaller meniscus (Fig 5). At the same time,
the menisc! retract into the liquid with their respective evaporation
velocities Yx/a and ptc/a_ (Section IV). It will promote clarity,

and help to distinguish the more generic case from that discussed in
the preceding Section, to exploit the disparity in meniscus sizes
,Fig 5) to the degree of neglecting a against a . The larger meniscus

is then considered to move just with 'he velocity dx /dt =/(npa ,+ +

but the smaller, to move with the velocity

dx /dt yxE/a + Q/(rpa 2 (7)

relative to a fixed frame. The pressure difference is now approximated

as p+ - p_ 2o/a_ and the total shear stress is -8p Qit/(rPat 4), in
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term- of the "throat length" £t of Sectioii V. In small capillaries,

the pressure drop and viscous shear cannot come into significant
imbalance, and therefore,

2a/a_ = -8P QOt/(isr at 4

This is the microscnpic version of Darcy's law for liquid motion driven
through a small capillary by surface tension osecd at menisci of
disparate size. Since it relates Q to a , (7) may be written

dx [at 2 2
a -•at 1 04ycxii9 a_

and since da/dx < 0 at the position x = x (t) of the smaller meniscus

(Fig 5), this shows the approximate dynamics to be represented by an
equation of the structure

c2
(a) = - 1, 1/cI -2yca'(x ) > 0, (8)

a

and with increasing time, a must approach

c2  att

This does not represent a strict equilibrium because Tw, and

therefore also c, may change slowly with time, and in any caje, the
liquid keeps moving, but only a minor drift of the smaller meniscus
results tLarefrom. In terms of a hybrid capillary number

Ct = -xp/(oat)

based partly on evaporation and partly, on throat radius, the smaller
meniscus remains close to the position where

a./at ~ (4-Ctlt/at)- (9)

The capillary radius at the smaller meniscus is thus seen to dependI2most of all on the throat radius, indeed, to be proportional to at , on

V account of the dominance of viscous shear in small capillary throats.

For a rough impression, for water, E 1/20, at l 10-cm and sec = =2,

the hybrid capillary number is Ct - 10"; a value 15 of 4y is unlikely
to be wrong by a large factor, and if L .

2 0at, then the last formula
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predicts a/a 1 ~ 20. Figure 5, accordingly, gives a reasonable impression

of a typical configuration. Table I gives an impression of the liquid

velocity : For at = 10cm, eg, it is only about 10-2cm/se at the

smaller meniscus, and the velocity dx /dt of the larger meniscus relative
+

to a fixed frame is even less.

Most of the mass-evaporation, on the other hand, cccurs at the
larger meniscus (Fig 5) because its area is larger; by (3), it is

m = "lpxca+ = nya+X(Tw - T)/L . (10)

For water and a += mm, eg, it would be about 10-7 gr/scc. In turn, an

impression of the dependence of the wall-temperature level T upon thew

external heat supply begins to emerge, because the rate 0h of that

supply per meniscus is mL. In a liquid column bounded by just two
menisci of disparate size, the smaller expends relatively little of
this, so that (10) shows the external heat supply to such a column
to depend only on Tw and cn the capillary bore at the larger meniscus.

The critical importance of capillary size i,:erits re-emphasis
here. The pressure difference due to surface tension is proportional

-1
to a , and so is the meniscus velocity relative to the liquid, but

v the pressure drop due to viscous shear is proportional to at-4.*

. Accordingly, if two porous samples be compared which are identical in
regard to chemistry and to shape of the void-passages, but differ by a
factor 10 in the size of those passages, then the dynamic balances for
them differ by, essentially, a factor I03 and therefore, the fluid
physics in the two samples may be quite different. That contrasts
strongly with constitutive theories of porous-media mechanics, of which
invariance under mere change of geometric scale is a main premise.
It appears doubtful, therefore, that a substantive description of
fluid mechanics in porous media is obtainable without some insight into
the fluid dynamics on the microscopic level, whence macroscopic
behavior must spring.

VII. KICROSCOPIC IMPLICATIONS. For an impression of global
evaporation .n a porous medium, a thermodynamically steady phase may
need to be distinguished from an initial, transient phase. The later
phase is characterized by essential equality, at any time, of the
rates of external heat supply and of latent-heat expenditure. The
global mass-rate of evaporation is then immediately known and a lower
bound Tr0 of total evaporation time can be deduced as that which

evaporation of the initial liquid mass would need under such conditions.
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Whether such a late phase occurs at all, or at the other e-.treme,
whether the transient phase is of no importance, muLt he judged from
comparison of T with the time scale of the transient phase. The latter

0
may be one of three scales, of which the first, T1 , cnaracterizes the

rate at which the external reservoir can communicate heat to the porous
aggregate and a second, T', characterizes the rate at which heat can

be distributed through the solid mattix. Neither of these is within
the scope of this account, but the time scale T3 of liquid response

to the heat supplied to it can be predicted on the basis of the present
results, if adequate knowledge of the statistical distribution of void-
passage sizes is at hand.

Indeed, if even a relatively small number of large passages thread
the porous aggregate, then all the "action" will occur in them, and
Haines Jumps may be there observable, while the rest of the medium remains
essentially inert until the by-passes have cleared to an extent making
them effectively a part of the outer boundary of the medium.

On the other hand, if enough passage throats of sufficiently small
size are distributed sufficiently well through the aggregate, then they
will anchor the liquid and permit only creeping motion. The time scale
T3 would then be expected to be essentially that of transition from

static stability to dynamic balance, which (8) shows to be

S= C=a 2 (xE) (a 0 / ') 
2 yxla'(x)I].

Since it is seen to depend most of all on a0 and c, a useful, macroscopic

estimate of this scale requires both a judicious choice of c between
0 and its level in the steady stage, and also a statistically valid
measure 'aa2 of the cross-sectional areas of smsll throats, whence the

t

corresponding measure a0 of capillary radii at the small menisci can

be deduced by (9). For a very rough impression (which may well be mis-

leadin% in regard to specific cases), if £ = 1/50, a0 = 10- 2 cm and

la'(x )I = 10 were appropriate, then for water, T 3 - 4 min.

If T shoijid turn out to be much longer than T0o Tl and T the

microscopic dynamics of the main phase of eiporation would be that
described in Section V. The stability analysis there given is not linearized,
and its results therefore apply to the whole transition from static
stability to dynamic balance. Of course, once the initial configuration
of static stability has been left well behind, the much simpler approxima-
tion of Section VI becomes adequate. The translation here of the micro-
scopic description into a predictive algorithm on the macroscopic scale
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may be premature, however, because its usefulness is likely to depend
critically on a more precise knowledge of the statistical distribution
of void-passage sizes than appears available to-date For any real sample.

VIII. VAPOR !ICANSPORT. For evaporation in dynamic balance, the
time-dependence ir the processes in the air-vapor mixture may also be
expected to amount to no more than a slow drift leaving the processes
quasi-steady. Transfer f)om the capillary wall will heat this gas,
but if the pressure differences in it are insignificant because no small
throate obstruct its passage, then the attendant density change will
not be worth accounting for, at the temperature levels here envisaged.

Accordingly, tne vrlume flow rate rra2u of gas will also be considered
constant along the passage.

The mass evaporated consists of vapor, but the gas flow moves the
air-vapor mixture and must therefore be accompanied by diffusion of
vapor and air into each other. The gas at the meniscus must be at its
dew point, so that the partial vapor pressure there is the -sturation
pressure at the meniscus temperature TM. For water vapor, e.g., that

partial pressure is about 1/40 (or 3/40) at TM v 293 (or 313)0 K, and

the gas even at the meniscus then consists almost entirely of air.
Since the partial vapor density is even smaller [4], the diffusion of
the vapor is adeouately approximated by the standard, linear model cf
Fick's law, jv = - 9Vp , for the vapor flux. With unsteadiness already

neglected, the same mass-flow rate of vapor mus, cross every capillary

cross-section, so that i a2pv - ra Gdp v/dx is independent of x. It

follows that

Pv - Pvm e)/q

Pve -Pvm

where subscripts m and e distinguish respective values at meniscus and
capillary exit,

a2 2x ]-2m [a(s) ds,•" m

Sm

and q = 9/u is a diffusion-length s ale based on the gas velocity um

at the meniscus. Most of the diffusion therefore occurs within a •-
distance q of the exit, by contrast to the heat transfer, most of which
occurs fairly close to the meniscus.

The process can be radically different, however, if the gas must
pass through a small throat. Let u denote again the cross-sectional
average of the gas velocity and let subscripts 1, g, v, a,om and t distin-
guish reference to the liquid, gas, vapor, air, meniscus and throat,
respectively. Then from the estimate of meniscus velocity relative

N
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to the liquid in -ection IV, amum y= I¢P,/Pv' approximately, and since

this is independent of meniscus size, so is the Reynolds number Rem

SmUm/Va of the gas-flow at the meniscus. Since v8 v 0.15 cm /sec

and p /v / z 103 for water, Table 1 (Section IV) indicates Rem = 2 to

be a rather typical value. T2e mass-flow rate m = Ile is itidependent

of x in near-steady evaporation, and apart from the influence of density
changes, the local Reynolds number Re = au/va of the gas-flow varies

J• in proportion to am/a(x). For most plausible values of am/at, the gas-

flow therefore remains laminar even in a throat, and the pressure drop
can again be estimated from Poiseuile's formula,

a dp/dx=- 8Pm/(iia•p) - 8j1aa u /a'-
a g am M

where 8U a u is independent of meniscus size and typically, * 5 x 10-7 gr

when ua = 2 x 10- gr sec/c.2.

If now am = 10-2 cm, to fiC the ideas, then am/at = 10 yields a

value of 5 x 10-3 atm for Ia dp/dxI at the throat, and the pressure
drop is insignificant. If a m/at = 100, however, then the estimate suggests

a value of 5 atm for Ia dp/dxj at the throat, and not only the estimate,
but clearly also, most of the premises and cssumptions of this Note,
collapse. If the evaporation estimates remained valid when the gas
must pass through very small throats, they would imply major gasdynamical
effects in such throats, the work expended on them would play a major
role in the thermodynamic balances, and the meniscus temperature TM

could not be expected to be close to the initial, ambient temperature
TO; the physics of evaporation would be quite different from that here

described. Accordingly, the microscopic physics of evaporation may
depend rather drastically on whether a porous medium is formed into
a sheet-like or bell-like aggregate...

The great sensitivity of quantitativa estimates %.o void-passage
size suggests that a profitable discussion of fluid mechanics in porous
media may need to relate to quite speciric circumstances. In particular,
if thought returned to fabrics, it appears unlikely that the same micro-
scopic physics could describe evaporation from wool, gore-tex or pile.
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JET-CONTAMINANT INTERACTION IN CONFINED GEOMETRIES

Lang-Mann Chang
U.S. Army Ballistic Research Laboratory

Aberdean Proving Ground, MD 21005

A • A numerical simulation is presented for
investigation of the early phase of the flow interaction between
a water jet and a chemical contaminant residing in cavities of a
wall and in corners of two perpendicular walls. Such a
"Interaction often occurs in surface decontamination processes.
The flow model for this analysis is a two-dimensional, two-fluid
flow governed by the unsteady Navier-Stokes eqiations. The
equations were solved via finite difference schemes using Ihe
SOLA-VOF code. Computer plots of the flow development are
presented. The results show that an inclined jet is more
effective than a normal jet for decontaminating those confined
geometries. In all flow cases studied, the impact pressure on
the impingement wnll far exceeds the corresponding steady-state
dynamic pressure of the jet.

I. UDIQ& Utilization of liquid jet spray is one of
the most practical and most effective means for decontaminating
Army vehicles in chemical warefare or for surface c±earing in the
industr;. The procedure is to use the force produced by the
turning of jet stream at the impingement to displace the
contaminant.

For a plane wall decontamination using a water jet spray,
Chang [I1 has characterized the interaction of the jet with the
contaminant. In many areas there exist cavities under a surface
or corpers formed by two perpendicular walls, as depicted in Fig.
1. The chemical contaminant under consideration may reside in

these confined geometries in the form of a drop or a layer of
fluid co7ering the entire bottom surface of the geometries.

The flow interaction involves two fluids, the jet fluid

(water) and the contaminant, and there is an interface in
between, presenting a complex two-fluid probleri. To simplify the
analysis, we treated the interaction as a two-dimensional flow.
The flow field Is governed by the unsteady Navier-Stokesequations which were solved numerically via finite difference

-'cheemes using the SOLA-VOF computer code [2).

The emphases of this study are on the early evolution of the
contaminant drop and the magnitude of the impact pressure on the
bottom surfaces of the confined geometries. Computer plots of
the flow process are presented. The effect of the angle of jet
incidence on the flow is discussed. The results obtained provide
useful data for the design of efficlent jet sprays used for
chemical decontamination.

IL EJO&W L4QZ.L§ .. OYIJ.TiQ EU.QIIN. Figs. 2 and 3 are
the models of the pre-impingement configurations corresponding to
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the schematics presented in Fig. 1. The shaded areas are the
regions initially covered by the contaminant and the rest of the
space in the geometries is filled with water. The dimensions of
the contaminant drops are 3 mm by 0.6 mm, representing the
average size of the drops deployed on vehicles. The dimensions
of the cavity, however, are representive. A single water jet
with a steady and uniform velocity is directed to impinge on the
upper suiface of the water at an angle of incidence, 0. Two
angles, e=450 and 0=900, have been considered. The jet width D
is 1 .83 m m w ith w hi ch a j et i perf orm drcontaminatio
effectively and efficiently L ]. in Figs. 2 and 3 there is a thin
water layer covering the cnntaminant. This layer may exist
practically and was found .ýlpful in reducing the numerical

..- instabilit.y problem encountered at the water-contaminant
"interface. Without the layer the stationary and highly viccour
contaminant will be in direct contact with the high-speed jet
fluid and, as a consequence, there is a great shear stress at the
interface.

Fig. 4 shows the flow region and its necessary boundary
conditions for the flow analysis in a cavity, An outflow
"condition is specified at the upper boundary so that the fluids
can flow out the region after the start of the jet flow. The
setup for the flow analysis in a corner is essentially the same
except that an additional outflow condition is prencribed at the
left wall.

The governing equations of the above flow models are the
continuity equation

+ • u .+•.v 0
PC 2 3t ay 0(

and the momantum equations

-c-,,
•""~ •U 2u2 + V [•u ••j_

ay P3x + (2)

uý-2 + 8v a _ .&p2 + v~' a2 VI3
+ U + V +

-a' r ax By PB ax 22

where t is time, u and v are the x-component and the y-component
of the flow velocity, respactively. The density P , the sound
speed c, and the kinematic viscosity ) are assumed to be
constant. Based on the jet uidth and the jet velocities used in
this study, the Reynolds numbers are between 20 and 2000. Within
this range, Eqs. (2) and (3) are felt to be appropriats without
considering turbulence effects.
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For the tracking of the water-contaminant interface, we
define a function F, called the fractional volume of fluid
functinn, satisfying the relation

BF + u + V 0
3x ay

The value of F in a computational mesh cell ie equal to the
fractional volume of the cell occupied by the contaminant. Then
the value of F is one in cells full of the contaminant and zero
in cells containing only water. Cells with F values between zero
and one contain an interface, as illustrated in Fig. 5.

IL order tc adapt the SOLA-VOF code to the present problem
involving two fluid with distinct viscosities, we use the
following viscosity relation

v =• v F + (.-F)v

where i) is the average kinematic viscosity of the fluid mixture
in a cell. Vc, and 1P. are the kinematic viscosities of the
contaminant and water, respectively. Since the densities of the
two fluids are different, th3 density of the fluid mixture in a
cell is approximated as

p =p ,F + (1-F) p (6)

where Pc and QP are the densities of the contaminant and water,
respectively.

14gII 9jjPN&S The jet velocities V chosen
for computations are 5 and 10 m/s (producing steady-state
dynamic pressures of 12.4 kPa and 55 kPa, respectively) which are
practical for chemical decontamination. The viscoity of the
contaminant under consideration is 1)0=10 •w and the density is

pc=1.o7 Pw.

N The computational resulvs to be presented are in two parts:
""low patterns and the impact pressure on the bottom walls of the r
confined geometries.

Fig. 6 shows the flow generated by a , 'er jet impinging on V

the upper surface of a cavity filled with water and with a
contaminant drop initially located at the right corner, as seen

, in Fig. 2a. It is noted that the computer plots have been
magnified three times in the vertical direction in order to
provide a clear flow visualization. The plots in the left and
the right columns correspond to the 4150- and 90 0 ..impingement,
respectively. The flow direction of the main stream in the
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cavity is strongly influenced by the angle of jet incidence. In
the 45 0-impingement, the main stream moves toward the left wall
and then turns and exits the cavity, while in the 90t-imphngement
the main stream exits the cavity qdJacent to the entrance of the
jet stream. As a result, the contaminlant subjected to the 45°-

impingement has experienced a larger displacement along the
bottom wall than the contaminant subjected to the 90°-
impingement. In addition, there is still a small amount of
contaminant stagnating at the right corner at 0.3 ms in the 900
case. It is, therefore, obvious that a jet impinging at 450 has
more cleaning power for decontaminating the cavity. Fig. 7, which
was obtained by using the technique of embedding marker particles
in the region initially covered by the contaminant, sho)ws another

view of the evolution of the contaminant drop.

In the case that a contaminant drop is initially located at
•he left corner of a cavity as depicted in Fig. 2b, Figs. 8 and 9
also indicate that the jet impinging at 450 is more effective for
cleaning the cavity. There is an intcoresting flcw phenomenon to
be noticed in the 450 case. The upwa.'d flew velocity near the
left wall is greater than the velocity slightly far away the
wall. It is attributed to the flow impingement on that wall.

Fig. 10 shows the results corresponding to Fig. 2c in which
an impingement takes placc in the central part of the cavity. In
the 90 0 -impingement, the main water stream induced by the jet
flow does not reach the end walls. Therefore, there is little
movement in the contaminant along the right end wall.

Fig. 11 displays the flow development corresponding to the
configuration in Fig. 2d in which the cavity is full of
contaminant with a thiki water layer on the top. At times up to
0.27 ms, the flow patterns for the two angles of jet incidence
are similar. However, in the 900 case the movement of the
contaminant along the right end wall slows down as time
progresses due to a faster development of viscous layer along the
wall.

Next, we examine the results for the other kind of confined
geometry investigated: the corners shown in Fig. 3. Figs. 12 and
13 present the flow patterns developed from Fig. 3a and Fig. 3b,
respectively. The main stream is moving freely to the left
because the left end is open to the flow. Though the flow
patterns for the two angles of jet incidence are similar in
general, the 450 jet exhibits slightly better performance since
it cleans up the contawinant in the right corner faster.

41aue ibu lon oa 1 toM

The impact pressare .;n the bottom surfaces of the sibJect
confined geotetries is another important datum to be determined.
In some critial areas of a vehinle, such as optical windows, the
pressure applied without causing damage is limited to a certain
level. Figs. 14 through 17 present the resulti - ratios of the
instantaneous impact pressure to the correspondino, steady-state
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dynamic pressure which is 1/2( P V 2) for varioas flow
configurations. Fig. 14 is the result fdr the configuration in
Fig. 2a, showing that the pressure ratio can reach 13. In the
configuration in Fig. 2a, the pressure ratio shown in Fig. 15 is
even higher, approximately 19. In the corner flows shown In
Figs. 3a and 3b, the corresponding pressure ratios displayed in
Figs. 16 and 17, respectively, are relatively lower. It is a
result of the change of boundary condition from a noflow to an
"outflow condition. We also notice that the 45 0-impingement
produces a slightly higher impact pressure in Figs. 14 and 15
than the 90 0 -impingement does.

SI. .J.QR 1 S.Q Computer plots have been generated to
show the detailed flow development in the early phase of the jet-
contaminant interactions in cavities and corners. Based on the
flow patterns, a Jet Impinging at an appropriate inclined angle,
say 450, is more effective than a normal jet for decontaminating
such confined geometries. The instantaneous pressure rise on the
bottom surfaces of the confined geometries can far exceed the
corresponding steady-state dynamic pressure of the jet. In
general, the pressure rise is higher in cavities than in corners.

1. L. Chang,"Characterization of Jet-Contaminant Interaction
Flow in Chemical Decontamination," U.S. Army Ballistic

.3• R•search Laboratory Technical Report (in press).

2. B. Nicholas, C. Hurt, and R. Hotchkiss,"SOLA-VOF: A Solution
Algorithm for Transient Fluid Flow with Multiple Free
Boundaries," Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory Report No. LA-
8355, 1980.
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A METHODOLOGY FOR TIHE DEVELOPMENT OF FIRE CONTRUL EQUATIONS
FOR GUNS AND ROCKETS FIRED FROM AIRCRAFT

Harold J. Bieaux

Computer Techniques & Analysis Dranch
Systems Engineering & Concepts Anialysis Divizion
United States Arm,- Ballistic Research Laboratory

Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland 21005

ABSTRACT

The accurate firing of unguided projectiles (bullets or rockets) from aircraft leads to a requirement
for rapid computation of the launch vector needed to assure the prejectiles striking a given target. The
compu;rtion of this laying vector and fuze time is the function of the on-board fire control system, The
fire control system includes sensors which measure ta:ge,. range and velocity, aircraft attitude, po'sition
and velocity, and atmospheric conditions. These measuutements are fed to an on-board fire control
computer which in real time, typically at 50 1z, must iomnpute a.n.w the laying vector :appropriate for the
rapidly varying variables which influence the ballistic trajectory. Six-degree-of-frer 'om models, which are
normally used in laboratory ballistic modeling 3nd sihnulation, are computationally too slow and otherwise
cumbersome to be implementcd for real time fire control. A methodology for developing an alternative-
simplified, yet very arcurate, wodel is described hi 0etail.

1. INITRODUCTION

The fundamental objective of fire control ballistics is the provision of a means for aiming and fuze
setting or a rocket or projectile so as to best assure placement of accurate and effective fire on a select-d r
target. This objective was acco.aplished historically by the publication, and use in the field, of the
classical "firing table%, a book of numbers tabulated so as to provide an easy means for determining
azimuth and elevation settings for guns and rockets. As computer technology has evolved, the fHying table
has een reicgated to manuai backup an2 the field computer computes gun and rocket sett,: gs in real
time. Modern weapon syetemns such as computer controlled air defense guns, and helicopters and tanks
which fire on the move encouna-tr a fire control probl-?kn characterized by very rapidly changing variables
which drive the bal!istics. As a result, a wholly itew hvvel of difficulty and sophistication is placed on the
problem of fire control ballibtic prediction.

"The fundamental "generic" models used extensively for prediction of launch and exterior ballistic
performance have come to be known as Six-Degree-of-Fr-edom (SDF) models. Such models embody the
equations of motion for both translational and rotational displacement o, a projectile or rocket. The
development, refinement, maintenance and modifications for r.m, technology, of this type model, hbs long
been performed in Defense Department Laboratories, and in particular, Arny laboratories such as BRL.
See, e.g., Lieake and AMeCoy I and Barnett '. The SDF model is a natural extension of the three-degree-
of-freedom fTDF) model, long a mainstay of ballistic fire control prediction. This latter model represents
'oly the tranr'ational aspectr of projectile motion and is of an order nf magnitude less difficult in
computational labor. However, TDF models may, in some circumstances, be insufficiently accurate

* because they do not model the interaction of translational motion with the aerodynamic effects associated
with yaw and pitcb along with the yaw and pitch interaction with spin.

1 R F. Liestke and R. L. Mc Coy, I Foquations of Motion of a Rigid Projectile.' BEnL Report No. 1244, March 1964.

2 D Barnett, "Trajectory Equations for a Six-Degree-ol-Freedom-lissile Uting a Fixed-Plaae Coordinate Svyotew,* Ttebuiral Report

3392, Picativny Arsnuai, Dover, New ctrsey, June 19,6.
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Artillery projectiles, like the classical spinning top in mechanics, have very high frequen~cy m',tiun
associated with spin, precession an2 nutatioo. A fundametal computational requirement or numerical
integration, (the technique used for solving these models) is that oscillatory variables need to be sampled
at several points within each oscillation to maintain accuracy and stability. The result of this is that smiall
steps in time are required i.a the forward marching procEi.s of integration. Accordingly, complete SDF
calculations for spinning artillery or automatic cannon projedtiles is time consuming, relatively expensiv!.
and is done sparingly on laboratory computers. An alterna.ive to the SDr* and TDF models was developed
by Lieke and Reiter a which has been found extremely u:!.f-l for firing table computation and
implementation in some ground based fire control computers. Their successful approach was to develop a
modified TDF umodel, MTDF, which incorporated tn explicit estimate of the "yaw of repose" anel its
effects into the translation equations without having to integrate the high frequency motion of the full
SDF models. Th's model has resulted, in greatly redccing the computational burdcn referred to abnve
while incu:ring only a slight loss !a accuracy. It is now a standard model in the repertoire of bal!i,.tic
mathentatical tools widejy used in the United States and !be NATO defense community.

Helicopter fire control require.- the use of ballistic models as described above. The SDF mode: is
needed for rockets w),.4 the MTDF l.uad SDF ) model are needed for automatic cannon. Unfortunately, for
resons detailed her-in, these models, can only serve an intermediate role, albeit an important one, in the
process of developing an on board-real time ballistic prediction model. A fundamental protblem in attack
aircraft fire control is th.t of main-taning the 'timeliness" of the ballistic solution. In a Wurning, climbing3 maneuver, the aiicraft velocity components, the geometrical re!ations between target and canon/rocket
and other variables- all change rapidly. Note zilso t•at these models reaily solve the "inverse" of the fire
control problem. In fire control one specifies terminal conditions such as target location with vespcet to
the launch platform. The solution desired consists of the departure attitude needed to strike the target
and the time of flight. Accordingly, one would need to solve the problem iteratively, i.e., guess at a trial
solution, and continually readjust the departure angles until the desired terminal conditions are satisfied.
Meanwhile, if the aircraft is in a maneuver, the problem has changed because the variables driving the
ballistics have changed since the iterations were initiated. The consequence of this is that. a ballistic
solution that is n(t computed instantaneotly, (or nearly so), is old and obsolete before the munition can
be fired. Despite the recent and continuirig revolution in computer technology, the embedded computers
in aircraft fire control systems are small in me.-ory capacity, and are not fast enough to iteratively solve
the models described above at tLe required frequency.

Modcro attack helicopters such as the Cobra and Apache are artoed with an automatic cannot.n nd
a family of 2.75 inch or Hydra 70 rcckets. By the flip of a switch, the pilot can select the munition he
wishes to fire. Accordingly, the model(s) t.bedded in the on board fire control computer must be able to
key on this switching p.,--w and compute the solution for the munition selected. In fact, it is possible.
and sometimes desi,.ble, to be able to fire both the gun and rockets simultaneously. The requirement for
represpeatin; ,a. or more roclet types, each having differing weights, measures, aerodynamics, staging n.d
fuzing chakacteristics- all add to the need for developing a common general model. Furthermore, Army
aircraft such as the Cobra and Apache have differing modes of a:ticulating rocket pods It is highly
desirable that the rocket ballistics be developed independeatty of the met-od or pod articulation. See
Appendix F. Th!r logical strategy evolves for developing a procedure which enrles the general model
applicable to a specific munition by Felective retrieval of a pool of constants (based on switch position).
Some ccnstants of the model, however, may differ from one aircraft tyro to another. Se3 Appendix E. This
aeccssity for providing a vapability for many munitions -.ends to reduce the storage capacity available for
the ,ollrction ol instructions related to the model itself. The requirement for an accurate ballistic
solution, for such a family of munitions, varying types of aircraft, air defense guns, tanks, or other moving
gun platforms, that caz be computed cydically, i2 real time, during an engagement, leads to the need
for the methodology dcsezibed herein.

* R. F. Ltake and M L. Ilcittr, *FEtatioas of 16tion for a Modiled Poist Mass,, Wiastic Rtsearmh Laboratories Report No.
2114, March 1965.
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2. GENERIAL DESCRIPTION OF TVIE MATHIMWTICAL METHODOLOGY

A perspective for defining the mathematical problem can be obtaned by examination of Figure (2-
1). Therein an attack helicopter in fight is depicted engaging a ground target. While the scenario

HYDRA 70 FIRE CONTROL (INDIRECT FIRE)

"KV4 alPLGf APArII Olt COMA

FUZE FILWTIONS "WN

SU5BISITIONS 11, I I"SPACroE

? ; -of 
L 4=. 

- • 
h_ .

4..-" . 7_MO M!1 TO FCC

* ORIENTATION

A.., ~ FliME TIME is S" 3U FCC

Figure f2,1). Typicai attack helicopter sceraria for rocket Bring.

depicts the use of a liydr*.70 rocket, the employment or *a automu'tie ceancs would be similat. The
telescopic eight unit, (TSU), ir continually maiaintaiuing ,s tline of sight, (LOS), which can be vie-wed as a
vector i #bnnecting a reference point on the aircreft to a selected point on the target. On board sensors
continually measure tha vector vewocity smd attitude orieft'talon of the aircraft along with the LOS range,
j, , between Carset and airctaft. For moving target, sensors coupled with mathematical "filters
continually estimaote the vector velocity of th6 twget. Target motion, along with other considerations,
determine components z, and zi which along with x. define wher the projectile Qlould be in "one tione of
flight*. E~ivlronmentfa factors sacb as wind, air tenaity and temperature sre also provided by sensors on
the aircraft. The tempekatdre of the munition is algo k.iown, eitaer by use of b magazine thermometer or
by assuming that the munition has the same temperatuie so the environment. Required informatVn on
downwash du,, to the rotation of tL-e helicoptez blades is obtained by me-.s described in Appendix D.
Componeant- of •he gravity vector tre made wovailable by refeience Wo oriertation of coordinate axec that
ae aligzed witt the local gabvity vettor.

The abovi detcribed information is fed, at typically % H;, to the Fire Control Computer, (FCC).
The primwry function of tle FCC i to compute the antular settings (the attitudt of departure) and for
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L41
~om ~"nito~a ~Me time, which best msures accur-.te placemnent of fire on the target. The objetc%:ve is

thus s.'en to be the development of a collection of formulae, to implement in the FCC, which
-: accomplishes tbL- task. Toward this end it is useful to review two procedures, i'sed previously, that can

serve as building blocks toward develop~ment of a more geaeral jied procedure.I'Global Fitting Approach

x ~A perspective on the global fitting oppro&eh can be obtaine~d from the work of Chandler, Baker anid
Dinjar M~ the US Army Redstone Arsenal and C. Masaitis and li. Breaux at the Btallistic Research
Laboratory. That work is reviewed (and refereaces listed) by Brceau 4. The objective of that work was to. #fiad an alterzative to the SDF models for use in fire control with ground based miss~iles such as the
Redstone, Jupiter, Pershing und Lance. For these staticonary-at-launch, ground Byst-ins, certain
complexities uaique to the moving platform ate not present and the computational speed factor is not ms
critical. A computational cycle time of seconds, or even teL3s Of 3eccnds, is tokerab~e. However, at the
longer ranges of these systerns, other com~plexities enter such as those associated with earth rotation and
curvature. Nevertheless, a basic procedure em~ployed in that work remains alt the cornerstone of current
methodology. That concept is dep~cted in Figure (02.2) below and consists ef approximating one model
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with another model. Firnt a wtrut modei must be developed-both an a means for wsessing actual
ballistic performance and then to make possible the development and accuracy assessment related to the
fire control model. This model must represent all the mulitioni of interest- fired with launch conditions
representing the V'rcraft environment. Speed of computation is not a significant factor here and this
model is normally mplemented in a laboratory computer.

The global fitting approach consists of basically five phases.

(A) Development of the SOF Model.
(B) Sptcification of a candidate fire control equation (FCE)

model to be OtteJ.
(C) Development of a data base of trajectory calculations -which

%pan the expected range of all variables (and mixtures)
in the planned deployment scenarios.

,D) Fitting of the model to obtain values for all coefficients.
(E) Computer validation of the model.

"Phase (A) generally consists of obtaining &I1 weights and measures, physical characteristics, and
aerodynamic functions that are appropriate to the munition~s) of interest and processing the data irto a
form acceptable to the SOF program. Special features of the munition ballistics or launch dynamics may
require modification of the SDF program. This is a very critical phase in that everything done hereafter
hirges on the adequacy and accuracy of this model. Phase (B) is the most difficult -ipect of th,- problem
and is the core of the methodology to which a large part of this paper is devoted. Phase (C? consists of

I. designing a matrix of conditions and ,ise of the SOF program to compute the co.wespondin trajectories.
The fitting process, Phase (D), is itself a part of the methodology. However, the procedure designed by
Breaux ', will be used herein to form a hybridized methodology which will be describeO. Phase (E) is
designed to test the execution of the model iu a form similar to it's field employment and simultaneously
compare ita predicted results with the SDF 'trmth modei'.

Phase. (E) should not be confused with field validation. In field validation the results of the effort,
namely the ballistic FCE's, are pr, -rammed into the Fire Control Computer and actual live tests
conducted. Poor performance in this phase can frequently occur due to improper programming of the
FCE's, poor sensor performance, or a poorly designed or specifel! -DF model. If the latter is found to be
true, the SDF model must be fixed and the proces described above must be repeted'.

Closed Form Solution Approach

A solution approach has been employed by Norwood 4, for airborne gunfire, that makes use of the
"M-thod of Siacci'. In this approach, the comput-tional problem is reduced to a collection of integrals.
Norwood's approach was made more p:aertical by Benokralti s, who obtained closed form expressions for
the Siacci integrals by approximating the projectile drag by three connected line segment$. This approach
has the benefit of "perrmnence" in that the approximate solution is there for all time-for all proiectiles
that satisfy the Bat fire assumption and which can be adequately approximated by a TDF model. The
drag curve must also permit adequate 2pproximation by the three line segments. The disadvantage is
that this technique does not incorporate ballistic effects that arise from factors that only the SOF model

Now tOat the methodology and related oftware thas been developed, reprocteuing for a revited or new ODF tdaa base can be done
routisely &ad very quickly.

6 Norwood. Jobs M, 'A Review e1 the Method of Siacci Trjectory Computation for Airborne Cuiere.' ARL-TMI-71-27, Applied
Reseaich Laboratories, The University of Texas at Austis. Austin, Texas, August 1071.

S Beaokraitit, Vitalit. *A Closed Form Siaca Function Method for Trajectory Calculations," Journal of Ballistics. V. 6, No.1.
1982. pp. 1326-1347.
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I1 could predict. Ballistic effects due to aerodynamic 'drift" and "jump" and secondary drag eifects related
to initial yaw and yaw rate must be added to the model by extraneous methods which require ementi~lly
the same effort as the global fitting approach. This method can represent the free fBight, phase of a rocket
but not the boost phase. Extension of such a model to include more complex ballistics generally leads to
the need for some form of fitting and in turn necessitates all the stages of the global fitting approach.

The methodology developed herein can be viewed as a hybrid method which combines features of
both the global fitting technique and the close4 form approximation. It can also be viewed am a
generalization and extension of the earlier work done by the *ufhor 4. The key aspect of the work
described therein was the use of step-wise regremion (least squares) to facilitate tf- rocess of model
building. This process can be be exhibited by simple example. Assume that a process, whose outcome is
represented by w, is dependent on the variables x,y,s. Assume that a very accurate model exists that
permits the specification of x,y and z and then computes w. However, the computation is so expensive
and time consuming that it can only be done sparingly and at facilities remote from where the need exists.
This suggests the need and possibility of developing an approximating model which is easier to evaluate.
In attempting such an effort consider the following two approaches to global fitting.

4 The Empirical Approach to Global Fitting

Here no specific information on the undeilying mathematical model is assumed known other than the
A dependence of w on x, y and x. A candidate linear model is specified by the formula

w- d.+ 6 ZX+ 621+ +04,621+ S&SX+ 861Z

+ arZP + SX +8g2Y+ (2-1)

Numerous types of linear models could be employed, however, a polynomial model is assumed for
illustration. By providing a data base of w versus xjy and a for an appropriale mix and range of the
variables and the above model to a stepwise regression procedure as described by Breaux 7 or Hocking 9
one might arrive at a suitable model. The rsult of ouch a regression procedure is the sequential listing of
submodels, each differing from the previous submodel, by one term taken from the above :.ollection of
terms. The first submodel is the one term alone wlich best approximates w. The second model contains
two terms, including the one term model plus a second term which when added to the first provides thb?
best approximation. The process continues in this fashion but simultaneously seeks to weed out terms
that are no longer useful due to cross correlations between clusters of variables that have been introduced
into the model. Variations in strategy and computational sequencing are discussed at length by Hookinas.
By examining the program output which includes the progression of the variance of -riduals in w, the
correlation coefficient, the *t' values on the regression coefficients, etc., and perforn~ir; some
experimentation on model definition, one can generally build a suitable model by this process.

The Physical Approach to Global Fitting

In the physical approach one first recognizes that the problem at hand embodies a field of knowledge to
include a collection of literature. Such a literature indicates that the process leading to the outcome w
has a 'closed form' result, dependent on xy, and z, if certain idealizing assumptions are made. One
such outcome might be

"Breaux, H. J., "On Stepwise Molti,,e Lijur., Z rilio.' BRL Report No. 1•39. A•gd.t IM6.
SBnaux. i. J.. 'A Modicatios of EL: asor's Tedhziqte far Spwvie Regrenaio Aaaba,' C0.m. of I&* ACM. 1968. Vol 11,

Hocking. R. R.. 'The Aly•is nd Sclectio- I "stable. is Linear Retgvsios.' Biomettic. V. 32. March 1976. pp 1-49.
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w - A. z + B, ezp(a yl:). (2-'2)

This imight suggest that a more intelligently defined model wotld proceed from Eq. (2-2) as a Ibae. For
this simple model one might use non-linear least squares anti try to fit A,, B. and a as free lirntnwter,.
When the model is complex, containing many variables and terms, it is generally better to linearize tht-
model and proceed as follows: In Eq. (2-2), for example, expand non linear terms in a Taylor series

W - 0,+ (1 Z+42X YIZ + 4s(Z Y/z)?+ 04(Z Y/Z)+ i2.3

As before, this candidate model and the data base is processed by the stepwLse regrebsion prr cqs. The
resulting model, developed by the latter procedure, will, in general, he superior to one devehtled by tie
empiricad process. Any insight, born of experience and knowledge of the process, helps toward better
delining the candidate model, used as a point of departure, when thereafter employing a fitting process.

The rire control problem addressed herein is analogous to the above simple example with one very
important difference. The example concerned itself with one process and one approximating tuodel was
needed. I lence, either of the two approaches, if found to lead to an adequate model, could be viewed as
successful. The attack helicopter fire control problem, by contrast, can be viewed as representing ten or
more related processes. If the problem is addressed by the empirical approach described above, intuition
and experience indicates that the result will be as many separate models as their are rocket/munition

The approach taken will be one of examining all cormponents of the launch and flight process. the
boost and free flight coupling, and practical idealizations which provide a physical basis for simplitird
closed forim solutions leading to an intelligent definition of the candidate model. These comnponenmmts, will
be ptocessed by the stepwise regression procedure by use of a data base of calculations from an SDF
pirogramn t. determine their adequacy. The approach is thus seen to be a hybridized one which includes
obhtaiiniom closed form approximations and then employs the features of the global fitting approach as
described above.

Note: Due to its length, on:y Sections 1. and 2. of this p- "er have been included in the Proceedings.
Information on the availability of the complete document cr .btained by writing to:

Director
USA Ballistic Research Laboratory

ATTN: DRXBR-TSD
Aberdeen Proving Ground, Md. 21005

"This Aspect 1a& found to be critically important is the carreatly on-going Fire Control Systems lateratioa ProCrarn for C•rl.tx
The ua.rnitude of effort, and resulting time ;equired. to provide for as many au mine dilferet rocket types, forced an early "freeze'
in the ba-ic stiuetime of tie model long before work was completed. The bas-ic model was thes programmed, validated fcr specific

4• sockct typos, and the& coeficients for the remaining members of the family were added u thcy were obtained. This permitted
.1 titnely proCress on the overall program.
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SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION FOR SOLUTION OF*
DIFFERENTIAL-ALGEBRAIC EQUATIONS OF MECHANICAL SYSTEM DYNAMICS

Neel K. Mani
Edward J. Haug

Center for Computer Aided Design
College of Engineeri.

University of Iowa
Iowa City, Iowa' 52242

ABSTRACT. A computer-besed method for solution of non-linear,
constrained differential-algebraic equations of motion of mechanical
systems is developed. The differential equations of motion and non-
linear holonomic constraint equatlcns are written in terms of a maximal

set of Cartesian generalized coordinates, to facilitate the formulation
of constraints and forcing functions. Singular Value Decomposition of
the constraint Jacobian matrix is used to generate a coordinate
transformation that defines a new set of generalized coordinates that
are naturally partitioned into independent and dependent sets, with
several desirable properties. This information Is used to construct a
reduced system of independent differenZial equations of motion that can
be integrated using standard numerical integration algorithms. It is
also shown that the method speeds the iterative solution of dependent
getteralized coordinates from constraint equations. A physically
reasonable method is presented to determine when the choice of
independent generalized coordinates needs to be changed. A tracked
vehicle example is presented to illustrate the method and its advantages

.9over other methods of solution.

1. INTRODUCTION. The availability of dynamic analysis codes for
high speed digital computers has greatly increased the dimension of
systems that can now be analyzed. The most convenient method of
defining the kinematics of larp% scale systems is in terms of a maximal
set of Cartesian generalized coordinates, which must satisfy kinematic
constraints. Such a coordinate system may, however, not be best suited
for solution of the equations of motion. This paper presents a singular
value decomposition algorithm that transforms the Cartesian generalized
coordinates into a system of coordinates that is well suited for
solution of the equations of motion. Such an approach permits easy user
representation of complex mechanical systems, without loss of accuracy
during solution of the system equations of motion.

To develop and illustrate the theory, planar dynamic systems are
considered. The method is equally applicable to spatial dynamics.. A
typical rigid body (denoted body i) in the plane is shown in Fig. 1,
witha a centroidal body-fixed coordinate system represented by
E and n i axes. The X and Y axes are an inertial Cartesian coordinate
system. The position and orientation of the body in the X-Y plane are

Research supported by US Army Research Office
Grant No. DAAE07-82-G-4904.
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specified by giving the coordinates xi and yi of the body centroid and
the angle *• that the axis makes with fhe global X axis. Thus, for
Ibdy i, a gener~lized coordinate vector q is defined as
q'- (xi yj *4]*.The corresponding generalized force on body I is

i i i tT i iQ IQ Q Q] , where Q and Q are the X- and Y- componeots of force
acting It •h~origin of tae ý -Yn coordinate system and 0 is the
torque acting on the body. TRe complete vectoý ofTgeneralited
coordinates for the system is given by q - [q I q2  ... q NB T c Rn,

and Q - [QIT Q2T *.. QNT]T, where NB i! the number of bodies in the
system and n = 3NB.

Kinematic constraints between bodies in the system can be written
as

[01T 2 T NFT (T
0 - (t,q) 2 (t,q) .&0 0 (t,q) - 0

where there are m constraint eqtations. To ensure that the constrainto
are iolependent, it is required that the mxn Jacobian
matrix Sq -[3 (aqi] be of full row rank.

The kinetic energy of the system can be written as

T T (2)Sofi•

where M is the mass matrix of the system. The mass matrix of body i can
be written as M = Diag [m( Ji], where mi and Jt are the mass and
moment of inertia of body 1. The systes mass matrix can then be. written
as

M - Diag[M1 H2 ... eJ (3)

4 Lagrange's equations of motion for a constrained system with
workless constraints are [2,3]

"" + T (4)
q

where A is a vector of Lagrange aImtipliers. The initial conditions at
time t to are specified as

q•t* qO

- q%00 (5)
Sq(to),
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0 .0

where the initial position q0 and velocity q must be consistent with
system constraints.

Differentiating the constraint equations of Eq. 1 with respect to
time yields the velocity equation

q' + 0t = 0  (6)

Differentiating Eq. 6 with respect to time yiel.dp the acceleration

equation

$ q =-2(rtq)q- t- (tqq)q4 (7)

Equation 4 is combined with Eq. 7 to give a system of matrix
equations for accelerations and Lagrange multipliers that can be written
as

[ qq~ []- (8)

This combined system of equations of motion, the kinematic constraints
of Eq. 1, and the initial conditions of Eq. 5 completely determine
dynamic response of the system. Equations 8 and I represent a system of
mixed Differential-Algebraic equations (DAE).

2. EXISTING METHODS FOR SOLVING SYSTEMS OF
MIXED DIFFERENTIAL-ALGEBRAIC EQUATIONS, Systems of DAE can not

normally be solved by couvention numerical methods that are used to
solve ordinary diffo'renLial equations [4]. Several methods have been
developed to solve sets of DAE. Gear [5] has proved that his stiff
integration algorithm can be used to solve certain kinds of DIE.
Certain other DAE systems can be converted into equivalent forms that
are solvable by Gear's method. There exist, however, systems of DNE
that can not be solved by this method. In Refs. 6 and 8, this idea has
been successfully employed in analysis and optimal design of mechanical
and electrical networks.

A second approach, due to Baumgarte [9], uses ideas from feedback
control theory to construct a modified differential equation that
implicitly accounts for constraint equations. A difiiculty in this
approach, however, is the selection of certain factors that influence
the accuracy of solutions. Proper values of these factors are not known
and experts are in disagreement over suitable values. Furthermore,
there is no way to impose positive error control on constraint
violations for this method.
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The major drawback of the two methods described so far is that all
n generalized coordinates must be integrated, whereas only n-m of them
are independent. Furthermore, m is often large and n-m is small. Thus,
it would be attractive to integrate for only n-m independent generalized
coordinates. Solution of the remaining m dependent generalized
coordinates from constraint equations can then ensure positive error
control on constraint violations. The n-m generalized coordinates that
are computed by integrating the equations of motion are called
"independent generalized coordinates" and the remairing coordinates are
called "dependent generalized coordinates". Wehage and Haug [i]
developed an algorithm to pick an acceptable choice of independent
generalized coordinates. LU decomposition of the constraint Jacobian
matrix is used to identify independent and dependent coordinates. This
algorithm performs satisfactorily, but may lead to poorly conditioned
matrices, requiring considerable care to obtain accurate solutions. It
is then required that the LU factorization be repeated and a new set of
independent generalized coordinates selected. The result is an increase
in computer time and greater propagation of integration error than
desired.

A broader class of vectors zI of independent generalized

coordinates can be generated from the vector q of physical generalized
coordinates by the transformation

zI = VI q (9)

where VI is an (n-m)xn transformation matrix. In the algorithm of Ref.
1, matrix VI is a Boolean matrix. Therefore, only individual
generalized coordinates are chosen as independent. Use of a Boolean
transformation matrix to pick independent generalized coordinates from q
is, however, restrictive. It is desirable to enlarge the set of
possible independent generalized coordinates by allowing matrix VI to be
more general. Such a choice of VI can allow linear combinations of
physical generalized coordinates to be selected as iadependent
generalized coordinates. If the rowA of VI are mutually orthogoral, the
resulting linear combinations of individual generalized coordinates will
be mutually independent. Specific forma of such a transformation can be
chosen, based on properties of the DAE under consideration and desired
properties of the transformed coordinates.

3. USES OF SINGULAR VALUE DECOVPOSITION. Singular value
decomposition (SVD) has been extensively used to solve multivariate
regression problems that may have nilticollinearity between independent
variables [10,11]. This method, known as Principal Components Anal ysis,
defines za new set regressors as linear combinations of the origina±
independent variables to most closely follow the pattern made by data
points. The new regressors also account for dependence "'etween the
original independent variables. SYD has also been used for solution of
Least Squares Problems in which linear combinations of the unknowns are
used as a new set of unknowns to solve Lhe problems [12].
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II
Very recently, Singh [13] has introduced an algorithm using SVD to

solve equations of motion of dynamic mechanical systems.

4. BASIC PROPERTIES OF SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION. The mxn
Jacobian matrix 0 , with m < n, may be decomposed (12,14] in the form

S U TDV (10)q

where U and V are orthogonal matrices of dimension m and n,
respectively, and the mxn matrix D has the form

D 0D = €2

0 0o o(ii

The last n-m columns of D are zeros and the ci are called the sin•gular
values of matrix 0q, ordered so c1 > c2 > em > 0.

From Eq. 10,

S4OT U TDVV DTu = U TDDT U (12)Sqq

Therefore,

TT = uTDDT uuT -UT DDT =T A
q q

w i h =2 2 2her A s the diagonal matrix DD - Diag [61 , L^, ... C m:]. This

.mplies that columns of (rows of 2 U) are orthonormal eigenvectors of
the symmetric matrix -ý 0 and the e are the corresponding
eigenvalues. Similarlý,q q

T T T T T T
T V D UvT Du V = V D DV (13)q q

Therefore,

0T VT VTT DT T V TQ

qq
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where .9 is the diagonal matrix DTD. Hence, columns of V rows of V)
are the orthonormal eigenve-tcrs of the symmetric matrix A [14].q q

The singular values of a matrix are very sable with respect to
perturbations of its elements [12]. They are also the most reliable

elimination, on the other hand, can not detect ill-conditioning or rank

degeneracies due to small errors in entries of matrices. Consider, for
example, two matrices A and Bn of dimension n such that

bii = 1; aii = 1, i 1, ... , n

b 1; = -1, J = i + 1, ... , n; i = 1, ... , n
ij &ij I

bi = 0; i= 0, j = 1, ... , i - 1; i = 2, ... , n

These upper triangular matrices are of rank n. However, matrix An+ En
is of rank n-1, where En is an Mdmensional matrix with the nth element
in the first column equcl to -2-n and all other elements equal to
zero. On the other hand. iatrix Bn + En is of rank n. Therefore,
diagonal entries of an u:,_r or lower triangular matrix do not indicate
existence of ill-conditioning. Since small errors enter into natrix

2: entries due to truncation of numbers in computer representation, rank
degeneracy of a matrix is a serious problem in numerical computation.
The mw)st reliable method to determine the rank of a matrix is to look at
its smallest singular values. For matrix An when n is equgl to 25, the
two smallest singular values are 1.5003342770 and 8.94xI0 -, 1--t for
matrix Bn the two smallest singular values are 0.503818'889 ard
0.5009501377. The number of zero singular values indicates the order of

'V rank deficiency. A very small singular value indicates ill-conditioning
of the matrix [12,14].

Even though ýhe singular values are the square roots of eigenvalues

of the matrix 1 0 , they must not be determined thia way, since small
'A eigenvalues will K reduced to rounding error proportions and be lost in g

the computing process. A singular value decomposition algorithm due to
Golub and Kahan [14] is based on a special adaptation of the QR
algorithm. The singular value decomposition is computed in two
stages. In the first stage, matrix f is transformed into a bidiagonal
matrix B by R sequence of Householder transformations. The second stage
of computation is application cf a specially adapted QR algorithm to
"compute the sivgular value decomposition of B. The first part of this

4• algorithm is diect and the second part is iterative. This algorithm is
available in the form of computer software in Refs. 15 to 17.

5. USE OF SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION FOR GENERALIZED
COORDINATE PARTITIONING. One may define a new variable z, such

that
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z Vq (14)

This is an orthogonal transformation of coordinates that gives a new
vector z of generalized coordinates for the system. Since matrix V is
orthogonal, hence non singular, Lhere exists a one-to-one correspondence
between z and q. locally. From now on, generalized coordinates q will
be referred to as physical coordinates and generalized coordinates z
will be called composite coordinates.

Talkng the first time derivative of Eq. 14, with the transformation
matrix V held constant,

z Vq (15)"r~ii

The time derivative of Eq. 15, gives

z Vq (16)

"-I Consider a perturbation 6z (virtual displacement) of z that is tobe consistent with the constraint equations f'z) - 0,

=q6q q vTq z = 0 (1)7

-qT
where 6q = vT6z from Eq. 14. From Eq. 10 and the fact that V is
orthogonal, Eq. 17 becomes

U TD6z = 0 (18)

Since U is orthogonal, one may premultiply Eq. 18 by U and use the form
of D in Eq. 11 to obtain

[Claz 1 •62 z2 ... £6Z 0 (19)

This shows that 6zm ., m +zn can not be computed from Eq. 18.
Hence, 6z ., ... , az can be evaluated only from the differential:• ~equationsormotio n. T~erefore, z- + ,",zarsectdtb he-;

"• independent generalized -oordiates for solution of the equations of
motion and zj, "", Zm are, be default, the dependent generalized
coordinates that must be computed from the constraint equations. Since
the kinematic constraint equations are nonlinear, an iterative technique
such as the Newton-Raphson method is required to solve for the dependent+ ~~generalized coordinates. .+=
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An important point in using generalized coordinate partitioning for
solution of DAE is to obtain a criterion that determines if a set of
independent generalized coordinates is acceptable from a computational
point of view. Each redefinition of independent generalized coordinates
requires restarting the predictor-corrector method [18] used for their
integration, which requires substantial computational effort. On the
other hand, not using the appropviate choice of independent generalized
coordinates introduces avoidable computational errors.

6. PROPERTIES OF GENERALIZED COORDITATE rARTITIONING USING
SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION. Considering only constraints for

which t = 0, Eq. 6 can be written as

0 q=- 0q q 0 (20)

Premultiplying Eq. 20 by U and us .ig the definition of • in Eq. 15,

D; =0

Due to the special form of matrix D (Eq. 11), this is

-. * T
e[Z , C ;) = 0 (21)

Since the e's are not zero for - Jacobian matrix with full row rank, Eq.
21 implies

S2 m = 0 (22)

Since orthogonal transformations preserve norm,

1!l ;1I12 = I11i 1 (23)

and since zI' ...... are equal to zero, Eq. 23 is

~ 2 .. 2
- Z2 = 1qi (24)

,.1 i=m+l i=

If one defines Uvit Mass Kinetic Energy of a system as the kinetic
energy when the 'system has unit masses and unit moments of inertia, Eq.
24 indicates that the unit mass klnetic energy due to independent
composite coordinates captures the entire unit mass kinetic energy of
the system. Thus, one can locally generate all motion in the system
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with a smaller tumber of coordinotes (equal in number to the number of

degrees of freedom). This property can be used to develop a criterion
that determines when to redefine independent composite coordinates. As
time ?rogre~ses, after a new set of independent composite coordinates
bas been selected, the dependent composite coordinates acquire small
non-zero values, resulting in a reductton of unit mass kinetic energy
captured by the independent composite coordinates. Therefore, if the
unit mass kinetic energy captured by the independent composite
coordinates is less than a predetermined -fraction of the total unit mass
kinetic energy of the system, a new set of independent composite
coordinates is defined.

from Eqs. 14 and 15, the vector of virtual displacementG 6q and the
vector of velocities q can be expressed in terms of the rows of V:

n
6q = I 6z V J (25)

j=m+l

and

n

= z (26)
j~m+1

Thus, displacement is confined to a subspace of Rn that is spanned

by V T 1 , 0..., V T and velocities along V1 , "'" V axes are zero.

Therefore, to first order, the independent composite coordinates are
Lagrangian coordinates that locally generate all system information.

Matrix V of Eq. 10 may be partitioned into submatrices VI and VD,
representing the independent and dependent portion3 of matrix V,

V M (27)

it can be shown that rows of matrix VI are orthogonal to rows of the.
jacobian matrix [191. Therefore, integratin8 for independent composite
coordinates moves the system along a tangent hyperplane of the
constraint surface.

Consider, the slider crank mechanism shown in Fig. 2(a), initially
in posttion ABC, Let *1, the angular coordinate of body 1, be selectei

s the independent generalized coordinate for integration of the
equations of m=tion. Predictiou of ýl moves body ! to pc3ition
i•'B (Fig. 2(a)), breaking rerolute joints at A' and Bt. Iterative
solution of the dependent generalized coordinates from constraint
equations moveb the system to po.ition AB"C", which involves
considerable mxovement of all bodies. Unless an efficient and accurate
prediction of initial estimates for d&pendent generalized coordinates is
made prior to iterative solution, a large number of iterations is
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r:• reqaired and, under some conditions, the iterative method may fail to
converge.

During integration for independent composite coordinates, all
phycital coordinates .re advanced very close to their true values
(Fir 2(b)), along a tangent hyperplare to the constraint surface.
TheL. core, the estimate of dependenc composite coordinates is accurate
and either cone or just one Newton iaphson iteration is required for
convergence.

To compute physi-al coordinates and velocities after independent
composite positions and velocities have been computed, matrix equations

I Aof -he form

[ -JX = b (28)

need to be solved [1,19]. It can be shown that the c efficient matrix
of
Eq. 28 can not be ill-conditioned if the Jacobian matrix is not ill-
conditioned [19].

It has been observed, during simulation of several mechanical
systems, that cc iposite generalized coordinates remain an acceptable
choice of independent coordinates for a longer period of smaulation time
than do physical generalized coordinates based on the LU partitioning.

A 7. ALGORITHM FOR SOLUTION OF EQUATIONS OF MOTION. In this
section, an algorithm to solve vhe equations of motion of dy-smic
mechanical z.;3tems ueing the method developed in See. 5 is presented.

{ Generalized coordinates are partitioned into itdependent and dependent
"parts, using the SVD met'od of Sec. 5. Subroutine DE, which is based ou
a. Adams-Bashforth predictor-corrector [18] method, is employed to
integrate for the independent composite coordinates. Newton Raphson
iteration is used to compute physical coordinetes from the independent
composite coordinates at every cime step. This information is used to
compute physical velocities from the independent composite velocities
and finally to solve for the vector of physical accelerations. The
algorithm is as follows:

Let L. initially 0, be an indicator of the current time 3tep; i.e.,Si=0 implies t = to.

(1) Read initial position, velocity, and other system data.
Construct the Jacobian t . Consider the n-m user supplied positions v
to be accurate and correct the position vector q , 0using Newton Raphson
iteration froa Eqs. 29 and 27, Velocity vector I is computed from Eq.
31, considering the n-m user supplied velocities v to be accurate.
Boolean matrix B fixes the user specified positions and velocities to
"prescribed values,
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A(k - ý (kLv -

q(k+l) C M(k) + Aq(k) k 1,... (30)

-g ] i= _(31)

Here, k is an it~ration counter. Equaticn 29 computes successive
corrections to q until all kinematic constraints are satisfied, torequired accuracy.•)

(2) Factor ,q using singular value decomposition of Sec. 4, as

q = uTDV (32)

Partition V into independent and dependent portions (See See. 5),

V (33)

(3) Calculate q and A from the acceltration equation (Eq. 8,
presented here for reference),

1 q1 (34)
0 q 0 1J L(qc*)qt -* 0tt - ' t4

(4) Calculate independent composite position zIA, 'elocity
I and acceleration z1 (using the definition of zI froa Eq. 14) as

[zl i Zi] [VI][qi q' ;qi I10--

(5 1+,Integfte [;I, -,I], WIth [zi1  1i] as initial conditions, to
get [zI 3, h ] at t 1+! = t 1 At, using Adams-Bashforth predictor-
corrector Integration.

(6) Predict qi+l and correct it iteratively by Newton Raphson
iteration, using Eqs. 35 and 36, until constr.Aints are satisfied to
required accuracy,
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]q ] (qil 1(35)
i+1 i+1 i+1

q(k+l q (k) aqI ) , k 1,... (36)

"(7) Compute +I'1 from the velocity equation (Eq. 6 presented here
for reference),

q i 1+1 _ 0 (7
VI q - j (37)

(8) Compute acceleration q and Lagrange multiplier X from Eq. 34.

(9) Set i = i + 1 and t• 4 1 =t 1 + At. if II;I is less than a
predetermined fraction of | (See Eq. 24), matrix Vi needs to be
updated. If so, repeat steps 24-9. If VI is still acceptable, repeat
steps 3-9.

8. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE. To illustrate the method developed,
dynamics of an M113 tracked personnel carrier going over a bump is
simulated. The vehicle is modeled by 11 bodies, as shown in Fig. 3.
The global coordinate system is located at the front of the vehicle, as
shown in Fig. 4. The local coordinates of the wheels and the chassis
are located at their centers of mass and are initially oriented parallel
to the global X-axis. The road arms, however, are assumed to have their
centers of mass at the points where they arf attached to the chassis by
revolute joints. The &-axes of their local oordinates are parallel to
the axes of the road arms (Fig. 4).

Body I is the chass Is, with weight 22,449 lb and pitch moment of
inertia 133,000 lb-in.-s . Bodies 2-• are the wheels, each with weight
180 lb and moment of inertia 90 lb-ft • The wheels are attached to the• chassis by road arms (bodies 7-11). Bodies 7, 28, and 11 each have
weight 44 lb and moment of inertia 15.86 lb-ft . Podies 9 and 10 each

have weight 22 lb and moment of inertia 7.93 lb-ft

Torsional springs, each with a spring rate of 70,000 in.-lb/rad.,
"are attached between the chassis and road arms. In addition, a bump
stop prevents contact between the leading road arm (body 7) and the
chassis. The bump stop is activated if body 7 moves by an angle greater
than 0.2090 radians, counterclogkwise. The stiffness of the spring that

14 models the bump stop is 5.76x10 lb/in. Fluid dampers are connected
between the chassis and bodies 7, 8, and 11, with damping
characteristics shown in Fig. 5. To prevent adjacent wheels from

penetrating one another, logical springs, each with stiffness 10,000
"lb/in. in compression and zero in tension, are modeled between them.
The track is modeled as a series of spring-dampers, with spring constant
10 lb/in, and damping coefficient 41.7 lb-sec/in. A pretension of
2,250 lb is applied to the track.
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The vehicle is initially at rest in the contiguration given by
Table 1.

Table 1. Initial Configuration of MMI3

Body No. Positlon

- 'V X y

1 6.424830 3.594392 0.0098366

2 2.207953 1.142995 -0.0002644

3 4.380040 10°137461 -0.0004955

"4 6.555254 1.138714 -0.0007750

5 8.729923 1.140114 -0.0010999

6 10.90677 1.145697 -0.0015061

7 1.293782 ?.642426 -0.5000145

8 3.481177 1.663943 -0.5298527

9 5.668571 1.685460 -0.5525503

10 7.855965 1.706978 -0.5754019

il 10.04336 1.728495 -0.5937436

To simulate the vehicle moving over a semi-circular obstacle of 8
* in. radius, the x coordinate of the chassis is held fixed and the

terrain is moved under it at a speed of 20 ft/sec. The VI matrix at the
initial time is given in Table 2.

The simulatibn was carried out for a period of 2 aeconds. The
position, velocity, and acceleration of the vertical coordinate of the
chassis are plotted versus time in Figs. 6-8.
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For this problem, solestion using the SVD partitioning method did
tiot require redefinition of the independent coordinate for the entire
simulation period. Furthermore, no Newtot-Raphson iterations were
required to compute physical coordinates from the independent composite
coordinates. When LU partitioning was used to solve this problem,
independent generalized coordinates were redefined several times.
During integration for independent generalized coordinates, using
subroutine DE [18], the tightest error tolerance that can be imposed for
that set of equations is determined. If the user specified tolerance is
less than this value, subroutii. i,- increases the error tolerance. For
integration of the independent comi. ite coordinates, subroutine DE
increased the error tolerance to 0.0032. The maximum allowed error
tolerance computed by subroutine DE for integrating the independent
physical coordinates was 0.0128, four times the tolerance for solution
by the SVD method. This suggests that, for this problem, the
independent composite coordinates are better than independent physical

coordinates, from an integration point of view.
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APPLICATION OF SCREW CALCULUS TO THE EVALUATION OF
MANIPULATOR WORKSPACE

L.M. Hsia
Department of Mechanical Engineering

California State University
Los Angeles, California 90032

Ting W: Lee 1

Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey

New Brunswick, New Jersey 08903

ABSTRACT. In this paper, an analytical techique is presented that is based

on screw calculus and dual-number matrices to derive the kinematic equctlons and
the workspace formulations of robotic manipulators. A computational procedure
for the quantitative evaluation of workspace volume is also developed. Severai
examples are chosen to demonstrate the usefulness and the effectiveness of the
Approach.

1. INTRODUCTION. One of the basic problems encountered in manipulator
design is the determination of the shape of workspace and its characteristics.
The workspace, which is the zone of operation of a manipulator, is the space
associated with possible positions and orientations of the last link of a
manipulator. A knowledge on the workspace of a manipulator can provide a
measure of the efficiency of the design. The.'efore, the investigation on
workspace is of fundamental interest.

There have been few investigations of the subject on the record. A suwmary
is given in references [1,2]. Several approaches have been used dealing with
computational development of workspaces, such as iterative (Kumar and Waldron
(3], Sugimoto and Duffy [4]; Tsai and Soni (5]); grid-scanning (Lee and Yang
[1]); and lately, a non-iterative generation schime (Hansen, Gupta and Kazerounian
[2]) and tt.j technique based on Gauss' divergence theorem (Jou and Waldron [8]).
Most investigatcrs involve the use of conventional [4x4] matrices method of
Hartenberg and Denavit [5] for the analytical representation and generation of
workspace. Two problems are of major concern: one is computational efficiency;
the other is the limitation of most conventional methods which are applicable
only to manipulato.s with revolute joints. Manipulators with prismatic joints,
which ere common, and other special kinematic pairs such as cylindrical and
screw pairs are very difficult to evaluate as far as the workspace is concerned.
In most of these cases, methods are either not available, or they are comnputatlonally
too inefficient tn be useful.

An analytical technique is presented in this investigation. It is based on
screw calculus and dual-number matrices, to derive the kinematic equations and
the workspace fo;rulations of robotic manipulators. The application of the
method to the study of the kinematics and dynamics of manipulation is relatively

1 Present address: Department of Mechanical Engineering, State University of New
Yurk at Stony Brook, Stony Brook, New York 11794
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new [6,7). However, its application to the representation nf manipulator

workspace has not been explored.

The method of screw calculus offers many advantages, especially in dealing
with three-dimensional kinematics. In these cases the effort to derive closed
form analytical expressions is often impaired by laborious or even insurmountable
algebraic manipulations. The use of compact screw notations and dual formulation
facilitate substantially the effort on algebraic manipu.dtions. Consequently.
concise expressions can be formulated, which would provide valuable geometic
insight into the rigid body under constrained spatial motion. In addition,
there is significant computational advantage. Dual number operations not only
facilitate analytic work, but also make computer programming simpler and more
efficient via dual subrnutines, namely, incorporating algebraic operations of
dual numbers and trigonometric functions of dual angles into computer subroutines.
By declaring all the motion variables to be complex, "ie are able to perform
algebraic manipulations on the rotational part (i.e.. real part) and translational
part (i.e., imaginary part) of each motion variable at the same time in a dual

*• equation.

In this paper, a new workspace generation technique, using the optimum path
search, is proposed. The outlining of the ptijection of workspace on a specified
plane involves the determination of a minimum dist-nce between the end-effector
of a manipulator and a specified target point on the plane and the search is

.. converted into an optimization problem. An optimization technique is used,
which is the FMFP code of Fletcher and Powell [9]. The algorith thus developed
is a partial-scanning methcd to generate the workspace. It is shown that the
algorithm ensures a significant reduction of scanning points and provides
improved computational efficiency in especially complicated cases as compared to
the conventional scanninq technique [1]. the algorithm developed here is
applicable to manipulators having not only the revolute joints but also the
prismatic and cylinidrical joints. With slight extension, it can include also
the screw joints. An algorithm for non-revolute type of joints for the quantitative
evaluation of workspace is seldom seen, at least to the author's knowledge.

In the following, we first begin with a description of the underlining
principles of the new technique and how the algcrithm works. Then a comparative
study is performed with a previously established technique [1] on how is

:<.c cmputation time affected with accuracy. Finally, the algorithm is applied to
evaluate several worKspace boundary profiles and the results, whenever possible,
are compared with previously publshed date, [1,10).

2. MANIPULATOR DESCRIPTION.. A manipulator with n joints In series can be
represented schematically as shown in rig. 1. The motion of joint n consists of
a rotation of On about axis Zn, a translation along Zn, a translation along the
current Xn axis of an, and finally a votation of an about the current Xn axis.

. The purposes of On at,, blj are a function of the Joint type. If the joint
is a revolute, then bn is a coi:istant and On is variable. If the joint is
prismatic, then on is constant and bn is variable (Fig. 2).

The transtormation that performs the task of moving one joint to the next
is represented by the product of homogeneous transformation matrices, such as in

*• Paul [11)
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A n Rot(Z,en) Trans(O,O,bn) Trans(an,OO) Rot(X,an) (1)

where

Rot(Zon) - Rotate about Z-axis On

Trans(O,O,bn) - Translate bn in th, Z direction

Trans(an,O,O) - Translate an in the X direction

Rot(X,an) - Rotate about X-axis an
Conventionally, the (4x4] matrix form of the Denavit and Hartenberg (12] is

used, An can be expressed as

COz 0 -SflO 9Cosc asin 0sin a a cosoe

sin0 COSn COS a -cos e sin a a sin e•,•An =• (2)
A o sin COS b , b

0 0 0 1

In this investigation, screw calculus and dual-number matrices [13,14] are
used to derive the kinematic equations ard t'e workspace formulations of
manipulators. There are several advantages ror this approach. The compact
screw notations and dual formulation facilitate substantially the effort on
Lalgebraic manipulations and provide not only concise expressions but also
significant computational advantage. Using dual-number operations, we have

An = ROT(Z9On) ROT(X,an) (3)

where

An - Dual iransformation Matrix

in - Dual Variable Angle

in - Dual Constant Angle

Dual angles describe both motions of rotation and translation. in and in
relate to the previously defined variables as follows:

146
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• •n =(en9bn or 0n + c bn

follows:

Zos n -sin 0 Cos sin 0 sin
An = sin Cos 4 Cos ) -Cos i S1:. (5)

0 sin &CosThe dual nf•rtiplocation and dual trmgoatry functions are defined by,

• Hullp!Ictlon: a 0 =a b + c(aob+boa)()
.Dual sine: slni) a sin(a) + e a0 cos(a) (7)

dual cosine: cos(i) = cos(a) - e a0 sin(a) (8)

where, letters with angle symbols on top signify dual numbers

= (a,ao) or a + c a0

b = (b,bo) or b + e b0
- = The dual unit having the property t2 = 0

a = Real part of a

a0 = Dual part of a

= Real part of b

b0 = Dual part of b

Once the transformation for one joint has been defined, the transformation which
represents the relation from the last joint to the ground of a 6-joint manipulator
is given as;

-T = A A2 A3 A4 A5 A6  (9)

An additional transformation, E, is used to represent the relation from the last
joint to the hand. This transformation is a constant.

(Ground Coordinates) = TE(Hand Coordinates) (10)

If the [4x4] method is chosen, the locatioa) of the hand, given the value of
all joint variables, can be determined by entering the vector (0,0,0,01) of the
hand coordinate In Eq. (10).
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If the dual number method is used, a technique entitled "The Transference
Principle (15]" must be applied to the transformation TE to obtain this information.

Computer programming involving dual numbers is efficient via dual subroutines,
namely, incorporating algebraic operations of dual numbers and trigonometric
functions of dual angles into computer subroutines. By declaring all the motiua
variables to be complex, we are able to perform algebraic manipulations on the
rotatiornal part (i.e., the real part) and the translational part (i.e., the
imaginary part) of each motion variable at the same time in a dual equation.

3. BASIC APPROACH. The basic approach involves the search for an optimum
path between the end-effector of a manipulator and a target position on a
specified plane in which the workspace projection is desired. Subsequently,
this minimum distance, which is obtained through an optimization technique, is
then compared with the actual position of the target to determine the accessibility
of the manipulator. The objective is to provide an intelligent partial scanning,
with significant reduction of scanning point3, to gain computational efficiency.

The method of screw calculus and [3x3] dual-number matrix [13,141 is the
basis for the analytical formulation of this investigation. This alloý % one to
take full advantage of the compactness and clarity of dual formulation ini
describing the kinematic characteristics of the motion of manipulators.

In the following, the basic concept on the generation of workspace boundary
and volume is discussed, then the optimum path search technique and the optimization
problem are formulated.

3.1 On the Generation of Boundary Profila and Volume

The Boundary Profile is defined as the image of the workspace produced
by fixing the first joint and passing this workspace through a plane that is
perpendicular to the motion produced by the first joint.

For a manipulator with first Joint revoldte: the boundary profile would be
produced by taking all the points in the workspace and mapping them onto the Y-Z
plane as follows:

3-D points in workspace 2-D Y-Z plane

(x,YZ) I- = 'P _Y 2
(XY,)(11)

IJ=Z

(I,J)

This is a circular projection on the Y-1 ne about ZI [1).

For a manipulator with first joint prismatic the mapping procedure is,
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(X,Y,Z) => I X

J = (12)

(IJ)

This is a parallel projection on the X-Y plane.

Once the area of this projection is known, an approximation of the workspace
volume can be established.

If the first joint is a revolute, the volunmi is approximated by intrgratingthe area as a volume of revolution about ZI over the limits of the first joint

motion. If the first joint is prismatic, then the volume is simply the area
times the total joinmt excursion.

This apprre4mation may result in error due to the undetermined end shape.
Fortunately, n,., .iupulators usually have the first two or three links
coplanar and the- links determine the majority of the workspace. Error is then
due to the last sulcer links resulting in small error.

"3.2 The Optimum Path Search Technique

As it was mentioned earlier, the present method for workspace generation
"follows the grid-scanning approach of Lee and Yang 1I]. However, there is a
basic difference in performing the scanning. The new method uses an optimization
technique which facilitates the scanning process and reduces the number of
scanning points. Consequently, it is a partial-scanning technique. In the
following the new method is compared with the full-scanning technique of Lee and
Yang [1] and the basic formulations of the Optimum Path Search Technique are
presented.

(1) The Scanning Technique of Lee and Yang [1i

This technique which is explained in the following consists of
scanning through all the joint variables by means of nested loops, using
appropriately small step sizes to ensure that the points generated are dense
enough to fill all points inside the workspace projection.

• Define an array that represents a plane passing through
the workspace.

. Scan through all combinations of joint variables and map
the location of the hand onto the array.
Find the border of the workspace mapped on the array and
trace it. This is for graphic display.

- Perform volume calculation.

One way to estimate the step sizes for each joint is to configure the
manipulator in its "longest" position from the joint of interest. The step size
is determined by the largest joint displacement that will result in the motion
of the hand to move from one array entry to the next. This calculation is
repeated for each joint. Often is the case that less than all the joint
variables will play a Irole in defining the primary workspace. An exeurole of
this would be a manipulator, such as a Unimation PUMA, witnout an end effector
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specified and also having a 3-degrees-of-freedom wrist. This manipulator
requires only two joint variables to be scanned through. Remember that the
first joint is taken into 4ccount by the mapping procedure mentiored in Section
3.1.

It is worth noting that when this techt~ique was published it was exclusively
for manipulators with revolute joints. The technique works quite well with
prismatic joints by making the appropriate changes in the transformation
matrices.

(2) The Optimum Path Search Technique

The new method differs from the preceding method, primarily because
the workspace generation technique is based on an optimum path search as
explained in the following:

Also define an array that presents a plane passing through
the workspace

* Rather than scanning through the joint angles and projecting
the position on the array, specify a location on the array and
perform inverse calculations to obtain joint, angles by solving
the following optimization problem:

With the two techniques outlined in some details a comparison can now be
made and is summarized in Table 1.

The Optimum Path Search Technique uses a recursive anethod to determine the
minimum of the objective function. This can require a great deal of computer
time, especially since points outside of the workspace are rechecked a number of
times (3-5) before being identified as such. However, with this rather substantial
penalty of large computer time, comes the advantage of having to only locate
points around the border of the workspace. This results in computational time
to scale with the accuracy in terms of a length scale. An example of this would
be if two runs were made, one with a 40x40 array and a second with a 80x80
array, the 80x80 will take approximately twice as long as the 40x40. This is
because the perimeter of the workspace has doubled in tems of array entries.

If analysis is to be performed with the joint variable scanning process,
then doubling the grid size results in a multiplication of the computational
tiie. This factor is 2 raised to the number of Joints active in determining the
workspace. This is due to reduction of step size. If two joint variables are
scanned then the computation time would increase by 4. For a very general
manipulator having five joints active in defining the workspace, the calculation
time would be increased by a factor of 32.

For analysis of the workspace, the technique of choice will depend on
accuracy and the number of active variables present. With increased accuracy
(i.e., larger array size), there will be a point at which the opt'mization
technique will become advantageous.

At present the bebt way to establish what technique is to be used is to run
a particular manipulator with both techniques using a small array such as 10xO.
Note the time for each run and use the calculation scaling laws mentioned to
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determine which technique will take the least time for a des~red accuracy. By
using the trail run, effects of the number of active variables on the optimization
process are also incorporated.

The Optimum Path Search Technique does have advantages that the Grid-Scanning
process does not. For instance, a most significant one is that the former
technique lends itself to secondary workspace analysis. If the workspace with a
specific end-effector orientation is required over a plane or surface, simply
introduce a constraint pertaining to orientation. This property cannot be
achieved with the Grid-Scan.iing prcceis.-

4. THE WORKSPACE UENERATiON TECHNIQUE BASED ON OPTIMUM PATH SEARCH. The

basic approach, as it was outlined in the previous section, involves the
solution of the following optimization problems.

The Optimization Problem

Minimize: Distance of the hand to the desired location

Subject to: All physical constraints, such as joints within
limits of rutations and translations, etc.

If the distance falls within the array entry, the point is inside the
workspace. Otherwise, it is outside of the workspace.

To perform the minimization of the distance function subject to joint
constraints, an objective function was developed using the exterior method to be
applied to an uncon'strined optimization algorithm, the conjugate direction
minimization technique of Fletcher and Powell or the FMFP code [9]. This method
introduces penalty functions which increase the value of the objective function
if a constraint is violated.

Formulation using the exterior method is as follows [16),

Minimize: f(U) =(T-) + (T -1) (TzHz)
(Tx-yx) + (Ty-Hy) 2

Subject to: (13)

Limits of Joints: *i(U) S 0 with I = 1 to j

where f(U) denotes the objective function for the constrained optimization
problem, U denotes the argument vector or desigrt vector, T(Tx,T1,Tz) anr
R(HxH ,Hz) denotes the target vector and the positien vector c the hand or
end-efector, respectively.

*• The unconstrained optimization problem is defined as

Minimize: F(U) = f(U) + CIE(U) (14)

where C, is a weighting constant, E is the constraint function
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32

E(U) = [i(IJ) +1i

An algorithm written in FORTRAN language for generating the wo,'kspace of a
general manipulator havinr. prismatic, cylinerical or screw joints 's well 's
revolute joints has bten developed. The principal and details of the algorithm
are given In Ref. (16].

5. CASE STUDIES. Four prtbiems which are believed to be representative
are chosen to demonstrate the effectiveness as tvell as the capability of the
workspace generation algorithm. The first two prohbTis provide some indications
of how well the prediction of the algorithm compares with both the Grid-'Scanning
Technique of Lee and Yang f1] as well as the theoretical result on a special
case, the 3R Manipulators taken from Gupta and Roth [10]. The other two
problems deal with industrial rutots having the prismatic as well as the
revolute joint. They are used to demonstrate the capability of the algorithm to

* handle manipulators with joints other than the revolutes. The quantitative
workspace information of these two industrial robots presented here is believed
to appear first time on public record.

E; -ple 1: A 3R Manipulator [10]. This example is used to verify the
accuracy of the algorithm. The kinematic parameters of this manipulator are
given in Table 2. A comparison is given in the following:

Workspac• Percent
2 Yi" meVol. Error

This investigation 1255.9 4.4%

Analytical result [10] 1202.7 --

The Scanning Technique [11 1215.7 1.1%

"The bounds on array*: Ymin 2.0, Ymag = 18.0, Zmin -2.0 and

"max• =2.0

*The bo.unG. on array denote the physical scaling of the array which
gives the mathematical representation of the plane in which the
workspace projection is made.

Figure 3 gives the computer graphics output of the circular projectio .
this maaipulator.

Example 2: A 3R Maripulator. This examp1e is used to verify that the void
handling features of the algorithm worked correctly.
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The kinematic parameters table is similar to that of Example 1, except al
is changed to al = 200 as shown in Table 2. Consequently, a change is resulted
and a void appears in the workspace, as shown in Fig; 4.

The Bounds on array: Y min = -2.3, Ymax = 18.0, Zrmin = -2.0 and

SZmax = 2.0.

3Workspace volume: 2400.96 in

Example 3: The Bendix AA 160-CNC Manipulator. Table 3 gives the kinematic
parameters of this manipulator which involves one prismatic joint.

Bounds on array: Ymn = -70, Ymax = 70, m = -70, and Zmax 70.

3Workspace volume: 350036.0 in

Figure 5 gives the graph of workspace cross-section.

Example 4: A GCA Gantry Manipulator. This manipulator, given kinematically
in Table 4, contains three prismatic joints. There are four variables which are
active in defining the *workspace: 02, 03, 04 and 05. Because of the large number
of active variables involved, the problem lends itself well to the new technique,
Since the workspace is intuitively easy to see, it provides as another verification
of the technique.

Bounds on array: =min = -200.0, v M 200.0, 'min -200.0 and

,Xma = 200.0

3Workspace volt.e: 1038600.0 in

The workspace cross-section is shown in Figure 6.

6. CONCLUSIONS. An algorithm for the generation and evaluation of a
manipulator workspace based on optimum path search has been presented. Numerical
examples were given and results displayed on a number of industrial robots
having primatic as well as revolute joints. Perhaps this is the first workspace
algorithm based on the [3x3] dual-number matrix formulation, rather than the
conventional [4x4] matrix method and applicable to manipulators with joints
other than the revolute type. Besides the advantage of computational efficiency
dealing with especially complicated manipulator geometries, the technique also
lends itself more effectively over the previous full-scanning technique [1] for
some potential applications, such as the determination of secondary workspace
and the control over work area of interest during specific applications--for
instance, cutting workspace in a specific plane such as the plane that a
conveyor passes through [8]; the reachable area over a surface not a plane such
aq during assembly of an object; and accessable areas in the last two kinds of
problems with specific end-effector orientation, for example, when manipulating
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objects on a conveyor or installing parts. The investigation of these subjects
which is of interest and of practical conce-n represents a continuing work of
the authors.
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Table 1 A comparison of the Optimum Path Search Technique of this
investigation with the Scanning Technique of Lee and Yang M13.

I Property The Scanning Technique The Optimum Path Search
-- Lee and Yang [I] -- This investigatiGnt

Simplicity in Yes No

Programming I

CoiComputational time
if grid is doubled* 2n 2

Information abcut
* reconfiguration of No Yes

manipulator

Application of
analysis over a Not easy Easier
non-planar surface

Application to
secondary workspace No Yes

"* n = number of active joints to describe workspace

- It is possible to specify a path through the workspace, determining if the
path can be achieved, and if at any point reconfiguration was necessary to
continue.
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Table 2 Kinematic parameters for the 3R Manipulator

ia

Constant
Joint No. Portion Lower Uppern (an,an) Joint Type of 0 Limit Limit

1 (20", 10.0) R 0 -200' 200"

2 (90', 4.0) R 0 -200' 200*

3 (0', 1.0) R 0 -200' 200'

4 (-90', 0) R 0 -200" 200'

5 (90', 0) R 0 -200" 200'
4, _ _... ._

6 (00, 0) R 0 -200o 200"

Hand Parameters: (ct,a) - (0",0); (e,b) - (0"0).

Table 3 Kinematic parameters for the Bendix AA 160-CNC Manipulator

Constant
Joint No. Portion Lower Upper

n (an,an) Joint Type of e Limit Limit

(90", 0) R 0 -950 95'

2 (-90', 0) R 0 -135"

3 (09, 0) 0 0' 36.0" 60.0"

4 (-90o. 0) R 0 -95' 95'

4 5 (90', 0) R 0 -10" 110'

6 (0' ) R 0 -1800 180'

Hand Parameters: (mia) (0*,0); (8,b) (00,0).
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Table 4. Kinematic parameters for the GCA Gantry XR Manipulator

Constanter
Joint No. Portion Lower Upper

n (%,an) Joint Type of 8 Limit Limit

1 (-900, 0) D 0 0. 56".

.•2 (-9', 01 0 -90" 0. 560.

-.. , m i Il

3 (0o, 0) 0 0 0. 56".

4 (-900, 0) R 0 -200' 200'

5 (90', 0) R 0 -2000 2006

6 (0'9 0) R 0 -200' 200"

Hand Parameters: (c,a) - (0"*,0); (e,b) 010,;)
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RECURSIVE GRADIENT ESTIMATION USING SPLINES
FOR NAVIGATION OF AUTONOMOUS VEHICLES

C. N. Shen
U.S. Army Armament, Munitions, and Chemical Command

Armament Research and Development Command
Larle Caliber Weapon Systems Laboratory

Bener Weapons Laboratory
Watervlie:, NY 12189

ABSTRACT. Terrain gradient estimation is needed for navigation of an
autonomous vehicle in climbing the hills. The i.-rath and cross-path terrain
slopes are estimated from the set of corresponding range slopes. A two-
dimensional i-cursive smoothing algorithm using polynomial splines in the
third dimension is developed for this purpose. Approximations are introduced
in the sub-optimal system so that the computation time increases only linearly
with the size of the two-dimensional data.

I. ISTROP'JCTION. The successful development of an autonomous vision
system for m.bolle vehicles would be of considerable value and Importance to
defense and related fields. Numerous reports and studies currently recommend
artificial intelligence/robotics applications which require autonomous
vehicles. Essential to these robotic vehicles is an adequate and efficient
computer vision system. A potentially more successful approach, other than TV
pictures and photographs, would be to develop a three-dimensional system
employing a laser rangefinder.

A range matrix describing a certain scanned area of the terrain in front
of the mobile robot can be used ':o estimate the slopes of the terrain. The
in-path and cross-path slopes of the terrain are evaluated by a slope
estimation scheme. These slope informations along the passible corridors are
utilized to determine P safer and more accurate path for the mobile robot
vehicle to travel.

The mobile robot vehicle is equipped with data acquisition and decision
making devices for its autonomous navigation over rough terrain. A laser
rangefinder can be operated by emitting laser pulses and measuring the time of
flight of a pulse between the instant it was transmitted and the instant the
reflected pulse is received. This time of flight is related to the distance

* between the transmitter and the point on the terrain from which the pulse is
reflected. The terrsin is scanned by changing the azimuth and elevation
angtes of the laser bean in a discrete fashion. The measurements are then
avai'able in the form of a N=4 'range-matrix'.

*The author is also employed by Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, where

he holds the title Professor in the Electrical Computer and Systems Engerineering
Department.

IPREvIOUS PAGE T
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The slope estimation problem dealt with in this section is that of
obtaLning smoothed estimates of function values and particularly their
derivatives from a finite set of inaccurate measurements in two-dimensions.
In one approach we can identify the dynamic equations of the underlying
system, or estimate the distributions for the quantities of interest and then
apply optimal estimation algorithms. In some engineering problems the
stochastic system may not be identified easily and in these situations, spline
smoothing has proved to be a useful alternative.

In this paper, we obtain the smoothed estimates of the slopes by

utilizing a two-dimensional smoothing elgorithm. For the problem of smoothing

a finite set of noise corrupted data of an unknown function, it is proposed to
obtain the smoothed estimate by fitting a two-dimensional approximating
function to the data set, for a set of measurements corrupted by a white noise
process.

II. HISTORICAL REVIEW. By noting the fact that original signals such as
visual scenes are in analog form, techniques were developed which reconstruct
analog signals from discret3 data by utilizing interpolation or approximating
functions. Frequency domain interpretation of the interpolation process war
reported in Reference [1]. Also, B-spline interpolates [2-4] were used [5] in
restoring a continuous signal from a set of digitized data. For one-
dimensional noise corrupted data generated by unknown systems, Reinsch [6]
utilized natural cubic splines [2-41 along with least squares constraints to
solve the problem of curve plotting. Hou and Andrews [7] constructed
continuoas-discrete image aud utilized spline basis functions along with the
least squares constraints for image restoration. Because of their non-
recursiveness, the algorithms in References [6,7] are involved with complex
computations and cannot be implemented on line. Recently, by using a
reproducing kernel Hilbert space approach, Weinert [8,9] et al, developed a
structural correspondence between spline interpolation and linear least
squares smoothing of a particular random process.

In recent years, two-dimensional recursive filters have drawn much
actention because of the need for processing images or other two-dimensional
information. Previous efforts [10-12] to achieve a truly recursive two-
dimensional filter were of only limited success because of the difficulty in
establishing a suitable two-dimensional recursive model as well as the high
dimension of the resulting matrix and state vector. Recently, by using a two-
dimensional recursive model obtained from a two-dimensional spectralI, factorization technique [13], Woods and Radewanj[4] developed a two-
dimensional Kalman vector processor and a two-dimensional Kalman scalar
processor. The above mentioned time-domain design techniques assumed or
ioentified a two-dimensioaal stationary discrete system model at the beginning
of their probletu formulation. On the other hand, Reinsch [6] interpreted a
one-dimensional data smoothing problem as an optimal curve-fitting problem
arising in approximation theory and proposed a nonrecursive smoothing
algorithm using smoothing splines. For a two-dimensional Lmage restoration
problem, Hou and Andrews [7] followed the approach taken by Reinsch [6j, and
extended it to a two-dimensional problem, in a nonrecursive manner. On this
paper, we develop a two-dimensional recursive smoothing algorithm. Compared
to its nonrecursive couuterpart, this recursive algorithm will require less
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computational complexity and memory space. Especially, the amount of
computation needed at each iteration is independent of the size of the two-
dimeasional data.

___POBE ORJAIO O ONE-DIMENSIONAL APPROXIMATION.Fo h
, viewpoint of approximation theory, when a set of discrete observation data Is

"noise free, spline interpolation provides a means of optimally reconstructing
an unknown original signal. When the observation data are corrupted by
noises, and if the form of the original continuous signal is known, then we
can use least squares estimation techniques to approximate the original
signal. In this paper, we are dealing with a problem in which an unknown
signal is approximated by smoothing splines from a set of noise corrupted
observation data. Specifically, an unknown signal f(Q) is approximated by a
polynomial spline s(Q) which minimizes the objective function:

J* [S(En) - mn1TRn-l[s(ýn) - mn] + { I Pnf [sk( )] 2 d•} (1)
n=l n=2 n-I

where

mn is an observation data;
mn - f(En) + vn, for n 1 1, 2,...,N;
vn is a white observation noise process with error covariance Rn;

Rn E{VnVnT}
P > 0 is a smoothing parameter; and

is the kth derivative of s(Q).

At this point, it is worthwhile to note the physical role of the smoothing
parameter Pn as follows: (a) when Pn becomes very small Pn + 0, the
resultant approximating function will pass through each data point and become
an interpolation function; (b) when Pn assumes a very large value, Pn + c%
minimization of the objective function in Eq. (1) corresponds to fittIng a
straight line to a data set using least squares criterion. Thus, it can be

said that the smoothing parameter controls resolution in a tradeoff of the
smoothness of the reetored function.

A. Choice of Approximating Function. As has been noted, it is desired
to develop a recursive algorithm whose results are sufficiently close to those
obtained by directly minimizing the global problem as given by the criterion
in Eq. (1). Fundamental problems encountered in'devel-oping a recursive

algorithm which generates approximating functions are:

(I) feasibility of recursive structures,
(2) ieasibility of numericnl calculations.

Regarding the first problem, It has been noted from References [1-5] that some
of the approximating functions such as polynomial splines and piecewise
Hermite polynomials have finite support. That is, a resultant approximating
function for one section is mostly affected by its neighboring data points.
Thus, a recursive structure with one or more sample delays would result in
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sufficiently close results to nonrecursive ones.

For the second point, out of a certain set of functionals, an optimal
solution to Eq. fl) is an L-spline [2-4]. L-spline is a piecewise polynomial

of degree 2k-i, and has 2k-2 continuous derivatives in the region [F 1 , ýN].

Here, we propose to restrict our approximating functions to piecewise Hermite

polynomials [31 of degree 2k-l, which have k-I continuous derivatives in the
region [El,,N]. Advantages in using piecewise Hermite polynomials are as

follows. Define

,.': ." ~x i = s (M , s ' ( ', . . . ,s k - l ( ý ) ]T i = I,
i;::.' 5= ii - *

then a piecewise Hermite polynomial s(E) is completely determined by xi, i -

1,2,...,N. For the purpose of clarity in discussion, only the case of k-2 is

treated in the following. A piecewise cubic Hermite polynomial is represented
as:

•,.:°< <

sl,2(M) for 9 - ½2,

• s(M) . • (2)
• < <

sN-1,N() for EN-I 4 9N

where

.sklk( [4 ,l(5)',l(5)Ik,O(5) 4 IO(,)][xT,",qX..lT]T (2a)

i•''2•Xk [s5k) s'(•;)]T k ,=1,.. ,N (2b)

"--Ok, l() (t-4kl) 2 [(Ek-Ek_l) + 2(5k-5)l/(•Ck-.kl) 3  (2c)
% _1 (2c)

t k,O(ý = (Ek ,)2 [(EVtk_-) + 2(.-t-1l)1/(Ek-tk-.l) 3  (2e)
and

(2f)

B. Smooth Integral As Quadratics at Node Points. Thus, it becomes
natural that the smoothing integral in Eq. (1) is expressed in terms of xi's,
i= 1,2,...,N. With some manipulations in algebra, the smoothing integral for

k - 2 in Eq. (1) is represented in a quadratic form as derived in Appendix A.

Stn
f I s"(5)I ci- (xn - A*xn-1)?Fl(Xn-A*xn-.)
En-l

= (3)

Xn C21 C22 Xn
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where

A* B A2(5a)

A -f for n -2,..., (5b)

C. A*TB'lA* C21T ! -A*T B-, C 2 31 (5c)

A iaonrecursive solution for the minimization of the objective function L~n
Eq. (1.) can be obtained by taking the gradient of J* with respect to [xl,

a setting it to zero. However, this approach will require

solutions ofaseof2 simultaneous equations. To avoid this computationalE
* problem, we developed a recursive algorithm which requires inversion of 2 x 2
* matrices only.

IV. RECURSIVE ALGORITHM. Given a set of initial values for the mean xi
and its error covariance P1, w~here Pl -U E{(xl~ii)6ql~jl)T1, by using Eqs. (3)
and (4) the objective function in Eq. (1) becomes

N

A *=(Hxnmn)TRnl(Hxrn)] + (x=-1 )Tpla(xlx-)
n-2

N
+ Pn(xn7A*xnl)TB- (xn-A*xn..l) (6)

2V

where H n -,(1,0).
A A A A

Let the solutions to the above optimization problem be [xl*x2*,...,xn*i .

If XpEq is defined as the estimate of xP obtained by minimizing Eq. (6) with N

q, then xi* can be written as xiIN. Here, it is proposed to approximate a
A A*

nonrecursive solution xi* W XiuIN by xiui+ os where o - 0 and X - N. As has

bee- mentioned before, due to a local base property of the polynomial splines,

the smoothed estimate xili+z would be sufficiently close to the nonrecursive

solution xi* for X 1, 2, or 3.
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A. Filtering. From the definition, a filtered estimate xili would be

obtained by mininmizixig the objective function in Eq. (6) with N i i. By

taking the gradient of Ji with respect to [Xl, x2 ,,..,Xi], we have a set of

simultan6ous equations as follows:

Gj PjCI2

---- xj dj

PjC22

PJC21 + Pj+lCll Pj+lC12

+ HTR71 • fjR_
j+l * 

J+l

+ Pj+1C21 * Pl-2C12

. Ix .

* Pk-2C22

Pk-2C21 + Pk-lCll PkmlCl2

+ HTR-' H k-i
k-.

Pk-lC22
0 Pk-lC21-- ~~~+ HTR- H •R m

k TR7 lmk
k

(7)

where j = I and k - i, and Gj and dj are def4 .ned by
A

Gj = PJCIi + EJ (7a)

dj ! Ej_ jj(b

A

xjIii Ej[HTRjf'mj + Pj-iC 2I.Gj-i dj-l], xlj x 7d

Ej- Pj-IC22 + HTRj -H - (Pj-IC21)Gj-IE(P I12)E Pl
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it should be noted that the matrix on the lefc side of Eq. (7) is diagonally
dominant and ;ositive definite. Here, we are interested in solving Eq. (7)
for xi. Thus, by liminati~g the first four equations, i.e., the variable xl,
Ev. (7) is reduced to the same form as itself with J 2, k = i, and x2|2 and

E2 are calculated by Eqs. (7c) and (0d). Note that the quantity Ej def ned by

Eq. (7d) is called p,eudo error covarisnce, bsecause Pklk - Ek- )

cannot be computed in a recursive man-,er direc, ly.

By applyin6 this reduction method repeatedly, the original equations in
Eq. (7) are reduced to the same form as ItseLf wi•th J = i-i, k = I and every
xjlj and Ej are cowputed by Eqs. (7c) and (7d) recursively. Solving Eq. (7)
witi j k!•, k i in terms of x,, we obtain a recursive estimate algorithm

xili Ei[!frRi- 1 mi - 1i-1C2lGi-l- di-l] (8)

Eq•,ation (8) is rearranged as
A AIxijii EiHTRi-lni + ~iilii(9)

where

Fi = PilEiC21( pi-.Cll+Eil-1 I Ei-l- I (9a)

and Ei's are computed by Eq. (7d) recursively. Equation (9) above is the

desired filtering equation which computes xili from the previous estimate

Xi-lliI and the present measurement mi. From the viewpoint of smoothing
spline, the recursive filtering algorithm can be interpreted as follows. The
estimate of xi obtained by fitting cubic splines to the measurement data ma,

n = 2, 3,..., with the initial values xI and El = PI is the same as the
estimate of xi obtained by fitting a cubic polynomidl to the measurement mi

with the initial values at stage i-l, xi-l1I:l, and E-l_. In fact, the above
interpretation comes from the mathematical derivations in Eq. (7) through Eq.(9).

With reference to Eqs. (7) and (8), each iteration of the recursive
filtering algorithm can be interpreted as fitting a cubic polynomial to the

previous estimate xi~lliI and the present measurement mi in the region[Ri-l,•i].
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B. Smoothing. A smoothed estimate xi i+£ is defined as the estimate of
xi obtained by solving the minimization pro61em in Eq. (6) witL N - i+X. In
fact, this can ',e interpreted as fitting a polynomial spline to the first i+t
data and obtaining the function value and its derivative from the
approximating function at the node i. In our formdlation, this corresponds to
solving the simultaneous equations of the same form as Eq. (7) with j - 1, k =
I+k and the qnantities GI and dl are defined in Eqs. (7a) and (7b). By using
the same reduction method as before, the result would be the same form as
itself (Eq. (7) with j - 1 and k = i+X).

For the case of a one-sample delay, xi i+i is obtained by solving the
simultaneous equations in Eq. (7) with j - 1, k - i+l, and which yields

xili+l - ViE xiji + Kimi+l (10)

where

Vi [-PiC12(PiC22 + UTRi+f-lI)PiC2 1 + Gj]"I (10a)

Ki -ViPiCl2(PiC22 + HTRi+f-'EIH)- TRi+Vl- ml+l (lOb)

and Ei is defined as before.

Eqiation (10) is the desired smoothing algorithm, in which the smoothed

estimate xili+l is obtained by updating the filtered estimate xiii with the
measurement mi+l. The smoothing procedure described above implies the
following. The smoothed estimate of xi obtained by fitting cubic spl.nea to

mn, n - 2, 3,..., I+1 with the initial values x' and El - pl is the same as
the smoothed estimate of xi obtained by fitting spl'nes to m., n -

with the filtered estimate xili and Ei.

A recursive procedure to obtain smoothed estimate xiii+l is summarized as
follows:

Parr 1. Obtain the filtered estimates xlii, i - 2,...,N by using Eqs.
(7d), (9), and (9a).

Part 2. S:rcothcd estimates x*ji+l, for i - 1,...,N-1 are obtained by
using Eqs. (10), (iOa), and (lOb).

As was mentioned earlier in this sectioui, the smoothed estimate xili÷j is

an approximation to the nonrecursive solution xj* - xi X. Thus, as the number
of delays, £, increase, we will get a better approxima ion to xi*. For X - 2,
3,..., only the smoothing part is modified by solving the simultaneous
equations in Eq. (7) with k - i+X. in fact, the smoothing dlgoritba developed
by far is a fixed-lag smoothing algorithm, which is suitable for an on-line
implementation. If the situation does not require an on-line implementatiou,
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we can also derive a fixed-interval smcothing algorithm with observation set M
(m1,...,mil}. In this case, the resultant smoothed estimates become exactly

the same as the nonrecursive estimates.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS. For a continuous signal

QQ-sin(Q)(1

measurements are ottained at discrete points:

mi = f(Ei) + vi , i - 1,...,100 (12)

where vi is white Gaussian measurement noise,

Ri = E{viv4 T} - 0.000025, and Aý = En - n-l - 21r/100 0.062832 (13)

Function values and the first derivatives at discrete nodes are estimated
from the measurements ml, i a 1,..,.100 by the three echemes below:

1. Difference quotients method.
2. Recursive smoothing algorithm with £ - 1: Eq. (10).
3. Nonrecursive smoothing by cubic splines as described in Reference

[6].

Table 1 shows the mean-square errors from the three schemes above.

TABLE 1. MEAN-SQUARE ERRORS

I Difference Recursive Smoothing Nonrecursive Smoothing---I Quotients 1  by usinR Ea. (10) by Cubic Splines, Ref. [6]

C0 9 2..5xi0- 5  08x057.0-5

-l 4.30x10- 1  0.12xlo0l O-.0O7xl0-

where

I 100 1.S= --- [ f( i) - i:l() 2,
130 iFi

(14)
1 100

u V L W(f ) - xili+1(2))2

From Table 1, it is noted that both smoothing algorithms are successful
in reducing the error in Lhe estimated 3tates. The error in the first
derivative is decreased by more than 10 db. Moreover, Table 1 shows that the
performancc of the two smoothing schemes are comparable. However, it should
be emphasized that the recursive algorithm developed in this paper is much
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simpler than the nonrecursive soline smoothing.

VII. PROBLEM FORMULATION FOR TWO-DIMENSIONAL APPROXIMATION. When the
observation data are noise corrupted and the underlying system is unknown, it
is proposed to approximate the original signal by spline functions which
minimize a certain objective function. Thus, from a set of discrete
measurements mij corrupted by white noise process v5,j

miJ" - f(cionj) + vi,j , 1 , 2, .,N, J = 1, Z,*,N(5

... I z,...dNn (16)

the original two-dimensional signal f(,ot) defined in the region of (E,n) is
"approximated by a spline function s(in ) F hich minimizes the following
dobjective inbnct ion:

-,'J j]i%=

+.•A Pl fN z(•r,,n)dgdn] (16)

S~where p > 0 is the smoothing parameter; Ri j is the observation error
• ";"-covariance; and z(ý,n) is a certain. smoothness measure of s(E,n) at (ý,n).

i•'.• A. Choice of an Approxitmating Function. In this paper, we are

... interested in obtaining smoothed estimatecs of funztion values and the first
-•-'-derivatives in both E and n directions. Here, we propose to restrict our

., approximating functions to piecewise bicubic Hermite polynomials which have
continuous first derivatives in both E and n directions.

Define
aA s as

a:

for i 1, 2, .... ,N aud j- 1, 2,...,M. Then, a piecewise bicubic Hermilte
polynomiial is completely defined by x1,j, i 1 2,..., and J 1, 2,...,M,
as follovis: <

s(~,r) sj,(~) ,for j g(8

flj nlfj+l (9

7%6
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where T

si,j(,n) Y • J xi+t,j+m (20)
-o-0 U-0 P M(n)

B. Choice of the Smoothnesz Measure z(4,n). Here, we present three
examples of the smoothness measures and compare their physical Implications.

1. Gaussian curvature: In Reference [15], the mean curvature of a
surface at (9,n) is defined as:

(0.5) V2 s( , (21)

Noting the Euler's theorem [16] that the sum of two curvattires in
perpendicular dt.rections at a point is constant, the square of V2s(g,n) in Eq.
(21) would be d reasonable measure for che smoothness of c surface:

a2  a2

(, - s, + 7j s(,n)]l (22)

2. A variation from the Gaussian curvature: Witn reference to Eq. (22),
an interesting case occurs when the two principal curvatures are equal and of
opposite aign. The mean curvature In this case is zero. This is the
so-called "saddle point" and every surface ele-sent of such a membrane is "pure
twist." An appropriate smoothness measure would be changed to:

32 a2
z(,n) -+ [ s n (23)

3. In Reference [(7], tHou and Andrews siggetred to use IIv4s(gn) i2 as a
smoothness measure for a surface. The physics'. irterpretetion of the quantity
q4 s(4,n) is found in a plate bending theory [ij; an unloaded plate can bend
only in a biharmonic function w where

V - 0 (24)

The one which minimizes the objective fNnction for bicubic Hermite polynomials
ie given in Appendix 8.
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c. Sm0othing Integral. Now, it is needed to determine the function

s(ý,P,) which minimizes the objective function J in Eq. (16). It is noted that

the smoothing integral in its p-esent form gives difficlties in finding an

explicit solution. By evaluating the integrals of the derivatiives of basis

functions and applying some algebraic. manipulations, these smoothing integrals

are converted to quadratic forms as follows:

4rP fzl 111j)Adl - [z( n))d~dt

1 el ja'i J=1 nj

M-1 N-i

C.(xA,jT, xi+lj TT x1J,+l' T cij+lT)T (25)

where C is a 16 by 16 matrix.

VIII. A QUARTER-PLANE PROCESSOR, The estimate xkflf,q is defined as

the estiiate of xkI obtained by fitting as approximating runction in the

region R(p,q) where V < < < <
R(p,q) f(U,01 )Il 9 , and 1. w n - nq} (26)

-> 
>

For (p,q) - (k,Z), xk,X1k.,t becomes a filtered estimate. For p - k and q -

except for p - k and q X., "•,t1p,q becomes a smoothed estimate of xk,o. In

our formulation, xk Xppq would be obtained by minimizing the ob,5ective

function J(p,q) in the region R(p,q):

J(piq) iml iT•,"

q~i p-i
+ i,jT, xi+l,jT, xi,j+T, xi+ili+T)

T -T
. C(xi,jT, xi+.,j xi,j+,T x+ 1 ,+IT)T] (27)

where . - (1.0,0,0),

I'n a quarter-plane processor', the filtered estimate xk,1k,£ in ohtaines

by using the previous estimates of xk-1, t-l, xk-1,lv and xk,1-l, and the

meaourement mk X. In the next iteration, the filtered estimate Xk+l,tfk+l is

obtained by using the previous estimates of xk,•!, xk ,, and xk+l i-I and the

measurement mk+l 1. After estimating all the states in the Ith column the

recursive processor wives to the next coluat, end estimates xk0X+ljk,Li+l
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k - 2,...,N, and so on. First, we will discuss a filtering procedure for
_-k,21k,2, k 2, 3,...,N. Then, this procedure is extended for the filtered

estimates x,£Ik,£ for £ 2, 3,...,M.

By definition, the filtered estimate xk,2k,2k is the estimai . xk,2
obtained from an approximating function wh.ch finimizes the obje, .e function
in Eq. (27) for (p,q) = (k,2). For minimization, we take the gradient of
J(k,2) with respect to 1 and _22, and set it to zero

V(Al) J(k,2) - 0

where

x [xl,jT, x2 ,jT,...,xk,jT]T (28)

We can obtain a final recursive estimation equation as:

Ek,2 + 2 Fk,2 (x- lkl)(9
-xk,2k,2 (HTPk,2- k,2- ,llk-1,2

For notation used in the above equation, see reference (17]. With reference
to the final estimation equation above, it is noted that for the filtered

estimate xk,21k,2 the scheme uses the previous estimates xk-,, xk-l,llk-l,2,

and xk.l,21k.l,2, and the measurement mk,2. Here, it should be emphasized

that the scheme uses the smoothed estimate xk.l,llk-l,2 instead of xk-1,1.

Thus, when the filtered estimate xk,21k,2 is computed, it is needed to update

the estimate xk 1 to clIlk,2 for use in the next iteration. Now, by using
the recursive estimation equation in Eq. (28) and the pseudo error covariance

equation in Reference [17], we can compute xk,21k,2, k ' 2....,N recursively.

_* The resultant recursive filtering equation for xk,31k,3 becomes similar
j.4-

to the one in Eq. (28). Also, the smoothing equation for xY*i,3/i+l,3 becomes

¾i similar tu Che one for x*i,2/i+l,2. After all the -et rates in the third

aclumn, x*i,31k,3 and x*'-,31k+l, 3 for k- 1, 2,.*.,N are obtained, the

smoothed estimates x*k,31k+l,3, k- I,...,N-, will be ased for the estimates
S. A

-"n the fourth column, x*k,41k,4 and x*k,41k+l,4, and so on.
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The approximation method described above is one of the simplest ones. We
can employ more elaborate approximation methods at the cost of more
complicated computations. By now we have introduced a recursive quarter-

Spiano processor which computes the filtered estimate x*1-1k,£k, as an

•.--approximation to xk,k, From thedefiof the estimate xk,£tp,q, the

value of xk,X which minimizes J Is xk,XIN,M. here, we note that X*k,an k,£ has

A••its support in the region R(k,k), while the nonrecursive solution X*k,ZIN,14

has its support in the region R(N,M). Thus if we desire to have a better

approximation to xk ,£N,M, it is needed to develop a smoothing algorithm which
^ >< <

Couputes xk,XJk+d ,£+d, where dl,d, = 1, k+di = N and X+d2 = M.

"The smoothed estimate xk,tlk+d1 ,£+d9 is defined as the estimate of xk,X

".obtaiced by fitting an approximating functio in the region R~k+d it

has been derived that Xk+dg+d can be reasonably apprnximated by Xk+d 1 ,£+d 2
where xk+d,£+d is obtained by fitting an approximating function to a smaller

1't~ 2
region. The derivation proc:.dure for the above approximation is similar to
that of filtering discussed previously, and is omitted for conciseness.

IX. FURTHER NAVIGATION PROBLEM!S.

A. Terrain Slones and Range Slopes. With reference to Figure 1, terrain
"in-path and cross-path slopes are defined as the two orthogonal slopes dz/dp
and dz/pdO in a cylindrical coordinate system. During the past
investigations, the terrain slopes wern found to be appropriate measures fcr
evaluating a terrain. A direcc approach for esutimatitg the terrain slopes
would be to fit a smoothing spline to the meaeurement data in cylindrical
coordinates. However, there is a major difficulty in this approach. Even
though tae two independent variables ai and ej for the rangefinder are
changing with constai. increments AO and AO, respectively, the indepeýdent
variable p4 in a cyIindrical coordinate changes irregularly. T.e recursive
smoothing algorithm in the previous subsection requires that the data points
"be located at the corners of rectangklar grds of the two independent
variables. Since the two independent varlabien pi and Sj in a cylindrical
coordinate system, do not form rectangular grid,, the sm-oothing algoritsna
cannot be applied directly. By noting that tie posirioning angles Bi and 01
-.re thanigor.g in regvlar fashloD, it is proposed to obtain tbe "moýhed
estimates of the range slopes dr/dO and dr/dO defined in spherica-.
"coordinates. Then, these eatimates are transformed to the terrain slopes. in
appl!)ng the smoothing algorlthm to terrain slope estimation, one point tobe
mentioned ih t, aL the basic phbiooophy of the smoothing spline approach is to
suppress the noise elements Iqy pitting a ,month approximiting functicn to a
.no.se corrupted data set. Thus, when the func•ion to be approximated has
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sharp changes in its values or derivatives, the smoothing algorithm witl
produce errors in the results by saoothing out these actual sharp changes.
From the viewpoint of terrain slope estimation, such changes occur at the
edges of a boulder, a crater, or a ridge on the terrain. Thus, it is proposed
to detect these edges by using the rapid estimation scheme. Then, for the
area w1Ich is free of discrete edges, the two-dimensional smoothing algorithm
is utilized to estimate the slopes. The terrain slopes are estimated in the
order: (1) discrete edges are detected by using the rapid estimation scheme;
(2) for the area Which is free of discrete edges, a two-dimensional smoothing
algorithm is utilized to estimate the range slopes; (3) escimated range slopes
are transformed into terrain slopes.

"B. Estimated Tecrain In-Path Slope. The simulation of terrain with
hills and valleys is given in Figure 2. The estimated terrain in-path slopes
[18] are displayed in terms of a elope map, Figure 2. Characters A,...,G
represent a particular range of the terrain in-path slopes increasing from A
to G, at the corresponding location. U represents undefined slopes. In
Figure 3, we note circular slope regions on the faces of sinusoidal hills and
valleys. Also, along a radial direction, the estimated slopeo are changing
slowly from one region of slopes to another. Th1. large empty spaces are due
to the hidden regions at the back of boulders or hills where laser rays could
not reach. The undefined gradient represented by 'U' occurs when the
recursive algorithm cannot be applied due to sharp changes in ranges between
adjacent measurement data. The estimated in-path terrain slope maps are used
for the evaluation of the terrain in front of the mobile robot vehicle.

C. Terrain Cross-Path Slopes. In discussing the terrain cross-path
slopes [19], the data can be conveniently processed to generate smoothed
in-path and cross-path range slopes zecursively in spherical coordinate system
due to the regularity of the elevation and azimuth angles. When we proceed to
calculate the true terrain slopes on the base plane, the regularity of the
data points are completely destroyed. For a fixed elevation angle 0, the
horizontal projection of the range data are not located at a fixed distance
from the rover. It is desired to calculate the cross-path slope at point
(0i 6j). However, in general, Piuj * Pi,j+l-. Thus, the true cross-path slope
is not along an arc connecting points Pi,j and Pi,j+l-

Our algorithm to calculate the terrain cross-path slope can then be
summarized as follows:

I. Obtain the range measurements.
2. Use the smoothing algorithm co calculate the range cross-path slope.
3. Obtain the terrain cross-path slope and its variance.

D. Evaluation of Terrain Variables. As mentioned in the introduction,
in the evaluation of terrain variables, we only use the slopes at the spine
and track points. The reason is two-fold. First, only a minor part of this
path selection scheme need the data of elevation. Second, if we adopt tt.e
elevation estimates as our input data, we will get larger errors in the
calculation of in-path and tilt slope terrain variables.
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The terrain variables and the variances together with the corresponding

explanations are listed below [20].

i. In-Path Terrain Variables The in-path slope terrain variable gives
the average of the in-path slopes for the four vehicle wheels at each section.
This variable is a measure of the risk in the forward direction.

2. Tilt Slope. Tilt slope terrain variable is used to estimate
excessive cross-path slopes which may cause the vehicle to tip over.

3. Obstruction Height. The obstruction height is calculated for six
different locations at each discrete section of the terrain. The maximum
value is then chosen as representative of this whole section.

In deriving the formula for a typical obstruction height, we use a third
order polynomial to approximate the terrain elevation in each location, By
differentiating this polynomial with respect to the distance, we get an
expression for the slope. With the known data of slopes at the three points
subscituted into this expression, we can determine the coefficients of the
polynomial. Using this polynomial, we can then find thi obstruction height in
this direction.

4. Wheel Deviation. MTe wheel deviation variable describes the offset
of any of the four wheels from a plane. Wheels an any three track points
define a plane. For each combination of three wheels touching the terrain,
the deviation of the fourth wheel with recpect to this plane is defined as the
wheel deviation.

A set of the measurement data is obtained by the described scanning
scheme. The range measurement data are processed by gradient estimation
scheme to evaluate in-path and ':ross-path slopes at the data points. Since
the slopes are estimated in the spherical coordinate system, it is needed to
transform the range slope in spherical coordinate system to terrain slope in
cylindrical coordinate. The in-path and cross-path slopes and their
covariances at the spline and track points along the corridors are evaluated
by applying tqo-dimensional Interpolation scheme over the estimated slopes at
the data points. The terrain variables at a discrete section along each
corridor are computed by using estimated slopes at the spline and track
points. Since the terrain variable estimates have uncertainty, the present
method increases the reliability by considering standard deviation as well as
their mean values.

X. CONCLUSION. By taking an algebraic approach, a recursive smoothing
algorithm was developed as an approximation to nonrecursive spline smoothing.
Compared to the recursive smoothing algorithm suggested by Weinert, the
smoothing algorithm in this paper is simpler in that the scheme is in a
discrete form. Simulation result shows that the performance of the recursive
smoothing algorithm is comparable to that of its nonrecursive counterpart. In
addition, the computational complexity with recursive smoothing ilgorithm is
much less than its nonrecursive one. Also, recursive smoothing by splines can
be implemented on-line. By taking an algebraic approach, a two-dimensional
recursive smoothing algorithm was developed as an approximation to a
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nonrecursive smoothing spline technique. While the amount of computation
required for a nonrzcursive algorithm increases rapidly with the size of the
two-dimensional data, the amount of computation for this smoothing algorithm
increases only linearly.
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APPENDIX A

EVALUATION OF SMOOTHING INTEGRALS

From EqB. (2a) through (2e) of the text, a piecewise cubic Hermite

polynomial in the section [~..,~1is represented as:

where s(s.l, l(ýi-j), s(ti), and s'(ýi) are the function values and first
derivatives at the nodes i-1, and i. We make the change of variable such as

j.1 = -(A-2)

This change of variables does not affect the value of the smoothing intege~al
ant. results in a simpler computation. The smoothing integral in the interval

I Is~-ij()I 2 ~. I s-,_, J(V) II2du (A-3): ;~ +i~l0+

where

A P- - =i-

Using Eq. (A-2) and Eq. (2a) of the text, Eq. (A-1) becomes

Thus, the norm square cf the second derivative is written as:

- ~T -
xi xi~ ki...l,i(II xi (A-5)
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By utilizing Eq. (A-5), Eq. (A-3) becomes:

-- TA- - I X- -
/-xi f i-1,i()l)d uXi

0i-ij - o+ IIX"'
1  0d xi1l

(A-6)

S lThus, smoothing integral is obtained as:

Sxi 12A-3  -6A-2 -12A 3 -W 2

xii1 -6AN2  4A- 1  6A 2  2A 1  xi (-7)

_ -12A&3 6A-2  12A- 63 2  
-W-

1_-6A- 2  2A-1  6A-2  4,r 1

By defining B-1 and A* as below:

B-1 12- 6 (A-8)
- 6A_2 4A- 1  0 1

Equation (A-7) is rewritten in the following for& as:

I- -IT -- 
-

'X -B1iA* X1
.x1-1 - 1*TB-1 A*T-1 A* xi_1 (A-9)

SA*TB-IA* -"A*T-l-.

- xi - ~ i -(A-10)

" (xi - A*xi-)T"l(x-Axl) (-)

which is Eq. (3) in the text.
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APPENDIX B

In this Appendix, we show that a piecewise bicubic Hermite polynomial
which minimizes the objective function in Eq. (B-I) becomes a bicubic spline.

J JE + PJs (B-i)

where
M N

JE [s(&,inj) - mi,j]TRij-fls(ýioj) - mi,j] (B-2)
j=l i=l

and

N t 34M TN
i l f l (--t (B-3)

Let a set S be a collection of all piecewise bicubic Hermite polynomials.
Also, we define a set U as a collection of all piecewise bicubic Hermite
polynomials which satisfy constraints set D in Eq. (B-4y.

s(ýi,•j) f c(ij) , i 1,2,...,N and J - 1,2,...,M

as(ýi,nj)/E = c;(i,j) , j 1 1,2,...,M and i - 1,N

as(ýiolj)/an = cn(i,j) , i - 1,2,...,N and j - 1,H

a 2 s(gi,nj)/3a3n - C,n(i,J) , i - 1,N and J - 1,M (B-4)

Then the minimizing problem in Eq. (A-1) is rewritten as:

Min J Min JP + PJs] - Min [JE + p Min Js] (B-5)
s(ý',n)es s(•,n)Cs D s(g n)Qu

In the paper by DeBoor [21], it is noted that there exists a unique
bicubic spline g(C,n) in the set U. Also, by using a standard technique to
derive the minimum norm property [2] of a bicubic spline, it can be shown
that:

is f N( ( d4 B6nl 91 aj.n

Since the bicuhic spline g(ý,n) is unique, we have the following Lemma:

Lemma 1: A bicubic Hermite polynomial s(F6,1i) U which minimizes the
smoothing incegral Js, becomes a bicubic spline g(E,n).

With reference to Eq. (B-5) and Lemma 1, we conclude that a piecewise bicubic
Hermite polynomial s(g,n), which minimizes Eq. (B-5), becomes a cubic spline.
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ON PHASE TRANSITIONS WITH INTERFACIAL ENERGY

Morton E. Gurtin
Department of Mathematics
Carnegie-Mellon University

Pittsburgh, PA 15213

Consider a fluid wh.ch has free energy f(p) a prescribed function of

density p, and which occupies a fixed container a, with Q a bounded

region in R3. If we neglect all other contributions to the free energy, then

the total energy E0 (p) corresponding to ,, density distribution p(x),

x e Q, is

E0 (P) = J* i(p(x))dx . (1.1)

If the fluid in 9 has mass m, and fluid is neither added to - nor

removed from - Q, then the allowable density distributions must be consistent

with the constraint

fa p(x)dx = m . (1.2)

Following Gibbs, we postulate that the stable configurations of the fluid

are those which minimize (1.1) subject to (1.2). Thus we are led to the

problem:

minimize the energy E0 (p) over

P0 all sufficiently regular fields p

that satisfy the constraint (1.2)

I-ere we shall be concerned with situations in which *(p) is nonconvex,

of a form capable of supporting two phases (Figure 1). In this instance the

solution P0 is most easily deccriberA in terms of the Maxwell parameters

a0 and 0 defined by the conditions

Present address: Mathematics Research Center, University of Wisconsin-
Madison, Madison, WI 53705.
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,.~. (..3

""i.PO 0) 0

The line through (aO, *laol) and (00, *(fI)) forms the convex envelope of
ic the free energy between aO and 0 (Figure 1).

* .:-'

t [axwell line

"spinodal I
-o P 1 P2 g0 P

Figure 1. Free energy *(p).

'Alt is not difficult to show that if we restrict our attention to

-continuous p, then P0 has no solution for a -e S. If we take

-piecewise continuous p, and assume that the length scale is chosen with

volwae(q) I

then the solution of p 0  is as follows:
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(i) for m 4 a0 or m ) there is exactly one colution, the

constant field

p(x) : m

(ii) for m e (a 0,) any field p of the form

p(x) = f 0 ea

2

1 U Q l 'Q2 ~2

00 - 0.
vo.lume(•1) = 30 -ma

volume(2 ) =0
2 a 0

is a solution, and al! solutions have this form.

Thus for each m a (a0,3 0 ) there are infinitely many solutions, some

corresponding to sets Iai which are quite wild. This drastic loss of

uniqueness occurs because interfaces - jumps in density - are allowed to form

without a corre3pording increase in energy.

A theory which attempts to overcome this difficulty was developed

independently by van der Waals (1] and Cahn and Hilliard [21 and is based on

an energy of the form
( + eIvp(x)lldx

Thus jumps in density are not allowed, but rapid changes are, and such changes

are penalized in energy by the presence of the term IVp12.

one problem with this theory is its difficulty, especially in space-

dimensions larger than one. A second problem is that, because solutions are

smcoth, it is not a simple matter to locate - or even define - an interfacial

zone between phases.
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S~An alternative theory for probl.ems of this type was developed in [31 and

• differs from its predecessors in two respects:

• (1) Jumps in density are allowed, but are accompanied by an interf&cial

Senergy*

i•'3:(2) The density distribution is not allowed to lie in the spinodal

•.region [P1 'P2.]- It is assumed that *(p) is defined and locally convex on

.'• • on [Pp1

-- • For fields.p consistent with (2) we define complementary subsets

•...,:.~ ~ £(P) = ix e a: pwx < pl ,

.•~ .. 2(p) = [X U SI: p(x) ;P 02

S1i(p) beinc the region in which the fluid is in phase i. The surface

[-. -.

[_,.•" •.P(P) = 390lP) nan •t2 (p)

S~facial energy

•:.-- •':•wl-ere

•, (iM IlP) is the area of Ir(P),

•\..(ii) o (assumed small) is the interfacial energy per unit areas

•:. we are therefore led to an energy of the form

i:,• E(P) = • (p(x))dx + al(p)

and to the following froblsa:

1) ump minimizty e oenergy Bp) over all

teieal ( sufficientd y re gu lar fields p which have

range outside [p and which

bi th e nwsatisfy the constraint (i. 2)

•.•:•:812
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We establish, it1 (3], an existence theorem for problem P and shot that

solutions p(x) are piecewise constant with constant chemical potential

* .'(p(x)), thereby reducing P to finding the global minimum of the

energy expressed as a function of 1. We show further that, when the solution

is considered a function of the parameter a, with p the corresponding

.chemical potential and E the associated mnirhuAl energy,
m

dE
P-i dm

We also prove that solutions p of P have minimal interface; more

precisely, we show that N(P) has minimal area when compared to all -%her

interfaces

r~a n N
with

volume(Qi) - volume(i (p))

Also contained in (3] is the general solution of P in R1 , as well as

the solution for 9 the unit square in J2 with *(p) piecewise quadratic.
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A COMI'OI'rA'iII)NAI. METHIOD
F RI)I IF1.1.1) IrIP : rT ION.

Of1' UNKNOW!N S'.JI$WANCEIS

ED)WARD W. ROSS
Acro-Mcchanicaj Enginee aring Laboratorv

US Army Natic'ý Research & Development Ceatol
NLick, MasachIsectt, 01760

AIBS''R ACT . Th is repor! is about c'msput itionalI methods in IOhe detect-ion l o
unknown substances by iean,,; of their spl-cira. The method ofI least-squares is
used Lo re:;1 whether an unknown spect rum is one 0f1 a previously-stored set of
spe(ctra of compounds known :o be 01 in'erest. "the requircments are Lihat this
be done with as s.•]al anc simple a prnogr,m) as possible and still get reasonablIe

certainty of dt lec: ,:n. 'htle progrm.ms are first described, tlhen t.(,sted by
-s.. , im;l t ion. Th., restults S'ugge5:l Ih.II lile pro,''dure is Ieasible a•llh1 ough
* .-? iurther imllprovvient is probab ly desirable,.

1. I NTROI)(TI % IN. 'lHi,; repor-I is .i ahnil 'l ompm ;ita i onal irmt- hods i n I •e det ect i on
of, unknown suf,t ,tn¢ncvs Ly ',eats of 'I liir spectIr. The itleout. of the work is L.o
de(vi s- I simll,., rapid sy,,/Im lir Ihii. prpose. Con e'pltua.lly, he f ,systew milth l

(cons i St ol .i iii.1S s I rowet l r wh i, h products spv: vl of . i I sillip I aS aild Ieeds
them to a1 computer that compares thiu, with a reference sL of speclira. The
Computer then decides wheLher the specirum is th:it of a substance of interesi

,(11ha- is, a member of Lhe reference set) or not.

- A, enormous amount of work has been done in the lasL twenLy years on
methods for ident ification of uI&nown chemicia compounds. Many di[ferent
experimental tools are available (ma.1ss spect'romertry, gas chromat-ography,
"infrared spectroscopy, nuclear-magnctic reson.nce, etc.), most of which -),oduc,

a spec! rum of some kind. The spect runm is uorpared Lo a library of spectra,
uLJ.i ng. a v.,riet y of mnal hemia i( a, proct-dures, looselyy Iermd "'palt trn
I-Crecognition" or "cluster analysis". Frequently, Lhe final decision is made by
a highly skil led scientist examining a number of sophtsLicated, visual
representLa ions of lihe unknown spectrum and the reference .pect ra. A Lypical
vx.ImplI e of the- cm' .l at!al ional effor involved is ARTIIIP. , ;a (,olI ,ct ion of
programs for chemical data wianipulat ion [ IJ.

Whiile this and similar large stat isl icaI collect ions .are of great value in
a Iabor,;L, ory set I i •g, our concerns helre are di f f reni in import ant respect s.
.r i Iamar II y , our 1) rocedure muust be s i pl I v; it ('annol. rel y on ;, skilled observer,

nor can we emplo)y inassive Coml)ul ing pw,.r and elaborate visisu '.11 5pl ys.
' l'resumab Iy, modesL compul a iLn.i I c.-ipabi I i Iy will be ,vai fable. We musL expect
substantial ,loise in Lti spect rum since si >':L laboratory procedures cannot be
followed. To ;ome extent rthesc burdens art, rfset by the fact ;hat we are

inte,'r sted onily ii) , Sp)ecilic, sall setL of _')staiiCeS.

i •PREVIOUS PAGE b
•=-'."IS BLANK
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In the tollowiuig sections we sla II de;cribe b he general feiatures that we
desire for this system and the mat ht.lUat ical and sta. istical questions implied
by I hem. The !.y.,ti ln requires vlari i !, I. litiput I ng proograms, which are I isted and
desc.ribed. Al. o, sintulat ions of 1,t0 s.ystem's oper-t. ion are presented and
discussed.

2. GENERAL ASPECTS. The requirements on the system imply that it must be
simple but capable of dealing with uni.tni,. The liinitat ion i'n conpii iig l)swer
and the absence of skillful users almost surely rule Out the met~h,-s of
pattern-recognition and cluster analysis. We would like to use hig!ily
developed, efficient computer programs so as to reduce the calculational
burdens. These considerations sugges.t that we adopt leasL-squares regession
as the basic method for detection.

The main body of this report concerns questions that arise in carrying out
the detection by least-squares. There are many variants of the least-squares
method, many programs for carrying out the computations and (unfortunately)
many pitfalls In under.tnlnding the rv..dults. We deal ,ihli these in the
following sect ions but wish now to sl;ate #he problem in the mat hematical
notat.ion tlhat will be used.

The mass spectrum ol a subst aint i., represented by the vector of specLral
intensities it a. suitlably cliosen s;ltif mInass ratliois.' For example, tihe unknown
subst ance with I iens it ies yI . Y- .... Y* it mass rlatios indexed by 1, 2,

N, respectively, .are, vic•:d us the v. Itor Ys

y T = LY 1 9 y, ] = transpose of y

Each of the P reference substances i.; also represented by its vector of
spetral inten.l;il it.'s lat the same iaaia!. r.atios. The vtzctor X is given by

x T= [xlj. x j, ... , XNj j -!, 2, .... !'.

In the least squares method, we assume

y - Z X +

where B. are coelficientus to be ,st intilild ,and£ is assum,;ed to be a vetl'or (if N

independent, Gaussian random-variables with mean = 0 and variance z cF2 .

The coefficient vector,

BT [B 1 , B2 , ... , B

is estimated by iniuimizing 6T C., which il.,ads to the f uIomula r B (0Lhe st. inaLe
of B)

B- (X'xI'xTy,

Reproduced from-
Sesl available copy.
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where the mat rix X has N rows, 1P coIlIums and is given in terms of its column
vectors, Xj,, by

X -[XI ,x 2 ,....,X J.

The quant'ity a2 is estimated by

2 CT
S C /(N-p)

and the covariance matrixt of B is oStimated by

2 T -1COV (B) - S (X X)

Fitsilly, the es~imatcd Student-t of tHe j-thi coefficient. is

=1/2 - S(TX- 11/2
t. is./[Var(13). - .is[( )

If. t lie %PVC ~t~ I 1,0w t t. pi :e it .nWillIi a s ec t ruin ofI an ujiknowat
substance, repreSented by the vector y, the algorithmn conSibLs of calculat~ing

ancmip.iritig them with a valav t N 2). If at I VI I ; IL~thle L anLtthere is.itl
resntohink that 11tv usaknowii is illy of Ht- reference substances. I f

Lj tc, there is good reason ito thinlk lliat. the unknown contiains a subStait~ial
f r~ct Lion of I he .-1 It r*Iel crnce sub.1 .1alo V.

We shall discuss this procedure in Lthe next. section.
-V

3. DESCRIPI~TON OF THlE PR~OCED)URE. The procedure sketched in tule previous
section for detecting the reference substances can be carried out in many
different ways. There are several per-ils that attend the least-squares method,
and many difterent, methods have beeni developed to deal with dihem.

Perhaps the most. interest~ing aspect oft he present. detection problem is
the possibility that Most Of the perils can be eliminated by careful
organization of Lhe computations. In particular, most. of the difficulties with
the least-squares method arise out of poor conditioning of the matrix X, that
is, Some Of the columns of X are nearly linearly dependent on other columns.
Sometimes thec columns are badly-scaled, and this also can cause trouble. The
point is that none of these difficulties involve the vector y directly. The

r:W*,ý;matrix X, the set of reference vectors, is known long before the system goes
into operation. IL. seems, therefore, that we can study and simplify the matrix
X uxider laboratory conditions. If this is done well, it. should be possible to
avoid most Of the difficulties that. might. afflict the computations done after
the unknown vector, y, is received.

Nei ~This implies that. We should divide thle COMPUtational algorith1m SO lthAt as
much ab possible is done "in lalbotatory", before its actual use. The resultS
are stored in the "final computer", and only the final Steps, the parts that
involv e hle unkniown, y , a re do4n14 ill I tit I i uia compipul ion11 . N itpar:t i cu 11r , all

.V, exploratory work having to do with the conditioning of hie maLtrix X slivold be
done in the laboratory.

LReprod uced fo
bes aviabepy.
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Once we ha.ve .)IOti ed(, II(. Vi Wl):-i llI th.iI I t- lie l.Uii I ioii; should be divided
into two stage; , a)rel imina ry stage iitld a I iial stage, we %.,ant to use existing
algorithms (h.it a Ire similarly divi(ded jti ii piases. 'he LINPACK algorithnms are
SO arranged ,leus ir, ,it Iua't ais el I it ie'it ,an(d parsirnionious ol st)orag •i S ally

available progr0m1s for doing least-%-.ltiires, 1.91. For I he prestent , I lien. We
dec ide d o b.a:w oMir at gor ihun t lit H .i IINIPACK r.ub rot'- in'es, (ill I"U'IAN) for doit•g
least-squares. IL is possible Lhalt stibrOutines could be written, spocirically
designed ',or lle pre-;ent. situation ( or example, a very we!l--condilt. Joled X),
that would do better than the UINPACK routines in some respects. However, the
imnprovement is not likely t, be great, and so we limit. ourselves to these
reI iýAb) programs.

The UNPACK col[ection furnish~es three procedures for doing least-squares
problems. They are:

T
(a) Cholesky Decomposit ion of X X,

(b). QR l)e'omposition ol X, *inid

(c) Siiigular-Value Deconpos. il list of X.

All c hree provide metn(hods for traii sl•tii ig the matrix X into a form that is

convenient, to ..olwy . This will h,. d,,t,, i lite laboratory. The first .wo also

give shlirou ill.'. lHfiM *.olwv lor II wh.ien y i:, giveil. No such lprograim ('omp.iiioll
Lo (c) is givein, though it would be easy to write one. The singular-value
decomposition' is computationally expensive (even for laboratory circumstances),
and its advantages become evident only when dealing with a poorly-conditioned
matrix. We shall use it. in the exploratory phase of our work, when we are
studying .he condition of a set of reference vecuors, but we do not use it as
part of the scheme once a we; 1--condi ioned !:et of reference vectors has been
found.

For this situation we have to choose between (a) Cholesky Decompostion and
(b) QR-Decompostion. The LINPACK manual equivocaLes on this quesLion, so
parallel programs were written that used both methods. There was no
significant difference between them ini time-tests, hut l.he Cholesky
Decompostion algorithms used about 10% fower words of instruction than the QR
algorithms for the same amount of data. Accordingly we decided to use Cholesky
Decomposition as our algorithm. The machine version of the final p--gram for
analyzing a (30 x 13) matrix reqtired in instructions and data 9 )O 36 bit
words on a UNIVAC 1106, of which 6300 words were. FORTRAN overhead.

The computer pogrrims LAB anli FINAL. are listed in Appendix A and described
by their document-iation. The LAB progr•r.m reads in the mat. rix X of spectral
intensities of the refcrence set of substances. The symmetric matrix

A - vTx

is formed and .ac t ored i ti o I lhe pr'oi I
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where R is an upper I riangula" maIrix. The LINPACK routine SPPFA finds the
matrix R. Al.o the matrix A- is iound by subroutine SPPI)l, and thl vector V
with

-1 1/2
V. = JA A /(NR-NC)j

j

is calculated. The arrays X, R anid V are writLen in file 7 to be used by the
FINAL program.

The FINAL program teads the contents of file 7 :ýnd the vector spectrum of

of the unknown, y. The vector W = X'y is calculaLed and the linear system

AB xTx B - X y = W

soived by LINPACK routine SPPSL. Then the residual vector

e = y - XIS

and its sum of squares,

are found. Finally, the t-values associated with P are written out if t> t

The FINAL program has a loop lor SimulaLing randgmness etlecLs. IL rea,3 s in a
basic, unknown vector, 1i, and generates NR sample y-vectors, obtained 1-y adding

to U a vector of Gaussian random i.umhbrs with mean = 0 arid standard deviation
DSD.

These programs are used later in studying the effects on detectiot. of

altering various properties of the reference set or unknown.

4. TESTING TIHE PROCEDURE IN TIlE I.ABORATORY. A trial set of data was
furnished, perhaps typical of the spectra thaL the procedure must treat. It

comprises the spectra of 13' substances, each spectrum being defined by 30 peak
intensities, hence is represented by a matrix with 30 rows and 13 columns. The

matrix is shown in Table 1. We now proceed to analyze it, that is, wc do the

laboratory part of the sLatistical treatment.

The firsI step is to re;arraige t•e data matrix so Ihe columns are

normalized ;o have lngth 10,000, and the rows are ordered according to their
median entries. That i., tLIM medi;;n of each rowJ is found and the rows
exchanged so that the iirst row is the one with the largest median, the second

". row has the next largest median, etc. Table 2 shows this rearrangement of the
array, which we now designate the matrix X; this (able also includes a trailing

5• column (not p.rt of X), giving for vich row its i ndex in the original data-

matrix. Th(. . IatrimX X i. he object tit Ihc sLudy that follows.
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TAIL[ Is nNI3GINAL DA?A-MAMIX

W5 33 533 A I 3 * r a H I J K L M

1 133 364 8" 860 514 173 367 313 443 73 it! 360 437
SSt 10363 63 9 It 51 37 31 34 23 13 71 95

3 1051 1077 1436 i3iS 1682 1713 1395 10JI 843 1113 11W7 1419 1104
4 113 141 111 %104 133 78 33 S4 70 I3 144 53

S43 4,30 a094 731 7366 34 37 141 133 547 366 73 161
6 33 0 11 N0 79 43 15I 54 38 U9 54 CS 64
7 19 I36 0 0 51 14 105 31 34 4f 30 13 64
8 86 I0 84 0 I? S 35 Is 3 6 13 0 0
9 I0 31 58 3 33 IS 17 I1 84 IN 3 31 83It It 04 46 It X 33 10 It 16 10 13 it 17

11 446 738 M3S 399 759 32? 337 305 S63 S S6 W I1 III 9 36 30 35 11 83 5? 46 41 89 ?M 45 54
13 1853 U345 1320 1413 1111 1272 131a 1749 1315 333 1S1 1Sla 1672
14 134 114 481 313 M7 174 194 606 700 •39 4a8 139 337
15 4 0 1 3 1 * 0 01 I 133 6 0 45
16 US5 SS4 M5 77 46 123 154 11I 133 94 140 116 174
17 54 &7 a4 a4 S4 It 44 45 35 a2 33 30 39"13 33 I? 14 IS g3 1 33 33 I8 43 17 44 38
19 67 0 0 IS 64 7 It 16 13 15 7 11 9
NO 116 51 7? f 94 N 119 346 5 9 0 Ile 4Q 337
31 14 19 1 18 34 11 33 14 7 81 is 30 11
1Z 6 0 7 6 7 4 0 11 a 0100 I 8n
23 S63 US 604 410 893 3M1 117 64# 1490 333 M39 383 717
24 36 44a 90 17173 43 157 139 173 661 3 13 3 41as 3a 19 148 3 15•2189 146 79 383 1" V U S4

6 122 365K 111 153 17S 16 933I7V 6 S4 134 00 173
37 16S4 73 9a 38l 1039 631 1649 314 413 941 1333 463 911
If 177 0 70 39 102 190 131 117 14 117 107 33 46
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Our prliminary investigation is concerned mainly with the condition of
the matrix X. Also we are inturer:;td in the following notion. A glance at
Table 2, matrix X, shows that the lower rows have veiy small entries compared
with the first few rows. Since tht-re is some random error in the matrix
elements in .iay case, it. is doubt fiu that these rows are cont.ributing much
information t[i the identiticatiou of the precise substances. Perhaps little
discerning-powi' r would lih lost if iIli.ee rows were dele (,ted. IHoweve r, we have Io

be careful about doing this Ior revisons explained in the next paragraph.

There are two levels of identification that concern us in this project.
Primarily we are interested in the question "Does the unknown spectrum contain
a signifiicantly non-zero con(:etL rat ion of any of the ret.e rence substtances?"
Only secondarily are we interested in which specific substance is present and
its concentration. (rhis is somewhat dilferent from the relative importance
usually accorded these two questions in a laboratory setting and is one way in
which this problem differs from chc'hni•al identification in the laboratory.)
The importance of the rows with small (entries is slightly different with
respect to these two questions. ihe sta entries may not have much eiect on

the determination of the specific substances but may have a telling impact in
deciding whether an unknown subst.sitce belongs to theset or not. For the
"unknown could differ from a membtr i-( the .set by having a high peak w4here all
members of the reference set have low intensity. If this peak is d' loted. we
could mistaknly identify the unkiiown as a member of the set, that is, we risk

Y setting oil ,t false alarm. We mnua , therefore, be very cautious about deleting
rows of X.

There art remany ways of asse':. i iig t he cond it ion of t he mat.ri x X. Trhey
range from very simple procedures, such as finding the correlation matrix for
the columns of X up to doing the singular value decomposition of the matrix.
We hope to find and perhaps remove any near dependencies (linear

C relationships), among the columns of X. The most complete information about
the presence of these dependencies is furnished by tht singular-values of X,
the positive square-roots of the cigen.alues of A v X X. In particular, the
prese:,ce of dependencies is indi'atead by high values ol the ratio of the
largest to the smallest singular-valui,.

A convenient procedure for investigating the (,"pendencies among tl..
columns of X is called V-NULL and is part of the collection called ROSEPACK.
It causes a singular-value decomposition to be done. Estimates of the
singular-values and their ratio to the largest singular-va'ue are printed oat.
The user is then asked to name the index of the smallest non-zero singular-
value. This choice implies a decision that the rank of the matrix is, sayp
Then there will exist N-P dependent columns and p independent columns, and the
"program prints out estimates of the coefficient! in the relations between the
dependent and independent columns.

This program was run, using the matrix X as input, with results shown in
Table 3. The ratio of the largest to smallest sirgular-value is 1/0.00935
107, which is a bit large for comfort though not indicative of major trouble.
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Table 3. (Singular Values/Largeot Singular Value) for Matrix X.

INDEX FULL MATRIX 19 ROWS 16. ROWS

1 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000

2 .2663 .2663 .2659

3 .1649 .1648 .1647

4 .1397 .1394 .1395

5 .0992 .0989 .0984

6 .0561 .0552 .0552

7 .0528 .0516 .0509

8 .0332 .0322 .0314

9 .0258 .0251 .0231

10 .0200 .0189 .0186

11 .0149 .0140 .0137

12 .0136 .0126 ,0119

13 .0094 .0082- .0074
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In particular, a stem-and-leai displ.ay of the logarith.m of the ratio of the
largest singular-value to each ol ihI iv er., Table 4, shows. no stI:iking gaps.
Hence there is no obvious choice ol rank. A tentative selection, p = 12, was
made, and the program calculaLed that column 4 is dependent and the dependency
relation is:

4 .148C2 # 0.117C1 - O..06C 1 o.039C 5 1 .857C 6 - 0.57007 + 0.078C8

0.235C9 + 0.358Ci0 + 0.126C i- 0.251C 12+ 0.631C1 3

We conclude from this that the matrix X is not extremely close to being
singular. There is no strong relationship among the columns of X, but the
strongest of the somewhat weak dependencies is between C4 and the columns

having large coefficienis, namely Cb, C13 , and C7. The relation between C4 and
C6 is depicted as particularly close in this treatment, and scrutiny of X
confirms that these columns are similar.

At this point we might choose to remov'e C4 (or C6) from X if we thought
the relation between t.hem was close enough to adversely affect the results.
Rather than doing that, however, we use V-NULl, to determiae what. is the effect
on the condition of X when we delete rows with small entries, the lower rows of
X. The results of deleting the last 11 and 14 rows of X are also shown in
Table 3. The singular values are not. changed much, which suggest that
omitting, say, the last 10 rows of X would not greatly weaken our ability to
distinguish the columns of X. However, we prefer to retain these rows for
reasons mentioned earlier.

In this section, we have discut,.ed procedures for detecting poor
conditioning ol Ihe matrix X. The Ireai.ment has not been exhaustive by any
means. For example, we have not us.d the idea ol the variance-decompostions
proportion for the sake of brevity, 131. In general, we shall do everything
necessary in a laboratory computation to sure that X is well-conditioned
before it is used in the final computation.

5. TESTING THE FIELD PROCEDURE. In this section we describe the results of
tests of the program for doing the final computations. These tests are in the
form of Monte-Carlo simul;,tions in whith the unknown vector, y, is proportional
to one of the columns of X with added noise. A few tests are also done in
which y is purely random noise; its only resemblance to the reference set is a
chance one.

The comput at ional procedure starls wi h the matrix X, hopefully well-
conditioned, and applies the LAB program to create the file that will be read
by the FINAL program. The FINAL program reads this file, then reads the
unknown vector, U, generates NR samples of y by adding noise, and analyzes
each. The random noise is independent Gauss.ian u.-th standard deviat ion (SD).
TestS were made with SD = 100, 200, 301,) and 500. It is thought that SD = 300
corresponds roughly to a noise level of 107. because
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TABLE 43 DISTRIBUTION OF LOG (SVR)

SUR * (LARGEST SINGULAR VALUE/EACH SINGULAR VALUE)

STEM-AND-LEAF DISPLAY OF LOG(SVR)
LEA"F DIGIT UNIT 1 .l00e
1 2 REPRESENTS 1.2

AI.

I +OT
2 +OF 5
3 +0S ?
4 +0. 8

(2) IT 22
6 jF 45

3 1. 88
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2(SD),v(median of largest values in Va1h column)d/1, so Lhat these levels
bracket the noise we vxpect to eticotigiter in the field.

The Monte-Carlo simulations for Ihe lfirst condition were done by taking
each col-mn of X in turn as the b.isic unknown vector, U, then generating NR =

20 or 40 s:r;,les of y. In this way 260 or 520 trials were made aL each noise
level. The results are stated in i'rmns of three integers,

NNO = number of trials in which nothing was detected

NEV " number of trials in which the true column was dCLected

NWD = number of trial.; in which a column was wrongly detected,

where detection of a column means that the t-value for the regression
coefficient of that column was (a) larger than 2 and (b) larger than the t-
values for the other columns.

The results are shown in Table 5 for SD = 200, 300, and '500. Trials were
run for SD = 100, but the results are n t shown because they were perfect; all
260 trials resulted in exactly correct detction. In looking at these results
we must bear in mind that we dould like the system to yield primarily a small
number for NND, because in these trials the unknown is always a member of the
"reference set. If NND is large it. means that the system often fails to detect
the presence of a reference substanceŽ. Table V shows that the overall ratio of
NND to the number of trials is:

for SSD 200, rNDU NND/260 = 8/2bO - 0.031

for SSD = "100, rN N NND/520 "'P8/120- 0.112

for SSD = 500, rNDl NND/260 = 00/260 - 0.231

These results suggest that the system detects the presence of some reference
substance (when one is present) in about 897. of the trials at this noise level.
If the instrumentation could be improved so that SSD = 200 (about a 67% noise
level), the estimated detection probability rises to 97%..

The table also furnishes informat.ion about the less crucial determination
of the exact substance. We see that, the overall probability of this is
estimated to be:

for SSD = 200, rED = 236/260 0.908

for SSD = 300, rED 386/520 0.742

for SSD ý 500, rED 128/260 , 0.492.

These are less satisfactory than the previous results, but also less important.
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The table also tells us quite a lot about the specific columns that are
well or poorly detect.ed. We see thL0t fo. SD = 300 columns 2, 3, 5, 9, and 10
are very distinctive. When they are present, something is always detccted and
almo:.; always: the corre'ct column is lound. Columns I and 8 are less well-
defined but Si1110 OUL fairly clearly. Contrarily when column 4 is present,
the system has a lot of trouble in detecting anything, and when something is
found, it. is efLen idenLified incorrect ly. To a lesser exLenL, this is also

true of columns 6, 7, 1i, 12, and 13. These results agree fairly well with the
implications e the V-NULL analysi:s described in the previous section. For SD
= 200 and 500 these distinctions are less clear than at SD = 300 but coarsely
similar.

"The lf fect of dclet ing t he !,I'.I i en rows of ti he mat rix X was invest.igated
by a similar Monte-Carlo procedure. The results are not shown in detail, but
"the overall probabilities of no detect ion and exact detection are:

for SD = 2 0 0 ,rND = 0.077,rED 0.862

for SD = 3 0 0 ,rND O. 1 6 5 ,rED = 0.677

for SD = 500.rND -0.315,rED 0.431

There is a statistically significant loss of discrimination (at the 95% level)
in these results, as compared with those using the full matrix.

The V-NULL analysis suggests that the most nearly dependent column of the
matrix X is column 4. It is natural, then, to investigate the effect on the
detection-process of removing column 4 from Lhe matrix. Table 6 shows the
results for this simulation carried out for SPI 300 and compares them with the
results for t lie complet v mat rix. Th'l'h vst ilma.t ed det cct ion probabi lit ies a re:

-.'. Complevt X X without col. 4

rED 0.742 0.831
Sr D
"ND 0.112 0.071L'•'. ND

.1 r. 0.146 0.098•, • WD

We see that deleting column 4 has a gc,,,orally favorable effect on detection
probability, although part of the improvement is due to the fact that we did
not use column 4 as an unknown in these simulations. Examination of Table 6
shows that most of the improvement was caused by the elimination of column 4
from consideration and better detection of columns 6, 7, and 13. This agrees
well with the results of the V-NULL analysis described in the previous section.

4 However, we notice also that column 11 is detected less well than before. The
reason fo7" this is not clear. In a real life situation this would Iead us to
do further analysis of the null-space of X, but we shall no. pursue it here.
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Table 6. Comparison of Simulation Results With and Without Column 4.

X Withgut-Column 4

" _LNND ND NED IIND NWD

1 34 2 4 35 2 3

2 40 0 0 40 0 0

- 3 39 0 1 40 0 0

4 12 16 12 - - -

,.,'A
5 39 0 1 39, 0 1

6 19 10 11 27 6 7

7 24 7 9 26 4 10

8 37 1 2 39 0 1

9 40 0 0 40 n 0

10 38 0 2 37 0 3

11 21 6 13 18 12 10

12 26 6 8 28 5 7

13 107 30 5 47
386 58 76 399 34 47

El~.
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In all the cases described so far, the unknown vector, y, was arsumed to
.consist of one column of X plus noise. A few simulations were also run in
which y was a linear combination of two columns of X with added noise. The
results were much worse thn with one column. The set of simulations was far
LTrom complete, but the probability ol detecting nothing when two columns are

"V.i present appears to be about 0.25, which ia quite poor.

It still remains to investigate the propensity of this system .or giving
false alarms. For this purpose it. would be desir,.ble to have a st.t of mass
spectra typical of substances that might be present at the same time as tho'.

• of the reference set . Members of thi• .v.ei would then be used as the y-vectors,
and we could see whether the system i ,isidentilies any Of them. Unfortunately
such a set is not aviwilable. A much less desirable procedure is to generate
random vectors from some plausible distribution and see what fraction of them
is identified as one of the reference set. Since we are using a critical t-
value of 2, we expect ;hat about 5% oi !he cases will be identified as members
of the reference seL if the underlying distributio.- is close to Gaussian. A
few preliminary trials of this nature were carried out, with the expected
results, but it is difficult to see what could be learnec'd from a large
"simulaLion since relatively little is known aboit the distribution of the mass
spectra in nat.ural environments.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION. The principal conclusion that can be drown
from this effort is that the proposed scheme appears workable, provided the
"real life situation is reasonably close to what is absumed in the simulations.
IL is likely that. with care in the conditioning of the reference matrix, we can
achieve successful detection in more than 907% of the trials. The probability
of false alarms is less well determined, especially under conditions that might
arise in military operations.

The following comments and suggest ions appear relevant:

(a) It would be very desirable to obtain spectra of sampt- volatiles
occurring under oiatural condi ions. We. must have this or equivalent
information in order to see whether ihe system will produce false alarms under
operating condil ions.

(b) Further thought should be given to the problem of improving the
.condition X. The procedure exemplified in section 4, simply deleting the most
dependent column is widely practiced but sometimes unreliable. On the other
hand, She procedures usually suggested as replacements (see Belsley, Kuh, and
Welsch ), ridge regression .1nd mixed or f.iyesia:. estl,1pat ioil, involve appending
questionable intormation, beyond that available from the spectra, and are,
therefore, also open Lo criticism.

(c) The final program used here is quite small and is probably within the
capacity of most minicomputers. However, it is in FORTRAN and perhaps will
need reprogramming into BASIC or some assembly language for actual use.
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(d) We have not conducted any tormal search for outlying or highly
influential rows in the data matrix. We have omitted this aspect of the study
because it is reasonably clear from the results already found that for our
purposes none of the rows are excessively influential. For if, say, one row
was very influential, the B values would fluctuate wildly from one trial to
the next, according to the ranlomly changing y-entry ill that row. Our
principal concern is detecting the j [or which B- is largest and deciding
whether thai. )j > 2; this primary co|iclusion is quite reproducible from one
trial to the next. It is possible that other estimates are influenced mostly
by one row, but there is little evidence'tt~ar the primary conclusion is so
aftected. Nevertheless, It might bz interesting to eCamine t.he hat matrix

_•.• i .X xrx)-l ' xr
H M X (Xx X

for this problem. because of the initial ordering of r.he rows of X, it seems
plausible that each row would be more influential than its successor, b,'t this
has to be checked.

(e. in conclusion, it it, a good idea to re-emphasize the factors £ihat
make this problem ditferent froin a rout in• aplpl icatLion ol least-squar,-s
regression. They are

tl
(1) limited computing power and data acctracy,

(2) a modest number of reference vectors, and

(3) a very specific objective, namely, to see whether the unknown vector
contains a statistically signifiCanLt amount of any of the reference vactors.
Although we wojld like to detect which vectors are present, that is much less
important than detecting whether any ace found.
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APPE14DIX A

-~ PROGRAM LAB

1 cast THIS is THE IN-t.ASONATORV ON PRFLIAINMAY
It COSS PART OF THE ALCOA:THN FOR CSEMICAL-IETECTION
3 S*S NY UKC OF CHOLES~f-DECOflPOSITIONi. THE SPECTRAL-

4 is**INTENSITY MATRIX X, IS READ IN MaN IV9VMETNIC
5 CIS* MATRIX A GENENATiD. THIS is TkEN FACTORED meD
I CR33 THE INVERSE FOUND X A'A14D THE DIA4"AL Of THE
7 CSSB INVERSE ARE URITTiM IN XILE 7. WO"NC THEY
a COSS ARC READ NY THE FUELD PROCRAK Cf.
9 REAL x01.I.(3
to 016FORMAT()
11 101 FORMAT(13F5.8)
la 20. FORMATSECIS.?)
13 201 FORMAT(RI53
14 cast READ 9NR~C AND TK' MATRIA X. THEN WRITE x
is CR36 IN FILE 7.
16 READCS 100) 10.NC
17 6MIYEd.,2013 K*.Nc
is D0 4 1e1NR

is READCS 101) (X(1 J),J0I.NC)
36 4 60iT~i Elf) (Kd J) JeI.NC)

ill CURS CALCULA~i THE UPPEfi-TAIANGLI OF THE SYWNETRIC
22 CIS$ MATRIX A *(X-TRANSPOSE )SR AND STORE

2:3 Cast INi VECTOR REPRCSENTATIOM.
24 oas to as J*Iliic

8n 10 CONITINUJE
30 v*CONT!INUE
31 CZISS USE LINPACK SWWW~TINE SPPFA TO DO ClbOLIEgV-
31 CIRS FACTORIZATION, OP SVlqIETRIC WITIX At. UIDIII TI
33 Ciii RESULTING MATRIX A 1fK ?e 7

34Col-. SpPPA(ANc IWFO)
36 IF(IWO.QT.*) UaITE(S.11I)EIIO
36 LVITEC7 2") (4(00,101 K)
3? Cas3 COALC$LATk THE DIA00ONAL TEkRS OF THE INVER OF
33 clam SVHNETRIC MiATRIX aApt~ DIVIDE IV THE DEC=$E
39 CIA$ OF FREEDOM TO GET THE VECCTOR U. THEM uNITE
to Cats SOR~t U) IH FILE 7. UNWPACK SUIROUTICg 9PPO? IS

01 Catz USED to FINiD THE VADIRS OF A.

43 C'moR
44 JJ.@
op DO I 4aI,HC

471 tmO tAJti
41 WuRITE(7.ZS01 fUCJ),-JvI.?4C?
49 END
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PROGRAM FINAL

0 C THIS IS THE FINL PART OF THE PROCEDURE FOR
a C IDENTIFYING UNKNOWN SPECTRA. IT READS IN THE UNKNOUN
3 C SPECTRUM AND DOES A LINEAR REGRESSION UIA CHOLESKY
4 C DECOMPOSITION TO ESTIMATE THE REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS AND
S C THEIR T-VALUES. LARGE T-VALUES CORRESPOND TO THE
6 C MOST PROBABLE KNOWP4N SUBSTANCES IN THE LIST OF THOSE
? C PREVIOUSLY ACQUIRED FROM THE 'LAB* PROGRAM* CH . AS MUCH
a C AS POSSIBLE OF THE WORK HAS PEEN DONE IN THE LAB
9 C PROGRAM.i•:1, C

11 PARAMETER LDR-30, LDC*13. LDP&1tS
18 REAL X(LDR.LDC),V(LDC),A(LDP),U(LDR)
13 REAL 3(LDC),Y(LDR#%
14 INTEGER IR(LDC)
& DOUBLE PRECISIOIN DSD
Is CttUE READ IN DATA CREATED BY THE 'LAB' PROGRAM* CH.
17 READ (7.90) NR*HC
13 DO 10 I-1.NPM- 19 10 READ C7.120) (X(IJ),JINC)

al READ 7.1,0) (A(KK)oKK*.,K)
22 READ (7,120) (V(J).J1.HC)
23 C*ZSS READ IN DATA FOR UNKNOUN SPECTRAL INTENSITt!ES.
24 DO 28 I&,,INR
as ae READ (s.120) UCI)
a6 READ (6,110) NREP*SDtDSDS8? OCEEI START OF LOOP FOR SIMULATIN• RANDOMMESS EFFECTS
r1 ~O0 94 L-1°NREP

CU*.t INTRODUCE RANDOM GAUSSIAN NOISE
30 DO 30 I-1,NR
31 Y(I )-U( )+SD*GCNQF(DSD)

v..,
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PROGRAM FINAL, CONTINUED

3230 IF (Y(I).LT.O.0 YI).33 CA**z9 FIND REG-RESSIOrI COEFFICIENT ESTIMATES* B(J)34 DO 40 Jw1,NC
36 40 3J.DT~RX.)1V1
36 CALL SPPSL (ANC,S)
37 C*SZZ FIND RESIDUALS AND T-UALUES OF COEFF. ESTIMATES.38 C**UZ ARRAY Yil) IS USED FOR BOTH RESIDUALS AND T-VALUES.

39 DO 59 I-1,NR

47 CAL USRT J- ,NC,)

45 60 R(J)oj)S

48 7 WRITE (6,100) L ,U)YJ

53 so CONTINUE

56 90 FORMAT QIS)
56 100 FORMAT (13*2F?.4)
57 116 FORMAT C
58 120 FORMAT (5E15.?)

60 END
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MATHEMATICAL FOUNDATIONS FOR ROBOTICS

John E. Hopcroft
Department of Computer Science

Cornell University
Ithaca, N.Y. 1483

AER&RZ. A major component of robotics is concerned with the represen-

tation and manipulation of physical objeats. The design of computer algo-

rithms to interact with these representations and to carry out task planning

raises many mathematical and computational issues -that are not well under-

stood. This talk will explore some of these issues and outline areas where

mathematical development is needed to support a robotics effort.

1. WRiOMT10. Task level planning is an important aspect of robot-

ics. What is ieeded ig thhe -bility to communicate a task to a robot at the

level of *insert peg in hole* and have the detailed instructions such as opea

gripper, move to location x, rotate gripper* etc. be automatically generated

by a computer. To do this requires solving many problems. First, one must be

able to automatically deduce a grip position that will not interfere with the

desired task. Then one =mst develop an approach strategy that will insure

gripping eve-i in the presense of some uncertainty of position. Finally one

must be able to plan motion.'

Each of these tasks requires the ability to represent physicl objects in

a computer in such a manner that they can easily be reasoned about. Although

researchers in computer graphics have developed computer models of surface

representations and efficient ray tracing algorithms, these techniques are not-

suited to representing the physical objects themselves for several reasons. A

surface is easil. zesented by bicubic pau-hes. However. a bicubic patch is

an 18 degree sur&4&ce ani thus the inrersection is a degree 36 curve. This

f IOUS PAGE
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precludes symbolic or algebraic calculations of intersections. Furthermore, a

circle does not have a polynomial parameterization and hence a cylinder cannot

be represented exactly by bicubic patches. This prevents reasoning about a

cylinder rotating in a circular bearing. One alternative to the bicubic patch

is the Steiner surface with the canonical equation

2 2 2 2 2 2
2y + x z + yz -22xyzw = 0

This surface is of fourth degree so that algebraic techniques are still possi-

ble. Furthermore, all quadric surfaces are special cases of it.

Another diffi,.ulty with simply geometric and topological models of solidw

is that solid objects have an internal structure that is important. If one is

designing an object by editing an already existing solid model of an object.

it is important that changes to the object are reasonable. Thus if an object

has two holes aligned on an axis, moving one of the holes should move the

other. To design reasoncble editors requires that a theory be developed to

provide some insight into this structure.

Finally, to reason about objects and transformations of objects requires

some mathematical framework. We vil:' .lustrate the type of theory that is

needed by one example. It involves no if objects in contact. In order to

state the tbeorem we first provide a sinple definition of an object and of a

notion.

For our purposes an g its a parameterized homeomorphic mapping from a

canonical form of the object to a region of three spaces If parameters

specify the position and orientation of the object, then to instantiate a -.opy

of the object one supplies the x.y.z coordinates and the orientation. How-

ever* one can instantiate more than just the location and orientation. There

Lould, for example, be parameters for length, width and height allowing one to
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instantiate size. More generally even the shape can be parameterized allowing

one to instantiate shape.

A motin is simply a path in parameter space. In this setting a motion

may be a translation, rotation, growth cr continuous deforwation. This gen-

eral approach allows us to deal with non rigid objects, objec.s tiet •an

change shape.

The type of theorem that can be proved is the following:

orvzm: Given an initial and a final configuration. I and F. of two objects

in which the objects are in contact, if there is any motion from configuration

I to F, then there is a motion in which the objects stay in ccntact at all

time.

This work is part of a program to develop a theory of solids, how to

represent, manipulate and reason about them. This theory, sterophenomenology.

is essential to the development of advanced computer automated design .nd

manufacture.

'I

1. Hopcroft, J.E. and G. Wilfong, "On the Motion of Objects in Contact",

DepartvAent of Computer Sciences Technical Report TR84-602, Cornell

University, Ithaca, NY, May 1984.
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DYNAMIC RESPONSE IN AN ELASTIC-PLASTIC PROJECTILE DUE TO NORMAL IMPACT

P. C. T. Chen, J. E. Flaherty, and J. D. Vasilakis
U.S. Army Armament, Munitions, and Chemical Command

Armament Research and Development Center
Large Caliber Weapon Systems Laboratory

Benet Weapons Laboratiry
Watervliet,.NY 12189

ABSTRACT. A numerical study of the dynamic response of an elastic-
plastic projectile due to normal impact has been made using the finite element
structural response code ADINA. The projectile is a finite length circular
cylindrical bar striking a rigid target. First, three (central-difference,
Newmark, Wilson) direct integration schemes were used for uniaxial stress wave
problems in a linear-hardening material and the results were compared with an
exact analytical solution in order to evaluate accuracy and stability. Then,
additional numerical results for perfectly-plastic materials were obtained in
order to show the effect of strain-hardening. Finally, some results for a
multi-linear material model based on two-dimensional elements are presented in
order to show the lateral effect.

I. INTRODUCTION. The propagation of elastic-plastic waves in long rods
has been treated extensively in the literature [1-3] since the pioneering
works of Donell, Karman, Taylor, and Rakhmatulin. The study of plastic wave
propagation is important because it attempts to explain the response of
materials to intense dynamic loading and serves also as a basis for
determining dynamic material ptoperties.

Analytical solutions can be obtained for only a few idealized situations;
hence, many impact studles have been performed esing numerical methods. Many
computer codes using either finite-element or finite-differ-nce approaches
have been developed. The computer simulation of impact phencmena in solids is
still quite involved and it depends critically on the impact velocity. For
high velocity impact and penetration problems, a good review was given by
Zukas [3]. For low velocity contact-impact problems, many structural response
codes were reviewed by Noor [4].

In the present paper, a numerical study of the dynamic response of an
elastic-plastic projectile due to normal impact is made using the finite
element structural response code ADINA [5]. The projectile is a finite length
cylindrical bar made of a high strength steel. 'The bar is long and travels
with velocity V - 75 m/s before it strikes a rigid target. First, three
direct integration schemes are used for uniaxial stress wave problem in a
linear-hardening material and the results are compared with an exact
analytical solution in order to evaluate the accuracy and stability. Then,
additional numerical results for perfectly-plastic materials are obtained in
order to show the effect of strain-hardening for a multi-linear aaterial
model. Finally, some results based on two-dimensional elements are presented
in order to show the lateral effect.
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"II. ANALYTICAL SOLUTION. The problem of the normal impact of a rod
against a rigid target has been considered by many authors. Various schemes
were used for different kinds of initial conditions and various material
propurties. For' a linear work-hardening material due to sudden impact, an
analytical solution for the uniaxial stress wave problem is available [I] and
it is presented here for comparison with the corresponding ADINA r.sults.
Thus, consider a bar of length L and diameter D that is moving with velocity V
in the negative Z direction. At time 0 the bar strikes a rigid wall Z - 0
(Figure !a). Guided by the stress-strain curve for a high strength Steel
supplied to u.s [6], the following material data will be used

E - 208 GPa, p = 0.783 g/cc, v - 0.293

a y W 1.3 GPa, E- 4 GPa,

where E, p V, i ,, and E are Young's modulus, density, Poisson's ratio, yield
stress, and plastic modulus, respectively. The elastic and plastic one-
dimensional wave speeds will then be ce - A7" - 5154 m/s and cp - /la
"715 m/s, respectively. The velocity Vy corresponding to the yield stress Oy

v_ of the material is

Vy -Oy/(Pce) - Cecy 32.21 m/s (2)

Both elastic and plastic waves will be generated if the impact velocity V >
Vy. Let us consider the case V - 75 m/s, L - 1.1 m, D - 0.1 z. After ispact,
two shock have fronts delimit three distinct tegioas in the bar (Figures lb
and lc). The analytical solutions for the particle velocity, strain, and
stress in these three regions are

Vo -V -75 m/s, Co " 0 , Oo 0,

V1 - -V + Vy y -42.79 m/s, el -ey -0.625Z, 0o -- ly - -1.3 GPa,

V2 - 0, C-1. - -Cy + (Vy-V)/cp - -6.610%

,02 - - 0y + Ep(E2+ry) - -1.539 GPa • (3)

After time t - Lice - 213 us, the elastic wave front is reflected from the
free end. Behind this front (Figure ld), 03 - C3 - 0, V3 - 2 Vy - V. Ac time
t S -

2L/(ce+Cp) - 374.85 us, the wave fronts of the plastic and of the elastic
unloading waves meet at the section S. The stress and velocity are continuous
but the strain is discontinuous aeross this section S, a no.-.ropagabie
"discontinuity surface. Since the inequality

2 Vy<V<( +- -) Vy 88.79 m/s (4)
ce+cp

is satisfied, the plastic wave stops at S and elastic waves agaiv propagate
from S in both directions (Figure le). The analytical solutione in regions 4
and 5 are
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1. Ce
V4 = V5  2 (3 - -)(Vy-V) + V - 13.79 m/s

P-p

2
£4 = j(l+cp/ce)( (y-h/ce) =-0.473%

Ce Cp
£5 - (2 - + 1. X(yV/ce) - -6.342%

Cp Ce

04 = 05 - -0.983 GPa (5)

Figures lb through le show the locations of the wave fronts at tiae t -
100, 200, 300, 400 us, respectively. The analysis can be continued until the
contact between the bar and the target ceases at tc - 4L/(ce+cp) - 749.7 us.
More detailed information about the analytical solution can be found in the
book by Cristeseu [1].

Ill. ADINA SOLUTION. The ADINA code, developed by K. J. Bathe, is a
general purpose finite element program for Automatic Dynamic Incremental
Nonlinear Analysis [5]. In nonlinear analysis the incremental finite element
equations of motion used are, ±n implicit time integration,

M t+AtU + C t+Atu + tK U - t+AtR - tF (6)

and in explicit time integration,

M tU + C tU + tK U - tR- tF (7)

where M, C, tK, tR, t+AtR*, tF are constant mass matrix, constant damping
matrix, tangent stiffness matrix at time t, external load vector applied at
time t, t+At, nodal point force vector equivalent to the element stresses at
time t, respectively, and U is the vector of nodal point displacement
increments from time t to time t+At, i.e., U - t+6tU - tU. The solution of
Eq. (6) yields, in general, an approximate displacement increment U. To
improve the solutior accuracy and in some cases to prevent the developnent of
numerical instabilities, it may be necessary to use equilibrium iteration in
each or preselected time seeps.

in ADINA, the central difference method! is employed for explicit time
integration and either the Newmark method or Wilson method are employed for
implicit time integration. The integration: schemes [7] are given by:

tU () (t+&tu - 2tU + t-AtU) (8)

1
- (t+Atu t-Atu) (9)

2At

for the central difference method
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t+Atu - tU + [(1-6)tu + 6t+AtU]At (10)

Yr+Atu _ tU + tUAt + t- - tU + at+AtU](At) 2  (ii)
2

for the Newmark method, and

t+Atu - tu + (87,)(t+OAtU- tu) (12)

S6 > 1$ 0 4 T 4 eAt

for the Wilson method.

The 'Wilon and Newmark methods are unconditionally stable if 8 > 1.37 or
a > 1/4(1/2+6), 6 ; 1/2. In our numerical study, we have chooen 6 - 1.4, a -

1/4, 6 - 1/2. In using the central difference method, the time step, At, has
to satisfy the Courant condition

2
At - Atcr - KA/c or - (13)

W

where At is the minimum mesh eize, w is the maximum natural frequency, c is
the local sound speed and K < 1.

IV. NUMERICAL COMPARISON. C-onsider a bar with the following geometrical
and material data: L - 1.1 m, D - 0.1 m, E - 208 GPa, P - 0.783 g/cc, ay-
1.3 GPa, Ep - 4 GPe, subjected to two values )f impact velocity: V - 25 m/s
or 75 m/s. Since the velocity corresponding to the yield stress ay of the
material is Vy - 32.2 m/s, the impact is elastic for the first case and
elaptic-Plastic for the second case. Analytical solutions are known for both
cases. We use 100 one-dimensional truss elements to simulate this uniaxial
stress w&ve problem. ia order to satisfy the, stability criterior for explicit
integration by the central difference method, we have chosen the time step
At -2Us which is less than the critical time step

Atcr - AZ/ce - 2.'"

We use three integration schemes with ., sr,'i. time step. The computations
are all stable and the numerical results for the axial stress and velocity
when V - 25 m/s are shown in Figures 2 through 5. Figure 2 shows results for
the particle velocity and stress along the rod at t - 100, 200, 300, 400, 500
Pa when the Wilson method was used. Figure 3 £hows the similar results for
the Newmark -ethod. The numerical results based on these two methods are less
accurate when compared with the results based on the central difference
method. Figure 4 shows a comparison of the results for the particle velocity
along the length of the bar based on the central difference method, the
Newmark method, and the analytical solution at t - 100, 200, 300, 400 us. A
similar comparison between the central difference method, and the analytic
solution for the axial stress along the bar is shown in Figure 5. It should
be noted that tie computations are performed under the assumption that the rod
and target remain in contact after impact while the theoretical interval of
contact is tc 2L/ce 426 us.
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Calculations were also performed for elastic-pla.tic impact with V - 75
m/s using the three integration schemes with the same mesh size and time step.
A comparison of nume:ical results for the axial stress and velocity using the
central difference and Newmark methods is shown in Figure 6 at t - 200 Us.
The solid and dotted curves represent the results based on the central
difference method and Newmark method, respectively. Similar results are shown
in Figure 7 at t - 400 us. As can be seen from these two figures, the central
difference method gives more accurate results than the Newmark method. The
numerical results based on the Wilson method are compared with those based on
the central difference method in Figure 8. This also demonstrates that the
numerical results based on the central difference method is more accurate. We
may then conclude from this study on elastic as well as elastic-plastic impact
that the central difference method will give more accurate results than the
other two integration schemes.

V. HARDENING AND LATERAL EFFECTS. After reaching !he above conclusion:
we use the central difference method for the rest of this study. In order to
show hardening effects, we obtained numerical results for displacement,
velocity, strain, and stress in a long rod of an elastic-perfectly-plastic
material. Figures 9 and 10 show the results of the particle velocity and
stress for a linear work-hardening as well as a perfectly-plastic material at
t - 300 and 400 us, respectively. It can be seen from these comparsions that
the effect of strain-hardening on the particle velocity and stress is quite
significant even though the plastic modulus E. - 4 GPa is small when .ompared
with the elarý'. modulus E - 208 GPa.

In order to study lateral effects, we have used two-dimensional four-node
quadrilateral ring elements to obtain numerical results. We choose the same
mesh sihe Ar - Az - 0.011 m and use 50 elements along the length of the bar
with L/D - 25. in this arrangement, the new length of the bar is only a half
of the original. We have used the same time step At - 2 us as in the op'e-
dimensional truss elements. This time steo yields stabl: computations for
one-dimensional truss cleaents but not for two-dimensional quadrilateral ring
elements. This seems due to the lateral effect such as the Poisson's ratio.
Including the effect of Poisson's ratio (v - 0.293), the speed of longitudinal
elastic wave is cA - [(E/P)((l-v)/(l+v))/(l-2v)] /2 - 5923 m/s, which ceduces
to Ce - (E/p)1/ 2 

- 5154 m/s in case of v - 0. Guided by the stability
criterion for linear elastic .problems, we shall choose At < Atcr - AZ/cd -

0.011/5923 sec - 1.857 Us. For this reason, we have carried the computations
for 250 time steps using At - 1 us. The total number of time steps is the
same for both the one and two-dimensional problems. The length of the bar and
time increment for the two-dimensional case are 'only half of the one-
dimensional case. For the two-dimensional case, we have carried out the
computations for impact velocities of V - 25 m/s and 75 m/s. The results for

.e elastic impact (V - 25 m/s) are not shown here. For elastic-plastic
impact (V - 75 m/s), we have carried out the computations for a bilinear as
wel4 as a multi-linear material model. Seven points are used to represent the
stress-strain curve, i.e., (a 4'n GPa, c in %) - (1.3, 0.63), (1.355, 1.03',
(1.38, 1.83), (1.394, 2.63), (1.415, 4.23), (1.43, 5.83), (1.45, 8.63). The
numerical results for the case of a multi-linear material ate shown in Figures
11 through 14. 'Figure 11 shows the effective stress and axial velocity along
the length of the bar at the en.. of 50 and 100 time steps. Curves I and 2
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•-•:_ represent the results at " = 50 and 100 us, respectively. Figure 12 shows the
axial stresses along the length of the bar. We have 2x2 stations to carry out
the numerical integration in the spatial direction in each element. The
results for the stresses are calculated at four integration stations. As can
be expected from a long rod (L/D - 25), the differences in thL results along
the stations near tte centerline or outside are ve-y small. Figures 13 and 14
shcw the similar results for the effective stress, particle velocity, and
axial stress along the length of the bar at t - 150 and 200 us. As can be
seen in these two figures, the axial stress in the plastic zone shows bigge'
oscillations than corresponding effectitye stress. Comparing the results shown
in Figures 1i through 14 with the one-dimensional results shown in Figures 6
through 8, we conclude that the transition near the wave front is not as steep
as the one-dimensional case and dispersion behind the wave front can be
observed. Some of the oscillations are real due to lateral effects such ae
radial inertia, radial shear, etc., but some are due to numerical errors such
as truncation error in the finite element system, approximations in time
integration schemes, numerical integration in Lhe spatial directions, etc. It
is difficult to idei.tify how much of the coscillations are rea'. and how much
are due to numerical error. We hope to develop a numerical model to minimizE
the numerical e-ror for this purpose while trying to imorove the theoretical
model.

VI CONCLUSION. Based on our numerical study for uv-axial stress wave
* problem in a linear-hardening material, the central difference method gives

more accurate results than the Wilson and Newmart methods. The effect of
hardening is significant and laterax effects due to radial motion needs
further study. We plan to improve the theoretical model and to develop a
numerical scheme. We hope to compare our numerical results with experimenti
"invclving normal impact of cylindrical rode.
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Figure 5. A comparison of the central difference method and the

analytical solution for the axial stress (V 25 m/s).
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Figure 6. A comparison of the central difference method and the Newznark
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Figure 12. Axial stress (as) based on 2-D elements at t .50 and 100 p.
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ON THE ASYMPOTIC ANALYSIS OF TRAVELLING SHOCKS
AND PHASE BOUNDARIES IN ELASTIC BARS

Thomas '. Pence

Mathematics Researcn Center
University of Wisconsin-Madison

610 Walnut Street
Madison, WI 53705

I. INTRODUCTION. This investigation is ce-,ncerned with the propagation
of shocks and phase boundaries in elastic solids, Attention is restricted to
one-dimensional motions; for simplicity, imagine a bar in which transverse
displacements are absent. The problem is introduced in section II, where it

•- -"is reviewed how change of phase phenomena can be modelled by means of a
nonmonotonic stress-strain law. These laws have been studied previously in
(1], £2], (3]; a relevant experimental study is [4]. This section also
treats the simple wave that develops whenever a nonzero load % is suddenly
applied to the end of the bar. This simple wave would be expected to mirror
in some Lashion the ultimate state of affairs whenever the bar is gradually
loaded at one end to the level a. provided waves are not subsequently
reflected back from the opposite end. Issues involved in su,,h an asymptotic
study are discussed in the third section. Section 1V addresses special
ccnsiderations for materials in which the stress-strain law is piecewise
linear. Then, in section V, we carry cut an asymptotic analysis for an
example problen involving such a materialý

I!. FOP1ULATION OF THE PPOr:LF.9. AND THE RIEMANN 0OLUTION FOP IMPULSIVE
LOADING. Consider a homogeneous, semi-infinite elastic bar which occupies

x > 0 in a reference configuration. Pure longitudinal motion is governed by
the momentum equation

a 2  ao
(2.1) a 2  - Fat 2 x

"where u = u(x,t) is the longitudinal diplacement of the bar and a is the
stress alonc, the axis of the bar. The density in the reference state is taken
to be one. Let

e a=Lu V au
(2.2) =

denote respectively the strain and velocity in the bar. For elastic
materials, the stress at time t at a locationwhich was originally at
position x is completely determined by the value of c(x,t) by means of the
co:,stitutive relation a = a(c) . The sound speed of the material can be
"e i by expressing (2.1) in characteristic form and is found to be

S/'(c) . Here the ' symbol is the usual shorthand notation for
derivative. We shall focus attention on a hypothetical material for which the
stress-strain law a(c) is given by the smooth curve in Fig. 1. Here
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cl(O) = 0 and we sha4.1 restrict attention to positive values of a and C.

This entails no loss in generality since compressi'e motions can be treated by
considering a correspondin7 ectensional problm for a Katateial with a stress-
strain curve found by reflecting the original cur;e through the origin.
Unlike the ctate of affairs in gas dynawics, this technique Pires correct
results o-en in the preqence of shocks 151.

- -.
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Fig, 1. Stress-straii curve Fig. 2. Restricted stress-strain curve
indicating the jump associated
with a change of phase

The descending portion of the curve 1i Fig. I is its most conspicuous
feature. Tu an equ.1ibrium setting, strains associated with this portion are
found to be unstable [1]. Tn the noneqilibrium case the sound speed is
imaginary and the equation of motion is elliptic at tVese strains. These
diff>culties can be overcome by precluding these strains. This is
accomplished in a natural fashion by considering n inverse to tI.e a(e)
relation, namely ctrain as a furction of stress. Since the a(e) relat"in is
not "onotG'iic, there are innumerable such inverse functions. We take the
particular ir-ersr, tCiat leads to the clipped or restric.ed ctrve as shown t.r
Fig. 2. T~e separated strain intervals are now associated with difforent
""material phaes. Hero, the value of the transit'-n stress a is assumed to

be a property of the material (see [-.]),Several other methods for dealing
with non-monotonic constitutive laws have also been studied (see f6], 171,

If a load a0(t' 0 0 is applLed to the and of the 'ar beginning '.t
.• •. time t -- 0, (2.1) is to be Wo.ed subject to

4. (2.3) I(e(O,t)) 0ot) ,

(2.4) (XO " 0 V(XP 1  O, x )r
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The condition (2.4) indicates that the bar is taken to be initially
i undeformed and at rest. The condition (2.3) can also be written

M5) (,t = 0 (t) , t ) 0 .

where C (t) is the strain issociated with the stress a0(t) by means of thecurve in Fig. 2, thus

(2.6) a(' 0 (t)) = o0 (t)

In the event a 0 (t) exceeds the value a., e 0 (t) will be discontinuous

and the strain field e(x,t) will necessarily include a discontinuity front
associated with a change of phase. In addition, other shock discontinuities
of a more familiar kind may arise from the intersection of characteristics
-•sociated with different sounds speeds of the nonlinear a(e) relation.
Across any such discontinuity front, say - = s(t), the juimp .n field
quantities are to be restricted by the sh ,:. conditions

(2.7) ds le + Iv =o , 1,4 1 =C

In general the problem given by (2.1) - (2.7) does not admit simple
4 analytical solutions.

. An important practical problem 4vsociated with this system is that of
impulsive loading. By this is meant ,i e situation whete a0(t) is given by

S0o(t) a,. In this case the problem, which is given on the quadrant

x ) 0, t > ), is a variant of wlhat iL -:nown as the Riemann Problem [2]. The
solution follows from the absence of both length and time scales in the
initial and boundary conditions. It is given by

S(2.8) C(x't) = M, v(x,t) = V)

where X = x/t ; '-M) can be found by a construction which is ottlinr d in
the following paragraph. Other treatments of similar problems may be found
in (2].

Le t O(W) be the upper convex envelope on the interval 0,. of the

clipped curve o(C) of Fig. 2. Here C. is the root of U(e.) = o . The

carve a(e) will in general consist cl a number of line segments connecting

portions of the c , ed curve. The curve a(e) inherits the
differentiability -. the original res.ricted curve a(e) and so will be
"smooth at all values of strain in the inter cI 0 < e 4 e with the possible

exception of e = a. At the value C = a, the derivative a'(e) may - or

may not - be discontinuous (see Fig. 3.) In the event a'(e) is
discontinuous at c = a, a'(a) is to be regarded as given by the inttorval

7r

[ '(a+1, a'(a-)]. In this way the graph of 0'(e) is a monotonically
decreasinQ curve on 0 < C 4 C.. Hence the emiation

(2.9) • (X 2

"a(_l
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.ig. 3. Upper convex envelopes and Lorresponding simple waves for two values
of a.. Here O(e) is discontinuous at c - ( in the example or. top;
Sno such discontinuity in 0' (C) occurs in :he bottom example.
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has solutions • for each value of X on the interval [10-7), O(o)].

Whenever 3(e) contains line segments, (2.9) will have an interval of

solutions in Z for u.-rtain values of X, say . X X... . At all other, n
values of X. t2.9) uniquely determines a function C(O). Next, CM•) is

extended to 0 < X 4, X i by defining a(!) 0 for X >/0'(O) 0

and (X) = e for X < '(OI ).

This construction orders the sound speeds of the rays x = Xt in such a
manner that values of strain associated with higher sound speeds are located
further down the oar compared to those strain values vith lower sound
speeds. In the process it naturally positions shock and phase boundary curves

x = A.t, as well as ensuring the correct values of C on the x and t

axes. By virtue of (2.1), (2.7), the function v(M) is found from c(X)
through

(2.10) () =

Sf VO W as i+ 4 X 4 Xid

(U=1 . n, A:÷ 0 )

where
v(X-) v(Žt) + x [e)x+) - .

The solution (2.8) of the impulsive load problem thus consists of a
partitioning of the quadrant x ) 0, t ) 0 into sectors by z-ays thrcugh the
origin. Across these rays the solution may be either smooth ox
discontinuous. In the sectors, the strain and velocity fields are either
constant or arise from solutions of (2.9). In both iases it can be shown
that at least one of the two Riemann invariants associated with (2.1)
remains constant. This being the case, the solution is said to be a simple
wave.

It is worth mentioning that if at some time t1 > 0 the bar is

subsequently impulsively unloaded back to a = 0 , the wave pattern ihich
results ,before any interactions with the loading waves whi.h at tj are
further down the bar) can be found by an analogous construction involving
lower convex envelopes of O(C)

III. NONIMPULSIVE LOADING. Whenever the load a Pt) is not simply a

positive constant, the solution of the system (2.1) - (2.7) is not a simple
wave similarity solution like that of the previous section. Instead one must
take accotnt of both families of characteristics as--ciated with (2.1).
Suppose, however, that the applied load eventually =..tains or merely
approaches t%. final value 0. . In this event, one expects the corresponding

simple wave soluticr with a0(t) 0 ,, to give the ultimate niunber of shocks

8- 3
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and phase boundaries, and to yield the correct limiting order of the waver in
the bar as t tends to infinity. The spacing of these waves will depend on
the manner in which 0 0 (t) + a., nevertheless the value of the dynamical

fields in the linit X =x/t fixed, t + = is given by the simple wave

sol'ition.

The approach to the asymptotic state may be studied by decomposing the
displacement u into the corresponding simple wave solution, and a correction

to be denoted by u . By virtue of (2.8), (2.2) the former is expressed

u 0()t; the latter u is assumed to be o(t) as t + , A fixed.

Thus

(.)u = u 0 ()t + u(X,t),

while the governing equation (2.1) becomes

(3.2) 2- u 2 + u - u i 0

Here subscripts of X and t denote partial differentiation. Entering
(3.2) with (3.1) one obtains to leading and second order

0 = [X2 0'u)I~Iii : ~~ ~ CF. (u.)uA~~ U; ~ 2

' X2 (I .(u;)!•x 2X u,

(3.3) + {U. 2- + u u(u;)

+ terms higher than second order.

The expression in the last parenthesis of (3.3) eq=mirnates all succeeding
expressions for large times and so must independently vanish. Thus one draws

(3.4) u (A) = c1X + c2

for constants cl , c 2 , or

(3.5) u 0(X)

•Swhere the superscript - denotes functional inve:.:se. It is easily verified
that (3.4) gives rise to the constant strain and velocity fields of the
impulsive load problem, while (3.5) corresponds to solutions of (2.9). The
Riemann solution discussed in the previous section is the unique way in which
it is possible to assemble these solutions '3.4) and (3.5) in a manner
which satisfiec (2.4), (2.7), a0(t) a, and also jumps iver the specified
interval (aO).

I864
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The nature of the approach to this simple wave is governed by the
expression in the second parenthesis of (3.3). Requiring this expression to
vanish leads to

(3.6) -2X u~t + t utt = 0

in the case of (3.5), while for (3.4) it is easiest to revert back to
independent variables x and t whereupon one finds that the equation can be
written

= o'(cl)uut1 xx

The latter has the familiar soluticn

(3.7) u = A(x - .'(c 1 ) tJ + BLx + V;a'(c1) tJ ,

for any Zunctions A(*) and B(o). The former (3.7) is also easily solved

(3.8) u =-- C(v: t) + D(l) = t C(xt) + D(x/t)

for any functions C(') and D(e). Unfortunately the'boundary condition
(2.3) ca. not be used directly for determining the free functions which have
emerged from this treatment, Inr-ead one anticipates appropriate conditions
to arise from a more penetrating analysis of var-ous short- and intermediate-
time solutions to the problem, each of which is appropriate in a different
region of the (x,t) - quadrant. In general one expects to continue the fields
between these as yet unknown regions through a detailed matching layer
analysis. Rather than pursuing this program, a method appropriate to certain
special materialq will be introduced.

IV. PIECEWISE LINEAR STRESS RESPONSE We turn now to a class of model
materials in which the stress-strain curve consists of a number of linear
segments. Such models are often associated with the theory of plasticity,
nevertheless here we shall assume that loading and unloading follow the same
stress-strain curve.

The fields arising from an impulsive load can be found by the procedure
discussed in section 2. As before, each line segment in the upper convex

envelope a(e) of a(e) is associated with a front across which the strain

suffers a discontinuity. For the materials now under consideration, a(e)
will consist of nothing but line segments. It is convenient to distinguish
among three types of discontinuity fronts by drawing a distinction between the

line segments comprising a(e). We shall say

a phase ooundary is a front which is associated with a line segment
which spans a clipped portion of the original curve

a contact discontinuity is a front whi.2h is associated with a line segment
which coincides with the original curve o(e), and

865
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a shock is a front which is associa ed with a line segment
which neither coincides with the original curve, nor
spans a clipped portion of the curve.

The solution of the impulsive load problem will consist of partitioning of
the (x,t)-zuadrant into sectors of constant strain and velocity. These

. sectors are separated by either shocks, phase boundaries or contact
Sdiscontinuities.

We now inquire as to what is the relation between this simple wave
solution and the fields which would be produced if the bar were gradually
loaded to the level oa? As before, the simple wave solution will yield the
limitina order of waves in the bar as t tends to infinity. It will also
produce Lhe correct final number and ordering of shocks and phase
boundaries. The contact discontinuities, however, are not associated with
true curves of discontinuity in the field variables. Instead they ipdicate
nondispersive wave packets across which the dynamical fields gradually change.

The approach to this simple wave can be examined by exploiting the
lirearity of the material in the different strain intervals. The difficulty
lies in determining the regions in the (x,t)-plane in which the strain takes
values in the individual intervals. The boundaries of these curves must be
either curves of constant strain or curves across which the strain jumps
between values from different intervals. In either case these conditions lead

K. to functional equations when the strains are expressed in terms of
D'Alembert's solution to the linear wave equation.

In order to illustrate this, we consider the material of Fig. 5. The
particular form of this stress-strain curve is motivated by its similarity to
the xaterial previously introduced in Fig. 1. W'i shall suppose that

lim a 0(t) M= where a is as indicated in Fig. 5. The corresponding
t+ 0

impulsive load solution is also given in Fig. 5. This solution consists of a
phase boundary and a contact discontinuity separating regions in which the
dynamical fields are constant. Suppose further that

ao(U) = 0 , 0o'(t) > 0

We shall let x = •t) denote the phase boundary, while x = q(t) shall
denote the curve upon which the strain has value p, thns

(4.1) £(q(t),t) = i•

Let A0 , Ai, A2  denote the regions in the (x,t)-plane in which the

strain lies in the r-.spective intervals (O,a), (O,p), (p,-). In each

2 2aC 2 a c
region Ai the strain obeys the equation c, - which implies that

2 2

(4.2) C(x,t) fi(x + cit i + gi(-x + cit)

for as yet undetermined functions f ard g. The velocity in A. must then

866
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a(E)

12

C 0 <
I c I C + D-<

Fig. 4. Model material with piecewise linear stress response

6',

-. t

contact discontinuity

•"Z 

x = c t

X/

Fig. 5. Upper convex envelope a(e) and corresponding simple wave for
the material in Fig. 4 when P
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be v(x,t) cifi(x +cit) - cigi(-x + cit). The f4  and gi, along with

s(t) and q(t), are eight unknown functions, each of a single argument.
They must satisfy eight conditi.)ns given by: the two initial conditions
(2.4), the boundary condition (2.3), the two shock conditions (2.7), two
conditions stemming from (4.1), and a cond:tton that tl.e velocity is
continuous across x = q(t). The last three conditions in the above list give
.:ise to functional ecruations since q(t) appears as an argument of fl, f2,

1g0 g2" Moreover, since s(t) appears in (2.7), the condition on

x = s(t) furnishes a pair of functional differential equations. in the
expressions which follow, we shall employ parenthesis solely to indicate the
argument of a function.

From the initial conditions (2.4) it can be shown that the Riemann

irvariant associated with the characteristics = -c0  is identically zeroT"-• =co

on A0 . Thus f 0 (z) 2 0 which, by virtue of (4.2), (2.5), yielde

g0 (z) = > 0

0 z < 0

The other six unknown functions do not admit rimple solution
representations. In what follows we shall restrict attention to large
times. The analysis will be shortened considerably by taking advantage of the
simple wave solution depicted in Fig. 5. This is not necessary; the
asymptotic simple wave could be deduced from the analysis. Such a program,
however, requires the consideration - too lengthy to be included here - of
"numerous possible cases.

V. LARGE-TIME DYNAMICAL FIELDS rhe boundary condition (2.5) can be
incorporated directly into the functicns f 2 , g2- In placr of the functione

"1,' g1 •2' g2 we shall instead employ i , h through the expressions

R1 t f(x + cIt) + g(-x + clt) in AI
(5 •(x t) 1 h(x + c 2t) - h(-x + c2t) + C0(t - x/c2) in A2

c f(x + c1t) - c1g(-x + Cit) In AI
(5.2) v(x,t) =

c2h(A + c t) + c h(-x + c t) - C2C0(t - x/c ) in A
2 2 2 2 2 0 2 2

The ftve unknowns f, g, h, s, q are to be detrmined from; two conditions
holdi-g on x = q(t) which stem from (4.1), a condition expressinc the
continuity of velocity on x = q(t), and the two shock conditions (2.7)
which hold on x = s(t). The tirst two of the conditions holding on x
q(t) become

(5.3) f(q(t) + c t) + gj-q(t) + c t,, U1 1'

* •...•-•-(5.4) h(q(t) + c 2 t) - h(-q(t) + c 2 t) + eo(t -_2- q(t))j-
2
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With the aid of these two equations, the continuity of velocity conaition may
be written as

(5.5) flq(t) + c tj - - hlq(t) + c tj + T ---3 )1c1 c1

"The two shock conditions can be manipulated into the form

(5.6) Icl + ;(t)]f(s(t) + c1t) + 0 *t sufficiently large,

(5.7) [cl - s(t)hg(-s( ) + C 2t) +C 0 , t sufficiently large

The phrase "t sufficiently large" indicates that these are the equations
which hold once the phase boundary x = s(t) has become the leading
disturbance. This eventuality follows from the simple wave so' tion, moreover

the simple wave solution also indicates that s(t) - /oi)/p t and

q(t) + c2.

Assume that the wave and front speeds obey the ordering

(5.8) c1 > S(tW > c 2 > q(t) > 0

for t sufficiently large. One may conclude directly from (5.3) - (5.7)
that

"f(z) -* f , g(z) + g. , h(z) + h as z + co

"S (t) + a , q(t) as t + c

r The values for f., g., and a are obtained from a consideration of the

equations (5.3), (5.6), (5.7) for large times. As t + tl'ase equatio:ns
become respectively

-f I g = i [c + a]fo, +- : 0 , (c - II]g + - 0
,' 2c 1 2c 1

which give

2 D1 ,-- -D 1 -DI12 )D

H( 5 . 9 ) a=/C +1V S fa = g=
1 + 2c 1 [c1 + a] ' 2=2ci[c 1 -a]

The values

ca1 ~' 1  l 1i=Ij a ,
(5.10) h. c c--I [' lo Jil C2

2 2 2
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follow from (5.4), (5,5). Since q(t) + c 2 t and s(t) + •(i t as t + cc

it is immediate that A0 , A1 , A2 tend toward the sectors of the simple wave

solution displayed in Fig. S. Upon entering the values of f., gO, hW

into (5.1), (5.2), the corresponding sector values for strain and velocity

are recovered.

In order to study the approach to these values let

s(t) t + S (t)

q(t) = clt + q 1 (t)

(5.11) f(z) = f + f (z)

g(z) = g. + gl(z)

h(z) = h + h (z)

for new functions 5l, q1, f1, g1, hl- Upon substituting from these

expressions into '5.3) - (5.7) and considering a balance of the second order

terms, one obtains asymptotic expressions for these functions. This procedure

applied to (5.6) yields

D

0 : [c, + a + sl(t)] {f= + f 1 ([Cl + alt + s 1 (t))} + 2C

f +(t) [c 1 + a + ;l(t)]fl([Cl + alt + sW(t))

s(t)f + [cl + alf 1 (c 1 + alt) ,
A

which in zurn implies

[c! + a]
(5.12) (t) f ([cl + a + t)

1O

Similarly (5. ) leads to

[c1 - a)
p.13) a (t) g= 1 l[C - •t

1g. g[C 1  alt)

while (5.3) leads to

(5.14) f 1 ([cl + c 2 ]t)~- g1[ci- r'2'-t

870
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Eliminating g, arii s, between (5.12) (5.13) (5.14) reveals thei° fl
-. • obeys

Ti _ [1 -] fl'C1 J as

This condition will be written

(5.15) f 1 (k2 z) -k f (z) as z +

where

(5.16) k= ] + ajtc k Tc 2

It follows from (5.8) that

S(5.1) k > 1 > k > 0

The asymptotic expression (5.15) indicates that

(5.18) f 1 (z) Azn , n in k /ln k 2

where A is undetermined. In light of (5.17), it follows that n < C so

that f 1 (z) is indeed dominated by f. whenever z + , as was assumed in

the development leading to (5.15). Moreover the following argument
demonstrates that

(5.19) n < -2

Proof: (5.18) implies I= 1  / which, in conjunction with

0<k/2k - C 1 cln <1  1+ 1/2n > . This last
S 2c. 2

result, along with (5.17), yields I +1/2 n < 0, which ±s (5.19). /

One finds from (5.18), (5.12), (5.13) that

::::-I1  + 2]Azn 11+ n+1
(5.20) 91 (z)- k.I Az s1(t f Atn

On account of (5.20) and (5.19) one has

[c1 +_,_n__ n+l

(5.21) s (t) s so At

where so is undetermined.
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The asymptotic behavior of the corrections h1(W) and q1 (t) are found

from the remainin7 equations (5.4), (5.5). Entering (5.5) with (5.11),
V (5.10) one obtains

c2 hl(2c2 t + qM(t)J - f l([c + c2 ]t + qW(t)) 0

from which it follows %:hat
•. cI cI + c2 n

(5.22) h (•)- • A2 zAn
1 2 2c

"Equation (5.4) is the most delicate in the analysis. The exact
equation yiL, ds

(5.23) v = h= + h,(2c2 t + q1 (t) - h(-q 1 (t)) + e0 (-q 1 (t)/c2 )

In this equation hl(2c2 t IL ql(t)) = o(1) as t + -. It is, however, not

appropriate to expand h(-q 1 (t)), by means of (5.11) unless q1 (t) + -.
-Assume fo the moment that q,(t) + -• then E0 (-q 1 (t)/c2) + Cp

"•h(--q,(t) + h. so that (5.2?) gives up c= - 1. Since e. > 0 the

assumption is ka_.,e. Instead (5.23) demands that q,(t) + qO > - with

h. - h(-q0 ) + c0 (-q 0/c 2 ). In the event that h(z) admits a Taylor

expansion at z = -q 0 , then (5.22), (5.23) yields

"'-h(-qo) + -• -("qO/c 2 )q [-q(t) + qo] hl(2c2 t) [- [c[/c 1c 1 + c 2 ]nAtn

This in turn implies that q(t) - q0 + o(tn) wnenever the coefficient in

parenthesis is not zero. Collecting the results from this section we have

f(z) = f, + Azn + o(zn)

-(1 + n)
g(z) = g. + Ak z o(zn

n+ 1
- +c1 +a n+ + tn+ 1I n4 1(5,24) s(t) at+s - at +A(t

0 (n+1)f

nc [Cl + C2 n
Sh(z) =h= + A cc +1 2 n + o(zn)

2nc2

q(t) = c2t + q 0 + o(tn)
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- The constants f,, h., go, a, ki, n are given in (5.9), (5.10), (5.16),

(5.18). The constants A, q0, sp are as yet unspecified. Indeed, in order

- to assign values to A, q0, s 0  one may surmise that it is necessary to take

account of the complete loading history a 0 (t). Zonsider, for example, the

constant so. The phase boundary x = s(t) asymptotically L.?proaches the

line x = at + so. This line issues from the t axis at time t = -s0/a, so

that so defines a t.yne scale for the problem. T:e only source of such a

time scale lies in the appiied load a (t."

S,.The dynamical fields are obtained by sub-zituting frotw (5,24) into
(5.1), (5.2). This yields

Ac 1(c + c I n ni
r. n+ 1 Ic2  t- 1 c2  x I

.+(x,t)-~ - 1  c] +Lc ] - [c

2 c2  j
Ac c n n

v(x,t) - C- cj1 - 1 + nl c + I I " [C2
2 1. 2 2 n 12 2  t

in region A2 . In region A, one obtains

Fr xn __1 +-Io2n
x nn+ n tn

-(x,t) - + A + [. + + c 1+ c. - I

- - + +1 a

v(x,t.) -al + Ac c a +•- -• ]

*Although the value of A is not fom+d from this analysis, the exponent a
* governing the rate of approach to the simple wave is determined from both the

stress-straia behavior of the material and the ultimate level of the applied
load by means of (5.18).
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EIGENFUNCTIONS AT A :INGULAR POINT 1H IRANSVERSELY ISOTROPIC
MATERIALS UNDER AXISYMMETRIC DEFORMATIONS
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University of Illinois at Chicago
P.O. Box 4348, Chicago, IL 60680

S. C. Chou
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ABSTRACT. When a two-dimensional elastic body which contains a notch or
a crack is under a plane stress or plane strain deformation, the asymptotic
solution ot the stress near the apex of the notch or crack is simply a series
ot eiganfunctions of the torm 96f(0,6) in which (p,ý) is the polar coordi-.
nate with origin at the apex and 6 is the eigenvaLue. If the body is a
three-dimensional elastic solid which contains axisymmetric notches or cracks
and subjected to an axisymmetric deformation, the eigenfunction associated

tL an eigenvalue contains not only the p6  term, but also the p&+1.
*.. terms. Therefore, the second and higher order terms of the asymp-

totic solution are not simply the second and subsequent eigenfunotions. We
present the vigenfunctions for transversely isotropic materials under an axi-
symmetric deformation. The degenerate case in which the eigenvalues P, and
P2  of the elasticity constants are identical is also considered. The latter
includes the isotropic materials under axisymetric detormations.

1 INTRODUCTION, It is well-known that the stress dkstribution near the
apex o± an isotropic elastic wedge or a notch under a plane-stress or plane-
strain deformation can be expressed in terms of a series of eiganfunctions ot
the torn p 6 f(0,6) where p is the radial distance from the apex and f is
a function of the polar angle # and the eigenvalue 6, [1.2]. For given
wedge angle and homogeneous boundary tonditions at the sides of the wedge,
there are in general infinitely nany eigenvalues 6 and the associated eigen-
functions p6 f(4,6). Particularly important in applications is when one or
more ot the 6's is negative tnd the stress is singular at the apex. For
instance, if the specimen shown in Fig. 1 represents a two-dimensional body
under an external loading, 6 = -1/2 at the crack tip Q. At points R, N
and M, it can be shown [31 that there are two negative 6's. Hence the
stress is singular at points Q, R, N and M. In solving stress distribution
in the entire specimen numerically by a finite element schmee, one may use
regular finite elements everywhere except at the singular po:ints Q, R, N and
M. At these singular points, a special element is used in inich the singular
nature of the stress is given by the analytical expression p6 f(O.6). It may
be sufficient to consider only the first term (or terms) for which 6 is
negative in the special element. In many cases, however, more terms including
those associated with positive 6 are required [4,5].
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In this paper, we consider the case in which the specimen shown in Fig.
is a cross section of an axisymmetic body under an axisyMnetric deformation.

The material is assumed to be transversely isotropic with the z-axis being the
N-3`aliz of symmetry. The associated problem for isotropic materials was investi-

Satea by Dolaie and Erdolan 16]. However, their o6%•eetive8 are different from
;.•,ours and hence their series solution Is differeat from the one prozented here.

It is seen that the eigenfunction associated with an eigonvalue & no longer
contains a single term P6 f( 0,6). It also has the terms p6+Ifl(0o6),
p+f 2 (0,6)... Therefora, the inclusion of the second and higher order terns
in the special element is not simply the inclusion of t4 eisiezfunctions asso-
ciated with the subsequent smallest eigenvalues 6. A similar situation occurs
in wedges with curved sides under a two-dimensional deformation [7].

2. MATHEMATICAL FORMIiLATION. We choose a cylindrical coordinate systes
(r,4,z) in the transversely isotropic medium such that the z-axia is the axis
of material symmetry. Let (ur,uguz) be the displacement components. We
assume that the aeformation is axisymetric in which un = 0 while ur and
u are functions of r and z only. Introducing the displacement potential
•fr,z) from which ur and uz are given by [8-101a, a (1)

ur = •° uz = a
_r r az

where a is a constant to be determined, the btresses have the expressions

c + c12 r2) + cl3m
as2 ar a2

= 2c1  3 , + c33m

M a2 .

a'rz = c44 (l+m)

win hich cjj are the elasticity constants. The equations of equilibrium are
satisfied if

a 2 ao 2 (3)

where
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-oil c13 + (1+m)c44 (4a)

c13m + (1+m)c44 -c 3 3 m

or

Cll + c4 4 p2  c13 + c442

(c13 + c4 4 )P c44 + c33P

The second equality of Eqs. (4a) ard (4b) yield, respectively,

m2110ll33 - 2 3+ (54)32 - 2 -2c44(13 + c44) - m+i =0

4 2 l3 - C13 - 2cl3c44 l2  Ci 0(b

J2c33c44 C3 3

It can De shown [11] that p cannot be real if the strain energy is
positive definite. We therefore have two pairs of complex conjugates for p
denoted by pI, p2, j, and P2 where an overbar denotes the complex con-
jugate. The associated m are denoted by ml, *2, Rl and k. We see
from Eq. (Sa) that

Since Eq. (5b) is a quadric in p2  with real coefficients, if P1  is purely
imaginary so is p2 . In this case ma, n2 are real and ml = ml w2
If pl and p2 are not purely imaginary, we may choose

pl= u + iv, P2 = -u + iv = -pl (6)

where u, v are real. In this case al, m2 are complex and mI = l . In
view ot the fact that E~q. (3) is linear in q5, the general solution for 0 is
obtained by superimposini 9's associated with p = pl, p2, jl and k.
We will assume that Pl f p2 . The degenerate case Pl = pI will be dis-
cussed in Section 4.

3. EIGENFUNCTIONS FOR S"LL P. Let (r,z) = (a,0) be a singular point
which may be the apex ot a wedge, a notch or a crack. In this paper, we con-
sider the cases in which a 1 0. Using the singular point as the origin, we
define (Fig. 1)

x = r - a = pcoso, z = psino. (7)

We assume that a = a and •= a' are the free surfaces. To find the eigen-

function for 4 which is valid for small p, ve rewrite Eq. (3) as
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a 2 a20 ao " ,-0 \ /

Lot

(0)~ Ol 0(2) ,W
S2 k= \ (

k , k (9b)

4,(k) = k kx tz6+k-t+2/(b+k-t+2),,+k-t+1)

t=0

Z + pz (10)

Swhers is the eigenvalue and At are constants to be determined.

Using Eq. (1), we have

t7z6+k-t+2 =6+k+Z(coso)t .+k-t+2 (11)

S0(os1 + p sinO (12)

Hence o (k) is of ord)c pb+k+2. By substituting Eqs. (9) into (8) and

equating the coefficients of xtZt+k-t+ , it can be shown that

(13a)

Wk 2k-1 (k-1) (k21

* 
(13b)

k) I2t-1 (k-1) 1 (k-l) M
At = 2 t + 2(6+k-t I- (t+l) I

(t = k-l, k-2... . k 2 2)
:.• .(k)

Hence the only unknowns are . Ao , (k = 0,1,2 ... ) which are deterzined frOm

the boundary conditions at q = a and a',

Ve will let the solutions given by Eqs. (9-13) apply to p - pl. For
-- an, , we will use the same *$ppssions except

tPa , Wk) is replaced by B a tk a and D•k, respae-\ that A ut ; k i
tively. Thus the general solution for ( • s

k - (14)
B +k),t-t++k-t+2

4 , (k y 'k)_t 46+k-t+2 .~(k) t 6+k-t+2 C~z
t-0

+ Dk)xtkt +k-t+2) (+k-t+)

'tP
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Z8 = + pz (a - 1,2)

4. DGENERATE CASE: m,1. When P,1 must be Purely
imaginary. This follows frot-Eq. 15b) and the fact thal' p cannot be real.
By Eqs. (4b) and (So), we have a, = n2 = 1. We cannot have ml = = -1
because this wcI'ld make p real.

In a aeSenerate case p 1 = p>, the terms associated wi h Bjk) a jukDy&

are identical, respvctively, to tile terms &ssociated with AC1 and
We tLeretore need a now solution for Bjk) and DLj. This can be accom-
plisned vy replacing tho coefficients of Btk) and Djk) by their deri-
vatives with respect to ,* and ý [12,13]. Thus, for instance, Eq. (14)
becomes

p,(k) k {k)zxtz6+k-t+2 + CDk)zxt-z+k-t+2l/(6+k-t+2)(++k-t+l)
t=O

+ kzxtZb+k-t+l M D i+ktkt=O{B~ )zxt +~+V6+k-t+1)

where we nave omitted the subscripts 1 and 2 for Z and Z.

5. ASYMPTOTIC SOLUTION FOR SMALL P. When boundary conditions at a'= a
and a' are imposed, one obtains a system of homogeneous equations for the
ei envalue 6 and the associated eigenvectons qtO) whose elements are'() ' (O) and (0D(0). Th s (0 ~0

oand Thus is determined uniquely
within an arbitrary constant 4 . One also obtains *).stems of linear but non-
homogeneous equations for Ak)l tk), C(k) and Dfk) in terms of

0 Thus the eigenfunction associatel with an eigenvalue 6 contains
only one arbitrary constant 4. Let 8 = 61, 82,... be the eigenvalums
arranged in the ordor of increasing magnitude and h = 1 42,.." be the
associated arbitrary constants. Using Eqs. (9a), (11) and-(14), the asymp-
totic soluticn for 0 for small p can be written as

(17)
= 1 1 {P6 1f 1 ,0 (0,6 1 ) + P ,f1 1 (0,6 1 ) + P 6 1 ,2 f

+ {Pr2f,0(0(82 ) + P ,2 If2 1 (0'6 2 ) + f2 ,2 ("162 ) +

in wnich fjj are knowa functions of and 61. The first ferm asymptotic
spluion is given by the term5 p 1 fl, 0 (0,. 1 ). The second term is

fl 1(0,51) if 61+1 < 62 and p f2 ,0(0,62 ) if 61+1 > 62. Notice that
the oigenfunction associated with an eigenvalue 6 has infinitely many terms.
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Thus the second and higher order terms Of asyMPToti@ sOlvtiia are sot jp7

the second and subseqUent sileufuaotiO~sS

I.5,

'-17.
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HIGHLY VISCOUS FLUID FLOW
IN A SPINNING AND NUTATIN6 CYLINDER

Thorwald Herbert
Department of Engineering Science and Mechanics

Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
Blacksburg, Virginia 24061

ABSTRACT. Spin-stabilized projectiles with liquid payloads can experi-
ence a severe flight instability characterized by a rapid yaw angle growth and
a simultaneous loss in spin rate. Laboratory experiments and field tests have
shown that this instability originates from the internal fluid motion in the
range of high viscosity. Evaluation of the experimental data and analysis of
the eqt'ations for the fluid motion in a spinning and nutating cylinder suggest
a theoret-cnil in)proach in three major steps: (1) analysis of the steady vis-
cous flow in 6n infinitely long cylinder, (2) hydrodynamic stability analysis
of this basic flow, and (3) analysis of the end effects. The basic flow has
been found in analytical form. At low Reynolds number, this flow agrees well
with computational results for the center section of a cylinder of aspect
ratio 4.3. The despin moment caused by this flow largely agrees with experi-
mental data for a wide range of Reynolds numbers. Current work aims at the

-¶ stability of this flow.

1. INTRODUCTION. It is well-known that spin-stabilized shells carrying
liquid payloads can suffer dynamical instability. For cylindrical cavities
and low viscosity of the liquid, the instability due to basically inviscid
inertial waves can be predicted by the Stewartson-Wedemeyer theory il,2].
This theory rests on the boundary-layer approach and is, therefore, restricted
to the range of sufficiently large Reynolds numbers. The instability of cer-
tain shells like the XM 761 (3,41, however, escaped such a prediction and is
also distinguished in character owing to the rapid loss in spin rate. Experi-
ments with a full-scale liquid cylinder 151 and subsequent field tests 161
established that this new flight instability is most pronounced for liquid-
fills of very high viscosity.

We conduct a theoretical 4nalysis of this problem in order to support the
ongoing experiments and to independently obtain insight into the anatomy of
the flow phenomena. The initial steps of this analysis are reported elsewhere
1[7: evaluation of the experimental data base, dimensional analysis, scaling
aspects, governing equations, and discussion of various simplifying assump-
tions. Two observations in this earlier work led to the building-block
approach discussed in the following. First, if the despin (negative roll)
moments [51 and void observations [81 are correlated with the Reynolds number
Re, at :east three regions can be distinguished. At low Re, the despin moment

.0• increases proportional to Re, and the void in an incompletely filled cylinder
is parallel to the spin axis. This suggests a simple fluid motion that is
essentially independent of the axial coordinate, except in the neighborhood of
the end walls. In a middle range of Re, the despin moment assumes a maximum,
and a wavy distortion of the void seems to indicate a cellular structure of
the fluid motion. This cellular motion can, in principle, originate from
hydrodynamic instability of the basic flow with respect to axially periodic
disturbances. At still higher Reynolds numbers, the despin moment decreases
with increasing Re in a manner not clearly defined by the few available data
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points. The void observations indicate, howc"er, that the motion ultimately
becomes turbulent.

The second observation was the appearance of the nutation rate and angle
as a small parameter in the equations for the deviation from solid-body rota-
tion. The forcing term due to nutation can be considered small enough for
linearization of the equations in the situations of practical and theoretical
interest.

In the following, we describe the development of a simple system of equa-
tions for the basic flow. Analytical solutions are given for the flow field
and for the liquid moments. A comparison is made with computer simulations of
"the flow [91 and with experimental data (51. Tne properties of inertial modes
at low Reynolds numbers and the possibility of instability due to primary
resonance is discussed.

2. GOVERNING EQUATIONS. We
consider the motion of a fluid of z
"density P and viscosity u in a cyl-/
inder of radius a and length 2c that
rotates with the spin rate w about
its axis of symmetry, 'he z-axis.
We consider the motion with respect

to the nutating coordinate systemx,y,z. This system is obtained from
.• the inertial system X,Y,Z by a rota-

tion with the nutation angle e about
the axis Y=y. Therefore, x is in /
the Z,z-plane, and this plane
rotates about the Z-axis with the
nutation rate a. The two axes of
rotation intersect in the center of ;
mass of the cylinder, as shown in i
Fig. 1. In contrast to the experi- ,
mental procedures [51, we consider /
w>O, a, and 0_o<_/2 c3 constant. The SpI, nutation
fluid motion is governed by the ' axis
Navier-Stokes equztionc written in
the nutating coordinatE systen.: Figure 1. Definition ske'.ia.

DV
D x.n 2 x (n r)] = -vP + 2V (I)

vnV = 0.

-n
V is the velocity measured in the nutating frame, Pn the pressure, and r then.n
position vector. The body force due to gravity has been disregarded. -qua-
tions (1) are subject to the no-slip and no-penetration conditions at the
cylinder walls.

••.., it is convenient 171 to split the velocity and pressure fields according

to
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V =V +
Vn YVs + Vd' Pn= +Pd

where VK,P describe the state of pure solid body rotation, whereas VdPd
rep-eseirt he deviation from solid body rotation. The advantage of this iso-.

view on the deviation is obvious: V and the reduced pressure Pd are
re:,..,nsible for the observed flight instaiility. A glance at the equations
sh-.ji's that Vd-O and Pd_ 0 if either one of the following conditions is satis-
fied: =0 O, = =0 or u.÷ (solid fill).

The equations for Vd. Pd are then written in terms of nondimensional
quantities v , P We use a, w, and p for scaling length, time, and mass.
Note that J1 coice is ambiguous [71 and excludes the case w=O (which lacks
practical interest). The problem then depends on four nondimensional IV
parameters:

x = c/a aspect ratio
a = sine
"T = O/W frequency

Re = pwa2 /u Reynolds number.

The aspect ratio enters the solution only through the boundary cond'tions. The
boundary conditions on vd are homogeneous.

In cylindrical coordinates r,ý,z, the equations for the nondimensional
deviation velocity vd = (vr,V,,Vz) and pressure pd take the form

2.--r (rvr) +- -- + -T P (2a)
r ar r r3( az

V
2

DIJV - 2(1 + ) V + 2,Cvzr r z (2b

apd + p v r 2
ar Re r r 2  

t.2
V¢

D'v +---+ 2(1 +T ) vr - 2r Vr z r rz (2c6

= I aPd 1 1V 2Va-[D"v - + 1
ra R+e r2 r2a

DIz + 2T rV - 2TVr =r + L Vz (2d)

where
VDI + -- + vr a- a -+

at r ar r a+ zaz

9 a 2  
a + 2 +3L 2 +N2

r ar r 2 3,2  2Z2
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and

T= r coso, Ti= esinb, =z Tcose, C= Tsino (3)•r -zo¢,T

The primary effect of nutation is contained in the €-periodic force term
-2rcr = 2ercoso in the z-momentum equation (2d). If this term vanishes
throughout, e=O, equations (2) support a trivial solution VA= O, pd=O. For

,. sufficirently small *O, it is obvious that the deviation velocity is of order
0(e). In the situations of practical interest, e = (a/w)sine turns out to be
a rather small parameter Even a conservative estimate with a :_ 500 rpm,
w c > 3000 rpm, und e _< 200 provide: values of e 5 0.057. Consequently, it
seems well justified to linearize the equations in e. This linearization
imposes no restriction on the Reynolds number.

3. THE BASIC FLOW. The system of equations after linearization is still
quite difficult to solve. Any serious attempt tn satisfy all boundary condi-
"tions leads directly to a purely computational approach. Use of the boundary-
layer approximation would simplify the task but seems inappropriate in the
interesting range of low Reynolds numbers. Recalling that the flcw in a rela-

¾ tively long cylinder (aspect ratio x=4.3) at low Re exhibits little axial
variation over much of the cylinder length [71, we have relaxed the boundary
cinditions at the end walls. As a first step, we seek for a steady flow in an
infinitely long cylinder.

At closer analysis, the z-.independent force term in eq. (2d) can only be
balanced by a purely axial deviation velocity. It is consistent with the lir.-
"earized equations to assume a solution in the form

vd = (0, 0, vz), Pd = 0 (4)

and mnoreover,

vz = vz (r,,) = 2c[f(r)cos¢ + g(r)sinl (5)

Substituting (4),(5) into the linearized equations provides: 1 1

f' + f - Re g =-Re r 6a)

g + g T- g + Re f =0 (6b)

f=O, g=O at r=1 (6c)

* f, g finite at r=O (6d)

The primes denote d/dr. For Re.O, the solution of these equations can be
found in the form of series

e (r -r3) Re (7r - 12r0 + 6r5 - ri) + O(ReS) (ra)
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= Re2

g e92 (2r - 3r 3 + rS) + O(Re4). (7b)

With higher terms included, these series converge for Re s 12. In the limit
Re ÷ =, one obtains

f O, g . r as Re ÷ . (8)

Owing to the loss of the highest derivatives, however, this solution cannot
satisfy the boundary conditions (6c) and is valid only outside the thin bound-

¶ ary layers near the wall at r=1. Even without any knowledge of the solution
in the intermediate range, the different character of the basic flow at low
and high Reynolds numbers is evident. At low Re, the component f in the z,x-
plane o=0 is dominating. At high Re, f is negligible in the core of the
cylinder while g in the z,y-plane 0=900 is dominating.

In earlier work 1101, we have applied a spectral collocation method for
numerical solution of eqs. (6). Here, we derive an analytical solution by
introducing the complIex function F::-g+if. Eqs. (6) can then be written in the
form

r 2F" + rF' - (1 4 iRe r2)F = - iRe r 3  (9a)

F = 0 at r = 1 (9b)

F finite at r = 0 (9c)

A particular solution of the inhomogeneous equation (9a) is Fo=r, whereas the
homogeneous part of (9a) is the equation for the modified Besse- functions
I,(qr) and Kl(qr) of the complex argument qr with q = /Re/2 (1 + i)r. For
(9c), K, (qr) cannot contribute to the solution. Finally, (9b) provides

F(r) = g + if = r - I1(qr)/I (q). (10)

Expressing the solution in terms of Kelvin functions of real argument is of
little advantage for the numerical evaptration. The solution is valid for
arbitrary Re but may be unstable as Re exceeds some critical value. It is
straightforward to derive the approximations (7) from the ascending series for
I, (and to explain the convergence problem for larger Re). The asymptotic
expansion for large arguments provides

F - r - iF eq(r-l). (11)

This expression agrees to within 1% with (8) provided that r 5 1 - 6. The
1 boundary layer thickness 6 can be obtained from the transcendental equation

6 = /2/Re [4.605 - n (1 - 6)1, (12)
2

e.g., 6=0.223 for Re=1000. The characteristic changes in the flow structure
with increasing Re, in particular the shift of the velocity maximum from *wO
at Re=2 to o=900 at Re=200 are shown in Fig. 2.
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½' Figure 2. Contour lines of equal axial velocity, vz/(2c) = const., for Re=2,20, and 200. The difference between levels is, 0.02, 0.1, and 0.2,respectively. The + marks the velocity maximum.
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Fig. 3 compares the dimensional velocity distributions obtained from (5),
(10) with computatiorai results for the center cross-section (z=O) of the
cylinder.* The agreement for Re=14.9 is considered representative for the
range of lower Reynolds numbers. The numerical simulation provides very small
components vr, v and hence verifies our estimates. At the higher value
Re=45.7, a systematic deviation between the two results seems to be due to a
superposed cellular motion that is not yet incorporated into our analysis. I
is encouraging, however, that the simple theory of the basic flow yields
results in essential agreement with the computational solution of the full
Navier Stokes equations for a finite-length cylinder.

the4. MOMENTS. With the deviation velocity v. = (OOwav7) and vz given,
the moments on a finite-length section of the ylinder can be-calculated. We
consider a control volume R (surface S) formed by the solid cylindrical wall
and liquid surfaces at both ends. Conservation of angular momentum requires

d a fjrf(r Vd)pdR + ff fr , (2a x "d)jpdR
~ ~'= tR R

+ f(r x V•p(V 9)dS + ff (r x - 2)dS (13)

S S

Swhere n is the outer unit normal. On the left-hand side, M is the resultant
torque on the control volume. The second term accounts for the moments due to
the shear force Fd and vanishes owing to the solid sidewall and cancellation
of the contributions from both ends**. On the right-hand side, the first term
vanishes for steady Vd. The second term originates from Coriolis forces in the
nutating system. Thfe third term vanishes since Vd has only an axial compo-
nent. The last term then provides the net rate of angular momentum flux
through the control surface.

Substitution of V-d leads to the following expressions for the cartesian

components of M:

Mx = mz (2nasine)(wa) mx, mx = -0 r2fdr (10a)

M = m (2nasine)(wa) my, m = - j r2gdr (14b)

Mz =mQ%(2 aasine)2M, mZ = f r 2fdr =-mx (14c)

where m. is the Hlquid mass in the cylinder. In this form, the components
Mx, M represent the net rate of angular momentum flux through the liquid end-
walls, whereas the roll moment Mz is solely due to Coriolis forces. A close

*The data were kindly provided by Dr. H. Vaughn, Sandia National Laboratories.

**Improper account of the sidewall conditions introduced an incorrect factor
of two in earlier results for Mx, My 1101.
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relation between roll moment M and yaw moment M has also been found by
Murphy [i1] for the range of hig6 Reynolds numbers.

A different interpretation can be derived using the differential equation
(9a), integrating by parts, applying (9b), and separating real and imaginary
part:

M =-m =Re (15a)
0"(1R 1

m =- r 2gdr Re " (15b)

In this form, the moments are directly related to the shear forces at the
cylind-ical sidewall, r=1. Since f'(1)<O, g'(1)<O, the roll moment M, is
always positive (even for n<O), while Mx is negative for n<0 and changes sign
with a. For small Re, the series (7) provide the approximations

Re Re2 (16)m 9 = ,my -TS36

that can be used for quick estimates up to Re<lO. The linear increase of mz
and M_ with Re is consistent with th.e experimental data. From the analytical
solution (10), we obtain

F'(1) g'(1) + if'(1) = 2 - qIo(q)/Il(q). (17)

Substitution into (15) provides the variation of mz, m with the Reynolds
number shown in Fig. 4. The coefficient mz assumes a pronounced maximum at

.10

log (Re) N"

0,' 1

V., A Miller data

- -,log 04e)

Fig. 4. The -nondimensional coef- Fig. 5. Comparison of the theoreti-
ficients m , m in eq. (14) versus cal result for m. with experimental
the Reynolds nmber, Re. data [51. The straight line shows

the asymptotic law mz.Re/96.
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Reg19. The coefficient my is negative and reaches an asymptotic value of
mv÷- 1/4 as Re ÷ •. Bence, for a>O, My reduces the pitch moment due to
the solid body rotation. This result is consistent with computations (9]. A
comparison of theoretical and experimental [51 results for m is given in Fig.
5 on a double logarithmic scale. The initial spin rate w=4A0m rpm was used
for reducing the experimental data. For Re<t0, the experimental points match
the analytical result as well as the asymptotic law m Re/96. The
occurrence of a maximum of m is found to be a property of ithe basic flow.
Only the systematic deviation for higher Reynolds numbers Re<200 may be
attributed to a cellular motion. .he twO data p,-.n:ts for Re>103 probably
indicate turbulent flow.

The basic flow, hence, can be considered a first but essential step
toward understanding and predicting the gross features of the fluid motion in
a spinning and nutating cylinder. Some observations, however, such as the
virtual independence of the despin moment on the spin rate require further
analysis, especially of the end effects. The occurrence of a cellular motion
may be due to hydrodynamic instability of the basic flow.

5. STABILITY ANALYSIS. The stability analysis is currently conducted
and only a brief outline is given here. We superpose to the steady flow
Vn=(O,r,vz), Pn disturbances v'=(uv,w), p sufficiently small for lineariza-
tion. Substitution into eqs.-(2) and neglect of products between disturbances
and terms of order O(e2) provides the following stability equations:

"Iau {- 2t + 3-u - T v +L(}uL
-t .

z ar Re r2  r2 (18a)

+ {vz + 2-rw) = 0
z aza~ -U

S{_•av + @3' + 2(1 + Tz)u + I BBR} - RL Colv rV+ L2 aU}l

r2  r2  (18b)

+{vz -L~ - 2TrW1 = 0

z vz 1r
€•-w + LwB + .2)} L (DR"w} + [(-- 2T )u + ( -v + 2r )v
at a'o az Re ar r ao r

(18c)aW
+ v z = 0

a (ru) + _ 2v + Lw 0 (18d)r ar r ao az

Three groups of terms have been separated by braces in eqs. (18a-c). The
first group, if set to zero, represents the equations for inviscid inertial
"modes -exp(imo + iaz + st), where m is the (integer) azimuthal, a the axial
wavenumber, and s = Sr + isi provides the amplification rate sr (=0) and fre-
quency si. Usually, an equation for the pressure is used for obtaining the
analytical solution. We have derived an alternative system In terms of uv
and applied the spectral method to be used for more general cases in order to
check the numerical results against the exact values.
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The second group of terms multiplied with 1/Re represents the viscous
correction to the inertial modes. Ey eliminating w and p, a system of
ordinary differential equucions for u and v has been derived. Due to the
higher order of this system, all boundary conditions can be satisfied. Pro-
grams have been developed for calculating spectra of (complex) eigenvalues,
for tracing single eigenvalues as function of Re, a, and for obtaining the
eigenfunction!. At high Re, the results follow the trer,ds predicted by
asymptotic theories. Our analysis, however, also covers the range of low
Reynolds numbers, where the inertial modes suffer rapid decay (Sr<O).

The most interesting aspect of the stability equations (18) is the third
group of terms. The coefficients in this group, vz, Tr, and To, are (1) of
order O(c) and (2) periodic in t. The periodicity in * leads to a coupling of

." the mode equations for m and mntl, and may cause primary resonance between
inertial modes. In view of viscous damping, this resonance is likely to occur
as e exceeds a critical value that decreases as Re increases. The analysis of
this parametric instability is currently in reparation.
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Computing Sets
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Abstract. in large linear programing problems, rounding off type errors can
cause problems. These errors stem from the computational set which is used by
a computer. Consider e> 0, sets F and R where R is the set of rational numbers
and FOR, there exists a, Y3, •v ,and 6 E F with a#0, 0-f0 and Y•-
such that whenever o. ý3 < or -Y + 6 <E , then

aL-P 0
Y.+6 =0.

It is shown that this set is commutative, contains additive and multiplicative
inverses, is nonassociative, nondistributive with zero divisors.

Two other sets which are quadratic extensions of the field r , CN and CQ
that are nonassociative algebras with zero divisors are developed with an ex-
ample of how they can be used to solve a differential equation of the form

dsi
P =-dt JpKp

where P, Jp and Xp are vectors of any dimension. CN is used to solve the case
where JpKp KpJ: and C the more general noncommutative case. Finally, the
field properties of F, N and Cj are compared with some implications for
software as a result of the loss of field properties.

1. The concept of a computational set F which permits round-off errors. FcOR
where R is the set of rational numbers. The arithmetic on F, for iot neces-
sarily zero elements a,1, O ,,5 , X and w with Y- a - and (> 0, is

x e F, "i IX1> c
(1) o+ - =

0eF, if X1< c
(WF, if ilI> £

(2)
0cOF. if jwI< E

An additional property of this set is the existence of a whole number N such
that N > N + 1.

As a consequence of the definition of the set arithmetic as well as the
properties of the rational numbers, the set is commutative and closed under
the operations of addition (+) and multiplication (-). The set also contains
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multiplicative and additive inverses. However, not all elements have multi-
plicative inverses. For example, the number 3 does not have an inverse because
the reciprocal of 3 is some truncated version of 1/3. For this example let us
consider 1/3 = .33, then 3 x .33 = .99*1.

Additionally, as shown by the following two examples (3) and (4) additive
inverses are not unique. Let a = .011, = -.012, 6= -. 013 and e = .01

(3) c+/3 = -.001

-0

because (-.0011 < t , and

(4) q +6 = 0

for the same reason. Thus additive inverses exist but are not unique. Because
of this characteristic, the associativw property for the set F does not always

- prevail.

The set F has zero divisors. Consider.a , • and t defined as above, then

(5) a.f3 = -0.000132.

Siace J-.0001321<z t '/ = 0. Moreover, for a,/ and : defined as above
and 5 = 1000

S(6) (- 0.- (

•.'-0%and

S(7) 6) + 461

Thus F is nonassociative and nondistributive.

A consequence of the properties of F is that software using assumed
properties can give misleading results. For example in FORTRAN although it 1S
often assumed to be correct, statements (8) and (9) are not always the same.

(8) SUMX = SUMX + C*X
and

(9) SUMX = SUMX + X

SUMX = C*SUMX
where C is a constant.

2. The concept of a quadratic extension r of a field K of characteristic
-*2. r is a set with a product xy and sum x + y defined on it with a subset
TX= K as well as an automorphism Z-Z. For each Zer there is a T = Z +
and an N = ZZ, for T, N 4X. For each ZeJ', we have

(10) Z2• TZ + N =0
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It can be assumed that r# X. In this case there exists at least one element
v X. These elements constitute the set V. It can be shown that

(11) r = xGv.

The image of the automorphism Z is called the conjugate of Z. T is its
trace, N the norm, X is the set of invariant element-s and Vthe set of skew-
co--njugate elements.

Considerable work has been done on sets r • In [i] r is characterized
for the real, complex, quaternion and Cayley number systems. In L2] r is
generalized to a field K where there is an element i such that i2 -_i - a = o.
The concept is then extended to the case where K is a commutative ring with
unit that admits an involutorial automorphism in [3] and in [41 the geometry
of the Z-plane of a quadratic extension rIof a field K is discussed. In [5] and
[6] there are examples of when r is a nonassociative algebra.

Essentially quadratic extensions belong to a class of algebras commonly
known as Clifford numbers. Van der Waerden in [7] discusses a class of these
numbers in his section on hypercomplex numbers.

3. The concept of the comm.'tative algebra Cj over a field K of characteris-
ticst 2. Cj is-ani algebra of order J>_1 where 1,e 2 ,e 3 ,...,eJ is a basis for
Cj. In the case of J = 1, CQ = K. Using the operations defined on K, Cj has
the following sum and products defined on it for all a, bfCj and a ,ai, biGK

(12) a + b = (ai + bi)ei,

(13) a = al aiei,l JJ

(14) ab = (albl - 7- aibi)l + 2; (aibi + aibl)ei.
i =2 i =2

J
(15) The automorpnism a-47 = all - Z aiei.

i=2

The unit or I in r is

J
(16) 1 = 1 + Z oei.

i=2

The trace T and norm N are

(17) Ta = a + a and (18) Na= aa.

Ta and Na S K and ab = ba for all a,b E Cj. When the characteristic of K
is 0, K is real. The set Cj has inverses

(19) a- Na
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Ci has some interesting properties. For n = 2, C 4) C • , the
complex numbers, for appropriate restrictions on K. For n >2, Cj is non-
associative, nonalternative and contains zero divisors. Moreover.

(20) Nab * NaNb

(21) Na2 • (Na) 2

"in general. When K = 4) z which contains at least one element v___-_,
(19) does not always hoTd true. For K C t• , (10) holds. Hence, this class
c algebras Cj are quadratic extensions of the field K.

4. An application of the class of algebras Cj to the physical sciences. In
the physical sciences such equations as

(22) P = dS- JKp

are frequently encountered where P, Jp and Xp can be vectors of any dimension
n = 1,2,...,m. If P;Jp,Xp Cj with J = n, then (22) has the representation.

L n

I (iPI xp1 - i JPi xpi) = P1
P l 1 =2

(23)•.:!L n

Z Z (Jpl Xpi + Jpi Xpi) = Pi
P=l i =2

and for N'

-Np Pi I Pi Xpi

(24) 2
=z�z ( Jji Xpi + 2 -'JPi Xpi Jki xji)

P i k4p i

n

7-5 Z 7 (PlJpixpi - Pijpxp1 ) = 0S(25) P i=2

ii n

and P ktP i=2 (jplxPlikixki - JPixPiJk.lXkl) = 0
where p, j, x f.

(23), (24) and (25) hold regardless of whether K is the set of real num-
bers or the set of complex numbers. In this example it should be remembered

* that Cj is commutative. The noncommutative case will be treated in the
next two sections. The last section will address the case that Jp is a
matrix or linear transformat'on.

5. The concept of the norcommutative algebra Cn over a field K of charac-
teristi *E 2. 'Cn is an algebra of order n > I defined a3'in section 2 with
the one mo Tfication.
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m
ab =(al bl - Z aibi)l + (aib 2 + a2bl + a3b4 + a4b3)e2

iXi"

(14-) + (alb 3 -a 2b4 + a3bl -a 4b2)e3  :12

7 n
+ E (al bi + a2b3 -a 3b2 + ai bl)e 1.

Cn asal th poprtes isusedin scin2with the exceptions that
Cn is no longer generally commutative and for n =4 there exists a Cn =Q, the
set of quaternions.

6. An application of the class of algebras Cn to the physical sciences.
In the case that the &ements P, Jp and Xp are noncommutative, we nave-as
a solution to (22)

' (jplxpi - Pi Xpi) = Pi
i 2

(23') Z (JpjixP 2 + jP2xP1 + jP3xP4 + jP4xP3) =P 2

E (jPlxP3 jP2xP4 + jP3xP1 - jP4xP2) = P3P
n

E JP2xP3 - P3xP2 + E (jplxpi + jpiXPl)) P

Nn isaar yiven by (24) or is invariant and (25) is given below by (25').

E (iPlxPlik2xk2 -jP2xP2jklxkl -jP3xP3jk4xk4 - P4XP4jk3xk3) =0
P k*P

Sz(jPlxPlik3xe.3 + jP2xP2v'k4XK4 -jP3xP3jklxkl + jP4xP4jk2xk2) =0
P k*P

E 1 [(jP2xP2jk 3xk3 + jP3xP3jk2xk2 + 4: (jPlxPljkixki
P k~tp 4

(25-) -jpiX~i.jklxkl) 0

1: (PjjP 2 xP2 -P 2,,;PlxPl P3jP4xP4 -P4jP3xP3) 0
P

E (PljP3xP3 + P2jP4xP4 -P3jPlxPi + P4jP2xP2) 0
P

n
E [-P 2JWP~3 + P3jP2xP2 + E (PijPixPi -PijPlxP])) 0

-:P i 4
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Moreover, it can be shown that the equations given by (23), (23'), (24).
5) and (25') hold wheim K is an associative ring with unit. In the event
thiat- K is the real numbers(24)ý! 0.

7. An application of Cj1 and Cn. in the case that the J2's are linear transforrna-
--o-.For- linear transformation and P,Xp Cj the following representatin

lioiT-for Np.

(26) S1 = E P.2 =~z~ Pijki

n

(27) S2 = E [P1 I jPkixPj Pk 'E PlixPi)
P k=2 i

(28) S3 = - E 'z iPkixPi)2
P k i

(29) S4 = E E ( EU jpki xPi)(tlvi xPi)
P 1-#P k

n

(30) S5 = E [(1 .jPlitPi)ýrjqkixqi) (z (jPkixPi)(Z jqilxqi)J
P q*P k=2 iii

with
(31) S1 S3 + S4 and

(32) S2 = S5 =0

For Op a linear transformation and P, XP Cn the following representations hold

for Np.

(z jP3ixPi)(E jq4ixli)l - (E jP4ixPiMj) q3ixqi)j"

(34) S7  E E 1 (1 iPlixPi)(E jq3i'zqi) + jE P2ixPi)(E.iq4ixql)

-(E jP3ixPi)(E iqlixqi) + (E jP4ixPi)(E jq2ixqi))

.A(35) Sp = E [-(E jP2ixPi)(" jq3jxq-) + (Z j-r3ixPi)('E jqZ-xqi)
P qtP i i

+ : E Z [(M ~xPi)(E jqkixtqi) - ~~i~kx~i)(E jqlixq-c)l
k=4 1 1 1i

(36) Sg Y [Piz jP2j~ix P2E iPlixPi -P 3E iP4ixPi -PIAE .P2ixPj)
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S(37) S10  [PIE JP3ixPi + P2E JP4iXpi - P3 E JPliXpi + P42. jp2ixpi]
P i i i i

n
(38) S] 1 - [-P 2 . jp 3 ixpi + Py jP2iXpi + (PIE JPkiXpi - Pi. J~liXpi)]

P i Ik=4 i I

with (31) as fir the commutative case and

(39) S6 = 37 = SS = S9 = Slo = $11 = 0.

Thus it ha.-- been shown that Cj and Cn can be used to solve vector equations.

8. A comparison of the field properties of F, C,1 and CN. As shown below in
Tabie 1, F does not have all the properties that Cj and CN have with respect to
addition and multiplication inverses. It is interesting to note that there is
not much interest in using sets such as CQ and CN. However, we use a set such

F Cj CN
+ + * +

Closure ! yes yes yes yes jes yes
Associativity f no no yes no yes no
Commutativity yes yes yes yes yes no
Identity yes yes yes yes yes yes
Inverse 4 not no yes yes yes yes

unique
Distrib'tive no I no nc

Table 1

as F in our conp;,ters and it has clearly fewer properties than Cj. Perhaps this
will change with time when people become adjusted to the reaiization that the
number sets which we use :nay not contain all the features that one might desire.
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CALCULATION OF LOWER CONFIDENCE BOUNDS
ON SYSTEM RELIABILITY

Joseph V. Hichalowicz

Harry Diamond Laboratories, USA ERADCOM
Adelphi, MD 20783

ABSTRACT. A general methodology, based on algorithms developed by the
Ad-Hoc Methodology Working Group on Nuclear Weapons Reliability Assessment, is
described for evaluating 90% lower confidence bounds on system reliability for
configurations of series/parallel circuits. General configurations of non-
repeated and repeated components are examined and a method for unpooling data
is discussed. A technique is derived for representing "i out of n" decision
logic gates. The methodology is applied to an example of the type of a
sophisticated weapon fuzing system. Maximum likelihood estimates of relia-
bility and 90% lower confidence bounds are calculated for the system and
critical components are identified.

1. INTRODUCTION. For critical and expensive weapon systems, such as
nuclear projectiles, highly reliable subsystems are required to produce a high
probability of successful system performance. Not only must the reliability
of these integral subsyLtems be very high, but, since often relatively few of
such weapon systems will be used :o attack an enemy target, there must also be
a high degree of confidence that such reliability will be achieved. This
report describes a general methodQlogy for calculating maxicium-likelihood
estimates of reliability as well as 90-percent lower confidence bounds on the
system reliability for general systems representable as configurations of
series/parallel circuits.

In testing these weapon systems, because of the scarcity and cost of
some of the components, the tester must be quite selective in the number and
type of subsystems to be included in field tests. An important byproduct of
the methodology to be presented is that it evinces those components that are
critical, in that they constrain the lower confidence bounds, and those that
are not. Therefore, it would be highly cost-effective to schematize the sys-
tem in the format of this methodology before tesring has begun, so that the
test director can effectively allocate his test resources to the critical
components.

The next section discusses the methodology for calculating confidence
bounds on circuit system reliability in a completely general way. It is hoped
that this section will serve as a handy reference to the analyst who desires
to make confidence-bound determinations for many types of circuit systems.
For example, the methodology should be readily applicable to various kinds of
sensors, radars, and missile guidance systemsp In later sections, the method-
ology is applied to a system of the type of an actual weapon fuzing system.
Bssed on simulated test data, 90-percent lower confidence bounds on system
reliability are calculated and critical components are identified.
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5 2.1 EVALUATION OF CONFIDENCE BOUNDS. By a 90-percent lower coafidence
bound on system reliability is meant a statistic computed from the test data
with the property that there is at least a probability of 0.90 that this
statistic is lower than the unknown system reliability. Under the assumption
that tests on a component are binomial, that is, the tests are independent
with constant failure probability, the 90-percent lower confiderce bound,
LCB 9 0 , on component reliability is computed as follows when the test data
indicate N tests with F failures:

LCB9 0 - B 0 (N,F) I 1 - p , (1)

where p satisfies t.he binomial relationship

N
I (N) pi(l _ =)Ni 0.90

i-F+1

or, equivalently,

"" (-• pi - P)N-i= 0.10

iW0

These formulas assume that N and F are integers; in calculating
equivalent components later, there will be a need for evaluating 90-percent
lower confidence bounds when N and/or F are not integral. In this case, the
following linear interpolation formula is useful:

B9 0 (N,F)Z (I - ND)[(1 - FD)BgO(NI,FI) + FDB90(NIFI + i)]

(2)
"+ ND[(1 - FD)B90(NI + 1,FI) + FDB90(NI + 1,F I + i]

where

N, = [NJ, the integer part of N,
ND N - [NJ,

Pt.- DF, - [F], the integer part of F, and
FD=F - [F].
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Tables [1] are available from which binomial confidence bounds can be
read for N= 1 to 150. In the calculation of equivalent-system lower
confidence bounds later in this paper, we shall frequently eiicounter very
large values of N together with very small values of F. To obtain such lower
confidence bounds, the Poisson approximation to the binomial is used when N >
150 and F < 10. As long as F is an integer, regardless of whether or not N is
an integer, the Poisson estimate is given by

P9 0 (F)= •X.9 (2F + 2) , (3)

where X 2n(2F + 2) denotes the 90th percentile cf a chi-square distribution
with 2F + 2 degrees of freedom. Tables of the chi-square percentiles can be
found in many statistics textbooks (see [2]). When F is not an integer,
Pgo(F) may be calculated by linear interpolation:

P9 0 (F).- (1 - FD)P90(FI) + FDPgo(FI + ). (4)

In either case, the 90-percent lower confidence bound is then estimated from
the formula

P9 0 (F)
LCB g B 90(N,F) = 1 N (5)

Another useful formula for calculating component lower confidence bounds
arises from the observation that, when F = 0 in equation (1), we have

[B90(N,O N _ (I - p)Ni 0.I0

which leads to the exact solution

-"pN

B9 0 (N,0) - (0.10)I/ . (6)

It should be clear that all the preceding formulas can be r.eadily
extended to the computation of component lower confidence bounds at other than
the 90-percent level.

The next several sections describe techniques for calculating lower con-
fidence bounds for general series and parallel configurations of components.
These procedures are taken from those recommended by a special Working Group
chaired by the Army Materiel Systems Aualysit'Activity [3].

2.2 CALCULATION OF CONFIDENCE BOUNDS FOR A SERIES SYSTEM OF
NONREPEATED COMPONENTS. The simplest case is a system whose configuration

consists of a series arrangement of independent components, as exemplified in
figure 1.
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Compnent CompnentComponent

Test Data: N1 Tests N2 Tests Ni Tests Nx, Tests

S1 Successes S2 Successes Si Successes S Successes

F1 Failures F2  Failures Fi Failures F Failures

Figure 1. Series system of nonrepeated components.

None of the ,* components in this series are repeated; that is, all are
independently functioning components which appear only once and have specific
test data in terms of observed successes and failures. Note that Si + Fi =

Ni for all values of i.

The lower confidence bound on the reliability of this series is obtained
by reducing the combination to an equivalent component. This is done by means
of the Lindstrom-Hadden method [4] which calculates the maximum-likelihood
estimate of the system reliability, Rs, by the formula

A'S.
R = H - (7)

=IN.

and takes the equivalent number of tests, N, for the system to be

N= min Ni
1_<i_<• (8)

The equivalent number of successes and failures of the system, S and F respec-
tively, are then given by

S NRs , (9)

P N(1-Rs) . (10)

Thus the series combination is now represented by a single equivalent
component with S successes and F failures out of N tests. The 90-percent
lower confidence bound for the series combination can no; be computed by the
methods of section 2.1.

For example, consider the three components in series in figure 2.
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,AAComponent 1 Component 2 Component 3

N1 =25 N = 50 N= 63
S = 25 = 48S3 3
F =O0 F2 =2 t 3 =O0

Figure 2. Example of series system.

The computational procedure gives the following:

Step 1. R I 1X -~ x1I 0.96
9 50

Step 2. N min(25, 50, 63) -25

Step 3. S = 0.96%'25) - 24
F = 0.04(25) - 1

Step 4. LCB90 =B 90(25, 1) 0.853 (from eq (1) and tab .le lookup)

2.3 CALCULATION OF CUNL'IDENCE hOUNDS FOR A PARALLEL SYSTEM OF
NONREPEATED COMPONENTS. For a system configured as in figure 3 with
independent, nonrepeated components in parallel, an equivalent single
component is again derived. The equivalent number of tests, No is computed
from the equation

Component 1 goQ

NI, Si. F,
where

HComponet2 *F

YU N2 .S2.F2  : H N

Copoent F+

F and, Ehe maximum likelihood -estimate of the system
N, =Numer f Tsts reliability is then given by:

Si Number of Successes - 18 Q .(2

=- Number of Failures (2
The equivalent numbers of successes and failures are then

Figure 3. Parallel derived:
system of nonrepeated ~.(3

F -NQ .(14)
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The 90-percent lower confidence bound for the system reliability can now be

computed as that for the equivalent single component with F failures out of N

tests.

An example of a parallel system is given in figure 4. The computational

steps proceed as follows:

Step 1. Q . 0 xl"6x'" 0III t::. :20 30
tep2. t x 1 x 2 - 0.000838

11 21 31
Q-' - 112.

Step 3. N is ,: -0 1 2.

Step 4. Rs -I

Step 5. S - 1192.5

F=0

Step 6. LCB - B9 0 (1192.5, 0) - (0.10)1/1192.5 - 0.9981
(from eq (6))

Component 1

NJ = 10
F1 =0

Component 2
-- N2=20-
1_N2 = 20

F2  2
Component3

N3 =303 Figure 4. Example of parallel system.

F3 =1

2.4 CONSTRUCTION OF AN EQUiVALENT COHPiNE T 'IT"A SPECIFIED RELIABILITY

AND CONFIDENCE BOUND. In reducing a complex combination of components to an
equivalent single componeut, a sequence of substitutions nay be required. It
"may occur, in the techniques to be developed in subsequent sections, that some

reductions will calculate the maximum-likelihood estimate of reliability as
well as the lower confidence bound for a subsystem without specifying the

equivalent test ,data. Therefore, it will be useful in the sequel to have a

technique for cohstructing the equivalent test data for a subsystem when given
only *the maximum-likelihood estimate of reliability, R, and the 90-percent
lower tonfidence bound, B9 0 .

The technique for solving for the equivalent number of tests, N, and

failures, F, given R and B9 0 , is actually jusi the solution of the following
two equations in two unknowns:

FR-1 1

B90 g B9 0 (N,F)
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However, the second of these equations cannot be solved explicitly, so an
iterative approach to solution is used.

The iteration begins with an initial estimate of N, denoted by N 1,
calculated from the formula

N 1n 0.10 (15)[•,~ = ln B9 *
90

If the reliability estimate R is equal to 1, set N : N1 and F = 0. If not, an
estimate of F, denoted by F1 , is obtained from

F, = (1 - R)N 1  , (16)

and the confidence bound BOG(N 1 ,F ) is determined by the techniques in section
2.1. An adjustment factor given by

ln B 9 0 (N 1 1 Fl) (7
1n B9 0

is used to obtain the next estimate of N, denoted by N2 :

N2 = tN1  * (18)

If the adjustment factor is near enough to I (i.e., It - I1 < 0.01), then use
N = N2 and F - (I - R)N2 as the equivalent test data. If not, N2 is taken as
the estimate of N and the above process (eq (16) through (18)) is repeated
until the adjustment factor converges close enough to 1, resulting in the
equivalent values of N and F. This procedure is illustrated in the next
"section.

2.5 CALCULATION OF CONFIDENCE BOUNDS FOR A SYSTEM CONSISTING OF ONLY A
SINGLE COMPONENT REPEATED IN ANY CONFIGURATION. This section describes the
methodology to be used for calculating confidence bounds for a system or
subsystem which is a combination of series and/or parallel circuits composed
solely of repetitions of the same component. More precisely, the components,
although separate physical devices, are the same in the sense that they are of
the same generic type and are described by the same test data.

Suppose the system to be an: .yzed is a series/parallel configura-
tioon consisting of repetitions of a component, C, characterized by test data
indicating Fc failures in Nc tests. The maximum-likelihood estimate for the
reliability of the component, C, is given by

F
R = - --5(

C Nc 
(
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Analysis of the system into ite series and parallel branches of C components
gives rise to a reliability estimate for the system which is a function of Rc:

Ra f(R o) (20)

For example if the configuration consisted of n components C in series, f(R )

would be R--, whereas if the configuration were n components C in parallel,
f(Rc) woul e -I - Rc)n.

To calculate confidence bounds for the general series/parallel
configuration of C components, the methodology begins by evaluating the 90-
percent lower confidence bound for C:

LCBc = B9 o(Nc,Fc)

The 90-percent lower confidence bound for the system, LCBs, is then calculated
by means of the function in equation (20):

LCB • = f(LCBc) . (21)

Therefore, we have obtained the maximum-likelihood estimate of reliability (eq
(20)) and the 90-percent lower confidence bound (eq (21)) for the system.
Equivalent test data for the system (that is, Ns and F.) can now be calculated

*, by the method of section 2.4.

For the special case where the configuration of the system is
just a series arrangement of n repeats of C and where F is small compared to
Nc (that is, Fc 4 N/10), two simple but accurate approximations for Ns and Fs
are available. Both of these approximations are conservative in that they
tend to underestimate N8 :

Approximation 1: N s - (22)

FS= (1 - RNs(23)

F:

Approximation 2: Ns 1 -RS (24)

FS (1i S). (25)

Note that the second approximation cannot be used when R. - 1 (or,
equivalently, Fc - 0), but in this case the first approximation yields exactly
the same values as the general method in secLion 2.4, since

N 
I.,~
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No N 1  0.10 from equation (15)

= in 0.10
in LCBn

_hi 0.10

C
in 0.10 from equation (6)

n in (0.10) •

These approximations are often useful in the reduction of a complex system4 with series subsystems to an equivalent syatem.

As an example, consider the series/parallel configuration in
'• figure 5, where Nc - 15 and F. - 1. Computations proceed as follows:

Step 1. Re = 1 - = 0.93333

Step 2. Rs = [I - 1 - R)2][1 -_I -_Rc)3] = 0.99526

Step 3. LCBc -M 9 0 (15, 1) - 0.7643

Step 4. LCB8 - [1 - (I - LCB 2 ][1 -1 - LCB) 3 1 0.93206

Step 5. Thi ite.ative method of section 2.4 with R - 0.99526 and
BQ0 - 0.93206 then gives the following table, where the

(N,F ) valuer ane cbtained by the interpolation

Siterroliono
fo~mull (1).

;•iteration NI FI B9 NFI t N2
'1 N2

1 32.73 0.155 0.9247 1.112 36.42

"2 36.42 0.173 0.9314 1.011 36.81

= 3 36.81 0.174 0.9320 0.9997 36.80
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.-..- Figure 5. Series/parallel conf ig-

Consequently, the equivalent test data for the system Are given

"by

..i No - 36.80

F. - (I - RP-)Ns " 0.174

2.6 CALCULATION OF CONFIDENCE BOUNDS FOR GENERAL CO'4FIGURATIONS--METHOD
* FOR UNPOOLING DATA. The techniques discussed so far permit the calculation of

lower confidence. bounds on system reliability for series/parallel systems of
independent, nonrepeated components, as well as for systems which contain
repeated component types, as long as each repeated compdnent appears in only
one subsystem. In order 'o handle configurations in which repeated components
are distributed throughout several subsystems in combination with other
repeated or nonrepeated components, a method will be described for unpooling
the data for repeated components. This method divides the component test data
into grot-Ps corresponding to the various subsystems in which the component
appears, and then treats the component as distinct and independent within each
subsystem. It has been found that such unpooling schemes provide somewhat

4 conservative lower confidence bounds on reliability.

The basic idea behind the unpooling method is as follows. Sup-
pose C is r. component, with test data indicating Fc failures in Nc tests,
which occu,.s in n subsystems, where the subsystems are chosen to each contain
as many appearances of C as possible and still be analyzable by the techniques
of sections 2.2 through 2.5. Thus each subsystem either contains just one
appearance of C or, if it contains two or more appearances, that portion of
the subsystem can be reduced to a configuration composed of repetitions of a
single equivalent component. The component C will be relabeled as C1 , C ,

"..., Cn, respectively, for each of the n subsystems in which it appears. The
test data for C is then allocated over the n subsystems in such a way as to
keep the maximum-likelihood estimate of reliability for each Ci, i - 1, 2,

n, equal to that for C. That is, the constraints on the unpooling are

[Fc = FC

Fci Fc
= C for i 1, 2, ... ,n •
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There are many ways of unpooling which satlafy these constrainits.
The method used here unpools according- to the following acheme:

(1)' Unpool equally in a series direction.
(2) Then unpool equally in a paralleJ direction.
(3) Then unpool equally in a series direction.
etc

This sequence is best illustrated by an example, as shown in f igure 6. In
this system the component C appears in four subsystems and has been relabeled
accordingly. The first step of the unpooling would allocate N /2 and F~ /2 to

two brnhein parallel, t~ieF second th ostep paallof the 'inpooling would divide teein
half the equivalent test data for the parallel combination, thus allocating

andF / toC 4 and the other N /4' and Fc/4 to the series combination
containing C2 and C2  In turn the third step of the tinpooling alloczates N /8
and F /8 to each or OC and C3. In summary, the unpooled test data for each
appearance of C would ie as follows.

ComponentTetdt

C1  Nc/2 F /2

C2  NC/8 FC18

C3  NC18 FC18

C 4  N C/4 Fc/4

Total1: N ~ F~

After unpooling, each of the Ci's is treated as a separate, independent compo-~
nent and the techniques in sactions' 2.2 through 2.5 are applied, as appropri-
ate, to each of the subsystems.

SusstmSbsse

wihC ihC

Figure 6. Example of unpooling scheme
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t t n2.7 REPRESENTATION OF "TWO OUT OF THREE" DECISION GATE. Synthesis of

the techniques presented so far enables one to calculate lower confidence
bounds on reliability for any series/parallel configuration. However, many of
the sophisticated circuits of today contain other configurations, such as
decision gates, to gain greater reliability and efficiency. A straightforward
procedure will be formulated to h&ndle decision gates by approximate
equivalent combinations of series and parallel circuits,

_• C The methodology will be illustrated for a "two out of three" decision gate;
the extension to general "k out of 7," decision log'= gates should be clear.

First, observe that for a series combination of components C
c2, '009 CK' with corponent failure probabilities QCI, QC2 •.., QCK X
failure probatility of the combination, 0, is given by 1 2 K

= QC + + "•" + QC + second and higher order terms1 2K

Mission reliability equations for modern weapon systems typically neglect the
second and higher order te••m- and aimply add together failure probabilities of

-4' components in series. 01 the other hand, if CI, C2, C.,, CK were in parallel,
the failure probability for the system would be, simply,

•" ~Q 9= QcIC2
1 2 QK

For a decision gate configuration which requires success in two
(or more) of the :hree branches (with each branch consisting of the same
component C) for a YES vote, the probability of failure, Q, of the gate (i.e.,
a NO vote) is given by

Q - probability that 2 or 3 branches fail

S- ~+ ,

where QC is the failure probability of the component C. In terms of failure
probability, the decision gate is, therefore, approximately equivalent to the
series/parallel combination shown in figure 7, which has a failure probability
given by

•'- Q •+ •+2 + 3•+fut n
. + + fourth and higher order terms

S.•
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Since the terms omitted by introducing this approximation are two orders less
than those already typically neglected in the mission reliability equation,
this series/parallel combination should afford a sufficiently accurate repre-
sentation of the 'decision gate.

C

C C C

C C Figure 7. Decision gate

approximate equivalent com-

cD bination.

3. CASE STUDY - APPLICATION OF THE METHODOYOGY. The methodology
described in the previous sections will now be applied to an example based on
the actual fuzing system of a battlefield weapon. The system scheratic, shown
in figure 8, is at the same level of sophisticat-on as the fuzing system.
However, for purposes of keepinZ thim report unclassified, a few modifications
have been made to the actual schematic and simulated component test data is
used. Note the "two out of three" decision gace equivalent in the upper right
hand part of the system schematic in figure 8. The simulated component test
data is displayed in table I. For some of the ccmponents only a reliability
value, R, is available, presumably based on a large number of tests by the
manufacturer; such components are denoted by an asterisk in figure 8.

The lower-confidence-bound computation for this system will proceed
through two :eductions of ths- sy_#-em, unpooling into subsystems and calcula-
tion of eq',ivalent components, and then the calcalation of the system lower

confidence bound itself. In the process, components critical to the confi-
dence-bound assessment will be evinced and pertinent observations made.

In the first reduction many of the series combinations which are re-
peated in a particular type of configuration throughout the system schematic
are simplified. The computations are sketched in appendix A, Note that those
componen, s which have reliability estimates only are treated as having esseu-
tially an infinite number of trials; thus they do not affect the calculation

."e of the equivalent component N (number of trials) but only the calculation of
-he equivalent component R (reliability). After the first reduction, the
svstem schematic takes the form shown in figure 9.
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TABLE 1. SIMULATED WOHPONEI•T TEST DATA

Component Number of Trials Number of Failures

A 5000 0
a 201 0

C R- .995

D R -. 994
a I3.- .9997
F 192 0
0 192 0

H 401 0
I 3. 0".9978

J R - .97

K. R - .999

L .- .999

M R .999

N 573 0

0 573 0

p 573 0
Q 570 1
it 572 0

S 250 15

T 328 1

U 3864 0

V 384 0

V 383 0

x 383 0

Y 386 1
Z 92 0

a 4(p1 1)
0- 1260 0
y 1260 0

8 384 0

c 382 0

c 382 3

'1 381 0

6 381 0

399 0
371 0

a 37S 0

It .992
v R .998

0 It .9999

a I .9999

It .9995

4It .9982

For a parallel pair of O composents
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The primary function of the second reduction is to consolidate the long
series of components at the beginning of the schematic in figure 9. After
these substitutions are made, the reduced schematic assumes the tractable form
shown in figure 10. Detaile of the reduction procedure are given in appendix
B.

The reduced schematic, divided into subsystems as shown in figure 10,
can now be treated by applying the methodology developed previously to each of
the numbered subsystems and then determining the equivalent N and R for the
overall series configuration of subsystems. However, the data must first be
unpooled for components which appear in more than oae subsystem. The compo-
nents which appear in the reduced schematic, before unpooAing, are listed in
table 2 along with their equivalent test data. The equivalent test data after
unpooling are shown in table 3. Note that tho-;e components which appear in
more than one subsystem have had an extra subscript appended to indicate those
repetitions. (For example, V13 refers to the third distinct appearance of VI,
in the top branch of subsystem-6.)

The equivalent number of trials, N, and the maximum-likelihood reliabil-
ity estimate, R, are computed, subsystem by subsystem, in appendix C and tabu-
lated in table 4. Since the overall system configuration is now represented
as a series combination of these subsystems, the maximum-likelihood estimate
of the overall systemos reliability is Just the product of the subsystem reli-
abilities (R - 0.9824), and the equivalent number of trials is the minimum of
those for the subsystems (N - 165). This minimum number (indicated by an
asterisk in table 4) corresponds to the critical subsystem-that which
delivtts rhe equivalent number of trials. Note how only a few subsystems, and
thus only a few components, may determine the calculation of tha confidence
bound. Examination of the critical subsystem 8 identifies the critical
component of the overall system (i.e., that component for which additional
test data could increase the equivalent number of trials for the overall
system and hence improve the resulting lower confidence bound ), to be the Z
component.
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TABLE 2. EQUIVALENT TEST DATA -- EFORE UNFOOLING

Component Number of Trials Number of Failures

A2  192 3.130

S573 0
Q 570 1
R 572 0
S 250 15
T 328 1
V1  383 0.991
Z 92 0

401 0.401
8 384 0

c2 10,961 0.680

02 371 3.313

TABLE 3. EQUIVALENT TEST DATA - AFTEI UNPOOLIOG

Component Uuuber of Trials Number of Failures

A2  192 3.130
N11  143.25 0
N12 143.25 0

SN
1 3  143.25 0

N14  143.25 0

QI 190 0.3333

Q2 190 0.3333
Q3 190 0.3333
R 572 0
Sl 83.33 5

S2 83.33 5
S3  83.33 5

TI 109.33 0.3333
109.33 0.3333

T3 109.33 0.3333

Vi1  95.75 0.24925
V1 2  95.75 0.24925

134,7 0.124625
V14 47.875 0.124*25

Vt5 95.75 0.24925
ZI 18.4 0'Z 18.4 0

Z3 18..4 0

Z4 18.4 0

Z5 18.4 0
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TABLE 3. CQIJIVALE!.T TEST DATA -- AFTER UNPOOLING (CONTrD)

Component N4umber of Trials Number of Failures

I'll 80.2 0.0802

012 80.2 0.0802

@13 80.2 0.0802

*14 80.2 0.0802

c15 80.2 0.0802

61 192 0

82 192 0

E2 10,961 0.680

921 185.5 1.6565

e22 185.5 1.6565

TABLE 4. SUHHARY OF SUBSYSTEH DATA

Subsystem R Equivalent
N

A2  0.983?0 192

£2 0.999938 10,961

1 0.999991 2,158

2 0.9998891 1,166

3 0.9999884 2,040

4 1 13,919

S5 1 15,989

6 0.9989715 478

7 0.9999323 222

8 1 165 6

9 1 737

10 0.999999 2,586

System 0.9824 165

R - Haximum-likellhood estimate of reliability

N - Number of trials
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The data are now in place to calculate the 90-percent lower confidence
bound on the reliability of this example system. We have:

R - 0.9824

N - 165

F - (1-R)N - 2,904

The interpolation formula (2) and the Poisson entimate (3) give the 90-percent
lower confidence bound:

LCB = 0.096 B9 0 (165, 2) + 0.904 B9 0 (165, 3)

( 12 
1 12

= 0. 696 - .+ 0.904 - /

= 0.096(0.96788).+ 0.904(0.95939)

= 0.9602

Note that R is a point estimate of the reliability of the system, whereas the
lower confidence bound is a bound on the unknown actual sy, -M reliability,
not on the point estimate.

In summary, the general methodology described in this report has been
utilized to estimate the system reliability of a practical weapon system
design, to obtain a 90-percent lower confidence bound on the system relia-
bility, and to determine those system components which are prime candidates
for further design tests.
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"APPENDIX A

FIRST REDUCTION

In each replacement of a subsystem, shown in figure 8 in the body of thie

report, by An equivalent component, both the original subsystem and the nev,

* equivalent component will be depicted. The methodology used for the reduction

will be referred to by the appropriate section in the body of the report. The

symbols N, F, R, and Q will be used ihroughout to denote number of tests,

number of failures, maximum likelihood reliability estimate, and failure

probability, respectively.

"original subsystem Equivalent component

•-. NH = 401 (method of NH = 2005

FH = 0  sect. 2.5. F 0

RH = 1 eq (22))

- j 0:03 (0.03)2 , 0.0009

*-2~

7-

. -- •

40.', .9
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Oriqinal subsystem Equivalent component

-
S,- 0o.001 '0.999999) (0.999) Qt 0.001001

N= 0.0.

NN = 573 No = 573 Np = 573 (myethod,: NN =573

FN = 0 FO = 0 Fp = 0 sect. 2.i) F = 0

RN 1 R0  1 Rp 1 RN1 1

NU2 m 3 84 Nv - 384 N 383 NX - 3 8 3  Nv - 3 8 4  (method of V - 303FU= v ~-oec.2) FVI - 0.997

FU2 = 0 FV 0 W - 0 FX. 0 a 393839

ILI
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*N4

Original subsystem Equivalent component

S.1260 (method of N 401N v, 401. RK 0.999 No ,, 1260 N.• ,16 0s1 ,
4 0 0 F=0 sect. 2.2) F = 0.401

"" 0.999

-iI---i--IJ o i-
N = 38& NC = 382 NI = 381 (method of 381

Ssect. 2.2)

FC = 0 FC = 3 FI = 0 st 2 Fe £= 2.992

{-.-

No = 381 N, = 399 NK =371 Nx = 375 (method of = 371

Fe = 0 Ft = 0 F 0 Fx = 0 sect. 2.2) F0 = 0K0  =1

.4.

"*This warhead component is repeated in other subsystoms but, since it is
being treated as having essentialy an infipite number of tr .is, it cannot

affect calculation of the equivalent N and so it can be treated as independ-
ent, affecting only the calculation o- R.

926
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Original subsystem Equivalent component

Qp . v = Qw o " Q0 Q" Q= RI Q P
0.008 0.002 0.0002 0.0001 0.0005 0.0005 0.0018 (1 - 0.008)2 0.00893

x 0.9982 x 0.999810

x 0.9999 x 0.9995

x 0.9995 x 0.9982

- 0.99107
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APPENDIX B

SECOND REDUCTION

In each replacement of a subsystem, shown in figure 9 In the b~dy of the
report, by an equivalent component, both the original aubsystem and the new
equivalent component will be depicted. The methodology used for the reduction
will be referred to by the appropriate section in the body of the report. The
symbols N, F, R, and LCB will be used throughout to denote number of tests,
number of failures, maximum likelihood reliability estimate, and 90-percent
lower confidence bouad, respectively.

Original subsystem Equivalent component

5000 201 192 192 200.S 0.995 0.994 9 0.99P7

FAO - B-
0  

Pr'- a0 r.G
0  

PH

R i R - RL 0.998999 (m'thod of ! 9

0.9978 0.9991 0.999 sect. 2.2) NA2 - 0.98370

FA 3.130

20

Nii

(method of

sect. 2.5)

* '.N =381 N = 10,961
£2

Fe 2.992 F~ = 0.680

Re, 0.99 2152
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L•BCl = 0.98244 by the Poisson estimate (eq (5))

£C2 = 1 - (I R£')2 = 0.999938

LCBC 1 - LCBC,)2 = 0.999692

.1..

The iterative method of section 2.4 is used to find N and F£2, producing the

results in the following table.

Iteration NI F1  B9O(lI,F1 ) t N2

1 7,475 0.4635 0.999593 1.32 9,878

2 9,878 0.6124 0.999668 1.078 10,648

3 10,648 0.6602 0.999685 1.023 10,890

4 10:890 0.6752 0.999690 1.006 10,961

From these results,

N = 10,961£2

(I R N 0.680

u-iginal subsystem Equivalent component

N = 371 RP =0.99107 N0 = 371

Pa= 0 Re = 0.99107 F6 = 3.313

I 22
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APPENDIX C

ANALYSIS OF SUBSYSTEMS

SThe equivalent number of trials and the maximum-likelihood reliability
estimate will be calculated for each of the 10 subsystems in the reduced
schematic in figure 10 in the body of the report. The methodology used for

- ~ each subsystem will be referred to by tne appropriate section in the body of
the report. The symbols N, F, R, and LCB will be used throughout to denote
"number of tests, number of failuree, maximum likelihood reliability estimate,
and 90-percent lower confidence bound, rqspectively.

SUBSYSTEM 1

This subsystem is a series/parallei configuration consisting of repeti-
tions of a single series co.bination:

NN11 =143.25 NQ -= 190 NR= 572

F = 0 F = 0.3333 F, =0
11 QI

For this series,

N = 143.25
R = 0.99825

LCB = 0.98107 (by interpolation formula (2) in the body of the
report

For subsystemi 1 (using the method of sect. 2.,5), we obtain

R, = [1 - (1 - R)2131- (1 - ,)31 = 0.999991 ,

LCB 1 = [1 - (1 - LCB)2[1 - (1 - LCB)31 = 0.998918

which leads to the results in the following tahle:

Iteration N1 F1 B90 \11 "1.- t N2

! 2127 0.0191 0.998905 1.010 2!58

Thj.- gives the final data for subsystem 1:

NI = 2158

R = 0.999991

930
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For the upper series:

N -11 19

=N 143.25 N Q2 190

FN 12 0 -Q2 0.3333

Equivalent N = 143.25

R = 0.99825

For the lower series:

NS = 83.33 N = 95.75 Nz = 18.4 NI = 80.2

FS 5 FV = 0.24925 FZ= 0 F = 0.0802
1, 111

Equivalent N = 18.4

R = 0.93662

For subsystem 2 (using the method of sect. 2.3), we obtain

Q = 0.00175 x 0.06338 = 0.0001109

Q, - 0.000968 ,

NII , - Q = 1166 ,

R'E1= 0.9998891.

SU3SYSTE4 3

Subsystem 3 is the same as subsystem 2 except that S is replaced by T.

A similar computation yields

N11 1 = 2040

Rill= 0.9999884

931
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SUBSYSTEM 4

For the parallel pair:

N11 = 192 NN -" 143.25'I 61 1 = V'NI 4 in0

By the mrthod of section 2.3, we obtain

Equivalent N - 27838

R -1

Subsystem 4 is just this parallel pair repeated twice in series. By the
approximation in equation (22), we have

N.• 27,838 13,919-• NIV " 2 "

RIV s1399

SUBSYSTE4 5

Subsystem 5 is jast a single component repeated in parallel:

82

4 Ns 2192
2

62

By the method of section 2.5 !.n the spe-ial case where R - 1, we have

932
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6LCB 2 = 0.98799

RV--I1,

LCBV = 1 - (0.01201 )2 = 0.999856

N in 0.10
"V In LCB =15,989

Rv=

SUBSYSTE4 6

For the upper series:

2 H13

F = 5 FV = 0.124625 F2 = 1.65652•F2 1VI3 F21

Equivalent m = 47.875

R = 0.92918

For th~e lower series:

T2  2

NT2 = 109.33 Nv14 = 47.875 N0 22 = 185.5' F2 FV1 4  F22
T 2 = 0.F3333 = 0.124625 Fe = 1.6565

Equivalent N = 47.875
4., R = 0.98548

For subsystem 6 (using the method of sect. 2.3), we obtain
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Q-0.0010285,
Q1 - 0.0031159 ,

NVI I -Q1 = 478
Q9 - Q

RVI - 0.9989715

SUBSYSTEM 7

First the series repetition of V1 is reduced:

Nv 5 "9.75

. - 0.24925

R = 0. 997397

By the approximation in equation (24) in the body of the report, we have
SFVI F

Equivalent N -- . 47.9

1 52

F = 0.24925

For the upper series:

N3 = 83.33 NT 109.33 N - 47.9
FS3 5 T3 0.3333 F - 0.24925

Equivalent N - 47.9

R = 0.93226
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For the lower series:

zN - 18.4 Na3 = 80.2

F- 0 F 0.0802z 3 13

Equivalent N-= 18.4

R = 0.999

For subsystem 7 (using the method of sect. 2.3), we obtain

Q - 0.00006774 ,

Q1 - 0.0045571 ,

NVII = 222 , -

RVII - 0.9999323

SUBSYSTEM4 8

Z4
N' =18.4

4

Z F 4 =0

B Sy the method of section 2.5 with R 1, we have

LCBz = 0.88230 by interpolation,
4RVIII I,

LCBvIII 1 -( WBz4)2- 0.98615,

N 165 ,
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SUBSYSTE4 9

For the upper series:

N -o = 80.2

F -4 = 0.0802

R014 - 0.999

By the approximation in equation (24) in the body of the report, we have

Fa 4

Equivalent N a 14 40.1 ,

I -R 2

a1 4

F - 0.0802

For subsystem 9 (using the method of sect. 2.3), we combine the upper series
in parallel with Z5, which has NZ = 18.4 and FZ5 - 0, and obtain

Q 0

Q1 0.0013548 ,

NIX 7 3 7

I RiX I

936
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SUBSYST]E4 10

: a15 = 80.2

DF15 = 0.0802

'4 By the method of section 2,5 we have

R a1 = 0.999L, LC 15 = 0.97011 by interpolation

R Rx = - c '~) 2, = 0. 999999

LCBx = - - LCB 2 - 0.999107

The method of section 2.4 is then used to get equivalent test data, asfollows.

Iteration N1  Fi B9 0(1NI F1 ) t N2

1 2577 0.002577 0.999104 1.003 2586

These results lead to the following data for subsystem 10:

•. ~NX = 2536 ,

RX = 0.999999

F', 
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B-SPLINES ON hNONJNIFORM TRIANGULATIONS

Charles K. Chui

Center for Approximation Theory
Department of Mathematics

Texas A&M University
College Station, Texas 77843

ABSTRACT. C B-splines of lowest total degrees on triangulations of
nonuniform .ectangular partitions are conbidered. Several interesting
properties are discovered for the type-one setting. In particular, there
are B-splines, that is splines with minimum supports, whose supports are
concave, and B-splines do not necessarily form a partition of unity.

i. INTRODUCTION. Consider a rectangular region D - [a,b] x [c,dJ
and let the lines x - xi 0 and y - yj 0 , where a - x0 < ... < x I1

b and c m yo < *.. < yn+l - d, partition D into (-+1)(n+l)

rectangular cell's D . By drawing in all the upward sloping diagonals of
ij

these rectangles, we obtain a unidiagonal (or type-i) triangulation of D,
and by drawing in both diagonals to each Dii we have a crisscross (or

type-2) triangulation. Of course, in the special case when xi+1 - x, -

x ki - xi_1 and YJ+1 - YJ = YJ - yJ-1  for i = 1,...,m and j - 1,..,n,

these triangulations of D become 3-directional and 4-directional
meshes respectively, and many interesting results in this special setting
have been obtained recently (cf. [1], [2], [41, [7], and [8], for
instance). This article is a continuation of [3] where the results on
nonuniform crisscross triangulation obtained in [61 were reported. We
take this opportunity to report two misprints ia [31, namely: on page
379, Bs should be yj - yj_)/(yj+l - yj_) and the identity on page
881 shudra

n+1 m+1

j ) (-l)i+i(xi+1 - x)(yi+1 - y1 )B1i(x,y) 0.

J=-l i1-l

Of course in the equally spaced setting, i.e. on a 4-directional mesh,
this linear dependence relationship becomes

n+1 m+1S(-0)i+B (X,y) =0
j-I i=-i ii

and this special case has recently been generalized by Dahmen and
hicchelli [81 to a more general regular grid partition.

S39 ,s.....



One very nice property of the B-splines B on crisscross

triangulations reported in [31 is that they are very flexible, in the
sense that their graphs are continuous with respect to the lines x - xi -

0 and y - y1 = 0 as shown in the pictures on pages 880 and 881 in [3].

This property is not enjoyed by the C cubic splines on unidiagonal
triangulations as observed in [5). Hore resulta have now been found and
it is the purpose of this article to report some of the unusual properties

these smooth cubic splines on unidingonal triangulations.

Fig. Ia Fig Ib

2. SHOOTH CUBIC B-SPLINES. In this section we only consider
unidiagonal triz:ngulation for the rectangle D as described above. In he
equally spaced setting, i.e. on a 3-directional mesh, there are two C
cubic B-splines where one is a 180*-rotation of the other. The support
"of one of them is given in Fig. la. In general, the grid coafiguration of
this support would look like the one shown in Pig. lb. Let us call this
grid configuration A j. it was observed in [51 that Aij is the

support of a nontrivial bivariate C1  cubic spline if and only if

(xi÷! - x ) 2  (YJ+I - y1 ) 2

1 -2 "x )(x1  - x1-) (Yj+ 2 - +)(Yj- 1 )

940



Fig 27

p ~ ~ ~ ~ l _L,~ X:. i+ il ad qP~1~~hl -xi 1 81-M8IZ 1 i-I ik_3 h,-Yj~+ -Y+

+S_ 75 +16 A

+-L.
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It [6] the "unique" cubic B-spline supported by A1j was constructed as

shown in Fig. 2. We remark here that Aij may happen to be concave. A

simple example is given by setting p = and- q = I as shown in Fig. 3a

and a picture og the B-spline it supports is given ic, Fig 3b. Suppose for
the time being that both the horizontal and vertical spacings of the
entire original rectangular grid partition of D are geometric
progressions. It is perhaps surprising to note that these B-splines do
not necessarily produce constants. More precisely, if one of the
geometric ratios p and q is different frum one, then the constant 1 is
not a linear combination of these B-snlines.

If the lines x - xi = 0 and y - yj 0 are arbitrarily given,

then the supports of the bivariate C1 cubic B-splines, if they exist,
have to increase. In fact the sizes and shapes of the B-splines depend
very heavily on the seluences {xi+I - Xi} and -YJ+I - YJ1" These and

other related results will be discussed in a forthcoming joint paper with
my stud.nt G. Chen.
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A MODEL FOR AISYNIC:HRONOUS D.I STR I F:ITED COMPLI f Al 1 Gf.:*

Dimi tri P. Bertsl:••as
Laboratory for. Informat ion and Dee:.is ion Syst ems

Department of Electri-ý al Engineerit-ng-t and Decision Sy•stemsr
Massac-hus:-etts:- Institute cef Technolocgy

"Cariibridge, P'la.sach.-•s.etts 02139

EB.STRP.CT. We present. arn algoithic model for- distributed
,:,:,,,F.utat. icori cf fixed points whereby several proce.sors
. rV t.i ci pate simultanieousl]y in the ca•culcat ions ,..hil exch.-t.yintg

:'b itifet"rriat i,:,n via conimunicat ioei links. We place ess.ert ial ly no
s-ci-miptiot's on the order irig Of comput-t i c-, and comrrUnicatiotn

be|.,',een process-ors thereby allo.ewing fo- coripletely uncootrdina ted
C-:!.,.-.. i o'r. We f ind that even under t herse pot entr Ia 1l chaot ic
circUmsta'-ices it is possible to solve several import ant c•lasse---:
of C.prcab] ems including the calc.•lati on of fixed points of
ccetil-ract-tion and mornotone mapping- -s arising in linear and ntcerli near
s,.-tees of equations, shortest path problems, and dynamic-

pt- .:e-rarntire i rg.

1. INTRODUCTION. There is pres-iently a great deal of
interest in distrnibuted irr-plemeret attionis of Var-ious it.er:at ti -'e
- ..-cit' i t.his whereby t he Comput at•on ia l 1oad is shared b sever- 1

ir-r ,eesc.rst"..wh ile cocr-d i nat i cn is ma I nta i n red by inr fotrmat i on
::-.-:ea-a-E, ge via corirmunicatirn links. In rimost of the w.or-k ,'ornie in

I - ,t-area the startitig poit. is some it.er-ative algor-ithm i.-aic- is
gteaa-it-,eed to converege to the correct -oluttion under, the usual
.-irc-'ur,.stances ,,f centralized computation in a single processor.
1.1,e -. computational load of the typical iteration is then divided
"in some w-.ay bet weere the auailable prrocesýzc.r, and it is assumed
l,.it the processors exchange all necessary inforn-ation regeardinr-g

t be Out omeics o the cur-rent it er-at ion be for-e a new i t er-at i , cane
" " Lbeg9 i n.•

The mode of coperation described -bove may be termed
• •#'.-'synchrot-nO•_us in the sense that each p, -:..essor must complete its

a.sszgned port-ion ref art iteratican and comriur-i icate the t-esults ts o
e,.era.ny Other processcer before a new iteration can begin. This
aSSurptiont certainly enhances the orderly operation of the
a -•.rcritthrm and greatly simplif'ies the cor,.nergence ana.,sis. On the
cether- hand synic-hr'onous distributed alr_-orithms: ai•sc have 5•Ceiie

leiceus d i sadvant ages such as the need for arn algorithm
itoiViat-.ion and iteration slenchro-iization protocol. Fut t-her-mcr-e
fe s-peed of computation is limited to that of the slI owestK r're:ecscen-=.-r'. It is thus interestirng to ezc-nsidet- algor-ithms that
c:•tn t.colerate-a mnore flexible cer-der-irng cef COcMFUtat iol'e aned
eeeeoijtl'iCat••. icr betw..een prcocess•crs. Such algori-thrmis have so fa--
lijotwed k.ppl ic--tiort, Ir computer- coririurieuicat ion reetjorerks like thee
PikJH)I"HET [1) w.,here pr-ocess.or faailures are- commcen and it is quite
c-ormpl icated to taintain synchronization between the nrode= of the
"-et,tt-. re etwork as they execute r-ea]-tirce tVwotr Ic functi ones such
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as the routing algorithm.

Processor network environments for which weakly coordirzted
distributed computat ion seems particularly advantageous typicall,-Y
possess one or more of the following characteristics all of which
involk'P occurarice of some type of unpredictable event.

I) Corputation nodes and communic-ttion links are subject to
frequent and/or unexpected failures. (For- example packet r-adio
,networks. >

2) Comp.utation roder have different arnd/or time varying speeds
of execut ior. (Foi. example each proceszor is assigned to a
"per-haps tilme varying number of tasks involving cormputation loads
which are riot fixed a priori.)

3) Computation at various nodes is •,erent dritieh-_: (Fr.r" sxrno1.ml
in .*!ata collection or sensor networks Ohere the timing ancl
orderi.ng of measurements may not be predictable.>

It is possible to consider various degrees of coordination
in different types of distributed algorithms. An interesting
question is to deter-mine the minimum degree of coordination
needed in a given algor ithm in order to obtain the correct
"solution. To this end we consider an extreme model of
uncoor.dinated distributed algorithms whereby computation and
coMmunication are Performed at each processor completely
independently of the progress in o her processors. it is perhapshi-. surprising that even under these crrhaotic circumstances it is
"still possible to solve cotrrectly important classes of fixed
poirnt problemc. The complete analysis is given in E23 for broad
classes of dk.namic programming and in E33 for more general fixed
point problems involving contraction and monotonicity
assumptions. Further, related work is E-3 and L63.

* 2. A Model for Distributed Uncoordinated Fixed Point Algiorithms

The fixed point problem considered in this paper is definedin terms of a set X? a class F of functions mapping 4X into the
ixtended real line [-o,+o-], and a mapping T which maps F into
it[-.elf. We wish to find an element J* of F such that

!• ~or equ ivalIentl1y

S3(x)=T(J*>(×x,) V xEX, (2)
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where J*(x) and T(J*.)() denote ".he values of the functions J*
and (.-:.':) resF-ectively at the typ.ical elerment xex-. (tie will
assur t.hr-oughoUt that T has a uniq-ie fixed point JW within t.he
set F.

ile p.r-ovaide somre examples:

Example 1: (Fixed pointis of mappings on Rtn). Let eX be tlhe
finite set

,x = .(1•2,... ,nJ,

and F be the set of all real-valued functions on X.
Then F can be identified with the n-dimensional space W1n in the
sense that with each JeF we can aszociate the n-dimensional
uector (J(1), J..D,..,J(n)). Similarly T(J) can be identified
with the n-dimensions ] veater {T(J)(1),...,T(J) n) , so the fi.,ed
poit.t problem (1) amounts to solving the system of n equations

j T(-J*) or J*(i) = T(J*')(i), V i =,...,n (3)

with the n unknowns 5. 1),...,.*(n). It is also evident that anl
sgsteni of n (possiblyr nonlinear) equations with n unknotwn.sn can be
forrmulated into a fixed point problem such as (3).

Example 2: (Shortest path problems). Let (H,L) be a directed
graph where H = (1,2,... •n) denotes the set of nodes and L
denotes the set of links. Let N(i) denote the downstream
neishbors of node i, i.e., the set of nodes j for which (i,j) is
a link. Assume that each link (i, j : is assigned a posit ivs.e
scalar ai referred to as its.. length. Assume also that there is
a directed path to node I from every cther niode. Then it is
known ([4]0 p. 67) that the shortest path distances J-.( i) to node
1 from all other nodes i solve uniquely. the equations
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- - - i = -M.-

4.-

min (a + J*(i)>, 4 a

~j(N(ji

J.'.'< 1 ) = '.<4b)

If s,,e make the iden ti fications X = {1,2,... ,rn}, F: Set of all
functions mapping X into {L3+Q], and define T(J> for all JSF by
msea.ns of

m , n Caij + .3(j)) if i ; 1

T(.J: <i> j .dN(i

0 f i = I (n)

then we find that the fixed point problem (2) reduces to the
shortest path prcoblem.

The s.hortest path problem above is representative of a broad
class of dynamic programming problehs_ which can be viewed as
special cases o0? the fixed point Problem (2) and can be correctl
solved by using the distributed algorithms of this paper (see
[33).

Our algorithmic model carn be described in termtsi of a
collection of" n cormputation centet (or processors> referred to
as nodes and denoted 1,1, .. ,,n. The set : is partitioned into n
disjoirnt st-ts denoted X1,..*,Xn, i.e.

n
X Xi, X t- = 0, if i # j.

i=l

Each node i is assigned the re-sponsi i 1 ity of computing the
values. of the solution function J* Ec.f. <1), (2)' at all ×EXi.

At, each.time inst.ant, node i can in be one of three possible
states corpute, transmit, or .dle. In the compute state node i
""-,ccrputees a new estimate of the values of the solution function J*
for all x×xi. In the transmit state node i communicates the
est.imate obtairned from the latest computation to one or more
r od <30i>. in the idle _tate node i does nothing relaLted to
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th-he solution of the problem. It is assumed that a node ca.n
recei,. e a t rantsmissi on from other nodes s imu 1 t aneously w itto
cs:,F-iput. trig or transmit* ing. We assume that computation and
tr'.anr•rission forr each node takes place in uninterrupted tirise
irnt er.a Is [t It-2 with tI < t 2 , but. do not exclude the
po-ssibility that a node m'eay be sireiultaneouzlY trarsmitttrig to
r:,,:.re than one nodes nor do we ass.ume that. the tranesmissiotn
inter.vals to these nodes have the same origin and/or termination.
tle al1o mra-e rio assurpt iorts on the ieengtn, timing and sequerncing
cOf computation arid transmission intervals other than the
I,: 11 I rc.ing:

AS-yr.._. lti,',n (A): There eXiSt a positive 9SOlr' P Such thAt, for.
eve,'._ node i, every time interval of length P contairn s at !east
one computatiorn interval for J and at least one transui..ion
interval from i to each node J 0 i.

Each node I also has a buffer Bij for each J 9 .J where it
stores the latest transmission from .t, as well as a buffer E:Dii
where it. stores its own estimate of values of the solution
furiction for all x.Xi. The contents of each buffer B j at. time t
ar-e denoted 3Aj. Thus Aj is, for every to a function from /'
Into t-0v,0] and may be viewed as the estimate by node I of th6
restriction of the solution function .• on re available at time
t. The rules accordIng to which the functions .tj are updated
are as follows:

I• i> If [t It t 2 .f] is a transmission I Aterval from node J to node i
t.he corntents Ji of the buffer Bi at time tI are transmitted arnd
entered In the-buffer Bi 3 at time t 2 , i.e.

t tl

2) If It. 12] is a computation interval for node I the contents
of bUffet- Bij at time t2 are replaced bytthe restriction of the
furiction T(Ji)on X, where, for all t, 3 is defined by

.. ii ( (x ) if xeX

' 3 .( x > if xX,1 , j. 0 i. (7)

Irn ot-her words we have

t

J <x> - T<J V xcX < S >
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c The ontents of a bffer changethe
*.comrputation interval for rodeo The contents of a buffer. P.
0 can change only at the end of a transmission interval frt--ors j
to I.

Additional conditions under which there holds

S°

1111 J:x) = J*(x), V xei., i 19.009n .9)t--.-At I.

may be forund in [2], E33. An interesting asoect of result.- ocf
this type is that they do not require that the initial pr.cs•c°,
buffer contents be identical and indeed these initial condit, iorns
can vary within a broad range. This means that for problerms. that
are being solved continuously in real time it is not neces.t.ry tr-
reset the initial conditions and resynchronize the algorithm eacl,
t.imre the problem data changes. As a result the potential for
tracking slow variations on the solution function is improved arid
algorithmic implementation is considerably simplified.

*This research was conducted at the H.I.T. Laboratory for
Information and Decision Systems with par-tial support pro,.,ided by
the Defense Advanced Projects Agency Under Contract No. O1R-
N00014-75-C-1183 and Army Research Office under Contract No.
DAAG29-84-K-OOOS.
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